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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
That is what brings folk to the gallows - knowin' everything but what they'n got to get
their bread by.
George Eliot, The Mill on the Floss, 1860, book 1, chapter 4
For the dancing of the ancient Greek world there is in existence a consider-
able corpus of both written evidence and images in several media. These
sources mention or depict a large number of individual dances and of
occasions on which dance was apparently deemed appropriate or even indis-
pensable. But what does this indicate? There is no one to one relationship
between (in)frequent mention of a phenomenon in the surviving sources and
that phenomenon's (unimportance in actual life, a common misconception
which Anthony Snodgrass has harangued as the 'positivist fallacy'. In this
instance, however, I suggest a good case can be made. The evidence is
distributed so evenly that one can only conclude that the ancient Greek
world displayed a level of saltatory enthusiasm which, though not unique, is
all the same quite remarkable. But if the sources show dancing to have been
held in much esteem in ancient Greek society, this esteem is not easily read
from modern accounts of that society. Most studies, whether scholarly or
popularising, which deal with ancient Greek culture, religion, or mentalité do
not mention dance at all or only as a side-issue (of course leaving aside the
work by scholars who have specialized in the history of dancing). Indeed,
dance appears to be so far outside the field of vision of many researchers that
even the Greek concept of mousikê, that is the unity of poetry, music and
dance, finds no reflection in their works. They manage to elaborate on the
position and function of instrumental music or poetic song in ancient society
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without referring to the dance, something which any Greek would have
found difficult to understand.
In this study I address and seek to redress this remarkable contrast
between on the one hand a wealth of source material, and on the other hand
the (near) absence of dancing from many modern studies of ancient society
where I think it should have been given a rather more prominent place. I
hope to provide a stimulus towards the balancing of this unbalanced situation.
A stimulus, which implies that it is not here that the balance is being
restored. The present book is not an attempt to reintegrate the dance into the
history of ancient Greek religion or society at large. It is not a narrative his-
tory of the dance in ancient Greece, but serves a different purpose. The three
parts of which this book is put together are prolegomena, preliminary studies
laying the groundwork on which a synthetic history of ancient Greek
dancing can be build. Here I try to show what that history could be like,
what kind of history the evidence allows us to produce. At present the
specialist study of ancient Greek dance is at a dead end. If some current
approaches are not radically cut short, and some new ones designed, there can
be no fresh departure.
The three preliminary studies offered here are, first, an extensive
historiography of the subject which seeks to illuminate where we stand at
present in reference to the work already done, secondly, an exercise in basic
source criticism to establish the limits to which we can push any
investigation, and thirdly, an attempt at model building in order to provide
an explicit theoretical framework for future research. These three parts are
interrelated, but more or less like three drunks who try to find support in
each others arms. Organic growth and subsequent cross-referencing make this
look like a linear text, but it is not. It cannot be. The second chapter of the
third part, to give just one example, deals with choosing a theoretical
orientation. It is obvious that any such choice is not without consequences
for the first two parts of the book.
It is only after asking and answering some fundamental questions on
historiography, sources and theoretical framework, that we can move on to
the next stage and attack the above-mentioned imbalance. Thus the present
work is only the bottom rung of a steep ladder. It is intended to help us take
our bearings by drawing a map of the landscape and suggesting some lines
along which we could proceed. But I have to append some caveats. A single
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book by a single author cannot do full justice to so large a subject, with
endless ramifications, as is introduced here. 'L'histoire de la danse ancienne
offre un sujet très-vaste, et sur lequel nous sommes loin d'avoir épuisé les
recherches', wrote L'Aulnaye in 1790, and over two centuries later I can
repeat it after him. Indeed, many of the topics introduced below would never
have entered L'Aulnaye's mind: sources have multiplied and theorizing on
human behaviour in general and dance in particular has gone off in all
possible and impossible directions. The sources are numerous, and many of
them, especially the images, are highly resistant to easy interpretation and
classification; the historiography of the subject is huge and interwoven with
much of the intellectual and artistic history of the Western world; ritual,
communication, performance and so on are all Protean phenomena without
clearly delineated shape, and have been discussed in a myriad ways. Much had
to be left out, much had to be cut short. On the one hand I deplore having
set out as a brave Hercules, only to have been long since reduced to a shifty
Procrustes. On the other hand, I think scholarly prudence asks for the
marriage between an essay ranging wide and an investigation delving deep,
even if this turns out to be an uneasy marriage. Now that the book is to go
out into the world at last, I can only take to heart Gibbon's words: 'where
error is irreparable, repentance is useless'.
A note on the transliterations in this book: All pre-modern Greek, except complete lines,
has been transliterated. Many customary spellings stand in the way of a consistent approach,
and this text is as full of compromises as most. I have chosen a (hybrid) transliteration
which, with slight variations, seems set to become popular in North-American publications
(I took my direct cue from several contributions to J. B. Carter, and S. P. Morris (eds.), The
Ages of Homer. A tribute to Emily Townsend Vermeule, Austin 1995). Greek word accents
are neglected. All modern Greek has been left untranscribed, mostly spelled in the now
standard single-accent system. The handful of Russian titles has been transliterated according
to the so-called British Standard scheme.

PART 1
REVIEWING THE HISTORIOGRAPHY
A conspectus of five centuries of enquiry into the
dances of the ancient world
Only those with no memory insist on their originality.
Coco Chanel

1.1 Introduction
The first part of this book provides a close look at the large specialist
literature on the subject. The dances of Antiquity have been written about in
Western scholarship for almost five centuries. The historiographical or meta-
historical account offered here is rather more substantial than the usual obli-
gatory two or three pages. Scholarship is always in danger of becoming a self-
sufficient exercise, and increasing specialization is making things worse. So
scholarship should once in a while be put into perspective. We should assess
our present position and the often tortuous ways by which we got there.
Such an assessment, however, can only come from a detailed criticism of the
work of our predecessors. Writing meta-history is often seen as an escapist
revelling in anecdotism or at the least as keeping one from the real work that
is to be done.1 It might be all that. But most writing or, for that matter,
reading of historiography is an essential part of the 'real work', an essay in
distancing that we simply cannot do without. To repeat a philosophical
platitude (which it is not always welcome to remember): no one writes or
reads from a neutral position, our interpretations have themselves a history
entailing limits and constraints. Until now no one had attempted a
historiography of the study of ancient Greek dance.2
1
 Ancient historians tend to have a low opinion of historiography, reception and Nach-
leben studies. If written on at length, the job is usually left to others. Even cooperation
appears to be virtually non-existent. I find myself in agreement with the ancient historian
Hartog in his review of Turner's study of Victorian Hellenism: 'un regret (...) pour finir:
que de tel enquêtes ne réunissent pas historiens de l'Antiquité et contemporanéistes [as Tur-
ner is], mais c'est sans doute rêver' (F. Hartog, '[Review of F. M. Turner, The Greek heritage
in Victorian Britain, New Haven 1981]', Annales ESC 37 (1982) 793-794). Alternatively, the
ancient historian Den Boer has argued that it was an asset that Turner is no classical
philologist (W. den Boer, 'Clio als de vrouw van Lot? Victorianen en de Oudheid', TvG
95 (1982) 321-344, see 326 note 12), but Den Boer's valuable criticism of Turner's work
surely disproves his words.
2
 There are a few pages on the subject in the first chapter of L. B. Lawler's Dance in
ancient Greece, London 1964, and several bits and pieces scattered through her many
articles. But these do not add up to a continuous account. The historiography of the study
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My aim was to look at the literature on the antique dance in context, in
order to see not only what has been written, but also why. That meant
coming to grips with a number of scholarly traditions and with the interplay
between scholarship and the wider world outside scholarship which helped
to shape those traditions, directly and indirectly. Here one should take into
account the development of classical philology and archaeology; the study of
dance in general; dance as an ethical and pedagogical issue; dance as portrayed
in works of art and in literature; the actual development of both social and
theatrical dancing; the history of the theatre and of theatrical theory; the
attitudes towards human movement, including sports, athletics and gymnas-
tics; the general cultural background, especially the sense of history observable
in any given period; and so on. Obviously, it is impossible to unravel all
these complex and interlinking relationships within the restricted space
allotted here. My attempt at meta-history is a summary account, concen-
trating on the study of the Greek dance and on the relationship between
scholarship and the stage.
In my historiographie survey I also seek to analyse the merits and defects
of the existing specialist literature from my own, late twentieth-century
perspective. Its merits have to be ascertained in order to judge what we can
build on, what we want to build on and what indebtedness to the work of
our predecessors we should acknowledge. Its defects should be spelled out in
order to know what pitfalls to avoid and what gaps to fill. While the merits
of the existing literature are many, these are not seldom outnumbered by its
defects. Much of it is purely antiquarian, and approaches the dances of the
ancient world as movement only, and not as part and parcel of social life.3
Indeed, the particular nature of many of these specialist studies should be held
responsible for the lack of integration of the dance into more general
accounts of ancient society. But there is hardly much of an effort to remedy
of dance in general is quite underdeveloped, see the comments by A. P. Royce, The
anthropology of dance (Bloomington 1977) 89ff. For early work on the dance there is A.
Arcangeli, Rappresentazioni culturali délia danza nella prima età moderna, Diss. Pisa 1992;
a revised version should appear in Milan in 1998.
3
 H. W. Pieket, Epigrafiek en oude geschiedenis (Leiden 1967) 6-7, points out that an
antiquarian approach not only disappoints because of excessive attention to detail, but also
because it is static: it lacks generic explanations, does not attempt to fit things into a wider
context, or to subsume them under covering questions. Cf. A. Momigliano, 'Ancient
history and the antiquarian', Contribute alia storia degli studi classici (Rome 1955) 67-106.
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the situation. Many a prioris which result from venerable scholarly traditions
are accepted unquestioningly. Even in recent work attempts at defining the
basic concepts, at theory building, or adequate source criticism are none too
obvious. These scholarly traditions of quite remarkable continuity are a
blessing in a most effective disguise.
Although my historiographie exercise is intended to provide a basis for
further research into the dance traditions of the ancient world, it can also be
appreciated on its own, as an independent contribution to the history of
dance and of the theorizing about dance in the Western world. Apparently
no overview of the role that the interest in the dances of Antiquity played in
the development of Western (thinking about) dance, has been attempted
before, and this account appears to be breaking fresh ground.41 hope it will
instigate further research, as the issues in question seem to me to be amongst
the most important that a historian of the theatrical dance tradition of the
Western world could tackle.5
4
 Although several studies deal with the development of theorizing about the dance in
Western society, amazingly little attention is paid to the scholarly interest in the dances of
Antiquity which was basic to much of this theorizing. A good example of the kind of study
we need (though in this instance not strictly about dancing) is K. G. Holmström,
Monodrama, attitudes, tableaux vivants. Studies on some trends of theatrical fashion 1770-181),
Uppsala 1967. On the other hand, a historiography of ancient Greek dancing cannot
overlook the theatre and other creative applications of classical learning: perception,
reception and creation cannot be separated out, as it was put by O. Murray in his review
of K. J. Dover (ed.), Perceptions of the ancient Greeks, Oxford 1993, TLS 4699 (23 April
1993) 4.
5
 Revisions of the history of Western theatrical dancing are welcome: see the devastating
critique of many existing general histories of the dance with their simplistic evolutionary
approach in J. Chapman, 'The aesthetic interpretation of dance history', Dance Chronicle
3 (1980) 254-274. And in some countries dance history is so neglected that there is as yet
hardly anything to revise. I fully condone the statement by P. Grosskreutz, 'Tanz und
Politik am Renaissance- und Barockhof. Die höfische Gesellschaft im Spiegel ihrer Tänze',
Archiv für Kulturgeschichte 71 (1989) 55-70: 'die umfassende kulturhistorische Aufarbeitung
des Tanzes liegt noch weitgehend im argen' (55).
1.2 The renaissance of interest
Prelude: Byzantium and the mediaeval West
Ancient Greek dances were studied diligently from the day they were danced.
Greek society as a whole obviously took a lively interest in the art of dancing
as evidenced by the plentiful and varied source material. Scholars did not lag
behind and dance is frequently mentioned in scholarly writings. To avoid
unnecessary repetitions we postpone discussing works composed before 600
AD to the second part of this book, where the source material is discussed.
In the nine centuries which separate Isidore of Seville from the revival of
Greek learning in the West, we can find hardly any scholarly work relevant
to the study of Greek dancing in the Latin West. We have to turn to
Byzantium, where the memory of the dances of Antiquity was kept alive by
scholars. Whether any dances of ancient Greece (not counting the panto-
mimic dance for centuries in vogue throughout the Roman empire) were still
danced in Byzantine Greece or in other parts of the Byzantine Empire seems
doubtful, and is a problem that I cannot solve here. Indeed, the history of the
dance in Byzantium seems to be largely terra incognita? Anyhow, interest in
the literature of ancient Greece led to the production of works of reference,
dictionaries, commentaries, anthologies, and the like. In the revival of
Byzantine learning from the mid-ninth century onwards the emphasis was on
humanist and literary scholarship. We can find many references to the dance
of ancient Greece in Photius' Library and Lexicon, in the Suda, in the
Etymologicum Magnum and in Eustathius' commentaries on Homer.
Eustathius in particular provides a wealth of information on several dances,
but much of it is also known from other sources, such as the scholia vetera
(Eustathius and other scholars, such as Tzetzes, of course in their turn
6
 The slight article by A. Karpozilos and A. Kazhdan in The Oxford dictionary of
Byzantium, vol.1 (Oxford 1991) 582, s.v. 'Dance', does little to dispel this notion.
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provided much of the material found in the scholia recentiora, which conse-
quently have but little independent information to add). Though some of the
Byzantine compilations are valuable because they quote, paraphrase or
summarise classical works now lost, it cannot be said that the Byzantine
scholars studied the dances of Antiquity in depth and in so doing contributed
any original insights. However, their purely antiquarian efforts did at least
keep alive the notion that dance could be treated as a subject worthy of
scholarly consideration.
In the West the tone was set by Christian authors such as Arnobius,
Ambrose and Augustine, whose stance toward dancing is comparable to that
of Christian authors from the East, such as Gregory of Nazianze, Gregory of
Nyssa, Basil and John Chrysostom.7 We find dance mentioned in three
different contexts: first, an ethical-moralistic condemnation of heathen
religious practices, often supported by biblical references to the Golden Calf,
the priests of Baal and Salome; secondly, some antiquarian information on the
dances of the pagan world, mainly pantomimic, and mention of a few
instances of Christian ritual dance; and thirdly, a theological-allegorical use of
dance imagery, derived from both classical and Jewish sources: the mystic
dance, the heavenly choir. As we are concerned here not with the develop-
ment of patristic puritanism or of Christian symbolism, but with scholarly
enquiry into the dances of ancient Greece, the antiquarian information is of
most interest to us. This information is, however, very sparse, and repetitive.
Many authors seem either unwilling to go into any detail or are not very
well-informed. A desire to give this idolatrous behaviour short shrift, in case
On the early church and its attitude towards the theatre, music and the dance, see H.
Jürgens, Pompa diaboli. Die lateinischen Kirchenväter und das antike Theater, Stuttgart 1972;
C. Schnusenberger (ed.), Das Verhältnis von Kirche und Theater: dargestellt an ausgewählte
Schriften von Kirchenväter und liturgische Texten bis auf Amalarius von Metz (AD 775-852),
Bern 1981 (English translation 1988); T. Gerold, Les Pères de l'église et la musique (Paris
1931) 88-100; C. Andresen, 'Altchristliche Kritik am Tanz. Ein Ausschnitt aus dem Kampf
der alten Kirche gegen heidnische Sitte', Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte 72 (1961) 217-262:
essential reading (more or less identical versions of this article can be found in idem, 'Die
Kritik der alten Kirche am Tanz der Spätantike', in: Der Tanz in der modernen Gesellschaft
(Hamburg 1958) 139-168, and idem, 'Altchristliche Kritik am Tanz', in: H. Frohnes, and
U. W. Knorr (eds.), Kirchengeschichte als Missionsgeschichte 1: Die Alte Kirche (Munich 1974)
344-376); L. Gougaud, 'Danse', s.v. in: Dictionnaire des Antiquités Chrétiennes et de Liturgie
4.1 (Paris 1920) 247-258; E. Bertaud, 'Danse religieuse', s.v. in: Dictionnaire de spiritualité,
ascétique et mystique, doctrine et histoire 3 (Paris 1957) 21-37. A collection of translated texts
in J. W. McKinnon, Music in early Christian literature, Cambridge 1987.
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lengthy digressions awoke a dangerous curiosity, seems paramount, but as
time progressed Christian authors will have had a diminishing notion of what
the dancing of the pagan past actually looked like. When Isidore of Seville in
the seventh century mentions the antique theatre and the pantomimic dances,
he is displaying his wide reading, but obviously not true knowledge and
understanding, which can come only from personal experience or the study
of a wide range of sources.8
The study of Greek dance died out in the West, together with the
knowledge of the Greek language. Latin sources cannot fill the gap. Contacts
with Greek culture during the Middle Ages, in Byzantium and in Southern
Italy, or indirectly by way of Arab scholarship, while of course very
important for the development of theology, philosophy, medicine and
mathematics, did not lead to a general revival of Greek learning in the West.
Classical Greek literature remained unknown. Except for some vague
memory of the pantomimic dance of Roman times, the probable ancestor of
some mediaeval dance types, no kordax, emmeleia or geranos was known of
in the West. Several Christian authors and church councils refer to the dances
they condemn as leftovers from pagan days: 'hoc de paganorum consuetudine
remansit', 'quam (choream) antiquas idolis ibi constituit ut videlicet decepti
deos suos et voce laudarent et toto corpore eis servirent'.9 But what pagani
are intended in these texts? The authors might very well refer to local folk
customs and not to Antiquity or paganism at all.10 Even in the iconography,
where some persistence of classical examples might be expected, it is hard to
find much continuity. A few instances can be found in early Christian,
especially Coptic, art.11 For the Latin West one can point to some classical
imagery in early miniatures of David and to the many portrayals of
Salome.12 But the mimic-acrobatic dances in these illustrations could just as
8
 Etymologiae 18, 42-50; see the comments by H. Jürgens, Pompa diaboli, 232 note 6.
' Council of 826, and Honorius of Autun (twelfth century); these are two representative
examples from a large series. Both are quoted from L. Gougaud, 'La danse dans les églises',
Revue d'Histoire Ecclésiastique 15 (1914) 5-22, 229-245, 16f.
10
 Cf. P. Brown, 'Relics and social status in the age of Gregory of Tours', in: idem,
Society and the holy in late Antiquity (London 1982) 222-250, on rusticitas (230ff).
11
 Coptic dance iconography: L. Gougaud, 'Danse', fig. 3593; cf. J. Beckwith, Coptic
sculpture, 300-1300, London 1963.
12
 For David miniatures in Bible manuscripts of the eighth and ninth centuries, see, e.g.,
G. C. Busch, Ikonographische Studien zum Solotanz im Mittelalter (Innsbruck 1982) 55; R.
Foatelli, Les danses religieuses dans le christianisme (Paris 1939) ill. opp. 16. For Salome, see
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well have been derived from contemporary practice, the more so because the
miming and acrobatics of joculatores, Spielleute or jongleurs are supposed to
have evolved from Roman pantomimic performances and might have been
much akin to these.13
Thus any study or even passive knowledge of the antique Greek dances
was absent in the Latin West during the Middle Ages. A certain continuity
in the dance tradition itself was acknowledged, but this apparently did not
lead to any direct interest in the dances of Antiquity. The majority of written
sources were inaccessible and iconographie traditions, if these existed at all,
were certainly not recognized as such. The texts of church councils, published
sermons and biblical commentaries kept alive some classical terminology:
saltatio, tripudium, chorea, ballatio, salt(it)are, sali(ta)re, bal(l)are, tripudiare, gy-
rare, (p)saltria, saltator, cboreutes, ballator, praesultor.^ But of course the use
of mere words can never be seen as indicating a living tradition. The best
example of a theoretical item inherited from the ancient world which was to
a large extent really acted upon, is the concept of musica, thought to include
not only music, but also words (mediaeval music is primarily vocal music)
and dance movements. This Greek idea reached mediaeval theorists by way
of Quintilianus and Martianus Capella.15
H. Daffner, Salome. Ihre Gestalt in Geschichte und Kunst, Munich 1912, T. Hausamann, Die
tanzende Salome in der Kunst von der christlichen Frühzeit bis um 1500: ikonografische
Studien, Zürich 1980, and G. C. Busch, Ikonographische Studien.
13
 See C. Sachs, Eine Weltgeschichte des Tanzes (Berlin 1933; reprint Hildesheim 1984)
266f; J. Stevens, Words and music in the Middle Ages. Song, narrative, dance and drama,
1050-1350 (Cambridge 1986) 314; a splendid documentation, ancient and mediaeval, in W.
Deonna, Le symbolisme de l'acrobatie antique, Brussels 1953; additional illustrations in the
works mentioned above, note 12. In favour of iconographie continuity plead G. C. Busch,
Ikonographische Studien, and W. Salmen, 'Ikonographie des Reigens im Mittelalter', Acta
Musicologica 52 (1980) 14-26, who states that the preponderance of representations of choral
dances as compared to couple dances results from an 'aus der Antike tradierte Dominanz'
(15), an assertion which seems difficult to prove. It should be noted that all study of medi-
aeval dancing, from the later Roman Empire to the fifteenth century, is very much
hambered by the lack of (adequate source collections and a proper synthesis of the work
done since the turn of thje century. For some bibliographic guidance one can turn to A.
Harding, An investigation into the use and meaning of medieval German dancing terms,
Göppingen 1973, and to J. Stevens, Words and music, 159ff.
14
 Cf. A. Harding, An investigation; F. Aeppli, Die wichtigsten Ausdrücke für das Tanzen
in den romanischen Sprachen, Halle a.S. 1925. Note that one will encounter in mediaeval
Latin familiar looking words like bacchari, chironomon, cinaedus, melos, orchestra, schema,
which have, however, in their mediaeval contexts nothing to do with dancing.
15
 J. Stevens, Words and music, 159, 38 If.
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Italian beginnings
After an abortive attempt by Petrarch and Boccaccio to reintroduce the study
of Greek, the appointment of Emmanuel Chrysoloras as a teacher of Greek
in Florence at the very end of the fourteenth century marked the revival of
Greek in the West. The next century saw enormous activity in the collecting
of Greek manuscripts, the learning of the language and the studying of the
Greek sources, most of them so long forgotten in the West. Instrumental in
the process were expatriate Greeks (of course their number increased steadily
after 1453), who carried their manuscripts and their learning to Italy, first of
all to Venice, their usual port of entry.16 The growing enthusiasm for Greek
studies and the large influx of knowledgeable Greeks, coincided more or less
with the arrival of printing in Italy (1465). From the late 1480's onwards an
impressive number of editiones principes was published, a necessary condition
for the revival of the study of Greek dance.17 These first editions were
joined by a steady outpouring of other editions of most Greek classics,
especially the small octavo editions, relatively inexpensive, but of a rare typo-
graphical and textual quality, published by Aldus Manutius from 1501
onwards. These spread the newly gained knowledge all over Europe.18
The continuing growth of a sense of history enabled scholars to view the
dances of Antiquity as a subject worthy of study, because one can only truly
16
 See for instance the comprehensive studies by D. J. Geanakoplos, Creek scholars in
Venice: studies in the dissemination of Greek learning from Byzantium to the West, Cambridge,
Mass. 1962 (reprinted as Byzantium and the West, Hamden, Conn. 1972); Byzantine East and
Latin West: two worlds of Christendom in Middle Ages and Renaissance. Studies in ecclesiastical
and cultural history (Oxford 1966) 112-164; Interaction of the 'sibling' Byzantine and Western
cultures in the Middle Ages and Italian Renaissance (330-1600), New Haven 1976, esp. 55-94,
200-212. Recent contributions are: N. G. Wilson, From Byzantium to Italy: Greek studies in
the Italian Renaissance, Baltimore 1992, and J. Harris, Greek emigres in the West, 1400-1520,
Camberley 1995, with helpful bibliographies.
17
 A list of those relevant for the study of Greek dance: 1488 Homer, 1494 Greek Antho-
logy, C.1495 Callimachus, 1495-1498 Aristotle, 1496 Hesiod, 1496 Lucian (the Aldine Lucian
followed in 1503), 1498 Aristophanes, 1499 Etymologicum Magnum, Suda (Suidas); 1502
Pollux, Thucydides, Sophocles, Herodotus; 1503 Euripides; 1509 Plutarch; 1513 Pindar,
Plato; 1514 Athenaeus, Hesychius, the Aldine Suda; 1516 Aristophanes, Xenophon, Pausa-
nias, Strabo; 1517 Plutarch, Libanius.
18
 On Manutius and other printers/scholars in Venice, cf. M. Lowry, The world of Aldus
Manutius: business and scholarship in Renaissance Venice, Oxford 1979 (with many further
references); L. Langenfeld, 'Aldus Manutius und sein Verlag', Bibliothek und Wissenschaft
17 (1983) 27-55.
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study, appreciate, or try to revive, imitate or emulate, what is felt to be
remote (though not unknowable or alien).19 The newly acquired sense of the
past can be found everywhere. In stage costuming, for example, classical
characters appear on stage no longer wearing contemporary dress, but classical
costume, freely interpreted. This went as far as having nudity or quasi-nudity
for tritons, bacchanti and the like in the early-sixteenth century trionfi.20 In
painting the classical dancers (nymphs, satyrs, maenads, Pan, Apollo and the
Muses, and so on) portrayed by Andrea Mantegna, Fra Filippo Lippi, Sandro
Botticelli, Giovanni Bellini, Antonio Pollaiuolo, Masaccio, Mezzo da Forli
and others are very obviously inspired, not only in dress but also in posture,
by classical examples.21 Everywhere one can see an attempt to reintegrate
form and content. Not only was there an attempt to recreate classical
thought, but also the appropriate forms of expression. It is very illuminating
to compare the dancing angels of Fra Angelico with those of Botticelli, and
the illustration of Apollo and the Muses in an Italian manuscript of about
19
 See E. Panofsky, Iconologie (Utrecht 1970) 28f (= Studies in iconology, New York
1962, originally published New York 1939).
20
 S. M. Newton, Renaissance theatre costume and the sense of the historic past, London
1975; A. Hollander, Seeing through clothes (New York 1978) 237-310, esp. 266f.
21
 The painters of the second half of the Quattrocento were much influenced by neo-
Attic reliefs: see for instance E. Wind, Pagan mysteries in the Renaissance (Oxford 1966) 26-
35, 117-121. Mantegna based his dancing muses on a relief from Samothrace, which he knew
from a drawing by Cyriacus of Ancona: see P. W. Lehmann, 'An antique ornament set in
a Renaissance tower: Cyriacus of Ancona's Samothracian nymphs and muses', RA (1968)
197-214 (a relief with dancers, not muses), and P. W. Lehmann, and K. Lehmann,
Samothracian reflections (Princeton 1973) 57-178, esp. 90-115. A general background in P.
P. Bober, and R. Rubinstein, Renaissance artists and antique sculpture: a handbook of sources,
Oxford 1986 (with the review by I. M. Veldman, Simiolus 18 (1988) 164-171). Influence need
not necessarily be traced in dance scenes only; the example of the maenad could for instance
be used in scenes of violent grief and mourning: see F. Antal, 'The maenad under the cross,
part 2: some examples of the role of the maenad in Florentine an of the later fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries', Journal of the Warburg Institute 1 (1937-1938) 71-73. Cf. Warburg's
Pathosformel: see E. H. Gombrich, Abby Warburg. An intellectual biography (Oxford 19862)
179ff, and the index s.w. Pathos and Patbosformel. A. Driscoll, 'The Pig Painter: parties,
poets, and Pollaiuolo', Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art 80 (1993) 83-111, discusses
a vase with a supposed dance scene by the Pig Painter probably taken as an example by
Pollaiuolo for his well-known dancers' fresco in Villa la Gallina (97-103). Driscoll's article
has many references to literature on borrowing from ancient art, vase painting in particular,
in the fifteenth century (when borrowing is often supposed to have been limited to
sculptural sources). See also D. J. Jansen, '"Roma quanta fuit, ipsa ruina docet": kunstenaars
en archeologen in het Rome van de Renaissance', Incontri 5 (1990) 53-75.
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1420, with 'II Ballo d'Apollo con le Muse' by Giulio Romano.22 From a
portrayal of the dance as a mediaeval round, at least in exterior aspect, we
move to a classicizing iconography based on antique examples. This must not
be thought to include a striving after archaeological exactness, however; we
will return to this when we come to discuss sixteenth-century developments.
The revival of Greek studies and growth of historical feeling coincided
with a flowering of dance culture. The splendid courts of Quattrocento Italy
stimulated the creation of involved entertainments and refined court dances.
For the first time since Antiquity we find professional teachers of dancing,
such as Domenico da Piacenza, Guglielmo Ebreo and Antonio Cornazano,
composing manuals for their patrons and noble pupils.23 Several of those
studying Greek texts were undoubtedly much interested in the contemporary
dances of polite society and active dancers themselves, which can only have
whetted their appetite for the dances they found mentioned in their treasured
Greek authors. Illustrative is the scholar-poet Angelo Poliziano praising the
remarkable Florentine lady Alessandra Scala in one breath for her knowledge
of Greek and Latin, and her skill in dancing and playing the lyre, in one of
his Greek (!) epigrams.24
Thus the stage was set for a revival of dance scholarship. The treatises by
the fifteenth-century dancing masters have, however, little to offer. They
concentrate on contemporary technique and provide little speculative or
22
 K. Meyer-Baer, Music of the spheres and the dance of death: studies in musical iconology
(Princeton 1970) ills. 56, 59, 60f.
23
 On these works, see O. Kinkeldey, 'A Jewish dancing master of the Renaissance
(Guglielmo Ebreo)', in: Studies in Jewish bibliography and related subjects in memory of A.
S. Freidus (New York 1929; reprinted separately New York 1966) 329-372; A. Michel, 'The
earliest dance manuals', Medievalia et Humanistica 3 (1945) 117-131 (on Italy: 119-124; some
signs of carelessness); W. T. Marrocco, Inventory of fifteenth-century bassedanze, balli and
balletti, New York 1981 (DRA 13); R. Mullally, 'The polyphonic theory of the Bassadanza
and the Ballo', The Music Review 41 (1980) 1-10 (with references on Cornazano, Ebreo, and
others); H. Leuchtmann, 'Cornazzano, Antonio'/'Domenico da Piacenza', s.w. in Lexicon
des Mittelalters vol.3 (Munich-Zurich 1986) 242; 1178-1179, with further references. P.
Castelli, M. Mingardi, and M. Padovan (eds.), Mesura et arte del danzare. Guglielmo Ebreo
da Pesaro e la danza nette corti italiane del xv secolo, Pesaro 1987, and M. Padovan (ed.),
Guglielmo Ebreo da Pesaro e la danza nelle corti italiane del xv secolo, Pisa 1990 (two
different collections, both published in connection with the same conference, Pesaro 1987).
And cf. note 25 below.
24
 A. Poliziano, Prose volgari inédite e poésie latine e greche édite e inédite, ed. I. del
Lungo (Florence 1867, reprinted as Opera Omnia, vol.2, Florence 1970) 200 (Epigrammata
Graeca 30).
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historical comment. Explicit references to Antiquity are rare and not always
specifically concerned with dancing, although Domenico da Piacenza does
refer to Aristotle.25 We had better turn to music if we want to see examples
of a truly humanistic approach in this period. Aiming at a more secular
treatment of musical history, Renaissance scholars like Ornithoparchus,
Glareanus and Tinctoris looked to Antiquity for their models.26 The very
first extensive use of classical material on the dance that I have been able to
locate comes from unexpected quarters. It can be found in Rosetum exer-
citiorum spiritualium et sacrarum meditationum, written by Joannes Maubur-
nus (Jan Mombaer) and first published in 1494.27 The remarks on Greek
dance were added to the 1510 edition published in Zwolle. Despite the use of
Lucian and some other classical sources, probably resulting from humanist
interference with the 1510 edition, the Rosetum as a whole is of an essentially
mediaeval flavour and cannot be classed as a humanist study.28 Though often
25
 Editions: Cornazano: C. Mazzi, 'II "Libro dell'arte del danzare" di Antonio
Cornazano', La Bibliofdia 17 (1915-1916) 1-30; translation: M. Inglehearn, and P. Forsyth,
The book on the art of dancing. Antonio Cornazano, London 1981; Ebreo: C. Mazzi, 'Una
sconosciuta compilazione di un libro quattrocentistico di balli', La Bibliqfilia 16 (1914-1915)
185-209; F. Zambrini (ed.), Trattato dell'arte del hallo (De practica seu arte tripudii), Bologna
1873, reprinted Bologna 1968; edition and translation: B. Sparti (ed.), Guglielmo Ebreo of
Pesaro, De practica seu arte tripudii / On the practice or art of dancing, Oxford 1993; D. da
Piacenza: D. Bianchi, 'Un trattato inedito di Domenico da Piacenza', La Bibliofilia 65 (1963)
109-149; and, more reliable, D. R. Wilson, Domenico da Piacenza (Paris, BNMSfds.it. 972),
London 1988. A well-documented attempt to make much of rather little in B. Sparti,
'Ancient Greek influences on Italian Renaissance dance', in: A. Raftis (ed.), Χορός και
Αρχαία Ελλάδα, Πρακτικά 5ου δΐίθνούς συνεδρίου για την épevva του χορού, Αθήνα 1991
/ Dance and ancient Greece, Proceedings of the fifth International Conference on dance
research, Athens 1991, vol.1 (Athens 1991) 147-156.
26
 On Quattrocento music: N. Bridgman, La vie musicale au Quattrocento, Paris 1964;
N. Pirrotta, 'Music and cultural tendencies in fifteenth-century Italy', Journal of the
American Musicological Society 19 (1966) 127-161; W. Rüegg, and A. Schmitt, Musik in
Humanismus und Renaissance, Weinheim 1983. See also F. A. Gallo, et al., Italienische Musik-
theorie im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert. Antikenrezeption und Satzlehre, Berlin 1989, for a wider
perspective.
27
 On this work see E. Benz, Meditation, Musik und Tanz. Über den "Handpsalter", eine
spätmittelalterliche Meditationsform aus dem Rosetum des Maubumus, Wiesbaden 1976, not
free of error, but the only study from the small bibliography of works on Mauburnus to
discuss the dance and music imagery of the Rosetum in any detail. Mauburnus will be dealt
with in my 'The mystic dance between mediaeval piety and humanism', forthcoming. Cf.
J. Donndorf, Das Rosetum des Johannes Mauburnus. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der
Frömmigkeit in den Windesheimer Klöstern, Halle 1929.
28
 Rosetum (Zwolle 1510) Titula v, Alphabetum xix K-L.Z. In the earlier editions only
remarks on biblical dance are included: Titula v, Alphabetum xviii P (1510) = v, xvii P
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reprinted and influential in religious circles, Mombaer's Rosetum is never
quoted by any subsequent author writing on the dances of the ancient world.
For the first humanist study properly so-called in which the dance plays an
important part we have to return to Italy.
Humanist philology and ethics
In 1516 Caelius Rhodiginus (Ludovici Ricchieri, also known as Celio
Rhodigino) published in Venice an impressive compilatory work, composed
of the fruits of a very wide reading in the classical literature: Lectionum
Antiquarum Libri XVI (later published in an enlarged version of 30 books).
In the third and fourth chapter of the third book, Ricchieri gives a lot of
information, apparently without any clear structuring principle, consisting of
many names of dances with some description and of a selection of classical
opinions on the dance in general.29 Soon after Ricchieri's pioneering effort
we find Greek dances everywhere. Authors of the polemical literature
focusing on the question whether Christians should be allowed to dance
started taking Antiquity into account;30 educationalists and philosophers dis-
cussed the beneficial effects of music and dancing and developed theories on
the origin and nature of these musical arts, supporting their beliefs with
references to the classical authors; and at least one literary author, Rabelais,
saw a chance to integrate Greek dances in his work.31
Thus towards the middle of the century we have a well-established corpus
of source material (Ricchieri's collection), and heated theological controversy,
(1504) = v, xiv (read: xviii) P (1494). On the ascription of humanist additions to the text
to J. Radius Ascensius or to Faber Stapulensis, see my forthcoming article.
29
 L. C. Ricchieri, Lectionum antiquarum libri XVI (Basel 1517) 112-117. Exactly these
pages are the most heavily annotated in the copy in the Royal Library, The Hague, most
likely in the hand of the scholar-book collector Canon Mr. Jan Dircsz. van der Haer from
Gorkum, illustrating a lively interest in ancient dancing in unexpected places.
'° The discussion amongst Christians on the permissibility of the dance was of course
a traditional item, but gathered fresh impetus with the Reformation and the diffusion of
printing; on Christian polemical works, see the afterword by K. Petermann in his Leipzig
1978 re-edition of F. Daul, Tantzteuffel, Frankfurt a.M. 1569, and A. Arcangeli, 'Dance
under trial: the moral debate 1200-1600', DR 12.2 (1994) 127-155.
31
 N. C. Carpenter, Rabelais and music (Chapel Hill 1954) 57-71.
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with Antiquity called to witness for either side (an early example of a witness
for the prosecution who discusses the dancing of the Greeks, is Henricus
Cornelius Agrippa, De incertitude et vanitate, 1530). There is also a set of
ideas concerning dance and music in which classical examples play a major
part: the cosmic dance; the heavenly harmony (harmonie des sphères, bal des
astres, bransle des deux); the strong influence of music and dance on the
human soul (a microcosm brought in tune with the macrocosm); and dance
assisting in developing a strong and healthy body (mens sana in corpore sano).
All of these theories can be seen to play their part in the second half of the
century.32 Sir Thomas Elyot's Boke named the Governour, London 1531, a
speculum regis, discusses the beneficial effects of the dance, adducing both
pagan and Christian arguments.33
The most important name in the second half of the sixteenth century is
that of Julius Caesar Scaliger. Part of his Poetices Libri VII, published
posthumously in 1561, is devoted to Greek dancing (first book, eighteenth
chapter). Scaliger mentions a large number of individual dances and finishes
with a short defence of dancing. This hotchpotch of information, comparable
to Ricchieri's Lectiones and most likely indebted to that work, became the
best known book on dance for the next half century. To Ricchieri's overview
was now added a comparison of ancient and modern dances.34 Scaliger's
work was largely reproduced by Hieronymus Mercurialis, a medical man, in
his Artis gymnasticae apudAntiquos celeberrimae, nostris temporibus ignoratae,
libri VI (Venice 1569). Mercurialis again presents several dance names, he
compares the pyrrhic to the moresca and he adds some remarks on the
healthiness of the exercise provided by the dance.35 Another imitator of
Scaliger and of Ricchieri was Theodorus Zwingerus, in his Theatrum humanae
32
 Sixteenth-century thinking on dance and music is discussed by F. A. Yates, The French
academies in the sixteenth century (London 1947) 36ff, 60ff, 236ff, 265ff; M. M. McGowan,
L'an du ballet de cour en France, 1581-1643 (Paris 19782) 11-27; N. C. Carpenter, Rabelais
and music; eadem, Music in the medieval and renaissance universities, Norman 1958. See now:
F. Carter, 'Number symbolism and Renaissance choreography', DR 10.1 (1992) 21-39, and
G. Berghaus, 'Neoplatonic and Pythagorean notions of world harmony and unity and their
influence on Renaissance dance theory', DR 10.2 (1992) 43-70.
33
 See T. Elyot, The Book named The Governor, ed. S. E. Lehmberg (London 1962) 62-
85. Cf. J. M. Mayor, 'The moralization of the dance in Elyot's Governour', Studies in the
Renaissance 5 (1958) 27-36.
34
 E. Brinkschulte, ƒ. C Scaligers kunsttheoretische Anschauungen (Bonn 1914) 104-105.
35
 Lib.2, cap.3 - 31r-38r.
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vitae of 1571.36 Even closer to Scaliger is the text of the Paralipomena to
Agonisticon, sive de re athletica by Petrus Faber (Pierre du Faur), first
published in 1592 in Lyon. It appears that apart from such spinoffs from the
work of Ricchieri and Scaliger nothing else of real importance for the history
of dance scholarship was published in this period, except for Stephanus'
Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (1572), which of course included most of the Greek
dance terminology.
Outside the immediate field of humanist classical learning we do not find
much attention paid to Antiquity in handbooks written by dancing
masters,37 except for the highly interesting Orchésographie by Thoinot
Arbeau (Jehan Tabourot, 1520-1595), first published in 1589. Though not a
dancing master (he was a canon of the town of Langres) Arbeau wrote the
best known dance manual of the sixteenth century. The book, written in the
form of a dialogue (!), sets off with a brave display of classical learning,
quoting Athenaeus, Lucian, Pollux, Galen, and also the moderns Scaliger and
Ricchieri (the Celius of Arbeau's text, identified with Marcus Caelius Rufus
(sic!) in Sutton's edition, is in fact Ricchieri). Dance is justified by pointing
out the Greek views on this matter and Arbeau draws some (careful) parallels
between the dances of Antiquity and of sixteenth-century France.38 The
Orchésographie is the best illustration of the way in which by the end of the
sixteenth century it was becoming fashionable to take the Greeks into
account in many books about dancing. Indeed, both defences of, and attacks
on the art of dancing started making use of classical material. Thus Florian
Daul, while condemning the dances of the day quite vehemently in his
Tantzteuffel, concedes that 'anfenglich der Tanz bey den vernuenfftigen
Heiden ehrlich und zuechtig gehalten worden (ist)' and quotes Athenaeus,
36
 T. Zwingerus, Theatrum humanae vitae, novem voluminibus locupletatum, inter-
palatum, renovatum, vol.2 (Basle 1586) 389-392.
37
 Titles of sixteenth-century manuals are given in the bibliography in T. Arbeau,
Orchesography, New York s.a. (revised and expanded version of the edition published New
York 1948, translated by M. S. Evans, with an introduction and notes by J. Sutton).
38
 T. Arbeau, Orchésographie. Et traicte en forme de dialogue, par lequel toutes personnes
peuvent facilement apprendre et practiquer l'honneste exercice des dances (Langres 1588) 3r-4r,
6r-v, 41v (references to antique sources); 4v (general comparison of ancient and modern
dances); 94r (comparison of 'morisques' and the Saturnalia); 97r-v (comparison of 'boufons'
and the pyrrhic).
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Homer, Plato, and, again, Ricchieri.3' Tomasso Garzoni, condemning the
profession of dancer in his La piazza universale (Venice 1585), devotes most
of his text to Antiquity, providing the reader with random information on
Greek and Roman dances, much of it derived from Ricchieri, who is
mentioned explicitly.40 Rinaldo Corso's Dialogo del hallo (Venice 1555)
presents us with a very Lucianic dialogue in the course of which a boy
convinces a girl of the excellences of dancing, invoking Homer at every turn.
Corso mentions several kinds of Greek dance and stresses the healthiness of
the art.41 Archange Tuccaro also speaks of the wholesome exertion of the
dance in his 'Dispute du blasme et de la louange du bal ou de la dance', part
of the first of three dialogues (the influence of the Lucianic exemplum is
everywhere!) teeming with classical references.42
We should also pay attention to attempts at recreating Greek dances on
stage or as some sort of public entertainment. J. C. Scaliger is supposed to
have danced the pyrrhic on several occasions at the court of the Emperor
Maximilian. This pyrrhic dance is not described in the sources, and so we
remain in the dark about what exactly was meant by a pyrrhic. One can
imagine a young man showing off, proving that he can do intricate things
with a spear without tripping himself up (Scaliger most likely used a spear,
as he quotes Athenaeus 63la, where a spear is mentioned). Rather vague
accounts mention other pyrrhics performed in the same century.43 We find
39
 F. Daul, Tantzteuffel: das ist wider den leichtfertigen unverschempten Welt tantz und
sonderlich wider die Gottsz zucht und ehrvergessene Nachtäntze (Frankfurt a.M. 1569) 90r, 95r,
99r-v, 107r.
40
 T. Garzoni, La piazza, universale di tutte le profession! del mondo e nobili et ignobili
(Venice 1585) 458-465 (in the edition Venice 1616 this is discorso 45 'De' saltatori, ballarini,
e di tutte le sorti di tripudianti et de' cursori', 195-198).
41
 R. Corso, Dialogo del hallo (Venice 1555) 3r, 5r, 9v, llv, 15v-16v. The text of Corso's
very rare booklet will be published, with a translation and commentary, by M. Inglehearn
and F. G. Naerebout, Leiden 1998.
42
 A. Tuccaro, Trois dialogues de l'exercice de sauter, et voltiger en l'air, Tours 1641
(originally published Paris 1599).
43
 Scaliger's pyrrhic is mentioned by several authors, e.g., A. Tuccaro, Trois dialogues,
40v ('plusieurs fois'). The origin of the story is a remark by Scaliger himself in his Poetices
Libri VII (Lyon 1561; here quoted after the edition Heidelberg 1607) 1,18: 'nos et saepe et
diu coram divo Maximiliano iussu Bonifacii patrui, non sine stupore totius Germaniae
repraesentavimus'. For a probable pyrrhic performed at the entry of Henry II at Lyon in
1548, see M. M. McGowan, 'A Renaissance war dance: the pyrrhic', DR 3.1 (1984) 29-38,
with many references: intriguing is 'a wild pyrrhic', also mentioned by McGowan, danced
as an interlude in Bibbiena's Calandria (Urbino 1513), described in a letter by Castiglione
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an increasing number of musical and danced interludes added to plays written
in imitation of the ancients. The singing of Greek poetry to musical
accompaniment was found in universities throughout Europe, the humanist
schoolplays (Schuldramen, ludî) combined instrumental music, songs, choruses
and dances.44 All this contributed to the development of the early modern
theatre, especially ballet and opera. The second half of the sixteenth century
also saw the development of the theatre in a physical sense: the development
of scenery, the proscenium arch, and so forth. Here the classical example
(Vitruvius) was at work as well.
While it usually remains unclear whether the forms of the dances were
seen as inspired by classical examples, this was explicitly stated to be the case
with Jean Antoine de Baïf's Académie de musique et de poésie, created in
1570.45 Baïf's ideas on measured poetry and dance, an outgrowth of the ideas
of the Pléiade, also came to include dance and he speaks of 'remettre en usage'
the dances of Antiquity.46 It should be noted that for Ba'if Antiquity is a
rather vague concept, including Indians, Persians and the like, but the idea of
reviving Greek dance and drama seems to be paramount. Baïf's ideas were put
into practice in court entertainments. In the grandest of these, the Balet
Comique de la. Royne of 1581, the humanist background is most obvious.
Thus Claude Billard writes of Beaujoyeux, the choreographer of the Ballet
Comique: 'Beaujoyeux, qui premier des cendres de la Grèce / Fais retourner
au jour le dessein et l'adresse / Du Balet compassé en son tour mesuré...'.47
(J. Cartwright, The perfect courtier, vol. 1 (London 1908) 335-341).
44
 N. C. Carpenter, Music in the medieval and renaissance universities, 227ff, 318-324. See
also H. Kindermann, Theatergeschichte Europas, vol.2 (Salzburg 1959) 250ff, on the plays of
Jakob Locher and Konrad Celtes, and passim for detailed information. For a short but
reliable overview: H. A. Frenzel, Geschichte des Theaters. Daten und Dokumente 1470-1890,
Munich 19842, the first two chapters. Important in the history of the schoolplay was the
Jesuit drama, which also included a growing number of dances. There is an excellent over-
view in E. Purdie, 'Jesuit Drama', s.v. in: Oxford Companion to the theatre (London 1967)
508-515. For the large bibliography on Jesuit school drama one can turn to N. Griffin, Jesuit
School drama: a checklist of critical literature, London 1976, with a supplement, London
1986.
45
 On Baïf and his precursors, see N. C. Carpenter, Music in the medieval and renaissance
universities, 145ff, 334, 370; and above all F. A. Yates, The French academies, passim.
46
 See F. A. Yates, The French academies, 60ff.
47
 On the Balet Comique: F. A. Yates, The French academies, 236ff; M. M. McGowan,
L'art du ballet de cour, 49ff, and her first chapter for a general background. Cf. the facsimile
of the Paris 1582 edition, with editorial matter: B. de Beaujoyeux, Balet comique de la
Royne, ed. M. M. McGowan, Binghamton, New York 1982 (Medieval and Renaissance texts
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These ideas were everywhere in the air, in France as much as in Italy. At
about the same time that Baïf was active Giovanni Bardi set up his Camerata
Fiorentina as an academy for the discussion of Greek aesthetics and literary
and dramatic questions. The Camerata involved itself with music and dance;
Girolamo Mei (author of De modis musicis antiquorum) worked on the
sources and corresponded with Piero Vettori, Giovanni Bardi and Vincenzo
Galilei. Galilei in particular urged a return to the ideals and procedures of
ancient music, in his Dialogo délia musica antica et moderna, 1581. A rival
academy was led by Jacopo Corsi, who worked with the musician Jacopo
Peri and the poet Ottavio Rinuccini. They produced Dafne (1598) and
Euridice (1600), two Operas' in the so-called stile rappresentativo.™ In 1600
Fabritio Caroso speaks in his Nobilta' di Dame of the unity of dance, poetry
and music and of the expression of Greek metres in dance steps.49 In his
Ballo del fiore this same Caroso speaks of spondaei and dactyles 'con vera
mathematica sopra i versi d'Ovidio'.50 Although in the early ballet de cour
and opera the theoretical background can thus be seen to be inspired by
classical examples, one should not suppose the dances (or the music) to be
recreations. Recreations aiming at reviving the original Greek appearance, as
opposed to the Greek spirit, were not attempted.
and studies 6). Billard is here quoted from F. A. Yates, The French academies, 268.
48
 On early opera and Bardi: N. C. Carpenter, Music in the medieval and renaissance
universities, 357f, 370; C. V. Palisca, 'A discourse on the performance of tragedy by
Giovanni Bardi', Musica Disciplina 37 (1983) 327-343. More details about the 'monodic
movement' and its background can be found in C. V. Palisca, Baroque music (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 19812) 29ff, and idem, 'Die Jahrzehnte um 1600 in Italien', in: F. A. Gallo, et al.,
Italienische Musiktheorie im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert. Antikenrezeption und Satzlehre
(Darmstadt 1989) 221-306; H. M. Brown, Music in the Renaissance (Englewood Cliffs, NJ
1976) 337ff (all with further references to sources and literature, especially the many articles
by D. P. Walker). A rapid overview in A. Davies, 'The Hellenism of early Italian opera',
in: Drama, dance and music = Themes in drama 3 (1981) 31-45. F. A. Gallo, 'Die Kenntnis
der griechischen Theoretikerquellen in der italienischen Renaissance', in: F. A. Gallo, et al.,
Italienische Musiktheorie im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert. Antikenrezeption und Satzlehre
(Darmstadt 1989) 7-38, gives an excellent general introduction with a list of sources and full
references.
49
 F. Caroso, Nobilta di dame, Venice 1605 (originally published Venice 1600) 1; 59-64.
These remarks are absent from the first edition of Nobilta, titled II Ballarino, Venice 1581.
English translation: Nobilta di Dame, a treatise on courtly dancing, translated from the
printing of 1600, edited, and with an introduction by J. Sutton, Oxford 1986 (revised
edition New York 1995).
50
 J. Gregor, Kulturgeschichte des Balletts. Seine Gestaltung und Wirksamkeit in der
Geschichte und unter den Künsten (Vienna 1944) 194f.
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If we look back on the sixteenth century some trends can be observed.
First of all a sound philological basis for the study of antique dancing had
been created early in the century. Subsequent authors repeat this exercise;
they add but little, but spread the word. The editing of texts went on all
through the century, providing (improved) re-editions of existing material and
some editiones principes important to our subject.51 There were more than
ten editions and translations of Lucian and two of Pollux. All discussions of
dancing, by philosophers, educationalists, churchmen and dancing masters
came to include at least some references to the dances of Antiquity, indeed,
to know about these dances seems to have been expected of a well-educated
man. The theories on dance in general and the dances of the theatre in
particular can be seen to be much influenced by classical examples. The ideas
of a cosmic dance,52 of the 'effects' of music and dance," and on the
intimate relationship of poetry, music and dance (Greek mousikê: Plutarch's
De Musica was the main influence here; in 1572 a French translation had been
published) are ideas shared by all authors and form the basis of the develop-
ment of ballet and opera. It is remarkable that not more was written on the
specific dances of the antique theatre; G. L. Giraldus (G. G. Giraldi), De
comoedia ejusque apparatu omni et partibus commentarius, Basle 1580, is
actually the only work offering information on theatrical dancing, but no
more than can be found in the works of Ricchieri and Scaliger.54
51
 Eustathius (1542-1550); Nonnus' Dionysiaca (1569); Plutarch, the Opera complete
(1572).
52
 As in Orchestra by Sir John Davies, London 1594, a poem 'expressing the Antiquity
and Excellency of Dancing in a Dialogue between Penelope and one of her Wooers'; on this
poem and its imagery, cf. E. M. W. Tillyard, Poetry and its background: illustrated by five
poems, 1470-1870, London 1955 (= Five poems 1470-1870. An elementary essay on the
background of English literature, London 1948). See also P. Cheney, and P. J. Klemp,
'Spencer's Dance of the Graces and the Ptolemaic universe', Studia Neophilologica 56 (1984)
27-33.
53
 F. A. Yates, The French academies, 36ff.
54
 The anonymous De Fabularum, ludorum, theatrorum, scenarum et scenicorum antiqua
consuetudine, Paris 1540 (attributed by Burmannus to G. Fabricius) is a very slight work,
mentioning some dances, but not all of those strictly belonging the theatre. A. Gentili, De
actoribus et spectatoribus fabularum capita XIX non notandis disputatio, Hannover 1599
(reprinted in J. Gronovius, Thesaurus antiquitatumgraecarumvol.S (Leiden 1699) 1625-1680)
has only a summary of arguments pro and contra dancing.
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Dancing was often recommended as a healthy exercise.55 A remarkable
emphasis was placed on the link between dance and acrobatics (as in the
works by Faber, Garzoni and Mercurialis). Thus, dancing was commonly
divided in saltatio cubistica, saltatio sphaeristica and orchesis simpliciter dicta.56
(Panto) mime, on the other hand, is hardly mentioned at all, and if it is,
usually in a derogatory way. Tuccaro defends mime-less dancing as 'older' and
'appreciated by the ancients'.57 Though the existence of mimic dancing in
Antiquity was known, there was little interest in it, possibly because the
ability to perform mimic dances was supposed to be lost. Even the theory of
(panto)mime would no longer have been applicable.58 Interest centres on the
Greek and not the Roman dances, on the classical and not on the Graeco-
Roman period. A clear historical perspective is often lacking, however, and
source material is used quite indiscriminately. There was no attempt to
reconstruct actual Greek dances. Even though these dances are often
compared to contemporary ones,59 an overall revival is judged impossible,
55
 H. Mercurialis, De arte gymnastica libri sex (Amsterdam 1672; originally published
Venice 1569: Artis gymnasticae apud Antiques celeberrimae, nostris temporibus ignoratae, libri
sex; also reprinted in: G. Poleni, Utriusque Thesauri Antiquitatum...Supplementa vol.3 (Venice
1737) 445-730) 305 (the ancients were aware of the health aspects, but these are disregarded
by the moderns); R. Corso, Dialogo del hallo, 9v; A. Tuccaro, Trois dialogues, 41v-42r; and
several others.
56
 For example in H. Mercurialis, De arte gymnastica, 118.
57
 A. Tuccaro, Trois dialogues, 41r: 'l'art de fair mille gestes avec les mains...ne fut trouvé
sinon fort tard'.
58
 R. Corso, Dialogo del hallo, 14v-15r: 'Tutte le cose ad un qualche tempo arrivano al
suo colmo' (as an answer to the question why nowadays a Roman Pantomime can no
longer be found). But with Corso this does not imply that all contemporary dance is
numeless: 'Ne si convien pero, ehe noi abbassiamo tanto 1'eta nostra, ehe diciamo di [ = lei]
non havere alcuno imitator di ballo eccellente, e ehe i nostri balli sien privi d'imitatione'.
But this is not followed by the advice to study ancient dancing in order to improve one's
numic abilities: apparently ancient (panto)mime, however useful as an exemplar to show
the power of the dance and the esteem in which the art was once held, was considered
unique.
59
 See above, notes 34, 35, 38. Between 1420 and 1520 most parts of a hitherto largely
unknown world had been reached by Europeans; subsequently we find references to the
dances of non-European peoples (as with Baïf). Direct comparison between those dances and
the Greek ones is rare, but apparently not sensed to be impossible. P. Belon, lei
observations de plusieurs singularitez et choses mémorables, trouvées en Grèce, Asie, ludée,
Egypte, Arabie, et autres pays estranges (Antwerp 1555; originally published Paris 1553) 38v,
compares contemporary Greek dances (which he observed on Crete) with the dances of
Antiquity: 'ceste danse en armes des Crêtes, semble se resentir de la danse des anciens Cure-
tés, nommée par les Latins Pyrrhica saltatio' (see also 357r on rope dancers).
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and most exterior forms are supposed to have been lost forever.60 Ba'if's
'remettre en usage' should not be taken literally.
With this absence of 'reconstructionism' one should compare the clearly
concomitant lack of 'the archaeological point of view'. Iconographie sources
do not seem to be taken into account in dance studies, nor in dealing with
other subjects. None of the works by sixteenth-century authors tries to illus-
trate the account of antique dances. One of the most popular sources of
antique imagery, Vi(n)cenzo Cartari's Le imagini de i dei de gli antichi, con-
tains some poses dansantes, but none of these appears to be based on a classical
work of art.61 Though artists like Rosso Fiorentino and Titian, Romano, the
Carraci, Reni, and, later, Poussin continued the Renaissance tradition of
painting dance scenes, in general the feeling for archaeological 'correctness'
seems to have been in decline during the sixteenth century. This goes against
a general trend of classicism. In the seventeenth century classical works of art
become even more of a canon for painters, but interestingly enough, the
portrayal of dance movement seems to move in the opposite direction.
60
 T. Arbeau, Orchésographie, 4v: 'as regards ancient dances all I can tell you is that the
passage of time, the indolence of man or the difficulty of describing them has robbed us of
any knowledge thereof' (translation by M. Stewart Evans).
61
 V. Cartari, Imagines deorum qui ab antiquis colebantur, Lyon 1581 (translation of Le
imagini de i dei de gli antichi, Venice 1571; there was an earlier edition Venice 1556); at least
four other editions were published before the end of the century. In the 1581 edition we
find illustrated in terpsichorean style: Flora (178); young Bacchus (276); satyrs and maenads
(283); Graces (355).
1.3 The seventeenth century
Philological accomplishments
Looking at the manifold developments outlined above, one might wonder
why no work dealing exclusively with the dances of Antiquity had as yet
been attempted. Its author was, however, already born. Joannes Meursius
should be given the credit of having written the first monograph dealing with
ancient Greek dances published since late Antiquity: Orchestra, sive de sal-
tationibus veterum. Liber singularis, Leiden 1618.62 This does not imply that
Meursius' work was in any sense unique or original. Although Meursius has
often been represented as the very first person to study Greek dance, the
above account has made it abundantly clear that he could build on at least a
century of scholarly work. There may even have been an immediate fore-
runner in the person of Jacobus Eyndius, who is said to have lectured to a
Leiden audience on the dance of the ancients some years before Meursius'
work appeared.63 Meursius obviously made extensive use of the existing
62
 On Meursius, see A. J. van der Aa, Biographisch woordenboek der Nederlanden vol. 12.2
(Haarlem s.a.) 750-759; H. Brugman, 'Meursius', in: Nieuw Nederlands Biografisch Woorden-
boek vol.7 (Leiden 1927) 872-873; H. A. Hens, and E. J0rgensen, 'Johannes Meursius', in:
Dansk Biografisk Leksikon vol.9 (Copenhagen 1981) 527-528; and C. L. Heesakkers, 'Te
weinig koren of alleen kaf? Leiden's eerste Noordnederlandse filoloog Joannes Meursius
(1579-1639)', in: R. J. Langelaan, and M. Simons (eds.), Miro Fervore. Een bundel lezingen
en artikelen over de beoefening van de klassieke wetenschappen in de zeventiende en achttiende
eeuw (Leiden 1994) 13-26. Meursius' Orchestra has been reprinted in J. Gronovius (ed.),
Thesaurus graecarum antiquitatum vol.8 (Leiden 1699) 1234-1300, in Meursius' Opera selecta
quae ad antiquitatem et historiam Graecam spectant vol.2 (Leiden 1724) 1234-1300 (the three
volumes of the Opera selecta consist of rebound leaves from Gronovius' Thesaurus, bearing
the original pagination of the Thesaurus) and in Meursius' Opera Omnia, ed. J. Lamius, vol.5
(Florence 1745) 189-272.
63
 There is mentioned a work by Jacobus Eyndius of Haemstede, De saltationibus
veterum; according to M. G. Delvenne, Biographie du Royaume des Pays-Bas, ancienne et
moderne vol.l (Liège 1828) 369, 'cet ouvrage est resté inédit', a statement again taken up by
the Larousse Grand Dictionnaire Universel du XIXe siècle 7 (Paris 1870) 1235. I have not
been able to trace the work published or unpublished. As Eyndius died in 1614 he took up
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literature; in particular Henricus Stephanus' Thesaurus must have been most
useful, as Meursius' Orchestra is in fact nothing but a specialized lexicon. A
large number of individual dances is listed in a single alphabetical sequence,
with a short description in Latin, often a mere translation of the Greek, and
references to an impressively wide range of literary sources. This lexicon style
work is quite typical of Meursius' scholarship. His many philological-
antiquarian studies are nothing but diligent compilations (and do not purport
to be anything else). They are evidence of an incredibly wide reading, but not
illustrative of much critical acumen.64
But despite their obvious limitations, Meursius' works were of great value
as collections of source material. His Orchestra was widely used and quoted,
and, according to past usage, as often used without being quoted. It has still
not been completely replaced.65 Even more important than the book's use
as a point of reference was the new emphasis put on the study of the dance.
Meursius, and probably Eyndius, were the first to study Greek dance at some
length as a subject worthy of separate treatment, not as a mere adjunct to the
study of poetry, music, and so on. In this respect the classical philologists
may have been inspired by the growing number of books on contemporary
dancing, whether of a strictly technical, or of a more generalized didactic
nature. On the other hand, in concentrating on a discrete historical phase,
even if not yet writing what one could properly call histories, they were in
a sense ahead of things, a general history of the dance as a distinct subject not
yet having been thought of.
One of the most important of seventeenth-century authors to be strongly
influenced by Meursius was Gerardus Vossius, who in several books addressed
this subject well before Meursius published his treatise.
M
 See for instance J. Meursius, Graecia feriata, sive, defestis Graecorum, libri sex, Leiden
1619; idem, Graecia ludibunda sive de ludis graecorum, liber singularis, Leiden 1625; both
works have an alphabetical arrangement. It may be noted in passing that both contain some
items on dancing, as does Meursius, Miscellanea Laconica sive variarum antiquitatum
Laconicarum libri quattuor (Amsterdam 1661) 145-158, and other minor publications. The
subject evidently continued to interest Meursius after he composed his Orchestra.
65
 The 1831-1865 edition of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae contains all relevant infor-
mation (Hase c.s. made use of Meursius' Orchestra), but of course scattered throughout the
nine volumes.
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the subject of dancing, especially theatrical dancing.66 Vossius' approach was
not different from that of his predecessors: he listed several dances without
providing much comment. It is some decades later and in rather unexpected
quarters that we find the dances of Antiquity approached in a manner which
is inspired by Meursius, but at the same time breaking fresh ground. In 1685
one Isacus I. Mackej defended a thesis at the University of Uppsala, titled
Orchestra sive de saltationibus veterum. The title sounds familiar and indeed
Mackej mentions Meursius with honour and has obviously made extensive use
of the Leiden Orchestra." Still, the Uppsala Orchestra is an altogether
different work; Mackej presents an historical overview ranging from ancient
Egypt to the early Church, with a long physiological excursus added into the
bargain. The work in some respects resembles the polemical writings by
protestant ministers which are to be discussed below, though Mackej himself
adroitly avoids all religious controversy. This Uppsala thesis would be the
perfect link between the philological-antiquarian studies of Scaliger, Meursius
and Vossius and the eighteenth-century critical-historical approach. Alas, its
influence may be doubted, as Mackej's work apparently remained completely
unknown.68
If we turn from the study to the stage, we immediately notice that the
seventeenth century is poor in reconstruction attempts. One cannot readily
66
 G. J. Vossius, Poeticarum institutionum libri III (Amsterdam 1647) 11,9; 16; 28ff; 111,15;
idem, De quatuor artibus popularibus, de philologia et scientiis mathematicis libri III
(Amsterdam 1650) paragraphs 47-56 (lacking 54 and 55!). For Meursius' influence, clear from
the contents of these works, see also the copy of the 1618 Orchestra in the Leiden
University Library carrying shelf mark 766B16: this has been inscribed by Meursius to
Gerardus Vossius and has been heavily annotated by both Gerardus and his son Isaac.
67
 The intellectual contacts between the Netherlands and Scandinavia, especially Sweden,
are well known (see F. S. de Vrieze, 'Academic relations between Sweden and Holland', in:
Th. H. Lunsingh Scheurleer, and G. H. M. Posthumus Meyjes (eds.), Leiden University in
the seventeenth century. An exchange of learning (Leiden 1975) 345-365, with further refe-
rences). Meursius spent the last fourteen years of his life in Denmark and will have carried
his own works with him, other possible transmitters are the Vossii or Meibomius, on
whom more below.
68
 I. I. Mackej, Orchestra sive de saltationibus veterum dissertatio, Uppsala 1685; this
dissertation is very rare: I could find no copy in Holland, nor at the British Library or the
Paris Bibliothèque Nationale. The National Union Catalog mentions a single copy only. I
thank the Uppsala Universitetsbiblioteket for the neat photocopy so promptly sent: if all
libraries worked as efficiently as this, the scholar's world would be changed beyond recogni-
tion. I owe my knowledge of Mackej's work to K. Petermann, Tanzbibliographie, 2 vols.,
Munich 1978 (= parts 1-24, Leipzig 1966-76); it does not seem to be listed in any other
bibliography of dance books.
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visualize the rather stern Meursius or the famous 'polymath' Vossius trying
to put Greek dancing into practice, as the young Scaliger was supposed to
have done. But one remarkable instance should be mentioned: we are told
that Marcus Meibomius,69 the editor of the still famous volumes of the
Antiquae mttsicae auctores septem (Amsterdam 1652), organised a Greek
concert while at the court of Christina of Sweden. Meibomius would sing a
Greek hymn to the accompaniment of Greek instruments built to his
specifications, and Gabriel Naudaeus, the well-known scholar and librarian,
would dance an appropriate Greek dance.70 The courtiers thought the affair
rather funny, which it probably was. Meibomius, easily incensed (indeed so
easily that his touchiness can be said to have ruined his life), made a terrible
row and soon after left Sweden. This performance by Meibomius and
Naudaeus, which appears to have been a fairly sophisticated affair, even if
ending in disaster, might be indicative of classical scholars' growing interest
in the contemporary stage and awareness of the practical applications of their
scholarship. The rise of such interests and awareness during the second half
on the century cannot be doubted, and would have a far-reaching influence
on both the stage and the scholarly world of the next generations. First,
however, we ought to turn back to the end of the sixteenth century and from
there trace the religious controversies regarding dance, music and the theatre,
in as far as these have a bearing on our subject.
69
 There is some doubt as to dating Meibomius' birth and death; P. Birkelund, and S.
Dahl, 'Marcus Meibom', in: Dansk Biogmfisk Leksikon 9 (Copenhagen 1981) 488, who
provide a recent and well-researched biography of Meibomius, give 1621-1710. Indeed, 1621
seems more acceptable than the often-found 1630: Meibomius matriculated at Hamburg
University in 1640. R. Höistad, 'Marcus Meibom and the lost Codex Meibomianus', Eranos
83 (1985) 103-112, proves conclusively that Meibomius' death should be dated to 1710, not
1711 (104 note 6).
701 give the story as found in A. J. van der Aa, Biographisch woordenboek der
Nederlanden (Haarlem 1878) s.v. Meibomius. Most authors referring to the episode say
Meibomius did the dancing (and probably the singing at the same time), e.g., H. Buchholtz,
Die Tanzkunst des Euripides (Leipzig 1871) 7; F. Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike (Halle 1926;
reprint Hildesheim 1976) 54f. (Near-)contemporary sources disagree: thus J. Arckenholtz,
Mémoires concernant Christine, Reine de Suède, vol.l (Amsterdam 1751) 241f, says that
Naudaeus was forced by a royal command to perform 'ses dances grecques et romaines'
(note that 'ses dances' gives the impression of some set repertoire). Further references: R.
Höistad, 'Marcus Meibom', 103 note 1.
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The popularization of scholarship
Religious issues tend to play an important part in all writing and thinking
about the dance in the period under discussion. Protestant ministers wrote
widely on the dance, and influenced and were influenced by scholarly works
on the dances of Antiquity. Roman catholic clergymen also involved
themselves with this subject, composing both condemnations and defences of
dancing, but their main contribution has been in an entirely different vein.
We have already spoken of the work of Tabourot and of the Jesuit school-
drama and we will turn to the part played by catholic clergymen in the
eighteenth century, such as Ménestrier and Dubos. The protestant clergy,
however, being almost without exception negatively or at least critically
disposed towards the theatre in general and the dance in particular, obviously
did not contribute anything to the theorizing about dances in the theatre, let
alone to the actual staging of dances. They limited themselves to a detailed
examination of the ethical aspects, which task they undertook in a most
scholarly fashion. This obliges us to consider their efforts in some detail.71
Ever since the issue was taken up by the Synod of Dordt in 1578
reformed church synods condemned dancing, especially mixed dancing and
dancing on Sundays. The dance is consistently connected with popery and
71
 Of course attacks on the dance are found from Antiquity onwards. Space does not
allow the discussion of the many links between earlier Christian writings and the later
works referred to here, nor to investigate the relationship between Reformation and post-
Tridentine writings on the dance. An excellent introductory account: A. Arcangeli, 'Dance
under trial'. A good overview of the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century material is provided
by P. A. Scholes, The Puritans and music in England and New England. A contribution to
the cultural history of two nations (Oxford 1934; reprint Oxford 1969) 58-80, and by H. P.
Clive, 'The calvinists and the question of dancing', Bibliothèque d'Humanisme et de
Renaissance 23 (1961) 296-323.1 here concentrate on the Dutch material, important because
of its (undervalued) international influence, and, in the present context, because the most
important philological work treated in this chapter, being Dutch, should be seen against a
Dutch background. A thorough study of the important Dutch sources is lacking; a first
attempt in my 'Another battle fought and lost: seventeenth century Dutch predikanten and
the dance', Laban Centre Working Papers in Dance Studies 2 (London 1989) 18-43 (with
further references; alas marred by a large number of misprints introduced at the production
stage). A much enlarged version has been published in Dutch: 'Snoode exercitien. Het
zeventiende-eeuwse Nederlandse protestantisme en de dans', Volkskundig Bulletin 16 (1990)
125-155.
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regarded (at least theatrical dancing) as of pagan origin.72 The Dutch
reformed churches appealed to scholars not to defend or further the case of
the dance in any way: 'Doctores Professores Philosophiae will be asked by the
Deputati Synodi not to defend any such matter as will further the cause of
dancing in any way'.73 The ministers themselves poured out a steady stream
of anti-dance tracts, often of a remarkable learnedness. Antiquity is almost
always given a central or at least very prominent position in these discussions.
This in itself is not really remarkable, as nearly all writings on the dance (and
not only those) would focus on Antiquity for a long time to come. Nor
would they waste any opportunity for spoiling the heathen, with Priam and
Cicero as favourite witnesses for the prosecution. This gives us a good
opportunity to compare the protestant tracts with the studies by classical
philologists.
The religious tracts show on the whole a good grasp of contemporary
scholarly work; the influence of Meursius and others is most obvious. In their
eagerness to present their readers with an impressive array of persuasive
arguments, the ministers must unwittingly have spread the knowledge of the
dances of Antiquity, and not so much fuelled anti-dance sentiments as
stimulated an unintended interest in the field. They could actually be called
the popularizers of the scholarly attainments of the classical philologists, their
tracts reaching a fairly wide audience. Splendid examples of this popularizing
activity are the writings by the much-read Gisbertus Voetius and Martinus
Schoock. The last mentioned is a rare example of a reformed minister taking
a moderate stance, but then Schoock disagreed with Voetius on virtually
everything.74 Of the non-Dutch material I single out William Prynne's
72
 Very explicit in the 'Remonstrantie' sent to the States of Holland and West-Frisia in
1654: this is printed as an appendix in C. Streso, Christelyck en bescheyden oordeel, over
dansseryen en schou-speelen, The Hague 1680 (cf. W. P. C. Knuttel (ed.),Acta der particuliere
synoden van Zuid-Holland, 1621-1700, vol.3 (The Hague 1910) 409, 467f).
73
 Delft 1648, art.54 (W. P. C. Knuttel, Acta, vol.3 (The Hague 1910) 96).
74
 G. Voetius, 'De excelsis mundi. Ad vii. Decalogi praeceptum, prima, quae est de
choreis', in: idem, Selectorarum disputationum theologicarum pars quarta (Amsterdam 1667)
325-356; M. Schoock, 'Exercitio 23: de choreis et tripudiis', in: idem, Exercitiones variae, de
diversis materiis (Utrecht 1663) 317-331. The size of a national as opposed to an inter-
national audience was of course much increased by translation into the vernacular. Thus
the anonymous Een kort tractaetjen van de danssen tot dienst van den eenvoudigen uyt de
latijnsche in nederduytsche tale overgeset, Utrecht 1644, is an authorised translation of
Voetius' disputatio: see A. C. Duker, Gisbertus Voetius, vol.2 (Leiden 1910) 235-246.
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famous Histriomastix, which cost Prynne his ears, but gained him an
international reputation.75 Writings such as these were being read all over
Europe and even reached the European colonies.
The tracts drew heavily on existing classical scholarship, but may also
have influenced some of the directions taken by philologists. In an early stage,
when the synods and vicars tried to win the active support of scholars,the
response was not very notable. Meursius in a few instances indicated that a
particular dance should be classed as a saltatio lasciva, but these are trans-
lations of the descriptions given by Greek lexicographers, without any
personal comments added. On the whole he kept aloof of religious contro-
versy. In the dedicatory epistle to his Orchestra, addressed to Cornells van der
Myle, Meursius expresses some concern that the subject would not be
commensurate with the dignitas and gravitas of the addressee, but adds that
those interested in Antiquity could not possibly condemn anything 'quod ad
illustrandam illam pertineret'. Mackej writes of the religious aspects: 'hunc
itaque speciosissimum campum aliis libenter relinquo'.76 Vossius apparently
felt constrained to add some condemnatory paragraphs on theatrical dancing,
but these are tacked onto the main body of his writings in an unsatisfactory
manner, and give the impression of being after-thoughts. It is interesting
nonetheless to see him pick up the theme of noble versus ignoble dancing,
honesta saltationis genera versus saltatio obscaena or ignobilis.77
This was a favourite theme with the authors of the religious tracts, and
is found again and again, no matter whether some dances are singled out as
proper for Christians or all dancing whatsoever is condemned. Where
condemnation is complete, dances are still distinguished from one another.
Even the vehement Prynne, who speaks of 'such lascivious, beastly dances'
which 'the drunken Greeks' allowed 'in the Festivals of their filthy Idols',
75
 Histriomastix was first published London 1633, its 1006 pages packed with learning,
much of it classical; dance gets much attention (220-261 = Pars I, actus 5, scena 8, and see
also the exemplary index). Reactions were being published until late in the century; a Dutch
translation appeared only six years after the original edition: W. Prynne, Histrio-mastix ofte
schouw-spels treur-spel dienende tot een klaer bewijs van de onwetlijckheden der hedendaechsche
comédien, Leiden 1639. Prynne's work is a high point of the anti-dance literature, not a late
flowering, as suggested by A. Brissenden, Shakespeare and the dance (London 1981) 118 note
29.
76
 I. I. Mackej, Orchestra, 62.
77
 G. J. Vossius, Poeticarum institutionum libri III (Amsterdam 1647) 83 (lib.2, c.16).
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singles out the pyrrhic as the least pernicious dance.78 On the whole the
ignoble dance includes all mixed dances and all theatrical display, the noble
dance the non-theatrical and unmixed dances, primarily male dances involving
strenuous exercise. Both Vossius and the vicars use Plato to legitimize their
opinion, and one might well ask whether they were not inspired by reading
Plato in the first place. This cannot be ruled out, as the idea of noble versus
ignoble dancing had gained in popularity ever since the Renaissance
rediscovery of Plato. Of course the contrasting of the mystic dance and the
worldly dance, as found in early Christian and mediaeval literature, though
of a different nature, may also have contributed something to this dichotomy.
From whatever sources it was derived, the notion of distinguishing two main
categories of dance has been very influential, and we will find occasion to
return to this.
The scholarly content of the writings by protestant clergy who were not
themselves classical scholars was rapidly falling off as we approach the
eighteenth century. Though the writing of religious tracts on dance continued
(indeed it is still going strong!), the borrowings from, or contributions to,
scholarship have been negligible since the late seventeenth century. One can
easily observe the loss of quality by comparing the works by Voetius and
Schoock with treatises from the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century.
The latter are moralistic writings with a different purpose and intended for
a different audience, composed, characteristically, in the vernacular.79 It is
most instructive to see this shift occurring from the one generation to the
next, in one particular instance in the work of a famous father and son:
Increase Mather's An arrow against profane and promiscuous dancing, Boston
1685, is still a very learned piece of work, full of classical references, even if
depending heavily on Voetius, while Cotton Mather's A cloud of witnesses,
Boston 1700, is but a meagre abridgment of his father's work. However, the
seventeenth-century flowering of religious tract writing had sown the seeds.
First, the philologists' learning had been put on display for all and everyone.
78
 See W. Prynne, Histrio-mastix (London 1633) 251.
79
 C. Streso, Christelyck en bescheyden oordeel, over dansseryen en schou-speelen, The
Hague 1680; D. le Roy, Oordeelkundige aanmerkingen over de dansseryen zoo der oude als
latere -volkeren, Rotterdam 1722. The last has some pretensions with regard to learning but
is teeming with mistakes (the Hebrew and Greek are garbled too much and too consistently
so to suspect only the type setter).
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This will have contributed, albeit unintentionally, to the widespread interest
in and knowledge of the dances of Antiquity observable amongst non-
philologists in the eighteenth century. Secondly, some ideas had been
propagated, most importantly the distinguishing of noble and ignoble
dancing, that would continue to guide some of the thinking on and research
into the dances of the ancient world. Thirdly, the vicars were amongst the
first to create a truly historical, or one might even say evolutionary
framework for the study of the dance. Even if not yet writing chronologically
structured dance histories (though they often came near), they frequently
spoke in terms of flowering, decline and corruption, thus stimulating an
increased awareness of time, a sense of history, amongst those writing on the
dance.
Towards a new theatrical applicability
It was in the decades following Meibomius' and Naudaeus' somewhat pre-
cocious performance of Greek songs and dances, that we can observe scholars
developing a 'stage interest'. Already in 1668 we find De Pure, in his Idées des
spectacles anciens et nouveaux, discussing stagecraft and though explicit
references to Antiquity are scarce, classical ideas can easily be shown to
permeate the whole work. Most importantly it advocates the unity or at least
very close relationship, of poetry, music and dance. De Pure moreover
defends the dance against its critics by pointing to the esteem it was held in
by the Greeks.80 Even more symptomatic of things to come was De
poematum cantu et viribus rythmi by Isaac Vossius, published in 1673.
Departing from metrical analysis and a comparison of contemporary dancing
with the dancing of Antiquity and of Asia, Vossius advises on how to
perform theatrical dances.81 Dances should not be 'nihil nisi motum', not
80
 M. de Pure, Idées des spectacles anciens et nouveaux (Paris 1668) 258; 244; 280f.
81
 I. Vossius, De poematum cantu et viribus rythmi (Oxford 1673) 5, 37, and thé
comparisons on 134. As far as the Asiatic dances are concerned Vossius may have been
quite well informed. During the seventeenth century the Dutch East Asia Company had
gained a firm foothold in the East, and we find dance mentioned in the extensive travel
literature. Comparisons were not infrequent: e.g., W. Prynne, Histriomastix (London 1633)
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elegant, but meaningless exercises; dance should tell a story: 'ubinam hodie
saltatorem aut mimum invenias, qui solo corporis motu, quasvis sciat narrare
historias, qui solo nutu et corporis gestu non minus manifeste, quam disertus
aliquis orator singula explicet, ita ut quot membra, totidem quoque linguas
habere videatur?'.82 This of course is nothing but a plea for the revival of
classical (panto)mimic dancing, a return to the stage of what Vossius calls a
'saltator aut mimus'. This revivalist programme is exactly what the next
century was going to spend so much energy on.
To get Vossius' plea into the right perspective we have to look back at
the developments in seventeenth-century stagecraft.83 We have seen that ideas
derived from classical authors were seminal in the development of ballet and
opera. The seventeenth century built on the sixteenth-century foundations
and the resulting edifice was splendid enough: the ballet de cour, mainly
flowering in France, but also exported to other countries.84 The theorizing
remained classical in inspiration, the subject matter was more often classical
than not. But still we do not meet with any attempts to recreate actual
movements and hardly any attempts to produce 'authentic' costumes.85 In
234, who equates curetés and corybantes with Morris dancers. I note in passing that
sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between mere comparison and an evolutionary
perspective. How to decide which is meant in a case like E. Brown, A brief account of some
travels in Hungaria, Servia, Bulgaria, London 1673, where 'the old Pyrhycal saltatio' by
Hungarian Heyducks is described (quoted in L. Kiirti, 'The Ungaresca and Heyduck music
and dance tradition of Renaissance Europe', The Sixteenth Century Journal 14 (1983) 63-104,
86)? Does Brown mean to say the Heyduck dance looks like what he thinks a pyrrhic
looked like, or that the ancient pyrrhic survived as a living dance tradition in the Balkan?
82
 I. Vossius, Depoematum cantu et viribus rythmi (Oxford 1673) 88; 134ff; the passage
quoted is on 135.
83
 Note that the noun 'stagecraft' and the adjective 'theatrical' do not necessarily imply
the formalized venue of a stage or a theatre, nor the presence of professional performers.
84
 On the ballet de cour see M. M. McGowan, L'art du ballet de cour; for thé
iconography also M.-F. Christout, Le ballet de cour de Louis XIV1643-1672, mises en scène,
Paris 1967; and eadem, Le ballet de cour au xviieme siècle, Geneva 1987.
85
 Such costuming is discussed in theory only: M.-F. Christout, Le ballet de cour de Louis
XIV, 26ff, 137ff. M. de Pure, Idées des spectacles, 285, is extreme in his plea for authentic cos-
tume, down to masks. Some examples of an authentic flavour in costuming dancers: M.
Clarke, and C. Crisp, Design for ballet (New York 1978) 17 (1616: (near) nude Thetis,
mermaids, nereids and tritons), 29 (1616), 29 (1654). Of course without supportive evidence
the realism of the illustrations will always remain in doubt (cf. eighteenth-century examples
below, note 138). Splendid in their 'antique' vigour are Inigo Jones's satyrs, see A.
Brissenden, Shakespeare and the dance (London 1981) plate 8c. Most of Jones's work
however is a curious mixture of the (supposed) authentic and the unauthentic: see R.
Strong, Splendour at court. Renaissance spectacle and the theatre of power (London 1973) 63,
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the course of the century there occurred a gentle shift in the direction of new
forms. The ballet de cour started losing ground after mid-century, though
shored up for a long time to come by the Académie de la Danse, created in
Paris in 1661. Towards the turn of the century a striving after (panto)mime
and (panto)mimic dancing was gathering impetus. This process coincided with
a new interest in these matters amongst scholars, Isaac Vossius one of them.
That does not necessarily imply that scholars were the driving force behind
these developments. The new fashions were also inspired by (panto)mimic
traditions outside the immediate circle of ballet de cour and opera, such as the
Italian Comedy or the 'Spectacles de la Foire'.86 As both scholars and men
of the theatre with a theoretical turn of mind read the classics (indeed, these
two groups tended increasingly to merge into each other), they can have
arrived at the same conclusions at about the same time. Of course scholars
had at no stage completely ignored (panto)mimic dancing, reading their
Lucian; with dance theorists scattered instances of the idea of mimic imitatio
can also be found at an early stage.87 Dance theorists obviously did not need
a Vossius to tell them what to look for, nor did Vossius need their ideas to
replace his Lucian.
The Jesuit Claude-François Ménestrier, who in 1682 published the first
general history of the dance, was writing at a crucial moment. On the one
hand he is the foremost analyst of the ballet de cour. It was already declining,
but Ménestrier had known its heydays. On the other hand his rules for the
conduct of a ballet, firmly based on Aristotle, Plato, Plutarch and Lucian, are
looking ahead towards the eighteenth century, especially in his plea for
'ballets parlants'.88 Thus Ménestrier's important writings, published at a
213ff, or the revised edition of the same work: Art and power. Renaissance festivals 1450-
1650 (Berkeley 1984) 153ff. Usual costume was an adaption of current court dress or
allegorical extravaganzas, see R. Strong, 'Dress as hieroglyph. Costume in the ballet de
cour', in: Designing for the dancer (London 1981) 9-32; cf. the illustrations in M. M.
McGowan, L'art du ballet de cour, and M. Clarke, and C. Crisp, Design for ballet.
86
 Cf. M. H. Winter, The pre-romantic ballet (London 1974) 34f, 54, 61f, etc.
87
 F. Caroso, Nobiltà di dame (Venice 1605) 1, speaks of imitating the 'effetti del'animo';
the publisher G. Griveau says in the preface of his 1641 edition of Tuccaro's Trois dialogues,
that 'il n'y a rien qui représente mieux les affections de l'esprit, que les actions et
mouvements du corps' (sig.â ii).
88
 On Ménestrier, see M.-F. Christout, Le ballet de cour de Louis XIV, 124ff, and M. H.
Winter, The pre-romantic ballet, 12-15. M. M. McGowan, L'art du ballet de cour, who limits
herself to the reign of Louis ΧΙΠ, uses Ménestrier's writings to illuminate the/îrsî half of
the seventeenth century. Thus Ménestrier's 'modernity', progressiveness, or, one is tempted
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period of momentous change, provide us with an appropriate point to stop
short, survey the seventeenth century and prepare for the next. The
seventeenth century saw a further development of the philological basis,
primarily by Meursius, who was building on the work of Ricchieri, Scaliger,
Faber, Stephanus and others, but in several respects improved on his predeces-
sors. The editing and translating of relevant texts went on unabated. For
instance, the century produced three editions and many translations of
Lucian. Meursius' material was used by several epigones and popularized by
protestant authors eager to point out the dangers of the dance, but at the
same awakening much interest.
In the course of the century we can see the rise of an historical per-
spective. Mackej in Sweden was an isolated instance, but many of the
protestant ministers were on the same track, leading up to the first dance
history by Ménestrier. Both on stage and in scholarship interest in
(panto)mime was on the rise; the notion of dance as imitatio gained ground,
while less attention was paid to the older ideas of the cosmic dance, the
'effects' of the dance and what we could summarize as 'the health, sports and
acrobatics approach'.89 For the study of the antique dance and for the per-
formance of contemporary theatrical dance these developments would be of
decisive importance.
to say, forethought of his work go unmentioned. Cf. C. F. Ménestrier, Des ballets anciens
et modernes selon les règles du théâtre (Paris 1682) preface (unnumbered) on 'conduire des
ballets', and 158 on 'ballets parlants'.
89
 It is something new that R. Browne, Medicina musica, or a mechanical essay on the
effects of singing, musick, and dancing, on human bodies, London 1729, has much more to
tell of Boerhaave than of Antiquity.
1.4 The eighteenth and early nineteenth century
The pantomimic craze
Ménestrier's Des ballets anciens et modernes pointed the way to a new
approach, but the interest in (panto)mime took a long time to mature. It was
only during the 1710s and 20s that some five major studies were brought out,
but these were the first of a steady stream of publications which only
diminished towards the end of the century. Most of these eighteenth-century
works were concerned with pantomime and pantomimic dancing and
intimately connected with continuing attempts to revive 'the pantomime of
the ancients' on stage. This has even been called an eighteenth-century
'obsession'.90 Of course not much attention was accorded to the dance of
archaic or classical Greece, as the centre of interest shifted to the heyday of
the Graeco-Roman pantomime in the first centuries AD.91 However, we
should always be on the lookout for Greek material introduced where it did
not belong. Additionally, a few authors, philologists foremost, proved resis-
tant to the fashion of the day, and worked on along seventeenth-century
lines, keeping alive an interest in Greek dance other than pantomimic
dancing, though even here the craze for the pantomime in the world outside
ancient philology left a few traces. Thus philologists too tended to list dances
together with the theatre, and not with religion, though this arrangement was
clearly contradicted by the textual sources that they worked with.92
90
 M. H. Winter, The pre-romantic ballet, 40.
" The main exception is the work by Burette, cf. below, note 100.
92
 This can be seen from J. Gronovius' Thesaurus, and is the explicit criterion in D. G.
Morhofius, Polyhistor, literarius,pbilosophicusetpracticus, 1708 (I have used the third edition,
Lübeck 1732) and J. A. Fabricius, Bihliographia antiquaria, Hamburg 1713.
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Philology produced no new monographs; Meursius still held the field, his
Orchestra easily available.93 Nevertheless, one can see the rise of a more
critically and historically minded approach. Not even Meursius' work was
immune from this. See for instance Lodewijk Kaspar Valckenaer's judgement
of Meursius: 'Meursius peritissimus omnis antiquitatis praecipue rerum
graecarum; plus tarnen eruditione valuit multipliée quam ingenii celeritate et
firmo recte judicandi vigore'.94 It is a pity Valckenaer did not leave us any
example of his personal 'vigor judicandi' concerning the dance.95 Although
no monograph on the dance was undertaken, still the fruits of two centuries
of scholarship found their way into editions and commentaries and into
monographs on related subjects.96 Most eighteenth-century non-philologists
stopped short at Plato; important texts like Homer, Hesiod or Pindar appear
to have been read by philologists only. Therefore it was at the universities
that the inheritance of the seventeenth century was carefully preserved, and
together with those emendations, additions and refinements resulting from the
ongoing work on the textual tradition, was passed on to the nineteenth
century. Although this continuity was of the utmost importance, at least in
this particular field creativity was largely absent. We have to look outside the
universities for a living, active and creative interest in the dance.
93
 Cf. note 62; Gronovius' Thesaurus also reprinted several other early writings on the
Greek dance.
94
 Quoted by J. G. Gerretzen, Schola Hemsterhusinna. De herleving der Griekscbe studiën
aan de Nederlandsche universiteiten in de 18de eeuw van Perizonius tot en met Valckenaer
(Nijmegen 1940) 216.
95
 Valckenaer obviously was interested in the subject, and very knowledgeable: Valcke-
naer's copies of Meursius' Orchestra and Laconica (Leiden University Library, shelfmarks
766B17 and 766C10) are teeming with manuscript annotations. Valckenaer never published
on the dance, nor did he discuss the subject in his lectures on 'antiquities' of which
manuscript lecture notes from a wide range of years survive (University Library Leiden
Ltk566, BPL515-517, BPL1444). Meursius' Orchestra is, however, mentioned in these
lectures.
96
 Relevant editions: Pollux (1706), Hesychius (1746-1747 and 1792), Libanius (1791-
1797), and a splendid edition of Lucian, Amsterdam 1743 (Peri Orcheseös is in vol.2, 265-
316), with an index verborum (1746). Translations of Lucian were published in French
(1709, 1789), Italian (1764-1768), German (1769-1773) and English (1711). Editions with
much dance material in the commentaries were for instance Spanheim's Callimachus (1697)
and Hemsterhuys' and Reitzius' Lucian (1743). Good examples of monographs on related
subjects, both squarely in the seventeenth-century tradition, are F. A. Lampe, De cymbalis
veterum, Utrecht 1703, and T. Gutberleth on the Roman Salii in his Opuscula, Franeker
1704, this last a beautiful study including much epigraphic and numismatic material.
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We turn to the pantomime; as said above, both theorists and men of the
theatre were much interested in, or even obsessed by this subject. I subsume
scholarship, popular writing and relevant items from theatrical history in a
single chronological account, as the links between the study and the stage
became more intimate than ever before (or after). Even before pantomime
was advocated in print, it could be seen on stage. This does not necessarily
mean that the theatre initiated the interest and that the scholars followed suit.
Theatrical theorists refer back to seventeenth-century scholarship, such as
Isaac Vossius' De poematum cantu. There are no demonstrable firsts, only
interaction and reciprocity. A popular pantomimic tradition had been in
existence all the while alongside the formal tradition of the ballet de cour and
its progeny. This tradition was carried along by the Commedia dell' Arte and
by travelling fairground performers. Mimed and acrobatic scenes had even
been introduced into court ballets. But early in the century pantomime actors
showed a heightened self-consciousness and started claiming a classical
descent.97 At about the same time moves were made to introduce the panto-
mimic dance into existing ballet, a process in due course leading to the so-
called ballet d'action. An early exponent of this ballet d'action was John
Weaver, creator of 'pantomime ballets', but foremost an intelligent author
who expounded his ideas in well-researched writings.98 Weaver's An essay
towards an history of dancing, London 1712, the first history of the dance in
English, contains much on Antiquity, as usual, and stresses pantomimic
dancing, indicative of shifting interests. On the heels of Weaver's Essay we
find the posthumously published work of Niccolo Calliachi, De ludis scenicis
mimorum et pantomimorum syntagma, Padua 1713, a detailed philological
study which became the main source for subsequent authors.99 The work
97
 See, e.g., G. M. Bergman, 'La grande mode des pantomimes à Paris vers 1740 et les
spectacles d'optique de Servandoni', Theatre Research 2 (1960) 71-81, 80.
98
 On Weaver see the detailed study by R. Ralph, The life and -works of John Weaver: an
account of his life, writings and theatrical productions, London 1985, which includes a new
biography of Weaver, a discussion of his writings and theatrical productions and Weaver's
complete published works in facsimile with extensive annotation. A good general assessment
of Weaver is R. Ralph, 'Restoring dance to Parnassus: the scholarly challenges of
eighteenth-century dance', DR 1.1 (1983) 21-29.
99
 Calliachi was reprinted in A. H. de Sallengre (éd.), Novus Thesaurus Antiquitatum
Romanorum, vol.2 (The Hague 1718) 699-708. In the same volume (679-698) there is another
study of (panto)mime: O. Ferrarius, Depantomimis et mimis dissertatie, originally published
Posthumously in Wolfenbüttel 1714, edited, with an appendix, by J. Fabricius.
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was very influential in using Greek sources along with Latin material on the
pantomime, turning many Greek dances not before regarded as such, into
mimic exercises. Many authors followed suit.
Before the second decade of the century ran out two very important
studies appeared: Pierre-Jean Burette's 'Premier et second mémoire pour servir
à l'histoire de la danse des anciens', a widely read work,100 and Jean-Baptiste
Dubos' Réflexions critiques sur la poésie et sur la peinture, Paris 1719, an even
far more influential book, re-edited and translated during all of the eighteenth
century. Burette's first memoir is a specimen of dance history, with a clear
chronological structure and a critical approach, dealing with Greek dance up
to the Roman period. Inevitably, the pantomime sneaks in through the back-
door and confuses part of the chronology. The second memoir is a survey of
Greek dances according to genre: religious, military, theatrical and private. A
nice illustration of Burette's critical acumen is his realization that most of his
predecessors, such as Meursius, have accumulated a lot of material on
individual dances, but have missed the abstract concept of dance, on which
the ancients wrote as much or more. Dubos, who did not write a history but
a theory of the arts, stresses the mimic element in the dancing of Antiquity
compared to the dancing of his days, which he derides as a mere jumping. He
advocates a return to the old situation, but acknowledges that all details of the
ancient art of pantomime are lost to us.101 Whether his notion of the
ultimate impossibility of reconstruction was shared by others, is a question
to which we will have to return.
There definitely was some experimenting on stage. Part of the entertain-
ment during the Grandes Nuits de Sceaux, a series of splendid fêtes organised
by the Duchesse du Maine in 1714-1715, consisted in the fourth act of
Corneille's Les Horaces mimed to music. The organizers might have been
inspired by the work of Calliachi.102 In 1717 Weaver presented his panto-
100
 Mémoires de l'Académie des Inscriptions et des Belles-Lettres 1 (1717) 121-176; there were
frequent re-editions and translations: Paris 1725, Paris 1736, Venice 1746, 1749, 1759. A
pirated German edition appeared in 1774: J. A. B. Bergsträsser, 'Gedanken von den
Orchestik oder über den Tanz der Alten', Magazin der deutschen Critik 3.1 (Halle 1774)
1-64.
101
 In the Dutch translation of the Réflexions critiques, published 1760, vol.3, 209-244,
esp. 237.
102
 As is suggested by M. H. Winter, The pre-romantic ballet, 48; she shows that Isaac
Vossius was certainly being read at Sceaux.
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mime ballet The Loves of Mars and Venus; a dramatiek entertainment of
dancing, attempted in imitation of the pantomimes of the ancient Greeks and
Romans. In this 'dramatiek entertainment', somewhat exaggeratedly described
by Weaver as 'the first trial of this nature that has been made since the reign
of Trajan', the famous dancer Louis Dupré in the part of Mars danced a
'Pyrrhic'. Alas there seems to be no way of finding out what this actually
looked like. The following year Weaver produced Orpheus and Euridice,
another pantomimic effort, including dances for satyrs and bacchae.
The writing on the pantomime went on unabated, mostly on the basis of
Ferrarius and Calliachi. Works range from the technical-philological to the
popular-practical.103 With most authors the dancing of the ancient Greeks,
if discussed at all, was completely merged with (Graeco-)Roman pantomime,
as was also the case in the remarkably comprehensive general history of the
dance by Jacques Bonnet, Histoire générale de la danse, sacrée et profane, ses
progrès et ses révolutions depuis son origine jusqu'à présent, Paris 1724. On stage
we also find ongoing activity: the 'Italian mimic scenes' organised by John
Rich in London; the attempts at ballet d'action by the famous dancer Marie
Salle; the activities of Grimaldo Nicolini's itinerant group of children dancers-
mimes; and the pantomime ballets staged by Franz Hilverding in Vienna.104
We cannot possibly go into any detail here; we should however pay some
attention to the question whether the initiators of all these reforms thought
of reviving only the spirit of the antique pantomime, by the diligent
103
 Scholarly: F. de' Ficoroni (Ficoronius), Le maschere sceniche, e le figure corniche d'an-
tichi Romani, Rome 1736 (second edition Rome 1748), and Dissertatie de larvis scenicis et
ßguris comicis antiquorum Romanorum, Rome 1750 (augmented second edition 1754); J. C.
Strodtmann, Abhandlung von den Pantomimen, historisch und kritisch ausgeführt, Hamburg
1749 (published anonymously) presents a scholarly résumé of the discussion on the Greek,
Etruscan and Roman origins of the pantomime. More popularly conceived are J. Weaver,
The history of the mimes and pantomimes, London 1728, and C. F. F. Boulenger de Rivery,
Recherches historiques et critiques sur quelques anciens spectacles et particulièrement sur les
mimes et sur les pantomimes, Paris 1751.
104
 On all of this, cf. M. H. Winter, The pre-romantic ballet, passim. During the same
period there were moves towards a reform of tragic acting, which took its inspiration
largely from the same sources, see K. G. Holmström, Monodrama, attitudes, tableaux
vivants, llff, with further references. Dubos was seminal in this field as well. Eighteenth-
century work on physiognomy, posture and gesture for the actor has been collected by D.
Barnett, 'The performance practice of acting: the eighteenth century, part 1-5', Theatre
research international 2 (1976-77) 157-186; 3 (1977-78) 1-19, 79-93; 5 (1797-80) 1-36; 6 (1980-
81) 1-32. These five articles guide the reader to a wealth of eighteenth-century 'pantomimic
enthusiasm'.
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application of theoretical concepts derived from classical sources, or whether
they strove after reviving the actual dance movements and gestures of
Antiquity. To solve this problem we should first of all turn to the authors
themselves. Dubos' opinion on the matter has already been given above: the
dances of Antiquity are lost. On the other hand we find frequent allusions to
the 'revival' of ancient pantomime, the reintroduction of 'that agreeable and
surprising variety which was to be seen in the representative dances of the
mimes and pantomimes'.105 But what is meant by this? Recreation of actual
movements or a renewed application of ancient theory? The latter seems
more likely, as no author - not even a scholar like Boulenger de Rivery who
at every turn holds up Antiquity as an example to his contemporaries in the
theatres - tries to describe in any detail what the ancients actually moved like.
Not even authors prescribing particular gestures claim that the gestures
themselves, as opposed to the ideas behind the gesturing, are derived from
Antiquity.106 Bonnet speaks of 'les principes de la danse des anciens' (my
italics) which have assisted in perfecting contemporary dances.107 Alterna-
tively we can turn to the stage itself and look at the costuming of the dancers.
Portraits of dancers and actresses (and of ladies unconnected with the stage)
carry on traditions which had begun in the Renaissance. The sitters are
depicted wearing (semi-)classical costume. This was not what was to be seen
on stage, however. Stage costume was expected to be rather more decorative
and was an adaption of contemporary dress, with only some symbolic
elements added.108 During the first half of the century there were moves
towards a higher degree of realism (and comfort for the dancer!). In 1734, for
example, Marie Salle danced in the ballet Pigmalion dressed in a Greek chiton,
sandals and with a loose 'Grecian' hair style, and in 1749 Elisabeth Chudleigh
impersonated Iphigenia at the Venetian Ambassador's Masquerade, wearing
105
 J. Weaver, The history of the mimes and pantomimes (London 1728) 4.
106
 E.g., F. Lang in his Dissertatio de actione scenica cum ßguris eandem explicantibus et
observationibus quibusdam de arte comica, Munich 1727 (re-edited in 1975 with a German
translation).
107
 J. Bonnet, Histoire générale de la danse, sacrée et profane, ses progrès et ses révolutions,
depuis son origine jusqu'à présent (Paris 1724) 69.
los
 See K. J. Lemmer, Primaballerinen. Bilder aus Rokoko und Romantik (Berlin 1961)
13-14, and illustrations; cf. I. Guest, 'Costume and the nineteenth century dancer', in:
Designing for the dancer (London 1981) 35-64 (this includes material on the eighteenth
century).
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something Grecian and scanty.109 But these were isolated instances and the
advocates of realistic stage costume had to fight a long uphill struggle. This
might strengthen our case, that just as the revivalists made little attempt as
yet to reconstruct authentic costumes, they did not try to recreate on stage
the actual movements or gestures of Antiquity.110
The impact of archaeology and comparative studies
Decisive changes were brought about by the rapid development of classical
archaeology.111 Of course objects carrying images of ancient Greek dance,
primarily painted vases and sculptures, had been known for a long time, but
they were few and mainly unpublished. Indeed, up to the 1750s authors on
the dance hardly seem aware of the existence of any unwritten sources at all.
If the manifold activities of antiquaries and learned societies had contributed
anything to the study of the dances of the ancient world (leaving aside their
contributions to the study of Antiquity in general)112, it was not in the field
of iconography, but of epigraphy, and this was predominantly Roman. All
this changed rather abruptly. An increased interest in Greek vases, leading to
large scale collection and publication, and the discovery and subsequent
excavation of Herculaneum and Pompeii, provided scholars and dilettanti
109
 As Horace Walpole put it: 'so naked that you would have taken her for Andro-
meda', see Dictionary of National Biography, s.v. Chudleigh, vol.4 (1885) 299; how naked
actually is a matter for debate: the several prints of the event in existence show different
states of undress.
110
 It is not only on stage that authenticity is actually spurned, but also in imagery: see
for instance the illustration of a Roman dance in A. Rivinus, 'Diatribe de Majumis,
Maicampis et Roncaliis', in: Syntagma variarum dissertationum rariarum quas viri doctissimi
superiore saeculo elucubrarunt, Utrecht 1702 (repeated in Collectio dissertationum rarissi-
marum [!] historico-philologicarum, Utrecht 1716) opp. 592. This print is iconographically
related to contemporary ballet prints.
111
 Some bibliographical references on the interplay of ancient history, classical philo-
logy and archaeology in K. Christ, Römische Geschichte und deutsche Geschichtswissenschaft
(Munich 1982) 9f note 3; see also idem, Griechische Geschichte und Wissenschaftsgeschichte,
Stuttgart 1996; A. Schnapp, 'Archéologie et tradition académique en Europe aux xviiie et
xixe siècles', Annales ESC 37 (1982) 760-777, for a good background.
112
 Cf. A. Momigliano, 'Ancient history and the antiquarian', Contribute alia storia degli
i classici (Rome 1955) 67-106.
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with a large amount of 'monuments' portraying the dances of the Greeks and
Romans.113 This influenced both scholarship and stagecraft, the influences
on the latter being the first to become apparent.
We shall examine here in some detail the most influential archaeological
publications of the second half of the century, when the conviction that these
vases were of Greek, and not Etruscan, workmanship was gaining ground.114
Le Pitture antieke d'Ercolano e contorni incise con qualche spiegazione, the first
four volumes of theAntichita di Ercolano series, published in Naples between
1757 and 1765, had a rich harvest of dance imagery to offer.115 As the title
indicates there are texts to go with the plates. These consist of quite extensive
discussions which almost add up to a small treatise on the dances of
Antiquity, and quote much source material and range far and wide, well
beyond the narrow confines of the pantomimic dance. The full textual
material can hardly have been very influential, as the Naples volumes, not in
the regular trade, were quite rare, but the plates were reissued on a reduced
format in London in 1773. The whole work was republished in 1789 in an
abridged version edited by Tomasso Piroli. In particular the series of
illustrations of dancers in the first volume, the celebrated danzatrici di Erco-
lano, created something of a fashion. They were copied in painting by several
artists, used, for example, as decoration on a dinner service or as architectural
113
 On the history of the collecting and study of Greek vase painting, see R. M. Cook,
Greek painted pottery (London I9602) 288-330; M. Vickers, 'Value and simplicity: eighteenth
century taste and the study of Greek vases', P&P 116 (1987) 98-137 (revised as the first
chapter of M. Vickers, and D. W. J. Gill, Artful crafts: ancient Greek silverware and pottery
(Oxford 1994) 1-32); D. von Bothmer, 'Greek vase-painting: two hundred years of
connoisseurship', in: A. P. A. Belloli (ed.), Papers on the Amasis Painter and his world
(Malibu 1987) 184-204; B. A. Sparkes, The red and the black. Studies in Greek pottery
(London 1996) 34-63. A rapid overview of the work at Herculaneum and Pompeii in R.
Brilliant, Pompeii AD 79. The treasure of rediscovery, New York 1979 (a beautifully
published treasure-trove, but use with care). See also the section titled 'La découverte des
Etrusques et la culture européenne' in P. Parlavecchia (éd.), Les Etrusques et l'Europe
(Paris/Milan 1992) 273ff, a very lavishly produced exhibition catalogue.
114
 Good overview in J. Dobai, Die Kunstliteratur des Klassizismus und der Romantik in
England (Bern 1975) 1191-1230 (despite the title Dobai also discusses much non-English
material), and B. Gruben, Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein, "Homer nach Antiken
gezeichnet" (Diss. Bochum 1975) 165ff.
115
 Voll (1757) plates 17, 19-24 (text on pp.93-129); 30-32 (pp.157-171); vol.2 (1760) 20
(pp.127-131); 59 (pp.309-315); vol.3 (1762) 28-35 (pp.141-175); vol.4 (1765) 24 (pp.115-117);
32 (pp.153-155); 48 (pp.233-235); 53-5 (pp.257-273); dancing erotes are used throughout the
fourth volume as chapter headings. Vol.5 (1779), despite its title indicating otherwise, also
contains some illustrations of paintings.
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ornament (notably in ball-room friezes, from Dublin to St. Petersburg).116
We should not overlook the fact that these dancers were usually called Greek
dancers.
Next we come to three major publications of vase paintings, all highly
influential. There is no need to speak here of the extensive influence of vase
paintings in neo-classical art; it may be pointed out however that dancers
were a favourite subject.117 Most instrumental here was William Hamilton,
'His Britannick Maiesty's Envoy Extraordinary at the Court of Naples', who
built two large collections of antiquities, mainly Greek vases, and had both
his collections made public in magnificent volumes.118 The first set, Collec-
tion of Etruscan, Greek and Roman Antiquities from the cabinet of the Honble
Wm Hamilton, was published in Naples in 1766-1776, and consisted of four
volumes of plates with an accompanying text by Pierre-François Hugues (alias
Le Chevalier P. V. d'Hancarville, alias Baron de Han). Dance scenes are well
represented.119 At about the same time Giambattista Passeri started publi-
116
 See M. Praz, On neoclassicism (London 1969) 79-86. The description 'danzatrice' was
later transferred to the famous bronze statues from the Villa dei Papyri. But while it is not
obvious that these portray dancers (see R. Tölle-Kastenbein, Frühklassische Peplosfiguren.
Typen und Repliken (Berlin 1986) 75ff: peplophores of ca. 30 BC), the original, painted
danzatrici certainly do.
117
 On the influence of antique vases in general: M. Gj0desen, 'Etruskiske Vaser: traek
af nyklassicismens historie', Kunstmuseets Aarsskrift 29 (1942) 19-31; M. Vickers, 'Value and
simplicity'; good examples are to be found on Wedgwood pottery: e.g., L. Dukelskaya (ed.),
The Hermitage: English art, sixteenth to the nineteenth century (Leningrad 1979) fig.247: a
bacchante in redfigure encaustic on a black basalt vase.
118
 On these publications: J. Dobai, Die Kunstliteratur, 1206-1219. On Hamilton as a
collector: N. H. Ramage, 'Sir William Hamilton as collector, exporter, and dealer: the
acquisition and dispersal of his collections', AJA 94 (1990) 469-480; I. Jenkins, and K. Sloan,
Vases and volcanoes. Sir William Hamilton and his collection, London 1996. A forthcoming
volume of the Journal of the History of Collections, ed. by L. M. Burn, will be devoted to
the 1996 BM Colloquium on 'Sir William Hamilton: collector and connoisseur'. A general
background is provided by: A.-F. Laurens, and K. Pomian (eds.), L'anticomanie. La
collection d'antiquités aux 18e et 19e siècles, Paris 1992.
119
 A selection: vol.1 (1766) plates 40, 59, 117, 119; vol.2 (1767) 66, 84, 113, 115, 130;
vol.3 (1776) 36, 38, 41, 43, 68, 90; vol.4 (1776) 81, 83, 84, 100, 111, 118 (in this volume
addenda without description only). On D'Hancarville: F. Haskell, 'The Baron d'Hancar-
ville: an adventurer and art historian in eighteenth-century Europe', in: idem, Past and
present in art and taste. Selected Essays (New Haven 1987) 30-45; M. Vickers, 'Value and
simplicity'; A. Schnapp, 'La pratique de la collection et ses conséquences sur l'histoire de
l'Antiquité. Le chevalier D'Hancarville', in: A.-F. Laurens, and K. Pomian (eds.),
L'anticomanie. La collection d'antiquités aux 18e et 19e siècles (Paris 1992) 209-218. D. von
Bothmer, 'Greek vase-painting: two hundred years of connoisseurship', in: A. P. A. Belloli
(ed.), Papers on the Amasis Painter and bis world (Malibu 1987) 184-204, mistakenly
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cation of his Picturae Etruscorum in vasculis, which appeared in Rome
between 1767 and 1775. This also contains several dance scenes.120 Both
Hugues-Hamilton and Passeri offer little text on the dance, but the plates add
up to an interesting and diversified collection of pictorial evidence for a wide
range of dances, certainly not all of it pantomimic (for instance many
Dionysiac scenes were included). Hamilton's second collection, Collection of
engravings from ancient vases mostly of pure Greek workmanship discovered in
sepulchres in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies (....) now in the possession of Sir
Wm Hamilton, was published in Naples between 1791 and 1795, with
engravings by Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein and with a text by
Hamilton, André Jarowiewitch Italinski and F. Fontanini.'21 This added
only a few, although again very interesting dance scenes, together with fairly
extensive comments, showing a good acquaintance with the written
sources.122 Note that in the publication's title the vases are openly
recognised as being Greek. It is not likely, however, that a continuing
conviction that these vases were of Etruscan workmanship would have
prevented them from being used as evidence for Greek dancing (as after all
happened with the Herculaneum and Pompeii wall paintings).
The main contribution of these and other works was to provide for the
first time a comprehensive iconographical pendant to the texts.123 Indeed,
in all the works mentioned the commentary obviously aims almost
exclusively at establishing an explicit relationship between the written sources
introduces a Pierre Huguet into the story (186), I myself was guilty, in an unpublished but
circulated bibliography, of the misspelling d'Harcanville: this is presumably what comes of
having too many names and being an adventurer.
120
 Vol.1 (1767) plates 13, 59, 69; vol.2 (1770) 122, 146-8, 163, 166; vol.3 (1775) 222, 224,
228-232, 236, 277 and text on pp. 22ff and xiii.
121
 On Tischbein's contribution, see B. Grubert, Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein,
18 Iff. For other editions of Collection of engravings: see the bibliography given by Grubert.
122
 Vol.1 (1791) plate 39 (text p.39); 48 (pp.134, 136); 60 (pp.152,154); vol.2 (1795) 41
(p.74); 44; 54; vol.3 (1795) 14 (pp.20,22); 16; 44; vol.4 (s.a.) 14; 33; 42; 55. The fourth
volume is said to have been published in 1803: it is a volume of plates only, without a title
page. B. Grubert, Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein, 204 note 15, says: 'Dieser 4. Bd.
scheint verschollen zu sein...mir ist es nicht geglückt, ihn zu bekommen'. I studied this
elusive fourth volume in the British Library (it is not, however, in the printed catalogue).
Other copies are listed in the National Union Catalog. In the standard bibliographical works
of reference and in auction catalogues the four volumes have been repeatedly described.
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 For an overview of other illustrated works: see B. Grubert, Johann Heinrich Wilhelm
Tischbein, 165ff.
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and the 'monuments'. Description of the artifacts in their own right or
evaluation of their artistic merit is largely absent, even if in many instances
an aesthetic purpose was behind the selection and reproduction of the illustra-
tions.124 By these publications an interest in all of Greek dance, not merely
the (supposedly) pantomimic variants, was reawakened. But authors were
slow to turn away from their preoccupation with the pantomime, and most
of them continued along lines set out well before 1750. I give only one late
example: François Henri Stanislas de l'Aulnaye, De la saltation théâtrale, ou
recherches sur l'origine, les progrès, et les effets de la pantomime chez les anciens,
Paris 1790, compares the dance of the present ('pas arbitraires') with the
ancient 'art du geste résultant du principe imitatif'.125 Apart from the slowing
effects of scholarly inertia, the archaeologically inspired movement away from
the exclusive concentration on the pantomime was also actively counteracted
by something one could very well call the study of non-verbal communica-
tion, exemplified by Diderot's strong interest in 'the language of gesture'.126
In the comprehensive 'family-tree' of all arts and sciences included in the En-
cyclopédie, dance is lacking and only pantomime is mentioned, as a subdivision
of communication by way of signs.127 We encounter examples of this non-
verbal communication research avant la lettre outside France as well, for
instance in Vincenzo Requeno's study, Scoperta delta chironomia ossia dell'arte
di gestire con le mani, Parma 1797. The second part of this study discusses the
124
 Most of the illustrations cannot be considered realistic representations of the archaeo-
logical artifacts, cf. B. Gruben, Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein, 181ff.
125
 Quotes from F. H. St. de L'Aulnaye, De la saltation théâtrale, ou recherches sur
l'origine, les progrès, et les effets de la pantomime chez les anciens (Paris 1790) 2 (cf. 4, 7).
126
 On Diderot and 'the language of gesture' see H. Josephs, Diderot's dialogue of
language and gesture, Le Neveu de Rameau (Columbus, Ohio 1969) 48-63; this linked up with
pantomime: Diderot himself calls in his Entretiens sur Le Fils Naturel dance 'une pantomime
mesurée' (third entretien).
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 See the 'Essai d'une distribution généalogique des sciences et des arts principaux', a
folding sheet at the front of the Table analytique et raisonnée des matières vol.1, Amster-
dam/Paris 1780. Pantomime is a subdivision of signes, which belong with communiquer les
pensées et de les transmettre, which in its turn is a subdivision of raison. With imagination
we find the arts, but without the dance (indeed, the word danse does not occur at all). The
Encyclopédie does, however, contain a main article s.v. 'Danse', vol.4 (Paris 1754) 623-628,
written by Louis de Cahusac. In his monograph La danse ancienne et moderne, ou traité
historique de la danse (The Hague 1754) vol.1, 13f, Cahusac claims that 'gestes - ce langage
universel' are the origin of the dance.
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revival of the Greek pantomime.128 The links with the stage were still very
intimate as evinced by publications like the theatrical program-cum-historical
essay by the choreographer-scholar Gaspero Angiolini,129 or the writings of
Jean-Georges Noverre, the famous ballet master, and Carl August Böttiger.
The hesitancy with which the new archaeological discoveries were
accepted into the literature has already been noted. Despite scattered
references to the 'monuments' by authors like Cahusac, Guys and Requeno,
and despite the efforts of Böttiger, who was an archaeologist and used
archaeological material in his writings on the stage, the full impact of the new
iconographie sources on scholarly work was still to come. It is in the
theatrical sphere that we can first see a new drive towards more realism,
inspired by the archaeological material. Point of departure are the continuing
attempts at reviving ancient pantomime, as in the activities of Angiolini, who
continued the work of Hilverding from the 1750s onwards.130 But new
elements entered into the story, and these have all become linked to the name
of Noverre. Noverre must be considered the most influential individual in the
history of ballet in the second half of the eighteenth century. Though, as
must be clear from what precedes, this advocate of the ballet d'action was
certainly not alone in campaigning for a reform of ballet, he certainly was the
most outspoken. Angiolini also wrote extensively, and was even involved in
a pamphlet war with Noverre (the 'querelle des pantomimes'), but even
though he might well have been the more original theatre man of the two,
128
 The title of the second part is 'dell'arte di gestire con le mani necessaria pel risor-
gimento della Greca pantomima' (my italics); Requeno stresses that 'senza 1'intelligenza di
quest'arte è impossible capire 1'orditura della Greche tragedie' (Scoperta della chironomia
ossia dell'arte di gestire con le mani (Parma 1797) 2).
129
 Dissertation sur les ballets pantomimes des anciens, pour servir de programme au ballet
pantomime tragique de Semiramis, Vienna 1765 (but note that Angiolini was not in favour
of extensive programmes: Riflessioni sopra l'uso dei programmi nei Balli pantomimi, Lon-
don/Milan 1775); for something comparable in England, see R. Nares, 'Remarks on the
favourite ballet of Cupid and Psyche; with some account of the pantomime of the ancients;
and other observations': in: idem, Essays and other occasional compositions, chiefly reprinted,
vol.1 (London 1810) 69-121 (originally published London 1788).
1)0
 On Angiolini, vide L. Tozzi, Π balletto pantomime del settecento: Gasparo Angiolini,
L'Aquila 1972; further references there and in the Dizionario Biographico Italiano, s.v. An-
giolini. A sketch of the background is provided by M. N. Massaro, 'II ballo pantomimo al
Teatro Nuovo di Padova (1751-1830)', Acta Musicologica 58 (1985) 215-275.
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he never became as famous as his opponent.131 Noverre's Lettres are in
accord with the situation outlined above. In this celebrated work we find the
pantomime still paramount, but at the same time there is a distinct striving
after some form of stage-realism. According to Noverre ballet is 'une
conversation muette, une peinture parlante et animée', and one ought to try
and revive the pantomime as it was during the reign of the emperor
Augustus, 'réunir l'action à la danse'. He argued that it was not only the style
of dancing that was in need of reform, but costume as well.132 In due course
such ideas would bear fruit, as part of a general movement towards a new
style of acting and dancing and more realistic costume design.133
From this general movement I will select only a few items which have
some bearing on the Greek dance.134 First of all we have to direct our
attention to the phenomenon of 'attitudes', tableaux-vivants and so-called
mimo-drama. The fashion for this sort of drawing room theatre was probably
started by Emma Hamilton, maintenée and subsequently wife of Sir William
Hamilton, who in the late 1780s entertained her future husband's guests by
showing 'attitudes', partly based on the imagery of Hamilton's Greek
131
 On the conflict: L. Carones, 'Noverre and Angiolini: polemical Letters', DR 5.1
(1987) 42-54.
132
 Noverre's Lettres were first published in Lyon in 1760; many other editions followed,
with new letters added (and letters repeatedly, and most confusingly, renumbered); I refer
to the four-volume edition only: J.-G. Noverre, Lettres sur la danse, sur les ballets et les arts,
St. Petersburg 1803-1804. The quotes are taken from Lettres, vol.1, 28; 61; and vol.2, 1. On
Noverre see D. Lynham, The Chevalier Noverre, London 1972; a good background to
Noverre's work is also offered in P. Murphy, 'Ballet reform in mid-eighteenth century
France: the Philosophes and Noverre', Symposium 30 (1976) 27-41. As far as Noverre's
interest in the pantomime of the ancients is concerned, it might not be irrelevant that we
find Noverre studying the pantomime in London in 1760 in the library of the famous actor
Garrick, a friend of William Hamilton (F. Fraser, Beloved Emma. The life of Emma Lady
Hamilton (London 1986) 124). Garrick is frequently mentioned in Noverre's Lettres.
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 The development of costume and of dress in general was hastened along by the
enthusiasm for the recently discovered classical works of art and by the French Revolution,
see A. Hollander, Seeing through clothes (New York 1978) 280ff, on the influences of neo-
classicism and the Revolution on stage costume. But the effects of the political upheaval in
Europe and America should not be overrated: then, as always, dress was subject to relatively
slow and long-term development, see G. Squire, Dress, art and society, 1560-1970 (London
1974) 123ff.
134
 For a general overview see K. G. Holmström, Monodrama, attitudes, tableaux vivants,
and M. H. Winter, The pre-romantic ballet, both of whom give further references.
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vases.135 The most famous eye-witness' account of this entertainment is to be
found in Goethe's Italienische Reise; Vigée-Lebrun painted two pictures of
Emma as a bacchante, which pose was included amongst the 'attitudes'.136
Comparable things were done by the Danish Ida Brun and the German
Henriette Hendel-Schütz, the only one of the three to perform in the theatre.
Hendel-Schutz is an interesting case. Her husband, Professor C. J. Schütz
wrote about the pantomime of the ancients and she herself took up the study
of archaeology with Böttiger.137 'Attitudes' are tableaux vivants, not
dancing. However, as some of the poses were taken from ancient works of
art, at least static poses from antique Greek dance were being shown, and the
costume was realistic in intent. We also find movement: when at last all
conventions of stage costume were swept away, there appear performers
dancing in (semi-)classical draperies. Most famous are Salvatore and Maria
Medina Vigano, who were portrayed in a well-known series of engravings by
Johann Gottfried Schadow, but there were several others, such as the many,
often scantily dressed, performers of the popular pas de shawl.m
The ballet d'action won the day, at last 'action was reunited with the
dance'. But were the action and dance Greek or Roman, like the costumes
and the inspiration behind it? We must again ask ourselves whether there was
a conscious effort to revive actual movements. Cahusac had argued in 1754
135
 See K. G. Holmström, Monodrama, attitudes, tableaux vivants, llOff; F. Fraser,
Beloved Emma, 121ff, and cf. index s.v. Hamilton, Emma Lady - Attitudes. For a general
background: B. Fothergill, Sir William Hamilton, Envoy Extraordinary (New York 1969)
219ff.
136
 F. Fraser, Beloved Emma, 151, 314.
137
 K. G. Holmström, Monodrama, attitudes, tableaux vivants, 145ff, 181ff (with a résumé
of Schutz's work on the pantomime on p.259).
138
 For instance the celebrated Polly de Heus of Amsterdam; a reviewer of her pas de
shawl in the ballet Bacchus en Ariadne: 'zy vertoonde byna naakt te wezen (de vitters mogen
dit een weinigje onzedelyk vinden) [she turned out to be nearly nude (the prigs might judge
this a bit unchaste)]', as quoted by E. Rebling, Een eeuw danskunst in Nederland
(Amsterdam 1950) 132; the period provided many new opportunities for linking Greek
dance and undress. The actual costumes worn on stage might be difficult to judge from
illustrations: see for instance the two illustrations of Rose Didelot in J. Chazin-Bennahum,
'Wine, women and song. Anacreon's triple threat to French eighteenth-century ballet', DR
5.1 (1987) 55-64. In one of these the amount of undress seems hardly realistic, nor is the
nudity spoken of in the livret accompanying the performance of Didelot's Le Metamorphose
(ibidem 63). Cf. M. G. Swift, A loftier flight. The life and accomplishments of Charles-Louis
Didelot, Balletmaster, Middletown, Conn. 1974, on this problem: costuming is often
misjudged on the basis of irrealist illustrations and descriptions in livrets which are purely
literary exercises, not programs as we nowadays understand the word.
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that our dance and music were similar to those of Antiquity and that pictures
showed the same movements then and now.139 Still, he speaks of reviving
the ancient pantomime, while from his words one would have concluded that
there was no need to revive anything at all. Noverre, Nares and Requeno all
speak of 'a lost art revived' or even of rivalling the ancient Greeks.140 But
what was meant? If Noverre at any one time thought he had revived the very
movements of Antiquity, he changed his mind and claimed that it was the
combination of ancient and modern attainments that would surpass anything
seen before, and he turned against 'des fanatiques et des bigots de l'Antiquité,
acharnés de mépriser nos chefs-d'oeuvre'.141 Nor does L'Aulnaye sound very
optimistic when he expresses as his opinion that 'l'histoire de la saltation
grecque est enveloppée de ténèbres épaisses'.142 Probably most theorists still
intended a revival (or emulation) of only the spirit of Greek dancing. On the
other hand the distinctions are subtle, especially if the costume design tends
towards realism. The by now wide availability of original images of Greek
dancing might have led some people to believe that they were able to recreate
the real thing - movements and all. Poses were copied, as in the 'attitudes',
139
 L. de Cahusac, La danse ancienne et moderne, ou traité historique de la danse, vol.l
(The Hague 1754) vi, xi, xii.
140
 J.-G. Noverre, Lettres, vol.2, 20ff; R. Nares, 'Remarks on the favourite ballet of
Cupid and Psyche; with some account of the pantomime of the ancients; and other
observations', in: idem, Essays and other occasional compositions, chiefly reprinted, vol.l
(London 1810) 72, 76; V. Requeno, Scoperta delta chironomia ossia dell'arte di gestire con le
mani (Parma 1797) 3; cf. the poem printed with Noverre's portrait in the St. Petersburg edi-
tion of his Lettres: 'Du Feu de son Genie il anima la Danse; / Au beau jour de la Grèce il
sut la rapeller; / En recourant par lui leur antique éloquence, / les gestes et les pas aprirent
a parler'. Note that despite Noverre's talk of Roman pantomime (Lettres, vol.2, 115: 'j'ose
dire sans amour-propre, que j'ai ressuscité l'art de la pantomime'), he is called a reviver of
Greek dance: Greek it had to be, compare the Lettres, vol.2, 1: 'J'ai fait revivre l'art de la
pantomime si célèbre sous le règne d'Auguste', with vol.2, 93: 'Bathyle et Pylade passoient
pour les inventeurs de la pantomime; mais c'est une erreur; cet art étoit connu chez les
Grecs'.
141
 J.-G. Noverre, Lettres, vol.2, 75; cf. 105: 'Quant à notre danse (...) elle ne peut-être
comparée qu'à elle-même', and vol.2, 23, beautifully succinct: 'nous ne sommes plus à
Athènes, Monsieur, tout est bien changé'. Noverre argues that in a purely technical sense
the modern dancing reigns supreme, in the field of pantomime however the dance of the
ancients: 'les anciennes avoient des bras, et nous avons des jambes': vol.l, 129; if the two
are brought together, dancing will reach the pinnacles of perfection. Cf. vol.2, 105, where
it is said that the new dance will be far better than 'ces mimes, qui n'avoient que des gestes
de convention, et qui ignoroient parfaitement la danse'.
142
 F. H. St. de l'Aulnaye, De la saltation théâtrale, ou recherches sur l'origine, les progrès,
et les effets de la pantomime chez les anciens (Paris 1790) xxxiv.
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and Requeno tried to rediscover individual gestures. From this it is not a very
large shift to recreating larger units of movement. There is a serious
possibility that in some instances complete reconstruction was indeed deemed
feasible.143 The idea that ancient dances survived in Greece and Italy could
of course have led to putting those dances on stage in order to 'revive' the
experience of Antiquity, but unadulterated European folk dancing was not
deemed fit for the stage as yet.
What we do see in the second half of the eighteenth century is a renewed
eagerness, stimulated by increased travelling, to compare the ancient dances
with the dances of contemporary Greece and Italy. The most famous instance
of such comparison are the letters on dancing by Pierre A. Guys and Mme
Chénier.144 We also find dances from Antiquity compared to other Euro-
pean dance traditions. Of course mere comparison need not imply a belief in
survival, but sometimes Greek and Roman dances are indeed believed to have
come down to us in an unbroken tradition. This is nearly always the case
when comparisons were made between the ancient and modern Mediterra-
143
 As might be concluded from items such as: in 1799 'Mil Clotilde exécutait (...) une
Pyrrhique (...) dans un style tout-à-fait grec' (A. A. F. Baron, Lettres et entretiens sur la danse
ancienne, moderne, religieuse, civile et théâtrale (Paris 1824) 103) in thé ballet Héro et Léandre
choreographed by one Milon, I suppose Louis-Jacques Milon. But whether the exact
reproduction of a Greek dance is meant remains difficult to judge, here and in almost every
other instance.
144
 P. A. Guys, Voyage literaire de la Grèce, ou lettres sur les Grecs, anciens et modernes
avec un parallèle de leurs moeurs, Paris 1771 (I quote from the third edition of 1783). The
letter is in vol.1, 87-99, continued on 100-110 by Chénier's 'Sur les danses grecques'. Both
letters are reprinted in Madame Chénier's Lettres grecques, ed. R. de Bonnières, Paris 1879.
On Guys, see D. Constantine, Early Greek travellers and the hellenic ideal (Cambridge 1984)
147ff. Constantine stresses that Guys was one of the first to maintain that in Greece a
continuity between the classic past and the present could be observed, not merely in the
landscape, but also in the character and manners of the inhabitants. For such comparisons
between the ancient and the modern Greek world, see also C. Compan, Dictionnaire de
danse (Paris 1787) 171, 178, or A. Hirt on Sicilian dances, quoted by K. G. Holmström,
Monodrama, attitudes, tableaux vivants, 228. A forerunner of Guys was Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu (quoted by Guys), who in a letter to Alexander Pope, sent from Adrianople in
1717, described the dancing of Greek women and girls: 'their manner of danceing is
certainly the same that Diana is sung to have danc'd by Eurotas. The great Lady still Leads
the dance and is follow'd by a troop of young girls who imitate her steps, and if she sings,
make up the Chorus' (The complete letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, ed. P. Halsband,
vol.1 (Oxford 1965) 333). Such material is common, but has never been systematically
collected: a detailed examination of travel literature in particular will most likely yield a
rich harvest.
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nean, but we also find rather more far-fetched examples.145 Further
opportunities for comparison and a widening of the view were offered by the
first general dictionary of the dance: Charles Compan's Dictionnaire de la
danse, Paris 1787. Compan includes all periods and countries in his dictionary,
but he still spends about half of his text on the dances of Antiquity.
L'Aulnaye, whose work was mentioned above, includes material on India,
China and the Americas. In the end, comparison between antique and extra-
European dance cultures had to remain relatively unimportant and haphazard,
because the knowledge of extra-European dancing was relatively slight, despite
the century's strong interest in 'savages' and their curious habits.
From 1804 to 1820 something of a gap occurs in our bibliography.146
During these years many Grecian entertainments were put on in the theatres.
Moreover, Napoleon did not stop Europe from writing on every conceivable
subject, so the gap remains as yet inexplicable.147 The silence came to an end
in 1820, with the publication of Le Danze dei Greci by Robustiano Gironi.
This dealt primarily with the dances of contemporary Greece, which had
become very fashionable of course, since the Greek War of Independence had
stirred Europe's imagination, but Gironi did not miss the opportunity to
compare these dances to the antique ones. This theme of survival or
continuity, which had steadily gained in popularity in the course of the
eighteenth century, became rather commonplace (with everybody quoting
Byron's 'You have the Pyrrhic dance as yet...')148. It fitted in with the rising
145
 E.g., the eighteenth-century practice to call Furry Day or Furry Dance (8 May) Flora
Day or Flora Dance, in order to underline the supposed link with the Roman Floralia, see
R. Judge, 'May day practices in England', in: J. Adshead (ed.), Dance. A multicultural
perspective. Report of the third study of dance conference, University of Surrey (Guildford 1984)
65-76,65.
146
 I have only traced some reprints, e.g., the 1810 edition of the pamphlet by Nares (cf.
above, note 140). Philologists produced some editionesprincipes of Byzantine texts relevant
to the study of ancient dance: Zonaras (1808) and Photius (1808).
147
 Could this low ebb still be related in one way or another to the Egyptomania which
then flowered more than ever? References to literature on eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century Egyptomania are collected by J.-M. Humbert, 'Actualité de Pégyptomanie', RHR
201 (1984) 106-108. See now also the bulky exhibition catalogue (edited by Humbert)
Egyptomania: l'Égypt dans l'art occidental 1730-1930, Paris 1994 (English translation: Ottawa
1994); J. S. Curl, Egyptomania: a recurring theme in the history of taste, Manchester 1994; and
L'égyptomanie à l'épreuve de l'archéologie. Actes du colloque international organisé au Musée
du Louvre 1994, Brussels/Paris 1996.
148
 Don Juan, Canto 3,86 (10).
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interest in 'folklore'.149 Not all eighteenth-century ideas on the dances of
Antiquity survived the turn of the century unscathed. Although the
pantomimic vision was not nearly dead,150 its appeal was less universal and
there was more room for a broader vision on the Greek dance. But at the
same time general interest in the dances of Antiquity seems to have
diminished, while interest in other dance traditions was increasing. Several
authors find little to say on classical Antiquity, but offer a fairly wide range
of mediaeval material, a period that Cahusac in 1754 and Compan in 1787
had still called devoid of all dancing.151
These changes in scholarship were paralleled by developments observable
on stage. While Grecian style ballet, mimo-drama and other such like
theatrical displays were still going strong during the first two decades of the
century, we can see a general shift towards new subject matter, new
performance styles, new costume design, that is to say, towards what is
generally called 'the romantic ballet'. This does not imply that all 'Greek
dancing' or 'Greek pantomime' disappeared altogether. Some of it survived
in the theatres, some of it became part of the 'night scene'; thus the 1841
Swells' Night Guide through the Metropolis directs young gentlemen in search
of a good night's outing to the 'Temples of Voluptuousness' or the 'Hall of
Rome', where one could see 'the slightly veiled daughters of Venus' and other
M
' Already much in evidence in E. Jones, and J. Hawkins, Lyric airs, consisting of
specimens of Greek, Albanian, (etc.) national songs and melodies (London 1804) esp. 19; a good
example of the 'folklore' interest in Greece is C. C. Fauriel, Chants populaires de la Grèce
moderne, 2 vols., Paris 1824-1825, who includes dance amongst a host of 'survivals' (cxvii).
150
 It can be found in many of the works mentioned above and below: C. C. Fauriel,
Chants populaires, cxvii, speaks of dance as 'l'accompagnement mimique', F. H. J.
Castil-Blaze, La danse et les ballets depuis Bacchus jusqu'à Mademoiselle Taglioni, Paris 1832,
writes of pantomime as 'a stage left behind': reconstruction of pantomimic dance is no
longer the ideal, but this implies that past dance traditions are still considered to have been
(panto)mimic in character. In 1832 was published De Jorio's 'remake' of Requeno, another
non-verbal communication classic: A. de Jorio, La mimica degli Antichi investigata nel gestire
napoletano, Naples 1832. Other titles reflecting a pantomimic interest are enumerated by
C. Sittl, Die Gebärden der Griechen und Römer (Leipzig 1890) 4; 6.
151
 The shift away from Antiquity is most obvious in the following works: E. Vo'iart,
Essai sur la danse antique et moderne, Paris 1823 (= Encyclopédie des Dames); A. A. F. Baron,
Lettres et entretiens sur la danse ancienne, moderne, religieuse, civile et théâtrale, Paris 1824
(= idem, Lettres à Sophie sur la danse, suivies d'entretiens sur les danses ancienne, moderne,
civile, religieuse et théâtrale, Paris 1825); H. Smith, Festivals, games, and amusements. Ancient
and modem, London 1831 (seen: edition New York 1833). In 1832 an innovative
monograph on dance in the Middle Ages was published: J. F. K. Hecker, Die Tanzwuth:
eine Volkskrankheit im Mittelalter, Berlin.
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ladies in varying states of undress perform poses plastiques, tableaux vivants,
and 'spirit stirring dances' in 'imitation of the classic models'.152 Here a
process which began with the pas de shawl and comparable entertainment was
continued, and ancient dancing, nudity and sexual licence became ever more
closely associated.153 Undoubtedly it was this sort of thing that did much
to keep the interest going. But by 1830 the heydays of 'ancient dancing' at
more respectable venues were over.
Two authors can illustrate the changes that had occurred: Carlo Blasis as
a representative of the old order, and François Henri Joseph Castil-Blaze as
a representative of the new. Blasis, a famous dancer, ballet master, choreo-
grapher and theoretician of the dance, wrote a number of works brimming
with classical references. He considers it the task of the modern dancer to
imitate and emulate the dancers of Antiquity and 'nature': 'massime degli
antichi, imitazione dei moderni'.154 By contrast, in Castil-Blaze's general
history of the dance Greece and Rome occupy a minor position. He speaks
in a bantering tone about reconstructing the dances of Antiquity, something
he considers impossible because we lack all requisite knowledge. He also
wonders why anyone would bother do try, as Greek dance and pantomime
are a stage left behind.155 For the time being, he was correct.
152
 As quoted by J. Laver, Modesty in dress (London 1969) 103.
153
 One might compare for instance the sybaritic banquet scene in the immensely
popular novel by Lytton, The last days of Pompeii (Book I, chapter 8), first published in
1834.
154
 Studi sulle ani imitatrici (Milan 1844) 71; cf. idem, Code of Terpsichore. The art of
dancing, comprising its theory and practice, and a history of its rise and progress (London 1830)
218ff.
155
 La danse et les ballets, 3ff. One might compare Isaac D'Israeli's essay 'The
pantomimical characters', in his Curiosities of literature, the original volumes of which were
published between 1791 and 1831, in which theories about the antique origin of the
pantomime (more specifically Edward Daniel Clarke's attempts to find the prototypes of
Commedia dell'Arte in ancient mysteries) are commented on with the somewhat wry 'the
dreams of the learned are amusing when we are not put to sleep'.
1.5 The nineteenth and early twentieth century
Moves towards a value-free approach
The time when the dances of the ancient Greece and Rome could claim
everybody's interest was passing. This left the field to the inheritors of the
philological tradition. On the basis of this tradition the nineteenth century
created a new Altertumswissenschaft. In the sphere of dance studies this also
started drawing together several loose ends and combining them into some-
thing different and effective.156 First there was the legacy of three hundred
years of philology, a tradition never broken, although in the eighteenth
century it was often divorced from the mainstream of writing on the dance.
Secondly there was the large, and ever growing, corpus of archaeological
material. Thirdly there was the vast amount of literature on the pantomimic
dance. One of the first works to show the results of the new synthesis was
Wilhelm Adolph Becker's Charikles, Bilder altgriechischer Sitte, published in
1840. The fictive stories ('Bilder') that form the groundwork of the book look
back to earlier examples, such as Jean-Jacques Barthélemy's Voyage du jeune
Anacharsis, Paris 1789, but the extensive annotation, combining written and
some unwritten sources, strikes a new chord. The short section on the dance
still puts much stress on the mimic element, but in a way that seems to leave
open many possibilities: the dance is 'Darstellung einer inneren Vorstellung'.
The plea by Becker that someone should write 'eine gründliche Erörterung
der gesammten Tanzkunst der Alten' can only indicate that he considered the
156
 It is in the 1820s and 1830s that the activities of the founding fathers Niebuhr,
Wekker, Lobeck, Müller, Boeckh et al. are concentrated. One of the best descriptions of
their work, pleasantly concise, is still that by U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, now in an
English translation edited and annotated by H. Lloyd-Jones: History of classical scholarship
(London 1982) 108ff.
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large literature on the pantomime to be insufficient and not treating all
dancing.157
Nearly contemporary is Johann Heinrich Krause's Gymnastik und
Agonistik der Hellenen, Leipzig 1841. It is with this work that one can really
see a new Altertumswissenschaft taking on the subject of dance. Krause
presented and critically discussed a wide range of source material. He sensed
the difference between the dances of his day and the dances of Antiquity, and
considered reconstruction to be an impossibility. Moreover, importantly, his
book is on sports; not since the early seventeenth century had Greek dances
been presented in so obviously a non-theatrical context.158 Krause's effort
has its imperfections: the historical perspective is far from clear, and the
(panto-)mime is still omnipresent. Still, it is no exaggeration to say that this
work ushers in a new phase in the study of Greek dancing. The work of
Krause was continued by others, mainly German, though not exclusively
so.159 The most remarkable work, not unlike Krause, but showing the rapid
progress made in both the philological and archaeological field, was Lorenz
Grasberger's Erziehung und Unterricht im klassischen Altertum, Würzburg
1864-1880.160 Many of Krause's ideas recur in Grasberger: the contrast
between the dances of contemporary Europe and of Antiquity; the absence
of moral judgments (or it ought to be positive ones; there is some criticism
directed at Rome however); the impossibility of reconstruction; and, still, no
clear enough distinction between dance and pantomime.161 The linking of
the dance to physical education and sports found in both Krause and Gras-
berger should undoubtedly be seen in the context of the rising interest in
157
 The dance is discussed in vol.1,499ff; 506ff. The quotes are taken from 501 and 499f.
158
 Most references to the dance are to be found in vol.2, 807-854. It might be noted
here that Krause, despite the stress he lays on the otherness and irretrievability of ancient
dancing (810, 824, 849), does mention some survivals (811 note 6, 827 note 7, 840 note 19).
On Krause see L Weiler, Der Sport bei den Völkern der alten Welt. Eine Einführung
(Darmstadt 1981) 2ff.
159
 Good examples of a critical discussion of the textual tradition are G. H. Lewes, 'Was
dancing an element of the Greek chorus?', The Classical Museum 2 (1845) 344-367, and T.
Dyer, 'On the choral dancing of the Greek', The Classical Museum 3 (1846) 229-244.
160
 Passages on dance can be found in vol.1 (1864) 33f; 2 (1875) 390-404; 3 (1881) 271-
334, 524ff. On Grasberger, see I. Weiler, Der Sport bei den Völkern der alten Welt. Eine
Einführung (Darmstadt 1981) 2ff.
161
 See vol.2, 390; vol.3, 272ff, 292f. For the pantomimic bias one can compare A.
Czerwinski, Geschichte der Tanzkunst bei den cultivirten Völkern (Leipzig 1862) 17, 25ff, on
Greek religious dancing as 'ausgebildete pantomimische Darstellungen'.
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Greek athletics, culminating in the Olympic movement and the first modern
Olympic Games in 1896.162
In a very different vein are a group of studies published in the 1870s, all
of which aim at reconstructing the dances of the chorus in Greek drama,
either in a general sense by analysing the structure of the texts, or in more
detail by linking certain movements to certain metres, as Requeno had
already tried 80 years before.163 Apart from these not always very happy
attempts, the last decades of the century did not see any remarkable publica-
tions, except for Carl Sittl's massive study of Greek and Roman gestures, Die
Gebärden der Griechen und Römer, Leipzig 1890, which contains much
material on the dance. Sittl's work might be seen as a renewal of the non-
verbal communications approach that we met with in the pioneer efforts of
Requeno and De Jorio, and which was now put on a new footing by Darwin
and others such as W. Tegg.164 This revival of interest in gesturing was
much stimulated by the fact that the 'savages' were thought to possess very
imperfect languages and thus to need gestures in order to communicate
successfully.165 Sittl is, however, not on a par with his precursors. His work
is unadventurous and compilatory, calling to mind Meursius rather than
Darwin. He also has not broken away from the pantomimic tradition.166
Although not strictly on dancing, I might mention here the valuable study
of choregic inscriptions by Adolph Brinck, Inscriptiones graecae ad choregiam
pertinentes, Halle 1886. Inscriptional evidence was rapidly increasing, but on
the whole the impact of epigraphy on the study of dance was small. With the
162
 Extensive discussion of the Olympic movement of Coubertin and earlier attempts
at revival in J. J. MacAloon, This great symbol: P. de Coubertin and the origins of the modem
Olympic Games, Chicago 1981, see esp. 138ff.
163
 C. Muff, Die chorische Technik des Sophocles, Halle 1877, and earlier studies by R. Ar-
nold on Aristophanes and Euripides (non vidi); H. Buchholtz, Die Tanzkunst des Euripides,
Leipzig 1871, and C. Kirchhoff, Die orchestische Eurythmie der Griechen, Altona 1873 (and
cf. C. Kirchhoff, Dramatische Orchestik der Hellenen, Leipzig 1898, a late work along the
same lines).
164
 Cf. above, notes 128, 150. C. Darwin, The expression of the emotions in man, London
1872; W. Tegg, Meetings and greetings, London 1877. For a bibliography of early non-verbal
communication publications, see D. Morris, P. Collett, P. Marsh, and M. O'Shaughnessy,
Gestures, their origins and distribution (London 1979) 274-291 (some carelessness).
165
 References in L. Havemeyer, The drama of savage peoples (New Haven 1916) 16f.
166
 Sittl explicitly calls the dance a mimic art, but seems to know this vision to be in-
complete, because he adds: 'bleibt der Reigen ausser Betracht' (C. Sittl, Die Gebärden, 242;
cf. 226).
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exception of Grasberger, authors did not make as much use of unwritten
source material as would have been possible and desirable either. Thus in
Sittl's work, which was eminently suitable for illustration, even mere
references to archaeological sources are remarkably few in number. On the
other hand, during this period what appears to be the first monograph dealing
with the dance in ancient art was published, by Heinrich Heydemann (1879).
Certainly the collection and publication of archaeological material went on
at a pace, with the discoveries at Vulci in the 1840s, a growing number of
vases excavated in Greece itself from the 1850s onwards, and so on. Material
was published piecemeal in a large number of journals, comptes-rendues,
Abhandlungen, Programmen, and so on, until gathered in more comprehensive
works in the 1890s (such as Gerhard's Auserlesene Vasenbilder and Hartwig's
Meisterschalen). Dance imagery was well represented in these publications.
More popular works on the dance did not contribute much to the study
of the dances of Antiquity.167 Still, not all such works should be over-
looked. The general histories of the dance by Czerwinski, Voss and Grove,
and the new dictionary by Desrat not only propagate ideas found in more
scholarly writings, such as the impossibility of reconstructing Greek dance,
but also pay attention to comparative material.168 In some respects the
popular publications offer approaches that are much ahead of those seen in
167
 For instance H. Flach, Der Tanz bei den Griechen, Berlin 1880 (Sammlung
gemeinverständlicher wissenschaftlicher Vorträge 15th series 360), which aims at a wider
audience, is a slight 35 page booklet filled with oddities and misconceptions, possibly
gemeinverständlich, but not wissenschaftlich.
168
 A. Czerwinski, Geschichte der Tanzkunst bei den cultivirten Völkern, Leipzig 1862
(republication under a different title: Brevier der Tanzkunst. Die Tänze bei den Kulturvölkern
von den ältesten Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart, Leipzig 1879); R. Voss, Der Tanz und seine
Geschichte. Eine kulturhistorischchoreographische Studie, Berlin 1869 (orig. ed. Erfurt 1868);
L. Grove et al., Dancing, London 1895; G. Desrat, Dictionnaire de la danse historique,
théorique, pratique et bibliographique depuis l'origine de la danse jusqu'à nos jours, Paris 1895.
Reconstructions are called by Czerwinski, Geschichte, 21 (Brevier, 17): 'Cnarlatanerien'; cf.
L. C. Elson, Curiosities of music. A collection of facts not generally known, regarding the music
of ancient and savage nations (Boston 1880) 8 If: Scaliger and Meibomius 'both assumed far
too much knowledge of the matter'. This appears to be a general sentiment (note that it is
taken for granted that in the seventeenth and eighteenth century reconstruction of actual
dance movements was attempted, which is an unfounded assumption, as shown above).
Very influential in the sphere of comparativism was the work of La Page; see J.-A. L. de
la Page, Histoire générale de la musique et de la danse, 1 vols., Paris 1844, containing chapters
on the dances of China, India, Egypt and Israel (Greece and Rome are lacking: the work
remained uncompleted).
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scholarly works, drawing on the blossoming folklore studies and Volkskunde,
and the rising ethnology. Though some Altertumswissenschaftler shared in
these developments (one can think of people like Mannhardt, Usener, Lang
and Frazer), they at most touched upon the dance. More extensive work from
innovative points of view was at first only seen with popularizers like Voss
and Grove.169 Scholars working on the dances of Antiquity did not seem to
realize that the study of non-Greek dance was coming of age; contemporary
dance traditions were now observed in the field by ethnologists, and there
was an increasing interest in all of dance history.170
Apart from writing, scholarly and otherwise, the nineteenth century has
much to offer that is relevant to our subject, but the material is scattered and
difficult to get into focus. In the theatres interest in Grecian style dances was
flagging by about 1830, as seen above. The so-called romantic ballet was
largely inimical to the idea of reviving ancient Greek dancing and did not
strive after stage realism.171 August Bournonville, one of the most famous
choreographers of the romantic ballet, stated: 'we can actually form no clear
idea of the manner in which the ancients danced' and 'it is a mistake to
assume that the pantomime which captivated the Romans... has something in
common with the art form we call ballet'.172 If one finds a romantic ballet
or ballerina called 'Greek' or 'Ionic' this seems to mean nothing but 'lively'
or 'voluptuous'. For instance this is clearly the case when Théophile Gautier
calls Fanny Elssler 'a pagan dancer: the daughters of Miletus, beautiful
169
 Which is not to say that Voss, whose work apart from the viewpoint selected is
devoid of much merit and especially poor on Antiquity, or Grove necessarily influenced
them to do so; still, it might not be irrelevant that Lilian Grove was the wife of 'Golden
Bough' Frazer. It may be due to Frazer's influence that in Grove's volume dance was de-
scribed as an essentially religious phenomenon.
170
 E.g., F. M. Böhme, Geschichte des Tanzes in Deutschland. Beitrag zur deutschen Sitten-,
Literatur- und Musikgeschichte, 2 vols., Leipzig 1886, on the dance history of Germany, a
formidable study, not really replaced ever since.
171
 The most reliable background to the history of the Romantic ballet is provided in
several works by Ivor Guest: The Romantic ballet in England. Its development, fulfilment and
decline, London 1954, and The Romantic ballet in Paris, London 1980 (second revised
edition; first edition 1966), and a number of monographs on individual dancers and
choreographies by the same. On the shift from the ballet d'action to new forms, see J. V.
Chapman, 'Dancers, critics and ballet masters, Paris 1790-1848', Laban Centre Working
Papers in Dance Studies 2 (1989) 138-182 and eadem, 'Jules Janin and the Ballet', DR 7.1
(1989) 65-77, with references to earlier publications.
172
 A. Bournonville, My theatre life (London 1979; orig. ed. Mit Theaterliv, 5 vols.,
Copenhagen 1848-1878) 7, 12.
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lonians, celebrated in antiquity, must have danced in the same manner'.173
But this is in a review of La Sylphide, a ballet situated in Scotland! Grecian
dancing and statue posing survived in private entertainment, in the music-hall
and seedier establishments - at home the Victorians were very fond of
dressing up, but gentlemen away from home preferred the ladies to be
undressing, and the Greek dance was an excellent pretext for this, as we have
already seen.
As the romantic ballet declined in the second half of the century, 'things
Greek' seem to gain a more general popularity again. In England during the
1880s there was a remarkable proliferation of Grecian balls, Greek tableaux
vivants, and a new approach to classical drama.174 In 1890 Edmund Gosse
described Bournonville as 'an old Greek in whose brain the harmonious
dances of a divine festival still throbbed', which contrasts strongly with Bour-
nonville's own opinion on this matter quoted above.175 People might have
been prepared for this renewed outburst of enthusiasm for 'the Greek
saltatory art' by the continued presence of the dance in novels, poems,
sculpture and paintings dealing with Antiquity. Painting must be particularly
relevant here, as classical subject matter remained a steady favourite with
academic painters, whatever novelties were advocated by plein-airists or
impressionists, and several painters were now striving after archaeological
exactness in a way not seen before.176 Of course classical subject matter
allowed otherwise impossible eroticism and nudity, and dancing, especially
bacchic scenes, offered no small opportunities for this. One of the most con-
scientious painters, Laurens Alma-Tadema, created what are probably the best
dance scenes. In 1866 he painted his first dance and he produced at least
173
 Quoted in C. Steinberg (ed.), Dance Anthology (New York 1980) 83.
174
 W. Gaunt, Victorian Olympus (London 1975; rev.ed.: orig.ed. London 1952) 124f; R.
Jenkyns, The Victorians and ancient Greece (Oxford 1980) 304f. Fashions in dress are
another indicator, as they were in Directoire and Empire: S. M. Newton, Health, art and
reason. Dress reformers of the nineteenth century (London 1974) 41, 96f, 149-153.
175
 Quoted in A. Bournonville, My theatre life (London 1979) 29.
176
 The striving after realism is a fairly general trend (cf. for instance the biblical scenes
of or inspired by the so-called orientalist school). On the comparable antiquarian-didactic
trend in nineteenth-century literature, see H. Riikonen, Die Antike im historischen Roman
des 19. Jahrhunderts. Eine literatur- und kulturgeschichtliche Untersuchung (Helsinki 1978;
Commentationes Humanarum Litterarum 59) 59ff.
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eleven others during the next forty years.177 Such paintings might very well
have influenced the direction into which theatrical tastes developed, and
possibly even inspired scholars to take up the subject.178
The flowering of reconstructionism
If we look back on the half century of scholarship between 1841 and 1895 we
can see careful progress towards an increasingly objective picture of the
dances of Antiquity drawn from both written and unwritten source material.
This was a largely autonomous process divorced from the theatre, with most
authors denying the possibility of reconstructing Greek dance.179 At the
same time folklorists and ethnologists initiated new approaches to the study
of dance, their ideas and material ready to be incorporated into studies of
ancient Greek dancing. Time seemed ripe for the publication of some major
study combining the fruits of nineteenth-century Altertumswissenschaft,
inclusive of the most recent advances in archaeology, textual criticism and
epigraphy, with an up-to-date theoretical framework. One example is the new
177
 See the checklists in R. Borger, Drei Klassizisten: Alma Tadema, Ebers, Vosmaer,
Leiden, 1978 and V. G. Swanson, Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema. The painter of the Victorian
vision of the ancient world, London 1977. Good illustrations in Swanson and in anon, (ed.),
Alma Tadema, London 1977. On Tadema carefully researching his paintings: V. G.
Swanson, Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema, 14, 36; R. Borger, Drei Klassizisten, passim; E. Becker
(ed.), Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema, Zwolle 1996.
178
 Not such a bold assertion as it seems, when one takes into account the incredible
popularity of these paintings: see for instance R. Treble, Great Victorian pictures: their paths
to fame, London 1978, and J. Maas, Gambart, prince of the Victorian art world, London
1975.
179
 Though there are a few indications of different ways of thinking: a highly curious
item from Germany is the plan conceived about 1890 by one Alfred Schuler, a student of
classics, to cure Nietzsche of his madness by way of a Corybantic dance ritual. The plan
was never put into effect, because it turned out to be difficult to assemble 'für den kulti-
schen Tanz seelisch geeigneten Jünglinge' and because of the costs involved (the dancers had
to wear Greek armour of pure copper, in view of its magic propensities). Ludwig Klages,
who reports all this, concludes that Schuler's 'innerer Zusammenhang mit der kultischen
Seele des Altertums ein durch und durch erlebter...war und keineswegs der in Theorien
darstellbare blosser Sachforschung' (quoted in W. Kaufmann, Nietzsche. Philosoph-Psychologe-
Antichrist (Darmstadt 1982) 78 note 38).
_
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departure in the study of ancient music brought about by the work of
Abert.180 But the clock was put back. Maurice Emmanuel, who was no
Altertumswissenschaftler, who appeared to be unaware of any other work in
the field of dance and who was at least to some degree a man of the theatre
interested in reconstructing Greek movement, published a very influential
series of studies, which put the results of decades of laborious scholarly
progress to somewhat unexpected purposes.181 Emmanuel's Latin thesis is
an interesting exercise in analysing the Greek vocabulary of the dance, really
a new departure, almost ethnosemantics avant la lettre, and much under-
valued. Curiously, however, there are in this thesis several references to classi-
cal ballet. Here the thèse supplémentaire comes in. This is a very different
book, in which Emmanuel rejected almost all written sources as major
evidence, with the sole exception of drama (some inferences are drawn from
metre), and he branded centuries of philological activity, to which he had just
added some valuable pages, as useless. Thence his book concentrates on the
unwritten material, mostly vases and some reliefs. Emmanuel proceeded from
two basic assumptions: first, that the movements portrayed in antique works
of art are identical to the movements of contemporary French classical ballet
(of course, it is individual movements that are meant here, not dances as a
whole; in fact Emmanuel is mildly critical of the degenerate classical ballet of
his days), and secondly, that the classical material can be combined into
analytical series, comparable to the results obtained with modern chrono-
180
 H. Abert, Die Lehre vom Ethos in der griechischen Musik. Ein Beitrag zur Musikästhetik
des klassischen Altertums, Leipzig 1899 (reprint Tutzing 1968). It is exactly in this period that
we everywhere encounter new ideas about studying music in the context of the society that
produced it, first applied to non-Western, subsequently to Western pre-classical music: see
H. Haskell, The early music revival, a history (London 1988) 19.
181
 M. Emmanuel, De saltationis disciplina apud Graecos, Paris 1895 (thèse); Essai sur
l'orchestique grecque, Paris 1895 (thèse supplémentaire); La danse grecque antique d'après les
monuments figurés, Paris 1896 (a re-edition under a different title of the thèse supplémentaire};
'La danse grecque antique', Gazette des Beaux Arts 15 (1896) 291-308 (an article summarizing
his work). Emmanuel was a musicologist and a composer. For literature on Emmanuel: see
the references in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v.
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photography.182 On this basis he built a somewhat confused account of the
positions, steps and gestures of the ancient Greek dance.
In France, but also abroad, many embraced Emmanuel's studies despite
their stepmotherly treatment of the textual sources and their arbitrary
identification of ancient Greek dance and modern European ballet. The thèse
supplementaire became a bestseller; as late as 1916 it was translated into (rather
poor) English and this translation was reissued in 1927. Two opposed groups
started forming. One was made up of those convinced by Emmanuel and
eager to spread the word, at first mainly authors writing for the general
public. The other included those who disregarded Emmanuel and carried on
with their scholarly work as if nothing had happened.183 But even before
both groups had clearly delineated their territory, a complicating factor
arrived on the scene in the person of Isadora Duncan.184 She first came to
Europe from the USA in 1899 and became well-known from 1902, when she
had her first theatrical engagements. Her life and career are a controversial
subject, but we cannot avoid her: everybody writing on the dance of ancient
Greece during the first decades of this century will have been influenced in
182
 Emmanuel was much influenced by experimenters in this field: Marey (Locomotion
chez l'homme, 1881), Soret, and probably Muybridge, who was the talk of the town in Paris
in 1881-1882 (see Scientific American, Suppl. vol.13, number 317 (28 January 1882) 5058Î).
Though of doubtful value for the study of ancient Greek dancing, the work, especially
Marey's photographs of dancers of the Opéra, might have its use as a source for the
movement idiom of late nineteenth-century ballet. On Marey and Muybridge, see M. Braun,
Picturing time. The work of Etienne-Jules Marey (1830-1904), Chicago 1992.
183
 H. de Soria, Histoire pittoresque de la danse (Paris 1897) 83, argued that reconstruction
should be the purpose of all study; even more extreme in this respect is R. Charbonnel, La
danse. Comment on dansait, comment on danse, Paris 1899. Untouched by Emmanuel appear
C. Kirchhoff, Dramatische Orchestik der Hellenen, Leipzig 1898 (continuing along the lines
of Kirchhoff's earlier work, see above, note 163). V. Svetlov (= V. Y. Ivchenko), 'Is-
toricheskii ocherk drevnei choreografii', in: Yezhegodnik Imperatorskikh Teatrov, second
supplement (1899-1900) 29-120, presents an overview of the dance from 'Darwin' to the
early Middle Ages, intended for the general reader, but very competently done and very
comprehensive; Emmanuel is mentioned, but not allowed to dominate the account.
Untouched by Emmanuel is E. Rohde, in whose Psyche (enlarged second edition 1897, first
edition 1893) there is much on ecstatic dance. Amongst more traditional accounts might
also be W. E. D. Downes, De saltatione apud antiques, Diss. Boston 1899 (non vidi).
184
 The following account builds on my article Ή Ισαδόρα Δοίινκαν μέσα στην £ποχή
της', in: A. Raftis (ed.), Ο αρχαίος ελληνικός χορός μέχρι σήμερα (forthcoming, Athens);
there a more detailed treatment with full references can be found. Add: M. Dillon, After
Egypt: Isadora Duncan and Mary Cassât, New York 1990; D. Duncan, C. Pratl, and C. Splatt
(eds.), Life into art. Isadora Duncan and her world, New York 1993.
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some way or another by Duncan's presence, whether she is explicitly men-
tioned or not.185
At some stage of her career Duncan might have intended literally to
revive the dances of Antiquity. One might conclude this from many of her
activities, such as her studies in the vase rooms of the British Museum, the
Louvre and the Munich Museum; the curious episode of the Duncan family's
séjour in Athens; and her programmatic statements like her professed aim 'to
call back to life again that ideal movement (...) and to awaken an art which
has slept for two thousand years'.186 On the other hand she repeatedly said
that 'we were not, nor could be, other than moderns', and that she strove
merely to recapture the spirit of Greek art.187 In the end it does not,
however, make much difference what Duncan actually did, said or intended,
as almost everybody was convinced that she was reviving Greek dance, or
was trying to do so. The descriptions, praises and condemnations of Duncan
as a 'Greek dancer' reconstructing a lost art are numerous.188 And indeed,
her career fits in with a revivalist movement already under way before her
performances made their impact. Thus it seems quite probable that the work
185
 She often was: praise in F. Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike, 3f; L. Séchan, La danse
grecque antique (Paris 1930) 315ff; G. van der Leeuw, In den hemel is eenen dans... Over de
religieuze betekenis van dans en optocht (Amsterdam 1930) 62 (extravagantly). The strongest
criticism at the time is that by B. Warnecke, 'Tanzkunst', s.v. in: RE, 2. Reihe, vol.4.2
(Stuttgart 1932) 2247. The idea of Duncan as a revivalist is still with us: during the 1980s,
m
 a single display case of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, Greek vases carrying supposed
dance scenes were combined with a Bakst-drawing of Duncan (which of course need not
mean that anybody at the Ashmolean accepts Duncan's reconstructions). Also suggestive
is the title I archea elliniki orchisis ke i Isadhora Dounkan, Athina 1966 (non vidi). In Greece
there is still much interest in Isadora and Raymond Duncan.
186
 See I. Duncan, My life (London 1928) 39, 59, 63, 76, 129ff. The 1906 prospectus of
Duncan's Grünewald school is quoted after G. McVay, Isadora and Esenin (Ann Arbor
1980) 8. Other statements (rather more equivocal) are cited in F. Steegmuller (ed.), "Your
Isadora". The love story of Isadora Duncan and Gordon Craig (New York 1974) 39, 42-45.
1871. Duncan, My life, 144; cf. C. Steinberg (ed.), Dance Anthology (New York 1980) 41;
p
- D. Magriel (ed.), Isadora Duncan (New York 1947; reprint New York 1977) 37, 39, 42.
188
 Only two, probably as yet unrecorded examples: fulsome praise by an Italian
epigone: E. Pichetti, La danza antica e moderna; storia, teoria e musica (Rome s.a., about
1915?) 35: 'la ricostitutrice délie antiche danze gréco-romane' (note the 'gréco-romane'^); F.
Augustin, De dans in zijn sociale en artistieke heteekenis (Amsterdam 1924) 25-26, who pro-
tests that Duncan's dances were too much reconstructed, cf. F. Thiess, Der Tanz als
Kunstwerk. Studien zu einer Aesthetik der Tanzkunst (Munich s.a., second edition; first
edition 1920) 121. H. Ellis, The dance of life (London 1937, reprint of new ed. 1926; first ed.
1923) 55, describes Duncan's dancing as 'the free naturalism of the Greek dance'!
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of Emmanuel was one of the sources from which she drew her inspira-
tion.189 She apparently never mentioned Emmanuel, but she hardly ever
acknowledged any indebtedness to outside influences; she obviously did not
intend to detract anything from her own originality. It is however undeniable
that full development of her ideas took place only after her arrival in Europe,
and she is very much part, not initiator, of various developments that
included the reform of classical ballet, which started in Russia before Duncan
was heard of there; an enormous proliferation of so-called 'barefoot dancers',
some of them active before Duncan arrived; and the larger Körperkultur
movement.190
189
 Duncan's strong interest in vase painting might be an indication; there is a very Em-
manuellish remark in her pamphlet The dance of the Future (I quote after the text in C.
Steinberg (ed.), Dance Anthology (New York 1980) 38): 'there is not one (Greek vase or bas-
relief) which in its movement does not presuppose another movement'.
190
 On the independent developments in Russia: N. Roslavleva, Era of the Russian ballet
(London 1966) 176, and N. MacDonald, 'Isadora, Chopin and Fokine', Dance and Dancers
408 (December 1983) 30-32. The interest in ancient Greece was already there, teste Svetlov's
publication in the Yearbook of the Imperial Theatres mentioned above (note 183). Other
'Greek dancers' are named in F.-A. Ersky, Les danses antiques grecques et romaines. Etude
historique, Paris 1910 (= Paris-Gallant pour 1910), and in S. N. Khudekov, Istoriya tanchev
vsekh vremën i narodov, vol.l (St. Petersburg 1913) 253-260. Of course Duncan had many
pupils and even more unauthorized imitators; but independent efforts were equally innu-
merable: most important were Maud Allan, a Canadian contemporary of Duncan, also oper-
ating in Europe, who said, most probably truly, that she came to 'Greek dancing' in-
dependently (see M. Allan, My life and dancing, London 1908; F. Cherniavsky, The Salome
Dancer, the life and times of Maud Allan, Toronto 1991); Ruth St. Dennis and Ted Shawn,
together known as Denishawn, who did some Greek things, but specialized in Egyptian,
Oriental and pre-Columbian (see S. Shelton, Ruth St. Dennis. A biography of the divine
dancer, Austin 1990); and Ruby Ginner and Irene Mawer, who from about 1915 taught
Greek theatre arts and later founded the Greek Dance Association and associated organiza-
tions, such as Mawer's Institute of Mime (see R. Hart, 'Classical Greek dance: Ruby Ginner
method', in: A. Raftis (ed.), Χορός και Αρχαία Ελλάδα, vol.2, 213-217). The important
Perry-Mansfield School of Dance and Theatre, founded in 1914, was inspired by Duncan
and set out as a very revivalist undertaking (see T. Henry, 'Perry-Mansfield School of Dance
and Theatre', DR 8.2 (1990) 49-68; Henry manages to avoid any reference to things Greek
throughout her article; the pictures tell a different story!). On the reconstructionist virus
in Greece, see A. Philadelpheus, 'La danse antique', L'Acropole 1 (1926) 315-320, who
mentions the many danseuses who came to Athens 'pour donner sous le ciel attique des
reconstructions des danses antiques' (315). Some interesting pictures of foreign and Greek
revivalists by the photographer Elly Sujulzoglu, known as Nelly, are brought together in
Nelly's Αυτοπροσωπογραφία, Athens 1989. Körperkultur is a convenient label for the whole
complex (not specifically German, though brought to a great height in Germany) of late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 'striving to be healthy and pure' (J. Romein, Op
het breukvlak van twee eeuwen (Amsterdam 19762) 646): back to nature, a preference for the
primitive and archaic (folkdance), health and hygiene by way of open air exercise (folkdance
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Although without Duncan, whose success was very much a succès de
scandale, everything would probably have happened much the same, with one
of the many comparable dancers taking her place, now that she was and is so
much in the limelight, she cannot be overlooked. She was highly influential,
and, as already said above, almost every scholar working on the dances of
ancient Greece implicitly or explicitly reacted to her performances. On the
other hand her influence should not be overestimated either. Other dancers
in the 'Greek taste' have been almost equally well-known in their day (with
scandale often playing a major part), though most are forgotten now. Two
phenomena in classical ballet were at least as popular as Duncan, or more so:
the Ballets Russes, the famous company of Serge Diaghilev, and Anna
Pavlova, who after a short association with Diaghilev performed with her
own company. Both had 'Greek' dances in their repertoire. The Ballets
Russes had Grecian ballets by Fokine, who started studying Greek art and
attempting to reform ballet at an early age in St. Petersburg, and very re-
markable Greek costumes and sets designed by the famous Bakst.191 Truly
unique was the ballet L'Après-midi d'un faun, choreographed by Nijinski,
which has been called 'a moving Greek frieze'.192 Pavlova, who also went
to museums to study Greek art, also performed several Greek dances, which
were mostly remakes of older ballets fitted out in a more authentic style.193
again), gymnastics of all sorts, bathing, nudism, vegetarianism, free sex, feminism, and so
on (put in very broad perspective by Romein, chapter 33; see also S. Kern, Anatomy and
destiny, Indianapolis 1975). One could also fruitfully compare Steiner's eurythmy and
Dalcroze's eurhythmies, both systems being 'invented' early this century.
191
 On Fokine: cf. references above, note 190; M. F. Romanovsky-Krassinsky, Dancing
w St. Petersburg. The memoirs of Kschessinska (London 1960) 105; on his ballets for
Diaghilev, see R. Buckle, Diaghilev (New York 1979) 150, 229, etc. On Bakst and ancient
Greece: R. Buckle, Diaghilev, 194; P. Lieven, The birth of Ballets-Russes (London 1936,
reprinted New York 1973 as The birth of the Ballets-Russes) 173, 321. Illustrations of Bakst
designs in A. Alexandre, and J. Cocteau, The decorative art of Léon Bakst, London 1913
(reprint New York 1972); C. Spencer, Leon Bakst, New York 1973 (and see Spenser's
commentary, 37, 86, 98ff), and I. Pruzhan, Léon Bakst, Harmondsworth 1988.
192
 R. Buckle, Diaghilev (New York 1979) 185; cf. idem, Nijinsky (Harmondsworth 1980,
°rig. ed. London 1971) 187f, 279. There exists a splendid series of photographs of Nijinski's
ballet by Baron de Meyer, published in 1914. This extremely rare collection has been re-
printed by Dance Horizons, New York. Cf. R. Brandau (ed.), De Meyer (London 1976)
plates at nr.39. Nijinsky must have been working on an Apres-midi-like version of Les
chansons de Bilitis, sometime in 1918 (Buckle, Nijinski, 482); this was never finished.
193
 J. Lazzarini, and R. Lazzarini, Pavlova. Repertoire of a legend (New York 1980) 114
(cf. 212), 149, 152, 158, 170, 196; K. Money, Anna Pavlova. Her life and art (New York
1982) 206, 234, 268, 295f, 351, etc. Cf. comments in V. Svetlov (= V. Y. Ivchenko), Anna
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With Pavlova, as with Fokine, authenticity or historical 'reconstruction'
meant correspondence of style, rather than archaeological exactitude. Consi-
dering the immense amount of contemporary comment on both the Ballets
Russes and Pavlova we cannot but conclude that their Grecian repertoire
must also have been at the back of at least some scholars' minds when they
took up the pen to write about the dances of ancient Greece.194
A parting of the ways: twentieth-century polarization
The stage is set for the scholarship of the twentieth century: there is a
background of unprecedented interest in 'ancient dance' because of Duncan
and others like her; the works of Emmanuel, intimately linked to theatrical
developments because of his reconstructionist bias, are widely read; one has
available the heritage of nineteenth-century scholarship; and new ways of
looking at dance are ready to be integrated with more traditional approaches
to the subject. It is intriguing to see how these often opposing tendencies
worked out in the years before the first World War. The scholarly and semi-
scholarly material published in this period can be divided into two categories:
works by adherents of Emmanuel and works by those who ignore Emma-
nuel. In the last category we find more traditional and more progressive
studies. Explicit rejections of Emmanuel are as yet largely absent.195 Most
outspoken of the supporters of Emmanuel is the dancer-scholar Marcelle Azra
Hincks, who in a series of articles defended Emmanuel's method of
reconstruction, even if she admitted the hypothetical character.196 Another
Pavlova (Paris 1922; reprint New York 1974) 102f. Pavlova knew Ruby Ginner: see R.
Hart, 'Classical Greek dance: Ruby Ginner method', in: A. Raftis (ed.), Χορός και Αρχαία
Ελλάδα, vol.2, 213-217, 214.
194
 S. Smith, 'The early days of ballet: a comparison', CJ12 (1916-17) 57-65, states expli-
citly that his work is inspired by Fokine, the Ballets Russes and Duncan; J. E. Harrison,
Ancient art and ritual (London 1948; orig. ed. 1913, rev. ed. 1918) 207f, speaking of the
'revival of ritual dances' mentions the Ballets Russes.
195
 O. Bie, Der Tanz (Berlin 1906) 305, is one of the few to explicitly reject Emmanuel's
ideas.
196
 M. A. Hincks, 'The dance in Ancient Greece', Nineteenth Century and After 59
(1906) 447-457; eadem, 'The dance and the plastic arts in Ancient Greece', Nineteenth
Century and After 61 (1907) 477-489; eadem, 'Representations of dancing on early Greek
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champion was Félicien de Ménil, who not only gave abundant praise to
Emmanuel, but also urged scholars to try reconstructions by way of Indian,
Egyptian and Assyrian sources.197 One wonders exactly what Assyrian
sources he had in mind. Sergei N. Khudekov, in his compilatory, but still
sound, general history of the dance which contains much factual information
on the dances of Antiquity, shows himself a follower of Emmanuel.198
Sechan's article on dance in the Dictionaire des Antiquités grecques et romains
is a brave display of learning which shows a good grasp of the sources, both
written and unwritten, a fair acquaintance with the older literature, and even
a small move in the direction of the use of comparative material derived from
ethnographic sources. It too abounds with references to Emmanuel. Indeed,
a large part of the article is taken up with reconstructionist arguments.199
Other scholars, however, ignore Emmanuel and carry on along lines
previously set out. Amongst the more substantial works is the first mono-
graph on a particular genre of Greek dance: Heinrich SchnabePs Kordax.
Archäologische Studien zur Geschichte eines antiken Tanzes und zum Ursprung
der griechischen Komödie, Munich 1910. Dance is put here in an important
evolutionary perspective, but the book is making rather too much of too
little. Johann Pörner (loannes Poerner) contributed an excellent, but
traditionally conceived thesis De curetihus, Halle 1913. And then there is
Nilsson's Griechische Feste of 1906, which contains many references to
dancing.200 Apart from these monographical efforts there also appeared a
vases', RA 14 (1909) 351-369; eadem, 'Le kordax dans le culte de Dionysos', RA 17 (1911)
1-5. On reconstruction see esp. the 1906 article, 449, and the 1909 article, 352ff.
197
 F. de Ménil, Histoire de la danse à travers les âges (Paris s.a., 1905/1906?) 90, 12f.
198
 S. N. Khudekov, Istoriya tandiev vsekhvremën i narodov, vol.l (St. Petersburg 1913)
97-308; for reconstructionists: 244-260.
199
 L. Séchan, 'Saltatio', DAGR, vol.4 (Paris 1909) 1025-1054; ethnography: 1028 note
18; reconstruction: passim, see esp. 1029, 1039.
200
 M. P. Nilsson, Griechische Feste von religiöser Bedeutung mit Ausschlusz der attischen,
Leipzig 1906. In the field of religious studies one might also compare E. Pfuhl, De
Atheniensium pompis sacris, Berlin 1900, on related material; L. R. Farnell, The cults of the
Greek states, 5 vols., Oxford 1896-1909, and O. Gruppe, Griechische Mythologie und
Religionsgeschichte, 2 vols., Munich 1906 (first edition 1897ff), both with several references
to the dance. On the other hand P. Stengel, Die griechische Kultusaltertümer, Munich 18982
(first edition 1890 under the title Die griechischen Sakralaltertümer und das Bühnenwesen der
Griechen und Römer), does not give the dance a separate entry amongst the 'Kultushand-
lungen'.
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number of very competent minor studies.201 None of these authors yet
integrated non-Greek material into their accounts on anything like an
appreciable scale. The first to do so was Jane Harrison in her Themis of 1912.
In discussing the dancing of the Curetés, and some other items, Harrison
brought new and refreshing views of initiatory and magical practices to bear
on the ancient sources.202 One might have expected somewhat more enthu-
siasm for a comparative approach, now that material was becoming quite
plentiful, and examples ready at hand. The obvious example is Frazer, who
in 1911 set out on the massive third, and definitive, edition of his Golden
Bough.™ But these developments were not everywhere greeted with equal
enthusiasm: some circles deplored the association of the serene and rational
Greeks with those dreadful savages.204 It is obvious that an interest in the
dance stood to suffer from such criticism.
When we look at the contents of the works published during this period,
we find that one of the few common elements in a rather chaotic field, where
every scholar seems to pursue his own ends, is that several authors address the
question of the nature of Greek dance in terms of mimetic versus non-mime-
tic, even though the pantomime is no longer seen as part of the immediate
201
 W. E. D. Downes, 'The offensive weapon in the pyrrhic', CR 18 (1904) 101-106, dis-
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nopaidiai, B. Schröder, 'Die Vatikanische Wettläuferin', RM 24 (1909) 109-120, analysed a
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field of Greek dance studies205. The answers given range from a careful
'some' to a rash 'all', but on the whole the mimetic view is still prevalent.206
There is one other common issue, which, though adroitly avoided by most
scholars, is much in evidence in popular literature on the subject, and that is
sex. The background is complex. First one can draw a direct line from the
invectives of Christian polemicists to the 'decadent vision' of ancient dancing.
In the nineteenth century churchmen and moralists had returned in full force
to the issue of the dance. Greeks and Romans, with negroes now as runners-
up, were still singled out for condemnation as the worst sinners of all, and
the idea was kept alive that a majority of the dances of the ancient world
were of an obscene nature. Secondly, Greek and Roman dancing (as Greek
and Roman culture in general) were used as a pretext for nudity and eroticism
in painting, writing, performance and now also photography.207 Thirdly,
much contemporary stage dancing had become a disreputable affair, which
coloured the view taken of dance in general. Standards were lowered during
the general decline of ballet in Western Europe, the male presence on stage
was almost effaced, and ballet became the province of pretty girls 'showing
leg'. These dancers did not have the best of reputations (even if it often was
starvation which drove them into prostitution), nor had the 'barefoot
dancers', several of whom bared more than their feet.208 Fourthly, as far as
any ancient material could indeed shock nineteenth- or early twentieth-
century sensibilities, Victorian prudery had led to certain bits of evidence
becoming progressively more unmentionable and unpresentable, hidden away
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 (Panto)mime, now once again treated as a separate subject outside the immediate field
of Greek dance studies, had already been discussed in a separate study by H. Reich, Der
Mimus. Ein litterar-entwicklungsgeschichtlicher Versuch, vol.1.1-2, Berlin 1903 (no further
volumes published).
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 Most extreme in F. de Ménil, Histoire de la danse à travers les âges (Paris s.a.) 94.
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 Some novels and poetry combine eroticism and the dance, e.g., Pierre Louys, Les
Chansons de Bilitis, 1894; idem, Aphrodite, moeurs antiques, 1895; Jean Bertheroy (= Berthe
le Barillier), Le mime Bathylle, Paris 1894; eadem, La danseuse de Pompei, 1899; Louis
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in musées secrètes, Enfers or Cupboard collections.209 But forbidden fruit al-
ways tends to arouse undue curiosity. When Emmanuel says, 'these dances
were of a nature not to be described', this is of course nothing but whetting
the appetite.210
Consequently Greek dance had a decidedly sexual connotation, both
'Greek' and 'dance' conjuring up visions of licence and abandon.211 This is
reflected in much popular literature dealing with the dances of Antiquity. The
work of F.-A. d'Ersky, for example, reads more like pornography than a
historical study, and a semi-scholarly work such as Khudekov's shows its
strong sexual bias in much talk of bacchanals and orgies and in pictures of a
prodigious number of unclad girls (while all boys are decently dressed,
including those taking part in the gumnopaidiaity. Related to this 'eroticiza-
tion' of ancient dancing is a 'feminization' of the same, so that Ménil in
discussing ancient Greek dance could speak, with utter disregard for the sour-
ces, of 'le caractère éminemment féminine de ses manifestations', 'une culte
dont la Femme a été jusqu'à présent et restera éternellement la toute-puissante
et mystérieuse Prêtresse'.212 Although this equivocal reputation of the
antique dance may very well have contributed appreciably to its popularity,
it will also have scared serious scholars away from all or part of the subject.
Happily Kurt Latte was not amongst those frightened off by the dubious
reputation of the dance. In 1913 he published a major study De saltationibus
graecorum capita quinque. To call this book 'die erste kritisch angelegte
wissenschaftliche Untersuchung' is possibly saying a bit too much, but it
certainly is a 'nach jeder Seite ausgezeichnete Untersuchung'.213 The book
209
 C. Johns, Sex or symbol. Erotic images of Greece and Rome (London 1982) 15ff.
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 M. Emmanuel, The antique Greek dance after sculptured and painted figures (London
1927) 259; cf. the translator's remarks, xx; cf. F. de Ménil, Histoire de la danse à travers les
âges (Paris s.a.) 74, on thé apokinos: 'dont la description, même à mots couverts, n'est pas
possible'.
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 Quotes taken from B. Warnecke, 'Tanzkunst', 2237, and U. von Wilamowitz-
Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst (Berlin 1921) 29 note 4.
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is not comprehensive enough to cover the whole field, but it deals with
several important aspects: the textual sources and their relation to one
another; some schemata, (figurae) of the Greek dance; and one chapter each on
armed dances, choral dances and ecstatic dances. The source material is fully
presented, according to Latte's Wahlspruch 'iuvat integros accedere fontes', and
with much critical acumen. Textual and archaeological material keep a better
balance than is the case in many other studies, even if philology is the
obvious basis on which the whole edifice rests. Modern literature is cited
selectively, but not infrequently, and much to the point. It is somewhat
unsatisfactory that Latte stands aloof from the then current issues: there is no
clear judgement on the mimetic content of Greek dance, and reconstruction
attempts by scholars or on stage are hardly mentioned at all. Only at the end
of a chapter in which Latte has carefully linked textual information on par-
ticular schemata to some iconographie sources, does he offer some mild
criticism of Emmanuel: 'Multa praeterea videmus in vasculis ceterisque artis
monumentis, de quibus fusius egit Mauritius Emmanuel (...), sed neque certa
eis nomina dare possumus neque quatenus artifices gestus fideliter retinuerint,
quatenus propriae artis legibus obtempérantes libère mutaverint, dignoscere
valemus'.214 Latte clearly referred back to nineteenth-century no-nonsense
Altertumswissenschaft and the philological tradition beyond, without wanting
to commit himself to any fad or fashion. This makes the work seem a bit
bloodless and austere, but what a great piece of work it is, not least because
of Latte's remarkably open eye for the results of ethnology and anthropology
and the way these could be combined with the study of the classical sources.
He also puts the dance firmly in the religious context where much of it
obviously belongs.215 This study, whatever criticism one might have, is
certainly one of the best monographs on the dance of ancient Greece written
to this day, and still indispensable. Latte deserves to take his place next to
Meursius as one of the founding fathers in this field.
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 K. Latte, De saltationibus graecorum capita quinque (Giessen 1913) 26.
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 K. Latte, De saltationibus graecorum, refers to comparative material taken from
Preuss, Frazer, Murray (29); Wünsch, Samter (39); Harrison (43); Frazer, Harrison (51).
Even if this is not much, Latte is the first Altertumswissenschaftler writing at length on the
dance who includes this style material. The bias towards the religious aspects of the dance
is obvious in the last three chapters; of course the work is a volume in the RGW.
1.6 The last three-quarter century
Reconstructionism in retreat
After Latte's De saltationibus the field of Greek dance studies remained very
quiet. Of course the first World War did keep many scholars from publish-
ing, but after 1918 it took another eight years for the next monograph to
appear.216 During this interval several articles were published, most of them
rather unexciting, but some of more import: Festa on the sikinnis; Brink-
mann, old-fashioned but very thorough, on girls' choruses; Grassi and
Westermann on the hitherto neglected Greek material from Egypt.217 The
monograph that appeared in 1926 was Fritz Weege's Der Tanz in der Antike.
This was a rather popular and compilatory work, a far cry from Latte, but
not without value because of its clear presentation of archaeological material
not before brought together. In particular the large number of illustrations
made the book essential reading, or better, viewing, and consequently it was
and sometimes is much overvalued.218 Compared to Latte, things are very
dull. There is, however, one work by a classical scholar that stands out:
Lillian Brady Lawler's study on maenadism, an exemplary exercise in the
analysing of a large series of archaeological evidence. Although in essence a
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judged by the title does not discuss Greek dance in a narrower sense, nor the oft-quoted
book by F. A. Wright, The arts in Greece. Three essays, London 1923, which has only one
(very disappointing) chapter on dance.
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mildly reconstructionist effort, Lawler moved carefully and shows herself
critical of Emmanuel c.s., thereby being one of the very first to formulate
some explicit criticisms of French reconstructionism instead of simply
* ' · 91Qignoring it.
For really stimulating developments one should look to the work by
scholars active in the comparative field. They kept pushing ahead in a process
culminating in Evans-Pritchard's most remarkable study of the place of the
dance in African society and its function and disfunction. This study first
appeared over sixty years ago, but is as fresh as if it was written only
yesterday.220 Folklorists also worked away. One could point to the creation
in 1921 of the Folk dance and song society, but elsewhere, especially in
Scandinavia and Germany, we find comparable bodies, usually very active in
the collecting and interpretation of material. Alas of the scholars who won
their spurs in ethnological/anthropological or folkloristic research, none
evinced much interest in the dances of the ancient world.
Short on the heels of Weege another monograph appeared: Louis Séchan's
La danse grecque antique, Paris 1930. This is again a compilatory work, but
much more comprehensive than Weege's book, except for the illustra-
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tions.221 Séchan's learning is unmistakable, as he already had shown in his
contribution to the Dictionnaire des antiquités grecques et romaines, but he is
now biased very strongly towards reconstructionism, even more so than in
his previous work. Emmanuel is omnipresent and one-third of the book is
devoted to modern revivalists. Emmanuel still found support, both inside and
outside ancient history.222 But reconstructionism was losing force. Some of
the outstanding protagonists disappeared from the scene: in 1927 Isadora
Duncan was killed in an accident; in 1928 Maud Allan stopped touring; in
1929 Diaghilev died and with him the original Ballets Russes (the several
heirs, such as De Basil's Ballets Russes, kept the 'Greek ballets' in the
repertoire for some time, but seem to have dropped them during the late thir-
ties); in 1931 Anna Pavlova died; the same year Denishawn disbanded. This
of course leaves droves of epigones, but around the same time there
unmistakably occurred a general loss of interest in the Greek dance, both
with the public and with the dancers.223 'Greek dance' on stage died a quiet
221
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death. Greek subject matter survived, and so did 'authentic' costumes, but
movement tended to be ordinary ballet movement. From the early thirties
onwards reconstructionist thinking was decidedly passé, and the gap between
scholars and the theatre, which had opened up in the 1830s and had been
widening until it was temporarily narrowed by Emmanuel and Duncan,
became unbridgeable again (and has not really been bridged since).
In a very different vein from Séchan's wholehearted advocacy of
reconstructionism is the entry on the dance in the authoritative Real-
encyclopadie, written by Warnecke. This is an article brimming with factual
information and reminiscent of the work of Latte, who undoubtedly inspired
it. In the same year, 1932, Ludwig Deubner's Attische Feste was published, a
volume on Athenian cults which contains many references to dancing. Still,
neither Warnecke nor Deubner improved upon Latte; where Latte quoted
Frazer and Harrison, Warnecke and Deubner are definitely not quoting
Evans-Pritchard, nor any other non-classical material on the dance. Both
provide sound, straightforward classical philology, laced with some classical
archaeology, but they have nothing particularly innovative. Now another
long silence ensued, which was only broken by a few articles.224 Outside the
Altertumswissenschaft progress went on unabated: the publication of Curt
Sachs' Weltgeschichte des Tanzes in 1933 counts as a landmark in the history
of the study of the dance.225 Other studies, however, such as those by Beryl
De Zoete on Bali, are even much more interesting, discussing dance as a social
phenomenon with a distinct place in human life.226 At long last the students
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of the dances of Antiquity carried on where Latte had left off, and again
looked over the fence. In the years 1939 and 1940 four authors, Jeanmaire,
Lawler, Nilsson and Dodds, seem to inaugurate between them a new phase
in the study of the Greek dance. Henri Jeanmaire produced an anthropologi-
cally inspired study of Greek initiatory practices which included much
material on the dance; Lillian B. Lawler made a new start with the first of a
long series of articles in which she attempted to draw all loose strings
together; Martin P. Nilsson published the first volume of his Geschichte der
griechischen Religion, which apart from many references to individual dances
contains a separate paragraph on the dance, maybe not very remarkable in
itself, but influential; Eric Dodds, in an article on maenadism, showed how
much comparative material could contribute towards the interpretation of
classical texts.227
The issue of the mimetic nature of Greek dance was no longer hotly
disputed, and though the subject kept cropping up, still we can see a slow
shift towards a more open and unbiased attitude in this matter, from the rigid
opinion of Ridgeway in 1915 ('all dances in primitive and many in civilized
societies are mimetic and pantomimic'), to the far wider scope offered by
Lawler ('dances can be processional, mimetic, kinetic (pure movement) and
acrobatic').228 Of even more consequence was the stance taken towards
function. Of course a great many functions have been attributed to the dance,
but two stood out in the literature: dances were seen to have functioned
primarily either as a way of exercising the body, or as part of religious ritual.
A strong current related to the German Körperbildung-movement stressed
dance as gymnastics or sports, of course no new idea. There also was a reviva-
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list element in this, but different from reconstructions in the style of
Emmanuel or Duncan. The idea was to reintroduce Greek theory, and profit
from the beneficial effects when this was put into practice.229 The idea of
dance as primarily bodily exercise might very well have been developed
further, but the intimate links between the 'Korpercultivators' and nazism put
an end to this line of enquiry.230 The study of Greek athletics has been revi-
ved after a period of being somewhat tainted, especially in continental
Europe, but by then dance had somehow dropped out of sight.
A better future was in store for the integration of dance studies into
Greek religious history. This was no new idea either, if only because the
vicars had never stopped talking about the heathens dancing around their
idols. Also the origin of dance was generally seen as religious. But since the
efforts of people like Grove, Latte, Nilsson, Harrison, Oesterley and Van der
Leeuw it became almost self-evident to consider many, if not most, Greek
dances as essentially religious. Nilsson's paragraph in his authoritative
Geschichte der griechischen Religion undoubtedly did much to make this idea
common property.
The Lawler era
The next period under review covers a quarter century, from 1939 to 1964.
Scholarly production kept increasing, so much so that my account necessarily
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becomes ever more selective, but the quality as opposed to the quantity is
somewhat disappointing. The promising advance in the study of the dancing
of the ancient world, inaugurated by a number of authors at the end of the
1930s, especially by Henri Jeanmaire and Eric Dodds, did not lead to a
continuing process of renewal. Much good research was done, but only few
new insights were offered. The overall impression is one of consolidation
without any daring departures. This also holds good for the most productive
scholar in this field, Lillian B. Lawler. She published some fifty articles on the
dances of ancient Greece, a remarkable corpus of literature in which she
gathered together much material scattered hither and thither in the publi-
cations of over four centuries.231 This prodigious output warrants my
designation of this quarter century as 'the Lawler era'. Lawler, though not
untouched by the new approaches to the study of the dance which had been
in the ascendancy since the end of the last century, did not exploit the new
possibilities to the full. In several of her articles she quotes Mannhardt,
Frazer, Ridgeway, Oesterley, Sachs, and some folklorists, but references are
few, and there is no development; from the late thirties to the early sixties the
same quotes and references keep recurring, without any qualifying comments,
without any updates. It might be adduced in defense of Lawler, that since
Sachs wrote his Weltgeschichte progress in the wider field of dance studies was
slow. But some progress there certainly was.232 We do not find any
reflection of this in Lawler's work. Still, no one has done as much as Lawler
to bring the study of the ancient dance into the mainstream of classical
scholarship, while at the same time trying to convince a wide audience of the
fact that the dance traditions of the ancient world were an interesting subject
231
 All articles and monographs by Lawler known to me have been included in the
select bibliography in the appendix to the first part of this book.
232
 F. Boas (ed.), The function of dance in human society, New York 1944 (reprint New
York 1972), an anthropological approach; E. L. Backman, Religious dances in the Christian
church and in popular medicine, London 1952 (originally published as Den religiösa dansen
inom kristen kyrka och folkmedicin, Stockholm 1945), a diligent folklorist-historical study,
but uncritical; J. Cuisinier, La danse sacrée en Indochine et en Indonésie, Paris 1951: a classic;
R. Torniai, La danza sacra, Rome 1951: a good overview, but with a strong Roman
Catholic bias; B. De Zoete, The other mind. A study of dance and drama in South India,
London 1953, a less satisfactory sequal to her earlier work on Bali.
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even if not approached from the viewpoint of reconstructionism, which in its
extreme forms has been rejected by Lawler throughout her career.233
During the war years Lawler was the only one to keep up a regular
production. Neither Europe, nor America saw much other activity in the
field, except for some articles of little importance and a single major study
published in wartime Germany: Ernst Buschor's closely-argued, well-illustra-
ted study of satyr dances in Greek iconography.234 At the very end of the
war appeared Knud Friis Johansen's important study of the Vase François and
the geranos dance.235 After the war Lawler, who carried on at a steady pace,
was joined again by others. Much interest was aroused by a controversial
booklet by Hans Herter, Vom Dionysischen Tanz zum komischen Spiel. Die
Anfänge der attischen Komödie, Iserlohn 1947. The work, however, discusses
the rise of Attic comedy without much reference to the dance mentioned in
its title. The bibliography of the years up to 1951 yields only relatively minor
publications which we cannot and need not discuss in any detail, though
individual mention should be made of three articles by Linforth and Jean-
maire, all dealing with ecstatic dancing.236 In 1951 Ervin Roos surprised
with a very thorough study, Die tragische Orchestik im Zerrbild der altattischen
Komödie, a bulky book purporting to be an analysis of the dance performed
"' Cf. L. B. Lawler, 'The maenads; a contribution to the study of the dance in ancient
Greece', Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome 6 (1927) 69-112, 69-73, with Lawler, The
dance in ancient Greece (London 1964) 17, 24f.
34
 A. Philadelpheus, 'Une représentation du "pas de deux" sur deux vases antiques',
BCH 64-65 (1940-41) 34-35 (interprétations in thé style of Emmanuel); E. A. Armstrong,
'The crane dance in East and West', Antiquity 17 (1943) 71-76; H. Metzger, 'Lébès gamikos
a
 figures rouges du Musée National d'Athènes', BCH66-67 (1942-1943) 228-247; E. Buschor,
Satyrtânze und frühes Drama, Munich 1943.
K. Fräs Johansen, Thésée et la danse a Délos. Etude herméneutique, Copenhagen 1945.
I. M. Linforth, 'The Corybantic rites in Plato', University of California Publications
ln
 Classical Philology 13.5 (1946) 121-162. In the same year P. T. Kapsalis discussed Greek
gestures in a PhD at John Hopkins University (non vidi); H. Jeanmaire, 'Le satyre et la
menade: remarque sur quelques textes relatifs aux danses "orgiaques"', RA 29 (1949) 463-473;
"«m, 'Le traitement de mania dans les "mystères" de Dionysos et des Corybantes', Journal
<h Psychologie normale et pathologique 42 (1949) 64-82; H. Hommel, 'Tanzen und Spielen',
Gymnasium 56 (1949) 201-205; J. van Ooteghem, 'La danse minoenne dans l'Iliade (XVIII
590-606)', Les Études Classiques 18 (1950) 323-333; A. M. Dale, 'Stasimon and hyporcheme',
Eranos 48 (1950) 14-20 (reprinted in: eadem, Collected Papers, London 1969). There is also
worthwhile material on the dance in M. Wegner, Das Musikleben der Griechen, Berlin 1949.
, · Georgiades, Der griechische Rhythmus. Musik, Reigen, Vers und Sprache, Hamburg 1949
(translated as Greek music, verse and dance, New York 1956) is important for metrical and
musicological studies, but has not much to say on dance proper.
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by the character Philokleon in the exodos of Aristophanes' Vespae, but in fact
ranging far and wide. Roos is digressive, verbose, and given to speculation,
and one might be forgiven for thinking that the undoubtedly considerable
energy spent on finding out what certain schemata might have looked like,
could have been spent in better ways. Still, because of his extreme thorough-
ness and generally careful reasoning, Roos can take its place in the gallery of
honour next to Meursius, Latte and Lawler. It is only because of forty years
of change since Roos's study appeared, that one feels both overawed by his
learning and surprised by the apparent lack of purpose pervading the
work.237
From the early 1950s we have an intriguing study by Waldemar Deonna,
Le symbolisme de l'acrobatie antique, Brussels 1953, which treats of much that
lies in the border zone between acrobatics and dance. Kurt Latte returned to
the subject of dancing, albeit on a very small scale. His articles are excellent
no-nonsense philology, lucid and definitive on a few matters of detail.238
Certainly not restricted to questions of detail is Roller's famous book Die
Mimesis in der Antike, Bern 1954. The dance occupies a central position in
Roller's account and it is very welcome to see it treated as part of the larger
phenomena of mousikè and mimesis; it is a pity that the subsequent debate
centring on this book has been largely devoted to abstract theories of mimesis,
and not to concrete examples of ancient dancing. A period of comparatively
low activity ensued, the silence only broken by some relatively unimportant
books and articles. Several of these dealt with the so-called Pyrrhias' aryballos
found in 1954, a small vase decorated with a dance scene accompanied by an
inscription; these publications were, however, of a more philological than
dance historical interest.239 Remarkable is the excellent treatment of Greek
237
 K. J. Dover's curt dismissal of Roos (Lustrum 2 (1957) 84) could hardly be called fair,
if looked at in the context of the mid-1950s; cf. the much more positive reviews by E. W.
Handley inJHS 73 (1953) 153f, and by T. B. L. Webster in Gnomon 24 (1952) 70ff.
23!
 K. Latte, 'Zur griechischen Wortforschung l', Glotta 32 (1853) 33-42, 39f; idem, 'Zur
griechischen Wortforschung 2', Glotta 34 (1955) 190-202, 190f; idem, 'Askoliasmos', Hermes
85 (1957) 385-391 (all three reprinted in: idem, Kleine Schriften (Munich 1968) 680-707).
239
 H. D. F. Kitto, 'The dance in Greek tragedy', JHS 75 (1955) 36-41 (a good status
quaestionis); V. Verhoogen, 'Une leçon de danse', Bulletin des Musées Royaux d'Art et
d'Histoire 28 (1956) 6-16; P. de Felice, L'enchantement des danses et la magie du verbe. Essai
sur quelques formes inférieures de la mystique, Paris 1957 (worthwhile on Greek religious
dance, if rather derivative); M. Kokolakis, "Όρχάσθαι τον Kairavéa". Utpi την ιστορίαν
μίας avvrat-ewç', Αθήνα 63 (1959) 132-144; idem, 'Pantomimus and the treatise Pen
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dance in the Endclopedia dello Spettacolo. This was largely the responsibility
of Roos, who went about it with his usual thoroughness.240
The five years at the end of the quarter century under review here saw
an incredible outbreak of activity. Major studies were produced by Heinz
Schreckenberg, Lennart Breitholtz, Carl Andresen, Lawler, and Renate Tolle,
many smaller articles, often of very high quality, were published by several
others. Schreckenberg, Breitholtz and Lawler treated the dances of the theatre
and discussed the possible contribution made by the dance to the prehistory
of Greek drama, in three monographs that linked up with the earlier work
by Koller.241 Another monograph by Lawler, The dance in ancient Greece,
is a brave attempt at synthesis, summing up forty years of hard work
scattered throughout her many articles.242 The book is a reasonably well-il-
lustrated, properly annotated, but somewhat slight popular account, covering
three millennia in 150 pages. Despite the awkward arrangement of the
material, the book is still useful as a first introduction to the subject. Tolle's
work is a pioneering effort in the archaeological field, the first lengthy study
of a more substantial subset of the Greek dance iconography.243 Andresen's
long article on the twilight of the antique dance, under rising pressure from
Christian adversaries, is absolutely fundamental for those who want to follow
the course of the pagan Greek dance to its very end.244 Apart from these
Orchëseös', Platan 10 (1959) 3-56. Not on Greek dance, but relevant is M. A. Johnstone,
The dance in Etruria. A comparative study, Florence 1956, an unsatisfactory study, but the
only one of its kind.
lw
 L. M. Catteruccia, 'Cordace', s.v. in: EdS, vol.3 (Rome 1956) 1427-1428; A. Garzya,
Emmeleia', s.v. ibidem, vol.4 (Rome 1957) 1450-1451; E. Roos, 'Grecia 1,5: la danza', s.v.
ibidem, vol.5 (Rome 1958) 1678-1682; idem, 'Pirrica', s.v. ibidem, vol.8 (Rome 1961) 183;
'dem, 'Sicinnide', s.v. ibidem, vol.8 (Rome 1961) 1968.
H. Schreckenberg, Drama. Vom Werden der griechischen Tragödie aus dem Tanz. Eine
philologische Untersuchung, Würzburg 1960 (with an extensive criticism by H. Patzer,
^•nornon 37 (1965) 118-131, who praises the first part dealing with the meaning and develop-
ment of drama, and severely criticizes the second part dealing with cheironomia, mimesis,
*°α so on); L. Breitholtz, Die dorische Farce im griechischen Mutterland vor dem i.
Jahrhundert. Hypothese oder Realität?, Stockholm 1960; L. B. Lawler, The dance of the ancient
Greek theatre, Iowa City 1964 (reprint Iowa City 1974), a well-balanced and clear account.
L. B. Lawler, Terpsichore: the story of the dance in ancient Greece, New York 1962
(non vidi) appears to be a short popular account: probably a finger exercise for her 1964
monographs.
3
 R. Tölle(-Kastenbein), Frühgriechische Reigentänze, Waldsassen 1964 (a 1962 Hamburg
«ssenation).
C. Andresen, 'Altchristliche Kritik am Tanz'.
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landmark studies, there was much minor work, which cannot be discussed in
detail.245
This large productivity of the early 1960s might be related to the new
liveliness that took possession of dance research in general, even amounting
to the formation of what was as yet labelled 'dance ethnology', which would
rapidly grow into a completely new branch of scholarship.246 I say related
rather than inspired, because any awareness of developments in dance
scholarship outside the field of classical studies still seemed to be lacking.
Inspiration came more likely from an interest in 'dance' that was in the air,
especially manifest in the flowering of postwar ballet, and in the staging of
examples from ever more different dance traditions. All this was on a scale
not experienced before: dance in the late 1950s and early 1960s began to reach
mass audiences, in the theatres, but also on television, and the number of
publications on the dance, especially on western theatrical dancing, grew
rapidly. It does not seem unlikely that it is this that stimulated so many
classical scholars to turn to the subject of ancient Greek dances, and not some
(unacknowledged) acquaintance with the work of anthropologists and other
social scientists, or pride (equally unacknowledged) taken in a scholarly
tradition going back to Meursius and beyond. I do not remember classical
scholars mentioning the blossoming of dance, especially theatrical, in society
at large as a source of inspiration, but then the gap between stage and study
had become wide enough to forbid any such personal outpourings.
Which are the main issues tackled in the period 1940-1964? On first view
there is a bit of everything. To a certain extent this is indeed as far as we can
go; the field had rapidly become fragmented, partaking of the general increase
245
 Such as L. V. Borrelli, 'Danza', s.v. in: Enciclopedia dell 'arte antica, classica e orientale
3 (Rome 1960) 5-8; M. W. Edwards, 'Representation of maenads on archaic red-figure vases',
JHS 80 (1960) 78-87; P. Thielscher, 'Ein Blick auf die Reigentänze der griechischen
Tragödie', Altertum 7 (1961) 3-19; I. Jucker, 'Frauenfest in Korinth', AK 6 (1963) 47-61; M.
Vandoni, Festepubblicheeprivati nei documentigreci (Milan 1964) nos. 14-28 (papyri). Much
attention is given to the dance in R. F. Willetts, Cretan cults and festivals, London 1962.
246
 E.g. G. P. Kurath, 'Panorama of dance ethnology', CA 1 (I960) 233-254; S. Marti,
and G. P. Kurath, Dances of Anahuac. The choreography and music of precortesian dances,
New York 1964. Less innovative are J. A. M. Meerloo, Dance craze and sacred dance, an
outlook on the eternal rock 'n' roll, Amsterdam 1960, T. P. van Baaren, Dans en religie, Zeist
1962, and Les danses sacrées, a collection of excellent articles (= Sources Orientales, vol.6,
1963). This includes an article on Egypt by H. Wild ('Les danses sacrées de l'Egypte
ancienne', 35-117), none on Greece or Rome. On dance studies in general, see my
'Mobiliseren en communiceren. Dans in het oude Griekenland', TvG 109 (1996) 358-372.
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in production and in specialization, which now became characteristic of the
whole of classical studies. All-round studies of the dance in ancient Greece all
but disappeared, Lawler's synthesis the single important exception. Indicative
of increasing specialization is the growing number of archaeological studies
that deal with a single artifact or group of artifacts, and of articles and even
monographs that deal with only one isolated dance phenomenon.247 Still,
it seems possible to distinguish some focal points. First, there is an amazing
upsurge of the interest in theatrical dancing. Many of the books and articles
mentioned above are directly concerned with the dances of the Greek theatre
or with the precursors of those dances, and others discuss theatrical dances as
a side-issue. Maybe this quite pronounced shift of interest towards the theatre
is not so amazing if one accepts the hypothesis formulated above which
attributes the popularity of dance in scholarly work to the popularity of the
dance on the contemporary stage. In second position behind the theatrical
dancing we find the dance in a religious context, so central a concern with
many authors before World War II, but now a relatively minor subject. Most
scholars payed lip-service to the idea that all or nearly all dancing in ancient
Greece had a religious background; some went on to discuss dances which
belong in a cultic context. Ecstatic dancing in particular got relatively large
47
 Examples of archaeological studies dealing with single artefacts or one particular
theme: N. M. Contoleon, 'Monuments a décoration gravée du musée de Chios 1: stèle des
danseuses', BCH 71-72 (1947-1948) 273-301; D. B. Thompson, 'A bronze dancer from
Alexandria', A/A 54 (1950) 371-385; R. Lullies, 'Statuette einer Tänzerin', in: Studies
presented to D. M. Robinson, vol.1 (St. Louis 1951) 668-673; E. Bielefeld, 'Ein boiotischer
Tanzchor des 6. Jahrhunderts v. Chr.', in: W. Müller (ed.), Festschrift für F. Zucker zum 70.
Geburtstage (Berlin 1954) 25-35; J. K. Anderson, 'A Caeretan hydria in Dunedin', JHS 75
(1955) 1-6; I. Jucker, Der Gestus des Aposkopein. Ein Beitrag zur Gebärdensprache in der
antiken Kunst, Zürich 1956; M. W. Edwards, 'Representation of maenads on archaic
red-figure vases', JHS 80 (1960) 78-87; I. Jucker, 'Frauenfest in Korinth', AK 6 (1963) 47-61;
R. Bronson, 'A re-examination of the late Attic geometric hydria no.1212 in the Museum
°f Villa Giulia', AJA 68 (1964) 174-178. As far as other highly specialized publications are
concerned, one could point to a whole series dealing with the geranos: K. Friis Johansen,
Thésée et la danse à. Délos. Étude herméneutique, Copenhagen 1945; L. B. Lawler, 'The
geranos dance- a new interpretation', TAPhA 77 (1946) 112-130; H. von Petrikovits,
Troiaritt und Geranostanz', in: G. Moro (ed.), Beiträge zur älteren europäischen Kultur-
geschichte. Festschrift für R. Egger, vol. l (Klagenfurt 1952) 126-143; A. Minto, 'II deliakon
ploion di Teseo e la theoria sacra del geranos', Atti e Memorie dell' Academia Toscana di
Science e Lettere La Columbaria 3 (1951-1952) 97-116.
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attention.248 We can also ascertain what is completely lacking: pantomime
(although in popular literature the idea of every Greek dance as 'mimodrama'
persisted), and gymnastics and sports. Of course these were all studied as
subjects in their own right, but no longer linked to the dance.
The many studies of theatrical dancing do not offer any suggestions as to
operability, and there is no attempt to narrow the gap between the stage (and
the general public) on the one hand and scholarship on the other. Actually
this gap appears to have been widening continually, because specialization
breeds isolation. When Ruby Ginner wrote another book on the Greek dance
and its revival, Gateway to the dance, London 1960, scholars merely shrugged
their shoulders and did not even enter into any debate whatsoever on revival
or reconstruction.249 Theatre makers could no longer go to scholars for any
easy recipes, even if they had wanted to. But choreographers were no longer
much interested in the movements 'of the ancients'. On stage there were only
some very slight attempts at reconstructing Greek dance: some 'Greek'
choreography might be added to performances of Greek drama, some ballets
include 'realistic' sequences.250 Some pre-war reconstructionist undertakings
lingered on: several Duncan schools continued to exist, and the English, who
never want to give up anything once they have brought themselves to it, still
cherished (and cherish) their Greek Dance Association.251 But these relics
248
 This seems to be a central issue in this period: there are several studies of high
quality dealing with ecstasy and related concepts outside the classic world: M. J. Leiris, La
possession et ses aspects théâtraux chez les Éthiopiens de Gondar, Paris 1958; J. Belo, Trance in
Bali, New York 1960, and several others: see bibliography in I. M. Lewis, Ecstatic religion.
A study of shamanism and spirit possession, London 19892 (the first edition was titled Ecstatic
religion. An anthropological study of spirit possession and shamanism, Harmondsworth 1971).
249
 E.g., H. J. Rose in CR 11 (1961) 176: 'every man to his trade'. The Imperial Society
of Teachers of Dancing, of which the Greek Dance Association is now a branch, has
recently put Ginner's books back in print and her Gateway is referred to as a 'standard
work'. This should raise some eyebrows.
250
 E.g., some moments in Daphnis and Chloe, choreographed by F. Ashton, London
1951, and in Spartak, choreographed by L. Jakobson (the 1956 Kirov version).
251
 Though even these adepts sometimes wondered whether their dances were anywhere
near the real thing: see for instance the correspondence in Parados. The Gateway to Dance
and Drama. The Journal of the Greek Dance Association 1.9 (1942) 5f, and 1.10 (1943) 5ff,
which is pleasantly critical of their own position. But a report in the Dancing Times, vol.79
nr.945 (June 1989) 865, on a seminar organized in February 1989 in London by the Greek
Dance Association mentions a talk by Phrosso Pfister 'on the role of dance in ancient
Greece and its influence in this century particularly through Isadora Duncan and Madge
Atkinson' which makes one doubt whether 'the Greek dance revival' is still seen within a
proper perspective.
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did not arouse much enthusiasm outside their own little circles. Only in
Greece, where the old ideas of survival and revival were put to work for a
nationalist cause, do we find some fervour.252 Scholars never refer to any of
these. Only a report in the Revue Esthétique of 1949 on a 'communication'
plus 'démonstration' by Germaine Prudhommeau shows that at least one
person was still reconstructing Greek dance as a supposedly scholarly
undertaking.253
252
 It has been pointed out above that in the later eighteenth and early nineteenth
century a lot of 'relic-hunting' was going on in Greece. Such ideas were kept alive during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, though they cannot be said to have been very
popular or put to much use: F. Fertiault, Histoire anecdotique et pittoresque de la danse chez
les peuples anciens et modernes, Paris 1854; A. Boeckh, C/G ad no. 1625 (not 1626, as stated
at
 IG 7.2712), on the surtos, following Leake; R. Voss, Der Tanz und seine Geschichte. Eine
kulturhistorisch-choreographische Studie (Berlin 1869) 249; F. de Ménil, Histoire de la danse à
travers les âges (Paris s.a.) 129; A. J. Evans, The palace of Minos at Knossos, vol.3 (1930) 75-80,
on 'traditional dances of Cretan peasants'; J. C. Lawson, Modern Greek folklore and ancient
Greek religion. A study in survivals (Cambridge 1910) 35 (relatively careful: 'rudiments'; cf.
the care of L. B. Lawler, The dance in ancient Greece, 111·, hints so careful as to reduce the
utility of the idea to nothing); F. Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike, 113-115; D. Crosfield,
Dances of Greece (London 1948) 8ff: 'about thirty dances survived'. A recent example: S.
franchi, 'Monodia e coro: tradizione classica, scritti critici e origine del melodramma:
sopravivenze di una danza greca nell' Europa médiévale e moderna', in: B. Gentili, and R.
Pretagostini (eds.), La musica in Grecia (Bari 1988) 35-71. A clear protest was registered by
U. vonWilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst (Berlin 1921) 30 note 1. The Greeks
themselves took up this idea of survival in the nineteenth century, cf. M. Herzfeld, Ours
once more: folklore, ideology, and the making of modem Greece (Austin 1982) 44, on the work
of Zampelios; A. Philadelpheus, 'La danse antique', L'Acropole 1 (1926) 315-320, 316; more
since the Second World War: S. P. Kyriakides, quoted by T. Georgiades, Der griechische
Rhythmus, 117'f, and cf. 98ff; V. V. Papachristos, Ελληνικοί χοροί (Athens 1960) 9-17, very
explicit; T. Petrides, and E. Petrides, Folk dance of the Greeks. Origins and instructions
(Folkstone 1974; first edition 1961) 26, 30, 35, 38, 54, 60; they see many survivals and claim
even Arab and Turkish dances as Greek; Μεγάλι Ελληνική Εγκυκλοπαίδεια, vol.24 (Athens
s
-a., ca. 1962) 677; further examples in W. Puchner, Brauchtumserscheinungen im griechischen
Jahreslauf und ihre Beziehungen zum Volkstheater. Theaterwissenschaftlich-volkskundliche
Querschnittstudien zur süd-halkan-mediterranen Volkskultur (Vienna 1977) 49 (notes).
G. Prudhommeau, 'La danse grecque antique', Revue esthétique 2 (1949) 98-100. Also
some Egyptologists still attempted things in a reconstructionist vein: H. Hickmann, 'La
danse au miroirs. Essai de reconstitution d'une danse pharaonique de l'Ancien Empire', in:
idem, Musicologie pharaonique, Études sur l'évolution de l'art musical dans l'Egypte ancienne
(Kehl 1956) 113-152; E. Künstler, 'Tänzerinnen im Alten Aegypten', Die Bindung, Blätter
des Stadttheaters Mönchen-Gladbach 1957-1958, offprint.
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Fresh departures?
We now come to the story of the immediate past, from 1965 up to the
present. Much of this period is of course too close to be able to take a
properly distanced view and provide a balanced account. Also, so much
material was produced, that it cannot be covered exhaustively. Our point of
departure is the appearance in Paris of a major study, which was the first
substantial French effort in this field since Séchan. One might reasonably
have expected a daring new departure, looking to the rapid developments in
the social sciences. In the course of the 1960s a great deal of innovative
scholarship could be found in the realm of communication research,
sociological enquiry into human interaction, and so on, much of it (possibly)
relevant to the study of dance. Even if these approaches were partly of nine-
teenth-century or even earlier origin, it was only after the World War II that
they were branching out and flowering, whether labelled communication stu-
dies, semiotics, interactionism, or whatever. Some classical scholars were
already becoming aware of these developments, but those studying the dances
of ancient Greece remained as yet untouched. Twentieth-century scholarship
has not only become increasingly split up into different compartments, but
it all the compartments seem to be moving at different speeds. If we for
instance compare the writings of the leading classical scholar Jean-Pierre
Vernant, such as his 1963 article 'Hestia-Hermès. Sur l'expression religieuse
de l'espace et du mouvement chez les grecs', with Lawler's contemporary
work, they seem to belong to different worlds. Vernant speaks the language
of Marcel Mauss and Louis Gernet, Lawler speaks that of Carl Sittl and James
G. Frazer. The study of Greek dance could do with an infusion of fresh
blood, and such an infusion might very well have come out of France.
'L'histoire se repète'. As happened at the end of the nineteenth century
when the work of Maurice Emmanuel had returned to essentially eighteenth-
century concerns, even if these were now carried to extremes, Germaine
Prudhommeau's La danse grecque antique, which was based on her 1955 thesis
and published in 1965, put the clock back to the nineteenth century, to the
days of that same Emmanuel. Prudhommeau's work is dedicated to
Emmanuel and she acknowledges the help received from Emmanuel's widow
who gave her 'les cahiers d'étude de son mari', and indeed, it is Emmanuel all
over again. Where Prudhommeau talks of 'completely new ideas', she should
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have referred to Emmanuel again and again, and not have allowed self-
adulatory lines to obscure the full extent of her indebtedness.254 As in her
predecessor's work classical ballet is the frame of reference; iconographie
sources are the basic material; actual movements are reconstructed from the
'monuments', if possible by way of animation of analytical sequences derived
from Greek imagery; some use is made of metre; and texts are mined for
supportive evidence.255 But the work goes beyond Emmanuel too. In its
sloppy scholarship.256 This is a study that one might prefer to pass over in
silence, but its frequent appearance in bibliographies, and the uncritical treat-
254
 As is also noted by Séchan in his review article: 'Une nouvelle étude de la danse
grecque antique', REG 80 (1967) 301-307, and 81 (1968) 40-46. Since, G. Prudhommeau
published some belated praise for Emmanuel (but still mingled with excessive self-praise):
'Une thèse sur la danse en 1895: essai sur l'Orchestique Grecque de Maurice Emmanuel',
RenD 1 (1982) 21-27.
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 G. Prudhommeau, La danse, 66: '(la danse grecque), loin d'être fondamentalement
différente de notre danse classique, en est au contraire une forme primitive'. Authors of
popular histories of ballet in particular have taken this up, cf. below, note 303. An odd
attempt to find some relevance in Prudhommeau is K. G. Kachler, 'Der Tanz im antiken
Griechenland', Antike Welt 5.3 (1974) 2-14, who says that if one does not accept the ideas
of Emmanuel and Prudhommeau, still their work shows how much West-European classical
ballet tried to imitate Greek and Graeco-Roman models (p. 11). While this drive to imitate
'the ancients' is an undeniable fact (though easily misinterpreted as to its scope), I fail to
see how this could be read in either Emmanuel's or Prudhommeau's work. Comparable to
1 rudhommeau is A. Reyes, 'La dan/a griega', in: idem, Religion griega, mitologia griega =
Obras Complétas, vol.16 (Mexico 1964) 167-180, 172: 'en general, se parece mas a nuestro
ballet que a nuestro baile de salon'. Note that, although the basic ideas are largely identical,
Emmanuel produced a réanimation of the iconographie evidence by having a dancer imitate
the supposed sequences, while Prudhommeau put films together of stills directly taken from
the iconographie sources (incidentally, none of Prudhommeau's reanimations on film has
survived).
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 It lacks a diachronic framework; it repeatedly violates the sources and the Greek
language; it is full of unwarranted assumptions and presuppositions which form the basis
of much of the argument; it has a flabbergasting bibliographic apparatus. The preface to
1 rudhommeau's La danse promises a 'dépouillement exhaustif des textes et des monuments
figurés'; this contrasts most remarkably with a statement on p.264: 'au total, nous avons
trouvé allusions à la danse chez trente cinq auteurs', and with the complete absence of
inscriptions and papyri; nor is systematic use made of ARV, ABV, or other basic literature
on Greek vase painting. The relatively restricted amount of evidence is used uncritically:
544: 'l'état de nos connaissance est encore trop limité pour que nous puissions nous livrer
au véritable travail de statistique que réclame l'établissement d'une chronologie'; apart from
the question whether this is true, it does not warrant the lumping together of Aristophanes
and Nonnus, or archaic black figure and neo-Attic reliefs. The bibliography mentions a
mere ten studies of Greek dance (of which the ones not in French seem not actually to have
been in the hands of the author, as all bibliographic detail is lacking: e.g., Lawler certainly
did not write any Memoirs in 1927); five studies of the theatre, all pre-1930; and so on.
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ment it received in the hands of many reviewers, warrant an explicit
warning.257 This is a book which in the best of circumstances will leave the
reader with a very blurred notion of its subject, and in all other cases will
lead the unsuspecting non-specialist in search of information on the dances of
ancient Greece completely astray.
In the same year, as if to provide one with an antidote, some fine studies
were published. A monograph by Elfriede Brandt, Gruss und Gebet. Eine
Studie zu Gebärden in der minoisch-mykenischen und frühgriechischen Kunst,
Waldsassen 1965, includes much material on dancing, and is indeed one of the
best studies of dance in the early Aegean to date. There were also several
smaller publications, also in the archaeological field.258 In 1967 and 1968 two
articles, again on the iconography of the ancient dance, by Jean-Claude
Poursat showed in a most convincing way that France could produce splendid
work without necessarily following in the footsteps of Emmanuel and
Séchan.259 Günther Wille put together much of the material on Roman
dancing in his Musica romana. Die Bedeutung der Musik im Leben der Römer,
Amsterdam 1967, and Max Wegner did the same for early Greece in a fascicle
of the Archaeologia Homerica: Musik und Tanz, Göttingen 1968. These are
two straightforward and quite satisfactory overviews of the material. At about
the same time the field was entered by E. K. Borthwick, who was to
contribute five articles, on theatrical dancing (Borthwick again took up Roos'
main subject, Philokleon's dance) and on the pyrrhic, all of it well-researched,
257
 Much uncritical praise of Prudhommeau by J. Marcadé, REA 69 (1967) 143-144, and
by M.-F. Christout, Bulletin des Bibliothèques de France 11.2 (1966) 761 (no.2098); even those
who seem more critical turn out to be as reconstructionist as Prudhommeau: thus F.
Lasserre, '[review of T. B. L. Webster, The Greek chorus, London 1970]', AC 40 (1971) 236-
238, criticizes 'l'enthousiaste, mais naïve Prudhommeau', but advocates the combining of
images, metre and general information into a picture of ancient dance in which only the
music is lacking, an undertaking suspiciously like a remake of Prudhommeau.
258
 A. Seeberg, 'Hephaistos rides again', JHS 85 (1965) 102-109 (with a note in JHS 86
(1966) 168); idem, 'Padded dancer vases in the style of Timondas', Acta ad archaeologiam
et artium historian pertinentm 2 (1965) 1-8; S. Karouzou, Ό σάτυρος της Ααμίοις-
Ακρωτηριο', in: Χαριστηριον εις Α. Κ. Ορ\άνδον (Festschrift Α. Κ. Orlandos), vol.1 (Athina
1965) 176-186.
259
 J.-C. Poursat, 'Une base signée du Musée National d'Athènes: pyrrhichistes
victorieux', BCH 91 (1967) 102-110; idem, 'Les représentations de danse armée dans la
céramique attique', BCH 92 (1968) 550-615.
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if not very bold.260 Rather more exciting was Angelo Brelich's Paides e
parthenoi, Rome 1969; in this wide-ranging study of initiatory practices
Brelich repeatedly mentions dance, and approaches the subject from an
anthropological point of view, in the style of Jeanmaire.
1970 saw the appearance of another major book: T. B. L. Webster, The
Greek chorus, a study of Greek choral performances, theatrical and otherwise,
with a clear status quaestionis, a very full, though unavoidably incomplete,
overview of the iconographie evidence, and a long discussion of the literary
evidence. A view of the sources as wide-ranging and thoughtful as Webster's
had not been seen since Latte. Much the largest part of the Webster's argu-
ment is, however, concerned with metrical analysis (based on the work of
Webster's wife A. M. Dale), and it is this part of the work that is most
hypothetical and has come in for a lot of criticism.261 The book is certainly
important, but the rather chaotic presentation, and possibly the hostile
reviewers, seem to have scared away many readers. Thus the book has re-
mained, not justly so, relatively unknown. Like many of the publications of
this period, The Greek chorus has a strong archaeological bias. Webster again
systematized a lot of the archaeological material in his Potter and patron in
classical Athens, London 1972, where he provides a subject index of vases with
dance imagery as listed in the major overviews of Greek vase painting
compiled by Beazley. More systematizing and collecting was done by Seeberg
and Froning.262 Georgia Franzius, Tänzer und Tänze in der archaischen
!6
° E. K. Borthwick, 'Trojan leap and pyrrhic dance in Euripides' Andromache 1129-41',
JHS 87 (1967) 18-23; idem, 'The dances of Philocleon and the sons of Carcinus in
Aristophanes' Wasps', CQ 18 (1968) 44-51; idem, 'Notes on Plutarch De Musica and the
Cheiron of Pherecrates', Hermes 96 (1968) 60-73; idem, 'Two notes on Athena as
protectress', Hermes 97 (1969) 385-391; idem, 'P.Oxy.2738: Athena and the pyrrhic dance',
Hermes 98 (1970) 318-331. The pyrrhic remains in favour, see P. S. Tumolesi, 'Pyrricharii',
Parola del Passato 26 (1970) 328-338, on pyrricbarii in late Latin, but with a general
introduction to the subject; S. Karouzou, 'Σάτυροι τυρριχιστίς', in: Képvoc. Ίιμηηκή
προσφορά στον κοίθηγητη Γ. Μπακαλάκη (Festschrift G. Bakalakis) (Thessaloniki 1972)
58-71; and passages in the work of Webster to be mentioned below.
61
 The review by J. Diggle, CR 22 (1972) 230-231, is crushing; obviously debate about
metre makes many people foam at the mouth. Other reviewers are less hostile, but find
fault with the hypothetical character of Webster's metrical discussions: see especially T. V.
Buttrey, CPh 69 (1974) 147-148, who points out that Webster does not clearly distinguish
metre, rhythm and tempo, and D. Korzeniewski, Gnomon 44 (1972) 74-75.
262
 A. Seeberg, Corinthian komos vases, London 1971; H. Froning, Dithyrambes und
Vasenmalerei in Athen, Würzburg 1971.
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Vasenmalerei, Göttingen 1973, is an attempt to identify and list the individual
movements portrayed by the artists (reconstructionism of a kind, but with a
very limited objective).
Webster, Seeberg and Froning devoted part of their work to theatrical
dances. Others put these centre stage, most importantly Paulette Ghiron-
Bistagne, although her very well-documented Les acteurs dans la Grèce antique,
Lille 1974, is, at least as far as the dance is concerned, also preoccupied with
the archaeological record.263 Something unexpected in the midst of this
iconographical onslaught is a work of synthesis; although J. W. Fitton's
article 'Greek dance', is rather too short to be of real use, it is certainly a
brave attempt at summarizing.264 But now so much hard and helpful work
was being done, especially on the archaeological material, that no summary
could keep up with it all. Still, there was something lacking, something
innovative, a breath of fresh air. Brelich's study made too little reference to
non-Greek material, and was too brief on the dance, to revolutionize the
field.
But then a major study, if not the most important work, to date, of the
post-war years, was published: Claude Calame's Les choeurs de jeunes filles en
Grèce archaïque, Rome 1977. The contents of this are both wider and
narrower than is suggested by the title. On the one hand Calame has much
to say about choral dancing in general, not merely about girls' choruses; on
the other hand the work is a giant commentary on Alcman's partheneia -
indeed, the second of the two volumes concentrates on those poems only.
Calame has something really new to offer; he brings anthropology (much
influence by Brelich here) and some semiotic and structuralist ideas to bear
upon the Greek material, and he deals with several new or forgotten subjects,
above all with the dance as part of initiation ritual, with full attention paid
263
 P. Ghiron-Bistagne, Les acteurs dans la Grèce antique (Lille 1974) esp. 229bi!ff on thé
kômos (revised edition, Paris 1976, under the title: Recherches sur les acteurs dans la Grèce
antique). See also eadem, 'A propos du "kômos" corinthien', RA (1973) 303-314.
Outstanding amongst a number of archaeological studies pertinent to the study of theatrical
dancing is R. Hampe, 'Dickbauchtänzer und Diebe auf korintischem Krater',/DA190 (1975)
85-99; more strictly literary are J. Vaio, 'Aristophanes' Wasps, the relevance of the final
scenes', GRBS 12 (1971) 335-351, and G. M. Sifakis, Parabasis and animal choruses. A
contribution to the history of Attic comedy, London 1971.
264
 J. W. Fitton, 'Greek dance', CQ 23 (1963) 254-274, a lecture revised, annotated and
published posthumously by J. H. Cowell.
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to the sexual aspects. Sexuality and the dance is a combination that had not
really been out in the open so clearly since early this century, but this time
it was presented without the smugness. Amidst all the virtues of Calame's
book one defect is immediately obvious: Calame has cast his net in many
directions, but has overlooked the new dance scholarship of the sixties and
seventies; indeed, there is not a single modern work on the dance mentioned
in his extensive bibliography. Also, one feels that the concept of initiation,
however useful in many respects, has tended to become something of a
straight-jacket.265 The most important contribution made by Calame is the
firm embedding of much of Greek dance in a ritualistic context. In the
seventies only a few minor studies that touched upon dancing in a religious
context had been published - most worthwhile amongst these a number of
studies dealing with Brauron.266 Calame, however, studies cultic dancing as
such.
Looking back over the years that separate us from the appearance of
Calame's book, we must conclude that this important work stands isolated.
Twenty years after its first publication it has been translated into English,
which suggests something about its qualities, and also about the lack of any
follow-up. It did not revolutionize the field. Only two studies published since
Calame's Choeurs (both so close on his heels that they must be independent
products) proceed more or less along the same lines, even if they cannot
really stand comparison with Calame's work. These are Pierre Brind'Amour's
discussion of Delian dances and the geranos, and Paolo Scarpi's rather
involved arguments about the pyrrhic as an initiatory and integrative
activity.267 Other products of the late 1970s are all of a more traditional
nature, offering sound, if relatively unimaginative scholarship, often of an
archaeological nature.268 We can single out Albert Henrichs' important
265
 Cf. the review of Calame's Choeurs by J. T. Hooker, JHS 100 (1980) 235-236.
266
 T. C. W. Stinton, 'Iphigeneia and the bears of Brauron', CQ 26 (1976) 11-13; L.
Kahil, 'L'Artemis de Brauron: rites et mystère', AK 20 (1977) 86-98.
267
 P. Brind'Amour, 'L'origine des jeux séculaires', ANRW, vol.2.16.2 (Berlin 1978)
1334-1417; P. Scarpi, 'La pyrrhichê o le armi délia persuasione. Appunti per una semiologia
storico-religiosa e antropologica', Dialoghi di arcbeologia 1 (1979) 78-97.
Esp. three contributions to the same Festschrift: L. Kahil, 'Une "ronde" sur un col
d'amphore eubéen', in: A. H. Cambitoglou (éd.), Studies in honour of A. D. Trendall
(Sydney 1979) 97-101; M. Robertson, 'A muffled dancer and others', ibidem, 129-134 and
G. Schneider-Hermann, 'The dance of the Amazons', ibidem, 171-175; K. Kilinski II, 'The
Boeotian Dancers Group', A/A 82 (1978) 173-191. Some subjects seem absolutely impossible
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article on historic maenadism, very different in approach from Calame, but
also breaking fresh ground.269
The 1980s and 1990s I will treat somewhat summarily. As said above, the
distance necessary for writing proper history is absent here. Production
continued unabated. The 1980s saw the publication of some excellent work,
but also some absolute lows. Franz Kolb's Agora und Theater, Volks- und
Festversammlung is a highly interesting study which, amongst much else,
presents dance as a social phenomenon, closely bound up with the life of the
community and linked to polis politics. Of even more import was Ramsay
MacMullen's wide-ranging Paganism in the Roman Empire, although this does
not strictly deal with Greek dance. MacMullen is one of the very few in
recent scholarship, to my knowledge, to stress explicitly the importance of
theatrical aspects, including dance, in ancient religious life.270 An alternative
approach, viz. a study of dancing gods, instead of dancing worshippers, could
have offered a pleasant change of viewpoint, but turned out a disappointing
phenomenological extravaganza jumbling everything indiscriminately
together. What might have been a necessarily speculative, but also provocative
and stimulating work on the origins of dance by a Harvard and Cambridge
classicist-archaeologist, was an equally disappointing confused rag-bag of
ethnological information, heaped together without critical sense or guiding
principles.271 Here we have come full circle to work in comparative religion
at the turn of the last century, alas without the intellectual acumen of people
like Frazer.
Other monographs published in the eighties approach dance from the
angle of poetry and drama, largely building on previous work without much
innovation. William Mullen, in his Choreia. Pindar and dance, is quite
to uproot and scholars keep coming back to them: W. T. MacCary, 'Philokleon Ithy-
phallos: dance, costume and character in the Wasps', TAPhA 109 (1979) 137-147. Also on
the theatre: L. E. Rossi, 'Mimica e danza sulla scena comica greca', Rivista ai Cultura
Classica e Medioevale 20 (1978) 1149-1170.
269
 A. Henrichs, 'Greek maenadism from Olympias to Messalina', HSCPh 82 (1978)
121-160.
270
 F. Kolb, Agora und Theater, Volks- und Festversammlung, Berlin 1981; R. MacMullen,
Paganism in the Roman Empire, New Haven 1981.
271
 U. Woessner, Zur Deutung des Göttertanzes in Indien und Griechenland: eine
religionsphänomenologische Betrachtung, Cologne 1981; S. H. Lonsdale, Animals and the
origins of dance, London 1981. It is rather disconcerting to see Lonsdale's book (still in
print, 1996) advertised as a 'standard account'. By all accounts, it is sub-standard.
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inspired speaking of Pindar and pleasantly provocative on the meaning of
dance in relation to sung texts, but his contention that up to now the real
meaning of mousikê, the Greek unity of poetry, music and dance, has gone
unrecognized, is easily disproved. Mullen might be the first to discuss at
length a single poet from an Orchestic' point of view, the underlying ideas,
however, are nothing new. Also, several of his arguments concerning the
actual motions of the chorus are open to serious doubt. Rather more careful
was W. C. Scott who in his Musical design in Aeschylean theatre discussed
music as a controlling factor in the patterning of choral dances. On the dance,
Scott has little to contribute beyond the idea that the choral dances of drama
had some kind of patterning, which we already expected, and that this
patterning might have something to do with the contents of the choral poetry
(and its metre), which seems an acceptable assumption. Again, this breaks no
new ground. Two studies concerned with (early) drama give much attention
to the dance as part of, and as source of, Greek dramatic performances: John
Herington's Poetry into drama, and Franz Stoessl's Die Vorgeschichte des grie-
chischen Theaters. Stoessl's work is old-fashioned, but its listing or re-listing of
much of the evidence, also iconographical, is useful. Herington on the other
hand is very original, and though dance is not his main concern, there are in
his work many perceptive remarks on the place of dance in Greek society and
Greek cult.272
MacMullen, Kolb and Herington are examples of, or better, give tantali-
zing glimpses of, good, imaginative writing on the dances of the ancient
world that strikes out in new directions. It should be pointed out that this
imaginative writing is the product of authors who do not write on the dance
but on wider issues. Specialist studies are rather less imaginative. Four studies
can between them serve to characterize the period: a sourcebook compiled by
Andrew Barker; a synthetic article by E. K. Borthwick; a dissertation by Janet
Blair Perkins; and another synthetic article, this time archaeological, by Frank
Brommer. The first volume of Barker's collection of translated texts with
commentary, Greek musical writings, is an exemplary, and very helpful work
272
 W. Mullen, Choreia. Pindar and dance, Princeton 1982 (see especially 127ff, on 'he-
roic space', 'ritual immobility' and dance round the axis connecting the gods above and the
dead below); W. C. Scott, Musical design in Aeschylean theater, Hanover 1984; J. Herington,
Poetry into drama. Early tragedy and the Greek poetic tradition, Berkeley 1985; F. Stoessl, Die
Vorgeschichte des griechischen Theaters, Darmstadt 1987.
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of reference.273. This must certainly be one of the most useful publications
of the decade, but of course a sourcebook in itself could hardly count as an
innovative enterprise. Borthwick, returning to the dance after a long absence,
contributed a rather staid article to the huge text book Civilization of the
ancient Mediterranean. It is remarkable how few pages are allotted to dance
and music, compared to subjects like, for instance, letter writing or wall
painting.274 Perkins attempts a qualitative analysis of Greek imagery, which
should result in 'regeneration', which the author stresses is not reconstruc-
tion, revival or recreation, but which in my view comes perilously close to
exactly that.275 Perkins is looking back, and not ahead. As to Brommer's
substantial article, whatever use one might be able to make of the listings of
iconographical evidence that form most of its contents, it is undeniable that
it takes us back to the days of purely antiquarian efforts. It is as if a Calame
(who is not mentioned by Brommer, despite Calame's open eye for the
iconographie evidence, something of a rare virtue amongst philologists when
Calame produced his Choeurs) had never written.276
It must be admitted that several articles published during the eighties are
somewhat more exciting than Brommer's, but we cannot possibly discuss
them in any detail.277 All in all, the specialist work is good to excellent, but
273
 A. Barker (ed.), Greek musical •writings 1: the musician and bis art, Cambridge 1984
(since then has appeared idem (ed.), Greek musical writings 2: harmonic and acoustic theory,
Cambridge 1989). Also helpful are two other works of reference: S. Michaelides, The music
of ancient Greece, an encyclopedia, London 1978, which covers dancing, and not unreasona-
bly so, and O. Schneider, and R. Raab, Tanzlexikon, Vienna/Mainz 1985, with remarkably
good coverage of Greek items (although its overall quality is open to some doubt: see the
anonymous review in Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 25 October 1986, 247,55).
274
 E. K. Borthwick, 'Music and dance', in: M. Grant, and R. Kitzinger (eds.),
Civilization of the ancient Mediterranean, vol.3 (New York 1988) 1505-1514.
275
 J. B. Perkins, Images of movement and dance in ancient Greek art, PhD Wisconsin-
Madison 1988 (UMI). On regeneration, see esp. 93f. What is one to make of Perkins'
statement that she seeks 'to dance the rhythm of Greek vases...(to experience) the
movement found in static forms' (iv)? The results cannot convince me of the sensibility of
this methodology.
276
 F. Brommer, 'Antike Tänze', AA (1989) 483-494.
277
 M. Détienne, 'La grue et le labyrinthe', MEFRA 95 (1983) 541-553, heads off a whole
series on the geranos, of which L. Muellner, 'The simile of the cranes and pygmies: a study
of Homeric metaphor', HSCPh 93 (1990) 59-101, is by far the most interesting. There is also
a lot of work on maenadism, with J. N. Bremmer, 'Greek maenadism reconsidered', ZPE
55 (1984) 267-286, standing out. E. L. Wheeler, 'Hoplomachia and Greek dances in arms',
GRBS 23 (1982) 223-233, is important, as is J. J. Winkler, 'The ephebes' song': tragôidia and
polis', Representations 11 (1985) 26-62. Also worthwhile on the theatre is J. F. Davidson,
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not very exciting. There is still no sign of a fertilizing influence that could
have come from the dance research outside classical studies which went from
strength to strength.278 Nor did any such fertilization occur in the 1990s.
The decade got under way with a conference dedicated to the ancient Greek
dance, of which the papers were published.279 Disappointingly, of the con-
tributions dealing with Antiquity (several dealt with survivals or revivals),
only Bernard Sergent's 'Danser nu a Sparte', on the gumnopaidiai, was up to
a high academic standard.280 If anything, this conference showed that the
subject of dance succeeds in attracting its share, or possibly more than its
share, of the wrongheaded.
In France Marie-Hélène Delavaud-Roux produced a massive, three volume
dissertation in which she returned to the reconstructionist program laid out
by Emmanuel, Séchan and Prudhommeau.281 Because her work is so firmly
dedicated to reconstitution, and builds on purely antiquarian principles, it has
remarkably little to offer considering its bulk. Since 1991, it has spawned a
whole series of books and articles, fairly well-documented (but the sloppiness
of the bibliographies and references raises some doubts).282 While following
'The circle and the tragic chorus', G&R 33 (1986) 38-46. S. G. Cole, 'The social function
of rituals of maturation: the koureion and the arkteia', ZPE 55 (1984) 233-244, is one of
several dealing with the arkteia. In A. Powell (ed.), Classical Sparta: techniques behind her
success, London 1989, there are some interesting articles which deal with different kinds of
Spartan dances, while J. Christiansen, and T. Meiander (eds.), Proceedings of the third
symposium on ancient Greek and related pottery, Copenhagen 1987, Copenhagen 1988,
contains a remarkably large number of important archaeological contributions.
On dance scholarship, see below, chapter 3.1.
A. Raftis (ed.), Χορός και Αρχαία Ελλάδα, Πρακτικά 5ου διεθνούς συνεδρίου για την
eptvvot του χορού, Μήνα 1991 / Dance and ancient Greece, Proceedings of the fifth
International Conferenceon dance research, Athens 1991, 2 vols., Athens 1991. See my review
m BVDO 2 (1993) 41-45.
0
 Vol.1, 123-140. Reasonable work was contributed by M.-H. Delavaud-Roux (on the
Pyrrhic), S. Mandalaki-Spanou (on Minoan Crete), and A. Ulanowska (on Aegean glyptic).
M.-H. Delavaud-Roux, Recherches sur la danse dans l'antiquité grecque (viie-ive s. av.
./••CV, Thèse de Doctorat, Université d'Aix-Marseille I 1991. This dissertation was preceded
by a number of articles: eadem, 'La pyrrhique en Grèce antique', O Lichnos. Connaissance
Hellénique 32 (1987) 5-25; eadem, 'La danse au service du culte de Dionysos, approche et
méthode de reconstitution', Actes de la Table Ronde Internationale 3-5 Mars 1988 = Cahiers
du GITA 4 (Décembre 1988) 31-53; eadem, 'La pyrrhique en Grèce antique', Études Indo-
européennes 9 (1990) 29-47; eadem, 'Les danses armées en Grèce antique', in: A. Raftis (éd.),
Χορός και Αρχαία Ελλάδα, vol.2, 69-76 (English translation in vol.1).
M.-H. Delavaud-Roux, Les danses armées en Grèce antique, Aix-en-Provence 1993;
eadem. Les danses pacifiques en Grèce antique, Aix-en-Provence 1994; eadem, 'Choreographie
e
 ^  séduction et de l'enlèvement des Ménades ou la naissance du "pas de deux" moderne',
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closely in the footsteps of Prudhommeau and above all Emmanuel, Delavaud-
Roux's refuses to assimilate ancient Greek dance and classical ballet: 'Nous ne
désirons, en aucun cas, identifier un pas grec antique à un pas de l'actuelle
danse classique'. But we jump out of the frying pan into the fire, as she
chooses (near-)contemporary Greek folk-dance as her frame of reference: 'il
est probable que certains éléments sont d'une tradition très ancienne'. She
does not even try to demonstrate this, and only refers back to Emmanuel:
'Notons aussi qu'Emmanuel est le premier à proposer un rapprochement
entre une danse évoquée sur une représentation figurée antique et une danse
grecque folklorique traditionelle', which is giving Emmanuel too much
honour.283 With pleasing honesty Delavaud-Roux admits the speculative
character of her work284, but she does not seem to accept all the conse-
quences that this admission brings.
Steven Lonsdale came back to the dance. His Dance and ritual play in
Greek religion is to his earlier Animals and the origins of dance as bright day
is to dark night, but it does not do any of the things that I think it is
necessary to do, and its interpretative tools seem to me to be fatally
flawed.285 Lonsdale mentions two examples of dance anthropology, but
moves off in a different direction and makes Plato, supposedly an anthropo-
logist avant la lettre, provide the theoretical framework for his book. The
in: Eukrata: Mélanges offerts a Claude Vatin = Travaux du Centre Camille Jullian 17 (1994)
45-56; eadem, Les danses dionysiaques en Grèce antique, Aix-en-Provence 1995; eadem,
'L'énigme des danseurs barbus au parasol et les vases "des Lénéennes'", RA (1995) 227-263.
283
 Delavaud-Roux makes her position very clear by acknowledging the help she
received of Frank Emmanuel, son of Maurice Emmanuel (as Prudhommeau once thanked
Emmanuel's widow). Emmanuel is hailed as a 'pionnier'. Also revealing is the small
historiography which Delavaud-Roux presents; this consists of Emmanuel, Séchan and
Prudhommeau, with a single paragraph added on Lawler, whose synthesis is praised, but
about whom is said (Les danses armées, 15): 'Lilian (sic) B. Lawler délaisse volontairement
les problèmes de la décomposition et de la reconstitution du mouvement au moyen de
l'iconographie' - which is an unusual way of saying that Lawler rejected all attempts at
reconstruction. D. Delattre, in his review of Les danses armées, REG 107 (1994) 263, speaks
strangely enough of '(une) agréable publication ... dans laquelle (l'auteur) a défini une
méthode de recherche nouvelle en ce domaine'. Which words seem to betray a lack of
critical sense and of historiographie knowledge. The quotes in my text are all taken from
Les danses armées, pp. 25, 15, and 11 respectively.
284
 Les danses armées, 17.
285
 S. H. Lonsdale, Dance and ritual play in Greek religion, Baltimore 1993. See my
reviews: BVDO 4 (1995) 45-48, and Mnemosyne 50 (1996) 366-369. See also the review by
F. Sparshott, Phoenix 49 (1995) 278-279, who condemns Lonsdale's comparative exercises
as 'worthless analogies'.
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result is a mess, with some interesting insights, a lot of unsubstantiated
hypothesizing, and several signs of carelessness.
A failed conference, another remake of Emmanuel and a methodologically
naive stack of interesting titbits, is that all there is to the nineties? Happily
not, M. L. West's Ancient Greek music, Oxford 1992, is important enough,
and there has been some proper work done on theatrical dancing.286 But
that is all on a rather small scale, and still too parochial. And so we end this
survey on a somewhat sad note. A century of promises, from Latte to
Calame, which have all in a sense remained unfulfilled. Things have not
moved appreciably forward, and what better illustration of this than the fact
that the 1996 third edition of the Oxford Classical Dictionary s.v. 'dancing'
simply reproduces Lillian B. Lawler's lemma of the second edition of 26 years
earlier.
Over the past thirty years there has been a strong archaeological bias in
dance studies, with what seems to be a return to other types of evidence in
the 1980s, although the iconography is hardly ever absent. One issue on
which nearly all authors, not only those from an archaeological background,
seem to agree, is that the unwritten evidence should be included. One hopes
that this agreement stems from conviction, and not from a mere despondency
about the written sources. As far as special subjects singled out for discussion
are concerned, it is hard to point out anything that was not written about. It
seems best not to attempt to establish any focal points. It is rather the loss of
any such points that seems characteristic of the field (and of the Altertums-
wissenschaft in general).
6
 Apart from a scatter of articles, such as J. R. Green, 'On seeing and depicting the
theatre in classical Athens', GRBS 32 (1991) 15-50, or J. Irigoin, 'Architecture métrique et
mouvements du choeur dans la lyrique chorale grecque', REG 106 (1993) 283-302, there
were published two collections with relevant items: B. Gentili, and R. Pretagostini (eds.),
La musica in Grecia, Rome 1988; H. Golder, and S. Scully (eds.), The chorus in Greek
tragedy and culture I = special issue of Arion 3.1 (Fall 1994/Winter 1995). This issue of
£rion has articles by H. H. Bacon, C. Calame, A. Henrichs, S. H. Lonsdale, G. Nagy, R.
G. Osborne and I. Rutherford. A. Henrichs worked up his contribution to Anon into a
booklet: "Warum soll ich denn tanzen?" Dionysisches im Chor der griechischen Tragödie,
Stuttgart 1996, pleasant, intelligent, but inadventurous. G. M. Hedreen, Silens in Attic black-
figure vase-painting. Myth and performance, Ann Arbor 1992, is an excellent, provocative
study (see also idem, 'Silens, nymphs, and maenads', JHS 114 (1994) 47-69). Once again, the
most interesting work was done by those who were dealing with dance only as a side-line.
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Most work of the past thirty years was, as we have seen above, relatively
unimaginative scholarship, often of very high quality, but restricted to
collecting and systematizing some small part of the evidence, or to analysing
and interpreting individual items of iconography or individual texts. Only a
small part of the scholarly production can be said to have been in any way
innovative, in that it tried to ask new questions and use new approaches.
Calame is the prime example, but nobody has imitated, let alone emulated
Calame - not even Calame. Despite some synthetic studies, such as Lonsdale's,
most work is very small-scale. The main trend is still towards specialization,
which tends to a progressive narrowing of the field of vision. Still too many
publications, especially archaeological ones, tend to isolate fragments of
evidence in order to ponder the technicalities of the ancient Greek dance. The
extreme form this can take, namely reconstructionism, seemed almost dead
and buried. Prudhommeau's work cannot be said to have had any real
influence in scholarly circles, but nevertheless reconstructionism has suddenly
revived again.287
With the exception of Delavaud-Roux who puts her reconstructions into
practice, during the past thirty years contact with the stage remained broken.
On stage there were some slight attempts at 'Grecian movement' in new
287
 For a long time, the work of Prudhommeau was quoted, not imitated. In
francophone areas we find recurring praise, sometimes excessive, e.g. A. Motte, et al. (eds.),
Mentor. Guide bibliographique de la religion grecque (Liège 1992) 652, nr.1729: a reference to
Séchan's La danse grecque antique, with a note by V. Pirenne-Delforge: 'les questions
techniques (sont) aujourd'hui dépassées par l'étude magistrale de Germaine Prudhommeau'.
I hasten to add that contacts in France, especially with that family of fine dance scholars
the Guilchers, have convinced me that not everybody in France is so uncritical of
reconstructionist studies. Prudhommeau herself has carried on along the same lines: an
article in praise of Emmanuel, 'Une thèse sur la danse en 1895: essai sur l'Orchestique
Grecque de Maurice Emmanuel', RenD 1 (1982) 21-27 is much in praise of herself; eadem,
Histoire de la danse, Paris 1982-1983 (there also is an earlier edition: 1976-1977) repeats in
the sections on the ancient world the conclusions of Prudhommeau's main work; eadem,
'Aux origines de la danse', RenD 2 (1983) 13-20, is reconstructionism tried out on
prehistoric material. One can hardly find any other attempts to reconstruct 'steps' or
choreographies (some in G. Franzius, Tänzer und Tänze in der archaischen Vasenmalerei,
Göttingen 19762, but very careful; J. Carrière, 'Sur deux chants lyriques des choéphores.
Harmonie interne et expression orchestique', in: ΤΊμητικόν οιφίίρομα Κ. Mepevri-nj (Athens
1972) 67-74, is a vague attempt to reconstruct some floor patterns). But now we have
Delavaud-Roux as the next generation reconstructionist, see above, notes 28 Iff.
u_
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choreographies,288 and some earlier essays were revived. In the eighties the
Nijinsky-Bakst L'Après-midi was restaged, and ballets have been made about
Duncan, more or less recreating her style.289 Also, from the mid-seventies
there occurred an enormous proliferation of Duncan-style companies and
soloists.290 Apparently, scholars neither pay any attention, nor contribute
anything. Being no longer interested in reconstruction, most of them of
course do not really have much to contribute. Choreographers and dancers
can visit museums or read books without feeling the need to ask the advice
of scholars, and there is no obvious need to enlist support if one is after
inspiration instead of reconstruction. In Greece, however, the idea that at
least some dances of ancient Greece have survived to the present day or to the
immediate past without much change, and can thus be fairly easily revived,
is still looked upon favourably by some.291
288
 A fairly random selection of examples: Pyrrhic dances by Toer van Schayk (1974),
and Ariadne by Jiri Kylian (1977) both have a faintly Greek or 'antique' character. An
ancient Greek' flavour in design and movement is quite explicit in some ballets of the
1980s, such as Circa, choreographed by E. Feld (J. Anderson writes about this in The
Dancing Times (August 1982) 817: 'the dancers act like nymphs and fawns (sic) and strike
Attic attitudes'); Antique Epigraphs, choreography by J. Robbins (see Anderson in The
Dancing Times (April 1984) 573: '(the women) seem to be caryatids come to life; there are
many groupings reminiscent of friezes and vase paintings'); and the Greek section ('Ten
Greek Dances' to music by Theodorakis) of Maurice Béjart's Thalassa: Mare Nostrum, which
was performed in 1983 in the theatre of Herodes Atticus in Athens, in a double bill with
Bejart's Isadora (!), a ballet in remembrance of Isadora Duncan (see the illustrated report in
Dance Magazine 57.10 (October 1983) 3, 52-57). Oreibates by Jan Linkens was premiered by
the Scapino Ballet in 1989, and contains some references to ecstatic poses taken from Greek
vase paintings. I stopped collecting modern material about 1990, but I am not under the
impression that the 1990s witnessed some explosion of interest in 'Greek' poses or
movements.
Frederick Ashton's Five Brahms Waltzes in the manner of Isadora Duncan, 1975-1976;
Kenneth MacMillan's Isadora, 1980-1981. More recently, several Duncan choreographies
nave been retrieved (from former students of Duncan): see N. C. Nahumck, Isadora
Duncan: the dances, Washington 1994.
A. Swanson, 'Isadora Duncan: à propos de son enseignement et de sa filiation', RenD
2(1983)63-74.
D. Stratou, The Greek dances; our living link with Antiquity, Athens 1966 (translation
°i Οι λαϊκοί χοροί, ένας ζωντανός δεσμός μι το παρελθόν, in 1978 republished as Ελληνικοί
παραδοσιακοί χοροί. Ζωντανός δεσμός με το παρελθόν; there exist translations in a number
°f different languages). See also eadem, Μια παράδοση... μια περιπέτεια. Οι Ελληνικοί
λαϊκοί χοροί, Athens 1964. Stratou performed folk and 'antique' dances with her own
Company for many years; several other companies imitated her. Cf. Z. Nikoloudi,
'Gedanken über den Tanz in Griechenland', Maske und Kothurn 12 (1966) 54-56; A. Bikos,
Ελληνικοί χοροί. Ανάλυσις κινήσεων, χορογράφημα, μουσική, Athens 1969; F. Anoyanakis,
'Heritage of Antiquity in Greek music today', World of Music 13.3 (1971) 26-41. It is in a
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The widening of the gap between scholars and the stage has produced
some unpleasant side-effects. General books on the dance, from which most
non-specialists get their knowledge of antique dancing, are often written by
people in some way connected with the theatre, such as critics. These popular
accounts are either extremely derivative or a downright disaster when it
comes to the dances of Antiquity.292 The resulting distortions are much
more serious than in many general books on the dance published one or
more centuries ago, when specialist knowledge of the classical sources and of
relevant secondary literature was much more readily available, not only
because classical learning was more widespread, but also because scholarship
had not yet turned its back on the stage. Equally damaging is the loss
amongst scholars of the dance of what has been called 'being kinaesthetically
alive'.293 This is not to say that scholars working on the dance should
necessarily be accomplished dancers,294 but some experience as both a
performer and a viewer of Λ number of different movement styles is certainly
specific Greek nationalistic atmosphere that the idea of survival can thrive so well, cf.
above, note 252, and below 610.
292
 A bad example: A. Bland (= N. Gosling, and M. Lloyd), A history of ballet and
dance, London 1976: it must be pointed out that the dances called kurates and the xarpeia
do not exist outside the covers of that book. In a review of Linkens' ballet Oreibates already
mentioned above, we read that this ballet was 'inspired by a dance of ancient Greece, which
was performed in the nightly mountains, in order to sense the mysterious directing force
between heaven and earth. This force and the dance itself were called oreibates' (NRC
Handelsblad1) November 1989,10). Whether these are the reviewer's orthe choreographer's
ideas, it is nonsense all the same. Still, it should not go unnoticed that also ancient
historians write rubbish: what a recent and widely disseminated book like W. E. Sweet,
Sport and recreation. A source book with translations, New York 1987, has to say on the
dance (187-191) can only be described as a disgrace. If such are the syntheses resulting from
four centuries of scholarship, much work has been done in vain.
293
 B. Quirey, 'The crucial gap', DR 1.1 (1983) 50-55.
291
 The ne plus ultra in this respect is the demand that a scholar discuss non other than
lived experiences: every and all pronouncements should be based on participant observation.
For examples from dance studies, see A. F. Snyder, 'Dance in a ritual context: a dance
ethnologist's point of view', in: J. Adshead (ed.), Dance. A multicultural perspective, 22-32,
or extreme: M. Sheets, The phenomenology of dance, Madison 1966, 19802 (a phenomenologi-
cal approach, much-quoted, but which I find utterly unreadable). This sort of thing is
rightly rejected by J. Blacking, '"Dance" as cultural system and human capability: an
anthropological perspective', in: J. Adshead (ed.), Dance: a multicultural perspective. Report
of the 3rd study of dance conference, University of Surrey (Guildford 1984) 4-21, 4-6. Much
of course depends on how dance scholarship is defined; see my 'Danswetenschap: een
discipline of een kruispunt van disciplines?', in: BVD01 (1993) 113-117, partly repeated in
F. G. Naerebout, and O. Stokvis, 'Danswetenschap in Nederland', in: I. Austen, O. Stokvis,
and J. Verweij (eds.), Dansjaarboek 92/93 (Amsterdam 1993) 26-29.
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profitable, not only because one is somewhat better able to relate movement
read about or seen frozen on a picture to actual movement, but also because
one becomes aware of the particular nature of dance movement in general,
as opposed to ordinary movement. Something of the power of dance, and of
the meaning of dance, can only be sensed from experiencing dance.
1.7 Conclusion: Summarizing five centuries
I will now try to summarize my above summary of almost five centuries of
scholarly effort, in order to give a bird's eye view, or rather, a satellite picture
of a complicated landscape. This should enable us to see the main features all
the more clearly. From the early sixteenth to the late seventeenth century we
find mainly philological-antiquarian activities. As many texts as the scholars
concerned could lay hands on were brought together and published, and their
contents carefully tabulated. This was valuable and essential groundwork, but
no more. Source criticism or attempts to put the material in some interpreta-
tive framework are almost completely absent from this literature. Though the
interest was unmistakably focused on ancient Greece, we have to be aware of
the fact that a true time scale was lacking. Hellenistic and Roman sources are
indiscriminately combined with earlier material. The dance in ancient Greece
was seen as a primarily religious phenomenon, and as a means of physical
education and training, although other uses of the dance, for instance
theatrical, were being recognized as such. The ancient textual material
inspired theorists working for the stage, but efforts aiming at a true recreation
of Greek dance, that is, at a revival of Greek movement, are conspicuously
absent.
From the late seventeenth century we enter on a new phase. Most energy
was now spent on discussing (panto) mimic dancing, a new field for both
philologists and stage theorists alike. Interest shifts accordingly to Roman, or
Graeco-Roman phenomena and to theatrical dance. Paradoxically, but
understandably, this move from a rather undifferentiated concept of dance
towards a much more restricted view gave rise to a far more critical and inter-
pretative approach. Thus several authors tried to get their historical perspec-
tive right, a few successfully so. A number of philologists carried on with the
purely Greek material, but on the whole the philological tradition seems to
lack vigour. It preserved its rich heritage, but did not add anything of real
significance, at least as far as this particular field is concerned, where
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Meursius' Orchestra of 1618 remained the normative study. The stage theorists
and those philologists who had an above average interest in the contemporary
theatre showed themselves much more energetic. Whatever new theoretical
insights they derived from the classical material were immediately put into
practice, and (panto)mime became a real 'craze'. Consequently, the forefront
of scholarship lost sight of many aspects of ancient Greek dancing, which
now tended to be entirely subsumed under the heading of mimic, theatrical
dancing.
From the middle of the eighteenth century philology is joined by
archaeology, and the 'monuments' started playing their part, though not as
much as one would expect. Attention remained focused on the later periods
and on the theatrical, pantomimic dance. (Panto)mime became almost a syno-
nym for dance, especially when at a certain stage the study of dance was
incorporated into a more general interest in what we would now call non-
verbal communication. Obviously, much of the archaeological material that
became available could not be easily accommodated within this particular
scholarly tradition, a fact which might at least in part explain the relative
disinterest in the rapidly growing corpus of iconographical sources. In the
theatres we can see a continuing application of theories derived from ancient
sources, while the images offered by archaeology came to influence strongly
costuming and general presentation, especially towards the end of the century.
Incongruences between different types of source material did not bother
theatre makers, because they usually felt they were not imitating or striving
after authenticity, but emulating by using anything from the classical heritage
that was deemed useful. All this pantomimic enthusiasm seems to have tired
itself out, for in the early nineteenth century overall interest in the dances of
Antiquity seems to be diminishing, not only on stage but also in the study.
A new phase opened when a novel, broadly based Altertumswissenschaft
came into being. Philology was put on a new footing, and archaeology was
more fully integrated into this revitalized study of the textual tradition. The
study of the dances of Antiquity partook of this movement, and consequently
the view of the subject widened again. Theatrical dancing now came to be
seen as only one type of dance, certainly not more important than other
types. And although the stress on mimic display remained strong, Greek
dances from Homer onwards were again studied as carefully as the panto-
mimic dancing of the (Graeco-)Roman world, and in their own right. In due
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course, scholars completed their conversion back to the Greek material and
with their sense of historical development sharpened, and their ability to see
things within a historical framework now fully matured, Roman material was
removed from the centre of interest altogether. Pantomime was henceforth
to be a separate subject, divorced from the mainstream of 'ancient dance
studies'. Theatre makers remained for quite some time relatively untouched
by the fruits of the new Altertumswissenschaft, but towards the end of the
nineteenth century they suddenly 'go Greek' again. This time they did not
content themselves with theories, or with costuming, but aimed at a veritable
revival of ancient Greek movement. Part of the scholarly community got
mixed up in these attempts, with Maurice Emmanuel as the main protagonist.
The extreme reconstructionism of the late nineteenth century builds on the
accomplishments of several decades of Altertumswissenschaft, especially on the
large-scale collecting of iconographie evidence. All the same, it is a step back
to eighteenth-century theatrical interests, in the sense that considerations of
practical applicability can be seen to guide research.
In the early twentieth century the study of Greek dance again partook of
developments in the wider field of the study of ancient religion and ancient
culture: ethnological or anthropological enquiry now became firmly rooted
as one of the tools of the Altertumswissenschaftler, and in the field of dancing
this offered obvious possibilities. The techniques of the Altertumswissenschaft
were by then fully developed; with a sound philological basis, ongoing study
of archaeological sources and the provision of comparative material, together
with new theoretical points of view, the study of ancient dancing seemed
fairly complete. Though some (semi-)scholars were caught in the dangerous
traps left behind by the reconstructionist part of late nineteenth-century
scholarship, several others made most promising new departures and forged
rapidly ahead by combining the best of the old tradition and of the new
approaches. Religious dancing was the main focus of interest here. However,
when initial enthusiasm died down, things ground to a halt, and much of the
subsequent work can hardly be called innovative, even if it often is sound
scholarship refining the work of previous centuries. The reasons for this are
difficult to ascertain. At least part of an explanation must lie in the speciali-
zations within classical studies becoming progressively more isolated from
each other and the Altertumswissenschaft as a whole from other disciplines.
The theatre went on 'reviving' for some time, but somewhere in the ate 1930s
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lost interest almost altogether. Since then the gap between the theatre and
scholarship, a gap widening since the 1830s but temporarily narrowed around
the turn of the century, has been become virtually unbridgeable. Not much
mutual inspiration was to be found there, which might not be an altogether
wholesome development, even if it helped to avoid excessive bias in one or
another direction.
Since the Second World War scholarly production has been steadily
increasing. Much of it still along traditional lines, usually sound, but some-
what uninspired and very specialist, even bordering on the esoteric.
Scholarship certainly has become diffuse. Although we can distinguish some
fashions coming and going, whenever scholars follow in each other's tracks,
there is no single subject that at anyone moment monopolized the field. In
France the reconstructionist work of Emmanuel was kept alive, but the
impact of this on scholarship in general has been negligible. Outside the com-
munity of specialists reconstructionism is, however, still a force to be
reckoned with (which also shows how isolated scholars have become). Once
in a while the bibliography has something innovative to offer, but the social
sciences, again led by anthropology, which have provided fresh stimuli to the
whole field of classical studies, are too little drawn upon to revitalize the
study of the Greek dance. Whether the few, hesitating steps in the right
direction should be seen as the start of a process which in the end will give
the dance its rightful position in the history of Antiquity, depends on in how
far ancient historians will be able to make use of new developments outside
their usual range of vision, such as the 'dance research' or 'dance studies'
gathering force since the 1960s or the burgeoning subject of non-verbal
communication, without forsaking a five centuries long tradition. As yet, a
true marriage of both outside stimulus and inside tradition has not been
forthcoming, and on the whole the study of the dancing of the ancient world
tends to be a rather sterile undertaking. Of course, several scholars writing on
the dance make clear, if only in the literature they refer to, that they consider
dance to be part of some whole, and have stopped considering dance as mere
movement. Alternatively, some of those writing on other subjects, above all
Greek drama, have become more aware of the importance of dancing, and
tend to give it more prominence in their accounts. But there is still a long
way to go in both respects. Specialist studies of the dance should open up to
the social sciences in general, and to dance scholarship in particular. Studies
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on other subjects should give dance its due. But they will only do so if the
research into ancient Greek dance succeeds in renewing itself and rising above
the antiquarianism that has on the whole dominated the field.
Below I list some of the main issues addressed in, or absent from our
scholarly tradition, and try to point out where present work is under the
spell of past work. We have seen that in studying the dances of the ancient
world, as in most other fields of classical studies, we can fall back on centuries
of thought. I need hardly convince my audience of the blessings of a scholarly
tradition of such continuity. But there are curses as well: often the inheritance
from the past obscures an independent view, and we find ourselves looking
with the eyes of our predecessors. A number of preconceived ideas about the
dances of ancient Greece have guided much of the existing research and inter-
pretation. I have grouped the 'lessons' to be drawn from the historiographie
account under four headings, the fourth subdivided into six paragraphs; seve-
ral of the problems are however interconnected, and some overlap is
unavoidable.
1. The definition of the concept dance. Most authors do not attempt to
define their subject at all, and seem to take for granted the existence of a
concept 'dance' that is intuitively grasped by every reader. From the
mechanical way in which textual references are gathered, and from authors'
obvious misgivings in deciding, when dealing with images, where to draw the
boundaries between dance and processional walk, between dancing and racing,
between dances and games or sports, and so on, it should have been clear that
such a intuitive concept does not in fact exist. A scrupulous author like Ervin
Roos, who goes into so much detail, does not attempt any definition of
'dance' whatsoever; in her monograph Lawler does indeed try to define her
subject, but proceeds in a rather haphazard way without a full awareness of
all consequences. It is necessary to rethink what we are actually talking about,
and to examine critically our defining of Greek words and labelling of Greek
images as 'dance'. These issues will be addressed in the second study contained
in this book.
2. A theoretical framework. As with defining their subject, hardly any
author seems to have bothered about the provision of some theoretical
framework to assist in the interpretation of the source material about the
dance in the ancient world. In much of the older literature this is not to be
expected, but in more recent work one is entitled to expect some reference
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to theoretical viewpoints, not only general ones, but also those specifically
designed to cope with the phenomenon of dance. But neither implicitly, nor
explicitly, does one encounter much awareness of relevant thought concerning
ritual, performance, or communication, let alone of the results of the
burgeoning interdisciplinary dance scholarship. The few exceptions that can
be pointed out never add up to a concerted effort, and indeed each of these
exceptions taken by itself is more desultory than thorough in its approach to
theory. It cannot be described as anything but odd that a scholar who is
working exclusively on some item taken from the dance history of the
ancient world is never asking what is nowadays being theorized about dance.
Still that is what one can see happening. The third study below is conceived
as a preliminary survey of the field, which might assist in attempts to remedy
this state of affairs.
3. Heuristic problems. The sources have never been collected in a
satisfactory manner. Most seriously, the nature of the sources is hardly ever
discussed, which is' a necessary preliminary to any collecting at all. What
sources are actually available for the study of the dances of ancient Greece?
Some types of material, inscriptions above all, have never got the attention
they deserve. Are all sources that have been used up to now equally useful?
What is the exact relationship between the texts and the 'monuments'? What
does the source material allow us to do? Full scale reconstruction of lost an-
cient Greek dances? Only generalized accounts of the place of dance in
ancient life? Or? Important questions, but one will look in vain for
satisfactory answers in the existing literature. At most, individual items of
evidence are scrutinized. But that is not enough. One is tempted to say that
rt is small wonder that despite five centuries of work a satisfactory synthesis
ls
 still lacking. If adequate source criticism is absent, one is only too soon
building on quicksand. I again refer to the second study in this book, which
is in large part devoted to source criticism.
4. A prions. There are several a prioris resulting from the work of five
centuries of scholarly predecessors, usually accepted without (much) question.
Things are rather tangled, but I will try to systematize them.
4.1. Classifications. This is a main problem, at least since Burette struggled
with it in the eighteenth century, but its roots go much further back. How
should the rich source material be arranged? This of course goes beyond
questions of convenience or utility: classifying the material is interpreting the
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material (though interpretation should not stop at classification). The question
of whether the dances of the ancient world are comparable to other dance
traditions, past or present, is intimately related.295 Most authors have presen-
ted binary oppositions: mimic dance versus mimeless dance; theatrical versus
non-theatrical; secular versus religious; noble versus ignoble; acrobatic/gym-
nastic versus lyric; immoral versus moral. Are any of these oppositions valid?
Actually, not one of these pairs seems helpful in grasping the nature of Greek
dancing. Still, several of these binary oppositions underlie, often implicitly,
many studies, even recent ones. Are there other ways to classify the material?
Several attempts have been made to create more detailed typologies, usually
crisscrossing the binary classifications. Such typologies in studies of ancient
dancing are vaguely reminiscent of the typologies in the works of functiona-
list anthropologists, but usually apparently independent creations. They
certainly are highly unsatisfactory. While intended to provide studies with an
overall framework, these typologies only create muddle and confusion. Most
obviously, all attempts at synthesis are marred by the absence of a systematic
approach to classifying the material. Examples and suggested remedies will be
discussed below.
4.2. The general nature of Greek dancing. Although one would expect the
chances of success to have been judged very small indeed, many authors have
been looking for a single concept with which to characterize all of Greek
dancing. Since the late seventeenth century most have come up with its
mimic character; even if this idea has been under attack at various stages
during the last and the present century, it is not dead. Only forty years ago,
in the authoritative Realencyclopadie, all Greek dancing was described by
Wüst as (panto)mimic: 'so klar also die Grenze zwischen Mimus and Panto-
mimus zu erkennen ist, so unsicher ist die zwischen Pantomimus und Tanz
überhaupt - wenn es eine solche gibt und nicht vielmehr gilt, dass beim
Griechen jeder Tanz ein Stück Pantomimus war'; Greek pantomime existed
before 22 BC and 'hatte seinen Ursprung im pantomimischen Tanz, der im
295
 It is a commonplace to say that the Greek dance is something very special, not found
elsewhere, and thus denying the possibility of comparative work. G. Prudhommeau, La
dame, 474, is more extravagant again, in claiming that Greece is situated in a climatic zone
which favours an 'explosion choréographique spontanée'.
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Kult und in der Gymnastik der Griechen eine grosse Rolle spielte'.296 Not
twenty years ago, in the equally authoritative New Grove Dictionary, the re-
nowned scholar Winnington-Ingram wrote that Greek choral dances are
'mimetic'. Full stop.297 In much research the idea that all or most of Greek
dancing was (panto)mimic, is still paramount, but we have only got evidence
that shows some dances to have been mimetic, no evidence to enable us to say
that the Greek dance tradition was so in its totality. Sources from the heyday
of Greco-Roman pantomime, which cannot be expected to give an objective
account, are indiscriminately mixed with earlier evidence. I have refrained
from discussing this issue in any detail in the subsequent sections of this
book, as the burden of proof rests with those who want to show the mimetic
element to have been characteristic of all Greek dancing. That a lot of
mimetic dancing went on, no one will deny, but that this shows the essential
nature of Greek dance cannot be demonstrated from the evidence available.
4.3. The 'gender' of Greek dancing. Was the dance in ancient Greece a
primarily male or a primarily female undertaking? Here the debate is very
complicated. At an early stage in the western scholarly tradition Greek dance
was divided in noble and ignoble dances (one of the binary oppositions sub
4.1 above). Whether the idea of distinguishing between these two categories
of dance came direct from Plato, or via Christian sources, it has been very
influential. We can actually trace it through most of the writings on the
dances of Antiquity down to this century. The supposed obscenity of a
number of Greek and Roman dances has been harped on again and again, and
may even have caused some people to develop an interest in the subject in the
first place. We encounter several explanations of this blemish on the Greek
record. It has been argued that the obscene dances are not Greek at all, but
oriental, or that, if they are Greek, they are not pure Greek, but degenerated
296
 E. Wüst, 'Pantomimus', s.v. in: RE, vol.18.3 (Waldsee 1949) 833-869. On the other
hand Wüst admits in col. 837 that several dances cannot be called pantomimic because the
dancers themselves played an instrument or sang, but possibly he regards these dances to
be at least mimic? (cf. 839, where he states that apart from the pantomimic dances the solo
dances of Greek tragedy were an important source of later pantomime).
R. P. Winnington-Ingram, 'Greece i: ancient', in: The New Grove Dictionary of music
and musicians, vol.7 (London 1980) 659-672, quote from 660.
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or adulterated Greek.298 Or it has been suggested that these are dances only
performed by women, and women of low repute at that, or sometimes by
male dancers which have to be classed in the same category, that is ef-
feminates and homosexuals, in a theatrical context, or at private parties,
where, sorry to say, under the influence of drink freeborn men sometimes
join in.299 Opposed to such obscene dances we have the noble dances. These
were unmixed, not theatrical, religious, and, although we also encounter
choruses of chaste maidens, above all a male undertaking involving strenuous
exercise of the body. From this split between male and female dancing we
subsequently move in two different directions. Combined with nineteenth-
and twentieth-century sex interests and the experience of the contemporary
stage, this led to an unbalanced picture of Greek dancing wherein the male
presence was largely effaced, and the dance was seen as a female and often
erotic art. Even eighteenth-century western theatrical dance had been full of
famous male dancers, but the male presence went unobserved, because we see
what we can see (and want to see).300 Such ideas about eroticism in the
dance still linger on.301 Others, however, linked up, consciously and uncon-
sciously, with the health and sports approach of vicars and moralists who
298
 One is somewhat surprised to read the following in the 1980s: B. Bockhoft,
Griechenland (Munich 1987) 53f: 'Die liegende Stellung beim Symposion war asiatischen
Ursprungs, auch die Beschäftigung von Tänzerinnen, was zu einer Sexualisierung dieser
vormals rein intellektuellen Begegnungen führte'. And E. Simon, Festivals of Attica. An
archaeological commentary (Madison 1983) 35f, in discussing images supposedly showing
women dancing at the Attic festival of the Haloa, speaks of 'some very licentious vase
paintings', which also has a somewhat old-fashioned ring.
299
 Alternatively, in a rare turn-about, men get all the blame (and do most of the
dancing, ignoble and noble), because obscene dances by women are seen as a near impossibi-
lity, simply too shocking: few women would perform such dances, few men would care to
watch women do so. See for instance R. Bentley, who in his A dissertation upon the Epistles
ofPhalaris (London 1699) 267f, wanted to correct gunaikön in Pollux 4.102 into gumnikôn,
'for certainly this kind of dance would be very unseemly and immodest in women'.
300
 A single recent example, taken from the Paris Match of 26 July 1990, 16, where M.
Wolinski discusses Le Festival de Danse d'Arles: 'le spectacle préféré des hommes, c'est
depuis toujours regarder bouger les femmes'.
301
 E.g., S. Drinker, Music and women: the story of women in their relation to music (New
York 1949) 116: 'the dance had many feminine and few masculine impersonations'. C.
Calame, Les choeurs de jeunes filles en Grèce archaïque, vol.1 (Rome 1977) 62f, states blandly:
'l'exécution chorale semble être associée essentiellement à la féminité'. Why this (improv-
able) assertion? Admittedly, women are overrepresented in the imagery; but this may be
a very old convention, with an existence apart from dance imagery (thus P. C. Rice, and
A. L. Paterson, 'Anthropomorphs in cave art: an empirical assessment', AAnthr 90 (1988)
664-674, point out that in cave art only women are always represented in groups).
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wanted to provide proof of the fact that the Greeks were pure. They con-
centrated on male dancing, especially weapon or war dancing. This went to
the extent of reversing their opponents' views and claiming Greek dance as
essentially male. This line of thought is also still with us.302 Of course occa-
sions where men and women dance together tend to be overlooked by both
parties. It is obvious at almost every turn that this confused picture of male
and female, decent and obscene, martial and erotic, private and public, reli-
gious and secular, with many parallels and inversions, still influences writing
on the dances of the ancient world, even if seldom made explicit. It is all the
more pernicious for that. Time has come to see Greek dance as a whole, per-
formed by all members of the community, both separately and together. In
the remainder of this book I consistently keep my eyes fixed on this inclusive
view of Greek dancing. Nothing should a priori be separated off as foreign,
debased, exceptional or whatever.
4.4. The time perspective. Did dancing evolve during Antiquity? Should we
distinguish between Greek, Greco-Roman and Roman dancing, and within
those categories? What is the relationship between the dances of Antiquity
and dances of the present day? Are there dances or dance movements sur-
viving from the ancient world? To these questions is given but little explicit
attention. Only the possibility (or certainty) of survivals is sometimes stated
m so many words. Implicitly, however, authors generally depart from the
Jdea that the Greek dance tradition is fairly static, and only Minoan-
Mycenean origins and late antique-early Byzantine aftermath are clearly
separated off. Most Greek dance is seen as all of one piece, also in recent lite-
rature of a more general nature. There is no need to illustrate this with
farther quotes; the examples given above where it is said that 'Greek dance',
and never 'Greek dance of the fifth century' or the like, is mimetic, or
Primarily (fe)male, are clear enough. Here we can of course refer back to the
absence of adequate source criticism (sub 3 above), or the hunt for a single,
and supposedly unchanging, 'nature of the Greek dance' (sub 4.2 above). This
state of affairs gives licence to a very free handling of sources, where early
302
E.g., G. Prudhommeau, La danse, 376: women did not dance as much as men; E. K.
orthwick, 'Music and dance', in: M. Grant, and R. Kitzinger (eds.), Civilization of the
anctent
 Mediterranean, vol.3 (New York 1988) 1505-1514: dancing in antiquity is an essen-
fc male undertaking (1508).
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epic or lyric are combined with Lucianic dialogue or Byzantine lexicography,
and archaic black-figure vases with late-Hellenistic terracottas. This need not
be impossible, but the process should be given careful thought.
4.5. Reconstructionism. Can we (and should we) try to reconstruct the
actual movements of the Greek dance, to satisfy our curiosity, or for purposes
of further research and/or of staging? Many studies of the dance in the
ancient world have been written from a 'theatrical' viewpoint, that is, seeking
to provide the theatre of their day with theories and precepts. This also oc-
casioned debate whether the dances of the present were superior or inferior
compared to the dances of Antiquity, and whether we should try to imitate
or to emulate the Greeks. But pre-nineteenth century examples are not
concerned with individual movements, rather with overall concepts. It is only
in the late nineteenth century that we see the rise of true reconstructionist
efforts. Since then, several works in this field are primarily concerned with
form, in the sense of analysis of individual movements, or, on a higher level,
of individual choreographies. Here we find everything from the trivial via the
highly hypothetical to the quite nonsensical. The influence of this style of
analysis is at present only small,303 but the general idea that knowledge of
form is an important or even indispensable part of analysis appears to be
widespread, for instance amongst archaeologists. Reconstruction of past
303
 But, as said above, the non-specialists are open to every outside influence, and
obviously find ideas of revival or survival appealing. The idea of a close relationship
between classical ballet and ancient Greek dancing in particular is lovingly embraced (I
cannot help feeling that the epithet 'classical' is inductive here): A. Haskell, Balletomania
then and now, New York 1977, states in a 1977 postscript to his 1934 text: 'there is strong
evidence to suggest that ballet is closer to Greek dancing than certain styles borrowed from
Greek vase painting', which could be described as an anti-Duncan, pro-Prudhommeau
stance! (36, cf. 64). G. Tani, Storia delta danza dalle origini ai nostri giorni, vol.1 (Florence
1983) 146, 181ff, speaks of the Greekness of the 'danza academica', and of modern dance
(Dalcroze, Duncan), and gives praise to Emmanuel, Séchan and Prudhommeau. A very
poignant example is M. I. Gruber, 'Ten dance-derived expressions in the Hebrew bible',
Biblica 62 (1981) 328-346, where we find a very old-fashioned reconstruction plea, referring
to Emmanuel and to Lexova (346), the formalism of which passage is all the more
remarkable when we compare the same author's Aspects of nonverbal communication in the
Ancient Near East, 2 vols., Rome 1980, which was certainly ahead of its time. Others who
should know better, indeed sometimes do know better to judge from their own work, lead
the uninitiated astray: E. K. Borthwick, 'Dance ii: Western Antiquity', in: The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and musicians, vol.5 (London 1980) 178-180, mentions Emmanuel,
Séchan and Prudhommeau. Equally, the recent Dutch Encyclopedie van de antieke wereld,
s.v. 'dans', reflects reconstructionist programs.
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movement (or whatever performance) raises many philosophical problems, to
which we will find occasion to return. Still, I think it should be attempted,
and always will be; we all like to know what things looked like, and some are
more eager than others.304 But the evidence must be adequate if such
attempts are to be more than a pleasant pastime. If form is to be used as input
in further study, we need to have something substantial to go by. I will argue
below that all attempts to discover the discrete physical movements of the
antique dance must remain largely futile, simply because the evidence is not
at all adequate. But even if some movement patterns could indeed be recon-
structed, this would only be part of the story. We have to look beyond form,
something especially archaeologists writing on ancient dance seem to find a
hard undertaking. Dance is not movement taking place in a vacuum, dance
is a social phenomenon, and can be studied as such, even when we do not
know what the movement looked like or have only the vaguest ideas as to
the exact nature of the choreography.
I will return to' several of the above issues in the two other parts of this
book. I do not claim that an insight into the historiography of a subject will
help us to do better than those that went before us. Nobody can presume to
be above the scholarly tradition that he stands in. No one writes or reads
from a neutral position. Innocence is not lost, it has never existed. Every new
work is part of the tradition outlined above. That tradition is a burden that
we have to carry about with us, whether we want to or not. I would not be
writing this book if it were not for Joannes Meursius and all his colleagues,
ßut what I do claim on the basis of the above historiographie exercise, is that
now we are able to judge more clearly where we stand, where we might want
to
 go, and what we should try to avoid on the way.
Two recent examples: when R. J. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians in the Mediterra-
nean world from the second century AD to the conversion of Constantine (Harmondsworth
1988) 67, speaks of 'dancers, whose art is one of our saddest losses from the ancient world',
this suggests that we are particularly eager to see the original forms (one wonders why the
oss of most of Greek literature, of Greek painting, of ancient music, and so on, is not
equally singled out). W. Mullen, Choreia: Pindar and dance, Princeton 1982, encumbers this
interesting book with simplistic ideas about one to one relationships between texts and
movements, the choreographic actuality (see also A. Burnett, '[review of W. Mullen,
Ghoreia: Pindar and dance}', CPh 79 (1984) 154-160). Something apparently must be said
about what it looked like.
1.8 Appendix: a selective bibliography
Although the following bibliography of studies on the dances of the ancient
world is the fullest (to my knowledge) available on the subject,305 it is
certainly not comprehensive. It concentrates on literature published this
century. Some subjects have been excluded. First, the copious literature on
the Dionysian technitai and Greco-Roman (panto) mime has been almost
completely left aside. Also, no full coverage is attempted of individual items
in works of reference, of the numerous relevant archaeological publications
if these do not discuss dance scenes explicitly and at some length, or of liter-
ature on the theatre, music, sports, athletics, plays and games. Nor could the
many works on religion, literature, Privataltertümer, and so on, which con-
tain references, usually fleeting ones, to dancing be taken here into account.
A few studies on the dancing of Etruria, Rome and the early Christian
Mediterranean, all of which could of course be of some relevance to the study
of Greek dancing, have been included, but no literature on ancient Egypt or
the ancient Near-East.306
305
 The best surveys to date are those given by E. Roos in his 'Grecia 1,5: la danza', s.v.
in: EdS, vol.5 (Rome 1958) 1678-1682, and in the Tanzlexikon of Schneider and Raab, Mainz
1985; much can also be found in the large bibliography of Roos's Die tragische Orchestik im
Zerrbild der altattischen Komödie, Lund 1951. A. Raftis, Ό αρχαίος «λληρικός χορός στην
ι>ίώτίρη βιβλιογραφία', in: idem (ed.), 'Κόρος και Αρχαία Ελλάδα, νοΐ.2, 187-196, and C.
Kyriacou, Greek folk dance resource manual, s.l. 1993, both give fairly extensive, but
unreliable bibliographies.
306
 For the dance in ancient Egypt there is an excellent bibliography available in W.
Decker, Annotierte Bibliographie zum Sport im alten Aegypten (Sankt Augustin 1978) nos.
375-413 (with regular updates in the journal Nikephoros). On the ancient Near East, with
the exception of ancient Israel, information is scarce. There is no entry in the
comprehensive Anchor Bible Dictionary. See now several contributions to J. M. Sasson (ed.),
Civilisations of the Ancient Near East, vol.4, New York 1995. Cf. M. Matousova(-Rajmovâ),
'Quelques remarques sur la danse en Mésopotamie', Archiv Orientalni 38 (1970) 140-147,
eadem, 'Illustration de la danse sur les sceaux de l'époque babylonienne ancienne', Archiv
Orientalni 46 (1978) 152-163. We need studies such as B. Pongratz-Leisten, Ina Sulmi Trüb.
Die kulttopographische und ideologische Programmatik der akîtu-Prozession in Babylonien und
Assyrien im 1. Jht. v. Chr., Mainz a.R. 1994 (Baghdader Forschungen 16).
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PART 2
SCRUTINIZING THE SOURCES
A critical look at texts and images as sources for
the study of dancing in ancient Greece
He had as little skill, honest man, in the fragments, as he had in the whole
Pieces of Antiquity.
Laurence Sterne, Tristram Shandy 1761, volume 5, chapter 3

2.1 Introduction
The second part of this book contains a critical discussion of the source
material which we have at our disposal when studying the dance traditions
of the ancient Greek world. What types of evidence are available, and what
kind of analysis or interpretation is therefore possible, and what kind impossi-
ble? Source material is plentiful; however we formulate our selective criteria,
we are faced with many hundreds of texts and images of direct import. Even
the most careful conjecture on the basis of indirect textual evidence will add
many more items, while in the case of imagery, where we move onto much
more slippery terrain, there might also be a certain number of hidden refe-
rences to the dance.307 Texts are themselves sources, apart from their con-
tents which might mention dance or not, as many would have been sung by
a dancing chorus, and this should cause us to ponder questions of metre and
music. And we should also pay attention to other possible sources: accoutre-
ments of the dancers, architectural remains, and supposed survivals in existing
dance traditions. But however numerous the sources, there are clear limits to
what we can do with them, and these limits have to be discovered. The
source criticism engaged in here might be considered excessive, and the
outcome merely negative, but as no systematic source criticism has hitherto
It is rather disconcerting that no motor activity may be portrayed, while a reference
to the dance is all the same intended. O. Keel, 'Die Weisheit spielt vor Gott. Eine
monographischer Beitrag zur Deutung des m'sahäqät in Sprüche 8.30f.', Freiburger Zeitschrift
für Philosophie und Theologie 21 (1974) 1-66 (also published separately), shows examples of
^•gyptian art where, even if only musicians are portrayed, one is to infer dance: which we
could hardly have guessed if the accompanying texts had not made this explicit (4Iff). For
the Greek world I have found only a few comparable suggestions, e.g., L. Deubner, Attische
"te (Hildesheim 19662) 131 note 2: 'man wird vielleicht auch die Doppelflöte da wo sie
ohne tanzende Frauen vorkommt, als Erinnerung an den Tanz auffassen dürfen'. I do not
think this a workable proposition, and doubt whether it would have been for contempora-
ries (the Egyptian images might need the text to redirect the viewer's expectations). For
"«her remarks on this problem, cf. below, chapter 2.6.
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been undertaken in this field of study, any attempt must be thorough.
Although this has resulted in the discarding of much material as unusable, my
argument is not, as the casual reader might possibly conclude, that with the
source material available to us at the present nothing at all is possible. On the
other hand it cannot be denied that the possibilities will turn out to be
somewhat restricted if one accepts the case stated below.
Before setting out to collect any evidence, we need to know with as little
ambiguity as possible what we are looking for. Listing a number of
supposedly relevant Greek words and going through thesauri and indices is
something, but not enough. First, there is the problem of what kind of dic-
tionary to compile. What is worded in standard ways can also be expressed
in some idiosyncratic vocabulary, or can indeed be only hinted at. Looking
up words does not absolve one from reading texts.308 Secondly, historians
are investigating phenomena of some past society, not just names given to
phenomena by some past society, even if that is where all research has to start.
Of course semantic domains are in different places bounded in distinct ways,
and thus analysis of people's names for things and the grouping of these
names is done implicitly in any study of human society (and of course
explicitly by linguistics and by ethnoscience, ethnosemantics or other branches
of cognitive anthropology). But for the historian this should be only a means
towards some other end, and alternative strategies should also come into play.
Thirdly, tracing a vocabulary will not help in working with images or arte-
facts. It is still common to look at evidence as exclusively or primarily consis-
ting of words. Those archaeologists who insist on labelling images by relating
them to some written source, are as much to blame as historians who either
disregard images or use these in some naive way to illustrate written text.309
Imagery should be approached on its own terms. Fourthly, criteria building
on Greek vocabulary are of little use when trying to select appropriate com-
parative material from non-Greek societies.
308
 Cf. C. Calame, Les choeurs de jeunes filles, vol.1, 40ff, with its helpful discussion of
signifiers and signifieds.
309
 Of course my argument is not with a label like 'Dickbauchtänzer' which is an etic
category (cf. below chapter 2.2) introduced to facilitate communication. What I aim at is
the effort to match some image or series of images with one of the many names of
individual dances handed down in Greek sources. Cf. below, note 557.
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We cannot, as an alternative, leave our central concepts vague; a common
sense approach will not do, because common sense does not exist. In scholar-
ship we should not even pretend it does. Within the present context it can
easily be demonstrated that we do not intuitively know what is dance and
what is not. The inescapable conclusion is that we have to formulate our own
definitions to guide our research. Defining is a difficult undertaking which
calls for specialist guidance. That guidance will not be provided by me, as
others are far better equipped to do so.310 But something must be said about
the difference between emic and eue. Apparently, few (ancient) historians are
at all bothered by this distinction.311 Still, it seems very helpful to be aware
of it, which is the reason that the second part of this book opens with the
rather thankless task of providing a definition of dance.
Next, the evidence is discussed in general terms, that is to say, I offer no
checklists of sources312, but give a broad outline, and then discuss in detail
particular problems involved in the interpretation of texts and images. At
issue is the treacherous self-evidence of many sources. These have been
interpreted and used in particular ways for many generations, sometimes
centuries. No fundamental questions were asked. But during this century
source criticism has been revolutionized and the sources concerning ancient
Greek dance cannot be exempt from these new outlooks, even if up to now
310
 On the need for and prime importance of definitions, see J. A. M. Snoek, Initiations.
A methodological approach to the application of classification and definition theory in the study
of rituals (Pijnacker 1987) 4ff. For an overview of the relevant classification and definition
theory, to which I am much indebted: ibid, 25ff.
111
 See below chapter 2.2. Walter Burkert is amongst the comparatively few to give
explicit thought to this issue: see Burkert, 'Goes. Zum griechischen "Schamanismus"', RhM
105 (1962) 36-55, where he turns against the "übermässige Strapazierung ungriechischen
Begriffe" (37), and advocates the use of Greek concepts for Greek things. Consequently he
defines as Greek religion what the Greeks called religion: ritual and myth wherein there
are (half-)gods: theoi, daimones. Though the fact that this question is brought up at all is
highly commendable, the solutions offered appear to be rather too simple. See also J. N.
Bremmer, Greek religion (Oxford 1994) 53 note 49. An approach more congenial with my
etic stance can be found in H. S. Versnel, 'Some reflections on the relationship of magic and
religion', Numen 38 (1991) 177-197, with further references to ancient historians/classicists
defending a comparable position.
"
2
 Partly because the production of ever fuller checklists (of course many are already
in existence) has been largely preempted or will in the near future be preempted by
electronic means of data retrieval. Partly because I doubt the value of being exhaustive: 'it
is not necessary to know everything, in order to understand something', as Clifford Geertz
put it ('Thick description: toward an interpretative theory of culture', in: idem, The
interpretation of cultures. Selected essays (New York 1973) 3-30, quote from p.20).
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they have managed to remain untouched. Also, there are issues specific to this
particular subject. What can one actually find out about a phenomenon so
evanescent? We have to face the incontrovertible fact that the ordinary type
of written source can only provide a highly inadequate description of more
complicated motor behaviour, as was wittily (and very pertinently) made
clear by Laurence Sterne in his Life and opinions of Tristram Shandy,
Gentleman, where we read/'read': 'he gave a flourish with his stick, thus:
',
313
 Indeed everything non-verbal is by its very nature resistant to easy
verbal analysis.314 Unwritten sources, which might appear to offer a
solution here, bring their own difficulties. All images, certainly the great
313
 Book 9, chapter 4 (first published in 1767). Sterne here offers a notational scheme,
albeit a whimsical one. The world of Antiquity, if it felt the inadequacy of words to
describe movement at all, has apparently never tried to replace words by any notation, ct.
below, note 425.
3
" Of course many relatively simple non-verbal behaviours can be described in such a
way that we can either know for certain what they looked like because these are human
universals, or arrive at a generalized understanding (see D. Lateiner, Sardonic smile-
Nonverbal behavior in Homeric epic, Ann Arbor 1995). Dance is a different matter.
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many that have not been created for documentary purposes, comply with
certain conventions. Even if one has decided that some activity is portrayed
in a way that is as true to observable reality as can be, which decision will
usually be difficult to make, even more so than in judging written evidence,
one still has to perform the transition from the static picture to the dynamic
dance. Indeed, if texts ask for circumspection in use as historical evidence, the
more so the imagery. It has been said that 'one picture is worth a thousand
words'; I would rather maintain that 'a picture has worth only (as a historical
source; I do not speak of aesthetic appraisal) if accompanied by a thousand
words (of interpretation)'.
The source criticism below tries to establish what each type of material
can or cannot contribute to the study of the dancing of the ancient world. As
already said above, much of the outcome is negative, in the sense that many
of the results reached by others are put in doubt. The alternatives presented
here point in rather different directions. The main gist is that one should
study dance rather than individual dances, and that one should study it con-
textually. Detailed information about particular dances, let alone about the
precise movement patterns of such dances, will remain beyond our reach. The
full story of the dance of the ancient Greek world will never be told. The
numerous sources provide hardly any reliable evidence for the form aspects:
the difficulty of moving from text or static image to movement has already
been pointed out. There is no way to remedy this; all one can do is to
signpost the pitfalls, to keep people from stumbling.
Where written sources and iconography fall short, we have to accept that
some types of research into non-verbal and non-vocal communication will be
hampered because we lack knowledge of the body movements themselves.
Then reconstruction is impossible, and any modern morphological approach
to form-function relationships must remain largely unworkable for the
historian of the dances of the ancient world (and, I hasten to stress, of several
other periods).315 Many people seem to find it indescribably difficult to
accept that some things simply cannot be done on the basis of a particular set
' '
5
 But it is certainly not my intention to deny the value of formal analysis when and
jf enough evidence is available. Indeed, I consider formal analysis to be the heart of any
dance scholarship', see my 'Danswetenschap', and 'Das Fach ohne Eigenschaften. Eine
Bestandaufnahme der niederländischen Tanzforschung', forthcoming (in the electronic
Journal on the WWW-site of Das Tanzarchiv, Cologne).
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of evidence. Paradoxically, their diverging efforts at reconstructing the
unknowable, only serve to confirm that ancient Greek dance is, at least from
a formal point of view, a lost art, and will remain a lost art as long as no new
and radically different evidence is forthcoming.316
But there is no need to despair. Our sources cover a wide range of topics
apart from form: the many occasions at which dances were performed; the
different functions (in a most general sense) fulfilled by the dance; the appre-
ciation of dance by Greek society; the way dance was depicted; and much
more. Amongst the remaining material we even have a few examples of the
ancients reflecting on their own dance tradition. This is sufficient to give us
a generalized knowledge of the dance in the ancient world, a knowledge
which enables us to study not so much the history of the dance, as the dance
in history, that is, not its forms, but its role as the movement aspect of a
wide range of events.317
316
 'In matters of Antiquity there are two extreams, 1. a totall neglect, and 2. perpetuall
guessing; between which proper evidences are the temper; that is, if there be any, to make
the best of them; if none, to desist': Roger North, Memoires of Mustek, 1728 (Hereford
Cathedral Library MS R.ll.xlii), quoted by R. Donington, The interpretation of early music
(London 1989) 26.
317
 Studying dance in the ancient Greek world, we have to be satisfied with 'recherche
sur la danse', as 'recherche en danse' is out of reach (a distinction drawn by J--C. Serre, 'Les
études et la recherche en danse à l'Université de Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV)', RenD 1 (1982)
5-20).
2.2 Defining dance
An etic definition
An unequivocal definition of what we are actually talking about has up to
now been completely lacking in the literature on the dances of Antiquity.318
I here present the stipulative definition that has guided my research by
prescribing for the present study a particular use of the word 'dance' and its
derivatives. This definition is my working definition of dancing, in social
science terms, an etic definition, and not an emic one.3" These words emic
and etic have been in use for over forty years, having been coined by the lin-
guist Kenneth Pike in 1954. Over these years emic and etic have been given
many different meanings, but it is possible to find some common ground.320
118
 It is remarkable how many authors on dance take their subject for granted: an angry
overview of some of the material in J. W. Kealiinohomoku, 'An anthropologist looks at
ballet as a form of ethnic dance', in: R. Copeland, and M. Cohen (eds.), What is dance?
Readings in theory and criticism (New York 1983) 533-549 (= Impulse (1969-1970) 24-33).
The difficulties of defining dance are completely shirked by J. Adshead, 'An introduction
to dance analysis', in: eadem (ed.), Dance analysis. Theory and practice (London 1988) 4-20,
see esp. 11. The most extensive discussion of defining dance I know of is in F. Sparshott,
Off the ground. First steps to a philosophical consideration of the dance (Princeton 1988) 188-
268. Despite some perceptive remarks and a few hints at the etic-emic difference (201, 234),
Sparshott seems rather confused on the issue.
'" With regard to this defining of dance it should be noted that the first part of this
book could not have been written as the wide-ranging historiographical account that it
aspires to be, if departing from a particular, normative notion of 'dance'. There I sampled
studies labelled as dealing with 'Greek/antique dance(s)' by their authors. From this point
onwards, however, this work is mainly concerned with what the present author chooses to
call 'Greek dance'.
120
 An overview is provided by R. Feleppa, 'Ernies, etics, and social objectivity', CA 27
(1986) 243-255. There is little literature explicitly and exclusively addressing the questions
surrounding emic and etic: M. Harris, 'History and significance of the emic/etic
distinction', ARA 5 (1976) 329-350, a polemical and controversial article, and a collection
°f articles: T. N. Headland, K. L. Pike, and M. Harris (eds.), Ernies and ethics. The
insider'/outsider debate, Newbury Park 1990 (Frontiers of anthropology vol.7). See also P.
J· Pelto, and G. H. Pelto, Anthropological research. The structure of inquiry (Cambridge
19782) 54-66, and P. H. H. Vries, Verhaal en betoog. Geschiedbeoefening tussen postmoderne
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In general anthropological usage 'emic statements refer to logico-empirical
systems whose phenomenal distinctions or "things" are built up out of
contrasts and discriminations significant, meaningful, real, accurate, or in
some other fashion regarded as appropriate by the actors themselves', while
'etic statements depend upon phenomenal distinctions judged appropriate by
the community of scientific observers'.321 Obviously, the ideas behind this
are much older: 'emics' was preceded by expressions such as 'native concepts',
and so on.
Emics and etics are also used in an operational sense. Seen from this
standpoint emics is a discussion about cognitive models, mental structures,
world views, or whatever name is given to what is inside people's heads. This
is not observable reality, and one needs certain eliciting operations to get it
out: W. H. Goodenough thus describes emics as 'the method of finding out
where something makes a difference for one's informants'.322 Etics by
contrast is distanced observation of people's behaviour and of the effects of
that behaviour; we might also say that etics is concerned with the behavioral
instead of the cognitive.323
Emic statements can be, indeed must be, the object of research or
description: culture is for a considerable part situated in the human mind, and
expressed in language.324 Emic terms cannot however double as the concepts
vertellingen sociaal-wetenschappelijke analyse, Leiden 1995, especially the criticism of Anton
Blok, 135-150. Short but to the point is H. Lang, Wissenschaftstheoriefür die ethnologische
Praxis (Berlin 19942) 5 If, who points out that philosophers have as yet not shown much
interest in the matter (while the emic-etic dichotomy is the distinguishing characteristic of
the humanities, as Lang argues persuasively).
321
 M. Harris, 'History and significance of the emic/etic distinction', 334. Harris's
subsequent development of these basic definitions leads him to conclusions different from
the ones presented here. See also R. Feleppa, 'Emics, etics, and social objectivity'.
322
 As quoted by M. Harris, 'History and significance of the emic/etic distinction', 331.
323
 Cf. C. Geertz, '"From the native's point of view": on the nature of anthropological
understanding', in: K. H. Basso, and H. A. Selby (eds.), Meaning in anthropology
(Albuquerque 1976) 221-237. Geertz also gives the equivalents inside versus outside; first
person versus third person; phenomenological versus objectivist; experience-near versus
experience-distant (222f). M. J. Kartomi, On concepts and classifications of musical instruments
(Chicago 1990) 12, adds culture-emerging versus observer-imposed.
324
 Of course, in emic statements also non-language statements are comprised. But I am
convinced that the only way in which these can be fruitfully approached by an outsider is
by way of verbalized statements. M. Harris, The rise of anthropological theory (New York
1968) 586, points out that a proper analysis of emic statements should account for
ambiguity, as the supposed homogeneity of a community is a myth (if one accepts this, it
is another argument against the use of emic categories in scholarly discourse).
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used in scholarly discourse, where we should work with concepts artificially
constructed to enable scholarly communication.325 To put it plainly:
scholars should use their own, artificial jargon. Jargon properly used clarifies,
by putting into discrete words what could up until then be only inadequately
expressed in natural language. The construction and use of etic concepts is no
ethnocentristic activity, as is often stated by critics who prefer to overlook
the difference between culture- or ethnospecific, and ethnocentric. In the way
in which emic statements are obviously culture-specific, etic statements can
also be seen as such, that is, specific for the (by now international) culture of
scholarship. But neither are ethnocentric in themselves: ethnocentrism is a
problem which only arises if one is tempted to reify one's conceptual
apparatus.
Definitions built up out of etic concepts are arbitrary tools, and nothing
else, but if we expect communication to run relatively smoothly, we have to
take into account the constraints of language in constructing etic definitions.
There should be no deep divide between the semantics of the scholarly jargon
and of the natural language. Consequently one should produce a lexical
definition (based on the lexicon of the language one has chosen as the vehicle
for one's research) before setting out on the creation of an individual working
definition.326 If proper procedures are followed and made explicit, we might
be lucky enough to find ourselves debating about contents instead of mere
Able defences of etic definitions and the use of etic categories in J. A. M. Snoek,
initiations, 5ff, E. Hickmann, 'Musikarchäologie als Traditionsforschung: Einleitung', Acta
Musicologica 58 (1985) 1-9, 7, and D. Handelman, Models and mirrors: towards an
anthropology of public events (Cambridge 1990) 14. In '"From the native's point of view'"
C. Geertz argues that there is between emic and etic not a polar opposition, but a difference
ι degree, and thus we have to use both. This either misses the point, or states it in unclear
language. D. Verboven, 'Praxiologie en rituele analyse: epistemische opties', Anthropologische
Verkenningen 6.2 (1987) 64-80, is more straightforward and suggests to start with an
imposed etic grid, and continue with derived emics: making the culture specific meanings
explicit (70f). But this cannot be called a dialectic process, as Verboven wants to (even if an
overlap in the formal aspect is of course quite possible). In R. Feleppa, 'Emics, etics, and
social objectivity', and in the comments on this, with Feleppa's reply (in the same issue of
*·")> we find some involved debate on the actual difference between emic and etic: if emic
concepts are translated, are they not at the same time transformed? And so on. While from
a
 philosophical point of view these are all very pertinent questions, I think that for our
Present purposes it is enough (and quite possible) to distinguish between the language of the
sources and the language of scholarship, however vague the borders separating the two may
actually be.
For lexical definitions, see J. A. M. Snoek, Initiations, 38f.
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wording. My stipulative definition has also been formulated on the basis of
lexical definitions, which means that one must first trace the actual use of the
word 'dance', in contemporary emic and etic English. Of course lexical
definitions are always approximative, as the relevant material cannot be
studied in extenso.
To trace 'dance' in modern English emic usage, we can turn to a
thesaurus (in the sense given to that word by P. M. Roget), from which it
appears that the English nouns 'dance' and 'dancing', when used in their
literal sense, have no synonyms available. They can be replaced by descrip-
tions, or by words naming certain varieties of dance. It is only with the verb
'to dance' that there are viable alternatives at all, such as 'trip', 'skip', 'hop',
'foot', 'prance' or 'hoof'. These alternatives (still no synonyms, rather
examples of synecdoche) illustrate that dance in the English language involves
human movement, with emphasis on the motion of the legs. If we turn to the
dictionaries, we find much the same. The Oxford English Dictionary describes
dance as 'a rhythmical skipping and stepping, with regular turnings and move-
ments of the limbs and body, usually to the accompaniment of music', and
'to dance' as 'to leap, skip, hop, or glide with measured steps and rhythmical
movements of the body, usually to the accompaniment of music, either by
oneself, or with a partner or in a set'. This and comparable enumerative
definitions describe dance as human movement, of the whole body, but again
emphasizing the lower limbs.327 Some sort of patterning (regular, rhythmi-
cal, measured) is always mentioned. The entries in the OED are fairly
representative of the type of definitions produced by other lexicographers of
the English language, and also of the definitions found in several encyclope-
dias. Some encyclopedias, however, and even some dictionaries do not pro-
vide lexical definitions reflective of actual usage, but contain prescriptive defi-
nitions of attempted cross-cultural validity, which takes us into the etic field.
Turning to the analysis of existing etic definitions of dancing, where we
cannot fall back on existing dictionaries and have to bring together our own
material, we enter a chaotic field; debate is rife, and a great many authors
have come up with their own definitions. I will concentrate on the work of
327
 One might compare lemmata in other standard dictionaries of modern European
languages, which mention, e.g., 'Fortbewegung', 'passen doen', 'benen, voeten en lichaam
bewegen', 'des pas réglés', 'suite de pas et de mouvements rythmés', 'muovere i piedi'.
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specialist dance scholars, especially the anthropologists amongst them, who
have put most energy into defining their subject. In reviewing their
definitions, I will at the same time work towards the creation of my own etic
definition. Specifically, a definition by Judith Lynne Hanna will serve as a foil
against which to set my own attempts.328 I quote it in its most developed
form: 'dance is human behaviour composed, from the dancer's perspective,
of purposeful, intentionally rhythmical, and culturally patterned sequences of
non-verbal body movements other than ordinary motor activities, the motion
having inherent and aesthetic value'.329 Hanna's definition, as do all the
others which I have gathered, stresses the kinetic element.330 This in fact
seems to be the only element in the definiens on which there is general agree-
ment: dance is human movement, making patterns in space.331 Some
>28
 I am much indebted to the work of Hanna. For defining dance, see J. L. Hanna, 'To
dance is human. Some psychobiological bases of an expressive form', in: J. Blacking (ed.),
The anthropology of the body (London 1977) 211-232; eadem, To dance is human. A theory of
nonverbal communication, Austin 1979; eadem, 'Movements toward understanding humans
through the anthropological study of dance', CM 20 (1979) 313-339; eadem, 'Toward
semantic analysis of movement behavior: concepts and problems', Semiotica 25 (1979)
'7-110; eadem, 'Toward a cross-cultural conceptualization of dance and some correlate
considerations', in: J. Blacking, and J. W. Kealiinohomoku (eds.), The performing arts: music
and dance (The Hague 1979) 17-45; eadem, 'Dance', s.v. in: T. A. Sebeok (ed.), Encyclopedic
dictionary of semiotics, vol.1 (Berlin 1986) 170-172. Hanna's work is not without flaws, as
Critics have pointed out with merciless severity: see for instance the comments on Hanna,
Movements toward understanding humans' in the same issue of CM, or the murderous
review of Hanna, To dance is human, by W. K. Powers, AAnthr 85 (1983) 687-689. See also
F· Sparshott, Off the ground, 262ff. While I have not followed Hanna in her predilection
tor jargon and schematism, and in her useless quest for the cross-culturally valid, I consider
her work to be amongst the most satisfactory and stimulating examples of dance scholarship
(cf. chapter 3.2).
As found in J. L. Hanna, To dance is human, 19, with comments on 17-48, and in
eadem, 'Dance'. I will refer to earlier titles only if these add something substantial (Hanna's
studies tend to be repetitive).
Kinesics can be defined concisely as 'articulation of the body or movements resulting
trom muscular and skeletal shift': M. R. Key, 'Overall considerations of human beings
interacting in their world', in: eadem (ed.), Nonverbal communication today. Current research
loerlin 1982) 3-13, 10. The originator of the word, Birdwhistell, used it for the communica-
've functions of body motion in face-to-face interaction, cf. below, note 918.
Some, however, want to include animal movement, e.g., R. Lange, The nature of
fance. An anthropological perspective (New York 1976) 47ff, following the lead of older
'Lterature, such as C. Sachs, Eine Weltgeschichte des Tames, or W. F. Otto, Menschengestalt
«K» Tanz (Munich 1956) 10-17. I would rather differentiate clearly between animal and
human movement, cf. J. L. Hanna, To dance is human, 58ff, 76f; R. Schechner, The future
°J ntual. Writings on culture and performance (London 1993) 229. This is not to deny the
logical foundations of human movement: dance obviously is based in human biology
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scholars reject the description of dance as movement as reductionist, because
dance, like other human actions, is multi-sensory and multi-media. But if
dance is designated as movement, this should not be supposed to mean that
dance is only movement; its multi-mediality is in no doubt whatsoever, but
movement is singled out because it is the most conspicuous feature of the
dance. It is in this sense that dance can be said to be human movement.332
Others add the qualification that dance is located not only in the moving
body, but also in thought patterns.333 This seems to me self-evident: almost
all motor behaviour is also located in the mind. On the other hand, it might
not be superfluous to stress that dance can be exclusively mental, in the sense
that one can go through the movements in one's mind. Man can dance in his
mind, and this is, I think, an important thing to grasp, because our sources
(before photography and film) do not in an immediate sense portray or de-
scribe the observable phenomenon of dance, but the dance as it is relived or
even newly composed in the mind.334 But movement is always involved,
whether performed, observed, remembered or thought out.
Most definitions state that it is a special kind of movement that we are
dealing with; we find it described as rhythmic and patterned, or (with
(when a mailing of the Colorado Dance Festival calls dance 'the most human of art forms',
one wonders whether this should not read 'least human of art forms'), cf. the arguments
against the split between the semasiological and the biological body in A. Gell, 'On dance
structures: a reply to Drid Williams', Journal of human movement studies 5 (1979) 18-31;
John Blacking, in his many publications (see for instance '"Dance" as cultural system', 11)
is primarily interested in the dialectic of nature and culture, and in cultural forms as ex-
tensions of biological proclivities. This is all very acceptable, but as a historian I might be
allowed to concentrate on the cultural pole.
532
 For multi-mediality see for instance the works of Hanna already quoted; A. L.
Kaeppler, 'Dance in anthropological perspective', ARA 7 (1978) 31-49; J. Sherman,
'Approaches to the study of dance in Oceania - is the dancer carrying an umbrella or not',
Journal of the Polynesian Society 90 (1981) 193-208, 194ff. Movement is so conspicuous a
feature of dance, that we can almost turn things round: see F. Sparshott, 'Prospects for a
philosophical theory of the dance', Grazer Philosophische Studien 19 (1983) 1-19: people have
bodies and people move, 'so will always be on the verge of dance' (15).
"
3
 See J. Blacking, '"Dance" as a cultural system', who describes dance as 'a species-spe-
cific mode of thought and action' (9; my emphasis); the same words can be found in J. L.
Hanna, 'Dance', 170. Cf. A. Gell, 'On dance structures', 29, on the 'intention to dance' as
conceptualisation.
334
 As far as I can see, this is never noted in the literature. Hanna stresses that dance
may last in the memory after performance (To dance is human, 22), but this is not enough.
I am reminded of the Dutch text of a song popular in the mid-1980s: 'ik heb stiekem met
je gedanst. Ik hoop dat je het leuk vond...gedanst zonder te bewegen' ('I have stealthily
danced with you. I hope you liked it...danced without moving').
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different accentuation) as formal and stylized.335 This patterning or rhyth-
mizing is either said to result from musical accompaniment (but the mention
of music introduces another word difficult to define), or the way in which it
is brought about is left unspecified. In their attempts to narrow down the
scope of the definition still further some authors add that the movement
should be intentional, purposeful or goal directed, at least from the perfor-
mer's perspective. Alternatively, dance is said to transcend utility, or to be
performed as an end in itself.336 There is obviously some contradiction here.
One easily runs into difficulties with words as ambiguous as 'utility', 'end',
or 'goal'. I want to hold on to the idea that dance consists of movement that
is intentional and that serves some purpose, from the performer's point of
view.337 'Transcending utility' and comparable concepts are too difficult to
pin down, and are better avoided. I would rather, with Hanna, speak of
movements that are 'not ordinary motor activities, the motion having an
inherent or aesthetic value'.338 Indeed, what most authors seem to intend to
say, though they do not usually say it in plain words, is that dance move-
335
 J. Blacking, 'Dance. Conceptual thought and production in the archaeological
record', in: G. de G. Sieveking, I. H. Longworth, and K. E. Wilson (eds.), Problems in
economic and social archaeology (London 1976) 3-13, 13; J. L. Hanna, To dance is human, 19;
A. P. Royce, The anthropology of dance, 3, 8; A. Gell, 'Style and meaning in Umeda dance',
ln
= P. Spencer (ed.), Society and the dance. The social anthropology of process and performance
(Cambridge 1985) 183-205: 'a stylized deformation of nondance mobility' (204); J. Rimmer,
'Carole, rondeau and branle in Ireland 1300-1800: part 1', DR 7.1 (1989) 20-46: 'formal
progress to organised sound patterns' (20).
J. Blacking, '"Dance" as cultural system', 7; A. P. Royce, The anthropology of dance,
5> 8; G. P. Kurath, 'Panorama of dance ethnology', 234f; J. L. Hanna, To dance is human,
This is not to say that the performer should recognize the movement as dance (as
15
 required in the definition formulated by J. W. Kealiinohomoku, 'An anthropologist looks
at ballet', 541), only that his movements should be intentional and purposeful in order to
be classed as dance by an outside observer. Wording is important here: A. L. Kaeppler's
forms that manipulate human bodies' (in 'Dance in an anthropological perspective', 48)
could be interpreted as denying intentionality.
J- L. Hanna, 'To dance is human. Some psychobiological bases of an expressive
form', in: J. Blacking (ed.), The anthropology of the body (London 1977) 211-232, here 213;
eadem, To dance is human, 19, 38. 'Aesthetic' is a dangerous word, as Hanna herself notices.
She describes 'aesthetic' as referring to notions of appropriateness, quality and competency
Held by the dancer's reference group'. In Hanna's vocabulary 'aesthetic' has nothing to do
Jith canons of beauty, or with art. Neither will I approach dance as an art; it is very
doubtful whether all dance phenomena can be labelled 'art' (a graffito in the Mandema-
sersteeg in Leiden, now removed, reminded me for years (in English): 'fuck art, let's
' , and the concept 'art' will get us into trouble anyhow.
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ments are not everyday movements, but have some extra element. Some
carefully formulated definitions stress that dance can, however, look like
ordinary motor activity; morphologically speaking, we find in dance habitual
motor movements, distortions of such movements, and athletic 'feats' and
'exotic' movements requiring training.339
But what constitutes this extra element that distinguishes dance move-
ments from everyday movements? Of course the movements themselves may
be, and often are, of a distinctive nature; several definitions agree that the
mode of performance is to some degree prescribed (improvisation leaves some
freedom, but can itself be prescribed, and always draws on some movement
vocabulary). But what really sets dance movements apart is not so much the
movements themselves, which can be completely unexceptional, as the way
in which these are used. In a number of definitions dance is distinguished
from non-dance by the specific communicative function fulfilled by the dance
movements: these movements are meaningful in a particular way.340 I
subscribe to this view of dance as the activity of a group of human beings
communicating together in a very specific non-verbal fashion. The supposed
communicative function of dance implies that it is a communal under-
taking.341 Obviously, the exact number of people involved is of no conse-
quence; the dance itself can be performed as a solo, together with a partner,
or in a group, and the audience can be any size. The essential communality
of dance is not contradicted by the fact that dance can be solo dance,
performed without any audience at all: such a solo dance derives from com-
munal dance (or, if performed in rehearsal, is intended to become communal).
Purely idiosyncratic movement by the individual on his own I would not
consider to be dance.
339
 J. L. Hanna, 'Toward a cross-cultural conceptualization of dance and some correlate
considerations', in: J. Blacking, and J. W. Kealunohomoku (eds.), The performing arts: music
and dance (The Hague 1979) 17-45, here 22.
340
 Explicit in Hanna, but often to be read between the lines. For communication as
sharing of meaning, see below, chapter 3.3.
341
 As has been stressed repeatedly by J. Blacking: 'Dance. Conceptual thought and
production in the archaeological record', 13; idem, 'Towards an anthropology of the body',
in: idem (ed.), The anthropology of the body (London 1977) 1-28, 11; idem, 'The study of man
as a music-maker', in: J. Blacking, and J. W. Kealunohomoku (eds.), The performing arts
(The Hague 1979) 3-15, here 12, on music.
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Thus dance movement is movement which carries, and is made to carry,
meaning.342 Part of this meaning may be intrinsic to particular movements,
but those who define dance as in any way communicative agree that a true
understanding of this phenomenon can only come from a study of dance
within its societal context. At the same time, these contextual approaches
have led a number of anthropologists to abandon defining dance altogether;
they try to overcome the difficulties of defining by leaving dance behind, and
speaking instead in terms of 'dance-events'. Here one can compare the multi-
sensory and multi-medial qualities of the dance already mentioned. But it is
above all the shifting semantic boundaries from the one emic set to the other
that have stimulated this concentration on larger units of analysis.343 I think
it is undeniable that dance in real life functions within a context and should
always be approached contextually (as indeed I think everything should
be)344. And to go even further, there is of course no rigid distinction
between dance and non-dance, but a continuum ranging from the commonest
everyday movement to the most specialized dance movement, at least when
342
 It is again Hanna who has made the communicative function of dance into the
mainstay of her theories; in defining however, she formulates things differently from the
Way it is done here (communication or meaning are not explicitly mentioned in her
definition). Communication is also put central in A. P. Royce, Movement and meaning:
creativity in ballet and mime, Bloomington 1984. To the supposed communicative potential
°f dance we will return below. A term we also find frequently used is 'expressive' (e.g., in
repeated rulings by the US Supreme Court to the effect that dance is inherently expressive
and thus falls within the protection of the First Amendment).
Very explicit: A. L. Kaeppler, 'Dance in anthropological perspective', 47: 'the con-
cept of "dance" may actually be masking the importance and usefulness of analyzing human
Movement systems'. Dance events: A. P. Royce, The anthropology of dance, 10 (after Kea-
hmohomoku). Cf. J. Blacking, 'Movement and meaning: dance in social anthropological
perspective', DR 1.1 (1983) 89-99, where 'dance' is put between inverted commas ('we do
not really know what "dance" is' (89); also A. L. Kaeppler, 'Methods and theory in
analyzing dance structure with an analysis of Tongan dance', Ethnomusicology 16 (1972)
173-217,173). J. Blacking, '"Dance" as cultural system', calls dance 'a convenient gloss word'
(6)· See Blacking, 'Movement and meaning', 92: one should not ask what, but who, how,
what intentions, what experiences? Blacking does define in the end, as do most of the others
critical of definitions. See also S. Youngerman, 'Method and theory in dance research: an
anthropological approach', Yearbook of 'the International Folk Music Council 7 (1975) 116-133,
w
«h the sequence 'what' (the structure of the dance), 'how' (the performance 'style'), 'who,
when, where and why' (the event), and 'what meaning' (concepts and feelings), a much
^ider approach (117f). On semantic boundaries, cf. below, note 390.
Some of my clues on contextuality I have taken from R. Rommetveit, 'Meaning,
context, and control. Convergent trends and controversial issues in current social-scientific
research on human cognition and communication', Inquiry 30 (1987) 77-99; I will return to
the issue of contextuality several times.
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looked at from the etic perspective.345 But if reality is a continuum, are we
not forced to break down that continuum all the time? For a start, language
is discontinuous. Contextuality and defining should be kept apart. On the
other hand, I acknowledge that defining means creating a category, and that
something so important should give rise to a number of explicitly formulated
questions: a category for whom? To what end? Are our categorical dis-
tinctions useful? The first two questions I have answered by my strict
adherence to an etic perspective. The third question can only be answered
after a particular categorization has been applied to some body of evidence.
The viability of approaching the Greek material armed with my etic defini-
tion of 'dance' can only be judged from the results. Some other concept, for
instance a more contextual one like 'festivity', might turn out to be a more
productive category with which to approach this particular cultural assem-
blage. But dance-events? It seems odd to refrain from defining dance, by
looking at '^nee-events'! What events are to be select? Events of which dance
is an integral part, which concept 'dance' is subsequently left undefined, or
is defined after all, in which case what seemed to be a safe return to emic
definitions in fact brings in an etic concept of dance through the back door.
When we read that 'anthropologically' we should not speak of 'dance' but
of the 'movement dimensions of separate activities',346 I fail to see what is
gained by not calling these 'movement dimensions' simply 'dance'. Calling
two things 'dance' means they have some aspects (the definition should tell
us which aspects) in common, not that they are identical or could not belong
in quite different spheres. There is simply no escape from defining. The rejec-
tion of defining in favour of a culture-specific contextual approach arises from
the wish to define with cross-cultural validity, and finding this impossible.
And indeed, an etic definition that embraces all possible emic ones is impos-
sible, however much one may think it necessary for specific comparativist
research programs. Nominalism quickly shades into realism here (as is quite
345
 One might compare M. Bloch, 'Symbols, song, dance and features of articulation;
is religion an extreme form of traditional authority?', Archives Européennes de Sociologie l->
(1974) 55-81, who sketches a continuum between speech and song, song being higWy
formalized speech (70). One could do the same for dance (even if I reject the description
of all dance movement as formalised).
346
 See A. L. Kaeppler, 'Dance in anthropological perspective', 46f.
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clear from the persistent debate about ethnocentricity!)347. And so we are
brought back to the need for an etic, stipulative definition, strictly nominalist,
that is, not attempting to show the order of things, but merely creating some
perceptual order. We need not worry whether there is some phenomenon
somewhere which the natives call 'x', a word translated by some lexico-
grapher or anthropologist as dance, but which does not correspond to our de-
finition. We simply do not call that dance. That does not mean, despite the
many angry protestations to the contrary, that the phenomenon has to
remain outside our field of vision, nor that we unavoidably distort it through
some ethnocentric bias. We can stress differences as much as we can stress
similarities, but we can only do so from a single secure point of departure.
So now for our stipulative definition; as advocated above, this will remain
close to the lexical ones. To avoid too strong a departure from natural
language it is advisable not to include in an etic definition of dance bodily
movements that do not at any time involve the legs. Thus in dance as I define
it, the human body not only moves, but also travels because the performer
makes steps (at some point in the course of a series of movements). The
Amount of movement and of travelling is of no consequence, as long as it is
there. The actual venue is not important, but commonly it is a circumscribed
area, some sort of 'dance floor' of whatever official or improvised nature. In
addition we find in the dictionary definitions explicit mention of the element
of rhythm and of the interrelatedness of music and dance. Rhythm should
certainly be included in the definition, but it is not a sufficient element: not
all rhythmical movement could be called dance, if we want our definition to
remain functional.
Dance is (1) human movement, involving the whole body. In dance (2)
the body travels, usually within a relatively circumscribed space. Dance (3) is
7
 When A. L. Kaeppler, 'Dance in anthropological perspective', 48, comes up with the
definition 'various activities and cultural forms that manipulate human bodies in time and
space', this seems to me to be so general to be without use. It is formulated the way it is
in order to avoid an 'ethnocentric approach' (46f). A clear illustration (from a different
held) of the misunderstanding involved is W. Herbrechtsmeier, 'Buddhism and the
definition of religion: one more time', JSSR 32 (1993) 1-18. Herbrechtsmeier states that an
etic definition (as an advocate of comparative study he is obviously in favour of an etic
definition) should include all emic conceptual systems (1, 15). To choose a 'mere operative
concept' is 'distortional' (8), because of 'the impasse of merely asserting that religion is "x",
and then searching for evidence in favor of one's position' (6). The author is condemning
a useful tool because it might be misused.
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a communal activity, with any number of participants (performers and
audience). In dance (4) movement is intentional, rhythmized and patterned,
in any form, though always a form stereotyped to some degree. The move-
ment has (5) some patterned sound as cue; this sound can be clapping, stam-
ping, singing, or sound produced with instruments of any type, by the
performers themselves or by others. In dance (6) the movement should be in
some way distinguishable from everyday movement, and the performers
themselves should consider the movement to be so. That is, they should con-
sider the movement to be (part of) a separate category or separate categories
(which need not be called with a name which with semantical correctness
translates into English as 'dance' or 'march' - both covered by my definition).
The distinguishing factor lies in the communicative nature of the dance: it
carries some meaning over and beyond that carried by everyday movement,
and is perceived by participants as carrying such meaning.
Classification
Related to the issue of defining dance, is the task of designing some useful
classification. In this field, there is even less agreement than in the field of
defining; everyone writing on dance comes up with his or her own classifica-
tion.348 Dances from the ancient world have also been fitted into some
classification by most authors on the subject.349 We cannot here study these
348
 These usually take the form of a typology, though hardly ever presented in a way
which classification theorists would find acceptable. Guidance in the field of classification
theory was provided by J. A. M. Snoek, Initiations, and M. J. Kartomi, On concepts ana
classifications of musical instruments, Chicago 1990. Please note that concepts such as tree,
key, typology, taxonomy, natural and technical classification are used in widely diverging
senses. I use typology to mean an etic, multidimensional, upwardly constructed classinca-
tion, usually presented in the form of a matrix (but matrices and trees can be mixed, anc
can even replace one another: see J. A. M. Snoek, Initiations, 35-37). Many of the typologies
discussed here are not rigorously constructed and include elements from emic classification ' ·
(taxonomies or paradigms). See also K. D. Bailey, Typologies and taxonomies, Thousan
Oaks (CA) 1994. · -t . his
"' A few examples: utter confusion reigns in F. Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike· > '
chapter 'Tänze im übrigen Griechenland' (both Crete and Sparta are discussed separately
for unclear reasons) consists of paragraphs on weapon dances, religious dances (subdivi ι '^
into the geranos, mantle dances and ecstatic dances), dances at public festivals (subdivi e
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in any detail, but will concentrate on some of the more frequently found
dichotomies, and look at some representative examples. The first dichotomy
to be considered here is the one between folk dance and non-folk (societal,
or 'art') dance. This dichotomy is frequently encountered, and defended by
some of the renowned names in dance scholarship.350 To me it seems singu-
larly unhelpful. Where do we draw the border-lines between folk and non-
folk, folk culture and elite culture, or between primitive and advanced? As it
was said of song: 'I guess all songs is folk songs. I never heard no horse
sing'em' (attributed to both Louis Armstrong and Big Bill Broonzy). Joan
Kealiinohomoku very intelligently shows how someone steeped in the Indian
classical dance tradition will classify western classical ballet as folk dance.351
At the other extreme, one is struck by the absolute contrast painted by Curt
Sachs between the minuet and the full moon dance of the Wayeye. Here we
are obviously getting stuck at exterior characteristics, if not at preconceptions
and prejudices.352 Moving back into the past the difficulty of drawing the
lines becomes even more intractable.353
into the dances of cyclical choruses and several theatrical dances), and dances in private life
(subdivided into dances at burial, marriage and so on, the komos, folk dances and burlesques
and rhythmic games). It would be possible to criticize almost every single item here. L. B.
Lawler, The dance in ancient Greece, does not much better: separate chapters are devoted
to
 animal dances (including comic choruses of animals), theatrical dances (including
Dionysiac ecstatic dances), 'other orgiastic and mystery dances', 'dances at shrines and fes-
tivals', and informal dances, religious and otherwise. S. H. Lonsdale, Dance and ritual play,
has weapon dances, female transition rites, courtship and marriage dances, mourning ritual,
and dance in private worship. And so on.
50
 Most outspoken advocate of this dichotomy is R. Lange, 'Dance folklore and the
urbanised world', Dance Studies 2 (1977) 1-13, 1: traditional-functional (dance as an
indispensable, integral part of society) versus representative-formal (dance as a mere
adornment, or a recreative activity); this is assimilated to lower versus upper class, or rural
versus urban (cf. idem, 'Some notes on the anthropology of the dance', Dance Studies 1
(1976) 38-46). Intriguing in our present context is the equivalence of folk dance with the
dance of ancient Greece, and of non-folk dance with the dance of ancient Rome (idem, 'The
social and cultural significance of dance as seen in peasant and urban societies', Dance
Studies 3 (1978-79) 45-64, 49). For the concept of folk dance in the work of G. Kurath, cf.
below, note 354. For the distinction between art and entertainment, e.g., J. Highwater,
Dance. Rituals of experience (New York 1978) 18, 32 (the exact boundaries remain unclear).
J. W. Kealiinohomoku, 'An anthropologist looks at ballet'.
352
 C. Sachs, The commonwealth of art. Style in the fine arts, music, and the dance (New
York 1946) 212ff.
As can be illustrated from the debate on European early modern 'popular culture'.
M. Ingram, 'Ridings, rough music and the "reform of popular culture" in early modern
England', P&P 105 (1984) 79-113, 105, argues against the ideas of Peter Burke (see Burke,
Popular culture in early modern Europe, London 1978) and others (mainly following Burke)
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We can of course try to solve the problem by formulating a restrictive de-
finition of folk dance which does not refer to problematic categories such as
folk. Thus Gertrude Kurath states: 'folk dance is communal reaction in move-
ment patterns to life's crucial cycles'.354 We run into certain difficulties: it
has been pointed out that many classifications supposed to be of cross-cultural
validity flow from simplistic reasoning about 'primitives', such as the
conviction that 'primitives' always break into a dance, and certainly at 'life
crises'.355 But the Hopis, for instance, do not dance at births, marriages, or
deaths! And if dancing occurs at 'life's crucial cycles', this may be of a wide
variety: dance as part of religious ritual, social dance, and so on. Still, if we
are to remain true to an etic approach, it has to be admitted that Kurath's
solution of the problem is quite possible. But I doubt whether the category
of folk dance defined in this way is very productive; it hardly takes us
beyond the general definition of dance. Nor is folk versus elite, and so on,
necessarily a useful way to talk of past societies. Below I will maintain that
ancient Greece was in many ways a very homogeneous society.356
All problems are solved by an unrestrictive definition of folk, as advo-
cated by Alan Dundes.357 But this leaves us with a concept of folk dance
that there is a split between folk and elite culture since the fifteenth century and that this
split has been steadily widening over the centuries. At least, Ingram warns against
exaggerating this split. Cf. P. Burke, 'Popular culture between history and ethnology ,
Ethnologia Europaea 14 (1984) 5-13 (with some revisions of his earlier ideas; other articles
in the same issue of Ethnologia Europaea also deal with the popular culture debate). See also
W. Frijhoff, 'Publieke beschavingsoffensieven in de vroegmoderne tijd', VolkskundigButtetin
11 (1985) 93-101.
354
 G. P. Kurath, 'Dance: folk and primitive', in: M. Leach, and J. Fried (eds.), Funk and
Wagnalls standard dictionary of folklore, mythology and legend (London 1975) 276-296, 276.
355
 J. W. Kealiinohomoku, 'An anthropologist looks at ballet', 539. Protest from F.
Sparshott, Off the ground, 275, note 3: as far as the use of the word 'ethnic' is concerned,
he is right (though I miss some indication that ballet comes in several varieties), but this
does not invalidate Kealiinohomoku's main argument.
356
 See chapter 3.3.
357
 According to Dundes the object of folklore ought to be the study of worldview, i.e.,
how do individuals perceive their world and their place in it? This does away with all ideas
about 'folk' being peasants, folklore as a salvage operation, and so on. Folk cultures are
alive and well and new ones arise continually. 'Folk' is 'any group of people whatsoever
who share at least one common factor': A. Dundes, The study of folklore (Englewood Clins
1965) 6ff, cf. idem, Interpreting folklore, Bloomington 1980). In the light of the above it does
not come as a surprise to find J. W. Kealiinohomoku as author of an article where folk
dance is interpreted in this widest of senses: 'Folk dance', in: R. M. Dorson (ed.), Folklore
andfolklife, an introduction (Chicago 1972) 381-404. One might also compare the definition
of folk dance in K. Horak, 'Systematik des deutschen Volkstanzes', Österreichische Zeitschrift
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that is without any distinctive value, and embraces (almost) all dancing. A
related approach uses ceremonial versus social dance, instead of folk versus
non-folk, and also avoids having to say what 'folk' is, but this is a much more
useful contextual viewpoint.358 Ceremonial dances are defined as dances tied
to the calendar, social dances as dances that are danced the year round for
purposes of recreation. Here the central questions are by whom, and in which
context a particular dance is performed.
The second main dichotomy is that between religious dancing and secular
dancing; this is very often encountered, obviously, but no one seems to have
succeeded in clearly distinguishing between the two.359 Again, as with folk
versus non-folk we may have a dichotomy where it is difficult to draw a
division because we then first have to separate religion from non-religion, a
notoriously troublesome task.360 And as was the case with the folk/non-folk
dichotomy, this might not be useful at all in speaking of past societies. It is
for instance obvious that, generally speaking, the distinction between sacred
and secular looses much of its force within the context of ancient Greek
society. Clearly, the question should not run 'what dances are religious
für Volkskunde 78 (1975) 119-141: 'Volkstanz ist die durch Tradition für bestimmte Land-
schaften und soziale Schichten sich prägende Tanzform' (124), which is a definition wide
enough to cover much of dance history.
358
 T. Buckland, 'Traditional dance, English ceremonial and social forms', in: J. Adshead,
and J. Layson (eds.), Dance history. A methodology for study (London 1983) 162-175, 162.
59
 When we compare a number of well-known general studies of 'religious dancing',
such as W.O.E. Oesterley, The sacred dance. A study in comparative folklore, Cambridge
1923, G. van der Leeuw, In den hemel is eenen dans, R. Torniai, La danza sacra, Rome 1951,
T. P. van Baaren, Dans en religie, Zeist 1962, we find differing bias (e.g., Oesterley: biblical;
°ne can see interesting shifts occurring: I hope to return to that aspect in a separate
publication), but always the same heterogeneity. Included is every dance that is in any way
connected with the transcendental/supernatural (and some other dances are thrown in that
are not, or not obviously); the further we get away in time or space from the modern
™ estern world, the more dances are deemed religious.
160
 Results are often far from satisfactory: F. Rust, Dance in society. An analysis of the
relationship between the social dance and society in England from the Middle Ages to the present
day, London 1969, distinguishes (after W. D. Hambly, Tribal dancing and social develop-
m
ent, London 1926) social dance (associated with birth, marriage, initiation, war, and secret
societies), and magico-religious dance (associated with worship, death, food, and sickness).
s
- Marti, and G. P. Kurath, Dances ofAnahuac. The choreography and music of precortesian
dances (New York 1964) vii, come up with: religious, economic, therapeutic, and re-
creational. Both attempts raise questions about the scope of the designation 'religious'. For
comparable problems with classifications in the studies of ancient Greek dancing, cf. above,
chapter 1.7.
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dances?', but 'what dances occur as part of cult?'. That is to say, the more
useful approach is, again, contextual.
The contextual approach is important, indeed necessary,361 but one
wonders whether we do not need something else as well. With the contextual
approach we end up by not distinguishing between dances, but between the
contexts in which dances occur. Helpful, but what we also want is a proper
and practical way of distinguishing between individual dances, even when the
context wherein they were performed remains unknown. Here we turn from
simple dichotomies to more detailed classifications; there is an endless number
of these, but I have selected for scrutiny a single example that summarizes
much material: an article by Gertrude Kurath that groups a large number of
individual dances according to several different classifications.362 The first
of these arrays dances according to purpose; this results in an odd assortment
of initiatory dances, courtship, friendship and wedding dances, occupational
dances (mixing up the miming of an occupation, and dances by an occupatio-
nal group), vegetation dances, astronomical dances, hunting dances and animal
mime, battle mime and moriscas, curative dances, death dances (including
funeral and memorial dances, and ancestor worship), ecstatic dances, and
clownish dances. Without any detailed comments it is obvious that this does
not work out. The vague categories show much overlap and hiatus. Kurath
admits what she calls 'fusion of concepts'; but 'fusion' suggests that the
concepts were separate to begin with, which is disputable. Hiatus can be
avoided by formulating a small number of very general functional categories,
but all functional classifications tend to break down because a single dance
need not, and indeed often does not, fulfil a single, neatly demarcated function.
'
61
 In current dance research the prevailing view appears to be that worded by
anthropologist Sue Jennings: dance is an integral pan of social life and cannot be studied
on its own (Theatre, ritual and transformation. The Senoi Temiars (London 1995) 68).
362
 G. P. Kurath, 'Dance: folk and primitive', in: M. Leach, and J. Fried (eds.), Funk and
Wagnalls standard dictionary of folklore, mythology and legend (London 1975) 276-296.
363
 For functional classifications: see for instance the examples in A. P. Royce, Taf
anthropology of dance, 79ff, especially the classification by A. Shay, who distinguishes dance
as a reflection and validation of social organization, as a vehicle of secular and religious
ritual expression, as a social diversion and recreational activity, as a psychological outlet and
release, as a reflection of aesthetic values or as an aesthetic activity in itself, and as a
reflection of economic subsistence patterns or an economic activity in itself. This is put in
very general terms and is rather more useful than the classification by Kurath (oddly, Royce
seems to think of the issue of creating a classification exclusively in functional terms).
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The second classification groups dances according to area. There is
nothing against this, as long as it is only a simple geographic distribution,
though it is difficult to say what its purpose could be. Kurath, however, is
after 'racial personality' (a concept left unexplained). If we disregard the
unpleasantly loose usage of the concept of 'race', which most students of
human genetics consider a concept of no use at all, still it is obvious that we
can distinguish specific dance traditions in specific 'culture areas'. But how
can one dance tradition be distinguished from another? Surely not by area:
the geographical distribution is the result of our efforts, but we start with a
blank map. The actual movements seem to be the most obvious way of dif-
ferentiating, and so dance forms actually seem to lie at the basis of this
classification.
The third classification, which groups dances according to the level of
acculturation, is put in extremely vague terms, and seems mainly concerned
with European or European inspired dances in an extra-European setting, and
with acculturation patterns between North-American Indian tribes (Kurath's
specialist field of research). Sometimes it might be useful to know whether a
particular dance is an unadulterated local growth or not, but this does not
seem a very helpful general classificatory criterion. How are we to ascertain
which dances are the product of local genesis, diffusion, derivation, trans- or
acculturation? Again the answer seems to be: by comparing dance forms.M
Form is the explicit criterion in the last classification in Kurath's article.
This groups dances according to 'comparative choreography', which includes
general shape (circle dances, and so forth), number of participants, general
style, steps, acrobatics, and structure (i.e., rhythmic patterns as combined with
form). This classification is clear and always applicable. It does not, or not
necessarily, involve us in complicated debates on some further definition (of
folk, religion, and so on), and does consider dance independent of context.
While most classifications found in the literature are of the functional type
(Kurath's 'purpose'), I suggest that the form aspects provide the soundest basis
for a classification which enables us to distinguish one dance from
364
 That the second and third classification can be reduced to the fourth, the one dealing
with dance forms, is apparent from G. P. Kurath, 'Panorama of dance ethnology', 238ff.
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another.365 Classifications based on form aspects often use details of dance
movement as criteria, but for the world of Antiquity (and many other
periods) this is clearly impossible. The often scanty historical material, lacking
in detail, does not allow us to tick off one by one the items in the field
worker's questionnaire.366 We have to select criteria on which can be based
a classification that is of use with both contemporary and historic evidence.
The best course to take would be to avail oneself of the descriptive
apparatus evolved this century by dance or movement notators, primarily the
so-called Labanotation or Kinetography Laban (quantitative aspects),
combined with Effort-shape (qualitative aspects) into Labananalysis.367 In
practice we have to settle for second best, as official movement notation is the
preserve of a small number of specialists. Even if one decided to either study
movement notation or ask a specialist to do the job, one would come up
against the fact that while musical or mathematical notation are widely
understood, hardly anybody is able to read the very complicated movement
notation. Thus I offer here a simple checklist, adequate for my purposes, but
which can of course be endlessly refined.368
1. the number of participants. How many dancers, musicians (singers,
instrumentalists) and spectators are there? Are these exclusive categories or
not? If possible they should be differentiated according to sex, age, and
565
 For classifications based on form aspects, I was much inspired by K. Horak,
'Systematik des deutschen Volkstanzes'. Also helpful was J. Adshead (ed.), Dance analysis.
Theory and practice (London 1988) passim, and esp. 38ff, 118ff.
366
 Thus, K. Horak's 'Formenanalyse und Gruppierung' provides a complete
classificatory scheme of Element, Zelle, Motiv, Phrase, Teil, Tanz, Form, Art, Gattung,
Familie, Gruppe, and Typ (see 'Systematik des deutschen Volkstanzes', 131ff), but this is
rather too detailed to be useful in the analysis of 'paper' sources.
367
 See S. Youngerman, 'Method and theory in dance research: an anthropological
approach', Yearbook of the IFMC 7 (1975) 116-133, 122f, and J. Adshead, 'Describing the
components of the dance', ineadem (ed.), Dance analysis. Theory and practice (London 1988)
21-40 (26f on effort-shape). It might be worth considering combining Labanotation with a
terminology that is in large part strictly medical (e.g., flexion, extension and abduction of
the hip joint).
368
 Basing myself on, apart from titles by Kurath, Horak, Adshead and Youngerman
already mentioned above, R. Lange, The nature of dance. An anthropological perspective (New
York 1976) 82ff, and J. Adshead, V. A. Briginshaw, P. Hodgens, and M. Huxley, 'Skills and
concepts for the analysis of dance', in: J. Adshead (ed.), Dance analysis. Theory and practice
(London 1988) 108-122, esp. the chart on 118ff. I have borrowed bits and pieces, here and
elsewhere, but always adapting things to my own purpose.
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position within some social hierarchy. Are participants distinguished by
special accoutrements?
2. the arrangement of the participants. Do the participants form a shapeless
group, or a shaped group? If the latter, if they are two, is this 2 or 1 +1, if
three, is this 3, 2+1 or 1 + 1 + 1, if four, is this 4, 3 + 1, 2 + 2, 2+1 + 1 or
1 + 1 + 1 + 1, etcetera? Can one distinguish a leader or leaders? Are these
individuals, couples, trios, quartets and so on arranged in a circle or ring
(single, double, multiple), in a line or lines (row or file; single, double, mul-
tiple; opposing, dos-à-dos, parallel, and so on), or in derivatives of circles or
lines (squares or other figures)?
3. the patterning of the dance.™ Do the dancers move in a closed round
or circle (clock-wise or counter clock-wise, to the centre and out again), in an
open round (link dance, chain dance, ronde ouverte: serpentine, zigzag, spiral)
or in a line (stationary, moving left, right, forward, backward)?
4. general characteristics of the dance. In what measure is the dance
travelling, how fast is it, how much tension, force or strength are used?370
By combining elements from these four groups we can arrive at some
reasonably detailed typology, which need not be spelled out here. Of course
the sparse information in most of our sources will leave many questions
unanswered. Even a relatively simple typology is difficult to handle if large
parts of the evidence are intractable, as they are for much of dance history.
But on the other hand we need something to go by. A typology as the above
can certainly be put to use in classifying the evidence.
'" This spatial element might very well have been combined with section 2 (arrange-
ment of the dancers): there is a close link between the one and the other. But iconographie
evidence in particular usually allows only the identification of a timeless spatial pattern, i.e.,
without the movement.
370
 In this section I have combined some spatial and some dynamic elements; vocabulary
's usually inadequate here. One might be reminded of C. Sachs' 'engbewegte' and 'weit-
bewegte Tänze' (Eine Weltgeschichte des Tanzes, 17, 24), but both Sachs' categories are
examples of 'körperbewusste Tänze', as opposed to 'Tänze wider den Körper', a
Problematic distinction that I do not want to introduce here. Also, one would rather have
a
 scale than a dichotomy.
2.3 Texts
The vocabulary
What texts mention or describe activities covered by my etic definition of
dancing? To answer this question we have to study the semantics of a number
of possibly relevant expressions. I will deal with Greek texts only, and not
with the vocabulary of texts in Latin or other languages of the ancient world
in which Greek dance is spoken of. Greek texts make up the large majority
of the evidence. Semantics is here understood as research into the meaning of
a section of ancient Greek vocabulary. We are, however, looking for sense
only, that is, for the systematic relationships of structural semantics, and not
yet for reference to the world outside language, which will be discussed later
on. My purpose is not to provide an exhaustive survey, a 'dictionary of the
dance'371 or a large scale semantic analysis, for which I lack the requisite
scholarship372. I want to ascertain the semantics of a basic vocabulary and
371
 In Appendix 2.7 below, I give a bare list of lexical units, usually with nothing but
the name of the author or anonymous work where it is first found. This appendix is
conceived as an index on the basis of which anyone can compile his or her personalized
collection of passages on the dance using the TLG on CD-Rom. The rich vocabulary
deserves a separate publication providing a more thorough investigation.
372
 For what I have picked up of the technicalities of structural semantics, I refer to J.
Lyons, Semantics, 2 vols., Cambridge 1977; F. R. Adrados, Sprache und Bedeutung, Munich
1977; G. Leech, Semantics. The study of meaning, Harmondsworth 19812; D. C. Ferris,
Understanding semantics, Exeter 1983; and more particularly about field theory: R. Hoberg,
Die Lehre vom sprachlichen Feld. Ein Beitrag zu ihrer Geschichte, Methodik und Anwendung,
Düsseldorf 1970, and A. Lehrer, Semantic fields and lexical structure, Amsterdam 1974. For
discussion of wider linguistic issues and references I am much indebted to D. Crystal, The
Cambridge encyclopedia of language, Cambridge 1989: a Fundgrube for the non-specialist that
could hardly be praised enough. For a discussion of linguistic conceptualization I am
indebted to Egbert Bakker. There is very little common ground in the usage of linguistic
concepts; I have arbitrarily chosen to adhere to W. Bright (ed.), International encyclopedia
of linguistics, Oxford 1992, especially the usage of concepts displayed in the following
articles: M. Aronoff s.v. lexeme, R. Ilson s.v. lexicography, J. Hurford, and K. Allan s.v.
meaning, K. Allan s.v. semantics, and M. Aronoff s.v. stem and root.
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see whether this is covered by my etic definition of dancing as formulated
above; to scrutinize the vocabulary that we gather on the way and see
whether any meaningful patterns emerge; to establish whether any further
vocabulary not intimately associated with the basic vocabulary nevertheless
belongs in a field (partially) overlapped by my etic definition.
The obvious point of departure is those lexemes which have traditionally
been translated with (affines and derivations of) 'dance'/'to dance', 'danse'/
'danser', 'Tanz'/'tanzen', and so on. These lexemes are the ones built on the
roots orch- and chor·. We can ask about their etymology, but their examina-
tion will consist largely of an inquiry into the vocabulary of the contexts in
which the lexical items derived from these lexemes are used, in linguistic
terms the collocative vocabulary. As it was stated by the linguist J. R. Firth:
you shall know a word by the company it keeps'.373 Next, we should ask
whether there are lexical units which are not or not usually found collocated
with the basic vocabulary, but which might nevertheless belong in the same
semantic network.374
There have been previous attempts at compiling vocabularies of the
ancient Greek dance, most importantly by Maurice Emmanuel, Carl Sittl, and
Germaine Prudhommeau.375 Of these the one by Prudhommeau is least use-
ful- Her arrangement of the material is helpful, but she forcibly assimilates
Quoted after D. Crystal, The Cambridge encyclopedia of language, 105.
I found some inspiration in the Trier-Weisgerber field theory: see the works by
ttpberger and Lehrer, referred to above, note 372. For a good analysis and thorough
criticism of field theory in short compass, see J. Lyons, Semantics, vol.1 (Cambridge 1977)
250ff. Useful examples are D. Krohn, Die Verben der menschlichen Körperteilbewegung im
heutigen Deutsch. Syntaktisch-semantische und pragmatische Studien zur Struktur des Wortfelds
u Zu
 idiomatischen und metaphorischen Bedeutungsproblemen, Göteborg 1984, G. Kloss,
Untersuchungen zum Wortfeld "Verlangen/Begehren" im frühgriechischen Epos, Göttingen
"4, and P. R. Lutzeier (ed.), Studien zur Wortfeldtheorie / Theories in lexical field theory,
'«gen 1993, esp. H. Geckeier, 'Strukturelle Wortfeldforschung heute' (11-21), and H.-J.T urüb ,  . , , .
chrtud, 'Cottage and Co.: can the theory of word-fields do the job?' (107-120). My attempt
1(5
 be fairly comprehensive, however, forbids any thorough application of lexical field
eory: Trier stressed the need to perform a synchronie analysis of complete vocabularies
^.g., the vocabulary of an author). A word-field can only be grasped by also studying all
adjacent fields. I have chosen to speak of 'network' (lexical, semantic or conceptual) as a
""^neutral concept not bringing in the theoretical burden of field theory.
M. Emmanuel, De saltationis disciplina apud Graecos (Paris 1895) passim, but see esp.
' '65, 76-92. The lack of an index is keenly felt. C. Sittl, Die Gebärden, 224-252. Sittl
provides a good index, but it does not cover all Greek discussed in his text. G. Prud-
nommeau, La danse, 263-345, not indexed.
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the Greek terms to the vocabulary of classical ballet.376 Also, she supposes
on insufficient grounds that several Greek expressions which never occur in
a dance context, either to her or to my criteria, will all the same have been
used to name dance movements (the existence of which movements is subse-
quently inferred from these very words!). Thirdly, she is strongly biassed to-
wards late sources, above all Nonnus, who both in his self-conscious return
to epic diction and in his fertile creation of (quasi-)synonyms, can leave us
with only a very lopsided view of the vocabulary. Even if Prudhommeau's
sometimes quite dubious interpretations of Nonnus were correct, the general
semantic picture is not clarified by assembling a vocabulary found exclusively
in a learned author living in fifth- or sixth-century Egypt.
The works by Emmanuel and Sittl are more valuable. Emmanuel groups
what he considers to be dance words from a wide range of sources according
to what part of the body is being referred to (arms, hands, legs, feet, body,
and head) and according to particular movements (jumps and turns), though
the chapters on kubisteres and on the pyrrhic dance are incongruous. As in
Prudhommeau, we find a number of much too facile equivalences being
drawn between Greek lexical units and the jargon of classical ballet, and here
again some expressions have been taken, without any justification, from
dubious contexts. But on the whole Emmanuel's work is useful, often quoting
terms in context. Sittl groups his words, somewhat oddly, by what one might
call grammatical criteria: verb substantives ending in -mos and -ma; adjectives;
personal names; animal names; and so on. Here again some passages, on
religious dances, are incongruous, but all in all Sittl's work is sound and com-
prehensive. Neither Emmanuel, nor Sittl, nor Prudhommeau attempted much
systematic analysis of what they had collected. Their collections, especially
those by Emmanuel and Prudhommeau, resemble a thesaurus, which groups
items according to sense, but does not usually specify their relationships in
any way. All three, however, introduced ordering principles which make
their studies a more useful tool, from a semantic point of view, than the
376
 Of course we should allow for the fact that to Prudhommeau and to her French rea-
ders the vocabulary of classical ballet as codified in France is vernacular, even if not all or
it is in contemporary general usage. But Prudhommeau consistently uses words in a specmc
technical sense, e.g., a tour is not any turn, but a tour as it is prescribed in classical ballet
technique (disregarding any changes occurring within that particular tradition).
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earlier alphabetic compilations.377 While gratefully acknowledging our
predecessors' work, we should try to go beyond it. A more contextual
approach departing from my definition implies an attempt to bring within
the scope of the signified 'dance' a new range of signifiers, not associated with
dancing in the past.378 It would be preferable to produce not just another
wordlist, but an enquiry into the systemic aspects of the vocabulary; as
context is, however, so often lacking, this could be done with only a small
part of the vocabulary at most.
Before setting out on the perusal of the vocabulary, a few further remarks
should be made. First, making use of English to explain the semantic scope
of Greek expressions introduces additional problems.379 Of course several
scholars have addressed the issue, and have suggested approaches that might
save the traduttore from always turning out a traditore, but I have been
compelled to largely ignore both problems and solutions. One should,
however, be aware of the complications involved. Secondly, dealing with the
vocabulary of the ancient Greek dance, both synchronie and diachronic
analysis380, are largely beyond our grasp, because our sources are so dis-
parate. And even if a reasonable number of testimonies were available, the
study of semantic synchrony and diachrony asks for an attention to detail
which it would be hard to sustain (for instance, not all sections of a particular
Sprachgemeinschaft move at the same speed, which should force us to distin-
guish between, for instance, literary and inscriptional usage). Thirdly, one
Above all the work of Meursius, cf. above, chapter 1.3.
Cf. C. Calame, Les choeurs de jeunes filles, vol.l, 4lf, 52f. Calame, however, is after
a
 particular genre, and seems to take 'dance' for granted; and his notion of signifies not
always workable, especially not when he includes iconographie sources in the scheme
developed in the second chapter of his book. An inspiring example of in-depth analysis of
vocabulary (a full listing of signifiers and their relationships, even if an explicit semiotic
background is absent): J. Th. M. F. Pieters, 'Motieven en patronen in de koorliederen van
de Bacchae', Lampas 9 (1976) 78-94, for dance esp. the scheme on p.85. See also S. J. Tam-
iah, Culture, thought and social action: an anthropological perspective (Cambridge, Mass.
)793^' °n a 'lexical universe'.
Translation is an issue little discussed by semanticists (though there are exceptions:
above all Georges Mounin). So-called 'comparative semantics' are not very prominent in
'nguistic bibliographies. Still, it is an issue which clearly belongs to the field of semantic
studies; cf. G. Leech, Semantics, 79.
Cf. note 374 above. The synchronie analysis of vocabularies is the basis (and
Precondition) for diachronic analysis. See G. Kloss, Untersuchungen zum Wortfeld
Wangen/Begehren" im frühgriechischen Epos, Göttingen 1994.
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should have recourse to technological tools381 that were not available to me
when I was collecting my basic source materials. Since then I have revised
part of my existing source collection by electronic means, which showed that
my conclusions are not likely to be invalidated by further additions to the
corpus of evidence.
The core vocabulary is formed by lexical units containing stems derived
from the roots orch- and chor-. This core vocabulary has traditionally been
translated as some form of (to) dance. Alas, both roots are etymologically
unclear, as the many different treatments of the verb orcheomai and the noun
chows show. A number of hypotheses are, however, worth listing here. M.
Hofinger provides an overview of previous attempts to ascertain the etymo-
logy of orcheomai?*1 Most suggestions point in the direction of orcbeo, 'to
set moving'.383 We can compare A. Walde, and J. Pokorny, Vergleichendes
Wörterbuch, vol.1, 147, s.v. *ergh-: 'schütteln, erregen, beben' (< *er-: 'in
Bewegung setzen'), followed by E. Boisacq, Dictionnaire étymologique, and
(carefully) by P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique. The dissident voice
here, apparently without much support, is H. Frisk, Etymologisches Wörter-
buch, who at most allows an indirect link with orchein, and seeks to derive
orcheomai from erchomai, 'to move'. A basic sense of movement seems
reasonably secure.
The clearest overview of the etymology of choros is the one given in
Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique, s.v.; Chantraine follows Walde and
Pokorny, Vergleichendes Wörterbuch, vol.1, 603, s.v. *gher-: 'greifen, fassen,
umfassen, einfassen' (cf. cheir, 'hand', or chortos, 'enclosure'). This leaves us
with two possibilities: the original sense of choros might be either 'place, spot,
floor' (G. Curtius' explanation of choros as 'eingehegter Platz'), or 'a group
of people linked together' (O. Frohde's explanation of choros as 'Reihenfolge,
Ordnung'). Boisacq and Frisk have comparable accounts, but Frisk stresses
that an original sense of 'Reigentanz' is rather more acceptable than 'Tanz-
381
 Digital data-bases as TLG being created at UC Irvine and which has now moved into
later Greek and Byzantine Greek (post 600), the epigraphic databases being prepared at
Cornell, Princeton and Ithaca, and the vocabulary of papyri made accessible at The Duke
Data Bank of Documentary Papyrus.
382
 Études sur le vocabulaire du grec archaïque (Leiden 1981) 125ff.
385
 In one passage thé active and medial are found associated: Plato, Cratylus 406e-407a.
το jap -που ή αυτόν η TL άλλο μΐτίΐύρ'ιξίΐν η από της γης η tv ταΐς χίρσιν νόάλίΐν re και
ττάλλεσοαι και όρχαν και όρχέΐσθαι
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platz'. This could be defended from a purely logical point of view: what came
first, the dancers or their dance ground?384 But even if we agree that the
constitution of a formal dance ground is a secondary development, this can
hardly prove anything about the semantic history of a single lexical item, the
etymology of which, as Frisk rightly warns, is quite hypothetic.385 Either
way, however, the basic meaning seems to be or to imply a communal
activity by people arranged in a file or a circle in a circumscribed space.
There are many affines of orcbeomai and chores, and many compounds of
which words built on stems derived from the roots orch- and chor- form a
part. This vocabulary is listed in the (non-exhaustive) appendix below (chapter
2.7, paragraphs 1-3, with some collocative vocabulary added in paragraph 4).
Some can be used in senses that belong in different networks386, but most
belong exclusively to the same network as orcheomai and choros. They
contribute little that goes beyond the information culled from the etymologi-
cal essays just discussed, but the many references to music and to festive
occasions are notable, as are the large number of terms denoting the leading
of a group of choreutai. Nor should we fail to notice the dominance of the
root chor- over the root orch-. So now we have some further indications: the
movement is (often) collective and performed to music (song or instrumental
music). The lexical units also show that this can be a festive affair, and that
it can be organized to honour the gods and/or to celebrate particular
occasions. But we have learned hardly anything as yet about the nature of the
movement itself. To this end, we have to look to other lexical units occurring
m contexts which are characterized by the presence of vocabulary built on
stems derived from the roots orch- and chor-.
F. Kolb, Agora und Theater, Volks- und Festversammlung (Berlin 1981) 4, 9 (with
references). Kolb pleads strongly for the primacy of choros 'dance' above choros 'dance
ground' (synonymous with the later orchestra), just as agora is the assembly (from ageirô,
to
 gather'), and only secondarily the place of assembly. Kolb insists that the use of the
plural choroi necessarily points in this direction, which seems an argument difficult to
contradict.
A. J. van Windekens, Dictionnaire étymologique complémentaire de la langue grecque
(Louvain 1986) s.v. choros, wants to derive choros and related words from the stem *ghoro-,
as seen in chairein, chara, charma, charts. Choros can partake of either element: joy, or grace.
This return to an etymology already advanced in antiquity (Plato, Leges 654a) seems to me
misguided because (leaving aside any philological arguments) it appears to seek the original
sense of choros in a stem that does not say what choros is, but what it provides.
186
 Cf. below, note 392.
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In these contexts we find lexical units, again listed in the appendix
(paragraphs 5-11), that indicate movement in general (often speedy or playful),
a wide range of steps, from striding or stamping to goose stepping or high
kicks, jumps, turns, body bends, swings and shakes.387 In comparison,
expressions for the movements of hands and arms are much rarer, and usually
taken from late sources. If anything pleads against the characterization of all
or most Greek dance as essentially (panto) mimic, it must be this imbalance
in the vocabulary. A number of lexical units indicate spatial arrangements,
mainly lines, rows and circles. At this stage we can conclude that the activity
which the basic vocabulary describes is human movement which involves the
whole body, especially the lower limbs. In the course of this activity the body
travels by way of steps and jumps, usually within a relatively circumscribed
space. It is a communal activity: often groups of people perform, guided by
leaders. The movement is rhythmized and commonly performed to musical
accompaniment. That this type of movement is seen as non-everyday move-
ment, set apart as it were, is of course indicated by the very existence of the
basic vocabulary. That it is set apart because it is seen as having a particular
communicative potential, cannot be concluded from the associated vocabu-
lary, but has to be read from the wider context.388
Thus the activity indicated by the roots chor- and orch- squares with our
etic definition (and the English emic concept of dance), and can thus readily
be translated as some form of the lexeme 'dance'.389 That the semantics of
317
 My translations are generally non-specific. I reject attempts by Emmanuel, Roos,
Lawler, Prudhommeau and others to be very specific, as this, apart from any wishful
thinking or special pleading, almost always builds on anachronistic presuppositions. If one
produces a single, highly specific reading of a lexeme's meaning on the basis of a collection
of supposedly relevant testimonia that stretches over a millennium or more, this necessarily
implies the unwarranted denial of any semantic change during the intervening period.
388
 At greatest length in Plato, e.g. Leges 654aff, Republica 401dff, on the affective power
of the dance. Plato also understands the dance as mimetic: a full discussion with all
references in H. Koller, Die Mimesis in der Antike, Bern 1954, and cf. below, note 401.
Outside speculative literature (of course we would like to know whether everybody
considered the dance to speak to them), we have to read between the lines to find the
expressiveness of the dance noted: nowhere a 'communicative potential' is explicitly
registered (unless we consider as such a rare example of audience response portrayed by
Aristophanes in his Nubes, 988f). But the existence of many different kinds of dances
thought apt for specific occasions certainly suggests as much.
389
 Before going on, we ought to pause to ask what the relationship between the two
stems is. See F. Aeppli, Die wichtigsten Ausdrücke, 3f, 38ff; M. Emmanuel, De saltations
disciplina, 93; L. Séchan, 'Saltatio', DAGR, vol.4 (Paris 1909) 1025b. Orch- seems to be the
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the Greek basic vocabulary should be so close to my definition, which I built
on the basis of English emic usage and etic definitions by (English-speaking)
dance scholars, is not self-evident; it is not difficult to give examples of quite
different semantical bounding.390 With only a few exceptions, there are no
instances where the core vocabulary describes an activity that is not covered
by our etic definition. All attempts to read orcheomai in early inscriptions in
an erotic sense, indicating sexual intercourse should as yet be rejected.391 It
more general expression, while chor- is usually delimited to choral dancing. One can
compare dance metaphors: chor- is used of heavenly bodies, a ring of islands, and so on,
arch- of the heart, a ship, flames, and so on. Orcb- may have become generalized by a
process of neutralizing: if no comprehensive term exists (e.g., as with theos and daimon) one
of the two might be neutralized to enable it to function as such (as happened to daimon).
Indeed, the verb choreuein is not found until Epicharmus, fifth century BC, and orcheisthai
can be said of a choros. Passages where we find both orch- and chor- in close conjunction
(Plato, Leges 654b; Aristophanes, Plutus 760; Strabo 3.4.7) show that the two roots are not
synonymous. Late usage, however, of orch- and chor- does not always seem completely
consistent.
90
 The Venda of South Africa have two words for dance: tshina, communal dancing,
xndfaya, exhibitionistic dancing ([. Blacking, 'An introduction to Venda traditional dances',
DS 2 (1977) 34-56, here 36). In India we have nrtta for 'pure' dance and nrtya or abhinaya
for 'pantomimic' dance, natya for drama, including dance and speech, hastâbhinaya for
gesture language of the dance, and so on (A. P. Royce, The anthropology of dance, 10; K.
Vatsyayan, Classical Indian dance in literature and the arts, New Delhi 19772. This is a very
sketchy outline of the Sanskrit vocabulary and its intricacies: see F. Sparshott, Off the
ground, 393 notes 24f, with further references). In Japanese No-drama we find mai (pure
dance) and hata raki (dance-like actions: mimicry, meaningful movements). Spanish and
Italian differentiate between danza and haile/hallo, ritual versus secular dancing (though not
clear cut: F. Aeppli, Die wichtigsten Ausdrücke, 11). Japanese mikagura, buyo and bon
indicate 'the movement dimensions of three entirely different activities', not three dance
genres (A. L. Kaeppler, 'Dance in anthropological perspective', 46-47). See also note 394
below.
The ^reading of qörketo in IG 12.3.536 as kai örcheito is far from certain (cf. M.
Hofinger, Études sur le vocabulaire du grec archaïque (Leiden 1981) 129). If this reading is
correct, it might be translated as 'dance' in a literal sense, and there is no need why it
should be read as indicating homosexual intercourse, a synonym of oipho (see B. B. Powell,
Why was the Greek alphabet invented? The epigraphical evidence', Classical Antiquity 8
(1989) 321-350, 343-345 on IG 12.3.536, 540 and 543). Even konialói (if indeed to be read
as konisalöi) in IG 12.3.543 is at most metaphorical (more likely double-entendre: 'Krimon
's the best in the priapic dance'), and this only strengthens the view that the other texts do
refer to dance in a literal sense. In a parallel text from Syros eqoliade has also been
interpreted as pedicure (IG 12 Suppl. 244, SEG 38.828), referring to koleazô, but the
Hesychius gloss koliasai - orchesasthai brings us back to dance, and again nothing compels
us to deny this its literal sense (K. Latte, 'Zur griechischen Wortforschung l', Glotta 32
(1953) 33-42 (reprinted in: idem, Kleine Schriften (Munich 1968) 680-688, 40/685-686). Now,
«i the wake of the above, even orchêstès in IG 12.919 (SEG 43.10; 41.26; 40.49; 39.41; 38.34;
«c., the Dipylon graffito) is given an erotic sense (LSJ Suppl1, cf. Y. Duhoux, Observations
sur
 !'oenochoé du Dipylon', Kadmos 30 (1991) 153-169,162, who proposes, but immediately
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is only in secondary development that some part of the core vocabulary
acquires a wider semantic scope.392
One can use the lexical units found in conjunction with the core
vocabulary to enlarge our range of written sources, by locating passages where
these lexemes are used on their own without the core vocabulary. But when
the core vocabulary is not there to disambiguate things, one has to move with
care. There are only a few technical terms in this category. Most can function
in contexts which have nothing to do with dance (as we can now call it,
having established the congruence between the basic Greek vocabulary and
our etic definition): everyday movement; military drill, manoeuvre or
combat; athletics; musical performance. Whether this is a question of
polysemy or homonymy, of discrete or of overlapping semantic subsets, does
not make any difference to the historian.
Comparable problems arise with other lexical units taken from contexts
which are not disambiguated by the presence of the core vocabulary, but
which might be relevant. Obviously, this is a category which is by nature
unlimited (and thus absent from the vocabulary in 2.7); for example, if we
have a number of testimonies showing dancing during weddings, we can
rejects this interpretation). In IG 12.919 the use of paizein points to dance and play (the
word also occurs, not surprisingly, in an amorous context, but not until much later). See
also K. Robb, Literacy and paideia in ancient Greece, New York 1994, for a general
argument on writing and mousikë belonging together, explaining why references to the
dance are so frequent in early Greek inscriptions. The supposed erotic sense of orcheomai,
etcetera, is a house of cards. The presence of those words in a sexually charged context need
not surprise us: I do not want to dissociate dance and sexual behaviour in general. As an
example of the (so very obvious) association of the one and the other, in early (sixth-
century) vase painting we have several scenes of dancers (of both sexes) having or
importuning to have sexual intercourse (e.g. Athens, Kanellopoulos 460 (Boeotian; BCH99
(1975) fig. 18); Munich 1431 and 1432 (ABV 102.99, BAdd2; and ABV 102.98, Para 36, 38,
BAdd *); Boston 95.62 (ABV 249.9.691, BAdd *); Heidelberg 67.4 (ABV 102.101, Para 39,
BAdd *); some more pédérastie examples in K. J. Dover, Greek homosexuality, Cambridge,
Mass. 1978).
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 By extension choreuô comes to mean (fourth century BC onwards) 'to take part in
a group', 'to practise', 'to be versed in', 'to celebrate'. A choreutês is then 'a follower, a
devotee', or, alternatively, 'a pupil'. At about the same time chorêgeô acquires the general
meaning of 'to provide, furnish, supply' (chorêgia: 'fourniture, tout ce que l'on peut donner,
fournir, que ce soit argent, blé, frais pour une construction, huile, navires', according to L-
Robert, and J. Robert, Claras I: décrets hellénistiques (Paris 1989) 22, cf. 55: 'largesse': cf. L.
Robert, Hellenica 11-12, 123 note 2). M. L. West, Ancient Greek music, 37, with note 115,
shows that chorégein is also used for schoolteaching in general (cf. chorêgeion: school) if o
the fifth century BC (Epicharmus, Sophron) onwards.
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collect all references to weddings on the supposition that most of these will
have been occasions for dance even if this is not explicitly mentioned. Here
we will limit ourselves to some of the most obvious cases.
We set out from the concept of mousikê (se. mousikë tëchne), which can
stand for all arts presided over by the Muses, indeed all artistic and scholarly
pursuits, but is used more specifically for poetry, music and dance combined
in a unity, what has also been called song and dance culture.393 To consider
song and dance as a fixed combination is not a specifically Greek pheno-
menon.394 Apart from mousikê itself, there are several other lexemes that
have been used to indicate both song and dance, such as melpomai, molpê,
dithurambos, paian, kömos, partheneion, huporchêma, and affines.395 There is
a tendency to use these words more and more as exclusively musical terms,
which obviously reflects the emancipation of music that took place from the
late fifth century BC onwards.396 This slow break-up of mousikë can also be
393
 'Combined in a unity', not a song accompanied by the dance: 'this is a misleading
of expressing the facts; one might as well say that the dance was accompanied by the
words', as it was put by H. D. F. Kitto, 'Rhythm, metre, and black magic', CR 56 (1942)
99-108, here 100.
94
 The Ubakala of Nigeria have only one word to cover both dancing and drumming,
and the Tiv of Nigeria even include in a single term dances, games and gambling (J. L.
Hanna, To dance is human, 18f). In the Mixtec language yaa embraces dance, games and
music, in Zapotec saa is dance, festival and music (A. P. Royce, The anthropology of dance,
9). In Australia we find the word bongol, which includes music and dance, but excludes the
patterned steps and bodily movements of sacred ceremonies and the activities of certain chil-
dren's age groups, while yoi designates whole dance events: dance, music and other festive
behaviour, all-in (R. Waterman, quoted by J. L. Hanna, To dance is human, 18f; A. Grau,
Sing a dance - dance a song. The relationship between two types of formalized movements
and music among the Tiwi of Melville and Bathurst Islands, North Australia', DR 1.2 (1983)
32-44, here 32). In anthropological literature we find the expression MTD: music, text, and
dance. MDT is stated to be the most common type of performance, see W. O. Beema, 'The
anthropology of theater and spectacle', ARA 22 (1993) 369-393.
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 We can include here any word which has got to do with choral poetry or song, both
genres (as paian) or general terms (as huporchêma, 'song accompanied by dancing', cf.
huporcheomai: 'dance to music'; see L. Käppel, Paian. Studien zur Geschichte einer Gattung
(Berlin/New York 1992) 82: 'ursprünglich allgemeine Bezeichnung der Aufführungsform').
396
 As of course happened to the word mousikê itself, in a long drawn-out process from
the fourth century BC onwards, and to much of the vocabulary, down to chores (mediaeval
Latin chorus is 'dancing song, song, choir'. In modern Greek choreia is 'choir', chorikon is
choral song'). As far as I can see a comprehensive discussion of this development is still
standing out; something in H. Koller, Musik und Dichtung im alten Griechenland (Bern
1963) 5ff.
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seen in several fourth-century sources which seem to imply the teaching of
music without any dancing entering into it.397
It has also been disputed whether, during the period before the break-up
of mousikê began, the presence of choral song necessarily implies choral
movement. I would maintain that as a general rule, choral performance,
provided we can agree what performances were indeed choral, implies a
performance which includes both song and dance.398 This does not mean
that any such performance could not be called a song, in the same way that
one can speak of a Lied without the need to state that this is for singer and
397
 Aristophanes, Nubes 961-968, Plato, Protagoras 326a-b. Cf. Aristophanes, Ranae 729:
en palaistrais kai chorois kai mousikei. But on the other hand we have Plato's achoreutos
apaideutos (Leges 654a): uneducated is he without experience in the chorus (in the same
passage explained as both song and dance).
398
 See below, note 439. See K. Bielohlawek, 'Melpesthai und molpê. Studien zur
Überlieferungsgeschichte der antiken Homerischen Bedeutungslehre', IFS44 (1924-25) 1-18,
125-143; 45 (1926-27) 1-11. Some Homeric passages seem to show that melp-, molp- could
be used of song and instrumental music without dance, though it is difficult to be certain.
Texts thought of as decisive such as Iliad 13.637 molpês te glukerês kai amumonos orchëtmoio,
or Odyssey 1.152 molpê t' orchêstus te, might refer to dance with, and dance without song.
H. S. Versnel, Triumphus. An inquiry into the origin, development and meaning of the Roman
triumph (Leiden 1975) 16-26, argues that thriambos, dithurambos, and iambos are always
explained as humnos, ôidê or aisma, never as choreuma, chores, orchèma or huporchema.
'None of the three terms investigated had in Hellas the choreutic meaning of "dance" or
"procession"...this is not imply that the iambos, triambos and the dithyrambes were never
accompanied by choric dances' (25-26). This is too strong: as far as dithurambos is
concerned, I would like to defend the hypothesis that its original meaning was a particular
kind of 'song-dance'. The association with choric performance is too intimate, in choral self-
reference in the texts of several preserved dithyrambs, in the aulos as dithyrambic
instrument, and especially in Athenian dithyrambic choruses: cf. B. Zimmermann,
Dithyrambos. Geschichte einer Gattung (Göttingen 1992) 25: 'Im Athen des 5. Jahrhunderts
v. Chr. ist der Dithyrambos der kuklios choros par excellence; ja, Dithyrambos und kuklios
chores werden als Synonyme gebraucht', cf. 20, 26, 30, 57, 93 note 98. See also S. Fern,
'Choros kuklikos', 305; A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, tragedy and comedy (Oxford
1962) 32-33. Which of course does not imply that every dithyramb must have been danced.
Cf. L. Käppel, Paian. Studien zur Geschichte einer Gattung (Berlin/New York 1992) 82, on
the paian: 'Es gab Paiane, die getanzt wurden, und solche, die ohne Tanz nur gesungen
werden', but also: 'weder Sprache noch Metrik, Musik und Tanz der Paiane sind
gattungsspezifisch' (this, I think, Käppel has shown for metre, but not really for music and
dance, other than their metrical shape). M. Heath, 'Receiving the kômos: the context and
performance of epinician', AJPh 109 (1988) 180-195, argues that a kômos is no choros. Again
I would say that in general the kômos is a 'song-dance', but that not every kômos need to
be danced (cf. Euripides, Helena 1469: chorois ë kômois, and Euripides, Phoenissae 791: komon
prochoreuein). See also G. A. M. Minyard, An inquiry into the lexical meaning and cultural
significance of the word kömos/kömazein in Greece during the classical period, Dws.
Pennsylvania 1976, who firmly links komos to the dance in the two main usages which she
distinguishes (according to Dissertation Abstracts 37.4 (1976) 2167-A).
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piano, because this is typical for that particular genre. That late lexicographi-
cal sources define many of the Greek sung genres exclusively or primarily as
song need not surprise us in view of the tendency, already noted, to turn the
vocabulary of mousikë into a musical vocabulary. All in all, there seems to be
a fairly good case to consider the vocabulary of choral poetry and of song as
useful signifiers when looking for the signified 'dance', especially when
dealing with archaic or classical sources, without denying that there is room
for doubt. More generally, of course almost all music can be accompanied by
dancing and will sometimes have been accompanied by dancing, and thus
large parts of the vocabulary of music might be relevant. For instance, some
instruments are considered to be dance instruments par excellence.^ But
apart from choral genres and instruments there are only a few words which
merit consideration if used in ambiguous contexts.400
Lexemes which definitely belong in a dance context, are mimeomai,
mimesis, and mimerna. Whether these originally indicate a concept belonging
exclusively in the sphere of mousike has been much debated; but our
testimonies show related lexical units in use in many contexts, so we cannot
"' Especially the aulos, the kithara and percussion (tumpanon, krotala). To play to the
dance can be expressed by verbs such as epaulein (but this can also mean accompany in
general, even to accompany on whatever instrument, see M. L. West, Ancient Greek music,
336 n. 29), hupaulein (Alcaeus), or enkitharizein. Athenaeus describes a range of aulos tunes
(14.618c), and all are said to accompany dances.
4001 single out first rhuthmos; see E. Petersen, 'Rhythmus', Abhandlungen der Göttinger
Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische Klasse 16 (1917) 1-104, and E. Wolf,
'Zur Etymologie von rhuthmos und seiner Bedeutung in der älteren griechischen Literatur',
WS 68 (1955) 99-119, 115: 'In Zusammenhang mit dem chorischen Kunstwerke wird
rhuthmos nämlich öfters in einem Sinn verwendet der die Tanzbewegungen einzuschliessen
scheint'. Plato describes rhuthmos as hé tes kinéseôs taxis (Leges 665a, 627e), and Plutarch's
eurhuthmia ton sômatôn (2.80) indicates graceful movements; pararhuthmos, in time, is used
>n a dance context by Aristophanes, and pararrhuthmos, in irregular measure, is in the
Orphic Hymns said of the dance of the Curetés. See also the useful summary in J. J. Pollitt,
The ancient view of Greek art: criticism, history and terminology (New Haven 1974) 218ff.
Secondly agôgê, in musical terminology used to indicate tempo. Literally this might be
'what leads the dance'; cf. diôkein, to pursue, which means 'to keep up with the melos'
(Pindar, Fr.l06aSM). Thirdly, verbs such as anegeirein, to rouse (kömon: Pindar; molpên:
Aristophanes), egeirein (aoidan, melos), exarchein (cf. B. Zimmermann, Dithyrambus.
Geschichte einer Gattung (Göttingen 1992) 19: exarchein with accusative is 'to strike up', in
order to lead others in song and dance, with genitive it can be used of solo song); cf.
katarchein (en thiasoisin paiana): Alcman frg.98P (71D).
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consider these lexemes as termini technici for the dance, whatever their
background.401 The same holds good for the full range of vocabulary that
has to do with Greek drama, or rather theatrical performance in general402,
and for lexical items naming other occasions appropriate for dancing such as
religious festivals.403 A special case are lexical items used to indicate ecstatic
behaviour; there is an extensive vocabulary, or rather several vocabularies, for
this purpose. It is not remarkable to find in this context individual move-
ments described with the help of lexemes which are also found in a dance
context. We could, however, hazard the hypothesis, to be put to some serious
testing, that the use of choros, orcheomai and derivatives for ecstatic behaviour
is the result of the 'domestication' of such behaviour for the purposes of
either public performances, or, at the most, boisterous but regulated picnic-
dances in the countryside to conclude a bout of religiously inspired strenuous
exercise. Comparative material shows that so-called ecstatic dances are not
401
 For mimesis as intimately related to mousike, and rather 'performance' than
'imitation', see H. Koller, Die Mimesis in der Antike, passim. The same thought can be
found in J. E. Harrison, Ancient art and ritual, London 19182 (not mentioned by Koller),
where mimicry is described as a late and degenerate state. Reactions to Koller in P. Moraux,
'La "mimesis" dans les théories anciennes de la danse, de la musique et de la poésie', Les
Études Classiques 23 (1955) 3-13, and G. F. Else, '"Imitation" in the fifth century', CPh 53
(1958) 73-90 (with an addendum ibidem, 245). Else is highly critical of Koller and tries to
demonstrate that 'imitation' is the basic meaning of mimesis, indicating amongst other
things animal mimicry by dancers and singers (a good résumé in J. J. Pollitt, The ancient
view of Greek art, 37ff). H. Schreckenberg, Drama. Vom Werden der griechischen Tragödie
aus dem Tanz. Eine philologische Untersuchung (Würzburg 1960) 8 Iff refers to Koller for the
intimate link between mimesis and dance, but sides with Else in considering mimesis to be
imitation (indeed, Schreckenberg sees Greek dance as essentially mimic; he was taken to
task by H. Patzer in Gnomon 37 (1965) 118-131). D. Babut, 'Sur la notion d'"imitation"
dans les doctrines esthétiques de la Grèce classique', REG 98 (1985) 72-92, avoids the debate.
A revival of Roller's, or rather Harrison's standpoint is to be found in G. Nagy, Poetry as
performance. Homer and beyond (Cambridge 1996) 54, where mimesis is said to be re-
enactment or re-performance, recreation of the identity of the composer, 'imitation' being
a secondary meaning, only arising after the dramatic sense of mimesis was destabilized, and
we move from re-enactment to mere copying (cf. 56, 214). I personally feel the one
perspective does not exclude the other, just as there are dances which are mimetic in the
sense of imitation and mimicry (Else's animal dances are a good example), and dances which
are mimetic in the sense of re-enactment or impersonation (adopting the persona, as when
a chorus 'becomes' an mythical archetype). A comparable «conciliatory tone in B. Gentih,
Poetry and its public in ancient Greece from Homer to the fifth century (Baltimore 1988) 249
n.9.
402
 That is, including all later terminology, especially technitai.
403
 Examples of relevant lexemes are panêguris, panëgurizô, heortê, thusia, agon. As
already said above, the list of signifiers can be extended almost at will.
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seldom set apart as a separate category of behaviour, when such dances lead
up to a stage where movements become unpredictable.404
To our list of signifiers we can add names of individual dances or
schemata derived from geographical denominators, animal names, occupational
tags and so on.405 A large number of these can be found in unambiguous
contexts or, if mentioned by lexicographers, with unambiguous definitions.
They do not, however, contribute much semantic elucidation, as many occur
infrequently and without any, or any reliable, context. Of course these names
belong in our toolkit when dealing with the written sources, but most do not
really merit the amount of interest they have attracted over the centuries:
testimonies have been diligently collected, and large amounts of ink have been
used in the interpretation of many obscure items, to little avail.406
The number of lexemes specific for the dance (or at least the number in
that part of the vocabulary known to us) is not very impressive, when we
discount the many names of dances or schemata. We have but few signifiers
that stand exclusively for the signified dance, and thus can be used unambi-
guously to replace orch- or chor-. The small number of (unambiguous)
404
 E.g., B. De Zoete, Dance and drama in Bali, London 1938. My distinction between
wild' and 'domesticated' is not the one between what has been called uncontrolled and
controlled possession (see I. M. Lewis, Ecstatic religion. A study of shamanism and spirit
possession (London 19892) 48-49), but it does imply a shift of emphasis in the direction of
controlled forms. For oreibasia as a serious, strenuous undertaking: F. Graf, Nordionische
Kulte, 294. If the use of chor-, etc., in the context of ecstatic behaviour is an indication of
a
 domestication' of such behaviour, this domestication has to be dated well before 'the
gradual demise' from the late fourth century BC onwards, supposed by A. Henrichs, 'Greek
maenadism from Olympias to Messalina', HSCPb 82 (1978) 121-160. It is, however, doubtful
whether 'dance' is the right word at all in contexts where we find bakcheuein, mainesthai,
thiasos, orgia, and so on (on the use of hakch-: S. G. Cole, 'New evidence for the Mysteries
of Dionysos', GRBS 21 (1980) 223-238, esp. 226ff). The use of chor- in Bacchic contexts is
common from Sophocles onwards, but seems at first limited to dramatic poets, with whom
this usage might rather reflect the performance practice of the theatre than refer to any
ntual reality. Non-dramatic texts referring to ritual behaviour outside the theatre do not
use chor- when speaking of Bacchic ritual (an early example is Herodotus 4.79).
105
 Listed in 7.2, paragraph 12, in a single alphabetical sequence. But names which
(might) carry some indication of the movement performed have been included in paragraphs
™ L. B. Lawler's oeuvre is largely taken up with this type of questions. The
reconstructionists obviously deal with schemata rather than with names, trying to link
literary sources and imagery. S. H. Lonsdale, Dance and ritual play, might herald a shift
towards a more generalized approach: it deals with dance, rather than with individual
dances.
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signifiers is in itself not important.407 But in collecting relevant sources, if
the vocabulary built on stems derived from the roots orch- and chor- is absent,
there have to be strong contextual clues to enable us to say with reasonable
certainty that a passage deals with dance (of course there will always remain
many borderline cases). Only with some lexical units which can be subsumed
under the head of mousikê one might be a little more confident. Bearing these
caveats in mind, one can, with the assistance of the vocabulary in appendix
2.7, collect a large part of the written source material.
I have chosen not to provide a checklist of sources. A mere checklist is
no use: with the increasing availability of electronic text retrieval, anybody
who is working on ancient Greek dance and to whom a checklist might be
of some use, can produce a personalized version. Some would probably
welcome a full collection of relevant Greek texts, but it would be of an
unwieldy size (and not searchable in the way digital texts are). More
fundamentally, a simple amassing of either references or quotes is an open
invitation to the anachronistic matching of jigsaw puzzle pieces (in fact pieces
from several different puzzles, with many crucial ones lacking altogether) that
has been going on since the sixteenth century.408 Only a collection of texts
407
 The size of the vocabulary could be an indication of a particular interest. H. C.
Conklin, 'Lexicographical treatment of folk taxonomies', in: S. A. Tyler (ed.), Cognitive
anthropology (New York 1969) 41-59, here 50, discusses the Hanunóo folk taxonomy of
plant life, which recognizes > 1800 mutually exclusive taxa at lowest or terminal level of
contrast. Botanists divide the same flora in < 1300 scientific taxa. Well known examples are
the many words for cattle amongst African cattle breeders, for snow and ice with Inuit. A.
M. Awatere in a review in the Journal of the Polynesian Society 84 (1975) 510-519, suggests
the same thing for the dance (see 512-514 on the very extensive terminology of Maori
dancing). But it might also be an indication of the existence of a group of dance specialists
who have developed a detailed jargon, as happened in India, or in western theatrical
dancing. W. Jakowicka, Baletnaya leksika v russkom ipol'skom yazikakh, Poznan 1981, lists
some 1500 Russian and 1000 Polish words: French loan words, existing words used in a spe-
cialist sense, neologisms. In general, we have to agree with F. Sparshott, Off the ground, 391
note 23: a large number of terms, without detail of their actual conceptualization, cannot
provide an indication of the importance of dance in life. Conversely, a relatively restricted
vocabulary does not imply that dance is marginalized in that particular society.
408
 See also my criticism of source collections in general: 'Review of J. F. Gardner, and
T. Wiedemann, The Roman household. A sourcebook, London 1991, and J. A. Shelton, As the
Romans did. A sourcebook in Roman social history, New York 1988', Mnemosyne 48 (1994)
561-565.
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with new translations and a full commentary will do.409 My proposition is
that in compiling any such collection most energy should be spent in bringing
together and interpreting material of a generic nature: passages that deal with
dance rather than dances. This implies investing in depth in the core
vocabulary, and not in collecting more (late) examples of peripheral
vocabulary. Curiously enough, usually more energy has been invested in
tracing another example of the purrhichê, or musing on the exact nature of
the thermaustris, than on orcheomai and choros and their affines and colloca-
tive vocabulary. This might also explain why the inscriptional evidence has
been given so remarkably little attention.410 Nobody could see the wood for
the trees.
Literary evidence: prose
We now must turn to questions of reference. What do texts containing lexe-
mic units whose sense fits my definition of dance, refer to? To put it more
simply, do the texts selected describe actual dances? When can we be certain
that they do? When should we doubt? If the texts do describe actual dances,
what reality do they speak of: contemporaneous with the authorship of the
text or not? And if the texts do not, can they be put to other uses, such as
telling us about some aspect of ancient mentality? This adds up to ordinary
source criticism as it ought to be applied by every historian, but historians of
the dance have not usually been so careful.
We will start with non-fiction prose texts.411 Only a single monograph
by an ancient author on the dances of ancient Greece has been preserved for
409
 Exemplary is the collection (of translated material; it would be even better with the
original texts and the translation on facing pages) which A. Barker has provided for music
(Greek musical writings 1). This includes many items dealing with the dance, but there
would still be room for a comparable work dealing primarily with the dance.
110
 Cf. below, note 471.
111
 Prose fiction can for the present purposes be left out of account: only a very few
items could be included as offering something relevant amongst the over 200 authors and
anonymous works collected.
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posterity; the second-century treatise Peri Orchëseös, ascribed to Lucian.412
This cannot, in good faith, be called substantial and deals in large part with
second-century pantomimic displays. Still, it contains valuable historic
information, woven into a philosophical discussion on the origin and merits
of the dance, but this should be approached with care as anachronisms may
have been introduced at every turn. There is some existing Quellenkritik to
fall back on, but nothing summarizing relevant recent work.413 Apart from
the fourth century oratio by Libanius, Pros Aristeidên huper tön orchestön,
written in defense of dancing (of course pantomimic again), there is no other
work extant dealing exclusively with dancing. The second century oratio by
Aelius Aristides to which Libanius, and probably Lucian as well, were
responding is lost. Of Aristoxenus' Peri tragikês orchêseôs only a few fragments
survive.414 Of two monographs on the chorus of Greek drama which are
likely to have been at least partially concerned with dancing, Aristocles' Peri
412
 The authenticity of Lucian, Peri Orchêseôs is denied by L. Bieler, Über äie Echtheit
der lucianischen Schrift de Saltations, Halle 1894, who puts the work at a date later than
Libanius! Ever since, doubts are being voiced again and again. Lucianic authorship was
denied by R. Helm, Lukian und Menipp (Leipzig 1906) appendix 4, 365-370, but he later
changed his mind (see R. Helm, 'Lukianos', s.v. in: RE, vol.13.2 (Stuttgart 1927) 1725-1777,
here 1759-1760). M. Wittek, 'Liste des manuscrits de Lucien', Scriptorium 6 (1952) 309-323,
ascribes the work to Libanius (322; surely wrong). Discussion often centres on questions
of language, but the two main arguments (1: Lucian wrote pure Attic; 2: the presence in
any work ascribed to Lucian of a number of words not used by him elsewhere prove that
work to be spurious) appear to be unfounded. D. S. Robertson, 'The authenticity and date
of Lucian's De Saltatione', in: Essays and Studies presented to W. Ridgeway (Cambridge 1913)
180-185, attempted to show that Lucian wrote the dialogue between 162 and 165 in An-
tioch, to flatter both that town and emperor Verus, who was then visiting Antioch (both
the town and the emperor having a taste for pantomime). These arguments were judged to
be convincing by L. Robert, 'Pantomimen im griechischen Orient', Hermes 65 (1930)
106-122, here 120-122, but not by J. Bompaire, Lucien écrivain. Imitation et création (Paris
1958; BEF AR 190) 356-357, cf. 281 note 4, citing authorities on the nature (but not the
language) of the work. J. Schwartz, Biographie de Lucien de Samosate (Brussels 1965) 92 (with
note 2) sums up: 'Robertson (est ...) pas convaincant. Mais les refus de R. Helm (...) et J.
Bompaire (...) ne le sont guère plus'. This non liquet is still valid. I would gladly leave in
doubt whether Lucian wrote the dialogue or not (though I do not see any convincing
evidence against it), but I would insist on a second century date. For further bibliographic
references see H. D. Betz, Lukian von Samosate und das Neue Testament, Berlin 1961, with
some additions in J. Schwartz, Biographie de Lucien, 7.
413
 See the first chapter ('De auctoribus Peri Orchêseôs') of K. Latte's De saltationibus
graecorum, with further references.
414
 Aristoxenus, frgs. 44-49; cf. Athenaeus 630c.
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chorön and Sophocles' Peri ton chorou, only the titles have come down to
us.415 Still, despite such losses, one cannot complain of a lack of textual
sources; the harvest is rich enough when we look beyond the monograph.
Several scholarly writings contain more or less extensive passages dealing
with both the theoretical background and the history of dancing or of
mousikê. Most important are those of Plato and Plutarch, who both provide
a philosophical discussion of dance and at the same time antiquarian
information and descriptions of contemporary practice (the combination later
to be found in Lucian). Further antiquarian and what we might call ethnogra-
phical material is provided by Herodotus, Xenophon, Pausanias and Strabo,
and by some historians of early Rome, such as Dionysius Halicarnassensis,
who are wont to compare Roman war and weapon dances to Greek dances
of the same nature. Sundry bits and pieces, mostly of a terminological or
classificatory nature, are to be found in that incredible rag-bag of valuable
information, Athenaeus' Deipnosophistai, a half-way house between the
philosophical and ethnographical-historical works and the lexicographical
tradition. The lexicographers included much dance terminology in compiling
their lexica, onomastica and the like, Pollux and Hesychius being the most
important single sources. Related to the lexicographers' largely compilatory
efforts are the many scholia containing information on dancing. The scholia
vetera on Homer, Pindar and Aristophanes are especially relevant here.
Further proof of a scholarly interest in dancing is given by scattered
references in works on poetry and drama (Aristotle), music (Aristoxenus),
gymnastics and athletics (Philostratus) and in medical literature (Hippocrates,
^reibasius, Galen). The field is wide, and in the end all classifications must
remain unsatisfactory; philosophical, scientific, historical, ethnographical and
lexicographical viewpoints are not easily separated.416
The above mentioned works together cover some ten centuries, ranging
from the fifth century BC to the fifth century AD; but except for Hesychius
5
 As mentioned by Athenaeus (14.630h) and the Suda (= Radt, Tragicorum Graecorum
ngmenta, vol.4, Testimonia, 2) respectively. For lost sources, see B. Warnecke,
ianzkunst', 2233.
Versus B. Warnecke, 'Tanzkunst', 2233-2234, who states that all writings on the
are either philosophical (mainly continuations of Plato) or lexicographical.
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and Libanius,417 all belong to four centuries only: the fifth and the fourth
century BC and the first and second century AD.418 This could be con-
sidered indicative of certain cyclical trends in scholarly activity, the peaks and
lows coinciding with the popularity of dance in general, or rather, its
popularity in intellectual circles. For the period after the second century AD
this would be a défendable proposition, with dance coming under increasing
fire from pagan and of course Christian critics,419 but for the Hellenistic
period one cannot be so sure. Many relevant sources that are known to have
existed but are now lost to us, such as Trypho, Didymus, Sosibius, and the
Alexandrian output of commentaries, textual editions and so on, on which
amongst others the authors of the scholia vetera based their work, have to be
dated to the third, second and first centuries BC. The 'now' in the text of
Athenaeus might refer not so much to his own days, as to the present of his
Hellenistic sources. But whatever the explanation for the unequal distribution
in time of our scholarly sources, we should keep this radical division into two
groups separated by three centuries constantly before our eyes. In speaking
of archaic, classical and Hellenistic times we are frequently forced to turn to
late material; without Plutarch, Pausanias, Lucian or the lexicographers we
could in some instances not find much to tell at all. But we should be aware
of the dangers involved in this procedure. However diligently we hunt for
classical and Hellenistic sources or parallels, we should constantly be on the
4171 have expressly not included Byzantine material, such as Eustathius, Photius and the
Suda; however valuable in what they preserve, they are too far removed from what they
describe to mention them as sources in their own right. So are the Etymologicum Genuinum
(ninth century), the Etymologicum Magnum (ca. 1100), and the Etymologicum Gudianum
(idem), and much of the scholia. Elements traceable to earlier sources might of course be
exempted. Hesychius and other late lexicographers are border-line cases.
418
 Even though one runs the danger to be comparing the incomparable, a general
overview may be helpful. If counting all datable sources (prose and poetry) we get the
following picture: eight century BC 3 items, seventh 6, sixth 8, fifth 34, fourth 27, third 16,
second 4, first 17, first century AD 15 items, second 23, third 7, fourth 7, fifth 5 (on the
basis of dates taken from L. Berkowitz, and K. A. Squitier, Thesaurus Linguae Graecae
Canon of Greek authors and works, New York 19862; authors whose floruit runs across two
centuries, have only been counted with the first; works which are undatable, have been
dated to widely different periods, or contain material dated to a range of centuries have not
been included in my figures). If we do not count sources but individual testimonies the
above picture is on the whole strengthened: fifth- and fourth-century dramatic poets,
philosophers and orators provide a large number of references, and the second century AD
has very many in Athenaeus, Lucian, Pollux and Pausanias.
419
 But cf. note 421 below.
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look-out for the distortions that are likely to have resulted from the
enormous popularity of a particular style of performance, viz. the (panto)
mimic dance, during the first centuries of the Christian era.
Latin sources rarely or never add anything to the information contained
in the Greek material. Some Greek dances, above all the purrhichê, are
frequently mentioned,420 but detailed discussions are rare. Miscellaneous
information on particular dances and their origin is to be found in Pliny
Maior, and a philosophical-theoretical discussion in which use is made of
Greek examples in Quintilianus, but this does not add up to much. A quite
separate class is formed by Christian authors, both Latin and Greek. Most
Christian writings that discuss dancing are of fourth-century date or more
recent and often limited to the pantomimic dances of the period.421 Clemens
of Alexandria, Origenes and Cyprianus are the most important exceptions,
and in their comments go beyond theatrical dancing to include dances in a
cultic context. One can doubt whether many of the Christian treatments of
the subject should be called scholarly. Most authors did not go into any detail
whatsoever and limited themselves to a simple condemnation of the dance or
of particular dances.
One remarkable feature of the ancient evidence remains to be discussed
before moving on from prose to poetry. Although we are provided with a
relative wealth of ethnographical, historical and theoretical material, no
fragment, however small, of a technical treatise dealing with the dance is at
present known to survive, nor does any work providing a technical
description of dance movements or choreographies seem to be ever quoted or
referred to. Lucian's Pen Orchêseös, which in places reads like a pastiche of
some manual for the dancer, is of an entirely different nature, concentrating
°n the subject matter, not discussing, except for some very general remarks,
the execution. Any attempt to find woven into poetic sources something like
an abstract of a dance manual, in the form of many descriptions of dance
movements supposed to be extraordinarily precise, is in my opinion entirely
420 But note the change of meaning of purrhichê: the word comes to mean merely
dance'; pyrricharii are then 'dancers' in general. For a possible interpretation of
Pyrr(h)icharii as condemned performing in gladiatorial shows, cf. P. S. Tumolesi,
1
 yrricharii', PdP 26 (1970) 328-338.
1
 See C. Andresen, 'Altchristliche Kritik am Tanz', 217-218, where he explains the late
appearance of Christian comments on the dance.
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misguided.422 Descriptions of movement have either to be reduced to a
severely regimented anatomical analysis, or have to remain inexact and
impressionistic. Inexact by nature: we have to admit there are a lot of things
that the words of ordinary language cannot do, as was so wittily made clear
by Laurence Sterne, quoted in the introduction to this part of the book.
The best criterion by which to judge whether a particular work should
be classed as a truly technical treatise, is to ascertain whether it would enable
us to reconstruct in any way, however tentatively, a particular dance tradition
or parts of such a tradition. There is at present no such work to be found.
One might reasonably suggest that no technical manual ever existed. A dance
tradition can of course do very well without one, as can be shown from
numerous examples: in Europe we do not find works dealing with the techni-
calities of the dance until the fifteenth century; some cultures with a highly
developed dance tradition, as for example the islands of the Pacific, did not
possess any codification of their dances until western anthropologists tried to
provide such (for their own purposes); even the completely formalized
Javanese theatre dance seems to have been transmitted without the benefit of
written sources, until the shift towards second existence and western interest
changed the situation in the course of the nineteenth century.423 But if the
pantomimic dances of Roman times really were comparable to Indian dancing
in the use made of a very evolved code of positionings and gestures, as is
often suggested and is indeed not utterly implausible, it would certainly not
be too bold to think that there might have been written instructions. In India
422
 Nonnus' Dionysiaca is thus used by G. Prudhommeau, La danse; Nonnus'
descriptions of dance are certainly very wordy, but do not appear to be precise, and though
he might be considered an afficionado, he is not likely to have been a teacher of the dance.
On Nonnus' neologisms and his drive towards poikilia in general, see several articles in N.
Hopkinson (ed.), Studies in the Dionysiaca of Nonnus, Cambridge 1994 (PCPhS Suppl-17)·
R. F. Newbold, 'Nonverbal expressions in late Greek epic: Quintus of Smyrna, Nonnus ,
in: F. Poyatos (ed.), Advances in nonverbal communication. Sociocultural, clinical, esthetic and
literary perspectives (Amsterdam 1992) 271-283, shows Nonnus' sensitivity to nonverbal
communication: such behaviour is frequently described by Nonnus within the context or
the dance, of which Nonnus emphasizes the pantomimic, communicative mode (276f). This
squares with the spending of many words, but does not imply these should be words used
in a specific technical sense.
423
 See C. Brakel-Papenhuyzen, The sacred Bedhaya dances of the kratons o/Surakarta and
Yogyakarta (Leiden 1988) 16ff, and earlier publications by the same author (see ibidem, 314).
A revised edition was published under the title The Bedhaya Court Dances of Central Java.
A Mataram tradition of ritual art, Leiden 1991.
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technical manuals are found very early; the oldest of these, dealing with
dance, music and drama, the Natyasbastra of Bharata, is dated variously from
the second century BC to the third century AD. Although it remains difficult
to explain why comparable written instructions of the Greco-Roman world
would have left no trace at all, their existence is not beyond the possible.424
Of course manuals might have been forgotten because they made use of
a special dance notation to which the key was subsequently lost. But we do
not find any such notation mentioned.425 It might have disappeared without
leaving any trace, but then we should compare the case of Greek music.
Although Greek musical notation vanished completely (Isidore of Seville
observed that music cannot be notated)426, examples have been subsequently
recovered, it is discussed by Aristoxenus and late theoreticians like Alypios,
Aristides Quintilianus and Gaudentius, and its existence can be inferred from
indirect evidence as well.427 The absence of the tiniest scrap of evidence for
a dance notation makes it difficult to believe that such a notation was ever
evolved in the Greek or Roman world. To sum up, I think it unlikely
(though not completely impossible) that there ever existed in Antiquity exten-
sive handbooks describing the movements, gestures, positionings or choreo-
graphies (floor-patterns, and so on) of the many dances and schemata now
P.Oxy. 3.466 is a second-century papyrus 'giving directions for performing certain
bodily gestures', interpreted by the editors as directions for wrestling. That reading is
undoubtedly correct: cf. M. B. Poliakoff, Studies in the terminology of Greek combat sports
(Königstein 1982) 161-163, 165-171. Though the text does not contain technical terms that
belong unequivocally in the realm of wrestling, the frequent use oiplekein points to combat
sport and not to dance, see M. B. Poliakoff, Studies, 75ff). But this is nonetheless the type
pi text that with a somewhat different vocabulary could function as a manual for dance
instruction. I thank Ms F. A. J. Hoogendijk for drawing my attention to this material.
On dance notation see C. Jeschke, Tanzschriften, ihre Geschichte und Methode, Bad
^eicnenhall 1983, and A. H. Guest, Chorea-graphics: a comparison of dance notation systems
from the fifteenth century to the present, New York 1989. Both works make clear that no
workable notation was designed before our century (after some eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century attempts).
Etymologiae 3.15: nisi enim ab homine memoria teneantur, soni pereunt, quia scribi
non possum.
See E. Pöhlmann, 'Die Notenschrift in der Überlieferung der griechischen
Bühnenmusik', Würzburger Jahrbücher der Altertumswissenschaft 2 (1976) 53-73; A. Bélis,
Interprétation du Pap.Oxy. 3705', ZPE 72 (1988) 53-63; M. L. West, Ancient Greek music,
254-273 on notation (and cf. documents 277-326).
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mostly known by name only.428 It seems an inescapable conclusion that at
least generally speaking, only texts were preserved as texts (and that on a large
scale and in a systematic manner by the Alexandrian scholars), while music
and dance were preserved exclusively by oral/aural tradition, if preserved at
all. The actual performances and their rehearsals constitute the only contexts
for transmission; as soon as the continuity is broken, the dance and music are
lost. This might be seen as a further indication of the oral nature of Greek
society: the dance tradition is transferred from the one generation to the
other by word of mouth and by example.429
The above implies that the ancient world has left behind enough written
material on the dance to enable us to formulate (partial) answers to the ques-
tions of who, when and where, but hardly anything worthwhile to respond
to questions about what and how. This is not to say that if any technical
work or notation had survived we would automatically know how to inter-
pret these sources; thus the fragments of musical notation do not tell us any-
thing about the actual performance.430 But for the present we cannot even
make a try. Whether images are any easier to come to grips with remains to
be seen.
Literary evidence: poetry
Next we turn to poetry, another rich source of information on the dance. We
find dance mentioned in the full range of Greek poetic output, from Homer
428
 It is said that in India figures were sculpted on temple walls, expressly to serve as a
manual for dancers (see DR 2.2 (1984) 78). This imagery runs parallel with texts of a
detailed technical nature: a sculptural illustration of verses of the Natyashastra can be found
in temples of the South, especially in Tanjore, Cidambaram and Kumbakonam: see K.
Vatsyayan, Classical Indian dance, 269, 319ff, and esp. 98-136: an overview of karana, i.e.,
a sequence of movements, described in the Natyashastra, and portrayed in the belonging
sculptural representation. Apparently the Greek world had nothing to match this.
429
 The western dance tradition has since the fifteenth century developed a quite
extensive technical literature on the dance. Cf. above, notes 23, 25. On the other hand, in
our very literate society choreographies largely were (and are still, despite some inroads
made by dance notation) handed on by example (with video nowadays added to direct
contact).
430
 Cf. C. Ahrens, 'Volksmusik der Gegenwart als Erkenntnisquelle für die Musik der
Antike', Die Musikforschung 29 (1976) 37-45, here 38, on 'Spielpraxis'.
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down to Nonnus or the most recent poems in the Anthologia, although with
a clustering of the most substantial material in the five centuries between 800
and 300 BC (epic, lyric, tragic and comic poetry).431 Thus it is self-evident
that we should not restrict our textual evidence to passages of antique
(semi-)scholarly reflection on the dance. But we have to move carefully. Of
course in Antiquity the distinction between the prose treatise and the poem
was not in any way as clear-cut as it is in the contemporary Western world.
A scholar-poet such as Callimachus can be considered to write scholarly
conceived and researched accounts of myth and ritual, while at the same time
the use of scholarly prose does not presuppose the rigorous standards of twen-
tieth-century scholarship. Still, the use of poetry by a Greek author implies
a certain licence which increases the chances that the straightforward use of
a text as a historical source is out of bounds.
The frequent mention of dance in Greek poetry is at least in part to be
explained by the concept of mousike.m But it is difficult to be confident
about concrete instances in which mousikê was realized in performance at
all.433 Though this may be considered a general principle in archaic and
early classical times for at least part of the poetic output, we are sometimes
hard put to be sure about the way a particular poem which has by chance
11
 'Substantial' both in the sense of 'of ample quantity', and of 'of real value,
noteworthy'. Often we have only small fragments remaining, but these are nearly always
Hnportant as providing first instances of a particular usage, adding instructive testimonies,
so on.
Dance is outside the range of several scholars: I single out the otherwise careful W.
Kosler. In his Dichter und Gruppe, Eine Untersuchung zu den Bedingungen und zur
"Ktorischen Funktion früher griechischer Lyrik am Beispiel Alkaios, Munich 1980, he discusses
tne equivalence of music and text in choral poetry without as much as mentioning the
dance, which might be highly relevant for his account; the choral poets he calls 'Berufs-
musiker' (61). But were they also 'Berufstänzer'? Cf. 89, 103f, where the Greek poets in
composing and in transmitting poetry in an oral culture are said to occupy themselves with
text, metre, melody, and music; the choreographic activity of the poets and the problems
PI choreographic transmission remain without mention. J. Herington, Poetry into drama,
15 much more aware of the implications of mousikê and molpê, though even there 'song
culture' and 'musicians' tend to dominate the discussion.
There is nothing to suggest that the singers and dancers were as a rule different
groups of performers. Still, some have found this difficult to accept: e.g., J. Herington,
°etry mto drama, 31, thinks it possible an epinician ode was sung by solo voice(s) while
we kömos danced 'in sympathy with the poetry', because unisono song by the dancers is
"itticult to imagine'. Is it? We can adduce many examples from ethnic dance to Broadway
musical. Most sources on choral dancing imply that singers and dancers are identical. But
not always: Callimachus describes girls dancing while boys are singing (In Delum, 304-306).
M
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survived was performed. Drama is the obvious exception; and then there is
the self- referentiality found in much choral poetry. If poems, recited or sung,
were frequently combined with dance into a single performative event, we
might expect the text of at least some of these poems to contain explicit
reference to the visual component that went so intimately together with the
auditive one.434 But while this usage of a meta-language by the poet-
composer-choreographer is in a general sense easy to accept, there are many
difficulties involved.435 This matter ought to be discussed in some detail, as
a number of poetic texts are amongst the more interesting sources that we
possess.
Recently some fundamental questions have been raised. As everyone
agrees that a generalized concept of mousikê or the existence of a song and
dance culture does not mean that all poetic texts were in performance sung
and danced, we need a criterion to ascertain which texts usually went with
some danced accompaniment, and which did not. The distinction between
choral and non-choral poetry might be rather too simple a solution, now that
doubt has been cast on the received wisdom that all so-called choral poetry
was performed by choirs. Criticism has moved along two lines during the
past thirty years. Firstly, the detailed examination of self-reference in poetry:
the first person which might indicate poet and/or choir.436 Secondly, a
debate on the genres as traditionally distinguished. Doubt has been expressed
as to the nature of recitative elegy and iambic poetry versus melic poetry,
434
 Of course every text can be looked at in two ways: in its secondary function as a tes-
timonium, and its primary usage in some communicative context. This last aspect, the study
of a text as communicative and situative, its 'Sitz im Leben' (Rosier) has come much to the
fore, as in the work of Gentili, Calame and Rosier. The text as an artefact of mousikt
performances will be dealt with when I turn to metre and music, the present theme of sen-
reference in the text is uneasily straddling this divide between secondary and primary.
435
 See the very perceptive remarks in J. Herington, Poetry into drama, 54ff.
436
 M. R. Lefkowitz, 'Too kai egoo: the first person in Pindar', HSCPh 67 (1963)
177-253; M. Kaimio, The chorus of Greek drama within the light of the person and number
used, Helsinki 1970; W. Rosier, Dichter und Gruppe; idem, 'Personale reale o personale
poëtica', Qt/CC 19 (1985) 131-141; M. R. Lefkowitz, First-person fictions. Pindar's poetic /,
Oxford 1991; G. B. D'Alessio, 'First-person problems in Pindar', BICS 39 (1994) 117-139;
A. Henrichs, '"Why should I dance?": choral self-referentiality in Greek tragedy', Arion 3.
(1994-1995) 56-111; M. R. Lefkowitz, 'The first person in Pindar reconsidered - again', 5/Ci
40 (1995) 139-150; A. Henrichs, 'Dancing in Athens, dancing on Delos: some patterns oi
choral projection in Euripides', Philologus 140 (1996) 48-62.
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and, more important for our present purpose, of monody versus choral
poetry.437 Rosier provides us with an admirably succinct statement about
the muddle we are in: 'es zeigt sich somit, dass der Gesamtkomplex
gattungstheoretisch nicht ganz leicht in den Griff zu bekommen ist'.438 This
problem is indeed hard to take hold of, and it will take much more research
to reduce its slipperiness. Even if recent attempts to complicate things have
been shown to involve much special pleading, it is nonetheless undeniable
that the seeds of doubt have been sown: not everything that has in the past
been considered choral poetry, need in fact have been choral poetry.439
But even if some of the above questions could be answered in a
satisfactory manner, we are still far from a conclusion. If we conclude that
some poetry was in fact performed by a choir singing and dancing, what
about renewed performance? Can self-reference by the Uraufführer be
transposed to another choir? If it can, how long is it before it ceases to be
realistic? How was the choreography that went with the text transmitted? As
I have argued above, there was no way to notate dance movements. As in the
question of whether poetry was performed in a choral setting at all, self
reference is also a crucial element in questions surrounding intended audience
and re-performance. Let us look at some early poetry. Alcman speaks of
437
 M. Davies, 'Monody, choral lyric, and the tyranny of the hand-book', CQ 38 (1988)
52-64.
58
 W. Rosier, 'Die frühe griechische Lyrik und ihre Interpretation. Versuch einer Situa-
tionsbeschreibung', Poëtica 16 (1984) 179-205.
139
 Old doubts: F. Schoell, De locis nonnullis adAeschyli vitam pertinentibus Qena 1876)
50, denied that Aeschylus was a choreographer of his own plays (Athenaeus 1.22d); B. War-
necke, 'Zur Geschichte der Bühnenkunst', RhM 81 (1932) 45-50, following F. Noack,
asserted that there were only a few dance scenes in the tragedies of Aeschylus and
Sophocles; singing predominated, dance is usually spoken of without the chorus dancing
there and then (47-48). 1988 witnessed the publication of three articles that sought to
undermine our certainties considering ancient poetic genres and their performance: M.
Davies, 'Monody, choral lyric, and the tyranny of the hand-book', CQ 38 (1988) 52-64; M.
Heath, 'Receiving the kômos: the context and performance of epinician', AJPh 109 (1988)
180-195; M. R. Lefkowitz, 'Who sang Pindar's Victory Odes?', AJPh 109 (1988) 1-11. For
criticism of the position of Lefkowitz and Heath, see C. Carey, 'The performance of the
victory ode', AJPh 110 (1989) 545-565, and A. Burnett, 'Performing Pindar's odes', CPh 84
(1989) 283-293. Since then the debate has gone on: M. Heath, and M. Lefkowitz, 'Epinician
Performance', CPh 86 (1991) 173-191; C. Carey, 'The victory ode in performance: the case
for the chorus', CPh 86 (1991) 192-200; K. G. Morgan, 'Pindar the professional and the
rhetoric of the kômos', CPh 88 (1993) 1-15. G. B. D'Alessio, 'First-person problems in
Pmdar', BICS 39 (1994) 117-139, 117 note 2, tries to draw up the scores: performance was
choral as a rule, but actual practice might have been flexible.
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himself in first and third person.440 His chorus members sing texts in which
they refer to themselves. Did Alcman intend his poetry to be re-performed?
As far as Alcman's first partheneion is concerned, Rosier suggests that this was
not intended for a wider audience or Nachwelt, as supposedly can be
concluded from the poem's 'derart ungemilderte Bezugnahme auf die
betreffende Situation und die beteiligten Personen'.441 Rosier compares
Alcaeus, who, although working in a very different tradition, writes
symposium-poetry intended for only a small circle of hetairoi. Anacreon,
Simonides and Pindar on the other hand, were working in a period of
diminishing orality ('Verschriftlichung'), and are more 'weltoffen'.442 How
then was the poetry of Alcaeus or Alcman disseminated, if it was not
intended to be so? Rosier suggests that the older poetry, at first transmitted
largely orally, was known 'schlagerhaft'.443 An audience trained in an oral
culture memorizes pieces they like best and perform them again. This might
be so, but by whom exactly are compositions re-performed? Alcaeus' sym-
posiasts are an elite audience. Have we an instance here of 'gesunkenes
Kulturgut'?444 Or are references to older lyric poetry in Attic comedy
intended for the elite sections of the audience only? And what about the
choral poems? - would these become 'Schlagers' in the same way as sympotic
poetry?
By far the easiest solution that fits the available evidence445, and helps
to explain the very survival of much poetry, is to suppose that cherished
poetry, also choral poetry, was passed along and re-performed, whether this
440
 See C. Calame, Les choeurs de jeunes filles, vol.1, 436ff.
441
 W. Rosier, Dichter und Gruppe, 66. Different: J. Herington, Poetry into drama, 54-55
(who also points out that the named individuals could have been fictive all along). See also
G. Nagy, Poetry as performance. Homer and beyond, Cambridge 1996, on re-performance in
general.
442
 Dissident voices: J. Danielewicz, 'Deixis in Greek choral lyric', Qt/CC34 (1990) 7-
17: epinicia were performed only once. Cf. B. Gentili, Poetry and its public in ancient Greece
from Homer to the fifth century (Baltimore 1988) 115ff, stressing the relationship between
poet and patron.
443
 W. Rosier, Dichter und Gruppe, 95, cf. 98.
444
 W. Rosier seems to hint as much when he compares the phenomena of 'Umsingen
and 'Zersingen' known from Volksliedforschung (Dichter und Gruppe, 99 note 170). But the
variants he mentions are taken from collections of skolia: the elitist symposium sphere
again.
445
 Testimonies on re-performances have been brought together by J. Herington, Poetry
into drama, appendix vii (207ff).
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was the poet's intention or not. But what about the choreographies? Rosier
mentions text and melody memorized by an appreciative audience.446 Of
course the current view is that even a 'text' is never closed, but repeatedly
realized.447 But a dance is essentially different from a text written down. An
oral culture is used to memorizing. One need not doubt that an audience, or
certain members of it, can memorize whatever they like and perform it anew;
they can memorize a large amount of material, as is typical of an oral
culture.448 But can they also memorize the choreography? Considering
comparative material, one should doubt whether dance can be memorized as
easily as words.449 On the other hand, it has been suggested that oral culture
employs dance as a mnemonic device. Havelock has suggested that music at
the performance of poetry served only to make the words more «collectable,
or rather to make the undulations and ripple of the metre «collectable; thus
it had to be repetitive and could not develop as a separate technique with its
own virtuosity. Dance is supposed to have served the same function as 'music'
in pre-literal society, especially with ode, hymn and dithyramb, possibly also
with the recitation of epic poetry.450
Mnemotechnics will have been important in oral society, but whether
dance really functioned as a mnemotechnic device to assist in memorizing
words, and was indeed consciously introduced to do so, is nothing but a
guess.451 If song and movement were equal partners, the more common
;46
 W. Rosier, Dichter und Gruppe, 103f.
147
 Cf. A. Eschbach, Pragmasemiotik und Theater. Ein Beitrag zur Theorie und Praxis
finer pragmatisch orientierten Zeichenanalyse (Tübingen 1979) 78: Text = Textrealisat.
'
4S
 Some chronological distinctions are certainly in order. The shift from predominant
orality towards orality combined with more widespread writing is generally supposed to
have taken place in the lifetime of Plato. See G. Cerri, 'II passagio dalla cultura orale alla
cultura di communicazione scritta nell'età di Platone', QÎ/CC 8 (1969) 119-133, and of
course the work of Eric Havelock. First examples of booktrade and book collecting in that
period: W. Rosier, Dichter und Gruppe, 47f note 49. But as far as dance is concerned, culture
apparently remained firmly oral: there is nothing put in writing about the dance, except for
the self-referential remarks on the dance in the poetry itself.
Cf. below chapter 2.5, on supposed survivals.
450
 E. A. Havelock, Preface to Plato (Cambridge, Mass. 1963) 150f; idem, 'The preliteracy
°f the Greeks', New Literary History 8 (1976-1977) 369-391, here 370-371, for the idea that
"Jousike was a mnemonic device.
51
 The alternative suggestion by A. F. Snyder, 'The dance symbol. About the meaning
and significance of dance in non-literate societies', in: T. Comstock (ed.), New dimensions
'n dance research: anthropology and dance (the American indian) - Proceedings of the 3rd
CORD Conference, Tucson 1972 (New York 1974; DRA 6) 213-224, here 213-214, that dance
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view of mousikê or song and dance culture, it does not seem likely that the
dance was repetitive and static, a view which might have been inspired by the
misguided idea that folk dance is simple, non-virtuoso, unchanging. It is
precisely the self-reference by the singing chorus, drawing attention to their
dancing, and the agonistic setting of much dancing, that makes one expect
choreographies (and musical compositions) to be as interesting as the textual
elements. Although it seems rather senseless to speak about all these things
in general terms, to my mind we cannot reasonably expect re-performance of
the original choreographies, even if texts, and possibly the music, were
faithfully re-enacted by another chorus, unless of course people (poets,
performers) travelled about in order to rehearse specific choreographies. And
then this will assist only in preserving a semblance of the original choreo-
graphy if this process continues unbroken.452 All in all, it seems wisest to
suppose that choral self-referentiality in re-performance can refer only to the
dance of the original performance, while its visual accompaniment will
usually have been some relatively arbitrary choreography.
Next we have to address the issue of rhythm in poetry and music. As
some Greek poetry was known to have been sung and to have been linked
with the dance in the unified performance called mousikê, and because much
of the ancient metrical terminology obviously derives from the dance,453 it
seemed natural to study the rhythms of preserved poetry and music in order
to learn something about the lost movements. Greek choral lyrics have often
takes the place of the word in non-literate societies (dance itself is literature), has even less
to commend itself: it comes up against the prevalence of song and dance culture, which
implies that dance is not literature, but can certainly be a way to perform oral literature.
In sofar as re-performing literature serves towards its reminiscence, dance could be called
mnemonic, but whether the actual movements functioned as such (in the way one might
rehearse a sequence of motor behaviour in order to stimulate the memory: 'now where
have I put it? I went there, and I did this and that') is not clear: one might with as much
reason suggest that the words are a mnemonic device to remind one of the choreography.
Maybe we have to think of a set of stimulants which reciprocally reinforce the process or
memorizing.
452
 As much is suggested by J. Herington, Poetry into drama, 41ff, esp.48. Doubts as to
the viability of an unbroken transmission are expressed by R. Thomas, Literacy and orality
in ancient Greece (Cambridge 1992) 122-123.
453
 See F. A. Wright, 'The technical vocabulary of dance and song', CR 30 (1916) 9-10;
H. D. F. Kitto, 'Rhythm, metre, and black magic', CR 56 (1942) 99-108.
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been studied to this end.454 But however relevant this approach might
promise to be for the study of ancient Greek dance, there are many obstacles
in its way.455 The debate on the actual realization of mousike in perfor-
mance has already been introduced above. But even if we can distinguish with
some degree of certainty those poems which have been sung and danced, this
does not end our difficulties. For a start, the study of ancient Greek music
and the rhythmical analysis of Greek poetry are subjects which are in
themselves highly controversial and thus those studying the dance will never
be provided with a unanimous solution to their problems.456 But how far
can one get if one selects an approach which seems to offer good chances for
those concerned with the dance?457 Rhythm is the key element: the rhythm
of the verse, the rhythm of the music and the rhythm of the dance.458
Usually the verse is all we have left to analyse, which leaves us with the
question how our rhythmical analysis of the verse (however this turns out)
154
 Cf. several early examples mentioned above: note 163. Extreme in her claims is G.
Prudhommeau, La danse, 490ff, who presents a whole set of correspondences, for instance:
ditrochaeus = tours posés. For such a procedure there is no shred of evidence: see the searing
criticism of Prudhommeau by T. B. L. Webster, The Greek chorus, xif. The speculation is
persistent: cf. W. Mullen, Choreia, 251 note 17.
455
 A. M. Dale, ne lyric metres of Greek drama (Cambridge 1968) 210: 'the most
interesting question about the dance, and the most difficult to answer, is that of its relation
to metre'.
156
 E. Pöhlmann summarizes recent developments in metrical studies as follows: 'Die
Forschungslage ist somit wieder ebenso kontrovers wie in den 1930er Jahren' (s.v.
Griechenland, A. Antike Musik, in: Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, vol.3 (Kassel
19952) 1627-1676. See also the excellent 'Forschungsgeschichte' with which opens C. M. J.
Sicking, and M. van Kaalte, Griechische Verslehre, Munich 1993 (HAW 2.4).
7
 M. van Raalte, Rhythm and metre. Towards a systematic description of Greek stichic
verse, Assen 1986; C. M. J. Sicking, and M. van Raalte, Griechische Verslehre. For different
approaches, see below, note 459.
Rhythm and metre are two phenomena which have been defined in numerous ways.
1
 have based myself on T. Willemze, Algemene Muziekleer, Utrecht 19797, and G. Pratt,
Aural awareness. Principles and practice, Milton Keynes 1990, filling this out with the
definitions given by J. Stevens, Words and music, 508f, and above all the discussion (with
farther references) in M. van Raalte, Rhythm and metre, 1-9. The above speak of auditory
perception only, but rhythm has of course many manifestations, and what they say also
«olds good for the kinetic aspect. Rhythm is understood to mean the perceived recurrence
^single or reiterative, variable or invariable) of a prominent stimulus or prominent stimuli
(dynamic or agogic, real or fictive) within a succession of stimuli. Rhythm can be grouped
and non-grouped: if identical groups of stimuli recur within a rhythmical sequence, this is
wnat we will call metre. In this sense metre is a particular manifestation of rhythm. For a
clear overview of the different ways in which the words metre and rhythm are used, see
Van Raalte, Rhythm and metre, 6f.
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relates to the rhythms of the music and the dance. In the approach selected
here the situation is supposed to have been fairly clear-cut before Hellenistic
times, at least as far as verses kata metron are concerned: the metre and
rhythm show a one to one correspondence. One expects the music and dance
to have been equally transparent.459 At a certain stage musical rhythm was
divorced from the text that was being sung, with prolongations, and possibly
rests and syncopation, going beyond the parameter set by the metre; a
rhythmical interpretation of such sung poetry, a minimum requirement if one
wants to pronounce on the accompanying dance, cannot be made without a
musical score.460 We do not have those scores, so Hellenistic sung poetry
offers no easy knowledge of the rhythms of the dance.
459
 See C. M. J. Sicking, 'Mogelijkheden en onmogelijkheden van analyse van Griekse
koorlyriek', Lampas 14 (1981) 233-245; C. M. J. Sicking, and M. van Raalte, Griechische
Verslehre, 31-36: 'die rhythmische Form eines gesunges Gedichts (kann) von den mit den
Silben gegeben Quantitäten unabhängig sein. Es spricht jedoch nichts für und manches
gegen die Annahme, die musikalische Praxis der klassischen Periode habe diese Möglichkeit
bereits gekannt'; M. van Raalte, Rhythm and metre, 12: pitch accent of language is irrelevant
to rhythm - rhythm is based upon syllabic quantity. Cf. W. C. Scott, Musical design in
Aeschylean theater (Hanover 1984) 23, W. D. Anderson, 'What song the sirens sang;
problems and conjectures in ancient Greek music', Royal Musical Association Research
Chronicle 15 (1979) 1-16, here 3: one syllable one note, and J. Herington, Poetry into drama,
31: 'the meter itself no doubt dictated with absolute precision the rhythms of the music and
dance', until the fifth-century New Music (cf. p.73; for this dating cf. below, note 460). In
spite of earlier remarks to the contrary, M. L. West is now safely in the camp of those who
believe that verse rhythms and musical rhythms are identical, until a late date (Ancient
Greek music (Oxford 1992) 130-3). Dissident voices: Kitto denies the identity of rhythm and
metre also at an earlier time, or rather, he denies that we can be sure about lyric metres.
Doubts are also expressed by A. M. Neubecker, Altgriechische Musik. Eine Einführung
(Darmstadt 1977) 122ff (with references. But on p. 14 Neubecker speaks of the late fifth
century 'StilwandeP: 'gelockerte Rhythmen'). It is obvious that if we would follow those
who think that in Greece rhythmical realization was always partly independent of metrical
pattern, there is, as far as the dance is concerned, nothing to go by at all.
460
 Rests and syncopation can only have occurred if Greek music was conceptualized
as divided in bars, which idea was, with force of argument, opposed by T. Georgiades, Der
griechische Rhythmus, 21ff. See C. M. J. Sicking, 'Mogelijkheden en onmogelijkheden', 244.
Usually the changes are associated with the so-called later dithyramb ('jungattischer
Dithyrambus') of the late fifth century BC, but Sicking has argued convincingly that this
late fifth-century change consisted of a loss of strophic correspondence in favour of free
verse forms. This was done in order to widen the musical possibilities, which implies that
it is still the text that guides the music and not the other way round. It is sometime
between the fourth and the first centuries that there arises a 'rhythmisch-musikalische
Gestaltung unabhängig von der Silbenquantität' because an ear for quantity is progressively
lost, and the (irrelevant) pitch accent is slowly replaced by a (relevant) stress accent
(Griechische Verslehre, 35-36, 31).
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But if sung/danced verse dating from the archaic and classical periods does
provide us with an insight into the rhythms of music and dance, this cannot
possibly lead to any detailed picture of either. Music and dance will have been
a continuous flow: 'the dancer certainly did not dance line by line'.461
Tempi are also of prime importance. Different performance speeds can give
compositions which are rhythmically identical or similar quite different
characters, suitable for quite different contexts. Nor are melodic lines known.
Vowel-pitch (the Greek pitch accent produces of course some sort of melody
of its own) is some help, but does not permit reconstruction of the musical
melody.462 And of course, if we could solve all questions of metre and
rhythm, and even of melody and tempo, we still would not know what
movements were performed to this musical pattern. We can say something,
though again not much, about the musical instruments and their particular
properties. The aulos for instance, the double aerophone that was an
instrument for the dance par excellence, seems to have had very limited
technical possibilities.463 But that still does not tell us anything at all about
the dance (and provides only the vaguest of clues as far as the music is
concerned). We may conclude that the poetry itself (apart from its con-
tents)^ will not tell us anything about the dance except providing us, in the
case of pre-Hellenistic sung/danced poetry, with some idea of dance rhythms. ^
This leaves us with a fair amount of poetry in which the dance described
in words is not, and has never been, performed at the moment of reading,
161
 H. D. F. Kitto, 'Rhythm, metre, and black magic', CR 56 (1942) 99-108, here 104.
462
 On the relationship between word accent and music, see W. C. Scott, Musical design
in Aeschylean theater (Hanover 1984) 189 note 10, with further references.
163
 See C. Ahrens, 'Volksmusik der Gegenwart als Erkenntnisquelle für die Musik der
Antike', Die Musikforschung 29 (1976) 3745. On the aulos, cf. W. Boetticher, 'Aulos', s.v.
in: Der Kleine Pauly. Lexikon der Antike, voll (Munich 1964) 755-760, with many further
references. For the relevant texts cf. A. Barker (ed.), Greek musical writings 1 (the exemplary
index will help one along).
464
 Some would add: 'or its structure'. But the deriving of information on the dance
from the structure of a piece of poetry is not a generally accepted practice. The hypothetical
nature of a study like W. Mullen, Choreia, is immediately obvious.
465
 See T. B. L. Webster, The Greek chorus. And cf. the often severely critical reviews
of this work, mentioned above, note 261. Very decent piece of work is W. C. Scott, Musical
design in Aeschylean theater, Hanover 1984, but one should not put one's expectations too
nigh: a general mapping of the patterning of music and dance (symmetrical and asymmetri-
cal patterning derived from an analysis of metre and contents), without any further
speculation on the details of these patterns (as in Mullen): 'music and sound-were
controlling factors in the patterning of choral dances' (21; I would say: 'all dances').
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reciting or singing. Here we should try to differentiate between poetry-
reflecting contemporary practice and poetry reflecting a single poet's mental
images, whether based on personal or collective reminiscences or not. All in
all, it does not seem too bold to suggest that much poetry had a paradigmatic
function and even if not reflecting current practice, at least painted a picture
to which most people could relate.466 We should be careful not to become
overly critical. If dance is mentioned in an aetiological myth the actual dance
will have corresponded in some way to the aition.467 When there is patro-
nage involved, we might expect some actual occasion that gave rise to the
request put to the author.468 But the passage of time might of course distort
even these relationships. 'Realism' will always remain a difficult and
controversial subject. Of course at least some of the questions concerning the
relationship between texts and practice would be answered if a number of
dances of the ancient world had survived in living performance until our day.
Whether any dance has survived more or less unchanged, and if not, whether
they could then be reconstructed, are questions to be addressed below.
466
 Issues concerning the existence of a single community with a shared world view or
a unified mental universe will be dealt with below, chapter 3.3. Here I only quote a remark
by J. Herington, speaking of early Greek poetry, which summarizes my own position: Ve
have boldly to imagine the now almost unimaginable: a world of heroic and divine
myth...which is the common property and theme not only of poetry, not only of tragedy,
but of the very audiences, the very society, within which these arts had their being' (Poetry
into drama, xi).
467
 Cf. J. H. Croon, 'The mask of the underworld Daemon. Some remarks on the
Perseus-Gorgon story',/HS 75 (1955) 9-16, on Pausanias 6.22.8Î (15).
468
 Cf. above, note 442. Note that the concept 'patron' of the art historian (and the
literary historian) need not be identical with the concept 'patron' of the ancient historian
or classical philologist (the ancient philia, amicitia or its modern mediterranean counter-
parts: cf. R. R. Nauta, Poetry for patrons: literary communication in the age ofDomitian, s.l.
1995, for some useful further references). It is rather the generalized sociological concept
used to indicate an asymmetrical, reciprocal and (relatively) enduring relationship; see R.
P. Sailer, Personal patronage under the early empire (Cambridge 1982) 1: a blanket term
covering all sorts of clients and patrons (commercial, initiative from either side, and so on).
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The contribution of epigraphy
This is a very short paragraph, because as yet epigraphy's contribution is one
of unrealized potentiality. The inscriptional evidence will play a major part
in any further research into ancient Greek dance as I visualize it, but in these
fallow fields most work remains to be done. Some of the gaps left after we
have put the scholarly and the poetic sources together, can be filled by
turning to the epigraphic evidence. This will for instance be very helpful in
evening out the chronological imbalances in the literary evidence.469. But
inscriptional sources do not merely fill gaps, they can make their own,
important, if limited contribution to the study of the dance. Epigraphy is no
panacea: the many unanswered questions concerning the nature, character, let
alone the form of dances or schemata cannot be resolved by inscriptional
evidence.470 As I suggested above, this could very well be the reason that
nobody, in the centuries of writing on the dances of Antiquity, has felt
inclined to put together the relevant epigraphical evidence.471 A search
through indexed corpora, BE and SEG shows that an exhaustive collection of
epigraphic material will not so much revolutionize our views of this par-
See above, note 418. Of course the papyrological evidence, which I do not feel
competent to discuss, will to some extent do the same. Marjaana Vesterinen of the
University of Helsinki has put together a collection of some 140 papyrus sources on dance,
out as she points out, all but one are first to third century AD ('A short overview of the
°pic "dance as entertainment in the Eastern Mediterranean world in the Hellenistic and
Roman periods'", unpublished MS 1996). See also M. Vandoni, Feste pubbliche e privati nei
aocumenti greci, Milan 1964, and F. Perpillou-Thomas, 'Artistes et athlètes dans les papyrus
grecs d'Egypte', ZPE 108 (1995) 225-251. A general background is provided by N. Lewis,
Lifein Egypt under Roman rule (Oxford 1983) 102-106.
Hardly any named dances are found in inscriptions, except for the purrbiche and the
Kuklios choros. IG 7.2712 (SEG 41.1764; 38.378; 36.411) has surtos, IG 12.3.540 might have
*°nisalos, IG 12.7.246 might have kordakistai, GIG 4926 might have kinaidos. With the
remainder of the vocabulary it is the same thing.
The important contributions of Louis and Jeanne Robert to the study of (panto-
mimic) dancing in inscriptions of Hellenistic and Roman date are acknowledged below, note
· These do not add up, however, to a complete overview of pantomimic dancing in
Greek inscriptions, let alone an overview of all Greek dance attested in epigraphic sources.— -.j^fcivjüjj i^ fc tmjiit oil kjvci i  t_Jl <ui vjic(-*v UAIJA*^ n-oi-v.^ »" ν-^ ·ί^ ι » i^u»- u^w < .··
am not aware of any (chapter in a) monograph or any article dedicated to bringing
ogether inscriptional evidence for the dance on an appreciable scale, except for A. Brinck,
"scriptiones graecae ad choregiam pertinentes, Halle 1886, and L. Robert, 'Pantomimen im
griechischen Orient', Hermes 65 (1930) 106-122. Excellent and normative, but of a restricted
?e°graphical range, is P. Bruneau, Recherches sur les cultes de Délos à l'époque hellénistique et
a l
 époque impériale, Paris 1970. Of course there are several publications dealing with
'"dividual ««ris or small series.
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ticular subject, as help us to move away from antiquarian debate to a
historical investigation of dance on the ground. Every inscription containing
a mere mention of some dance or chorus, and the scores of choregic
inscriptions, will help to draw a map of ancient dancing. Of course,
difficulties are manifold; but if one looks at all of the material and does this
in conjunction with the literary and the archaeological evidence, one might
at least be able to give some clues about regional and temporal patterns.
2.4 Images
Isolating dance imagery
Our next task is to present, and to suggest solutions for, the problems one
will meet with in working with iconographical sources. This is an important
task, as it is impossible to study any aspect of the religious life of Antiquity
without paying due attention to the iconographical sources at our disposal.
The superb philologist Wilamowitz clearly saw the importance of the
archaeological material, and towards the end of his career stated 'dass nur wer
das monumentale Material beherrscht, eigentlich mitreden kann'.472 Being
a
 genius himself he tended to be over-demanding: 'to be master of the
monumental material' was a difficult task in the first decennia of this century,
and it is an impossibility now, for the classical archaeologist and a fortiori for
the non-specialist, but still the effort should be made. It is quite obvious that
m the field of non-verbal communication, not least the dance, images can be
highly valuable sources. Beazley, critically reviewing Séchan's La danse grecque
antique, promised the determined scholar that 'there is still much to be got
°ut of our material: thousands of representations have come down to us:
these carefully analyzed, dated, and arranged, will shed light'.473 Of course,
much work has been done since Beazley wrote these words. Several more or
less comprehensive collections of particular sections of Greek dance icono-
note 2.
U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Der Glaube der Hellenen, vol.2 (Berlin 1932) 75
, "
3
 J· P· Beazley, 'Greek dancing', CÄ 45 (1931) 175-176, quote from 176. Not everyone
teeded his words: illustrative is the sequence in A. M. Snodgrass, 'Archaeology', in: M.
wford (ed.), Sources for ancient history (Cambridge 1983) 137-184, where some of the
.
 m
 which archaeological evidence can much contribute are listed as 'ancient music and
uments, poetic recitation, theatre-production, athletics, domestic entertainment'
. Dance often is overlooked, and if it is not, it not seldom receives a perfunctorily
treatment despite the large amount of imagery.
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graphy have been prepared.474 Alas most of these are inadequately illustra-
ted, or not illustrated at all. A truly satisfactory series of illustrations of dance
imagery is lacking; illustrations can be found scattered through the literature
on the dance,475 or, more satisfactorily, but of course piece-meal, in archaeo-
logical publications.476 But however useful any of the above may be, they
present only comparatively small morsels of a very rich feast. More than fifty
years later there still is 'much to be got out of our material', we still can 'shed
light'. On the other hand, we should not raise our expectations too high.
474
 F. Brommer, 'Antike Tänze' (general); T. B. L. Webster, The Greek chorus (choral);
M. Wegner, Musik und Tanz, Göttingen 1968 - Archaeologia Homerica 3U (geometric,
general); R. Tölle(-Kastenbein), Frühgriechische Reigentänze, Waldsassen 1964 (geometric,
choral; cf. the review by K. Fittschen, Gnomon 37 (1965) 834f); G. Franzius, Tänzer und
Tänze in der archaischen Vasenmalerei, Göttingen 1976 (early archaic); A. Seeberg,
Corinthian komos vases, London 1971 (komasts); P. Ghiron-Bistagne, Recherches sur les
acteurs dans la Grèce antique, Paris 1976 (komasts again); A. W. Pickard-Cambridge,
Dithyramb, tragedy and comedy, Oxford 19622, idem, The dramatic festivals of Athens,
Oxford 19882, and T. B. L. Webster, Greek theatre production, London 1956 (dramatic
choral); K. Kilinski, II, Boeotian black figure vase painting of the archaic period, Mainz a.R.
1990 (cf. idem, 'The Boeotian Dancers Group', AJA 82 (1978) 173-191). T. B. L. Webster,
Potter and patron, indexes dance imagery in ABVand ARV2.
475
 It is rather sad that F. Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike, with very inadequate illustra-
tions, has for over 50 years provided one of the widest selections of dance imagery (which
will have been the main reason to reprint it in 1976). Now we have W. Keller, Der Tanz
in der Antike, ein Bildband, Dornach 1980 (non vidi), but 60 illustrations do not seem too
many, certainly not if most all-time favourites are included. The 870 illustrations in the
second volume of Prudhommeau's La danse are no help whatsoever, as Prudhommeau
argues that nearly all works of art can be used in the study of Greek dance because the
'horreur de la démesure' caused Greek artists to portray everybody in 'positions
orchestiques'. A single example should suffice: having one's head pulled back and throat cut
(fig.161) is offered as the representation of a dansante 'tête penchée en arrière'! (vol.2,474ff;
cf. M. Emmanuel, La danse grecque antique, 308). Thus we end up with about half the pic-
tures not having anything to do with dance at all. With the others, the often tiny details
selected by Prudhommeau preclude serious study (as in the work of Emmanuel), for which
we need good illustrations of the complete artefacts. In one instance the illustration of a
vase in Prudhommeau seems to have been faked (fig.457): to support the argument? Or
copied in good faith? On a vase in Gotha Prudhommeau has said: 'c'est le seul cas ou j ai
rajouté un personnage car c'était un moment essentiel qui manquait de façon évidente [my
italics]. Autrement je n'ai jamais rajouté une image intermédiaire' (an interview in Le cinéma
pratique of 1964, quoted by M.-H. Delavaud-Roux, Les danses armées, 31 note 18). But this
is not the vase of fig.457, which is Paris, Louvre G58 (ARV1 21.6, BAdd2, CVA France 12,
Louvre 8, III l c 58.3, 58.6, 58.9). For another critique of Prudhomeau's use of the
unwritten sources, see F. Brommer, Erasmus 23 (1971) 300-302. It is odd to find Brommer
in 1989 referring to Weege and Prudhommeau without any qualification ('Antike Tänze ,
passim).
476
 Exemplary is J.-C. Poursat, 'Les représentations de danse armée dans la cérarmque
attique', BCH 92 (1968) 550-615.
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There are strict limitations to what the iconographical material can con-
tribute.
A full treatment of all relevant evidence is not attempted here; there is
too much of it. What I want to contribute are mere preliminaries which I
deem necessary for any fruitful study of dance imagery. That means we will
also have to go into details that have nothing to do with dance and every-
thing to do with imagery in general.477 If Greek painted pottery is made
central to the discussion, and rather less attention is paid to other modes of
representation, this is because painted pottery is without question the most
important source of dance imagery (which does not mean that other sources
should be neglected). Confronted with a vase painting, a relief, a terracotta
statuette, carved gemstones, or whatever item of ancient imagery, we must
begin by asking an apparently very simple question, which turns out to be
singularly difficult to answer: 'does this portray dance?'. We will speak only
of the undifferentiated concept 'dance' here, and not yet of any individual
'dances'. Now we have no escape routes such as relying on a specific Greek
vocabulary. In most instances we have only the images, and have to approach
these armed with the definition of dance as formulated above. But it is
obvious that we face serious problems in deciding whether the artisan in any
m
 My work is much indebted to the ideas of C. Bérard, especially as expressed in his
miportant article 'Iconographie-Iconologie-Iconologique', Etudes de Lettres 16.4 (1983) 5-37.
Cf. the more popular account by C. Bérard and J.-L. Durand, 'Entrer en imagerie', in: La
me des images. Religion et société en Grèce antique (Lausanne 1984) 19-33. Bérard's approach
has much in common with, and is indeed closely allied to the work of a Paris-based group,
with strong links to the work of J.-P. Vernant: J.-L. Durand, F. Lissarrague, F. Frontisi-
Ducroux, and A. Schnapp (see F. Frontisi-Ducroux, and F. Lissarrague, 'Bibliographie:
Autour de l'image', Métis. Revue d'anthropologie du monde ancien 5 (1990) 205-224). Also
related is the work done in England by C. Sourvinou-Inwood, for instance her Studies in
Uprls' transitions. Aspects of the arkteia and age representation in Attic iconography, Athens
1988, 'Reading' Greek culture. Texts and images, rituals and myths, Oxford 1991, and
Reading' Greek death. To the end of the classical period, Oxford 1995, and in Hamburg by
H. Hoffmann, best seen in his Sexual and asexual pursuit: Λ structuralist approach to Greek
vase-painting London 1977, and idem, 'Knotenpunkte. Zur Bedeutungsstruktur griechischer
"asenbilder', Hephaistos 2 (1980) 127-154. A summary of his ideas can be found in idem,
Why did the Greeks need imagery? An anthropological approach to the study of Greek
vase painting', Hephaistos 9 (1988) 143-162. I should point out that I do not share Hoff-
mann's enthusiasm for Lévi-Straussian structuralism with its bipolar bias, and think his two
basic paradigms (heroic and Dionysiac) too restrictive. For some other worries, see my
review of F. Lissarrague, L'autre guerrier. Archers, peltastes, cavaliers dans l'imagerie attique,
Paris 1990, Mnemosyne 49 (1995) 120-123.
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particular instance intended to portray physical activities covered by our
definition.
In dealing with this fundamental question, there is hardly any relevant
research to fall back on. In the studies of Greek dance that make use of
iconographie sources, and many do, one never finds mentioned the criteria
on the basis of which it has been decided that a particular image is indeed
portraying dance.478 Neither do classical archaeologists interpreting an image
as a dance scene, present their criteria. Scholars probably take as their starting
point some private mental image of what dance ought to look like. But we
cannot so easily fall back on 'common sense'. Although the saying has it that
'every picture tells a story', the historian trying to use as evidence the
imagery of a community that is not his own, will often find it to be
exasperatingly mute. Of course images might 'speak' by carrying a written
comment, a language usually easier to understand.479 But images are labelled
only in the rarest of instances, especially when we restrict ourselves to
purported dance imagery. Many inscriptions on pottery have a clearly
calligraphic intent, also aimed at the non-literate, or even produced by the
non-literate; generally, such texts are of an essentially decorative nature, and
never widespread.480 The few examples are most welcome, but not always
easy to interpret481 In the absence of labelling one had better think twice.
478
 L. B. Lawler, more aware of the problems inherent in using dance imagery then
most other scholars, in her The dance in ancient Greece rightly warns that 'frequently only
context can determine whether the figure is standing, walking or dancing' (19). She does
not, however, discuss which contextual clues we have to look for.
479
 Very intelligent and inspiring on the interplay of the written word and images when
occurring in combination (though dealing with a different, multi-lingual situation): M.
Camille, 'The language of images in medieval England, 1200-1400', in: J. Alexander, and P.
Binski (eds.), Age of chivalry. Art in Plantagenet England 1200-1400 (London 1987) 33-40.
480
 J. L. Benson, 'Symptom and story in geometric art', BABesch 63 (1988) 69-76, 70.
481
 One can think of the famous Pyrrhias aryballos from Corinth (cf. note 506 below),
where a boy performing a high jump is enveloped by a meandering text reading Purrmas
prochoreuomenos (SEG 30.346, 14.303; on this dipinto, see F. Lorber, Inschriften auf
korintischen Vasen. Archäologisch-epigraphische Untersuchungen zur korinthischen Vasenmalerei
im 7. und 6. ßt v. Chr. (Berlin 1979) no.39; CVP pp.560f). Other pottery inscriptions offer
'sprechende Namen' borne by komasts, satyrs, nymphs or maenads: see C. Fränkel, Satyr-
und Bakchennamen auf Vasenbildern, Halle 1912 (with additions in: A. Kossatz-Deissmann,
'Satyr- und Mänadennamen auf Vasenbildern des Getty Museums mit Addenda zu Gh.
Fränkel, Satyr- und Bakchennamen auf Vasenbildern (1912)', in: Greek vases in the J. PMI
Getty Museum 5 (= Occasional papers on antiquities 7) (Malibu 1991) 131-191), where we
find several names built on the stems chor- and melp-, and miscellaneous (but note that in
spite of their names some of these creatures are definitely not dancing; such portrayals are
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Trained archaeologists regularly appear to be hard put to distinguish
between, for instance, dancing and running. Under such conditions it can be
quite arbitrary to list an image under the heading 'dance', as can be illustrated
from the work of several scholars, all of them precise and careful. In dis-
cussing decorated choes Van Hoorn wavers between dancing and running in
describing comparable scenes.482 Mommsen, in her study of the vase painter
known as the Affecter, describes figures that are to all purposes identically
drawn in the one instance as dancing, in the other as running.483 Campus,
in her catalogue of black figure vases in Tarquinia, wrestles with the same
problem.484 One has to admit that the 'common sense' approach is inad-
missible; we do need criteria, if only to be able to tell the doubtful from the
reasonably secure.
We should preferably start with a series of closely related examples
(closely related, not identical; the fact that an item has been 'mass-produced'
at most of indirect support); four moving maenads called Ornypis, Choronike (?),
Orchesil(l)e and Aule[s]inome are depicted on an Attic black-figure oinochoe, Essen,
Folkwang Museum A22 (H. Froning, Katalog der griechischen und italischen Vasen, Museum
Folkwang Essen (Essen 1982) no.58; Para 182, BAdd 2 (423)); possibly we could add here
some of the names of the agitated komasts portrayed on the Korinthian skyphos in Paris,
Louvre CA 3004 (see F. Lorber, Inschriften auf korintischen Vasen, no.37; CVP 190f). We
also have a few reliefs carrying an inscription: Athens, NM 3854 (SEG 23.103); Athens,
Akropolis Museum 1338 = IG 22.3025 (SEG 30.104; 126; 128). But it is not always clear
whether the poses or movements portrayed belong to the dance mentioned in the text, or
to some other activity - such as a 'triumphal round', suggested for Athens, NM 3854 by J.-
C. Poursat, 'Une base signée du Musée National d'Athènes: pyrrhichistes victorieux', BCH
91 (1967) 102-110 (which might nevertheless be a dance in its own right, according to my
definition).
m
 G. van Hoorn, Choes and anthesteria (Leiden 1951) no.986, fig.214 (Vienna 3772):
'boy running', no.569 fig.65 (Leipzig T3171): 'boy running'; but no.918, fig.84 (Syracuse
!4941):'boy dancing'.
3
 According to H. Mommsen, Der Affecter (Mainz 1975), her no.79 (Greenwich,
'"Onn., Bareiss Coll. 20), has on neck B 'a running youth, between two nude men dancing'.
*>ut the youth and his two companions are all three depicted in a more or less identical
Pose. Ibid, no.96 (Orvieto 594) is described as a satyr and maenad dancing; the satyr and
maenad are facing one another; no.97 (Orvieto, Coll. dei Conti Faina 63) has a quite
comparable pair of satyr and maenad, this time moving behind one another, and this is
described as a 'Verfolgungsszene'. But the relative position of the protagonists is not enough
to help us decide between dance or pursuit: dogmatism will not do (cf. below, note 501).
L. Campus, Ceramica attica a figure nere. Piccoli vasi e vasi plastici. Materiali delMuseo
Archeologico Nazionale di Tarquinia, vol.2 (Rome 1981) 6-7, no.3: black-figure lekythos,
Tarquinia 601: two dancing boys between two men; 5-6, no.2: black-figure oinochoe,
Tarquinia RC1044: a single figure between two men, the pose much as in no.3, but this
tune described as 'a nude boy running'.
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is also quite interesting, but in a different context). It has been generally
recognized by now, even if not always acted upon, that a 'dossier' offers
many more opportunities to the historian than a single unrelated artifact.485
The series selected should be studied in the context of other series. Because
so much of the imagery finds a place within a coherent system it ought to be
a basic procedure of interpretation to study as much material as possible.486
It is in viewing the whole of the system that we might indicate the possible
niches for a specific dance imagery. Next we should consider the propensity
of the painter or sculptor to decrease ambiguity (and I believe such a pro-
pensity was at work in most instances). We must try to isolate the elements
that told the ancient observer that dance was intended in a particular image.
It is the logic of the system that ought to tell us how to isolate specific dance
iconography. This is of course slippery ground: the danger of circuitous
reasoning is always present. In the end we can only check whether our recon-
struction of the original communicatory process is correct by comparing the
results reached with information derived from the textual sources and from
the rare labelled image. By following these strategies we will be able to isolate
a core of images, which we can consider with a reasonable degree of certainty
to be dance imagery. The further we move from this core, the more warily
we must move, and not conceal our doubts and hesitations.487
Whatever we do, we have to take into account all possible distortions,
especially formulas or conventions, and restrictions imposed by the medium.
Here we enter the realm of specific painterly or sculptural aspects, often
pronounced of little interest to the historian who does not concentrate on
questions of a stylistic or aesthetic nature. It is not, however, possible to sepa-
485
 With textual material (especially epigraphical, cf. e.g., L. Robert, 'L'epigraphie', in:
C. Samaran (éd.), L'histoire et ses méthodes (Paris 1961) 453-497, here 473ff) this is something
of a truism, but in spite of admonitions by archaeologists, historians still tend to illustrate
their accounts with isolated images which can easily lead astray.
486
 Arguments for the coherence of the imagery will be given below. Cf. C. Bérard,
'Iconographie-Iconologie-Iconologique', 10; H. Hoffmann, 'Why did the Greeks need
imagery?', here 146. Of course there are physical limits to what a non-specialist (and a
specialist) can do; but a historian should not concentrate on a few images that attract his
attention, but should attempt to get at least an impression of the imagery in its totality, the
process V. A. Kolve has so poetically described as 'to read in the visual library of an age
(Chaucer ana the imagery of narrative: the first five Canterbury Tales (London 1984) 360).
487
 It is not in the present book that such a core imagery is presented: this deserves a
separate publication. But see also below, notes 517ff.
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rate form and contents in so strict a fashion. Conventions are many: several
are in use at one and the same time, and new ones develop, as ways of
representing nature change.488 Firstly, Greek artisans have used a number
of formulae to impart a sense of movement. The ones used in the depiction
of running are well known. Study of other examples can be found scattered
through the literature, but the conventions called to help in the rendering of
dancers have never been properly studied.489
Secondly, we must deal at some length with the problems of spatial
representation, which we encounter in all modes of rendition, including the
particularly Greek art of high relief (statues in the round, three-dimensional,
but arranged in a two-dimensional composition). The exceptions are
freestanding sculpture in the round and statuettes, but these are only minor
sources for dance iconography. How does one suggest space beyond the plane
of the picture, or present a notion of depth? Here questions of perspective
and related phenomena come into play.490 Overlap (receding without
488
 Cf. E. H. Gombrich, An and illusion. A study in the psychology of pictorial
representation (London 1972) 114, on the 'rhythm of schema and correction'.
489
 On the portrayal of walking and running see E. Schmidt, 'Der Knielauf und die
Darstellungen des Laufens und Fliegens in der älteren griechischen Kunst', Münchener
archäologische Studien (1909) 253-397; L. Gründel, Die Darstellung des Laufens in der
griechischen Kunst. Ein Beitrag zur Frage der Bewegungsgestaltung in der griechischen Kunst,
Würzburg 1934. There is quite some literature on gestures in Greek art: C. Sittl, Die
Gebärden; G. Neumann, Gesten und Gebärden in der griechischen Kunst, Berlin 1965; K.
Bogen, Gesten in Begrüssungsszenen auf attischen Vasen, Bonn 1969; J.-L. Durand, 'Le faire
et le dire: vers une anthropologie des gestes iconiques', History and anthropology 1 (1984)
29-48; idem, 'Gesture and ntuality m ancient Greek imagery', in: M. Moerman, and M.
Nomura (eds.), Culture embodied (Osaka 1990) 141-153.1. Jucker, Der Gestus des Aposkopein,
deals in part with the schema of the Greek dance called aposkopein, in part with the artistic
convention of 'shading the eyes'. For a good (but sometimes dated) general overview of
conventions we still have to turn to E. Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen, Munich
1923. On the conventions in depicting what might be specific dance movements we have
mainly L. B. Lawler, 'The maenads'.
190
 We should start by defining what we mean by perspective: I follow the lead of L.
Wright, Perspective in perspective, London 1983, who restricts his use of perspective proper
(but not his excellent account) to the phenomena of apparent diminution and convergence
of parallel lines. Perspective in a much wider sense is discussed in J. White, Perspective in
ancient drawing and painting, London 1956, idem, The birth and rebirth of pictorial space
(London 1957) 236ff, G. M. A. Richter, Perspective in Greek and Roman art, London 1970,
L. M. Gigante, A study of perspective from the representations of architectural forms in Greek
classical and hellenistic painting, PhD Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 1980, R. A.
Tybout, Aedificiorum figurae. Untersuchungen zu den Architekturdarstellungen des frühen
zweiten Stils (Amsterdam 1989) index s.v. 'Perspektive', idem, 'Die Perspective bei Vitruv:
zwei Überlieferungen von scaenographia', in: H. Geertman, and J. J. de Jong (eds.), Munus
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diminution) is found early, for instance on the famous so-called Chigi-
vase491, decorated with phalanges of hoplites, usually dated in the third
quarter of the seventh century, but it only gathers full force from the early
fifth century onwards; the single base line is a slow dying convention. The
related technique of foreshortening and three-quarter views develops in the
late archaic and early classical phase, from about 500.492 But 'true' repre-
sentations of objects in the distance, that is, objects diminishing in size, are
rarely found earlier than in Hellenistic and Roman days; even if converging
central point perspective was introduced into painting by Agatarchus of
Samos somewhere in the fifth century (as stated by Vitruvius, De Arcbitectura
7, preface)493, it did not arouse interest outside the field of stage painting
(and possibly monumental painting). It certainly was not used by vase
painters.494 In imagery without perspective many difficulties have to remain
unsolved, amongst them the portrayal of human beings or objects arranged
in a circle.
A related problem is the position of the floor line. This can be positioned
arbitrarily, or not indicated at all. Restrictions imposed by the medium are
obvious: most of our imagery consists of vase paintings, which of course lack
the three-dimensional quality of sculpture. The image is transferred to the
two-dimensional plane; but this carrier is in vase painting not an ordinary
non ingratum. Proceedings of the international symposium on Vitruvius'De Architectura and
the Hellenistic and Republican architecture, Leiden 1987 (Leiden 1989) 55-68.
491
 Rome, Villa Giulia 22679; proto-Corinthian; CVP p.32.
492
 In Greek ta katagrapha (the obliquae imagines of Plinius, Historia Naturalis 35.56);
for a systematic overview of foreshortening, see G. M. A. Richter, Perspective in Greek and
Roman art, London 1970.
493
 Relevant texts are collected and commented upon by J. J. Pollitt, The ancient view
of Greek art, 236-247, s.v. skenographia. Much remains as yet unknown here.
494
 Cf. the literature given above, note 490. A fragment of an Attic krater in Würzburg
(M. Robertson, A history of Greek art (Cambridge 1975) fig.l33a), showing some sort of
two-point perspective, is a unique item: most attempts at perspective show no common
vanishing points at all, and often receding but no converging (isometric/axonometric of
some sort, what Richter calls 'partial perspective'). Gigante wants to see some (fairly
unsuccessful) attempts at centralized spot perspective in the portrayal of foreshortened
architecture in fourth-century South Italian vase paintings, as a heritage of the (in my
opinion rather doubtful) fifth-century Attic achievements in this field. Her arguments are
far from convincing. She rather contradictorily accepts White's idea of an 'empirical
perspective arrangement', while rejecting White's plea for & 'vanishing axis', a concept that
seems the best analytical tool for interpreting much of Hellenistic and Roman attempts at
perspective.
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picture plane, but a freestanding object, with a convex or sometimes concave
surface at that. The shape of a vase or of the decorated field of a vase often
strongly influences or even determines the composition (a clear example is the
tondo inside cups)495. Also, black-figure and red-figure each have their spe-
cific limitations, which arise from the nature of the 'paint' (actually clay slip)
used. Chiaroscuro and shading are rare in vase painting, and the chromatic
range limited, not allowing any modulation of tone.496 Summarily one can
say that it is always difficult to decide on the relative position of the people
and objects depicted in archaic and classical Greek paintings and reliefs.
When we now try to put all the above into practice, that is, to isolate
depictions of 'dance' from the whole of Greek imagery, we must start by
distinguishing between depictions of different types of movement.497 In
asking what movement is shown in a particular image, we can usually answer
in the most general terms only: standing, walking, running, jumping, turning,
crouching, and so on. The more complicated a movement, the less easy to
portray it unambiguously. With most imagery it is certainly beyond us to
ascertain some sequence or direction of movement; but the question of how
far movement can be reconstructed on the basis of static images will be dealt
with at length below. Once a number of movements have been isolated, we
should ask under what conditions which of these movements can be incorpo-
rated within that particular category of human behaviour that is covered by
our definition of the dance. We decide that a movement portrayed belongs
to dance, when it cannot be reasonably interpreted as anything else, and/or
because of some contextual clues that disambiguate the image.
Our point of departure is movement in which one leg is off the ground.
The protagonist is raising or kicking out one leg, to the back, front or side,
while standing, walking or running. In depictions of walking or running in
195
 See E. F. van der Grinten, On the composition of the medallions in the interiors of
Greek black- and red-figured kylixes, Amsterdam 1966.
496
 See above all V. J. Bruno, Form and color in Greek painting, New York 1977. Cf. E.
C. Keuls, Plato and Greek painting, Leiden 1978, and J. J. Pollitt, The ancient view of Greek
«n, 247-254; 395f (on skiagraphia).
m
 Note that it is not the amount of 'realism' of the images that we are speaking of: it
is ways of 'recognizably' suggesting movements that we are concerned with. One might
compare E. B. Stebbins, The dolphin in the literature and art of Greece and Rome (Menasha
1929) 66ff, on the portrayal of dolphins: the pronounced concave ventral outline is not true
to nature, but imparts a sense of lively movement. To the modern observer those depictions
still look more like living dolphins than a realistic image in a work of zoology.
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which only one foot touches the ground, the position of the legs obeys well-
known conventions.498 Such known schemata appear in many different
scenes, most of which are definitely not dance scenes; they belong in the
sphere of athletics, or are depictions of someone striding or rushing towards
some goal, or fleeing from something or somebody. We leave the undoubted
walkers and runners aside, and take a closer look at those legs raised or darted
out (of course it is not always possible to say where a simple raising of the
leg ends and a high kicks begins) which do not conform to the walking/
running schemata. We find athletes (wrestlers, pankratiasts, discus and spear
throwers, jumpers and ball players499), and a comparatively few examples
of everyday movements (stepping onto some elevation, raising one foot to
bath it, pressing grapes, putting on a greave or footwear). In South-Italian
vase-painting there is a convention of depicting individuals while they are
resting one foot on a rock or hillock; that they actually have both feet on the
ground is not always clear.500 Of the remaining images - which are many -,
most can with much confidence be said to be depictions of dancing. One leg
is raised to whatever height, the other one usually bent. This interpretation
by elimination is assisted by several disambiguating clues, such as dress or
headgear, instruments played by musicians or the protagonists themselves, and
other accoutrements.501 Thus those standing on one leg, but not walking,
498
 See above, note 489.
499
 All clearly disambiguated by a palaestra or gymnasium setting, and/or by their
implements (for a ball player, see the relief Athens, NM 873; a jumper carrying weights (see
below, note 504) is on the interior of a black-figure kylix, Paris, Louvre C10376 (ABV
210.3, BAdd \ CVA France 17, Louvre 10, PI. Ill H e 107.3). Odd is the black-figure pelike
New York, MMA 49.11.1 (Λ5Κ384.19.696, BAdd2), where we see two boxers, behind one
another, stepping high to aulos accompaniment: athletes dancing? dancers miming athletes?
D. Sansone, Greek athletics and the genesis of sport (Berkeley 1988) fig.18, interprets the scene
as 'boxing instruction'.
500
 See also below, note 576.
501
 There is not much research into the appearance or adornment of dancers (other than
the choruses of Athenian drama): dress can be very distinctive: with a more or less
pronounced exotic flavour, short dresses, complete or partial nudity (short skirts, 'shorts'),
cross-belts, and so on. For some special items, see H. Thiersch, Ependytes und Ephod,
Stuttgart 1936, M. C. Miller, 'The ependytes in classical Athens', Hesperia 58 (1989) 313-329;
L. B. Lawler, 'Lucida Veste', TAPhA 69 (1938) 423-438; H.-G. Buchholz, 'Das Symbol des
gemeinsamen Mantels', JDAI 102 (1987) 1-55; G. Koch-Harnack, Erotische Symbole:
Lotosblüte und gemeinsamer Mantel auf antiken Vasen, Berlin 1989; L. Bonfante, 'Nudity as
a costume in classical art', AJA 93 (1989) 543-570; and see titles in 1.8 above, sub 'mantle
dancers' and 'dancing girls'. Headdresses can be as distinctive: poloi, kalathoi, headbands
with objects like leaves or feathers, and so on. For poloi, see V. K. Müller, Der Polos, die
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running or athletes or involved in some recognizable everyday activity, can
be accepted as dancing.502
Next we turn to jumping with both legs off the ground (either straight
up, or with turns, kicks, and so on). In depictions of movement in which
both feet leave the floor, it has to be ascertained whether there are any
criteria to differentiate between ordinary jumping, jumping as part of athle-
tics, and jumping in the dance. I do not know of any renderings that could
be interpreted as jumping as an ordinary motor activity (clearing some
obstacle), so we are left with the distinction between athletics and dance. The
presence of a musical instrument, in casu the aulos, is not significant, as
jumping athletes rhythmized their exercises by aulos accompaniment.503 The
jumping weights (haltères), however, carried by jumping athletes, are
obviously no accoutrements of the dance. But did athletes also jump without
weights? That they actually did can be gathered from Aristotle's comment
that athletes jumped further with weights than without, and from the
existence of the terminus technicus halteria or halterobolia as opposed to the
simple halma.M If we accept that they did, it remains to be seen whether
any Greek athlete has ever been depicted jumping without weights. Like
Juthner I am convinced that the images claimed to illustrate athletes preparing
griechische Götterkrone, Berlin 1915, for kalathoi, see titles in 1.8 sub 'kalathiskos-dance'.
Instruments and other accoutrements in dance scenes have not been accorded separate
treatment. See e.g., F.-G. von Papen, Der Thyrsos in der griechischen und römischen Literatur
und Kunst, Berlin 1905.
502
 Of course there will sometimes be room for doubt, cf. below, note 507. But cases
"ke the groups of goose stepping lyre-players of the black-figure neck-amphora, Paris,
Louvre E861 (Para 33; BAdd2 (91.1)), the black-figure neck-amphora, Berlin 1966.1 (ABV
285.1, Para 125, BAdcf), and the red-figure bell-krater, New York, MMA 25.78.66 (ARV2
1172.8.1685, Para 459, BAdd *), not usually seen as dance imagery, I would certainly claim
as such.
'°
3
 See J. Juthner, Die athletischen Leihesübungen der Griechen, vol.2 (Vienna 1968) 214
(with note 153) and index s.v. 'Flötenspieler'; R. Patrucco, Lo sport nella Grecia antica
(Florence 1972) 68.
SM
 Aristotle, De incessu animalium 705al6. E. N. Gardiner, 'Further notes on the Greek
Jump'JHS 24 (1904) 179-194, P.-E. Legrand, 'Saltus', DAGR, vol.4 (Paris 1909) 1054-1056,
1055 note 5, and R. Patrucco, Lo sport nella Grecia antica (Florence 1972) 79, have all
argued for athletes training both with and without the use of weights. I remain doubtful
whether in formalized athletic training so much jumping without weights went on at all
(at least since c. 600 BC, the date of the oldest halter found: see J. Juthner, Die athletischen
Leibesübungen der Griechen, vol.2 (Vienna 1968) 163f, with further references), but it cannot
be excluded.
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to jump without weights actually portray starting runners.505 Apart from
these questionable items, we never find any jumpers in the context of a
palaestra or gymnasium without weights, although imagery of athletes
training (as opposed to competing in games) is comparatively abundant. I
think we can safely conclude that weights were used to disambiguate athletic
imagery, and that consequently in encountering airborne jumpers without
weights we have to think of dance first. And here we have support, for once,
from a labelled image: the famous Pyrrhias aryballos.506
More difficult are depictions of people with both feet touching the
ground. This is of course the most common way of depicting human beings,
so what could possibly be specific to the dance here? Once again we have the
walkers and runners who are rendered according to the usual schemata.507
505
 J. Jüthner, Die athletischen Leibesübungen der Griechen, vol. 2 (Vienna 1968) 71 note
139; 162. Cf. E. N. Gardiner, Athletics of the ancient world (Oxford 1930) fig.99. Jiithner's
arguments are not all equally convincing. A few experiments in the corridor or garden
might help us out: in a jump from stand a deep bending of the knees combines with the
arms swinging backwards to provide the necessary impetus. The iconography however
shows arms stretched out in front of the body: red-figure artisans, who had solved the
difficult depiction of the runner, would hardly have rendered a jumper in this pose. For
jumpers with arms in front but not bending their knees, see e.g. Boston 01.8033 (one foot
lifted, jumping from hater; see W. E. Sweet, Sport and recreation. A source hook with
translations (New York 1987) pi. 12).
506
 A middle-Corinthian aryballos: Corinth, C-54-1, CKPp.165; see M. C. Roebuck, and
C. A. Roebuck, 'A prize aryballos', Hesperia 24 (1955) 158-163; cf. above, note 481.
507
 There are debatable instances: thus some examples of Knielauf, kneeling running,
have been claimed as dance, for instance the well-known relief Athens, NM 1959 (see H.
Wiegartz, 'Zur Deutung der "Waffenläufer-Stele"', Marburger Winckelmann-Programm 1965
(Marburg 1966) 46-64). A comparable runner/dancer is a bronze, Geneva, private collection
p. Vanhove (ed.), Sport in Hellas. Van spel tot competitie (Brussel 1992) ηο.197, p.313). On
account of the hands held in front of the breast, with the elbows out, I suggest dance: see
the red-figure column-krater, Lecce 572 (ARV1 564.21, Para 389, BAdd 2, CVA Italia 4,
Lecce 1, pi. Ill l c 3.1, 3.3); red-figure volute-krater (the so-called Karneia Krater), Tarento
IG8263 (A.D. Trendall, The red-figured vases ofLucania, Campania and Sicily (Oxford 1967)
55/280, pl.24); red-figure hydria, Naples 3232 (ARV2 1032.61, Para 442, BAdd *), and a
black-figure kylix, Tarquinia RC4194 (fHS 52 (1932) 181, fig.14). Some so-called Verfolgungs-
szenen, scenes of chase, are doubtful (whether with both legs on, or one leg off the ground).
We should study the relative position of the protagonists, and departures from certain
patterns should alert us: thus the satyrs in H. Mommsen, Der Affecter (Mainz 1975) no.92,
a black-figure neck-amphora, Orvieto 1014 (ABV 244.46, BAdd 2), who are said to be
chasing maenads, must surely be dancing, as the movement rendered here is not like any
of the stereotyped chase scenes. Also, pursuits that do conform to standard patterns, but
are situated in settings that do not forbid to think of dance, might be pan of some playful
choreography: Seeberg, in an analysis of ^omos-scenes, admits that in the end it is not so
easily decided what is actually meant by the 'comic pursuit': it could be a dance (A.
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In the position standing on flat feet, with both legs stretched, there is nothing
dansant either, though we may, on other grounds, decide that it is dance that
is intended. But when both legs are bent, as when doing knee bends, this
seems to be characteristic of dancing individuals; we find it with so-called
Dickbauchtänzer and with the Dionysiac thiasos, scenes which are dis-
ambiguated by many other clues (musical accompaniment, dress, and so
on).508 Standing on tiptoe seems an equally good indication for dance scenes;
I do not know of any examples which are obviously not dance.509 Some of
those on tiptoe might be doing turns, either partial turns or full pirouettes,
and we often see this indicated by the swirl of a dress.510 If a turn is
Seeberg, 'Padded dancer vases in the style of Timondas', Acta ad archaeologiam et artium
kistoriam pertinentia 2 (1965) 1-8, here 7f). Doubts are drastically resolved by P. Wuilleu-
mier, 'Crater inédit de Ceglie', RA 2 (1933) 3-30: 'tout en fuyant, ils exécutent des figures
de danse' (8). It seems better to call undecided cases exactly that.
508
 The bent knees with feet together are also found with later komasts, e.g. black-figure
kylix, Florence 98813 (M. Grazia Marzi, 'Nuovi vasi attice del Museo Archeologico di
Firenze', Bolletino d'Arte 11 (1981) 13-24, 15 fig.3). There exist depictions of people with
bent knees and their feet together who are evidently not dancing: several scenes of
intercourse a tergo (cf. J. Henderson, The maculate muse: obscene language in Attic comedy
(New York 19912) 179f on kuptein), a few examples of people lifting or carrying a heavy
burden: red-figure skyphos, Malibu, Getty Museum S.80.AE.304 (Greek vases: Molly and
Walter Bareiss Collection (Malibu 1983) nr.39): a woman drinking from a heavy vessel; black-
figure Laconian cup, Rome, Vatican 16592 (M. Pipili, Laconian iconography of the sixth
century B.C. (Oxford 1987) 34 nr.92): Atlas carrying the heavens on his shoulders.
509
 There are numerous examples (also terracottas). See e.g., a painted terracotta plaque,
Athens, NM 1968 (the Niinion-pinax: U. Bianchi, The Greek mysteries (Leiden 1967;
Iconography of religions 7.3) no.35; K. Clinton, Myth and cult. The iconography of the
Eleusinian mysteries (Stockholm 1992) 73-75); black-figure Kabirion vase, Athens, NM 1132
(ABV522.50, Para 260); red-figure lekythos, Essen, Museum Folkwang RE55 (H. Froning,
Katalog der griechischen und italischen Vasen, Museum Folkwang Essen (Essen 1982) nr.89;
RVAp ch.!5/44a, äs Essen, Ruhrlandmuseum 74.158 A3); gold plaques, Leningrad,
Hermitage (O. Mentzavou (ed.), Movaeia Ερμίτάξ (Athens 1989) nrs.8-9).
110
 Not always as clearly as one might want, e.g. the maenad on a red-figure calyx-crater,
Syracuse 47102 (LCS 1/71; A. D. Trendall, The red-figured vases o/Paestum (Rome 1987) 32,
n.43; CVA Italia 17, Siracusa 1, pi. IV e 5.1-2), cf. the red-figure calyx-krater Syracuse 47039
(LCS Sicilia 46; CVA ibid., pi. IV e 3.1, 4.1) with the unlikely scene of a maenad tiptoe on
a seesaw. Very clearly rendered are: red-figure kylix, Paris, Cabinet des Médailles 542 (ARV
2
- 438.133.1653; Para 375; BAdd 2; D. Buitron-Oliver, Douris (Mainz 1995) no.178, pl.100,
cf. red-figure frg. Basle, Cahn 109, Buitron-Oliver no.O,7, pl.133); red-figure volute-krater,
Tarento IG8263 (cf. note 507 above); in terracotta there are several good examples.
Otherwise swirling dress is interesting to, as indicating movement and speed: e.g., red-figure
calyx-crater, Berlin F2400, RVAp ch.1/8; red-figure choes, Paris, Louvre CA21 (ARV1
1335.33); the Delphi karyatids (J. Marcadé, 'Les bras des danseuses', in: Mélanges helléniques
offerts à G. Daux (Paris 1974) 239-254); Attic terracotta, Berlin TC6822 (C. Blümel, Sport
u
nd Spiel bei Griechen und Römern. Bildwerke aus den staatlichen Museen zu Berlin (Berlin
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depicted, one might think of a depiction of dance without much hesitation.
With people standing, walking or running with both feet on the ground, and
who are not bending their knees or on tiptoe, we should not so much look
at the legs, but at the number of people depicted and their relative positions.
If they are depicted as a group, the members of which are arrayed in a file (or
a circle: with two dimensional images we cannot usually tell which of the two
is intended), we might be justified in thinking of a chorus. As so much of the
dancing was choral, we can of course reasonably expect that at least in some
images choruses are being represented. Especially when the supposed chorus
members are holding hands,511 and/or when other disambiguating elements
are present, we can be reasonably secure. Such disambiguating elements are
uncommon dress or headgear, instruments played by a musician or musicians,
or by the chorus members, singing512, or some accoutrements. When a
group is not holding hands and there are no (strong) disambiguating clues, it
1934) pl.38); Hellenistic marble statue from Perge, possibly portraying a muse, with
beautiful flowing drapery: J. Inan, 'Eine hellenistische Tänzerin aus Perge', Akten des 13.
internationalen Kongresses für klassische Archäologie Berlin 1988 (Mainz 1990) 347-348, pl.
50.3.
511
 Two specific holds differ from everyday movement: the wrist hold (the so-called epi
karpöi grasp), and the w-position of the arms, with forearms lifted upwards and the
protagonists holding hands. The wrist hold is also found in scenes that are certainly no
dance scenes, the w-position seems to be unique to (early) depictions of choruses. On the
epi karpöi grasp, see I. Jenkins, 'Is there life after marriage? A study of the abduction motif
in vase paintings of the Athenian wedding ceremony', BICS 30 (1983) 137-145. The w-
position already can be found in prehistoric imagery: see the neolithic examples in the
article by J. Maringer, 'Der Tanz im Leben der vorgeschichtlichen Menschen: Ursprung und
frühe Tanzformen', Zeitschrift für Ethnologie 107 (1982) 7-21 (a well-documented account,
though unavoidably full of guesswork). The examples from Maringer are, however, from
East Siberia and the Indus Valley, not from the Aegean; see also the proto-Elamitic
fragments in CVA France 4, Louvre 3, pl. I C f 3, 10-11. The position is very common on
Greek geometric painted pottery: several examples in M. Wegner, Musik und Tanz,
Göttingen 1968. But there are also many choruses qualifying for that title which do not use
either of these two grasps; sometimes we find epi karpöi and ordinary hand holds combined
in a single picture: red-figure calyx-crater, Rome, Villa Giulia 909 (ARV2 618.1, Para 398,
BAdd2); black-figure lekythos, New York, MMA 56.11.1 (Para 66, BAdd2 (155)), where the
wrist hold is used by those standing still or moving slowly, and an ordinary hold by those
who move at speed. Every couple or some couples in the chorus may also be holding
branches, filets, chaplets or wreaths between them, see M. Blech, Studien zum Kranz hei den
Griechen, Berlin 1982 (RGW 38).
512
 Indicated by heads thrown (slightly) backwards and opened mouths. An example of
a chorus singing: red-figure krater, Basle BS415 (see M. Schmidt, 'Dionysien', AK 10 (1967)
70-81). It is remarkable how very few choruses are depicted as singing - but it would be rash
to conclude from this that most of them did not in fact sing.
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is nevertheless remarkable when several individuals are engaged in performing
the same movement in unison. Although there are examples of this in what
are evidently not dance scenes, the interpretation as the representation of
rhythmized movement is a legitimate one. Whether a chorus is to be
imagined as standing still, walking or moving more rapidly is not always
possible to decide. But as long as the interpretation as a chorus seems secure,
this is relatively unimportant; dancers do stand still, once in a while.
Holding hands is certainly relevant, but otherwise the arms and hands do
not seem very helpful; dancers are depicted with their arms in many different
positions. There is little here which could be claimed as characteristic for the
dance, except for some specific gestures: joining the hands above the head or
shading the eyes513, and, if we may call these gestures, holding up the dress
with one or both hands, or muffling them in the garment.514 Nor is there
is much in the position of the body that can be considered specific for dance
scenes, apart from some of the stronger contortions in depictions of ecstatic
behaviour, with the torso bent and the head thrown backwards.515 A single
>13
 Hands joined above the head are seen in squatting figures in oriental dress who are
supposed to be performing a dance called oklasma: e.g., red-figure lekythos, London, BM
E695 (H. Metzger, Les représentations dans la céramique attique du iif siècle (Paris 1951) 148
no.79, pi. 19.1); red-figure chous, Würzburg H4632 (G. van Hoorn, Choes and anthesteria
(Leiden 1951) no.1005, fig.186). Several examples are listed by M. J. Vermaseren and M.
B· de Boer, s.v. Attis, in LIMC, vol.3, 33f nrs.240-247, 35 nr.281, and see F. Brommer,
Antike Tänze', 488f. There are instances of joined hands other than the typical oklazontes,
e
-g-, a komast on a red-figure kylix, London, BM E54 (ARV2 436.96, BAdd 2, where the
reference to J. Boardman, Athenian red figure vases: the archaic period. A handbook (London
19/5) fig.281 must be corrected to fig.291). I do not know of any joined hands in a context
which cannot be interpreted as dance. For shading the eyes, see I. Jucker, Der Gestus des
Aposkopein. This gesture is also found in non-dance scenes.
Examples of girls holding their dress: red-figure kylix, London, BM E68 (AR V2
371.24.1649, Para 365, 367, BAdd2); relief from Xanthos, London, BM B307 (RA (1968) p.91
"8·°); gold plaque, Leningrad (cf. above, note 509). It is also common in terracottas. The
gesture is, however, also found with women running. For the muffled hands, cf. the titles
listed above in 1.8, sub 'mantle dancers'. The muffled hands are not only found with so-
iled mantle dancers, but also with maenads, e.g., Munich 2645 (ARV2 371.15.1649, Para
365, BAdd 2), London, BM E75 (ARV2 406.2, Para 371, BAdd 2), and on the so-called
Lenaenvasen. Muffled hands also occur outside a dance context.
5 See
 A- Rapp> 'Die Mänade im griechischen Cultus, in der Kunst und Poesie', RhM
27
 (1872) 1-22, 562-611; L. B. Lawler, 'The maenads'; M. W. Edwards, 'Representation of
maenads on archaic red-figure vases',/HS 80 (1960) 78-87; S. McNally, 'The maenad in early
Greek art', Arethusa 11 (1978) 101-135; T. H. Carpenter, Dionysian imagery in archaic Greek
*n. Its development in black-figure vase painting, Oxford 1986; A. Schöne, Der Thiasos. Eine
Monographische Untersuchung über das Gefolge der Dionysos in der attischen Vasenmalerei des
°· und 5. ßs. v_ Q,rj Göteborg 1987. But I hesitate to call every ecstatic pose dance
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element seems strongly associated with the dance, and this is prominence of
the buttocks. Such prominence can be traced to prehistoric scenes, some of
which might be dance scenes,516 but is of course a stock element in what
have been called komasts, komos-dancers, or Dickbauchtänzer. But the high-
lighting of this specific part of a dancer's anatomy is also found elsewhere.
Often attention is drawn to it by touching or slapping.
To summarize the above: look for raised legs; for jumps without weights;
for bent knees with both legs held together; for tiptoeing feet; for groups,
especially (but not only) holding hands; for swirling garments; for protruding
buttocks; for some very specific gestures; for remarkable dress or undress and
headgear; for the presence of musical instruments. One of these elements
might do, but preferably we have a number of these helping to disambiguate
each other. One part of an image may disambiguate another (as may cross-
overs from one piece of imagery to another). The range of images which I
believe I can isolate from the total imagery as forming a distinct category
dedicated to the portrayal of a specific kind of behaviour, does fit the etic
definition of dance which guides us here. There is rhythmized movement,
there is a strong emphasis on the legs, and so on. The weak spot is, as with
the texts, the special status of the movement (which we have said to be its
special communicative potential). While some texts do explicitly express
imagery: see above, note 404.
516
 J. Maringer, 'Der Tanz im Leben der vorgeschichtlichen Menschen: Ursprung und
frühe Tanzformen', Zeitschrift für Ethnologie 107 (1982) 7-21, mentions so-called 'Sitzfiguren'
and 'Gesäßsilhouette' and thinks these might portray dancing (11); support for this idea
could be found in the Monte Pellegrino figures (mesolithic rock carving, ca. 6000 BC?),
discussed and illustrated by J. Marconi Bovio, 'Interpretazione dell'arte pariétale dell'
Addaura', Bolletino d'Arte 38 (1953) 61-68, where we find 'Sitzfiguren' combined with two
ithyphallic figures that could very well be interpreted as acrobats (but see the strictures
concerning this type of material in P. C. Rice, and A. L. Paterson, 'Anthropomorphs in
cave art: an empirical assessment', AAnthr 90 (1988) 664-674, who put 'dance' between
inverted commas, and argue that active versus inactive is about as far as we can go with
cave art). Comparable is a seal from Enkomi (1600-1350 BC) in BSA 37 (1940) 72. Please
note that in both the Monte Pellegrino rock carving and in the Enkomi seal pronounced
buttocks are combined with what seem to be bird-masks: cf. N. Schlager, Dämonen-
darstellungen in der minoischen und mykenischen Glyptik, Vienna 1981, on 'beak-faces'. One
wonders whether there is any link between this category of well-bottomed beings and the
steatopygous female figurines found all over Europe (many illustrations in J. Jelinek, The
pictorial encyclopedia of the evolution of man (London 1976) 370ff, 389; such figurines have
also been found in Greece, see H.-G. Buchholz, and V. Karageorghis, Prehistoric Greece and
Cyprus, An archaeological handbook (London 1973) nos. 1172-1183: neolithic examples from
all over Greece).
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something of the awe in which dance is held, images can only express this by
being there (in the way texts contain a vocabulary that is used exclusively for
dance). Most images which come under consideration as dance imagery, are
so well disambiguated that they cannot be taken for depictions of everyday
non-dance movements. Their very existence, in large numbers, testifies at least
that dance was accorded recognition as such.
To produce on the above basis a complete collection of the iconographical
sources would serve no purpose, even if it could ever be attempted, conside-
ring the enormous bulk of the material.517 Of course, as with the written
sources, any such attempt will be overtaken by technological progress518
517
 To the images I would explicitly add the images in images, a small but interesting
category: e.g., on a red-figure plate (?) from Brauron a dancing girl wears 'hotpants' or an
ultra miniskirt' embroidered with dancers (L. Kahil, 'Quelques vases du sanctuaire
d'Artemis à Brauron', in: Neue Ausgrabungen in Griechenland, 1. Beiheft AK (1963) 5-29,
pl.12.1); on a red-figure fragment from Brauron is depicted a krateriskos decorated with
dancers (ibid., pi. 14.3); a red-figure bell-krater, Bologna, Museo Civico 425 (R VAp ch.4/199),
with a depiction of a Dionysian thiasos playing kottabos, shows a krater decorated with
dancing satyrs; on the red-figure Apulian bell-krater, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum IV
646 (H. A. Cahn, and E. Simon (eds.), Tainia (Festschrift R. Hampe) (Mainz 1980) pl.61.2),
's depicted a krater decorated with Dionysian dancers; on a piece of sculpted drapery from
Lykosoura are depicted animal mummers (G. Dickins, 'Damophon of Messene, part 2',
ABSA 13 (1906-1907) 357-404). For pottery on painted pottery we have H. Gericke,
Grfässdarstellungen auf griechischen Vasen, Berlin 1970, for the embroideries and so on
depicted on painted pottery or otherwise I do not know of any publications.
'
18
 On using manageable computerized data bases, see the articles by R. Glynn, C. di
Bari, G. Orsolini, and L. Villard in: F. Lissarrague, and F. Thelamon (eds.), Image et
céramique grecque. Actes du colloque de Rouen 1982, Rouen 1983 (cf. the interesting debate
m the same volume of proceedings, 174-178: but the issue of the tension between uniform
data and the subjectivity in describing images is only touched upon). See also N. Blanc, F.
Gury, and H. Leredde, 'Les images d'Amor: une expérience d'informatisation', RA (1987)
£97-334, and J. Solomon (ed.), Accessing antiquity. The computerization of classical studies,
Tucson 1993. The Attic vases registered in the Oxford Beazley Archive will become
available digitized: at the time of writing, 53,000 records are available in the text archive,
and in the context of RAMA (Remote Access to Museum Archives) 10,000 images have
been scanned (figures given at http://www.ashmol.ox.ac.uk/castgal/ba.html); the CVA is
be
'ng computerized, as are the United States contributions to LIMC. Numerous other
Projects are under way. But not all attempts at cataloguing are preempted by modern
technology. The new retrieval techniques are not yet (widely) available, comprehensive
coverage is far harder to achieve than in the case of textual material, and storage of digitized
images still presents some capacity problems; but these will undoubtedly be solved.
Whether progress is always the right word, depends on how fast we can adjust our
behaviour and create new coping strategies: so-called information overload syndrome is a
newly recognized neurological disorder leading to anxiety, sleeplessness, the craving for ever
more information, and thus to general incapacity (a Reuter news item, broadcast by the
BC W
°rld Service, Monday 14 October 1996).
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Also, much of the material, especially the Dionysiac and komast scenes, is
highly iterative, and a few instances suffice to illustrate a large series. A more
sensible aim would be to establish a sensible typology, and not a full catalo-
gue.519 Such a typological corpus of ancient Greek dance iconography, fully
illustrated, with the images described according to some uniform scheme, and
with adequate interpretative comments, would certainly answer a need.520
But once a corpus of supposed dance imagery has been put together, what use
can be made of it?
The nature of Greek visual representation
Once we have succeeded in isolating a core of dance imagery, we have to
address the issue of the validity of these images as historical evidence. What
can the imagery contribute to our understanding of the dancing of the ancient
Greek world? First of all some general pronouncements on the nature of
Greek visual representation are in order (with the proviso that nothing of this
is exclusively Greek). Most of the imagery has been created by craftsmen or
519
 Of course not forgetting significant departures from the normative. Normative is
what is preponderant in the present assemblage of archaeological finds. It remains to be seen
whether both norms and departures from these norms are truly significant, not only from
the point of view of survival, but also from the point of view of production. D. Gill, 'Pots
and trade: spacefilled or objects d'art?',/HS 111 (1991) 29-47, is sobering on the subject of
survival rates.
520
 All images should be of the whole object (different sides and details as required);
descriptions should be built on a uniform plan and should be fully consistent in their
wording. See M. Baxandall, Patterns of intention. On the historical explanation of pictures
(New Haven 1985) 1-11, on some of the philosophical problems of describing images with
the inappropriate tool of serial language. A very simple approach is advocated by the
Beazley Archive (see R. Glynn, 'The Beazley Archive computer project', in: F. Lissarrague,
and F. Thelamon (eds.), Image et céramique grecque, 67-78). Much more developed is an
analytical approach as proposed by M.-R. Salome, Code pour l'analyse des représentations
figurées sur les vases grecs, Paris 1980; this finds a good advocate in C. Bérard (see for
instance his 'Héros de tout poil: d'Hérakles imberbe à Tarzan barbu. Petite sémiologie
d'Hérakles', in: F. Lissarrague, and F. Thelamon (eds.), Image et céramique grecque, 111-121)·
For dance imagery I suggest using an analytic approach, somewhat simpler than Salome s
very complete, but also very complicated program, departing from the classificatory scheme
of chapter 2.2.
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artisans, not by what we would call 'artists'.521 But whether we speak of
artisans or artists,522 the imagery these men produced is usually restricted
521
 J. D. Beazley's life-time project of ascribing items of painted pottery to different
hands, since continued by many others, has given rise to some misunderstanding on this
count. For misgivings about the value of the Beazleyan attributions, see M. Beard, 'Signed
against unsigned', TLS 4354 (12 September 1986) 1013, and M. Vickers, 'Value and
simplicity'. For a different kind critique, see H. Metzger, 'Beazley et l'image', AK 30 (1987)
109-118. Vickers points out the roots of what he calls Beazley's distortions, but several of
his remarks seem beside the point. For general criticism of Morellian style attributions, as
further developed by Berenson for Renaissance painting and supposedly adopted by Beazley
for painted pottery, see C. Gibson-Wood, Studies in the theory ofconnoisseurshipfrom Vasari
to Morelli, New York 1988. On Giovanni Morelli (a.k.a. Ivan Lermolieff), see also C.
Ginzburg, 'Clues: Morelli, Freud, and Sherlock Holmes', in: U. Eco, and Th. A. Sebeok
(eds.), The sign of three: Dupin, Holmes, Peirce (Bloomington 1983) 81-118, and G. Agosti et
al. (eds.), Giovanni Morelli e la cultura dei conoscitori, Bergamo 1993. But whether Beazley
really was inspired by Morelli is open to serious doubt, see D. Williams, 'Refiguring Attic
red-figure', RA (1996) 227-252, esp. 241f. Beazley's work in attributing vases rather goes
back on a German tradition stretching back to Winckelmann. The enthusiasm in Kurtz'
preliminaries to D. C. Kurtz, and J. D. Beazley, The Berlin Painter, Oxford 1983, seems
somewhat uncritical. Still, criticism of the immensely valuable work done by Beazley
should not go too far: D. Williams, op.cit., has vindicated some of Beazley's attributions
in an impressive manner. Of course we should not allow the talk of 'masters' to turn even
a simple painted pot into a prized work of art. See also J. Whitley, 'Beazley as theorist',
Antiquity 71 (1997) 40-47.
522
 I do not intend to enter into the long-running and often acrimonious debate on the
nature of art and the producers thereof. When E. H. Gombrich, Art and illusion, 120,
defines art as what 'has been prised loose from the practical context for which it was
conceived and is admired and enjoyed for its beauty and fame', I have to object that
everything (or from a different viewpoint nothing) can be enjoyed for its own sake. We
have to stress the producer's attitude and the receptive process. In his The story of art,
London 1983, Gombrich is closer to this: 'there really is no such thing as Art. There are
only artists'. But as he leaves it at this, these words are not very helpful either. It is obvious
that the Greek producer of imagery (to limit our discussion to that particular category)
cannot be easily identified with most post-medieval Western 'artist' painters or sculptors,
whether from the viewpoint of societal assessment or expectations, or from the viewpoint
of the producer's own appreciation of his creative work and products. Cf. H. P. Müller, Die
gesellschaftlichen Stellung des griechischen bildenden Künstlers im 4. flit, Leipzig 1984. In the
debate on the potters' social status I follow A. Stewart, Attika. Studies in Athenian sculpture
of the Hellenistic age (London 1979) 114 note 41, who argues that the dedications wherein
potters proclaim themselves indicate at most self-esteem (and business success), but are no
proof whatsoever of adherence to some social milieu (as was supposed by A. E. Raubit-
schek, and L. H. Jeffery, Dedications from the Athenian Akropolis (Cambridge, Mass. 1949)
465, who speak of wealth, social standing, and 'the great importance of the industry'). R.
Megaw, and V. Megaw, 'Through a window on the European Iron Age darkly: fifty years
of reading early Celtic art', World Archaeology 25 (1994) 287-303, provide a useful overview
pf possible approaches to art; they define it as those elements which are not of primary
miportance to the material function of an artefact, a means of symbolic communication
which is only partially accessible to outsider (296). Something we can work with.
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in its scope; there was a fairly limited, set repertoire to choose from, and
developments were generally slow and usually consisted of rearrangements of
already existing elements. Obviously, the stance taken towards questions of
originality and borrowing is radically different from our preconceptions on
this score (which does not preclude individual idiosyncrasies in the choice of
subject matter, or, rather more common, in execution). Indeed much of the
imagery consists of objects made in series, sometimes even true mass-products.
This is obvious when we are dealing with mould-made objects like terracottas,
but holds good for other items as well. The painted pottery, for instance, has
possibly been somewhat overrated; without taking up the much debated issue
of the size of the individual workshops, which to me does not seem to make
much of a difference, we should be prepared to consider even the grander
specimens as comparatively cheap and more or less run-of-the-mill products
(which does not mean that decorations will be undifferentiated, nor that vases
were despised or unvalued).523 With unique, or less common objects, such
523
 For an introduction to the problems of copying in vase paintings: K. Schauenburg,
'Zu Repliken in der Vasenmalerei', AA (1977) 194-204. We should not think of a
widespread use of 'copy books': see, on the related problem of mosaics, P. Bruneau, 'Les
mosaïstes antiques avaient-ils des cahiers de modèles?', RA (1984) 241-272. Rather more
extreme is the hypothesis defended by M. Vickers in a series of articles, to the effect that
most vase paintings are not (only) reproduced in copies or replicas, but are partly or
completely unoriginal imitations of metalcraft (see M. Vickers, and D. W. J. Gill, Artful
crafts: ancient Greek silverware and pottery, Oxford 1994, with references). Vickers'
arguments do not carry conviction. Cf. the critique by J. Boardman, 'Silver is white', RA
(1987) 279-295, and the devastating review of Vickers' and Gill's arguments by D. Williams,
'Refiguring Attic red-figure'. H. Hoffmann, 'Why did the Greeks need imagery?', endorses
some of Vickers' views and adds some arguments (ISOff; cf. idem, 'Rhyta and kantharoi in
Greek ritual', in: Greek vases in the]. Paul Getty Museum 4 (1989) 131-166). His arguments
are rather feeble: the linking of clay vases as grave gifts with either economic prosperity
(152) or Athenian democracy (153) begs too many questions, as why geometric vases are not
precious metal ones. One cannot use the precious metal objects in the Acropolis temple
inventories to show that such vases were prolific (151) and at the same time argue that tem-
ples, like tombs, received only clay substitutes for metal objects from the sixth century
onwards (152); nor can the money of the antique world be called 'abstract wealth' in the
sense wherein Hoffmann wants to use this (152): it is all coin with an intrinsic value. Some
of Vickers' warnings against the overrating of painted pottery should be taken to heart,
however; for the low prices fetched by pottery, see A. W. Johnston, Trademarks on Greek
vases, Warminster 1979. On the other hand, we have several examples of ancient repairs,
which seem to imply that vases were not valueless disposables (though this resort to
repairing might have to do with affective value, not with monetary value; alternatively it
might say nothing about the relatively high price of the vases, and everything about the
relatively limited purchasing power of some buyers). If Vickers is right, as he might be, that
the top layer of society did not much bother about painted pottery, fine or otherwise, and
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as the larger sculpture in the round and the better quality reliefs, the
innovative drive was equally restrained. And of course even the unicity of so-
called 'unique works of art' is open to doubt; it seems very likely that such
objects were frequently copied or, in the case of bronzes, cast in small series.
We should not think here of the replica industry of imperial times,524 but
rather of free copies of large or middling size, or even smaller scale mass-
produced versions in metal or terracotta.525 We can conclude that individual
expression did not play a dominant part. The imagery as a whole should not
be seen as the sum total of highly individualized products of innovative,
'artistic' minds, but as the unified result of a collective effort. The collectivity
intended here is the workforce, consisting of all producers of imagery
working in close proximity in a single environment, their polis, a group that
can reasonably be expected to have a shared background and outlook.526
Now from producers to consumers. The carriers of the imagery were
either owned by wide sections of the population, or intended for public
display and thus open to the view of all. But wide distribution is one thing,
and common reception another. All viewers interpret imagery against the
straight for the gold and silver, this does not invalidate much of what has been said
about painted pottery, and might even strengthen it. The top layer is a very small
proportion of the total populace, and thus the painted pottery is a much more important
source than whatever precious metal objects, even if these would have survived in any
quantity. Vickers and Francis have also attempted to redate the whole sequence of vase
paintings. Traditional dating is ably defended by J. Boardman, 'Dates and doubts', AA
(1988) 423-425, R. M. Cook, 'The Francis-Vickers chronology 'JHS 109 (1989) 164-170, and
D
· Williams, 'Refining Attic red-figure', 245ff.
124
 See for instance M. Bieber, Ancient copies. Contributions to the history of Greek and
Roman art, New York 1977; C. Landwehr, Die antiken Gipsabgüsse aus Baiae. Griechische
Bronzestatuen in Abgüsse römischer Zeit, Berlin 1985.
525
 See V. M. Strocka, 'Variante, Wiederholung und Serie in der griechischen
Bildhauerei', Jdl 94 (1979) 143-173; J. Boardman, Greek sculpture: the classical period. A
handbook (London 1985) 15ff, 214 (with further references). J.-P. Niemeier, Kopien und
Nachahmungen im Hellenismus: ein Beitrag zum Klassizismus des 2. und frühen 1. Jhs v. Chr.,
Bonn 1985, helpfully distinguishes between exact copies and free imitations, the last
category again divided between 'Umbildungen' and 'Neuschöpfungen': there are many
Possibilities, and the frequency of these phenomena is telling as far as the antique view of
originality is concerned.
126
 It does not make much of a difference whether there were many or few foreigners
(metics, slaves) active, as these will have adapted their production to traditional styles. This
15
 of course also borne out by the archaeological record. A. Stewart, Attika. Studies in
•Athenian sculpture of the Hellenistic age, London 1979, notes the small number of foreigners
^d points out the importance of master-pupil and father-son relationships, resulting in a
Very strong continuity.
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background of their own 'mental universe'.527 This can lead to widely
diverging interpretations, but the respective 'mental universes' of the members
of a given society will be fairly homogeneous, if this society is not too big,
as for instance the face-to-face society of the Athenian polis™ Thus it is
also on the receptive side, at least in the particular instance of Athenian
society, that we should first of all think in terms of collectivity instead of
individuality (once again without denying the existence of idiosyncrasies).
Summing up, the imagery, a largely stereotyped product, was known to a
large number of people, was indeed intended for as large a public as possible,
and was interpreted by this public in a fairly consistent and homogeneous
manner.529
A pressing problem is whether all items of imagery were actually made
with the public amongst whom the producer lived in mind, or were even seen
by that public. The Attic pottery industry is a case in point. Of course much
of the Athenian ceramic production was exported,530 but can we point out
items of imagery produced (almost) exclusively for this export trade? We
know about the trading partners' preference for certain shapes, and even
about foreign shapes produced in Attica with foreign markets in mind.531
527
 On the concept of the 'mental universe' see below, note 956. Cf. M. Baxandall,
Painting and experience in fifteenth-century Italy. A primer in the social history of pictorial style
(Oxford 1972) 45, on the matching between the 'interior visualisation' of the public, and
the 'exterior visualisation' of the artist. See also C. Bérard, 'Iconographie-Iconologie-
Iconologique', 10-11.
528
 On homogeneity, see also chapter 3.3.
529
 We might speak of the 'public' of some imagery (as in H. Belting, Das Bild und sein
Publikum im Mittelalter. Form und Funktion früher Bildtafeln der Passion, Berlin 1981), if we
keep in mind that public here is different from public at a performance. In viewing imagery
there can be no 'collective experience' comparable to that taking place at for instance a
performance of drama, but there might very well be 'shared experience'. Cf. T. Hölscher,
Staatsdenkmal und Publikum vom Untergang der Republik bis zur Festigung des Kaisertums
in Rom, Konstanz 1984, a pioneering (but quite sophisticated) study of reception by a clas-
sical archaeologist. Hölscher's challenge has been taken up by L. Giuliani, Bildnis und Bot-
schaft. Hermeneutische Untersuchungen zur Bildniskunst der römischen Republik, Frankfurt
a.M. 1986, and others since.
530
 It has been suggested that at least the better pieces were put on show in the
Kerameikos, before export: J. Boardman, Athenian black figure vases. A handbook (London
1974) 13, an unprovable assertion. Even more doubtful is the thesis that exported vases ol
good quality were second hand: T. B. L. Webster, Potter and patron, 43, 62, 298. On the
growth of the export of Attic pottery, see C. Campenon, La céramique attique à figures
rouges autour de 400 avant f.-C.: Les principales formes, évolution et production, Paris 1994.
531
 See T. Rusmussen, 'Etruscan shapes in Attic pottery', AK 28 (1985) 33-39.
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It also seems highly probably that certain decorations were intended for a
foreign audience: the incidence of particular items of imagery in archaeologi-
cal finds indicates as much.532 Thus not every piece of Athenian pottery can
be used to provide information on Athenian imagery. A comparable situation
can be plausibly posited for any centre exporting decorated items.533
With most of the imagery we will find that the craftsman seeks to
decrease ambiguity and to increase intelligibility. We could also say: the
craftsman wants to communicate. In situations wherein the 'mental universes'
of craftsman and customer overlap to a large extent, we can expect that the
act of communicating was frequently successful. Communication is the
central issue.534 Images that appear to be equivocal from our distanced view-
point, images wherein things are not made sufficiently explicit, may well have
been left in this relatively implicit state because the artisan knew - as of
course he would have done -, that the viewer would add what was lacking in
the image from his own mind. In the visual representations of the ancient
world ambiguity, as opposed to multivalence, must usually have been
532
 F. Brommer, 'Themenwahl aus örtlichen Gründen', in: H. A. G. Brijder (ed.), Greek
and related pottery (Amsterdam 1984) 178-184. Though many problems remain, I tend to
disagree with C. Bérard's contention that the findspot is unimportant (C. Bérard,
'Iconographie-Iconologie-Iconologique', 5). See also H. A. Shapiro, 'The iconography of
mourning in Athenian art', AJA 95 (1991) 629-656, for an example of supposedly Etruscan
iconography commissioned in Athens (633f, note 28, incidentally pyrrhic dance at funerals).
533
 Different: J. de la Genière, 'Les acheteurs des cratères corinthiens', BCH 112 (1988)
83-90, who states that 'le pinceau corinthien garde sa fantaisie, s'inspire de réalités grecques'
(90). Another, but related problem is the imitation of imagery elsewhere, e.g., the Boeotian
copies of Attic painted pottery (see R. Lullies, 'Zur boiotisch rotfigurigen Vasenmalerei',
AM. 65 (1940) 1-27): of course the imitations might very well be, indeed are most likely to
be an integrated and functioning part of the imitators' total imagery, but the interpretation
put upon the images might be a partially or completely new one (the same holds good for
Near-Eastern prototypes carried over into Greek imagery: content or meaning are not
necessarily included in the transference: cf. J. L. Benson, 'Symptom and story in geometric
a«', BABesch 63 (1988) 69-76, here 71). Interesting, extremist, but inconclusive on trade is
D
- W. J. Gill, 'Positivism, pots and long-distance trade', in: I. Morris (ed.), Classical Greece.
Ancient histories and modem archaeologies (Cambridge 1994) 99-107. A short status
quaestionis in B. A. Sparks, The red and the black. Studies in Greek pottery (London 1996)
164ff.
53<
 P. Veyne, in his magisterial article 'Les saluts aux dieux, le voyage de cette vie et la
"réception" en iconographie', RA (1985) 47-61, rightly stresses the communicative function
°f ancient art and the consequences this way of looking at art has for our interpretative
efforts.
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unintended and in the eye of the beholder: ambiguity is an issue of recep-
tion.535 If communication fails, ambiguity might result; and of course it is
always possible that something not intended by the sender is communicated,
additionally or alternatively, when the message received is unambiguous, but
the receiver is mistaken. However, the unintended communication can be as
interesting as the intended one, and we should certainly pay much, though
never exclusive, attention to the receptive side, to what has been called 'to
rediscover the beholder's share'.536 Of course apparent ambiguity might
result from our inability to translate into narrative the various non-verbal
stimulations arising from imagery; not only is a foreign imagery difficult to
penetrate, but also imagery in general can be highly resistant to proper verbal
explanation. Indeed, if such a translation was easy or could be complete, there
would be no need for texts and images dealing with the same slice of human
experience to exist side by side.537
Much of the imagery is part of a system. An image cannot be seen in
isolation from other images, because they belong to a unified whole.538 Of
course one should never try to force all images into a system: a system that
embraces all imagery without exception cannot be anything but a falsifying
a posteriori construct. Almost every element of imagery can 'erode'; if no
535
 For the difference between multivalence and ambiguity cf. below, note 953. Not
seldom art historians suppose imagery to contain intended contradictions or ambiguities
(e.g., C. Gaignebet, and J.-D. Lajoux, Art profane et religion populaire au Moyen Age (Paris
1985) 18: 'l'artiste procède sciemment (... et) délivre un message par nature oblique, double,
énigmatique'). I think that such intended ambiguity, though frequently encountered in late
nineteenth- and twentieth-century works of art, is rare or absent in pre-nineteenth century
art. Multivalence is a different thing; the beautiful studies of seventeenth-century still life
painting by Segal, for example (S. Segal, A prosperous past. The sumptuous still life in the
Netherlands 1600-1700, The Hague 1988; S. Segal, and L. Helmus,/an Davidszde Heem en
zijn kring, The Hague 1991, with references to earlier works by Segal) have been said to
centre on ambiguity, but multivalence would do more justice to Segal's careful analyses. On
'intentionality' in general, see the stimulating study M. Baxandall, Patterns of intention (but
parts of his argument will be difficult to adapt to the imagery of Antiquity).
536
 A. W. Lowenthal, 'Response to Peter Hecht', Simiolus 16 (1986) 188-190, here 190;
'beholder's share' is of course taken from Gombrich's Art and illusion; and cf. W. Kemp,
Der Anteil des Betrachters. Rezeptionsästhetische Studien zur Malerei des 19. Jahrhunderts,
Munich 1983.
537
 See M. Baxandall, Painting and experience, 48, on 'complementarity'; cf. the
perceptive remarks by F. Canciani, Bildkunst, Teil 2 (Archeologie Homerica N2) (Göttingen
1984) 80f.
538
 'Unified' does not imply 'overall consistent', such consistency being a priori unlikely
to occur. See below, notes 682, 952.
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longer understood, or not even recognized, and no new meaning is imparted
to it, it might live on as a purely decorative element. Some elements might
never have been other than decorative.539 It is simply not reasonable to
expect every image to be part of a system of imagery and to be significant.
And of course, as is the case with any system, a system of imagery can break
down because of contextuality: a particular context can force us to interpret
a particular item of imagery in a very particular way. Alas, it is often difficult
to ascertain the original context of an image (a problem to which we will
return).
A final word on the forms in Greek imagery. Greek visual representation
shows a tendency towards increasingly naturalistic or illusionistic portrayal;
illusionism540 was deliberately sought after and was admired, as illustrated
in the story of the successful trompe l'oeil by Zeuxis and Parrhasius. There is,
however, more to it. As stated above, Greek craftsmen built on a quite
restricted number of formulas; this implies that even their most illusionistic
efforts move within narrow limits and usually fall far short of what in
Western art we have come to regard as successful illusionism. This is most
obvious in the case of painting (though we have to allow for the fact that
Greek monumental painting is almost completely lost to us). Notwith-
standing the increasingly accurate representation of the human optical
'" For a sophisticated attempt to find meaning in decorative art: N. David, J. Sterner,
and K. Gavua, 'Why pots are decorated' (+ comments, reply), CA 29 (1988) 365-389, on
West-African pottery (departing from an analogy between pot and human body, in the style
of Mary Douglas in her Natural symbols). In the comments and reply there is a very
pertinent discussion whether this has a wider applicability, whether decorative art is
comparable to imagery, and whether it is reasonable to expect everything to 'mean'. As yet
1 would tend to regard the West-African examples as idiosyncrasies.
'
w
 I will use 'illusionism' to indicate representations tending towards the naturalistic,
narrative, pictorial, veracious, literal, as opposed to the schematic, iconic, generalized,
paradigmatic. Cf. E. H. Gombrich, Art and illusion, concerned (amongst several other
things) with the Western quest for a correspondence as close as possible between the
depiction and the depicted. I will avoid the word 'realism', firstly because 'reality' is such
a
 tricky concept, secondly because the word 'realism' is too heavily coloured by its
nineteenth-century use in a specific art-theoretical context: see the references and quotes in
A
 supplement to the OED, vol.3 (Oxford 1982) s.v.; a good exposition of the ideas behind
realism' in this sense, such as the demand for contemporaneity, which is foreign to most
of Greek imagery, can be found in L. Nochlin, Realism, Harmondsworth 1971. See also the
lucid exposition in M. Marcus, Italian film in the light of neorealism (Princeton 1986) 3-10
(where amongst many readings of the concept of 'realism' we find the opposition of realism
and illusionism. Beware!).
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experience of nature, to be seen in the development of Greek imagery, it
should be kept in mind that the long and complex history of depiction in the
ancient world oscillates between verisimilitude and convention.541
What the images are not evidence for
Collections of dance imagery put together in the past, in whatever way
(usually haphazardly), were seen as providing reliable depictions of contem-
porary practice. Consequently, reconstruction of individual movements, or
even of complete dances, was an obvious thing to attempt on the basis of this
evidence. And indeed scholars have tried to reconstruct the dances of
Antiquity, using various strategies to reach their goal, a subject dealt with at
length in the first pan of this book. They all relied primarily on the icono-
graphie sources, quite willing to admit that the written sources do not
provide much information suitable for reconstruction, apart from some
general indications of the direction in which the attempted reconstruction
should proceed.542 I however want to state boldly that no static image can
assist in recreating even a single movement, let alone a sequence of move-
ments, if that movement or sequence of movements is not known before-
hand. Obviously, Greek dance movements should be considered unknown,
as the reconstructionists will all agree, otherwise there would not be any need
to try to reconstruct such movements: a simple revival (or even preservation)
541
 On illusionism in Greek imagery, cf. J. J. Pollitt, The ancient view of Greek art, 37-41
(on mimesis theorists) and 63-66 (on 'popular criticism'). Some of the problems here can be
seen from Pollitt's discussion of alêtheia (ibidem, 135-138): 'truth' could, from one Greek
point of view, imply an avoidance of portraying appearances, because reality and appearance
were seen as opposed to one another; cf. the Platonic issues of eidi and phenomena: on the
position of Plato vis-à-vis the illusionistic trend in Greek image-making, see E. C. Keuls,
Plato and Greek painting, Leiden 1978, and the references given there. Very clear on the
oscillation between illusionism and schematism or 'idealism' in Greek art is J. J- Polhtt,
'Early Classical Greek art in a Platonic universe', in: C. G. Boulter (ed.), Greek art: archaic
into classical. A symposium held at the University of Cincinnati, 1982 (Leiden 1985) 96-111>
here 99f. Cf. also idem, Art and experience, Cambridge 1972, and idem, Art in the Hellenistic
age, Cambridge 1986.
542
 This was most clearly seen by M. Emmanuel, who comes near to rejecting written
sources completely (La danse grecque antique, 5-7). G. Prudhommeau, La danse, also puts
the iconography first and only afterwards links the results of her enquiry to the texts.
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would be enough.543 Depiction of necessity arrests movement, and to this
end selects a particular moment to represent movement: 'life in movement is
just too rich and too manifold to allow of imitation without some selective
principle'.544 But the application of whatever 'selective principle' a given
society adopts, results in a static image which is too far divorced from living
movement to be easily translated back again into reality; to the uninitiated
the process of selection is usually irreversible. The moment depicted,
assuming it was done in a reasonably accurate manner in the first place, can
be (and will be) interpreted as belonging to several different movements.
Those who do not already know the movement depicted, have a mere 'snap-
shot' and are unable to conclude with any certainty what went before and
what would have followed. And even knowledge of a particular movement
idiom is no guarantee.545
Maurice Emmanuel and those working in his vein supposed the Greek
artisans to have selected a set of medial moments, each of which is unique to
or characteristic of a particular movement.546 He could have found support
543
 Cf. below, chapter 2.5.
544
 E. H. Gombrich, Abby Warburg, 70; idem, 'Ritualized gesture and expression in art',
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Series B, vol.251 (1966) 393-401,
reprinted in idem, The image and the eye. Further studies in the psychology of pictorial
representation (Oxford 1982) 63-77, here 70.
545
 I put to the test people trained in classical ballet, and people without any intimate
knowledge of the movement language of this dance tradition: it is sobering to see that it
appears to be virtually impossible for the uninitiated to reconstruct contemporary ballet
movements by studying pictures, whether a drawing or a photograph. Those acquainted
with the movement beforehand sometimes guessed right and sometimes guessed wrong.
Thus, even if a movement is intimately known, it will still turn out to be a difficult task
to relate remembered movement and observed image. Also, in a lecture to the Society for
Dance Research S. Woodcock demonstrated that cultural influences and internal elements
°f the photograph often preclude an accurate interpretation (cf. SDR Newsletter 13
(February 1990) 1).
546
 M. Emmanuel, La danse grecque antique; cf. L. Séchan, La danse grecque antique, 24;
G. Prudhommeau, La danse, 18ff. (the wording differs). Alternatively, the Greek artisans
are supposed to have sometimes combined several phases of a single movement within a
single image: most favourite example, as always, is the galloping horse (the Greek 'shying'
schemata are in this instance not unlike the 'flying' ones in later European art, but not
really the same thing). Even if correct, is this relevant? Horses still gallop, Greek dances are
no longer danced. Who will test this hypothesis? K. Vatsyayan, Classical Indian dance, 269,
319fr, and esp. 98-136, gives an overview of karana, i.e., a sequence of movements,
Portrayed in imagery; the sculptural representations are supposed to show initial, medial
and final positions in combinations (but if correct, this is known because of comparison
'with parallel texts of a detailed technical nature).
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for these ideas in the ancient Greek concept of rhuthmoi, the 'stops or "beats"
in a dance from which one can intuit the nature of the dance as a whole', a
concept subsequently extended to the whole of Greek representational
art.547 Granting that Greek artisans did indeed try to select such moments,
which is open to doubt, I do not believe in our ability to recognize and 'read'
such moments. All this is obviously based on a theory which sees movement
as composed of a sequence of separate poses.548 If one, however, sees real
movement as something continuous in time, one will less readily accept the
link between images and live movements. It is only the artistic or photo-
graphic reproduction of movement, static as it is, that is forced to 'cut up'
movement into a sequence of imagined poses; if not imagined, but observed,
these so-called medial moments cannot be part of movement at all, but must
be an initial or final moment or a sustained pose (which can of course be
closely allied to a movement).
It is the striving for illusionism that causes Greek craftsmen to be
concerned with the passage of time. The Greek representations offer what we
could call 'scenes': a dramatic actuality with spatially related figures.549 But
547
 J· J- Pollitt, 'Early Classical Greek art in a Platonic universe', in: C. G. Boulter (ed.),
Greek art: archaic into classical. A symposium held at the University of Cincinnati, 1982
(Leiden 1985) 96-111, here 106 (rhuthmos as 'pattern of movement'); êremiai are a
comparable concept, but in classical instead of archaic vocabulary (like rhuthmoi, these are
archetypes, eidë, but now more closely tied to natural appearance). Though Pollitt seems
to believe in such 'intuiting of a movement as a whole', I stress again that such intuiting
can only lead to readings correct in detail if the movement is known beforehand. When
Pollitt mentions the Diskobolos as his best example, he seems unaware that the actual way
in which discusses were thrown in Antiquity has been the subject of fierce debate (cf.
below, note 575), so the intuiting seems to be more difficult than expected. For another and
somewhat different reading of rhuthmoi and êremiai, see also U. Knigge, Bewegte Figuren
der Grossplastik im strengen Stil, Munich 1965, passim, with references. According to
Knigge, eremia indicates the 'Augenblick in dem sich der Wechsel [between action and
inaction] vollzieht' (7), but her analysis of individual items of statuary is rather too
impressionistic to be helpful.
548
 E.g., G. Prudhommeau (!), and G. Guillot, Grammaire de la danse classique (Paris
1969) 9 par.2: '(la danse) est mouvement: c'est la résultante d'une succession de poses dans
le temps'. For a strong critique of this idea, see E. H. Gombrich, The image and the eye.
Further studies in the psychology of pictorial representation (Oxford 1982) 45; although
Gombrich argues for the possibility of 'scanning backward and forward in time' looking
at a static picture, which I readily admit, he stresses that to be able to do this, interpretation
should come first (79; 86), and that one will never be able to tell the movement depicted
in any detail (68; 86).
549
 See the contributions to P. J. Holliday, Narrative and event in ancient art, Cambridge
1993 (Cambridge new art history and criticism), with full references.
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the existence of such 'scenes' does not imply that Greek craftsmen had solved
all the problems that such representations carry with them! If one is aware
of the divergent views held by experts on the reconstruction of Renaissance
and Baroque dances, for which we have both pictorial and descriptive mate-
rial, moreover descriptive material of a truly technical nature,550 it becomes
very unlikely indeed that the comparatively scarce evidence for Greek dance
movements would allow us to recreate any such movement.
Of course the possession of a series of images showing several different
moments taken from one and the same movement would make something of
a difference. Both Emmanuel and Prudhommeau suggest that some Greek
vase paintings are composed of what we might call frames of a film. Put the
images behind one another on a film strip, run the film, and we have got the
original movement.551 In most instances this seems highly unlikely and the
evidence has to undergo Procrustean treatment. No one can deny that there
can be found within Λ single image simultaneity of what is in fact a sequence
of events; there is no unity of time, and often not of place either.552 In some
Greek images, mostly archaic ones, we can find instances of such 'chrono-
logical conlapsus' (unified composition, but no unified time), for example on
a sixth-century Laconian cup in Paris, where we see Odysseus and his
'
50
 Not so the images: according to S. Fermor, 'On the question of pictorial "evidence"
for fifteenth-century dance technique', DR 5.2 (1987) 18-32, representation of dance in
Renaissance painting is subordinate to symbolic purposes and follows established formulas;
such representations bear little relationship to the contents of the dance manuals. Of course
the dance manuals and the images might draw on different aspects of practice, but the
doubts sown by Fermor remain: imagery is slippery ground, whatever period we speak of.
A summing up of the problems encountered in reconstructing Baroque dances: M.
McGowan, in a review in DR 6.1 (1988) 72.
151
 See M. Emmanuel, La danse grecque antique, with its enthusiasm for chronophoto-
graphy (cf. above, note 182); G. Prudhommeau, La danse grecque antique, 428ff (on
'decomposition'). Prudhommeau's pièce de résistance (438; figs.472f) is the famous psykter
m London, BM E768; I am not convinced that the 'brotlose Kunststückchen' (E. Buschor,
Griechische Vasenmalerei (Munich 1925) 165) performed here by a group of satyrs are in fact
phases taken from a single acrobatic movement.
552
 'Gleichzeitigkeit des Nacheinanders': H. Holländer, 'Augenblicksbilder. Zur Zeit-
Perspektive in der Malerei', in: C. W. Thomsen, and H. Holländer (eds.), Augenblick und
Zeitstruktur und Zeitmetaphorik in Kunst und Wissenschaften (Darmstadt 1984) 175-197, here
180f; those with a philosophical bend of mind might find in the volume edited by Thomsen
and Holländer several articles of interest within the present context.
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companions offering wine to and blinding the Cyclops in a single move.553
Rare in classical Greek representations is the serialized depiction within a
single picture of the same person at different moments of time (well known
from other artistic traditions; Western mediaeval images, for instance, offer
several examples), and if it occurs it always consists of a number of scenes
that are discontinuous in time.554 It does not therefore seem likely that a
row of dancers should be seen as depictions of Λ single person at different
stages of the dance.
553
 Cabinet des Médailles 190: M. Pipili, Laconian iconography of the sixth century B.C.
(Oxford 1987) 32, fig.47. For other examples and a discussion of the difficulties involved
in what Pipili calls 'synoptic narrative' (33), see first of all N. Hirnmelmann-Wildschütz,
Erzählung und Figur in der archaischen Kunst, Wiesbaden 1967 (with the review of this work
by J. M. Hemelrijk, Gnomon 42 (1970) 166-171, where a somewhat different approach is
advocated: Hemelrijk wants to regard the images as evocations en bloc of whole myths and
their religious implications. For our present purpose it all adds up to the same thing). See
also K. Weitzmann, Illustrations in roll and codex. A study of the origin and method of text
illustration, Princeton 1947, on 'the simultaneous method' (repeated by J. E. Henle, Greek
myths: a vase painter's notebook (Bloomington 1973) 16ff), T. Hölscher, Griechische
Historienbilder des 5. und 4. Jahrhunderts -υ. Chr. (Würzburg 1973) 78f, on 'gedehnte Zeit',
R. Brilliant, Visual narratives: story telling in Etruscan and Roman art, New York 1984, with
further references (also general and Greek), A. M. Snodgrass, Narration and allusion in
archaic Greek art (London 1982) 5-10, idem, An archaeology of Greece (London 1987) 135-
157, J. Boardman, 'The Greek art of narrative', in: J.-P. Descoeudres (ed.), Eumousia.
Ceramic and iconographie studies in honour of A. Cambitoglou (Sydney 1990) 57-62, and J.
B. Connelly, 'Narrative and image in Attic vase painting. Ajax and Kassandra at the Trojan
Palladion', in: P. J. Holliday (ed.), Narrative and event in ancient art (Cambridge 1993) 88-
129, an excellent analysis. Note that the terminology differs from the one author to the
other.
554
 A possible example is an early fifth-century cup in Paris, where on a single vase we
find Astyanax portrayed twice, once alive and once dead: Paris, Louvre G152: see LIMC,
vol.2.1, 932 no.18. The two depictions are on different sides of the vase, which makes one
hesitate (but see also immediately below). Objects like metopes, with a serialized depiction
of Heracles or Theseus, do not belong here: every image is a separate entity within its own
frame. J. B. Connelly, 'Narrative and image', 119, discussing 'conlapsus' and 'unity of time'
(Weitzman's 'monoscenic'), introduces a third category, which she calls 'episodic narrative',
which is found in classical red-figure vases: independent, but related events are portrayed
side by side in a single picture field (e.g. several scenes from the Trojan epic cycle along the
rim of a kylix). But she rightly stresses that this is never a cyclic narrative in which the
same individual in repeated in subsequent scenes as in a comic strip. P. G. P. Meyboom,
'Some observations on narration in Greek art', Mededelingen van het Nederlands Instituut
te Rome 5 (1978) 55-82, slightly obfuscates the issue by introducing a category of continuous
narrative (see esp. 63-64 and notes), while in fact it is only the composition that is
continuous, while the narrative is discontinuous, e.g. the deeds of Theseus in a single
composition (with the main protagonist repeated several times). A clear summary of the
whole issue of pictorial narrative can be found in H. A. Shapiro, Myth into art. Poet and
fainter in classical Greece (London 1994) 7-10, with a good bibliography on 184-185.
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I am not able to prove that Greek dance imagery does not contain
examples of 'synoptic narrative', but these will have to go unrecognised. All
we can say is that in some cases it is indeed possible that the painter took
different moments from the same movement. But how can one ascertain this
if one does not know the dance depicted? How significant was the urge to in-
dividualize a group of dancers, by introducing small shifts in poses not related
to the observable dance? If we did have moments taken from a dance, how
could we pronounce on any details, how could we judge tempi or expressive-
ness? And, to further increase the confusion, why could not a single image
embrace poses, movements or configurations taken from more than one
dance?K We must conclude that to translate two-dimensional images into a
film and subsequently into real movement is an impossible undertaking. And
would it in the end be of any help? A series of photographs or even a film
is not nowadays considered to be an adequate means of preserving a particular
choreography, and has to be supplemented by dance notation, descriptive
texts and, preferably, the human memory! Any image, also the 'moving'
image, can give only an inadequate and often ambiguous impression of life
and movement. Ancient Greek movement is lost and we have to accept that
it is.556
Of course only a comparatively small (though disproportionately
influential) minority of the scholars working on dance imagery have
concentrated exclusively on the formal aspects. Most have occupied them-
selves with the serious undertaking of linking the images to the textual
sources. There is nothing wrong about this endeavour in itself, if we disregard
the fact that it has often been done in a haphazard and arbitrary fashion. But
if the aim was only to enable the historian to use the images as illustrative of
past acts, of practice, this serves no valid purpose. To use imagery as
supportive evidence and as mere illustration, simply adding a handful of
images to some written account of past actions, is either mistaken, or going
As has been suggested by I. Jucker, Der Gestus des Aposkopein, 23.
It should be pointed out that several of the arguments presented here are far from
original: see for instance J. H. Krause, Die Gymnastik und Agonistik der Hellenen, vol.2
(Leipzig 1841) 849 note 12: 'allein mit Sicherheit lässt sich hier nichts ermitteln, da die
Kunst doch nicht mehr als eine Situation fest zu bannen vermag, und eine solche mehrern
Tänzen gemeinschaftlich sein kann'. This, and related warnings, have frequently been
repeated since 1841. It is a sad thing that repetition of these injunctions is still in order.
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only half the way: imagery, whether in conjunction with textual material or
in isolation, should be used as a source in its own right.557 In order to avoid
the many pitfalls outlined above, I suggest that we have to make a fresh start
and inquire after the 'meaning' of images, in an anthropological-semiotic
sense.
What the images are evidence for
So I ask again, once we have established a core of dance imagery, what use
can we make of it? We ought to consider first what Abby Warburg, Erwin
Panofsky, and others called iconology (nowadays sometimes subsumed under
the giant umbrella of semiotics): the uncovering of a certain symbolism, to
enable us to use visual representations as an entry to the 'histoire des mentali-
tés'.558 As there are several recent studies to guide us here, I need not spend
much time outlining all the different approaches developed and the vigorous
debate they have engendered.559 First of all we have to admit that our
557
 As is rightly stressed by R. Wohlfeil, 'Das Bild als Geschichtsquelle', Historische
Zeitschrift 243 (1986) 91-100; Wohlfeil's article offers a very competent and reliable general
introduction. He sometimes puts his accents somewhat different, but on the whole I think
we are in agreement. F. Brommer, 'Antike Tänze', is an example of a naive linking of
written sources and imagery. 'Identifying' images is no neutral process: see S. Goldhill, and
R. Osborne, 'Introduction: programmatics and polemics', in: iidem (eds.), Art and text in
ancient Greek culture (Cambridge 1994) 1-11. Already Emmanuel, La danse grecque antique,
5, spoke of 'ce fastidieux et inutile travail', but he was not heeded (of course the alternative
Emmanuel offered, movement reconstruction, was considered by many no less or much
more inutile],
558
 I am aware that this is an extremely schematic rendering of the ideas of Warburg,
scholars of the Warburg institute, and others working in this vein; the intrusion ol
semiotics (cf. below, note 561; see also note 708) has given rise to even more modifications.
A good overview of the Warburg tradition can be found in: C. Ginzburg, 'Da A. Warburg
a E. H. Gombrich. Note su un problema di metodo', Studi medievali 7 (1966) 1015-1065
(reprinted with some addenda in idem, Miti Emblemi Spie. Morfologia e storia, Torino 1986).
And see E. H. Gombrich, Abby Warburg.
559
 E. Kaemmerling (ed.), Ikonographie und Ikonologie: Theorien, Entwicklung, Probleme
(= Bildende Kunst als Zeichensystem, Bd 1), Cologne 1979; A. von Criegern, Bilder
interpretieren, Düsseldorf 1981; O. Bätschmann, Einführung in die kunstgeschichtliche
Hermeneutik. Die Auslegung von Bildern, Darmstadt 19883; a completely different, but
certainly enriching, hermeneutic approach can be found in M. Baxandall, Patterns of
intention: Baxandall concentrates on why something is depicted the way it is, not so mucn
on why a particular subject is selected in the first place. A good overview of the many
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understanding of this field is very provisional. How people see and how they
interpret what they see is an indescribably complex process, still to a large
extent unknown, physiologically, psychologically and otherwise. The main
progress made since Panofsky, who provided a rich source of inspiration even
if some of his ideas have come under criticism and are certainly in need of
revision,560 seems to me that firstly we tend to move from symbolism to
'connotation', and secondly that the imagery is no longer seen as a reflection
of a 'mental universe', merely mirroring developments outside the world of
pictorial rendition, but as a functioning part of a society's mental make-up.
A contextual approach has developed which obviously goes beyond icono-
graphy, but also takes us a step beyond iconology.561
problems in using images as sources is to be found in Ph. Richard, 'Analyse des images, ou
délires et cauchemars des iconographes', Ethnologie Française 13 (1983) 231-249.
560
 Most of all the notion of 'disguised symbolism': very clear on this is J. B. Bedaux,
'The reality of symbols: the question of disguised symbolism in Jan van Eyck's Arnolfini
portrait', Simiolus 16 (1986) 5-28 (reprinted in his The reality of symbols. Studies in the
iconology of Netherlandish art, 1400-1800, The Hague 1990). What can be 'disguised' about
an established vehicle? See also J. H. Marrow, 'Symbol and meaning in northern European
art of the late middle ages and the early Renaissance', Simiolus 16 (1986) 150-169 (with a
response by C. Harbison, ibidem, 170-173). And cf. below, note 588.
61
 This last the specific semiotic/communication contribution; in classical archaeology
the pioneers of the new 'anthropologie de l'imaginaire' are French (cf. above, note 477), but
the circle is widening: for some steps toward a modern art historical approach of the
archaeological record (imagery), though without reference to the explicitly semiotic type
of investigation, see A. M. Snodgrass, 'Archaeology', in: M. Crawford (ed.), Sources for
ancient history (Cambridge 1983) 137-184, here 173ff; the work of Hölscher and Hoffmann
has already been referred to repeatedly above. Obviously, the new departures provoke
discussion. But the fierce debate raging for years between 'traditionalists' (with John
Boardman as their most outspoken advocate) and the 'new archaeologists' and semio-
tist/structuralist archaeologists must remain completely barren: all of them are right and
«1 of them are wrong (though it must be said that the traditionalists, also the much abused
Boardman, are often the most open-minded). No truce seems in sight: see S. Goldhill, and
«· Osborne, 'Introduction: programmatics and polemics', in: iidem (eds.), Art and text in
ancient Greek culture (Cambridge 1994) 1-11, with its frontal attack on T. H. Carpenter, or
J- Tanner, 'Shifting paradigms in classical art history', Antiquity 260 (1994) 650-655, a
review in which the Goldhill and Osborne volume is favourably contrasted with J.
Boardman (ed.), The Oxford history of classical art, Oxford 1993. On the rift or divide
between two archaeologies (classical and 'archaeology as anthropology') see P. Cartledge,
A new archaeology?', TLS 4354 (12 September 1986) 1011-1012. More in general on the
dichotomous view of classical archaeology (and its untenability), H. Ziegert, 'Objektorien-
tierte und problemorientierte Forschungsansätze in der Archäologie', Hephaistos 2 (1980) 53-
°6> and, very explicitly, M. I. Finley, Ancient history: evidence and models (London 1985)
yf> on the blessings of the 'new archaeology' (and cf. Finley's overall battle against antiqua-
rianism,
 see esp. ibidem, 61ff).
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Of course we still have to begin with a standard iconographical analysis;
we cannot progress any further if we do not first interpret the contents of the
image, although we should proceed with much caution and restraint.562 But
this is only the first step. The next move should be to ascertain the connota-
tion of the imagery: to find out what general idea(s) the images relate to.563
To this end we have to ask ourselves what, at a particular moment of time,
is the most likely association that a majority of spectators will have had when
confronted with a particular image. Whatever the answer we come up with,
it will have to be put in rather broad terms, not highly specific ones; people's
connotations, in the sense used here, will often be of the vaguest kind. For
instance, need one know the myth depicted to be aware of the fact that the
image concerned is apotropaic?564 It is a true symbolism, a learned system
of references, that is specific. The one does not exclude the other: a piece of
say, Dionysiac imagery can have for the general public the connotation
'religious, sacred, elevated', but can at the same time be interpreted according
to a worked-out symbolism by an individual schooled in Neo-Platonic philo-
sophy. Studying symbolism is a perfectly legitimate enterprise, but unless one
is interested in the more or less idiosyncratic games played by an intellectual
elite, the concept of a much wider, much vaguer, polysemous connotation
appears to be the more fruitful one in historical research.565 And even when
we reject specific symbolism in exchange for unspecific connotation, we have
562
 Help should come from works of reference: for Greek imagery there is nothing as
comprehensive as for instance the seventeen volumes of H. van der Waal's Iconclass (an
introduction in R. van Straten, Een inleiding in de iconografie. Enige theoretische en praktische
kennis, Muiderberg 1985), or the lexica of (mediaeval) Christian iconography (for some
guidance H. Appuhn, Einführung in die Ikonographie der mittelalterlichen Kunst in
Deutschland, Darmstadt 19853; iconographical researches are now much assisted by LIMC,
which has very comprehensive coverage, but of unequal quality. Apart from LIMC one will
have to turn to a large series of more specialized works. One would like studies somewhat
like H. Metzger, Recherches sur l'imagerie athénienne, Paris 1965, but on a much larger scale.
563
 On the concept 'connotation', cf. below, note 905.1 have been much inspired by Ρ·
Veyne, 'Les saluts aux dieux'.
5M
 Cf. G. Zimmer, '[review of A. Geyer, Das Problem des Realitätsbezuges in der
dionysischen Bildkunst der Kaiserzeit, Würzburg 1977]', Gnomon 52 (1980) 659-665.
565
 P. Veyne, if not the first to state this, has at least formulated his ideas on this point
rather more clearly than many others before him ('Les saluts aux dieux'). Illuminating on
this issue is also V. A. Kolve, Chaucer and the imagery of narrative: the first five Canterbury
Tales (London 1984) 72ff: Kolve retains the word symbolism, but advises to seek it 'near
its popular centre'; cf. C. Harbison, Simiolus 16 (1986) 172, who speaks of a makeshift sym-
bolism, based on observance, and not on some preconceived complex.
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to be on our guard against dogmatism; contextuality, in the sense both of
other images and of social surroundings, should never be forgotten. Polysemy
is never independent of context.566
Imagery, whatever its connotation, can never be considered a -priori as
consisting of straightforward depictions of once observable practice, and not
even as mere illustrations of that other side of past reality, a society's mental
life. Imagery is not a passive mirror, produced by a craftsman/artist who is
a mere conduit for extra-artistic information encoded in a visual form. In real
life imagery is creative and contributes actively to the way in which people
see and structure the world around them.567 Images, as messages in a com-
municatory process, are an integral part of the 'mental universe' of every man
and help structure human experience.568 This means one can not only ana-
lyse the cultural background in order to 'read' the imagery, but also turn
things round, and make use of the imagery to give us insight into a culture's
566
 Cf. Ph. Richard, 'Analyse des images, ou délires et cauchemars des iconographes',
Ethnologie Française 13 (1983) 231-249, hère 236, who rightly stresses that we should be care-
ful not to lose sight of the different levels of analysis: are we speaking of an individual
work, of a corpus of material, of production or of reception? Polysemy should not result
from an indiscriminate mixing together of these different levels.
567
 R. Muchembled, in a striking phrase in his contribution to a conference on gestures
and mentality in Utrecht 1989, titled 'L'ordre des gestes. Une histoire sociale des sensiblités
dans la France moderne (xv^xviii' siècles)', called paintings not only representative of
mental and social conditions and changes, but also 'leçons'. Ph. J. Klass, UFO abductions:
a dangerous game, Buffalo, NY 1988, describes how people under hypnosis visualize UFO's
and extraterrestrials in a remarkably uniform manner. Here we have an example of
unconscious internalization of the images offered by literature, film and television.
Alternatively we can point to the way in which the imagery of advertising offers or
reinforces a canon of normative behaviour and of common expectations. J. E. Harrison
expresses this mechanism very well in her Ancient art and ritual (London 19182) 71ff:
without perception there is no conception'. W. G. L. de Haas, De fotografie in sociologisch
perspectief. Bijdrage tot een sociologie der techniek (Leiden 1975) 142, stresses that the nor-
mative in human behaviour is not observable reality, but the ways in which reality is con-
ceived. Images that are mass-produced or highly stereotyped can thus be a homogenising
force.
68
 T. Hölscher, Staatsdenkmal und Publikum vom Untergang der Republik bis zur
Festigung des Kaisertums in Rom, Konstanz 1984; we already find elements of this, though
less explicitly worded, in idem, Griechische Historienbilder, 20, 222f, where art is described
as a 'Nachricht' with addressees. But because Hölscher concentrates on change, and argues
that changes in apperception and 'Gestaltung' occur pari passu in imagery and reality, the
Part responsibility of the images for what/how one sees seems to be taken for granted,
what is said here about images can also be adapted to refer to decorative art or architecture:
e
-8-> D. Preziosi, 'Reckoning with the world: figure, text and trace in the built envi-
ronment', American Journal of Semiotics 4.1-2 (1986) 1-15.
^
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worldview: 'penetrating the assumptions of an age', as it was put in a recent
collection of historical studies using imagery of various kinds.569 I must
stress that this does not imply that we can use the evidence of the imagery
to gain easy access to previously inaccessible terrain: our general knowledge
of a culture and a period, derived from written sources, must direct our
efforts. If written sources are completely lacking, imagery will remain hard
or even impossible to interpret; without interpretation, however, there is no
way back from the imagery to past reality. Even though it has been stated
that 'the potential contribution of archaeology to history is, in a rough way,
inversely proportional to the quantity and quality of the available [written]
sources', it is obvious that this potentiality will not always be realized, least
of all in the field of imagery.570 This is not to say that texts are primary;
they are not,571 but we ought to have the general knowledge of the past
which can come from oral sources, but which is usually derived from
569
 Introduction by Th. K. Rabb and J. Brown to Th. K. Rabb (ed.), The evidence of art:
images and meaning in history, special issue of Journal of Interdisciplinary History 17.1 (1986)
1-6. Also apt is C. Bérard's 'l'imagerie construit une anthropologie dans laquelle l'imaginaire
imprègne la réalité' ('Iconographie-Iconologie-Iconologique', 6). An extrême instance or
turning things round can be found in Athenaeus (629b), where it is argued that ancient sta-
tues are 'relics' of ancient dancing in the sense that the gestures of the dance were derived
from the statues, not the other way round. Leaving aside for the moment the possible
relevance of Athenaeus' remark, we do indeed find examples of imagery structuring
experience even in the sense of (assisting in) the directing of change: see, e.g., B. (= R. W.)
Scribner, For the sake of simple folk. Popular propaganda for the German Reformation,
Cambridge 1981.
570
 Quote from M.I. Finley, Ancient history: evidence and models (London 1985) 93
(Finley never disliked hyperbole). Interesting examples of the difficulties met with in
interpreting images without text can be found in several articles in G. Steinsland (ed.),
Words and objects: towards a dialogue between archaeology and the history of religions, Oslo
1986. M. Baxandall studies pictorial style as indicative of specific visual skills and habits, and
such skills and habits as an integral part of a distinctive social experience (Painting and
experience, 152). Though apparently putting the images first, one can conclude that he has
in fact been working backwards: the written testimonials of 'a distinctive social experience
have set the goals, the imagery has been fitted in afterwards. This little ruse does not detract
from the book's value, exactly because the imagery could indeed be fitted in in a convincing
manner.
571 R. Lange, 'Anthropology and dance scholarship', DR 1.1 (1983) 108-118: iconography
'can obviously serve only as an additional source of information' (108), is only true m tl«
widest sense. In many respects imagery and words are two channels of information at leas
partly existing alongside, as equal partners.
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texts.572 The absence of textual support should induce us to proceed carefully,
as the danger of interpretation without many checks on the imagination is
very real.573 But undeniably, the images are there, with or without texts, in
certain combinations, with a certain patterning, and any serious attempt at
interpretation that sees these images as an active force in shaping man's
understanding of himself and his world, is worthwhile.
If all imagery aimed at a fairly wide audience can, and should, be seen as
a living, shaping part of the 'mental universe' of the ancient individual, can
we at the same time use at least some images to tell us 'wie es eigentlich
gewesen'? Here in my opinion much is possible; in a particular image practice
could be the main ingredient.574 But problems are manifold: we have to be
constantly aware of conventions, as have already been outlined above, and
keep these from interfering at this stage of our interpretative effort. Of course
the greater the illusionism the more this enables us to see in an image (and
increases the likelihood of an image being) a rendering of practice. But the
artisan's licence is of course another factor to reckon with and a problem less
easily overcome; the dance depicted can be partly or completely imagined and
572
 See the archaeology and theory debate between I. Hodder and L. R. Binford (Man
23 (1988) 373-376). L. R. Binford, 'Data, relativism and archaeological science', Man 22
(1987) 391-404, is of course right in indicating the limits of what archaeology can do as far
35
 the reconstitution of meaning is concerned. I agree that an artifact an sich (except
imagery) does not tell much about past cognitive culture. But: Binford sees archaeology as
prehistoric archaeology only, and thus stresses the absence of informants, while Antiquity
provides plenty of those. It is not the one or the other: we need both scientific materialist
and imaginative relativist approaches, and the last we can attempt, exactly because we have
written sources at our disposal.
'" One might doubt a strictly metaphorical reading of images, as in, e.g., P. Schmitt[-
1 antel], and A. Schnapp, 'Image et société en Grèce ancienne: les représentations de la
chasse et du banquet', RA (1982) 57-74, where war, symposium and hunt are interpreted as
metaphors for growing up and fulfilling one's duties as a polîtes. It is clever, it is intriguing,
but is it true?
The question has surprisingly enough not often been asked explicitly: one of the few
works to discuss these issues at length is A. Geyer, Dos Problem des Realitätsbezuges in der
dionysischen Bildkunst der Kaiserzeit, Würzburg 1977; on this study, see the criticism by R.
A. Tybout, BABesch 54 (1979) 219-221, who is over-cautious in stressing that the reception
can be different for every single observer (which obviously in practice is only true within
certain limits), but who rightly asks for independent evidence. T. Hölscher, Griechische
Historienbilder, 11, has the distinction between 'ideal' and 'okkasionel', but he asks himself
whether an occasion depicted has been, not whether it has been exactly thus and not
otherwise. When we want to pronounce on formal aspects of the dance we need to know
whether an image is exact, that is, an illusionistic rendering by an unfailing memory.
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not remembered.575 It is disconcerting to see the painter or sculptor using
stock figures in whatever context he prefers; by slight manipulation he can
turn non-dancers into dancers.576 But even here complete invention is less
likely, if not impossible: would anyone recognize it as dance? If however a
link with practice (or past practice) is preserved, the artisan seems to be free
to play with whatever is in his fund of imagery. As was already stated above,
the image can also be built up from several disjointed remembrances or
examples. Moments observed in a number of different dances, or seen in other
575
 One can get some help from biomechanics: research that informs us about the
parameters of human movement can assist in analysing images. E.g., the range of active
flexion in the hip in untrained subjects with the knee stretched is max. 90°, with the knee
flexed 120° and beyond. Thus one might be able to judge whether a depicted movement
is impossible to perform or can be performed by the trained only. In images with a very
high degree of illusionism (esp. classical statues), one might be able to say even more: see
W. Anschütz, and M.-L. Huster, 'Im Olympiajahr 1984: der 'Diskobol' zwischen
Leistungssport und Regelzwang. Wie musste er werfen', Hephaistos 5-6 (1983-1984) 71-89.
Cf. U. Knigge, Bewegte Figuren der Grossplastik im strengen Stil, Munich 1965, which is,
however, an early and rather impressionistic effort; I. Kleemann, Frühe Bewegung.
Untersuchungen zur archaischen Form bis zum Aufkommen der Pondération in der griechischen
Kunst, vol.l, Mainz 1984, is of a different nature, and seeks to analyse shifts in the centre
of gravity in early statues by meticulous measurements; it is not concerned with the
reconstruction of actual movements; and altogether different, but very interesting, is B.
Fehr, Bewegungsweisen und Verhaltensideale: physiognomische Deutungsmöglichkeiten der Bewe-
gungsdarstellung an griechischen Statuen des 5. und 4. Jhs. v. Chr., Bad Bramstadt 1979, where
the issue is the Greek (but of course not exclusively Greek) idea of linking expressions and
movements to man's inner nature. For all studies that seek to reconstruct movement by stu-
dying statuary's musculature, it holds good that 'possibility' is one thing, Observable rea-
lity' another.
576
 A convincing example can be seen in two vases in Malibu, Getty Museum
L.78.AE.10, and in Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek H153 (M. A. Del Chiaro, 'A
Faliscan red-figure bell krater', in: J. Frei, and S. K. Morgan (eds.), Greek vases in TheJ. Paul
Getty Museum, vol.2 (Malibu 1985) 159-170, here 161f). The satyrs portrayed on both vases
are in identical or but slightly varied poses, on the one vase they rest their feet on rocks
(in what seems likely to be the original composition), on the other the rocks have been left
out and the poses of the satyrs, with legs lifted in the air, could be interpreted as a dance.
An equally persuasive example can be found in A. Driscoll, 'The Pig Painter: parties, poets,
and Pollaiuolo', Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art 80 (1993) 83-111; in her fig-7
Driscoll gives us a column crater by the Pig Painter in the Cleveland Museum, A. W.
Ellenberger Sr. Endowment Fund CMA 26.549, with what would seem to be dancers; in
fig. 11 she illustrates a column crater, also by the Pig Painter, Musée Royal Brussels R305,
with athletes training. One of the athletes is more or less identical to one of the supposed
dancers. Driscoll illustrates a third vase (fig. 13), by the Leningrad Painter (of the same
Mannerist School as the Pig Painter), Detroit Institute of Art, City of Detroit Purchase
24.120, with again an identical figure. Thus, one can see the same schemata used for athletes
and dancers (if that is what they are); only the context (jumping weights and forked wand
of trainer) disambiguates.
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depictions of dances, past, present, local or foreign, can be combined within
a single image. If that is the case, the image is a rendering of practice, but
every element should be judged separately. The combined elements present a
whole that never existed. Indeed, often 'real' versus 'unreal' is not a workable
dichotomy. We are dealing with a spectrum ranging from a very strong to a
very weak linkage to practice.577
Of course there are limits to the artisan's licence: there are customers to
think of, he wants to communicate, that is, to put it in commercial terms, he
wants to sell.578 How far licence can go is an intriguing problem, but not
easy to solve. In studying both form and contents of imagery one of the
central issues should be the image as a tradable object; we should ask about
customers or patrons.579 I have repeatedly argued above that the artisans
keep their audience, their public in mind, but do they often produce to order
and if so, are their patrons leaving them free in the execution of the required
subject matter, or do they have specific requirements? We would of course
be interested to know whether a patron would ask a vase painter or relief
sculptor to produce a recognizable rendering of a particular event. It should
be immediately obvious that as far as ancient Greece is concerned, we are in
no position to answer this sort of questions. Some things might be gained,
577
 Something comparable was suggested by J. A. North, '[review of A. Geyer, Das
Problem des Realitätsbezuges in der dionysischen Bildkunst der Kaiserzeit, 1977, et al.]',/R5 70
(1980) 186-191. An instructive example of the chaos resulting from not keeping one's
categories clearly separated and not allowing for nuances, can be seen in E. C. Keuls, The
reign of the phallus: sex and aggression in ancient Athens, London 1984. Keuls denies that
images offer slices of daily life (3), but on the other hand affirms that we encounter scenes
of daily life (11): this duplicity runs through all of the book, apparently because of a
simplistic vision of the linkage between ideals, myths, fantasies, etcetera, and observable
reality.
578
 The buying of works of art by customers who do not understand their purchases at
Λ
«> nor insist on having their purchase explained to them, is, I think, a modern abberation.
Cf. M. Baxandall, Painting and experience, If: 'paintings are amongst other things fossils of
economic life' and commercial institutions functioning between painter and patron
influenced the forms [my italics] of what they together made'. Though Baxandall talks
about bespokes here, I think his words can stand for representations in general. Cf. the
concept of troc introduced by Baxandall, Patterns of intention, 47ff, which is however much
less narrowly economic than the process which I propose: but it will be remembered that
I do not speak of the post-mediaeval artist.
179
 On the concept of 'patron' cf. above, note 468.
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however, by comparison with literary patronage, and with patrons and
artisans or artists in other, better documented eras.580
Everything points in the direction of a situation wherein bespokes were
relatively few, and ready-mades predominated. Apart from metalwork in
precious metals and large scale sculpture (statues and reliefs) most 'works of
art' will have been more or less mass-produced items, often 'copy-book stuff',
not ordered, but selected from existing stock.581 Some items may however
have been produced with a particular public in mind, if not indeed as bespoke
copies: here we can think of differentiated gifts for sanctuaries, vases or
statuettes intended as dedications or offerings.582 If dance scenes are found
580
 The subject of patronage is decidedly en vogue amongst art historians (stressing the
receptive side: the public and physical setting of a work of art, its form and contents in
light of its function): witness the spate of publications in the 1980s and 1990s. I only list
a few works that I have found useful: J. M. Montias, Artists and artisans in Delft. A socio-
economic study of the seventeenth century, Princeton 1982; H. van Os, Sienese altarpieces 1215-
1460. Form, content, function, 2 vols., Groningen 1984-1990; G. Schwartz, Rembrandt. Zijn
leven, zijn schilderijen: een nieuwe biografie, Maarsen 1984; B. Dubbe, and W. H. Vroom,
'Patronage and the art market in the Netherlands during the sixteenth century', in: J. P.
Filedt Kok, W. Halsema-Kubes, and W. Th. Kloek (eds.), Kunst voor de Beeldenstorm.
Noordnederlandse kunst 1525-1580 (The Hague 1986) 29-37; B. Kempers, Kunst, macht en
mecenaat. De opkomst van het schildersberoep in Italië 1250-1600, Amsterdam 1987; G.
Schwartz, and M. J. Bok, Pieter Saenredam. The painter and his time, New York 1990; M.
Hollingsworth, Patronage in Renaissance Italy from 1400 to the early sixteenth century,
London 1994.
581
 Cf. above, notes 523-525. A convincing parallel can be found in seventeenth-century
Dutch painting: most paintings were very cheap mass-products, offered for sale always and
everywhere, and found in almost every home: John Evelyn visiting Rotterdam in 1641
commented on the fair 'so furnish'd with pictures...as I was amaz'd' and on the pictures
'cheapenesse' (Diary, ed. L. S. de Beer (London 1959) 23f); on prices, cf. W. Brûlez, Cultuur
en getal. Aspecten van de relatie economie-maatschappij-cultuur in Europa tussen 1400 en 1800
(Amsterdam 1986) 66f; on the widespread ownership of pictures, also in the eighteenth
century: T. Wijsenbeek-Olthuis, Achter de gevels van Delft (Hilversum 1987) 205ff. With
town-dwellers outside the Low Countries we find less paintings, but still these were widely
disseminated objects, e.g., Ph. Benedict, 'Towards the comparative study of the popular
market for art: the ownership of paintings in seventeenth-century Metz', P&P 109 (1985)
100-117. With Greek decorated pottery and other minor objects it will have been no
different. With simpler reliefs, produced in series, there is just the possibility that parts
remained unfinished, thus enabling the buyer to have the final product somewhat adapted
to his wishes. With vases this is less conceivable: after firing at most some text could be
scratched on.
582
 Something of a puzzle are inscribed vases, especially the kalos-names; the theories
evolved by T. B. L. Webster, Potter and patron, 42ff, cannot be proven and seem to me
farfetched. Dedicatory inscriptions in general are important however: if inscribed before
firing (and some are: C. G. Simon, The archaic votive offerings and cults of Ionia, PhD
(Berkeley 1986) 315) the vase has been intended for a particular sanctuary from the start.
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in a temple context, these might portray the dance danced at the sanctuary.
After the dancers have departed the dedicated vase or statuette perpetuates the
dance for the god(s), and for other visitors. Of course it is also conceivable
that a random dance, or even just 'dance', is depicted, not the dance
connected with the sanctuary in question, if any, but the hypothesis of a link
between practice and the imagery of a gift might be considered reason-
able.583 Also remarkable departures from the normative could be interpreted
as resulting from a client's wishes. We can also ask whether a vase or other
item might be bought and taken home because its imagery shows some
religious ritual in which the buyer of the object has partaken (or of course
the god in whose honour the ritual was performed, or any associated
symbols). The imagery then functions as a souvenir,584 or even more than
a mere souvenir; we could compare mediaeval pilgrim signs and pilgrim horns
(cornets) which are a souvenir, a remembrance, but which also become
devotionalia because of association with something powerful. Some of the
power has rubbed off.585
If close reasoning about patronage allows us to consider some possibilities,
there are few other avenues open. Thus no a prioris, such as the presupposi-
tion that accidentals (Beiwerk) are always true to practice, can be allowed.
While this is indeed often the case, this cannot possibly give us leave to
consider all accidentals as reliable representations of practice.586 Also, the
Imagery may of course still be arbitrarily selected.
'
!3
 F. Brommer, 'Themenwahl aus örtlichen Gründen', in: H. A. G. Brijder (ed.), Greek
and related pottery (Amsterdam 1984) 178-184, here 178-180, discusses the link between
sanctuaries and imagery on objects discovered at the sites of those sanctuaries.
84
 We might also reconsider the evidence for potteries closely associated with
sanctuaries (indeed sometimes with kilns within the temenos): did these produce pottery
(and statuettes) for the purpose of dedication only (one can think here of the pottery found
at Brauron: a special genre of imagery, on locally produced ware), or as souvenirs as well?
Cf. U. Krön, 'Archaisches Kultgeschirr aus dem Heraion von Samos', in: H. A. G. Brijder
(ed.), Ancient Greek and related pottery (Amsterdam 1984) 292-297, on the kilns and pottery
found at the Samian Heraion. But note that the pottery found at Samos was undecorated
table ware, carrying dipinti only, intended for use at the sanctuary.
585
 See K. Köster, 'Mittelalterliche Pilgerzeichen', in: Wahlfahrt kennt keine Grenzen
(Munich 1984) 203-223. This might even explain something about a number of objects
encountered in graves. But how about all that imagery that is supposed to be of a non-
religious nature? These questions must as yet remain unanswered.
586
 When R. Wohlfeil, 'Das Bild als Geschichtsquelle', Historische Zeitschrift 243 (1986)
91-100, here 93, says that in using pictures to study realia we need 'kritische Behutsamkeit'
I wholeheartedly agree; when he adds that it is the accidentals that are trustworthy as
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dance is seldom true Beiwerk. In the end, if and only if the archaeologist or
historian has a combination of several types of evidence at his service
(preferably including some primary material), can he try to convince his
audience that any fact belongs to practice and not to system. Without
supportive evidence hardly any images can be used to reconstruct practice
(but every image that is part of a series can be used to reconstruct system).
But despite the many obstacles in our way, we will be left with at least some
images that can, with all possible care, be considered representations of
practice.587 This is not to the exclusion of the approaches outlined above,
but complementary. The same item of Dionysiac imagery mentioned above
can in addition to its general connotation or symbolism be a depiction of, or
at least much dependent upon, practised ritual. We have to be acutely aware
of the fact that a rendering of contemporary practice and a connotative or
symbolic dimension can perfectly well go together: we encounter factual
compared to the central more narrative elements, I have to demur: every single item has to
be checked against corroborative evidence. For instance the depiction of dress, a fine
example of 'Beiwerk', can be far from a reflection of practice: good examples in I.
Groeneweg, 'Kanttekeningen bij een 18de-eeuws Nederlands vrouwenportret in "antique
kleding"', in: Achttiende-eeuwse kunst in de Nederlanden (Delft 1987) 415-436. Or the
unrealism of dress on many bestseller paperback covers, not perceived as unrealist or
incongruous. With accidentals we find a complete spectrum again from weak to strong
linkage to contemporary practice: see for instance E. Vavra, 'Kunstgeschichte und
Realienkunde', in: Die Erforschung von Alltag und Sachkultur des Mittelalters. Methode-Ziel-
Verwirklichung (Vienna 1984) 174-192. A telling example from Greek imagery: kantharoi
of a particular, originally Etruscan, type (Form I high stem) are frequently encountered on
Attic vases showing Dionysus and his thiasos. But that type of kantharos was never popular
in Attica (it was in Boeotia, an important centre for the cult of Dionysus) and hardly seen
there until the fourth century and Hellenistic period (see U. Heimberg, Die Keramik des
Kahirions = Das Kabirenheiligtum bei Theben, vol.3 (Berlin 1982) 3). This 'Beiwerk' could
not be transposed to the contemporary Attic practice, religious or secular!
587
 This is of course part of a much wider problem: how to visualize the past, in casu
the world of Antiquity? It would be mistaken to consider this a problem of film or stage
directors, painters or novelists: any historian should try to be aware of the sights, and for
that matter, of the taste, the feel, the sounds and the smells of his subject. Since a book like
A. Corbin, Le miasme et la jonquille. L'odorat et l'imaginaire social, xviiie-xixe siècles, Pans
1982, a beautiful study of the stink of the past, has been in the 'choix des Annales', one
need not feel afraid that such interests are unscholarly (or should we? Cf. P. H. H. Vries,
Vertellers op drift. Een verhandeling over de nieuwe verhalende geschiedenis, Hilversum 1990).
On problems encountered in visualizing the past, see the perceptive remarks made by R··
Porter, 'Seeing the past', P&P 118 (1988) 186-205. Anthropologists are also entering on
issues of sounds, smells, touch and taste, previously neglected: J. Clifford, 'Introduction ,
in: J. Clifford, and G. E. Marcus, Writing culture. The poetics and politics of ethnography
(Berkeley 1986) 1-26, here 11.
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symbols, and symbolic facts. A successful combining of the depiction of
practice and the reference to system might very well account for much of the
attractiveness of a picture. A fruitful comparison here should be the
discussion on the symbolic nature of seventeenth-century Dutch imagery,
where the illusionistic rendering of observable reality was combined with a
strong interest in electrifying this illusionism with a wide range of
coo
messages.
88
 The best introduction is offered by: F. Grijzenhout, and H. van Veen (eds.), De
Gouden Eeuw in perspectief: het beeld van de Nederlandse zeventiende-eeuwse schilderkunst in
later tijd, Nijmegen 1992, with extensive bibliography, and by the journal Simiolus, which
has published several relevant articles over the years; see above all vol.16.2-3 (1986):
'Tradition and innovation in the study of Northern European art. A selection of papers
read at the first international research conference of the Historians of Netherlandish Art,
Pittsburgh, 1985', some of which have been referred to above; central amongst these papers
is P. Hecht, 'The debate on symbol and meaning in Dutch seventeenth century art: an
appeal to common sense', Simiolus 16 (1986) 173-187. Hecht elaborates upon (and adds
nuances to) the work of E. de Jongh (esp. in the two catalogues Tot lering en vermaak,
betekenissen van Hollandse genrevoorstellingen uit de 17de eeuw, Amsterdam 1976, and
Portretten van echt en trouw. Huwelijk en gezin in de Nederlandse kunst van de 17de eeuw,
Zwolle 1986). The attack on this approach by the so-called descriptionists, who plead for
a 're-presentation' of the visual reality, an empiricist effort without stories, allusions or
morals, (most outspoken advocate: S. Alpers, The art of describing: Dutch art in the
seventeenth century, Chicago 1983) is in my opinion entirely misguided (versus R. Fuchs,
NRC Handelsblad 27 October 1989, CS7, who suggested we might accept both Alpers and
De Jongh. But this will not do). Cf. also the review of Alpers' book by E. de Jongh in
Simiolus 14 (1984) 51-59, and A. Grafton, and Th. Da Costa Kaufmann, 'Holland without
Huizinga: Dutch visual culture in the seventeenth century', Journal of Interdisciplinary
History 16 (1985/1986) 255-265. See also the remarks by E. Haverkamp-Begemann (NRC
Handelsblad 17 November 1989, CS7, who stresses the misconception in the very title: a
painting does never describe reality, does not even portray reality (Dutch afbeelden), but
imagines reality (Dutch verbeelden). The approach of De Jongh and all who work in his
manner simply is too fruitful, the results obtained too consistently supported by the
evidence, while the factuality of the images is not, and need not be, denied; for a recent
example, careful and free from excess, see S. Schama, The embarrassment of riches: an inter-
pretation of Dutch culture in the Golden Age, New York 1987, and chapters by Bruyn,
Schama and Sutton in: P. C. Sutton (ed.), Masters of seventeenth-century Dutch landscape pain-
ting, Boston, Mass. 1987. Of course the dangers are obvious: seeing symbols in everything,
hunting for parallels in even the most obscure emblemata-books, what Schama has aptly
called 'iconographie overkill'. A good assessment of Schama's work is to be found in F.
Haskell, 'Visual sources and The Embarrassment of Riches', P&P 120 (1988) 216-226, where
also pertinent questions are asked about the use of iconographie evidence in general. A
balanced account (again centring on the landscape, but of wider import and with valuable
references) can be found in: R. L. Falkenburg, 'De betekenis van het geschilderde Hollandse
landschap van de zeventiende eeuw: een beschouwing naar aanleiding van enkele recente
interpretaties', Theoretische Geschiedenis 16 (1989) 131-153. The careful 'programming' of
pictures was of course not confined to the Netherlands or to the seventeenth century: it for
instance continued into the eighteenth century, when a fète galante is not, or not
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In seventeenth-century Dutch art we find an urge to make images after
observable reality, not in the sense of creating mirror images, but in the sense
of creating the plausible, that which exists and that which might exist.589
One might compare Gombrich's arguments about the work of art with its
own particular, 'artistic' reality. This goes with a wealth of associative
thought (that is not a simple moralistic message taken from an emblem book).
Here we find a hierarchy of ideas, ideas of the artist and of his contemporary
public; not everybody has the same kind of associations with the same image.
It is not necessary to grasp every detail of the imagery, a vague general idea
will usually suffice.590 Freedberg has given impressive examples of the power
of images in cultures which did not distinguish between popular and high art,
even if his explanation of why images have such power seems to me uncon-
vincing.
Of course many images will defy all attempts to find in them a depiction
of practice. But we should avoid the dangers of hypercriticism: if the dance
in the image cannot be shown to be practice, we need not conclude there was
no dance at all.591 When Marcadé, in speaking of the dancers on the
acanthus pillar in Delphi, concludes that the dance motif was merely
decorative,592 this no less jumping to conclusions than would have been the
suggestion that these statues render Delphic practice. Even if we admit that
the marble girls might dance a dance that never was, there may very well
have been some dance, or even a dance by dancers much like the ones sur-
rounding the acanthus pillar. Nilsson, speaking of those much-debated
exclusively, what it seems to be (E. Goodman-Soellner, 'Nicolas Lancret's Le miroir ardent:
an emblematic image of love', Simiolus 13 (1983) 218-224). It is not so much that less
symbolism is put into images, but that the symbolism is subject to wear: symbolism ages
and becomes increasingly incomprehensible (seventeenth century genre survived into the
eighteenth century because it was seen as 'realism'), until replaced by new symbolism.
Fashions change.
5891 take some of my cues here from the words of E. Haverkamp-Begemann, as
presented in an interview in NRC Handelsblad 17 November 1989, CS 7.
590
 L. O. Goedde, Tempest and shipwreck in Dutch and Flemish art. Convention, rhetoric
and interpretation, University Park, Pennsylvania 1989, convincing except for the last
chapter, where things are made too explicit, too concrete.
591
 T. Kölscher, Griechische Historienbilder, 13, argues that even where concrete happe-
nings are meant, these might be obscured by a 'typisierende Darstellungsweise'. Frequently
the present reality is portrayed by some paradigmatic past.
592
 J. Marcadé, 'Les bras des danseuses', in: Melanges helléniques offerts à G. Daux (Paris
1974) 239-254, hère 245.
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stamnoi known as Lenäenvasen, says: 'der Tanz ist eine Zutat, sei es dass, was
nicht wunderlich wäre bei einen dionysischen Fest, die Frauen wirklich einen
Tanz aufführten, sei es dass die Künstler Wirklichkeit und Phantasie
mischen'.593 We can of course doubt whether the dance portrayed was
indeed performed that way, but we need not ask whether a dance was part
of whatever Dionysiac festivity these images show. Dionysiac dances have
some basis in observable reality, and we have not only texts, but also images
that show as much: examples of men dressed up as satyrs and women dressed
up as maenads, where the vase painter has made it unambiguously clear that
no mythical reality is intended.594 One could compare the images in which
we find men, and not satyrs, dancing amongst the maenads (who might be
ordinary human bacchants, but this is usually impossible to tell).595
Considering the written evidence we have for the central position (I would
also disagree with Nilsson's characterization of the dance as a 'Zutat') and for
the frequency of dancing in religious cult, I would posit as a general rule: if
dance is portrayed, dance there was, whether the portrayal is true to practice
or not. Of course there will be exceptions to such a general rule, but
considering the textual evidence, it is a rule that we can work with.
593
 M. P. Nilsson, Eine Anthesterien-Vase in München (Munich 1930) 6, cf. something
comparable on p. 10.
594
 E.g., a red-figure rhyton, London, BM E790 (ARV1 1550.1.1698, BAdd*). This and
other examples are put together in C. Bérard et al., La cité des images: religion et société en
Grèce antique, Lausanne/Paris 1984.
595
 E.g., a black-figure amphora, Louvre F36 (ABV 150.6.687, Para 63, BAdd 2) which
shows Dionysus surrounded by a chorus of male (definitely not satyrs) and female
characters. Even more complicated, but quite common, are the combinations of human and
superhuman/subhuman: see the Attic black-figure krater Würzburg HA166a (CVA
Deutschland 39, Würzburg l, pl.44.1-6; with a dance by women/maenads, satyrs and men.
These and other examples are discussed in C. Bérard et al., La cité des images (see figs.l79ff).
2.5 Objects and intangibles
Accoutrements of dancers
This type of source material consists of costumes and masks worn by dancers,
or objects, other than musical instruments, handled by them. The remains of
such artefacts are very rare in the archaeological record, or go unrecognized.
Of course costume and other accoutrements would be a valuable source:
changes of form in any such objects can offer a wealth of information. But
for the dances of Antiquity the archaeological record provides us mainly with
images, and not with objects, with the possible exception of a number of
masks.5'6
Masks, as a means of representation and personality enhancement, are of
course of great importance in the history of drama and dance in general. As
far as Greek dances are concerned our information is sparse, if we leave aside
the much-discussed theatrical masks and concentrate on masks that may have
been worn in dances performed in a sanctuary context. The best known
examples are the masks found at the temple of Artemis Orthia in Sparta.
These seem to be votive copies of the actual (wooden?) masks in use, though
I think that at least some of the masks as found might have been worn.597
596
 One other exception might be the vessels of Eleusinian ritual that were carried on
the head, possibly also in the dance, as portrayed on the famous Niinion pinax (see above,
note 509). E. Simon, 'Neue Deutung zweier eleusinischer Denkmäler des 4. Jahrhunderts
v. Chr.', AK 9 (1966) 72-92, suggested that the objects carried in the Niinion-pinax are
thumiateria; in eadem, Festivals of Attica. An archaeological commentary (Madison 1983) 36,
this has been changed to kemoi, but no full consequences have been drawn from this. F.
Brommer, 'Plemochoe', AA (1980) 544-549, identifies the vessels as plemochoai, and is
followed in this by K. Clinton, Myth and cult, 74. Several kemoi have been found in a ritual
context (Eleusis, Athens). On this type of vase see J. J. Pollitt, 'Kernoi from the Athenian
agora', Hesperia 48 (1979) 205-233.
597
 G. Dickins, 'The masks', in: R. M. Dawkins (ed.), The sanctuary of Artemis Orthia
at Sparta (London 1929) 163-186. What have been found are not the actual masks, but
votive copies, which show holes for fastening and other redundant features which prove
that it must have given real masks as well (174-175). That most masks found are simulacra
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The occasion at which these or comparable masks were used cannot be
inferred from the masks themselves, which come in several different types.
It has been suggested that these particular masks are connected to the
brudalicha, barullika or brullichistai.™ This has for a long time been
generally accepted, but we cannot be certain that these masks were connected
with that dance at all; the texts advanced and the objects do not actually
correspond to a significant degree. But this leaves the connection between the
Orthia masks and whatever dance very much in doubt.599
In the archaeological record we can find other masks that might have
been connected with dancing. The late examples discovered at the Kabirion
near Thebes might be considered serious candidates because of the strong
dance component in the local cult.600 But there is no hard and fast evidence.
need not surprise: archaeology turns up (miniature) copies of objects all the time; and of
course, not only an earthenware limb, but also every statuette is an image of something
else.
>9!
 G. Dickins, 'The masks', in: R. M. Dawkins (ed.), The sanctuary of Artemis Orthia,
163-186, here 174f. H. Michell, Sparta. To krupton tés politeias ton Lakedaimoniôn
(Cambridge 1952) 189, suggests deikelistai instead. See brualliktai, brudalicha, brullichistai,
deikêlistai, kuntbion, kulinthion, kurithra, kurittoi, Hesychius s.w. Brualliktai ait explained
as polemikoi orchêstai, kurittoi might have something to do with Artemis Korythalia and her
koruthalistriai. The glosses in Hesychius are in large part irretrievably corrupt. For the
nature of the dance one could think of orgiastic dances in honour of Artemis. All this must
remain utterly speculative. See also chapter 2.7 s.w. (some alternative spellings).
'" For a recent view of the masks, see J. B. Carter, 'The masks at Ortheia', A/A 91
(1987) 355-383 and eadem, 'Masks and poetry in early Sparta', in: R. Hägg, N. Marinatos,
and G. C. Nordquist (eds.), Early Greek cult practice (Stockholm 1988) 89-98. Carter argues
against a link with the barullika, and connects the masks with the Gorgoneion and with
Old Babylonian demons; this had already been done by J. H. Croon, 'The mask of the
underworld Daemon. Some remarks on the Perseus-Gorgon story',/HS 75 (1955) 9-16 (not
referred to by Carter). Croon however retains the link with the dance, and speaks of
apotropaic masks worn in ritual dances' (15). Indeed, the one does not exclude the other.
Most convincing argument against linking the masks to the texts advanced, is the fact that
the masks are of six (according to Carter's typology four) different types (G. Dickins, 'The
masks', in: R. M. Dawkins (ed.), The sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, 163-186, here 179ff), while
the texts speak of old women only. Dawkins' argument, ibid. 175, that variant types
(warriors, youths, and so on) are to be explained as a secondary development occurring
when the masks became a votive object par excellence, i.e., unconnected with dance, sounds
hke special pleading. No one seems to have said up to now that even if we could make the
masks fit into the textual tradition more easily, the step from an archaic depot to some
lexicographic lemmata dating from the second and fifth centuries AD is still an uncom-
fortably large one, the more so since Orthia is never explicitly mentioned.
W. H. D. Rouse, Greek votive offerings. An essay in the history of Greek religion
(Cambridge 1902) 250.
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Masks are portrayed on vases and in terracotta statuettes, but the masks
themselves will usually have been made of some perishable material. The only
masks certainly worn by dancers are the common theatrical masks, where the
shape, albeit highly conventional, is not dictated by the nature, audience,
occasion or supernatural addressee of the dance, but by the story being acted.
Architectural remains
These consist mainly of dance floors. This type of source might be inter-
esting, because of the sudden insight, if that is what it should be called, that
one can experience on the spot, though this will usually lead to some
untestable hypothesis only. Sitting in the upper row of a sizeable Greek
theatre one realises that subtle movements of limbs, hands, head and even
eyes, as found in Indian dance, are not very likely to have been a distinctive
feature of theatrical dancing in ancient Greece. Considering the huge distance
separating a major part of the audience from the orchestra, we would expect
simple, broad, even exaggerated movement, and not the complicated sign
language that has often been supposed.601 On the other hand, the choreo-
grapher might not have intended an overall distinctness, and the all-pervading
sense of hierarchy might have made it acceptable that only the 'boxes' had a
proper view of it all. One might compare the texts of the drama; most
members of the audience can have understood only a part of the allusions,
double entendres, and metaphors.
Rather more intriguing, though alas of limited applicability, is the idea
that sometimes a fundamental linking between architecture and dance patterns
can be found.602 Of course most spots where dancing took place, apart from
601
 After formulating this idea on the spot, I met with the same suggestion in O. Taplin,
Greek tragedy in action (London 1978) 14f.
602
 Such explicit linking of dance and architecture can be found in J. W. Fernandez,
'The feeling of architectonic form: residual and emergent qualities in Fang cult and culture ,
in: J. M. Cordwell (ed.), The visual arts, plastic and graphic (The Hague 1979) 103-137, and
in F. Rust, Dance in society. An analysis of the relationship between the social dance and society
in England from the Middle Ages to the present day (London 1969) 35 (Rust, discussing the
introduction of the wall chimney, argues that developments in architecture make possible,
but do not cause new floor patterns).
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the orchestral, are at present impossible to identify, though some reasonable
hypotheses can be entertained.603 But where the dance is no longer known,
we can usually suggest in the most general terms only that the architectural
surroundings must have influenced the forms of the dance. If for instance
dancing takes place within a temple, this severely restricts choreographic
scope.604 And there is of course the never-ending debate on the architecture
of the Greek theatre and the nature of choral dancing, in which I do not
intend to get involved.605 Whether we can also point to instances where the
dance influenced or even determined architectural form - with the exception
of orchestral, where this is obvious606 -, is a question I prefer to leave to
more speculative minds.
603
 Cf below, note 606. The location of dance floors is put in a wider perspective in the
study by C. A. Schmilz, Balam. Der Tanz- und Kultplatz in Melanesien als Versammlungsort
und mimischer Schauplatz, Emsdetten 1955.
604
 For a dance by girls performed in the temple: Plutarch, Mulierum virtutes 12.249d.
On ritual in temples, instead of the common practice of ritual outside, cf. P. E. Corbett,
'Greek temples and Greek worshippers: the literary and archaeological evidence', BICS 17
(1970) 149-158, finding support in A. Mazarakis-Ainian, 'Contribution à l'étude de
l'architecture religieuse grecque des âges obscurs', AC 54 (1985) 5-48, here 47. Dance must
usually have taken place in the open air: most temples were too small to take either dancers
or dancers and public, or too much encumbered with furnishings, or permanently closed
to the public. Other rooms at sanctuaries, such as the deipnisteria or hestiatoria are rather
small: in the centre of a standard room there remain at most 20 square metres, taking klinai
and tables into account (see C. Börker, Festbankett und griechische Architektur, Konstanz
1983). This leaves room for a single dancer, say a professional girl to enliven your estiasis
or demothoinia.
5
 G. Ley, and M. Ewans, 'The orchestra as acting area in Greek tragedy', Ramus 14
(1985) 75-84, try to put an end to the debate by stating succinctly that there is no fifth-
century evidence for a raised stage, and that it is thus likely that chorus and actors were in
the orchestra, and that everything else is pure speculation.
But it must be pointed out that the orchestra will have evolved from the threshing-
floor. See A. D. Ure, 'Threshing-floor or vineyard', CQ 5 (1955) 225-230, who also suggests
that the 'ox-driving dithyramb' is a dithyramb on the floor where the oxen have been
driven over the corn: elauno is the verb used of animals in threshing; cf. E. Simon, Festivals
of Attica. An archaeological commentary (Madison 1983) 35f, who defends the derivation of
Haloa from halos against Deubner and Nilsson; D. Crosfield, Dances of Greece, London 1948
on chorostasi, and J. C. Lawson, Modem Greek folklore and ancient Greek religion, 136, 148.
Even if at a later stage the dance patterns dictated the shape of the orchestrai, these dance
patterns may have originated in movements adapted to the shape of the threshing floors.
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Survivals
The idea that dances have managed to survive from Antiquity down to the
present day can be found at least as early as the sixteenth century and keeps
recurring in the literature.607 As we have seen above, this has never become
a significant issue, probably because most authors lacked a detailed or
first-hand knowledge of contemporary Greek dances. We usually have to
make do with some vague hints. The idea of survival has never been ably
defended, nor firmly rejected. Precisely because it has never been in the centre
of interest it threatens to obfuscate all discussions: it is always there as a
diffuse presence in the background, to be brought into the debate or left out
of it at will. But it should not obfuscate the present account.
First of all we have to get our categories right. The very concept of
survival is somewhat problematic; here it will be used in a very broad sense,
embracing all possible forms of continuity. Continuity is seen here as a
continuum ranging from the completely static (sameness through survival
without any change) to the relatively dynamic (similarity resulting from an
unbroken tradition).608 Thus we should ask not only whether there are any
survivals to be found, but also whether any such survivals have been subject
to change and if so, to what degree. These changes can never be other than
very small, because even after a long accumulation of such changes there
should still be some similarity discernable between point of origin and final
product. If complete dissimilarity results, we will not call this survival, even
though there is an unbroken tradition at work.609 We speak of the outer
607
 Disregarding statements by mediaeval clergymen, who call all dances pagan, without
any specification; cf. above, note 10. We find it in the works of reconstructionists (G.
Prudhommeau; very pronounced with Μ.Ή. Delavaud-Roux; cf. below, note 610). They
can never intend unchanged survival, as this would preempt the need to reconstruct.
608
 On the concept of survival see M. T. Hodgen, The doctrine of survivals, London
1936. M. Herzfeld, Ours once more, contrasts a Tylorian theory of societal progression
encompassing fossils of more primitive stages ('survivalism'), and a static doctrine of cultural
continuity. I discuss several aspects of the problem in my 'Whose dance? Questions of
authenticity and ethnicity, of preservation and renewal', in: A. Raftis (ed.), Dance beyond
frontiers. Proceedings of the eighth international conference on dance research, Drama 1994
(Athens 1994) 77-86.
609
 Of course one could in some sense speak of survival^) whenever there is an
unbroken tradition (which seems to be the sense in which J.-M. Guilcher, 'Aspects et
problèmes de la danse populaire traditionelle', Ethnologie française 1 (1971) 7-48, uses thé
word 'survivances'). But those arguing for the survival of ancient Greek dances in one form
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forms of dance only, that is characteristic movements or sequences of
movements, particular floorpatterns, the usual number and nature of the
participants, and common accoutrements. Change is supposed to include
adaptations caused by endogenous processes such as invention and by
exogenous influences.
A continuous dance tradition from Antiquity to the present has been
supposed for the Greek world in the Eastern Mediterranean, but also for areas
which have once belonged to or touched upon the Greek sphere of influence,
such as Spain, France, Italy and Russia, and even for areas much further
afield.610 Of course continuity in the sense of a dance tradition preserved
unchanged or with very small changes is not a priori impossible (as long as
we stick to outer forms), but it is not to be expected either. Such an
expectation builds on the decidedly erroneous idea of 'folkways' that are seen
as unchanging and primeval. This misconception arises because a clear time
perspective is lacking, because the outside observer's critical acumen is
blunted by enthusiasm and nostalgia, or because overexcited nationalistic
sentiments interfere.611 Such sentiments have certainly played an important
or another always speak of an identity or similarity that is directly observable. I avoid
words like 'relic' or 'fossil', which will only tend to complicate the discussion.
610
 For Greece: see above, notes 252, 291; Μ.Ή. Delavaud-Roux, Les danses armées en
Grèce antique, Aix-en-Provence 1993; A. Henrichs, "Warum soll ich denn tanzen?"
Dionysisches im Chor der griechischen Tragödie (Stuttgart/Leipzig 1996) 17; Spain: G.
Prudhommeau, La danse, 442, 543, G. Vuillier, Histoire de la danse (Paris 1898) 22, 45;
France (folk dancing): L, Spence, Myth and ritual in dance, game and rhyme (London 1947)
3, (classical ballet) G. Prudhommeau, La danse, 66; Italy: W. Katner, Das Rätsel des
Tarentismus. Eine Aetiologie der italienischen Tanzkrankheit (Leipzig 1956) 28f, A. Cornoldi,
'La tarantella e le danze délia Magna Grecia', Quadrivium 12 (1971) 425-440; Caribian: J.
Rosemain, 'Les danses des Antilles françaises et espagnoles, héritiers des danses dionysia-
ques', in: A. Raftis (éd.), Χορός και Αρχαία Ελλάδα, vol.1, 105-113; Russia: E. Sharp, Here
we go round. The story of the dance (London 1928) 79, G. Prudhommeau, La danse, 543;
belly dancing: G. Vuillier, Histoire de la danse, 26; jiu-jitsu (!): D. Watts, The renaissance of
the Greek ideal (London 19202) 40.
411
 Cf. T. Buckland, 'Traditional dance, English ceremonial and social forms', in: J.
Adshead, and J. Layson (eds.), Dance history. A methodology for study (London 1983)
162-175, who argues that theorizing about survivals involves ignoring the towns and
industrialized communities: it is a purely rural interest, fed by romantic ideas about the
peasantry (164). This is indeed what happens, but that does not discredit the idea of
survivals in itself. A more serious (and related) problem with survivalist thinking is that
non-survival, or even every change is supposed to imply degeneration. A good analysis of
nationalist sentiment obscuring the facts: S. Staub, 'An inquiry into the nature of Yemenite
Jewish dancing', in: D. L. Woodruff (ed.), Essays in dance research from the fifth CORD
conference Philadelphia 1976 (New York 1978; DRA 9) 157-168.
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part in stimulating Greek survivalist thinking. The fact that so many Greek
authors seem not to have been able to approach the question of Greek dance
without all sorts of preconceptions about continuity is partly the result of
pressure from outside: Philhellenics urged the modern Greeks to identify with
the Greeks of Antiquity and to disregard their long and varied history during
the Christian era. And it was not only Philhellenics that played their part,
but also their opponents; these, working as a powerful catalyst, turned out to
be the Philhellenics' best advocates. Jakob Philipp Fallmerayer, most out-
spoken opponent of cultural Philhellenism, has recently been called '(einer)
der Stammväter einer nationalen griechischen Wissenschaft, die sich gegen ihn
auf ihre eigene Geschichte und Sprache besinnen zu müssen glaubte'.612
Fallmerayer was mixing up culture and race, but the reaction was often even
less careful: '"uneven" scholarship, special pleading and blank assertion'.613
To stifle all criticism we find from the nineteenth century onwards the
argument that foreigners cannot hope to penetrate 'Greekness'; only a Greek
can understand the Greek pnevma.61* Greek laografia is now over one
hundred years old, and though distortion through nationalist fervour is still
to be found,615 there are certain signs of changes for the better.616
612
 H. Eideneier, 'Hellenen - Philhellenen: ein historisches Miszverständnis?', Archiv für
Kulturgeschichte 67 (1985) 137-159, here 155.
613
 M. Herzfeld, Ours once more, 79.
614
 See M. Herzfeld, Ours once more, 32ff. An example: Z. Nikoloudi, 'Gedanken über
den Tanz in Griechenland', Maske und Kothurn 12 (1966) 54-56: the incredible vitality of
the Greeks neutralized all foreign influences; the modern Greek is the only one really able
to understand the Greeks of the past. It certainly is rather odd to find modern Greek
authors insisting on the 'Greekness' of contemporary folkdance in Greece, when the ancient
Greeks considered nearly all their instruments and music to be of non-Greek provenance
(Aristoxenus = Athenaeus 4.182f; Strabo 9.17) and most of their dances to be Cretan or
from even further afield (see several examples in chapter 2.7). And it is intriguing to see
Yugoslavs, Albanians and Bulgarians claim their own share of the Greek heritage (moved
by equally nationalistic sentiments!), e.g., Z. Sako, 'De la genese de la danse pyrrhique',
Studia Albanien 9 (1972) 307-310 (= 'Rreth gjenezës se valles pyrrike', Studime Filologjike
26 (1972) 95-99; cf. Iliria 5 (1976) 237-239).
615
 See for instance the very exaggerated claims by C. Zervos in his introduction to D.
Stratou, The Greek dances; our living link with Antiquity, Athens 1966, his nationalistic
fervour undoubtedly endorsed by Stratou; but we can also encounter Stratou in a rather
more sober mood: 'The Greek dances; how we found them and how we use them', DS 1
(1977) 14-33. Of course we should not sneer at Greek studies without taking into account
the particular context within which those studies were produced. A statement on Greek
folklore cannot be ideologically neutral (e.g., the 'antique' chauvinism of the '67-74 junta),
not even if objective in itself. An excellent background to the whole subject is provided by
M. Herzfeld, Ours once more.
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Folkways do change, as societies change, and so do the dances which are
part of them. As in the Opies' wonderful phrase: 'tradition is ever on the
outlook for novelty'.617 There are many examples of dances supposed to have
been faithfully preserved, but which can actually be shown to have been
changing all the time.618 Dances said to be 'unchanged' or 'ancestral' need
not even be old, but may very well have been newly introduced only a
relatively short time ago. Thus in Australia traditional dances are considered
as having Dreamtime origin, while new dances are constantly being handed
down by the ancestors; but recently received dances will eventually achieve
the status of having Dreamtime origin. In matter of fact as opposed to local
taxonomy there is no difference between 'traditional' and 'newly made'
dances, except that those in the last category still have to 'mature'.619
616
 A careful and objective approach to the question of the possible relationships
between ancient dances and contemporary folk dances can be found in A. Raftis, Ο κόσμος
του ί\\ηι>ικού χορού, Athens 1985, idem, 'Le corps, porteur de l'histoire sociale, la danse
grecque', RenD 4 (1988) 43-54, and R. Loutzaki, Ο παραδοσιακός χορός στην Ελλάδα. Μια
πρώτη ακοροπολογική προσέγγιση: θίματα μεθοδολογίας και πρακτικής I The traditional
dance in Greece. A first anthropological approach: notes on research methods and techniques,
Thessaloniki 1985. Both do not go beyond a sensible non-liquet.
6171. Opie, and P. Opie, 'Certain laws of folklore', in: V. J. Newall (ed.), Folklore
Studies in the twentieth century. Proceedings of the centenary conference of the Folklore Society
(Woodbridge 1980) 64-75, here 69. See E. Hobsbawm, 'Introduction', in: E. Hobsbawm, and
T. Ranger (eds.), The invention of tradition (Cambridge 1983) 2: '"custom" cannot afford to
be invariant, because even in "traditional" societies life is not so'. For examples of ever
changing dance traditions, see E. E. Evans-Pritchard, 'The dance', in: idem, The position of
women in primitive society and other essays in social anthropology (London 1965) 165-180,
170; A. P. Royce, The anthropology of dance, 110; J. W. Kealiinohomoku, 'Ethnic historical
study', in: eadem (ed.), Dance history research. Perspectives from related arts and disciplines -
Proceedings of the 2nd CORD conference on research in dance, Warrenton 1969 (New York
1970; DRA 3) 86-97; eadem, 'Folk dance', in: R. M. Dorson (ed.), Folklore andfolklife, an
introduction (Chicago 1972) 381-404; K. Horak, 'Systematik des deutschen Volkstanzes', 129;
F. Hoerburger, 'Once again: on the concept of "folk dance"', Journal of the If MC 20 (1968)
30-32. Very relevant to the whole issue is J.-M. Guilcher, 'Aspects et problèmes de la danse
populaire traditionelle', Ethnologie française 1 (1971) 7-48.
8
 E.g., S. Staub, 'An inquiry into the nature of Yemenite Jewish dancing', in: D. L.
Woodruff (ed.), Essays in dance research from the fifth CORD conference Philadelphia 1976
(New York 1978; DRA 9) 157-168; J. Binet, Sociétés de danse chez les Fang du Gabon, Paris
1972; C. Brakel-Papenhuyzen, The sacred Bedhaya dances of the kratons of Surakarta and
Yogyakarta, Leiden 1988.
' ' A. Grau, 'Sing a dance - dance a song. The relationship between two types of
formalized movements and music among the Tiwi of Melville and Bathurst Islands, North
Australia', DR 1.2 (1983) 32-44. Some African dances might also not be very old: J. M.
Chernoff, African rhythm and African sensibility. Aesthetics and social action in African
musical idioms (Chicago 1979) 202f note 32; 206, note 61, Chernoff mentions Dagomba
_-,
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Revealing of the true state of affairs are the also very common protests against
degeneration and innovation, against dances 'without an origin';620 contem-
poraries feel their dances to be changing, even when such change is not
intended.
Whenever dances are described as the (relatively) unchanged inheritance
of a long-ago past, whether by natives speaking of their own dance tradition
or by non-natives studying a foreign tradition, we should insist that evidence
for these assertions is to be brought forward. Without such evidence any
dance tradition must Λ priori be considered to have been changing during all
or most of its existence. Of course this does not imply that all dances in a
given culture change at the same speed; one dance tradition is much alive,
creative and thus in a constant flux, another is relatively slow to change
because it is marginalized in one way or another.621 But change they may
all be expected to do, unless we can prove the opposite to be true.
But let us push on, taking on the part of advocatus diaboli: one could
imagine a particular dance or rather elements from a particular dance
tradition to be preserved more or less fixed and unchanging with the help of
a codification carefully passed down the centuries. This could be a sacred or
a secular codification; the example of Eastern, especially Indian, dance
traditions comes readily to mind. First, we can state that Greek dance seems
never to have been codified in this way. It will be argued below that Greek
dances were most probably passed on by word of mouth and by example,
drummers (who are the tribal historians) who ascribe an historical origin to particular
'traditional' dances. Of course these drummers might be wrong, but they might also not
be wrong. See in general on the creation of heritage: E. Hobsbawm, and T. Ranger (eds.),
The invention of tradition, Cambridge 1983.
620
 'Those who have given up the true way of practising this dance and have introduced
their own style which is without origin', as it is put in the Chams Yig, a seventeenth-
century text on dancing written by the fifth Dalai Lama; see R. de Nebesky-Wojkowitz,
Tibetan religious dances. Tibetan text and annotated translation of the "chams yig", edited by
C. von Fürer-Haimendorf (The Hague 1976) 40a (translation on 243); cf. 39b. On the
Tibetan sacred dance 'chams, see also S. Green, 'The sacred dances of Ladakh', in: L. A.
Wallen, and J. Acocella (eds.), A spectrum of world dance: tradition, transition, and
innovation (New York 1987) 18-30.
621
 See F. Hoerburger, 'Once again: on the concept of "folk dance'", Journal of the /ßwC
20 (1968) 30-32, who contrasts first and second existence: during first existence dance is an
integral part of community life, learned by participation, steadily changing; during second
existence a revived dance is the property of a few individuals, taught by teachers, with nxe
figures and movements.
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which implies that dances could not be transmitted without change over large
stretches of time. Of course for Greek music a notation was developed, but
this remained a rather marginal affair until very late. And when musical
notation became widely accepted, the brunt of theorizing was borne by the
music, not the dance, the unity of mousikë having been broken long before.
From a philosophical standpoint we can differentiate between preferred dance
forms (a dance tradition) and prescribed dance forms (a dance codification).
'Preferred' entails a probabilistic predictivity; 'prescribed' is not probabilistic,
but generating. It is with prescribed dance forms only that unchanged survival
is a possibility, though never a certainty, because there is no reason why
'generating' should invariably imply 'without change'. The ancient Greek
world undoubtedly knew preferred, but probably no long-term prescribed,
dance forms.622
Second, even if Greek dances had been recorded in writing, we cannot
close our eyes to the ambiguous status of written transmission. A script may
end up in oral transmission, and the work once written down then becomes
again part of living repertoire, as opposed to written codification. And a
living repertoire is a changing repertoire. Thirdly, even more fundamental, it
remains to be seen how unchanging a codified dance tradition actually is!
Western ballet, very much codified indeed, is changing all the time; even the
purest classical ballet technique has undergone long term and short term
modifications.623 Indeed, generally speaking, fixation can lead to a greater
susceptibility to outside influences, because fixation can easily cause
dysfunctionality. If a tradition shows itself able to resist outside influence, this
might very well be because of a persistent, gradual process of internal change.624
Thus it ought to be clear that (almost) unchanged survivals are rare
occurrences that cannot be taken for granted. But how about the other end
'
22
 M. Louis, Le folklore et la danse (Paris 1963) 42f, compares 'danses folkloriques' and
danses populaires'. The first are of a ritual nature and thus codified, 'un scénario
intangible', 'réglé suivant des normes rigoreuses'. The second are largely ad hoc creations.
As far as actual prescription is concerned things appear to be the other way round.
05
 See R. Glasstone, 'Changes of emphasis and mechanics in the teaching of ballet
technique', DR 1.1 (1983) 56-63, and idem, 'Developments in classical ballet technique: a
changing aesthetic', SDR Newsletter 1 (1984) [not paginated].
624
 Cf. J. W. Kealiinohomoku, 'Culture change: functional and dysfunctional expressions
of dance, a form of affective culture', in: J. Blacking, and J. W. Kealiinohomoku (eds.), The
performing arts (The Hague 1979) 47-64. Of course there are other factors involved as well.
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of the continuum outlined above: similarity resulting from an unbroken
tradition, where changes occur but not in such a way to completely obscure
the genetic relationship? Surely, elements of a dance tradition might be
preserved at least in a general outline? Indeed, no one will deny that some
dances in some area can show a continuity of some sort. But such continuity
cannot be simply posited, unless we speak of a very simple and very isolated
society. In all other instances, including Greece, certainly not very simple or
isolated for much of its history, an unbroken tradition has to be proved by
a full range of records preserved over a considerable period of time. But in
the field of dance such records are rare; we certainly do not have any for
Greece. And if we want to hunt for unbroken traditions we ought never to
forget the very chequered course of Greek history. This is not the right place
to discuss Fallmerayer and his supporters and critics or detailed questions of
Greek history and Greek 'identity', but it is undeniable that the Greek
peninsula has been open to many influences from West and East over the
centuries. That in the dance (and music) of Greece we can find ancient,
Byzantine, Venetian and other Italian, French, Spanish, Turkish, Slav, gypsy,
Jewish and Arab influences (in changing combinations) is likely and partly
open to proof. Who will be able isolate the ancient bit (if it is there) from
this amalgam?
Lawson et alii have convincingly shown that much of ancient Greece can
(or could) be found in Greek folk life, but the evidence consists of mere
names or isolated instances of symbolic behaviour which in no way add up
to an 'unbroken tradition'.625 More recent attempts to show a continuity
in mentality, a persistent 'Mediterranean world view', are interesting enough,
but it is difficult to come to any firm conclusions concerning a general
cultural continuity within the Greek world from this material, especially now
that the whole Braudelian concept of a Méditerranée that is in some ways
unified, is under discussion.626 In addition to the above I would like to
625
 J. C. Lawson, Modern Greek folklore and ancient Greek religion. Pertinent is T. E.
Gregory, 'The survival of paganism in Christian Greece: a critical essay', AJPh 107 (1986)
229-242, who points out the new synthesis that can already be seen to take shape in Late
Antiquity.
626
 See for instance P. Walcott, Greek peasants, ancient and modem: a comparison of social
and moral values, Manchester 1970. It should not be overlooked that these studies or
mentality or 'world view' are based on evidence gathered from several different Méditer·
ranean countries, not only from Greece. Such evidence is usually taken from anthropologi-
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venture the suggestion that patterned movement such as dance (that is, move-
ment above the level of simple gestures or everyday movements) is more
prone to changes and distortions by internal dialectic and external influence
than the far less ephemeral spoken or written word or deep seated mental
patterns.627 With music it could be different again, as instruments often have
strict technical limitations.628
It has been argued that some dances still carry the same names as they did
in Antiquity.629 Even where this can be shown to be an unbroken tradition,
it still has no bearing on our problem, because identity of names is supportive
evidence at the most. Different things which are more or less functionally
comparable are not uncommonly given the same name: human verbal com-
munication tends to lexical economy.630 It has been argued that similarities
cal or sociological publications on the Mediterranean region, but that field of study is not
without its own problems, see for instance J. Boissevain, 'Towards a social anthropology
of the Mediterranean' CA 20 (1979) 81-93, and the discussions there (ibidem, 405-410),
especially the comments by Y. M. Bodemann (405) and Th. Papadopoullos (408ff), and J.
de Pina-Cabral, 'The Mediterranean as a category of regional comparison: a critical view',
CA 30 (1989) 399-406. Much material might not even be characteristically Mediterranean
at all: see the pertinent criticism by M. Herzfeld in several of his published works. An
example of the very wide patterns we might be dealing with in my 'Male-female
relationships in the Homeric epics', in: J. H. Blok, and P. Mason (eds.), Sexual asymmetry.
Studies in ancient society (Amsterdam 1987) 109-146. So disputed an area can hardly be
thought of as providing one with the objective, comparative evidence that one is in search
of.
6271 know of no proper research into this matter; there are a few slight indications, e.g.,
A. L. Kaeppler, 'Folklore as expressed in the dance in Tonga', Journal of American Folklore
80 (1967) 160-168, gives an example of dance movements changing, but the poetry that the
movements accompany still referring to the same or similar themes (168). But a different
view (concerning the same area) can be found in J. Shennan, 'Approaches to the study of
dance in Oceania - is the dancer carrying an umbrella or not', Journal of the Polynesian
Society 90 (1981) 193-208, who argues that 'the movement style is likely to be highly
conservative... texts provide new themes and new ideas... (the) familiar movements can
afford to stay that way. Only a very small proportion of innovative movement is
appreciated' (195f). Cf. D. Richard, 'Tolerance and intolerance of ambiguity in Northern
Tai myth and ritual', Ethnology 13 (1974) 1-24, who argues for conservative ritual and
innovative myth.
628
 See for instance C. Ahrens, 'Volksmusik der Gegenwart als Erkenntnisquelle für die
Musik der Antike', Die Musikforschung 29 (1976) 37-45, on double aerophones (e.g., auloi),
°ut even there the results are hypothetical only. An unbroken tradition is not necessary
(though Ahrens seems to think as much, 39) for the validity of comparing instruments.
29
 The most convincing example is the surtos; see above, note 252.
630
 We call both mechanical and electronic typewriters typewriters, because we can write
type with them. But the one and the other have structurally little or nothing in common.
« 's the same with impact printers, ink jet printers and laser printers.
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in music and metre strongly support the idea that some dance movements
have survived as well. But both metre and music are subjects teeming with
uncertainties and drawing any conclusions from arguments involving music
or metre is like building on quicksand.631 It has been maintained that images
from Antiquity and images from present day Greece often show the same
dance movements. But one should definitely deny the evidence of one's own
eyes, as being very deceptive indeed. Things that look alike need not be
identical nor related in whatever way. Quite apart from the danger of
comparing static images, to the problematic nature of which we will return
below, one can certainly find a picture showing an identical or look-alike
pose from a quite different source, for instance the rich dance traditions of
Asia or Central America. Unless one makes diffusionist theory go a very long
way such an identity or likeness must be accidental. This need not surprise
us, as the range of movements and poses to choose from is rather limited,
mainly because of physiological constraints. Sometimes aids or appliances can
help to enlarge the possibilities of the human body, for instance the point
shoe in classical ballet, but this is rare; accoutrements of the dancer usually
tend to limit his or her range of movements. Of course the actual range of
movements and poses that a particular dance tradition can choose from can
be far smaller than that which would be bodily possible. One can think of,
negatively, a ban on particular movements or poses, or of, positively, a pre-
ference for movements that are effective, impressive or simple (when every-
body has to be able to join in). In fact the range of movements and poses
used in dance the world over is quite small. In this way one will often be able
to observe identical, but nevertheless historically unrelated phenomena.
One final point: survivals are sought after in order to reason backwards
from the present or recent past to the dances of Antiquity. But where will we
end up? The very speaking of survivals implies a norm, a single, 'proper
point of departure. That need not be the elusive Origin' of a tradition
631
 See the discussion of metre and music in chapter 2.3 above; in the field of music I
would uphold what could possibly be considered as the communis opinio of contemporary,
well-informed musicologists: Greek folk music is much related to Byzantine (church) music:
both contain elements that are likely to stem from Antiquity, but both are very much
influenced by Turkish music, see e.g., H. Husmann, 'Zur Harmonik des griechischen
Volksliedes', Acta Musicologica 53 (1981) 33-52. One could also point to the rebetic music:
Greek rural song forms and harmonic progressions are there combined with Turkish modal
systems and dance rhythms.
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(though many researchers cannot refrain from speculation on this count).
Any arbitrarily chosen point of time can function as the standard against
which one measures survival. But does such a standard exist? Many dance
traditions are not as monolithic as that; with dance 'folkways' the quality of
dance might in fact be the potential to be danced in several different ways.
Nowadays in the Western world we ask after seeing a dance performed: 'was
it good? Did they perform it in a proper way?'. But in Africa one asks: was
the performance good? Did they perform nicely? There is not a particular
choreography to judge, but there is above all a canon of performative
excellence.632 By contrast, our modern Western culture has a very strong
conservative tendency, which I would like to call a museum mentality. We
are truly preoccupied with preserving, restoring, recreating, and with
questions of authenticity and faithfulness. But a living tradition is a complex
of vocabulary and rules, and not of ready-made stuff, and this vocabulary and
rules allow for all possible degrees of improvisation. Indeed one could speak
of a continuum from complete memorization to improvisation or ex-tempori-
sing.633 The freedom to move in this continuum, the freedom allowed to
Levi-Strauss's bricoleur, we find in folk poetry, in folk art, in music and also
in dance. Survivalist thinking tends to reduce all this to a single, clearly
defined origin, leading by a number of equally circumscribed stages to an
uncomplicated present. In reality, things are rather less tidy.
To sum up: no a priori or intuition can help us out. To be able to prove
the existence of survivals beyond reasonable doubt we would have to have a
more or less complete record of what happened to those dances between the
present and some particular moment in the past. In the case of Greece, the
sources that would enable us to study a supposedly continuous tradition
stretching over some two millennia, have not been systematically collected,
and for many periods simply d not exist.634 As said above, some dances in
632
 See J. M. Chernoff, African rhythm and African sensibility.
633
 See P. Burke, Popular culture in early modem Europe (London 1978) 124ff, on its
'mportant role in folk poetry; A. J. F. Köbben, Opportunism in religious behaviour', in:
W. E. A. van Beek, and J. H. Scherer (eds.), Explorations in the anthropology of religion.
Pestschrift J. van Baal (The Hague 1975) 46-54, gives several examples of more or less
institutionalized rule-breaking.
634
 Byzantine, late mediaeval and early modern sources that offer detailed descriptions
or images of Greek dancing are very rare. All in all, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
literature (cf. above, notes 144, 148f) are the first sources since Antiquity to offer
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some areas can, and indeed will, show a continuity of some sort. To deny as
much would be perverse. In a living dance tradition complete anarchy does
never prevail, some continuity and persistence is always to be found.635
Innovation takes place within a traditional framework; in the words of Cecil
Sharp: the individual may invent, but 'the community selects', and this
necessarily brings about some continuity.636 The collective usually operates
as a conservative force. But we cannot intuitively distinguish between older
and newer strata in a tradition, between elements changed or elements
unchanged; that is something that has to be researched very carefully. I repeat
that in the case of the Greek world we lack the means to find out what sur-
vived and how, certainly when we want to push back beyond the eighteenth
century. Thus supposed survivals can never and may never be used in a
scholarly argument about the dances of the ancient world.
worthwhile descriptions and illustrations of Greek dancing. The descriptions, however, are
usually meagre and of dubious value, and the illustrations mostly idealized scenes.
635
 J. M. Chernoff, African rhythm and African sensibility, 203 note 32: '(dances) remain
basically the same (but) are transformed from generation to generation'.
636
 Quoted by P. Burke, Popular culture in early modern Europe (London 1978) 115. Cf.
E. Shils, 'Tradition', Comparative Studies in Society and History 13 (1971) 122-159.
2.6 Conclusion: (impossibilities
Hundreds of Greek texts are unambiguously characterized as texts on dancing
by the vocabulary used.637 Hundreds more might be relevant because they
refer to dance obliquely or deal with an occasion that from other testimonies
we know to be associated with dancing. Only a comparatively small number
of these texts, mainly inscriptions and a number of 'ethnographic' texts, can
be used with confidence to say something about dances as actually performed.
The use of the last mentioned category is complicated by the fact that this
material is of widely divergent dates. The texts dated to Roman-imperial times
in particular have to be used with utmost care, considering the huge
popularity of new genres of theatrical dancing in the period. Texts which
have themselves been performed as song and dance are a special case; such
texts tell us something about the dance whether they contain self-references
to the dance or do not mention the dancing at all. But first, there is no
agreement on exactly which texts are the true examples of a Greek song and
dance culture, and secondly, re-performance raises many difficult questions
about the relationship between the original music and choreography and the
music and choreography of subsequent performances.
637
 Provided we have carefully stated what dance is understood to be. The only way to
approach the vocabulary of texts and images is by way of an etic definition. An image
niight be said to depict an instance of choreuein or orcheisthai, or alternatively one can
suggest that an image would have been described as any such instance by an ancient speaker
°f Greek. But, apart from the rare labelled image, this can only be said after comparing
both text and image to the etic definition and deciding that they fall within its terms. It is
the same when we want to name a dance, whether described or depicted, with an etic
designation (ecstatic dance, weapon dance, Dickbauchtänzer and so on): we need to define
what we understand by such a name. It is different when we want to name a dance with
an emic designation: then we have to decide on the identity of emic categories (e.g., do this
description or this image conform to what contemporary sources say that a purrhiche is? If
so we can label it purrhiche). This emic labelling of texts and images which bear no name
15
 almost always impossible, because our information is too scanty or not nearly
synchronous.
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All texts in which dance is mentioned can be used to help us reconstruct
the way dance was considered from the time a text was produced for as long
as that particular text was being read to or by some audience. In trying to
establish how dance was looked at, we should not limit our enquiry to texts
in which the dance is explicitly reflected upon, such as Plato's analyses of
mousikê. Without denying the importance of such texts, we should not over-
look the many tiny shreds of evidence, such as the single line of poetry where
the dance is called pleasing to the gods, and which together can help us build
up a picture of the position of dance in Greek communities through the
centuries.
With imagery the situation is not very different. Careful analysis of the
iconography will produce a record of many hundreds of undoubted images
of dancing, and a (relatively small) number of dubious ones. Images in which
the dance is not depicted, but obliquely referred to (if such a category exists
at all), are unhelpful, in contrast to texts with such oblique references. The
communicative function of ancient imagery I would describe as depicting
objects, situations or behaviour which refer to certain concepts; to suggest an
intermediate stage or stages (the depicted refers to other objects, situations or
behaviour, which in their turn refer to certain concepts) seems to introduce
unnecessary complications. As with the texts only a small number of images
can be used to say something about dances actually performed. If a piece of
imagery has a provenance, for instance a sanctuary where it has been dedi-
cated, one can reasonably suppose that it refers to actual dancing taking place
at that sanctuary. But without corroborative evidence it is impossible to be
certain. In a few cases other archaeological evidence, such as remains of dance
floors, may be helpful.
Again, all imagery can be used to reconstruct how dance was seen, from
the time a particular artefact was produced to the time it disappeared from
view and exchanged systemic context for archaeological context.638 If one
considers most of the imagery to be communicative, in the sense just out-
lined, it is worthwhile to try and 'read' the dance images, within the context
of imagery in general, of course differentiating according to time and place of
production and reception.
1
 In the terms of M. B. Schiffer, Behavioral archaeology, New York 1976.
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So all sources, none excepted, can be used to say something about the
way in which the dance was conceived/perceived, but always taking into
account the nature, origin and date of every single item. Ancient historians
often pay only lip-service to the tenets of faith of the historian's craft. If a
historian of seventeenth-century England builds his image of English society
on information derived from paintings, Shakespeare and probate wills without
accounting for the differential nature of these sources, and undiscriminatingly
mixes in some material taken from fifteenth-century French and nineteenth-
century Dutch sources he will be ridiculed. Too often, for the ancient his-
torian centuries and distances count for nothing, and a theoretical background
in structuralism has provided such bad habits with a new lease of life. If using
his sources as any other historian would do leaves the ancient historian with
many unanswered questions (and forces him to reject or put in doubt some
answers long taken for granted), so be it. As Joseph Heller put it in a
memorable phrase: 'the details would be fascinating if we knew what they
were'.639
Only a part of the material can be used to reconstruct observable
reality.640 And this only very broadly: the written sources tell that dancing
went on at such and such occasions by this and that performer, and they
allow the construction of some typology; the iconographical sources do the
same thing, but may add an indistinct idea of what it all looked like. And
then there is an end to it. Most images cannot be closely related to texts641,
detailed information on the circumstances of a performance is very rare, and
details of the actual movements are almost nonexistent. Apart from a handful
of uninteresting items such as the fact that dancers sometimes clasped their
hands above their heads642, the forms of ancient Greek dancing cannot be
639
 Joseph Heller, Picture this (1988) chapter 1.
'
w
 Of course almost every text and image will be in some way be linked to observable
reality: vocabulary describes movements that have at some time been actually performed,
imagery makes use of observation, even in depicting the unreal. But with inextricable
amalgams of contemporary observations, memories, stock elements handed down, and
Possibly completely fantasized elements, we cannot do anything at all in this particular
context.
M1
 Cf. above, note 557.
These are interesting only if they can be used as a criterion to establish that a
Particular image is an example of dance imagery. But that is a simple act of iconographical
identification.
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traced. No actual sequence of movements can be reconstructed.643 And
suggesting for a moment that we could, what about floorpatterns, tempi,
expressiveness? All unanswerable questions, that neither images, nor texts
have much to tell about, although once in a while an informed guess is
possible, again without being in any way determinate. The absence of any
technical literature and the loss of the music are crucial. Survival of ancient
dances in some recognizable and usable form down to the present cannot be
called anything but wishful thinking. The dances of Antiquity are lost and
will remain lost.
Our inability to use either reliable survivals or reconstructions based on
images and texts need not hamper research. Indeed, we need not even feel
that sorry about it; it would be fun, it would solve problems of stage and film
directors, but what would we actually learn if we could reconstruct the steps
of a pyrrhic? We could never see what we would be supposed to see, as the
dancers and spectators are unable to become ancient Greeks. There is no such
thing as an 'innocent eye', and an ancient Greek dance cannot be transplanted
to a modern stage unpunished, just as it is impossible to study the natural
behaviour of an animal when you remove it from its habitat.644 Also,
considering on the one hand the enormous range of dance movements known
from dance traditions the world over, and the limits imposed by human
anatomy on the other, nothing completely unexpected could come of any
such reconstruction.
Form is only one aspect, and not necessarily the most interesting. The
sources enable us to study several aspects other than the actual move-
M
 With the recent run of publications by Delavaud-Roux (see above, notes 281f) this
issue has returned to the top of the agenda. One wonders what causes some French to
persist in flogging this dead horse: the loyalty commanded by a national tradition cannot
be the whole story, a commitment to the stage might be the crucial factor - in the case of
Delavaud-Roux such a commitment is evident: she also teaches ballet and classes in 'ancient
Greek dance'.
M4
 Cf. O. Taplin, Greek tragedy in action, London 1978, esp. ch.ll: very persuasive
arguments against reconstructing Greek drama (and, by the way, against unwarranted
'modernising'). However much energy is spent in reconstructing and then reenacting the
ways of 'the ancients', several aspects of the past will always escape us: 'man ahmt etwas
rein chimärisches nach..., das nie existiert hat...: es kann keine Nachahmung geben' (F.
Nietzsche, Nachlass 1875; IV 1.7 KGW).
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merits.645 Curiously enough, none of the possible avenues for research
outlined above, has ever been followed. There is no overview of ancient
Greek dances as actually danced. Nobody has collected the inscriptions, the
literary and the archaeological evidence that can be used to show when and
where dancing was going on, and (sometimes) of what kind it was. We have
got no workable typologies. Nobody has ever tried to give an account of
ancient Greek views of the dance based on all the evidence. Research has been
dogged by its insistence, understandable from an antiquarian objective, to
combine information from widely divergent textual sources and uncritically
used imagery, a still omnipresent 'scissors and paste approach' that the second
part of this book was meant to combat in general as much as in its peculiar
manifestation of reconstructionism. The source material should be collected
afresh646, and should be carefully scrutinized, with every type of evidence
assigned its own category, and then used to produce an account of ancient
dancing that leaves antiquarian questions behind and moves on to the
question of 'what dance was all about'. That question not only asks for
thorough source criticism, but also for a theoretical framework. To establish
such a framework is the subject of the third part of this book.
645
 J. Adshead, 'An introduction to dance analysis', in eadem (ed.), Dance analysis.
Theory and practice (London 1988) 4-20, 12, suggests that analysis involves a minutely
detailed examination of the dance movements (but it should be admitted that this is not
intended to operate within an anthropological or historical field), but also stresses that we
should go beyond movement, not just to 'meanings', but to 'significance', to 'what dance
is about'. On the other hand, in J. Adshead, and J. Layson (eds.), Dance history. A
methodology for study (London 1983) 15f, the source material is divided into primary
material 'of a period', i.e., actual performance, score, costume, eye-witness account, and
secondary material 'about a period', i.e., studies of performance, criticism, and so on. Such
a classification is untenable and unworkable, because it departs from dance as physical per-
formance only. I am certainly not against any formal analysis, but if it turns out impossible,
I think we can head straight for the second part of the analysis, without this being in any
way invalidated. Formal analysis brings its own problems: thus, a survival of form does not
preclude a reinterpretation; or same forms to different music may be a completely different
dance: I encountered interesting examples in O. Blum, Dance in Ghana, New York 1973.
646
 The necessity of this cannot be disproved by the fact that the material collected will
in large part be the same as that already brought together in partial collections by scholars
departing from different definitions, or from no definition at all. Better methods do not
necessarily lead to different results. It simply is, that one should always justify one's selec-
tion of sources by explicating one's criteria, in order to allow these criteria to be discussed.
2.7 Appendix: Greek vocabulary of the dance
This appendix offers a vocabulary of the dance, that is a vocabularium, a list
of lexical units with brief explanations, not a dictionary of Greek dance
terminology. It wants first of all to direct the reader to the relevant entries
in the standard dictionaries, and to provide a thesaurus for those who want
to work with searchable digitized data-bases such as TLG. Within every rubric
the arrangement is systematic: lexical units which are semantically close are
put together; but where no reasonable system offered itself, arrangement is
alphabetical (departing from the transcription). All Greek has been indexed
at the back of the book. The list is not exhaustive: not every word or variant
found in late sources only has been included, nor has systematic attention
been paid to the vocabulary of pantomimic dancing as recorded in
inscriptional evidence647. The authors, anonymous works, inscriptions or
papyri mentioned with every lemma indicate where the word or expression
is first found in a dance context; rarely other references are added to authors,
etc. where the lexeme is used in way that is somehow remarkable (but always
in a dance context only).
647
 Discussed repeatedly by Louis Robert. See his 'Epigraphica VIII: au theatre de
Delphes', REG 42 (1929) 433-438; 'Pantomimen im griechischen Orient', Hermes 65 (1930)
106-122; Etudes anatoliennes. Recherches sur les inscriptions grecques de l'Asie Mineure, Paris
1937; Études épigraphiques et philologiques, Paris 1938 (pp.11-13, 97-102); 'Epitaphe de
Tripolis de Lydie', Hellenica 1 (1940) 149-153; 'Inscriptions grecques de Sidè en Pamphylie',
Revue de Philologie 84 (3rd séries 32) (1958) 15-53 (pp.51-53). Most of the above, and other
relevant publications, are reprinted in L. Robert, Opera minora selecta. Epigraphie et
antiquités grecques, 8 vols., Amsterdam 1969-1990. See also L. Robert, and J. Robert, Claras
I: décrets hellénistiques, fase. 1, Paris 1989 (pp.58-59), and many entries in BE (e.g., 1981.481,
1983.475). The indices of BE and of SEG offer as yet the best access to the massive, but
poorly organized oeuvre of the Roberts.
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verbs
orcheomai: to dance (Homer)
choreuô: to be one of a choros, to dance (Epicharmus)
nouns
orchëthmos: a dance, dancing (Homer)
orchëstus: a dance, dancing (Homer)
orchëma: a dance, dancing (Simonides)
orchêsis: a dance, dancing (Epicharmus)
orchêsmos: a dance, dancing (Aeschylus)
choros: a dance, dancing (Homer); a group of dancers (Homer); a dance floor (Homer). In
this last sense it is synonymous with orchestra (Plato, Aristotle)648
choreia: a dance, dancing (Pratinas)
choreuma: a dance, dancing (Pratinas)
choreusis: a dance, dancing (Pindar)
orchêstér: a dancer (Homer)
orchêstês: a dancer (Homer); as adjective: orchêstês poda (Dioscorides)
orchèstris: a dancer, fern. (Crates, Aristophanes)
choreas: a dancer (Hesychius)
choreutës: a dancer (Pindar)
choritis: a dancer, fem. (Callimachus)
chorêstria: a dancer, fem. (Pollux)
adjectives
orchêstikos (Plato, Aristotle); hë orcbëstikê (se. techné)
choreios (Apollonius Rhodius); attested in inscriptions from the fourth century BC onwards
(ta choreia: dedication by a choros or name of a festival)64'
chorikos (Aristophanes)
choreutikos (Aelianus, Lucianus)
several of the above verbs, nouns and adjectives are also found with a range of prefixes
achoreutos: not trained in dancing (Plato); not attended with choroi, a metaphor for joyless,
sad, mournful (Sophocles, Euripides); not joining in the dance (Nonnus)
°
48
 And possibly with choreion, mentioned as a synonym of orchestra by Zonaras. The
w
°rd might be in Aristophanes, Ranae 1303, where J. Herington, Poetry into drama, 109
(with note on 255) translates the genitive plural choreion as 'dance halls'.
'"" Hesychius glosses choreion as an aulos tune, and maybe his meros ti chôrion should
be emended as melos chorikon. According to Athenaeus this tune went with (a) dance.
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achoros: without choroi. Used literally or metaphorically as an epithet of Ares and of death
(Aeschylus, Sophocles)
amphichoreuö: dance around (Critias)
anachoreuô: begin to dance (Euripides, Aristophanes); celebrate in the chores (Euripides); also
anchoreuö (Anacreon)
anorcheomai: begin to dance (Euripides)
antichoreuo: dance in harmony (Nonnus)
antorcheomai: imitate one's dancing (Aristotle)
aporcheomai: dance away, lose by dancing (Herodotus)
diorcheomai: compete in dancing (Aristophanes); dance across, along (Oppianus)
ekchoreuo: drive out of chores (Euripides)
encboreuo: dance in (Plutarch)
enorcheomai: dance in (Alciphron)
epichoreo: dance to, in honour of (Aristophanes); come dancing on (Xenophon); add a
chorus (Philostratus)
eporcheomai: dance over, at (Philo); dance to tune of (Demosthenes); dance in self-
satisfaction (Plutarchus)
exorcheomai: dance out of (Demosthenes); go through dancing: rhuthmon (Philostratus);
dance out = betray: ta aporrhêta, ta mustëria (Lucianus)
huporcheomai: dance with/to music (Aeschylus); cf. orcheomai hupo (Anakreon), huporchëma
(Plato), huporchêmatikos (Dionysius Halicarnassensis), huporchésis (Scholia), huporchèstês
(Glossaria)
katorcheomai: dance in triumph over (Herodotus); subdue by dancing (Lucianus); dance
wildly (Strabo)
katachoreuô: dance in triumph over (Aelianus); cf. katachorettsis: finale of Puthikos notnos
(Pollux)
parachorêgêma: part of subordinate chores (Scholia)
parorcheomai: dance the wrong part, mix up different choreographies (Lucian)
periorcheomai: dance around (Theophrastus, Lucianus)
perichoreuo: dance around (Euripides)
proörcheomai: lead the dance (Glossaria); cf. proörchêstèr (Lucianus)
prochoreuö: lead the dance, kornon (Euripides)
prosorcheomai: dance to (Lucianus, Plutarch)
proschoreuö: dance to sound of, aulois (Pollux)
proschoros: belonging to choros (Aristophanes, Pollux)
sunchoreuo: join in the dance (Aristophanes); to be of same choros (Aristoteles); dance
together (Himeros = Sappho?)
sunchoreutes (Plato), sunchoreutria (Aristophanes), sunchoros (Orphic Hymns; BCH 26.153;
late 1st c. BC): companion in the choros
sunorcheomai: dance together (Plutarchus)
L
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2.1 verbs and nouns specifying movement
chorobated: move in a choros (Suda), cf. chorobatia (Herodianus)
choroitupeô: beat the ground in the dance (Oppian), cf. choroitupia (Homer, Panyassis),
choro(i)tupos (Pindar)
choropaigmön: sporting in the choros, dancing merrily (Orphic Hymns), cf. choropaiktês
(Myrinus)
orchêstopalê: combination of dancing and wrestling (CIL 9.1663), cf. orchistopalarioi (Die
Inschriften von Ephesos 6.2949)
2.2 verbs, nouns and adjectives concerning the creating, leading, or teaching of the
choros, and helping, supporting or leading the movement
chorêgos, choragos, chorêgetës: a) leader of a choros, koruphaios (Alcman), b) teacher of a
choros, didaskalos (Pollux), c) financier of a choros (Herodotus). Cf. chorêgeö
(Simonides), and chorëgia (Antiphon, Demosthenes): the furnishing or financing of a
choros™
chorolektês: leader of a choros, or the one who selected the members of a choros (Hecataeus
Abderita)
chorostatës: leader of a choros, or the one who formed a choros (Alcman), cf. chorostasia:
(institution of) choros (Callimachus), chorostateô (Hesychius), chorostatikos: he
chorostatiké (se. technê) (Menander Rhetor)
agêsichoros: leading the choros (Pindar). Cf. the personal name Agesichora (Alcman). There
are many variants: hêgechoros, hëgêsichoros, egersichoros, agechoros (Aristophanes, unless
to be read as age choron)
anaxichoros: leading the choros (conj. in Bacchylides)
archechoros: leading the choros (Alcman?, Euripides), cf. archichoros (IG 12.2.484)
choropoios: instituting or arranging a choros (Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes), cf.
choropoiia (Pollux)
stêsichoros: establishing or leading a choros, humnos (ABSA 5.64; dipinto on fragment of a
red-figured kylix attributed to Onesimos, Oxford G138 = ARV2 326.93, Para 359,
BAdd *), earlier attested as personal name (on Vase François, SEG 41.27, etc.)
orchestodidaskalos: one who teaches to dance (Xenophon)
50
 With this go a large number of words to describe aspects of being a chorêgos, such
Μ> e-g-> antichorëgeô: to be a rival chorêgos (Andokides, Demosthenes), antichorêgos (ibidem);
"Whuphistamai: undertake to serve as chorêgos in rivalry with another (Demosthenes);
katachorëgeö: be lavish as chorêgos (Lysias). The choreg(e)ion (Demosthenes) is the place
where the choros trains. Xenophon has the adjective chorëgikos.
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chorodidaskalos: one who teaches the chores (Aristophanes, Plato), cf. chorodidaskalia,
chorodisdaskalikos, chorodisdasko
alexichoros: helping, supporting the chores, aoidai (IG 3.171e; IG 22.4533, SEG 42.1776)
choroplekês: bringing about, supporting the chores, humenaia (Nonnus), rather than mixing
in the choros (LSJ). Cf. below, s.v. periplektos, for a different sense oiplekein
choröphelêtës: helping, supporting the choros, krotos (Aristophanes)
choraulës: one who accompanies a choros on an aulos (Lucillius; Plutarch), cf. chorauleô
(Strabo)
chorokithareus: one who plays the kithara to a choros (CIG 2758f, SEG 43.698; 39.1103;
38.1053; 32.1097; IG 14.611, SEG 42.890; 38.976-983)
choropsaltria: one who plays the psalter to a choros (SIG ' 689.3; BCH 53.34)
choröidia: choral song (Plato), cf. chorôideô: sing in or to a choros (Dio Cassius)
choroitupos: played for/to the choros, chelus (Homeric Hymns)
2.3 other adjectives and nouns
chorostades: celebrated with choroi, eortai (Callimachus)
artichoreutos: recently celebrated with choroi (Nonnus)
euchoreutos: excelling in the choros (IG 42.1.130, SEG 42.294; 30.390)
choronikos: victorious with the choros (Alexis)
choroêthës: accustomed to dancing, numphai (Homeric Hymns)
euchoros, êüchoros: of beautiful dancing, technê (Appendix Anthologia Graeca)
kallichoros: with/of/for beautiful choroi (Homer, Pindar, Euripides, Aristophanes); beautiful
in the dance (Euripides)
terpsichoros: enjoying the dance (Hesiod, Pindar)
philorchêmôn: loving the dance (Arrianus), cf. philorchêstës (Dio Chrysostomus),
philochoreutês (Aristophanes), philochoros (Aeschylus)
choroithalês: rejoicing or delighting in the dance, kourai (Antipater); LSJ translates
'flourishing in' (from thallein); I would rather connect this hapax to ta thalea
choroterpês: delighting in the dance (Nonnus)
choromanês: mad after dancing (Aristophanes), cf. choroimanës (Orphic Hymns);
orchêstomaneö: to be mad after dancing (Lucian)
choroktonos: c&oras-destroying (Strattis)
homochoros: belonging to the same choros (Plutarch)
hoplorchëstês: a dancer in arms (Ptolemaeus)
kalesichoros: calling forth/to the dance (Orphic Lithica)
hakchechoros: of the Bacchic choros (Orphic Hymns)
nuktichoreutos: belonging to nightly dances (Nonnus)
euruchoros: possibly: with spacious dance floors (Homer)
VOCABULARY
4 Choros, choreia or orchêma combined with a verb
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choron ago: a) to conduct, lead a chores (Aristophanes), cf. anagö (Hesiodus), aparchö
(Aristophanes), eisagö (Aristophanes), eisagdgeus (Plato); exarchô (Homeric Hymns;
molpès: Homer); hëgemôn (Mnemosyne 47.253; chorou: Pollux); b) to celebrate with a
chores, cf. ago agôna, thusian, theôrian, etcetera, cf. agögeus: director, organizer of
festival (Milet, Ergehnisse der Ausgrabungen, 1.7.263); presage (Aristophanes)
choron anagö: put up a chores, but also perform (Thucydides, Euripides)
choron artizo: prepare a chores (Theocritus)
choron histemi: to set up a chores (Pindar, Herodotus, Sophocles; Pausanias)
choron empoieo: to set up a chores in (Hesiodus)
choron artuno: to draw up a chores (Homeric Hymns)
choron pleko: to constitute a chores (Scholia)
choron hathroizo: to gather together a chores (Xenophon)
orchêma meignumi: to bring together an orchêma (Pindar)
choron haptö: to join a chores (Aeschylus)
chorôi sunepêcheô: to join in a chores (Aristoxenus, Xenophon)
choroi sunerchomai: take part in a chores (Euripides)
choron katarchô: to begin the chores (Hesychius)
orchêma iaptö: to begin the dance (Sophocles)
choron asked: to train a chores (Plutarch)
choron pempö: send a chores (Xenophon); move in a procession while dancing (Euripides)
choron didomi: to give a chores, to present with a chores (Cratinus, Plato)
choron eparcheomai: to offer a chores to (IG 12.9.192, SEC 40.758)
choreian orgiazô: to celebrate, perform a dance (Plutarch)
choron rhoomai: to dance (Homeric Hymns)
choron lambanö: receive a chows (Aristophanes)
choroi amphiballo: to encircle with a choros (Callimachus)
choroi eperchomai: to encircle with a choros, naous chorois (Sophocles)
choron helissb: to move the choros = to dance (Strattis); lead, thiasous (Euripides)
choreian exelissö: to evolve the dance - to dance (Aristides)
5 movement in general
kineô: move, set in motion (Plato), cf. kinesis: movement (Tyrtaeus: Areas kinasis), apokinos:
name of a dance (Cratinus, Aristophanes), kinerna (Lucianus, Athenaeus)
dianeuma: body movement (Aristophanes), cf. dianeuô: move (Lucian)
tinagma: movement, cheirön ede podön (Lyrica Adespota) = akinagma
athuro: to play, to sport (Euripides, Plato), cf. enathurë, chorois kai melesi (Himerius)
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paizö: to play, to sport (Homer, Pindar), cf. empaizô, lois choroisin (Aristophanes); paigma
(Euripides); paignion (Plato); sumpaizö (Sophocles, Herodotus, Aristophanes). Cf.
choropaigmön.6*1 See also gumnopaidikê (se. orchësis) (Athenaeus): the dance at the
Spartan Gumnopaidiai (Herodotus, Thucydides, Plutarch), of which the name had
possibly better be linked to paizein than to pais
epirrhöomai: move nimbly, possin (Hesiodus, Sophocles); cf. rhôomai: move with speed
(Homer, Homeric Hymns)
trechô: move quickly (Homer)
schema: a figure of the dance (Aristophanes, Euripides, Plato), cf. schêmation (Herodotus),
schëmatismos (Plotinus), schêmatizô (Aristophanes), schêmatopoieö: represent in
pantomime (Pollux), schêmatopoiia (Athenaeus)
phora, phorê: movement, step (Plutarch), cf. eidophoreô: express in dancing (Dionysius
Halicarnassensis), euphoria: grace of movement (Pollux)
babaktês, babazô: reveller, to revel (Cratinus), explained as dance in Etymologium Magnum
and Hesychius
6 Steps and kicks
posi ôrcheomai (Sappho, Hesiodus); poda, posi choreuö (Anthologia Palatina; Anacreontea)
poda kathistèmi: put the foot down (Euripides)
poda kineô: move the foot (Euripides)
propodeô: lead the way (Callimachus), cf. archechoros: leading the chorus, pous (Euripides)
krouôpoda: strike the foot down (Euripides), cf. enkatakrouö choreianpodi, beat out a dance
(Aristophanes), enkrouô: to foot = to dance (Aristophanes)
krotos podôn: beat of the dancers' feet (Euripides), cf. enkroteô: beat time (Theocritus)
kompos: sound of dancers' feet (Homer), cf. eukompoi plëgai podos: loud beats of the foot
(Euripides)
possikrotos: beaten by dancing feet (Herodotus, Euripides); podokroustia: stamping (Strabo);
hupsikrotos podôn choreiai: sounding loud with dancing feet (Timotheus)
rhêssô: beat, strike the ground (Homer; Homeric Hymns)
ktupos podôn: stamping of dancers' feet (Euripides), cf. ktupeö (Aristophanes), epiktupeó
(Euripides, Lucian),podoktupeö (Hesychius, Photius),/Wo£t«p<?: a dancing girl (Lucian)
choroitupeo: to beat the ground in the dance (Oppianus), cf. choroitupia: dance (Homerus),
choroitupos, chorotupos: beating the ground in the dance (Pindar)
651
 Cf. ludere: on the many senses of the words lusus and ludere, see G. Piccaluga,
Elementi spettacolari nei rituali festivi romani (Rome 1965) 32ff. On 49f ludere in the sense
of 'danzare' is discussed, but equally interesting in comparison with Greek orcheomai is
ludere used of fishes (Terence, Adelphi 3.4.13; Vergil, Georgica 1.363), of bees (Vergil,
Georgica 4.103ff), of flames (Claudian, De raptu Proserpinae 2.3), of smoke (Ovid,
Metamorphoses 2.246) and of patterns in embroidery (Vergil, Georgica 2.464).
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brualiktës: performer of a weapon dance (Stesichorus, Ibycus = Hesychius); cf. Hesychius
s.v. brualizein = diarrhéssein (rhëssein: stamping the feet)
bainô: to step, meta rhuthmou, en rhuthmoi (Thucydides, Plato), cf. embainô, orthös, pros
rhutbmon (Plato, Lucian), badizo arrhuthmos (Alexis); habrôs bainô, esp. said of
beautiful women, also indicating 'lightness': ease, grace (Sappho, Euripides), cf.
(h)abrobatês: softly, delicately stepping (Aeschylus, Bacchylides), habropous (Pindar,
Euripides)
bibaó: to step, hupsi (Homeric Hymns)
pateö, bateö, matêmi, mateisai: to step (Sappho, Alcman)
parabaino: step forward (Aristophanes)
basis choreias: a dance step, a measured step (Pindar, Aristophanes, Plato)
bêtarmôn: a dancer (one who joins steps together) (Homer), cf. bêtarmos: dance (Apollonius
Rhodius)
chorobateô, chorobatia: see above
bibasis: name of a dance (Pollux), see also below; epibemata: name of dance (Hesychius)
marmarugê podôn: twinkling of the feet (Homer, Homeric Hymns)
parallagê: change of position, shift, tois posin epoioun (Critias)
helissö: move swiftly, turn, rotate, poda (Euripides), cf. elelizô, podi (Pindar), heligmos
(Orphic Hymns), exelisso icbnos podos: 'unwind the steps' (Euripides), heilipodes
orchêtmos: the dance with rolling gait (Nonnus)652
kuklosobeô poda: to twirl the foot (Aristophanes, cj.), cf. sobas: name of a dance (Athenaeus)
poda f allô: to swing the foot, aitherion (Euripides)
airö, aeirö: to lift, raise a leg (Aristophanes), cf. kouphon aim berna: to walk lightly, trip
(Euripides)
eklaktizô: to kick out (Aristophanes), cf. eklaktisma, eklaktismos (Hesychius, Pollux), laktizö:
to kick (Aristophanes), cf. analaktizö: kick upwards (Antyllus)
rhiptö: to throw, skelos ouranion (Aristophanes), cf. rhipê: swing, podôn (Euripides)
aposkelisai: name of a dance (Hesychius), cf. huposkelizô (Pollux)
7 jumps
pèdaö: to leap, spring, stamp (Homer, Sophocles), cf. pêdêstês: leaper, dancer (Ptolemaeus),
pèdëma (Aeschylus), pêdêsis (Plutarchus)
ekpëdao: to leap up (Plato), cf. ekpêdêsis (Plato)
652
 According to C. Calame, Les choeurs de jeunes filles, vol.1, 78f, heilissô indicates
'circularité', not whirling the feet, but encircling on foot, cf. kuklos, kukleö. Elelizö also
means 'to cause to vibrate', and has been connected to the stamping of the dancers' feet (as
has saleuô, 'to rock, shake').
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diapodismos: kind of dance (Pollux), cf. dipodismos, podismos, dipodia (Cratinus, Pollux,
Hesychius), (di)podi(a)zo·. to perform the dipodia (Aristophanes, Cratinus), podismos:
name of a dance (Pollux)
skairô: to skip, frisk, post (Homer)
skirtao: to leap, bound (Euripides, Aristophanes, Plato), cf. skirtêtës (Moschus), skirtêma
(Euripides), skarthmos (Apollonius Rhodius), anaskirtaö (Nonnus)
hallomai: to spring, leap, pott pugan (Aristophanes), cf. anallomai: leap up (Aristophanes),
enallomai: jump about (Aristophanes)
pallo: to leap, bound (Euripides, Aristophanes, Plato), cf. anapalê: name of a dance
(Athenaeus), ampallö kola: to swing the limbs (Aristophanes)
ballizö: to jump about, to dance (Epicharmus, Sophron), cf. ballismos: a dance (Alexis)
kolabrizö = skirtao (Hesychius), cf. kolabrismos: name of a dance (Athenaeus)
likertizô = skirtao (Hesychius)
thrôiskô: to leap (Euripides)
bibasis: name of a dance (Pollux); explained by scholia as potipugan hallomai (Aristophanes)
= rbathapugizo (Aristophanes)? Cf. Hesychius s.v. hekatereö: in dancing kick the rump
with one heel after another, cf. hekateris: name of a dance (Pollux)
apopudarizô: to kick up, to dance, mothöna (Aristophanes), cf. pudarizô (Appendix
Proverbiorum)
lêkaô = to pros ôidên orcheisthai (Hesychius): jumping or lively movement in general?
therma(u)stris: a dance in which the legs cross in mid-air (Pollux, Athenaeus, Hesychius), cf.
thermaustrizö (Critias, Lucianus), cf. periplektos: intertwining, crossing, said of feet
(Theocritus)
8 turns
dineuö, dineö: to turn, to whirl (Xenophon), cf. dinnêmi (Homer), deines: name of a dance
(Hesychius), dine (Aristophanes), dinos (Herodiamis),peridineô (Xenophon), anadineuô:
whirl about (Oppianus)653
bembikiaö: spin like a top (Aristophanes), cf. bembikizô (Aristophanes), bembix: a spinning
round (Aristophanes), bembrei = dineuei (Hesychius)
strobed: to whirl (Aristophanes), cf. palinstrobëtos: whirled round (Lycophron), strobiles: a
whirling (Aristophanes)
tachudinês: fast whirling (Nonnus), cf. tachustrophalinx (Nonnus)
periagogê: a turning round, whirling (Lucian)
653
 There is debate on whether these words mean 'whirl' i.e. rotate around one's own
axis, or 'encircle', i.e. rotate around some centre (compare LSJand LSJSuppl *). Scrutiny of
the references shows that din- refers to circular movement around a fixed point describing
a circuit of any size, down to turning on the spot (as can the English 'rotate or
'circumrotate'). In dance an axial rotation and circuiting might of course be combined.
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9 bends, swings and shakes
lugizô: to bend, twist (Aristophanes, Lucian)
diarrhiknoomai: to draw up and twist the body (Cratinus; Hesychius), cf. rhiknoömai
(Sophocles)
diastrephô: to twist about (Xenophon), cf. strophe (Lucianus)
tinassö: to shake, koman (Euripides)
kinklobatés, -bâtas: moving like a kinklos (a wagtail), lordou rhutmon (Aristophanes), cf.
kinaidos: wagtail, dancer (The Tebtunis Papyri 208)
aposeisis: name of a dance (Pollux), cf. aposeiomai: shake oneself, of the waggling dance of
bees (Aristoteles), cf. seiô: to shake (Euripides) (another name for the wagtail is
seisopugis)
saulopröktiaö: to sway the hips (Aristophanes), cf. saulóömai: to dance affectedly (Euripides),
saulos: with a swaying gait (Anacreon)
igdisma: a dance with rotation of the loins, like a pestle in a mortar (Etymologium
Magnum; Suda), cf. igdis, igdê (Antiphanes, Pollux), lugisma = igdisma (Suda, Zonaras)
alètêr: name of a dance (Aristoxenus); has been connected with alaomai, alëtôr, alêtai, and
alêtis. I suggest aleö, alêtheö: to grind, thus a dance with gyrating motion
maktrismos: name of a dance (Athenaeus), cf. maktër (Hesychius), maktristria (Athenaeus).
Another gyrating dance? (masso: to knead)
oklasma: dance with squatting postures (Aristophanes, Pollux), cf. oklazô (Xenophon)
(ekjkubistaö: to tumble (Homer, Xenophon), cf. other general expressions for acrobatics,
such as akrizö, akrobazö, akrobateö, akrobêmatizö, akrobatës, etcetera
kamptö: to bend (Xenophon)
buptiasmos: a backbend (Lucian)
epikuptö: to bend over (Xenophon)
ptêssö: to duck (Aristophanes)
katapherô: to sink down, epi gen (Plato)
epankönismos: name of a dance (Athenaeus). This has been related to parankonizo: to set the
arms a-kimbo and to epankönidion: cushion. Ankönizö: to recline, seems also a
reasonable candidate
10 Hand or arm movements
orcheomai tais chersi (Antiphanes)
(enjgastrizo: to strike the belly (Aristophanes)
cheironomeô: gesticulate (Xenophon), cf. cheironomia: pantomimic movement, gesticulation
(Athenaeus, Plutarchus). Also used of pantomimic dance in general: cheironomos =
orchëstës (Hesychius)
"lorphazo: gesticulate (Xenophon), cf. morphasmos (Athenaeus, Pollux)
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several of the schemata listed sub 12 will have involved the hands, but with a few possible
exceptions these are not likely to have concerned the arms or hands only
.65411 Spatial arrangements
st(o)ichos: file (Pollux)
zugon, zugos: rank, line (Pollux)
taxis: arrangement in rank and file of choros, drawn up en taxei (Aeschylus)
ameibö: do in turn (Homer, Nonnus), cf. amoibaios: alternating, of the reponsion in choric
odes (Theocritus). In Nonnus the word has been interpreted as referring to the
switching of feet. Cf. other words referring to chorus divided in two, such as dichoria:
twofold division of choros (Pollux), dichoriazö: perform as two semi-c^oroi (Hesychius),
hëmichorion (Pollux),antistrophê: strophic correspondence (DionysiusHalicarnassensis).
Cf. prôtochoros: first choros or leader of choros (IG 12.187 = IG 13.254, SEG 38.10;
36.24)
antistoicheö: stand opposite in rows or pairs (Xenophon); stand vis-a-vis a partner
(Xenophon)
homostoichos: in the same file (Alcman)
psileis: choreutai standing at both ends of the choros (Hesychius), cf. philopsilos: loving the
last place in the choros (Alcman), aristerostatês: standing on the left, esp. in tragic
chorus (Craun\is),parastatai: choreutai at both ends (Aristoteles), laurostatai: choreutai
in the middle (Cratinus), mesochoros: standing in the middle of the choros (Fouilles de
Delphes3, Inscriptions, vol.1.219), kraspeditês: hindmost person in choros (Plutarch). And
see the many expressions denoting choir-leaders above
hormos: chain dance (Lucian)
helkô, helkuô: exact meaning disputed: kordaka (Aristophanes), seauton (Plato), schistas
(Pollux), geranoulkos: those who lead the dance called the geranos. To lead, to perform?
Cf. cordacem ducere (Petronius). The word geranoulkos gives rise to images of a
farandole
kuklod, kukleö: encircle, dance around (Callimachus), cf. kuklios (choros), kuklion: circular
choruses (Aristophanes), as opposed to tetragonos: in square formation, with ranks and
files (Timaeus), kuklos: circle dance, circle of dancers (Aristophanes), kuklistria: dancer
in a kuklios choros (IG 22.12583), enkuklios: circular, choroi (Euripides), Aeschines);
eukuklos, well-rounded, choreia (Aristophanes)
helissô: to dance round, bômon (Callimachus), cf. heilissomai kuklia (Euripides)
654
 Also relevant for the visualization of spatial patterning is the metaphoric use of dance
vocabulary in general to describe shoals of fish (Oppianus and Babrius also have fish on dry
land: wriggling about and/or beating the ground with their tails), or waving grass or reeds,
or things ranged in a row (Pan's flute, teeth). All this points to collective and simultaneous
movement and standing in ranks or files.
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sunaptô: to hold, link hands, ag' es kuklon, cheiri sunapte cheira (Aristophanes)
12 names of dances or of schemata
Many of the dances named below are here described as of unknown character. In late
sources such as Pollux, Athenaeus, Hesychius, scholia or Eustathius several of these dances
or schemata are labelled as maniôdês, paroinios, geloios, saturikos, tragikos, kömikos, polemikos,
paigniödês, semnos, dionusiakos, spoudaios,phaulos, and so on. These characterizations are not
always consistent and are but rarely linked to a particular developmental phase in the
centuries-long history of a dance or schema. I have chosen to ignore them almost
completely.
alöpëx (Hesychius). 'Fox'. Of unknown character. Usually brought in connection with
bassara: the Thracian word for fox and for maenad. With as much or little reason one
could think offouai (= alopekes): young Spartans in their agela. Not uninterestingly,
considering the strong presence of Artemis amongst our dance testimonies, is the
assertion that the image of Artemis Orthia was discovered by one Alopekos
alphitön ekchusis (Athenaeus). 'Pouring out the barley'. Of unknown character
amphikelemnon (Etymologium Magnum). Of unknown character. Some link with keleustest
angeliké = hé angelikë orchësis, angelftjikon (Pollux, Athenaeus, Hesychius). Usually
translated 'Messenger dance', but possibly not so much connected with angelos:
messenger, as with Artemis Angelos
anthema (Athenaeus). Usually translated as 'Flowers' (anthemon = anthos). LSJsuggests that
anthema here is anathema: anything dedicated. In Odyssee 1.152 orchêstus is called an
anathema
apokrisis (Hesychius). Of unknown character
asköliasmos (Pollux). Cf. askôliazô (Aristophanes), askôlizô (Phrynichus, Plato). Hopping on
greased wineskins at the Askölia; anköliazö: to hop on one leg, from the one leg on
the other (Hesychius)
barullika (Pollux). Of unknown character. Cf. bullichai. A link has been supposed with
brudalicha = prosôpon gunaikeion (Hesychius). The glosses here are largely corrupt
baukismos (Pollux, Hesychius)655. Of unknown character. According to Hesychius it is
Ionian. This could point to a derivation from baukos: affected, effeminate
boukolismos, boukoliasmos (Trypho, Athenaeus, Lucianus, Hesychius). 'Pastoral'. Song, aulos
tune and dance
brikismata (Hesychius). Of unknown character. According to Hesychius a Phrygian dance
brualfljiktes: performer of a weapon dance (Stesichorus, Ibycus - Hesychius), cf. above,
brualizo = diarrhessd (Hesychius)
655
 F. Brommer, 'Antike Tänze', 484: 'nicht bei Pollux 4.100, wie bei D. Thompson':
but it is, in MS B: see the edition by E. Bethe.
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hullichai (Heschius). Some dances. Spartan, according to Hesychius
chreôn apokopê (Athenaeus). 'Debt-cancelling'. Of unknown character. Has been emended
to kreön apoklopë, because Pollux mentions a miming of meat theft. Not much of a
help
daktuloi (Athenaeus). Of unknown character. Pollux mentions daktulos ho rhuthmos, in
Nonnus we find daktulon akron echeinpodos, but one might also think of the Daktuloi
Idaioi
diplë (Aristophanes, Pollux, Hesychius) 'Double'. Of unknown character
droite (Hesychius), dritê (Hesychius), druté (Hermippus). 'The bathing-tub' or 'The cradle'.
Of unknown character
ekpurosis (Menippus), kosmou ekpurosis. 'World-conflagration'. Of unknown character
emmeleia (Herodotus, Aristophanus, Plato, Lucian, Pollux, Athenaeus). The dance of the
tragic chorus. See emmêlés: in tune, harmonious, cf. emmeleôs: emmeleôs podessin
ôrcheunt' (Sappho)
enoplios: weapon dance (Anonymus Vaticanus), cf. enoplia paizein (Pindarus), elelixen
enoplion (Callimachus)
epikrêdios (Athenaeus). Of unknown character. According to Athenaeus this is a Cretan
dance
epilênios: of the vintage, orchêsis (Longus, Athenaeus)
epiphallos (Trypho). Aulos tune and dance. Of unknown character
escharinthon (Pollux). Of unknown character. According to Pollux this is a Spartan dance.
Possibly to be taken with eschara: altar
foulider = parthenön chores (Hesychius)
geranos (Callimachus): 'Crane'. Name of a dance performed on Delos. Also a Delian cult-
offering of unknown nature656
gingras (Pollux, Athenaeus). A small Phoenician instrument, an aulos tune and a dance to
that tune. Usually thought to be connected with Gingrës = Adonis
glaux (Athenaeus): 'Owl'. Of unknown character. Cf. shops
656
 This dance has aroused much interest: see the titles listed in chapter 1.8. Its exact
nature is hotly debated: Plutarch describes it as a labyrinth dance (instituted by Theseus on
his return to Delos from Crete). In my opinion this is a re-interpretation of an older dance,
which was indeed a crane dance (whatever that means). The forging of a link with Theseus
could date to any of the several periods of Athenian involvement with Delian affairs,
possibly Pisistratid days, as argued by K. Friis Johansen, Thésée et la danse à. Délos. Etude
herméneutique, Copenhagen 1945. The whole issue is clearly summarized with full
references by B. Smarczyk, Untersuchungen zur Religionspolitik und politischer Propaganda
Athens im Delisch-Attischen Seehund (Munich 1990) 470f, note 181. Still, the mid-fourth
century seems a serious candidate too, when from 359 a new temple for the Delian Apollo
was built which is supposed to have been decorated with a frieze depicting the deeds of
Theseus (see R. Parker, Athenian religion: a history (Oxford 1996) 223). Certainly, the so-
called Vase François should be rejected as evidence for the earlier date, as rightly argued by
H. J. Walker, Theseus and Athens (Oxford 1995) 43f.
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grullismos (Phrynichus, papyri second century AD). Cf. grullos and grul(l)izo (Phrynichus).
Of unknown character. According to Phrynichus this is an Egyptian dance, which
might mean no more than Hellenistic
gupönes (Pollux). According to Pollux these are Spartan dancers, who dance on stilts. Cf.
hupogupónes
hêdukömos (Trypho, Pollux). Aulos tune and dance. Of unknown character
bualkadai - chores paidön. Lakönes (Hesychius)
hupogupónes (Pollux). According to Pollux these are Spartan dancers, who mime old men
with canes. Cf. gupônes
iakchoi - choroi (Epigrammata Graeca). This and the three following are Bacchic dances
iambikê = hê iambikê orchêsis (Athenaeus)
ithumbos (Pollux). Designation for both the dance and the performer
ithuphallos (Hyperides, Duris). Designation for both the dance and the performer
kal(l)abis (Eupolidis, Hesychius, Photius). Of unknown character. Possibly to be connected
with Artemis Kalabidia
kalathiskos (Apollophanes, Menander, Pollux; kalathismos in Athenaeus is probably to be
read as kalathiskos). 'Basket dance'. Of unknown character. Kalathos is also the name
of a festival of Artemis
kallinikon = to kallinikon melos (Pollux, Athenaeus). 'Triumphal melody'. Aulos tune and
dance of unknown character. Kallinikos is an epithet of Heracles
kapria (Hesychius). Said to be a dance in armour. Has been linked to kapros, wild boar,
originally (also) synonym of tragos, he-goat. But could also be misspelling or alternative
spelling for karpaia (Xenophon, Athenaeus) or karpea (Hesychius), stated to be a
Thessalian and a Macedonian dance respectively. Links have also been suggested with
karpos: fruit, or karpos, wrist
karuatis (Pollux). Cf. karuatizö (Lucian, Pollux) and Karuatides (Pratinas). A dance originally
from the village of Karya, in honour of Artemis Karyatis. The link between the
dancers from Karya and the architectural caryatids is unclear
keleustès (Athenaeus). He tou keleustou: 'The boatswain dance'. The keleustes gives time to
the rowers. Of unknown character
kernophoros (Pollux, Athenaeus): kemophoron orchêma, kemophoré orchêsis. A dance of
which kemopherein, carrying a kemos, will have been a distinguishing characteristic
kidaris (Athenaeus). Of unknown character. According to Athenaeus this is an Arcadian
dance. It might be relevant that in Pheneos in northern Arcadia there is an Artemis
Kidaria
klöpeia or klopeia (Juba, Hesychius). Of unknown character. See also chreön apokopê
knismos, knesmos (Trypho, Pollux, Hesychius). 'Itching, tickling'. An aulos tune and a dance
of unknown character
kolabrismos, kalabrismos (Pollux, Athenaeus). According to Pollux this is a Thracian and
Carian weapon dance. Athenaeus mentions a tune kolabros. Many want to derive tune
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and dance from kolabros, 'pig'. Hesychius glosses kolabrizô and kolabreuomai as 'to
jump'
kolea, kolia, kola (Hesychius). A dance of unknown character. Hesychius links kola to
xiphismos. Koliasai is glossed by Hesychius as orchêsasthai
kómastikê = be kömastikê orchêsis (Pollux). A dance fit for a komos. But different kômoi
undoubtedly had their own dances
konisalos (Hesychius). Dance of unknown character. Has been linked to the Priapus-like
creature of the same name
kordax (Aristophanes). Originally the dance of the Old Comedy. Pausanias mentions
Artemis Kordaka. Cf. kordakizô (Hyperides), kordakismos (Demosthenes), kordakisma
(Hesychius), kordakistës (doubtful conjecture in 1C 12.7.246)
koruthalfljistriai (Hesychius). Girls who dance in honour of Artemis Korythal(l)ia
krêtikon (Hesychius), krêtika (Strabo, Athenaeus). A dance of unknown character. Many
dances are called Cretan, and one can dance krêtikös, 'in a Cretan manner'
(Aristophanes)
krinon (Apollophanes, Heschychius). 'Lily'. Of unknown character
krousithuron (Tryphon). 'Knocking on the door'. Aulos tune and dance of unknown
character. Cf. thurokopikon
lakônistai (Timaeus). Those who perform en tetragonois chorois
lean (Pollux, Athenaeus) 'Lion'. Of unknown character
lombroteron, lamproteron (Pollux). Of unknown character
molossike = hé molossikë orchesis, unless the interpunction is: molossikê emmeleia
(Athenaeus). Of unknown character
mongas, mingas (Athenaeus) Of unknown character
mothön (Aristophanes). An aulos tune and a dance of unknown character
nibatismos (Athenaeus, Hesychius). Of unknown character. According to Athenaeus this
is a Phrygian dance. Has been linked to nibadizo: to imitate goats (Hesychius)
orates (Athenaeus). Of unknown character. According to Athenaeus this is a Cretan weapon
dance. Possibly to be linked to ornumi: to set moving
persikon (Aristophanes, Xenophon). 'The Persian dance'. Persikos is an epithet of Artemis
phallikon - to phallikon melos (Pollux, Hesychius). Song and dance of unknown character
pinakis (Pollux, Athenaeus, Hesychius). Of unknown character
podikra (Hesychius). Of unknown character. According to Hesychius this is a Spartan dance
poiphugma (Hesychius). 'Snorting'. Of unknown character
polemikê, polemikon (Athenaeus, Pollux). Aulos tune and dance of unknown character
prulis (Callimachus, Aristoteles). A Cypriot weapon dance
purriché (Aristophanes). Weapon dance. Cf. purrichios (Lucian), purrichismos (Josephus),
purrichistes (Lysias),purrichistikos (Pollux), purrichizô (Aristophanes, Plutarch, Lucian)
rhakterion (Hesychius). Of unknown character. Cf. rhaktèria = tumpana (Hesychius)
schedismos (Scholion). Said to be effeminate
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schisma (Hesychius). Said to be a schema of the feet, cf. schistas helkô (Pollux), and possibly
diptucha (schemata) orcheisthai (Aristides). Something like the thermaustris mentioned
above?
sikin(n)i$ (Euripides, Sophocles). Originally the dance of satyric drama. Cf. sikinnistës
(Athenaeus), sikinnoturbê: an aulos tune (Athenaeus)
skôpeuma (Aristophanes). A schema. Cf. skôpiafs) (Pollux), aposkôpeuô (Plinius Maior), skapos
(Eupolis, Athenaeus). This schema has been interpreted as skopeuö, skeptomai: looking
about, while shading the eyes, cf. huposkopon chera (Aeschylus)
skôps (Aelianus, Pollux, Athenaeus). 'Owl'. Of unknown character. Cf. glaux
surtos, surtes (IG 7.2712, SEC 41.1467; 38.378; 36.411; 32.1638; 31.333). Of unknown
character. L. Robert, BE 1982, 175, also wants to connect the name Syrtonikos (IG
4.730Ü, SEG 31.333)
telesias (Pollux, Athenaeus, Hesychius). Said to be a weapon dance. According to Pollux this
dance is of Cretan provenance, Athenaeus calls it Macedonian
tetrakômos, tessares kômoi (Trypho, Pollux, Hesychius). A song and dance sacred to Heracles
thurokopikon = to thurokopikon melos (Trypho). 'Knocking on the door'. Aulos tune and
dance of unknown character. Cf. krousithuron
tritogeneia (Scholion). A weapon dance in honour of Athena Tritogeneia
tupöntes (Hesychius). Of unknown character
turbê, turbasia (Pollux, Hesychius). Said to be a dithyrambic dance. Pausanias mentions
turbê as a Bacchic festival and dance. Turbas is satyr name. Turbênos, however, is an
epithet of Apollo, according to Hesychius. Cf. sikinnoturbê
xiphismos, xiphisma (Pollux, Athenaeus, Hesychius). 'Sword-dance'. Described as a dance or
as a schema (of the emmeleia). Cf. xiphizö: to do the xiphismos (Cratinus), apoxiphizô
(Hesychius)
xulou paralêpsis (Athenaeus). Usually translated as something like 'getting hold of the club'
and interpreted as a beating dance. I suggest a schema of 'handing on the baton' as in
a relay

PART 3
BUILDING A MODEL
A move towards a theoretical framework for the
study of dancing at public events in ancient Greece
What to believe, in the course of his reading, was Mr. Boffin's chief literary
difficulty indeed; for some time he was divided in his mind between half, all,
or none; at length, when he decided, as a moderate man, to compound with
half, the question still remained, which half? And that stumbling block he
never got over.
Charles Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, 1864-1865, book 3, chapter 6

3.1 Introduction
The core of the third part of this book consists of two chapters. In the first
of these I shall focus on my choice of a particular theoretical orientation,
something which I am convinced has to be made explicit.657 My theoretical
framework is eclectic: there is no single 'school' to which I have chosen to
adhere.658 Instead of being dogmatic and exclusivistic, one had better get
657
 Theoretical orientation rather than theory: see P. Kloos, Culturele antropologie. Een
inleiding (Assen 19956) 145. On the need for theoretical awareness, see H. S. Versnel's
pregnant statement that 'the classicist must allow himself to "become" a psychologist (or
a sociologist, anthropologist, ethologist for that matter) as far as his health, capabilities and
efforts will allow him. The alternative is that he refrains categorically from any interpre-
tation in the real sense of the word' (in: Le sacrifice dans l'Antiquité (Vandoeuvres-Geneva
1981) 189). An excellent plea for making methodological questions (as she calls them)
explicit, can be found in C. Sourvinou-Inwood, 'Reading' Greek culture. Texts and images,
rituals and myths (Oxford 1991) 3-7. Here, amongst many useful suggestions, we find that
other disciplines can help us by suggesting models which can function as eye-openers' (6).
But in eadem, 'Reading' Greek death. To the end of the classical period, Oxford 1995,
Sourvinou-Inwood, taking issue with Ian Morris's criticism of her work, attacks 'the model-
building strategy' as the importation into the investigation of 'external categories and a
priori assumptions', which adds up to a 'flawed methodology' (413-414, 419, 441). The
possible mishandling of models and theories can, however, hardly be used as an argument
for condemning model-building as such. However much I find myself in agreement with
oourvinou-Inwood's 'very particular version of post-structuralism' (eadem, Studies in girls'
transitions. Aspects of the arkteia and age representation in Attic iconography (Athens 1988)
'2 note 33), I refuse to see that Sourvinou-Inwood's 'neutral methodology' ('Reading' Greek
death, 419) is preferable to, or indeed more 'neutral' than the sensible handling of models.
Neutrality' is a somewhat odd notion for someone who states that she has been influenced
by post-structuralist thinking ('Reading' Greek culture, 3).
'
58
 While I tend toward individualist views of human society, my eclecticism implies
that much that is deemed incompatible with such views is introduced. Of course, holistic
approaches such as functionalism and structuralism, and rational choice theory which looks
at the individual agent, are indeed in many respects incompatible (on structuralism and
rational choice, see J. Elster, 'Introduction', in: idem (ed.), Rational choice (Oxford 1986)
1"33, esp.22); but as J. S. Coleman, 'Rational choice theory', s.v. in: E. F. Borgatta (ed.),
Encyclopedia of sociology (New York 1992) 1619-1624, remarks on environmental
determinism versus purposive action: 'it is likely that neither is entirely correct' (1622).
I°me attempt at marrying these theoretical perspectives might be in order, cf. A. Etzioni,
the moral dimension. Toward a new economics (New York 1988) 3, on '«»determination',
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hold of whatever one can lay hands on, scrutinize it and if it seems useful, use
it. Even though some approaches are here rejected in principle, there is hardly
any study in my bibliography from which no spoils have been taken. But
there is something more fundamental to it as well. The social sciences in their
present form a,re eclectic; functionalism, transactionalism, structuralism and
materialism have not been superseded by some new -ism, unless it is
eclecticism. All have come together in an amalgam that is often labelled as
postmodern. Even handbooks, always eager to systematize the chaos, refrain
from pigeonholing the new developments.659
On the basis of my eclectic theoretical orientation, I develop an inter-
pretative framework, in social science terms, I devise a model.660 In the
introducing personality and community alongside rationality. Elster agrees that there are
cases where norms exercise an independent power (24).
659
 See for instance P. Kloos, Culturele antropologie. Een inleiding (Assen 1995') 154. In
1995 Kloos can do no better than cite the brilliant overview by S. B. Ortner, 'Theory in
anthropology since the sixties', Comparative Studies in Society and History 26 (1984) 126-166.
Designations such as 'symbolic' or 'interpretative anthropology' look like temporary
solutions, as does Frijhoff's usefull catch-all: 'hermeneutic trend' (W. Frijhoff, 'Historische
antropologie', in: P. te Boekhorst, P. Burke, and W. Frijhoff (eds.), Cultuur en maatschappij
in Nederland 1500-1850 (Meppel/Heerlen 1992) 11-38).
660
 What counts as a model? Literature on models and model building is rather scarce,
despite the fact that the word is on everybody's lips. The best accounts of models in
sociology appear to be in Dutch: K. Beitels, and D. Nauta, Inleiding tot het modelbegrip,
Bussum 1969; S. Lindenberg, 'Afbeelden en verklaren met modellen in de sociologie', in:
S. Lindenberg, and F. N. Stokman (eds.), Modellen in de sociologie (Deventer 1983) 15-39,
and P. J. M. Verschuren, Structurele modellen tussen theorie en praktijk, Utrecht 1991.
Despite much disagreement, all discuss models as closed systems consisting of variables and
correlations or causal relationships: such models ask for quantitative testing (P. J- M·
Verschuren, Structurele modellen, 43). See also L. Collins (ed.), The use of models in the social
sciences, London 1976. Models as used by historians are usually of a different nature, not
allowing prediction or quantification: see C. F. G. Lorenz, De constructie van het verleden.
Een inleiding in de theorie van de geschiedenis (Amsterdam 1994*) 267, who lists further
problems, but also stresses that the value of whatever model resides in the elucidation of
the explanatory trajectory followed. K. Beitels, and D. Nauta, Inleiding, also have a few
pages (86-89) on models in historical research, but these are too incoherent to be very
helpful. Their evasiveness shows, however, that models as used by historians cannot be
easily fitted into the detailed description of models elsewhere in their book. Measured
against the yardstick of Bertels, Nauta, Lindenberg and Verschuren such 'models' are not
models at all. But also in social science publications one can find a less restrictive use of the
concept of models: e.g., P. J. Pelto, and G. H. Pelto, Anthropological research, 256, where
is discussed a wide range of models, mostly of a qualitative nature. Alas, handbooks ot
qualitative research methods, such as H. R. Bernard, Research methods in anthropology-
Qualitative and quantitative approaches, Thousand Oaks 1994, or N. K. Denzin, and Y. S.
Lincoln (eds.), Handbook of qualitative research, Thousand Oaks 1994, studiously avoid
discussing model-building at all. I have decided to stick to the word 'model', in deference
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second chapter I concentrate on the essential building blocks to be used in my
attempt at model-building, the concepts of 'public event' (and the way this
relates to 'ritual' and 'cult'), of mobilization, and of communication. Next,
these concepts are viewed in relation to one another; the finished model, a
schematic rendering of some segment of the real world, 'as simple as possible,
as complex as necessary'.661 My particular model looks to sociology and to
communication studies (by way of the sociology of religion and of dance
anthropology), and gives pride of place to the notions of mobilization and of
communication.
Of course we all work with models, always and everywhere. Human
cognition operates in large part by way of models. 'Pure description' might
very well be non-existent, words are a creative force and even the very choice
of terminology introduces a model. Models are omnipresent; which also
means that we are very much wont to reify our models. But in scholarship
our obligation is to make our models explicit and available for general inspec-
tion, and to fight reification. The creation of explicit models also forces us to
go to work with intellectual rigour and a sense of purpose. This has nothing
to do with the useless debate whether we should work inductively or
to the work of M. I. Finley. There we find a very eloquent exposition of the need to use
explicit models, particularly in his Ancient history: evidence and models (London 1985) 18,
60-61, 86. Interestingly enough, the manipulation of the evidence which C. Sourvinou-
Inwood sees as the result of model-building (see above, note 657), is described by Finley as
an evil to be retnediedby model-building (18). Finley dismisses, with good arguments, the
fear of apriorism (66). I find myself much in agreement, even sharing to some extent
Finley's missionary fervour, but I cannot condone his exclusivism: in the end every scholar
should follow his natural bent; despite leaving some escape routes open (106), Finley is
much too harsh on those who work in a style different from his own.
61
 S. Lindenberg, 'Afbeelden en verklaren met modellen in de sociologie', in: S.
Lindenberg, and F. N. Stokman (eds.), Modellen in de sociologie (Deventer 1983) 15-39, 17.
A model should not merely be an adequate description of some data: it should show
relationships and effects, by way of correlations and causality. The contents of a model are
always hypothetical: that is what the model is devised for; it is a tool that tells us what we
are looking for, and what questions to ask. It offers a hypothesis or hypotheses that can be
interpreted and that can be tested. The complexity of a model can never be such as to offer
a full description of reality. We cannot have a map with a scale of 1:1 and if we could, it
would be no use because it would not fulfil any of the functions a map is supposed to have;
indeed, we might not be able to tell which was the map and which the mapped, as in Bor-
ges's story The Chinese Mapmakers. This is not to say that the model developed here is the
only possible or best model: of any one thing there can be many different models. But in
every research project there is one model which best suits one's present purposes.
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deductively: model building and empiricism should go hand in hand, as
indeed they did in the creation of my model.662
In designing my model, I introduce comparative material at several turns,
that is, material drawn from other areas or periods. Of course there are more
comparisons being made. One always does, and must compare things: 'in the
widest sense there is no other method'.663 This is also the reason that
worries about comparing 'unique' phenomena 'which bear no comparison'
are unfounded.664 How can one establish uniqueness in the first place,
662
 This might indeed be called a dialectical process: cf. J. A. M. Snoek, Initiations, 8ff;
D. H. Fischer, Historians'fallacies. Toward a logic of historical thought (New York 1970) xvf.
In building models (in generating hypotheses) one does not attempt to come up with all
logically possible ones, but with a very small number carrying an antecedent probability
of success, a probability which subsequently can only be ascertained on an empiricist basis.
663
 E. E. Evans-Pritchard, 'The comparative method in social anthropology', in: idem,
The position of women in primitive society and other essays in social anthropology (London
1965) 13-36, quote from p.13. Cf. L. Holy, 'Introduction: description, generalization and
comparison: two paradigms', in: Idem (éd.), Comparative anthropology (Oxford 1987) 1-21,
esp. 15. Approaches within ancient history that do not want to compare anything at all,
such as the École de Paris, will be as continually comparing as anybody else, though this
is never made explicit to either the authors themselves or their readers. G. Sarana, The
methodology of anthropological comparisons. An analysis of comparative methods in social and
cultural anthropology (Tucson 1975) 78 notes that, as in humanities it is not possible to carry
out reproducible experiments, 'comparison is the only recourse left to us'. 'Wer eine
Religion kennt, kennt keine', M. Müller, quoted by K. Kerényi, Die Antike Religion. Ein
Entwurf von Grundlinien (Düsseldorf/Köln 1952) 50.
664
 G. Sarana, The methodology of anthropological comparisons, admits that everything is
unique, but argues that arch-relativism will impede all research. So admit the fact and go
on comparing. He warns against problems, especially against the problem of functional
integration: all parts of a society belong together; if comparing a single element, one distorts
things by tearing it out of context. The solution is to strive for controlled comparisons: a.
make clear the universe of comparison, that is, indicate the spatial and temporal limits; b.
indicate the extent to which this universe will be covered; and c. define unit and items -
e.g., the unit is a tribe and the item is its kinship terminology (81-82). Often comparing x
with y is understood as assimilating χ to y: M. I. Finley, 'Foreword', in: P. E. Easterling,
and J. V. Muir (eds.), Creek religion and society (Cambridge 1985) xiii-xx, argues against the
comparison of Christian saints and pagan heroes, as 'less than helpful' (xiii-xiv; on the other
hand, Finley accepts the comparison between African tribesmen and Greeks, at least in relt-
gionibus, although earlier he had expressed doubts about the value of this procedure; and
even then he cannot refrain from stressing the differences in cultural level between, say, the
Dinka and classical Athens). But as long as one does not beforehand assimilate the two
terms of a comparison, one can compare everything with everything without any problems
at all. See for instance, on the same saints which Finley felt to be a problem, J. Delumeau,
Rassurer et protéger. Le sentiment de sécurité dans l'Occident d'autrefois (Paris 1989) 190, who
rightly stresses that 'parallélisme et rapprochement ne signifient pas filiation'. G. Sarana, The
methodology of anthropological comparisons, stresses that many arguments against comparison
only hold good when comparison is understood as equalization. But it is not: indeed the
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without some sort of comparison? However, a systematic enquiry into
structural correspondence by comparing material drawn from distinct and in-
dependent societies, is the only type of comparison deserving of the name of
cross-cultural comparison in an anthropological sense.665 But we have to
keep a clear view of where we want to go with our comparisons. Thus an
anthropologist would, at least in the end, try to learn something about dance
behaviour in general (as part of human behaviour or human culture at large),
while the historian's intention, at least this historian's intention, is not so
much to learn about dance in general, as about a particular dance tradition,
i.e. the dance in ancient Greece.666 A historian provides the material that a
social scientist can use in true cross-cultural comparison. The simpler
comparisons made by the historian are tools either to alert to the possibility
of an evolutionary process (change, (discontinuity, sequences of cause and
differences will be made more explicit by comparing (76). D. Handelman, Models and
mirrors, 6, argues that comparison increases the danger that participants will be informed
with intentionality by and perform under the aegis of theorist-directors. But he finds
comparisons illuminating too, deploring that 'the work of comparison in this domain
[public events] has lain fairly dormant since the energetic efforts of Sir James Frazer'. Of
course we might see resemblances (or differences) which are not there: so what? Historians
can go wrong and try again without fear of genetically manipulated organisms escaping,
patients dying or unique opportunities involving multimillion dollar satellites being lost.
In history there are no foolproof methodologies: there are more or less successful
methodologies (and of course, there is careful work and there is sloppy work).
565
 Structural correspondence implies functional analogy: mere formal analogies are
useless. Societies compared should be independent, because of Gallon's problem: the
difficulty of separating parallel development from shared history (for a discussion, see P.
J· Pelto, and G. H. Pelto, Anthropological research, 266ff). E. E. Evans-Pritchard, 'The
comparative method in social anthropology', in: idem, The position of women in primitive
society and other essays in social anthropology (London 1965) 13-36, asks of a cross-cultural
comparison that: 1. the items compared are independent; 2. the units of comparison are of
equal value; 3. we do not break up wholes to conclude that the parts hang together; 4. we
do not consider a correlation to be a causal explanation. See for an extensive discussion: G.
Sarana, The methodology of anthropological comparisons. On further problems in cross-
cultural comparison: J. G. Jorgensen, 'Cross-cultural comparisons', ARA 8 (1979) 309-331,
313, who points out the difficulties of sampling adequacy, and of making valid statements
about causal relationships from synchronie data (timeless correlations tell 'what was (is)',
n
°t 'how things came to be'; it 'is a priori impossible to draw temporal inferences from sup-
posedly 'timeless' data. Cf. G. Sarana, The methodology of anthropological comparisons, 108,
who considers all comparative procedures incapable of yielding explanations, but only of
ηε
φ in concept formation and concept clarification.
064
 But in both instances one is after generalizable features: and that is why comparison
[
s necessary for social scientists and for historians. Cf. D. Handelman, Models and mirrors,
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effect) or to suggest answers (or questions) by indicating the perimeters of the
possible, what I would call heuristic comparativism. As Ramsay MacMullen
has put it, 'analogies comfort conjecture'. It is this heuristic comparativism
that I have tried to put into effect.
Of course examples from other cultures can also be used to illustrate a
hypothesis, but this is not comparative, but illustrative work. Its value is
doubtful. Every methodologist will explain that it is the wrong way round
first to formulate a logical explanation and then to search for examples to
support this.667 However, historians often resort to this procedure. But as
long as we are aware of what is imperfect and why, much is gained
already.668 The hypothesis as finally formulated should follow from all
available material, or, if this is impossible, from a representative selection, not
looking for things, but at things.
As I said, I think one's stand in matters of theory has to be made explicit.
That means moving across borders onto unfamiliar terrain. Exciting, but
dangerous. Please note the careful wording of the title of this part of my
book. I am conscious of the fact that this study cannot span in a single bold
667
 Different: W. H. Sewell, Jr, 'Marc Bloch and the logic of comparative history',
History and Theory 6 (1967) 208-218, 217, where the comparative method is described as a
set of rules to be used in gathering evidence to test explanatory hypotheses. The hypotheses
are in no way supplied by the comparisons, but follow from historical imagination
(whatever that is). A rejection of illustrative comparisons and a plea for analytic ones can
be found in E. A. Hammell, 'The comparative method in anthropological perspective',
Comparative Studies in Society and History 22 (1980) 145-155, and in V. E. Bonnell, 'The
uses of theory, concepts and comparison in historical sociology', ibid., 156-173. G. Sarana,
The methodology of anthropological comparisons, 56-57, harshly describes illustrative
comparisons, that is the unsystematic marshalling of empirical support for formulations .
already arrived at, as useless speculation.
668
 See A. A. van den Braembussche, 'Historical explanation and comparative method:
towards a theory of the history of society', History and Theory 28 (1989) 1-24, a very refined
typology of comparativism, largely an analysis of what historians have done, schematized
as ideal types (but without methodological precepts to actually work with). Below, even if
my hypotheses actually derive from my comparative exercises, this is not always apparent -
mainly because the comparisons have not been undertaken at a sufficiently generalized
level looking for structural correspondence. This asks for a different kind of study. Also,
appearances are deceptive: for example, while it might seem that I illustrate rational choice
theory by random comparison, the comparative work was done prior to my adoption ot
rational choice theory (which in fact attracted my attention because of its resemblance to
the hypotheses that I formulated on the basis of my comparative efforts): see my remarks
on mobilization in 'Dans in de Oudheid', Moira 2.6 (1993) 19-27, and in 'Mobiliseren en
communiceren: religieuze dans in het oude Griekenland', TvG 109 (1996) 361-375, where
rational choice theory is not yet mentioned.
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sweep the wide gaps separating the disciplines involved and looming large in
my personal intellectual history.6691 am convinced, however, that bridge buil-
ding should be attempted, and that ancient history must look over the fence.
Much of the discipline is turned inwards: as shown above, antiquarian
approaches persist in the study of dance, and one fears these are of ever
decreasing relevance to outsiders.670 Opening up' can never do much harm,
669
 For one thing, scholarship moves too fast. Several years ago Hayden White, the
'spiritus rector' of the prestigious graduate History of Consciousness Program at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, pronounced the 'old paradigms of French decon-
struction' as superseded and said that he had moved on to Italian and German 'post-post-
structuralism' (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 27 (1 Feb. 1989) N3f). But only five years
before, James Clifford, one of White's team at Santa Cruz, at one of the 'advanced
seminars' organized by the School of American Research at Santa Fe, had been describing
Derrida's work as 'radical', 'disorienting', a 'subversive challenge', that 'should generate a
rethinking' (J. Clifford, 'On ethnographic allegory', in: J. Clifford and G. E. Marcus,
Writing culture. The poetics and politics of ethnography (Berkeley 1986) 98-121, quotes from
117f). A first assessment of the uses of 'deconstruction' for ancient history, where it 'has
hardly yet made a dent' (the publisher's advert), appeared in 1989 (A. Cameron (ed.),
History as text: the writing of ancient history, London 1989); as it is, it was already one 'post'
behind on publication. Below are some further comments on post-structuralist and post-
modern lines of thought. But you will look in vain for post-post-structuralism (I suppose
White meant, inter alia, 'the strain of so-called "weak thought" (not unaptly so called) that
has lately been canvassed by Gianni Vattimo and other Heideggerian apostles of unreason',
as it was put by C. Norris, What's wrong with postmodernism. Critical theory and the ends
of philosophy (Baltimore 1990) 164).
670
 Of course there is new and exiting work being done by several Altertumswissen-
schaftler, especially a number of archaeologists, philologists and historians of ancient religion
doing research that is up-to-date and remarkably sophisticated. As M. Reinhold put it in a
review in AHR 94 (1989) 414: 'ancient history has moved in the last few decades from the
relative isolation of a specialist preserve into the mainstream of world history in its per-
spectives and methodologies'. R. Stark, The rise of Christianity: a sociologist reconsiders
history, Princeton 1996, speaks, more carefully, of his conviction that 'students of antiquity
are on the average the most careful researchers and the most graceful writers in the world
of scholarship' (xiv), but also that 'what the field really needed was a more up-to-date and
more rigorous brand of social science' (xi). A good mixture of the bitter and sweet. But the
field can hardly be said to be ahead of others. Indicative of the present state of affairs is the
lack of notice of even the most sophisticated studies by those outside the field of studies of
the ancient world. Let alone less sophisticated writings. Looking at, for instance, recent
examples of general histories of the dance which have something to say about classical
Antiquity, such as A. Bland (= N. Gosling and M. Lloyd), A history of ballet and dance,
London 1978, P. Bourcier, Histoire de la danse en Occident, Paris 1978, G. Tani, Storia délia
fanza dalle origini ai nostri giorni, Florence 1983, and L. Utrecht, Van hofballet tot
Postmoderne-dans. De geschiedenis van het akademische ballet en de moderne dans, Zutphen
1588, it is obvious that specialist studies produced by classical scholars are read by other
classical scholars at the most (I do realize that if the Altertumswissenschaft wants to give
f gain, others should of course be willing to receive, a willingness not always there. But that
is not my present theme).
.
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of course without claiming that it will provide some panacea. But what
exactly should 'looking over the fence' contribute? First of all a number of
precepts concerning fundamental methodological issues, viz. to make
presuppositions explicit, to define all central concepts, to create interpretative
models and develop a more systematic approach towards comparative work.
These are methodological tools, but such as will also influence the substance
of our research. They will help us to get out of rutted tracks onto new paths.
I hope to illustrate this for ancient Greek dancing. That many current
publications in this field are highly competent works of scholarship is not at
issue. What is at issue is that so much of this output seems to be without a
clearly delineated shape and without a purpose. It lacks a theoretical
framework. Some worthwhile suggestions on how to provide one's research
with such a framework can be found in recent literature on 'performance' in
general, or on the dance in particular, coming from other disciplines.
However, this literature remains largely terra incognita to classical philolo-
gists, archaeologists and ancient historians, who write on the dance. Then
how could they possibly rise above antiquarian exercises?
I end this introduction with a little disclaimer. I do not advocate that
Altertumswissenschaftler in general, and ancient historians in particular, should
turn into social scientists.671 As a historian with a taste for the social scien-
ces, I try to steer a dangerous course between the Scylla of theoretical
sophistication without historic application, and the Charybdis of detailed
analysis of the sources without adequate explicit theoretical reflection. In the
terms of the present study, I am not after 'dance' as a timeless phenomenon,
but after dance as embedded within a particular historical context.672 Still,
671
 H. S. Versnel's strong statement quoted above (note 657) should be interpreted as a
plea for openness, certainly not as a recipe for a total loss of identity.
672
 It might be added that not every social scientist can, or intends to, study context-
independent abstract categories. For instance, context dependency is an unavoidable pro-
blem for the anthropologist who wants to use the comparative method: see J. G. Jorgensen,
'Cross-cultural comparisons', ARA 8 (1979) 309-331. For the general trend amongst
anthropologists to move away from an artificially created, static synchrony, see H. Dries-
sen, 'Historisch besef en perspectief in recent etnografisch onderzoek', Sociologische Gids 35
(1988) 162-173, and idem, 'Historisch bewustzijn en proces in de culturele antropologie. Het
voorbeeld van de seriële etnografie', TvG 101 (1988) 616-625. Dougherty and Kurke also
deal with this issue in the introduction to C. Dougherty, and L. Kurke (eds.), Cultural
poetics in archaic Greece: cult, performance, politics (Cambridge 1993) 3-4, quoting M. Sahlins,
Historical metaphors and mythical realities, Ann Arbor 1981.
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I have sailed rather closer along Scylla than many might deem sensible.
Consequently most of the application will have to await future publications.
J
3.2 Choosing a theoretical orientation
Historians move at different levels of enquiry. Some work on surface events
and acts, others want to probe below that surface, to lesser or greater depths.
As a first step towards choosing a theoretical orientation, we have to decide
at what level to situate our enquiry. I want to concentrate here on the surface
levels of behaviour and of overt meaning.673 Why I choose this approach,
I had best elucidate by looking at different approaches which do probe deep
beyond surface level phenomena (which in these approaches tend to be
labelled as epiphenomena). I limit myself to two questions: whether I should
apply some kind of structuralist thinking, and whether I should take into
account 'biological approaches'.
First, should I be looking for structures? If so, should this be underlying
structures? Deep level structures? And what are underlying or deep level
structures anyway? Structure is a complicated concept: if we understand
structure simply as Organization', as a system of connections which link up
the several parts of some organized whole, it is a very natural thing to study
structures, that is, not one-to-one relationships, but a whole web of relation-
ships, indeed a system. I accept the basic, though unproven and unprovable
axiom of all social science, which says that culture is structured. Leaving aside
the purely mechanistic concept of structure (or 'why things don't fall
down')674, a structure in the sense of an organising principle is always
immanent and non-material, not itself observable, but only in the resulting
673
 To avoid misunderstanding from the start: dealing with dead subjects, we cannot use
clever questionnaires to elicit what they would rather keep to themselves. The record of
their conscious motivation and their efforts at imparting sense will for ever be (very)
incomplete (in addition to the fragmentary and unreliable nature of every record of
behaviour and conscious thought). Consequently the study of what is on the surface and
what is overt is not without its share of surmising, with all attendant dangers of flights of
fancy (model-building should keep a lid on that).
674
 The subtitle of J. E. Gordon's highly instructive book about materials and elasticity:
Structures, or Why things don't fall down, Harmondsworth 1978 (several reprints).
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morphology (this does not stop such organizing principles from being real:
all mainstream structuralists have considered structure from a realist point of
view)675. Though 'underlying' is a relative notion, still it is obvious enough
that all structures are in some sense 'underlying': it follows from the above
that structures lie beyond, or 'under' the immediately observable. Neverthe-
less, 'underlying' might not be a very felicitous term, because it is too
suggestive of a 'deeper level', while it seems more sensible to speak in terms
of aspects than of levels here.
Then how about deep level structure, of which structuralism speaks so ex-
plicitly? In the structuralist quest for the 'real structures' at a deep level,
Lévi-Strauss has suggested that the mind structures reality by processing
sensory experience through innate (a priori) categories. I suppose there are
indeed such 'deep structures' of the human mind: neuro-anatomic brain
structures and physiochemical processes can be seen as indicating the real
existence of 'pre-existing (i.e., genetic) brain programs'.676 Conclusive proof
for such programmes is still outstanding, and even if their existence could be
proven, we are left with a great many questions, about the exact contents of
such 'deep structures' and about the way this genetic component relates to
learning, adaption, and so on. Also, the way in which underlying structures
and surface phenomena are connected is unclear. However, the general idea
of some structuring at a deep level I certainly find acceptable. The complete
rejection of structuralism by the more aggressive empiricists or neopositivists
seems an arbitrary concentration on one level of reference in preference to
another.677 Quite another question is whether social scientists or humanist
scholars should be concerned about deep level structures.
475
 On the other hand, it is also obvious that an actual 'structure', as described in
scholarship, is always epistemological (nominalist), even if the structuring principle is real:
non-mechanistic structure can only be approached by way of a model.
'
Λ
 Forceful arguments are given in I. Rossi, 'Structural anthropology II. Review article',
Man 15 (1980) 188-194, with further references. On the other hand, I ask myself whether
those hoping to support structuralist claims in this respect are not too eager to reify what
are still no more than schematic notions of human brain structure and functioning. In more
recent reviews of brain research (those accessible to the non-specialist -1 was much helped
by the special issue 'Mind and brain' of Scientific American 267.3, September 1992), I could
n
°t find anything of relevance to the Lévi-Straussian hypotheses.
87
 Cf. I. Rossi, 'Structural anthropology II. Review article', Man 15 (1980) 188-194,189f.
ut
 Lévi-Straussian structuralist theory as it stands, with its three basic mental structures
or
 brain programmes, does not seem to live up to Popperian falsifiability.
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What I myself find particularly unacceptable is the idea that it is at a deep
level that we encounter the true phenomena, while surface levels consist of
derivative epiphenomena. Of course the observable 'epiphenomena' are the
only things structuralists can set out from as well, and thus it is absolutely
untrue to say that they are not interested in surface contents. But they
consider the surface contents to be the transformations that can lead us to the
underlying principles, the unconscious foundations. Accepting the structuralist
approach as a general paradigm for the humanities involves the rejection of
the idea that men create their own meaning, whether in speech or in the
process of forming human intelligible history.678
I would rather suggest that on the level of human society the so-called
epiphenomena are in fact the one and only phenomena. Structural constraints
might very well limit the possibilities, but this is at levels even deeper than
those of individual languages and cultural codes. Concentrating on 'langue'
as opposed to 'parole', that is on the synchronie structure as opposed to the
'epiphenomena' of the observable world, is not new humanities, but is leaving
the humanities behind, to end up, by intermediate stages, in neurophysiology,
biochemistry, and so on.679
I do not deny that historians too should take into account the existence
of other, deeper levels of enquiry; for example, when studying trance beha-
viour, the importance of (psycho)somatic aspects seems obvious enough.680
678
 Of course not a few of the analyses labelled structuralist, are not concerned with deep
structures in a Levi-Straussian sense at all, but with structures at rather higher levels than
'pre-existing brain programmes'. But such exercises at a somewhat diluted structuralism I
will not take as my exemplars either. For a different structuralist programme, see J. Oosten,
'Structuur en verandering in de Indo-Europese mythologie', Anthropologische Verkenningen
6.2 (1987) 20-30, who argues that structuralism studies relationships, and that these can and
should include the dialectic relation between the basic rules and principles ordering human
behaviour, which are relatively slow to change, and the overt, conscious ideologies, which
are relatively quick to change. This can only be done in a diachronic, contextual account.
Diachrony and context I can agree on, but there are more levels than the conscious and the
basic. The idea of studying several levels and especially their relationships is in itself
commendable, but even for the social scientist with his wider field of vision compared to
the historian this sounds like hubris.
679
 Cf. the Chomskyan concept of competence as opposed to the epiphenomenon of
language, and the strong dissent this has called forth from many linguists.
680
 E.g., J. Verrips, 'Wie zijn hoofd niet koel houdt gebruikt zijn hersens', in: A. Koster,
Y. Kuiper, and J. Verrips (eds.), Feest en ritueel in Europa, Antropologische Essays
(Amsterdam 1983) 346-373. Verrips here and elsewhere stresses the somatic aspects, in a
most attractive interdisciplinary context. Verrips considers music, rhythm, light, food,
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Such an awareness is not in itself reductionist; reductionism is a label used to
libel.681 But this is only part of the story, and one should not be led into
thinking that one can find in this way the ultimate explanations of individual
phenomena. They are at most explanations of the materialist side of things,
but not explanations either necessary or sufficient for the phenomena in
question seen as part of human culture. There is no easy way out. Some
scholars seem to embrace some variety of structuralist thinking in order to
get neat answers to what are the least answerable questions.682
Thus I see in the French structuralist efforts in the field of ancient
thought examples of order imposed instead of order discovered. All evidence
deemed relevant comes together in a grand structure that the ancient world
was unconscious of. I see clever, but in the end unfounded attempts to turn
a lot of scattered material into a single, coherent whole.683 For structuralists,
drink, dance, as 'driving behaviours' (a term borrowed from B. Lex, 'The neurology of
ritual trance', in: E. G. D'Aquili, C. D. Laughlin, J. McManus, et al., The spectrum of ritual.
A biogenetic structural analysis (New York 1979) 117-152, an article very relevant to the
present study). While this may be obvious in the case of trance behaviour (though debate
about the actual mechanisms is rife), in other instances it is, in my opinion, not different.
Cf. W. Buikhuizen, Kriminologie in biosociaal perspectief (Deventer 1979) 15f, 49 and passim,
where we find this captured in a formula: B = f(P;, SJ, or: behaviour results from two sets
of interactive factors, those of personality (psyche, biology, etc.) and those of situation (at
every level). But we will also have to address the question how far a historian should go.
Por some answers, see the debate on J. Verrips, 'De genese van een godsdienstige beweging:
het Nieuwkerkse Werk', Tijdschrift voor sociale geschiedenis 18 (1980) 113-138: E. J. Fischer,
LX J. van Veen and G. M. T. Trienekens, 'Vergruizing van een pretentie of genese van een
samenwerking?', Tijdschrift voor sociale geschiedenis 7 (1981) 265-280, and M. van Eiteren,
Nogmaals het Nieuwkerkse werk: een mogelijke sociaal-psychologische aanvulling op de
benadering van Jojada Verrips', Tijdschrift voor sociale geschiedenis S (1982) 54-67.
181
 On reductionism, see A. Garfinkel, Forms of explanation. Rethinking the questions in
social theory, New Haven 1981.
682
 Human culture without loose ends is hard to conceive. Inconsistencies, irregularities,
ambivalences or ambiguities are not mere surface phenomena: they warn us that there are
no neat, monolith answers to many of our questions. C. Geertz, Works and lives. The
anthropologist as author (Stanford 1988) 143, rightly speaks of the 'Lévi-Straussian rage for
order'; but other structuralists, even if a far cry from Lévi-Strauss, are equally taken up with
tidiness. On the whole issue, see H. S. Versnel, Ter Unus. Isis, Dionysos, Hermes: three studies
ln
 henotheism = Inconsistencies in Greek and Roman religion 1 (Leiden 1990) 1-38.
83
 The same of course holds good for non-structuralist scholars with a penchant for
combining many disparate bits of evidence (what I would call the 'scrapyard approach' to
ancient thought, with reference to my review of Lonsdale's Dance and ritual play in
Mnemosyne 49 (1996) 366-369). But they argue that the resulting complex has once been
Present in conscious thought, which is rather easier to refute than reconstructions of past
unconscious thinking.
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it seems that almost anything can belong, and everything is explicable. It can
be brilliant, inspiring intellectual Spielerei;6*4 but unsatisfactory too, because
on the conscious, surface level of things, in the end nothing is explained at all.
In studying public events I do not want to be lured away from surface pheno-
mena and the way these phenomena are structured.685 The structures meant
here are not 'deep level', indeed impossible to distinguish sharply from the
phenomena themselves. Such structures are, as stated above, in themselves not
observable, and members of a given society may sometimes be only partially
conscious of their existence. Maybe we had better speak of patterning here,
to avoid misunderstandings.686
Secondly, I have to discuss those scholars who concern themselves with
the biological substrate of human behaviour, and turn for guidance to
sociobiology, psychobiology, ethology, anthropobiology (physiology, neuro-
logy, empirical psychology, and so on) and beyond that to genetics and bio-
chemistry. Many of these are certainly no structuralists, but again there is a
movement away from the surface phenomena. The most outspoken advocate
of ethology/biology as a framework for the study of ancient ritual has been
Walter Burkert (but one has to add immediately that Burkert has gone far
beyond this, and has always retained an open eye for the historically discrete
and specific, which he always discusses with superior learning). Burkert links
up, partly by way of Karl Meuli, with the main branch of German ethologi-
cal studies.687 Ethology of any kind is mainly concerned with signalling,
684
 E. Leach, 'Introduction', in: idem (ed.), The structural study of myth and totemism
(London 1967) xvii: 'Lévi-Strauss often manages to give me ideas even when I don't really
know what he is saying'.
685
 Cf. M. I. Finley, The use and abuse of history (London 1986) 109, who argues that
overt behaviour is as legitimate a subject of systematic enquiry as the unconscious structures
underneath; J. Blacking, 'Movement and meaning', 93, and idem, '"Dance" as cultural
system', 8, who argues against explanations which refer to the unconscious or the sub-
conscious.
686
 Cf. P. Burke, Popular culture in early modern Europe (London 1978) 141: while the
universal laws posited by Lévi-Strauss or Propp might very well be too grandiose, there are
some 'patterns of combinations': not all is random.
687
 The other main branch of ethology being English: Darwin, Huxley, Tinbergen (not
ignored by Burkert, but Lorenz and Eibl-Eibesfeldt are put centrally). Burkert defends his
ground most explicitly in Structure and history in Greek mythology and ritual, Berkeley 1979,
and in Creation of the sacred. Tracks of biology in early religions, Cambridge, Mass. 1996. Cf.
idem, Homo necans. Interpretationen altgriechischer Opferriten und Mythen (Berlin 1972) 20ff·
While he rejects Lévi-Straussian structuralism (Structure and history, lOff, where he provides
important arguments other than the ones I formulated above), an approach of ritual and
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dominating and territoriality in the animal kingdom. One of its central con-
cepts is ritualization. To the ethologist ritual is highly repetitive, stereotyped
behaviour which has become removed from its original function, and has
been redirected.688 Such so-called Fixed Action Patterns are motivationally
autonomous from the situation that originally gave rise to them and are now
fulfilling some function towards the enhancement of species preservation.689
This type of displacement activities is at present under discussion, certainly
where human behaviour is involved.690 But if the idea of redirection is
accepted for the time being, this does not imply that establishing any number
of FAP's will be helpful in explaining about human society. Though I accept
that ritualization in man is basically similar to that in animals, human ritual
in the way historians or anthropologists use this term is not preempted by
ritualized behaviour in an ethological sense, if only because people attribute
myth based in ethology is warmly supported (Structure and history, 36ff). In Creation of the
fczcWBurkert goes as far as to say: 'Cultural studies must merge with general anthropology,
which is ultimately integrated into biology' (8).
688
 See J. S. Huxley, 'Introduction (to a discussion on ritualization of behaviour in
animals and man)', Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Series B, vol.251
(1966) 249-271, where ritualization is defined as follows: 'the adaptive formalization or
canalization of emotionally motivated behaviour, under the teleonomic pressure of natural
selection so as: (a) to promote better and more unambiguous signal function, both intra- and
inter-specifically; (b) to serve as more efficient stimulators or releasers of more efficient
patterns of action in other individuals; (c) to reduce intra-specific damage [cf. 265:
competitive games as ritualized damage-reducing outlets for aggression]; and (d) to serve as
sexual or bonding mechanisms' (250).
689
 With Burkert's 'ritual is action redirected for demonstration', 'stereotyped action re-
directed for demonstration', 'means of communicating, promoting mutual understanding
and solidarization' (Structure and history, 37, 57, cf. 50f), compare for instance I. Eibl-Eibes-
feldt, Liebe und Hass. 2ur Naturgeschichte elementarer Verhaltensweisen (Munich 1970) 69,
on 'Ritualisierung': 'wie die tierische Ausdrucksbewegungen, so sind auch die menschliche
Riten im Grunde Signale. Sie signalieren Macht, Unterwerfung, Freundschaft und
dergleichen mehr' and function especially as a way of 'Gruppenzusammenhalten'. Here, and
elsewhere, Burkert has adopted the ethological jargon without any qualifications. In
Creation of the sacred, his words are more circumspect (see esp. 1-33), but the niceties
introduced there make no difference to my general position.
690
 J. S. Huxley, 'Introduction (to a discussion on ritualization of behaviour in animals
and man)', Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Series B, vol.251 (1966)
249-271, 259: 'as a result of these various distinctive properties of man's mental life and
capacities, behaviour and development, the process of ritualization in man is far more
complex, elastic and various than that in animals, and leads to a much wider range of
results...the resultant organizations of thought and behaviour can be almost infinitely more
complex than anything seen in animals - e.g., kinship and caste systems, religions and
cosmologies, with their symbolic expressions in rites and ceremonies, architecture and art.'
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sense to what they do.691 When Detlev Fehling, a very outspoken advocate
of an ethological approach to the Altertumswissenschaft, says, speaking of
religious ritual, 'Die Erklärungen solcher Dinge aus sakralen Zusammen-
hängen werden dadurch überflüssig und unglaubwürdig', he is talking about
one particular level of analysis only.692 Fehling studies what the ancient
historian need not study (though he must take it into account); ancient
historians start where Fehling stops. This is not to say that those who use
biology in the explanation of human culture are always reductionists: Burkert
is not, considering the position he accords to human learning. In a sense, the
rich contents of Burkert's work belie his theoretical stance. But whatever else
he has to say, Burkert certainly is after recurrent patterns which are grounded
in mankind's genetic make-up. Those patterns that he comes up with I find
largely acceptable, some, indeed, remarkably unremarkable. But I fail to see
their relevance for historical research. Their establishment provides an
explanation for the (near) universality of certain aspects of human behaviour
and little else.
Burkert's anti-structuralist ethological approach is of course of an
evolutionary character. Obviously, attempts by students of ancient religion
at explaining the contents, and sometimes also the forms of religious
behaviour frequently involve research into the origin and early evolution of
relevant phenomena. These are undoubtedly very legitimate concerns (why
not be curious about origins?), but concerns that for a number of reasons
691
 For some criticism of Burkert, centring on his Homo necans, see B. W. W.
Dombrowski, 'Killing in sacrifice: the most profound experience of god?', Numen 23 (1976)
136-144, 141 (on Burkert's 'historical perspective') and 143ff (on the use of the concept
'ritual'). Not all of Dombrowski's critique is to the point, but Burkert's answer ('Killing
in sacrifice', Numen 25 (1978) 77-79) is far from satisfactory. A condescending reference to
the 'hermeneutic circle' is not enough to dismiss the fundamental questions raised by
Dombrowski. L. J. Alderink, 'Greek ritual and mythology: the work of Walter Burkert',
Religious Studies Review 6 (1980) 1-13, hardly goes beyond a (competent) summary of
Burkert's writings, almost without any questioning of their theoretical presuppositions. See
also B. Gladigow, 'Religion im Rahmen der theoretischen Biologie', in: B. Gladigow, and
B. Kappenberg (eds.), Neue Ansätze zur Religionswissenschaft (Munich 1983) 97-112, J. N.
Bremmer, Greek religion, 41f., with references to other critics of Burkert's views on
sacrifice, and J. N. Bremmer, '"Religion", "ritual" and the opposition "sacred vs. profane":
notes towards a terminological "genealogy"', in: F. Graf (ed.), Ansichten griechischer Rituale.
Gehurtstag-symposium für Walter Burkert (Stuttgart/Leipzig 1997) (forthcoming).
692
 D. Fehling, Ethologische Überlegungen auf dem Gebiet der Altertumskunde (Munich
1974) 5.
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should not be allowed to monopolize the field. Without closing our eyes to
the questions of origin, we should also, and preferably first of all, ask
ourselves how some aspect of society operated at a given moment in time.
For instance about religious behaviour we often read that this has amazing
continuity. But we comprehend it within a concrete historical context.
Indeed, there is no other way, in the end it is only the abstractum 'religion'
that is, or could very well be, as old as man himself.693 Individual religions,
however, are continually reinvented.694 Also, different elements can be fused
into a new unity by the force of particular circumstances.
Origin is only a small part of any possible enquiry, an intriguing part, but
also one in which authors often resort to rather too much speculation. It
certainly is not a part that can explain in any way the functioning of a
phenomenon at a later stage of its history. To know how something came
into being can foster a commendable feeling for time perspective and
historical relativity, but does not necessarily enable us to make sense of it.
Origin could very well be irrelevant. Understanding the evolution of a
phenomenon is not the same as understanding the phenomenon itself.695
Here one might fruitfully compare the relationship between etymology and
semantics. A historical view of the matter seems, paradoxically, to mean
looking for the present of the past, not the past of the past. One should also
093
 Ever more doubts are being sown about the 'religious' interpretation of prehistoric
artefacts, and as a result one can see a tendency to play down at 'prehistoric religion' in
general, e.g., D. W. Bailey, 'Reading prehistoric figurines as individuals', World Archaeology
25 (1994) 321-331. But if one accepts some basic results of Burkert's ethological enquiries
into religious behaviour (as I tend to do), there is no possibility of a prehistoric past
without religion.
^ Burkert's rather different view of the matter can for instance be seen from his
comment (during discussion in R. Hägg, N. Marinatos and G. C. Nordquist (eds.), Early
Greek cult practice. Proceedings of the fifth international symposium at the Swedish Institute at
Athens, 1986 (Stockholm 1988) 273) that politics can get related to religion, but are never
part of it. This implies a 'timeless' core of religious behaviour.
95
 Very forcefully expressed by J. Z. Smith, who wants to view religion as a human,
social phenomenon, and who rejects 'the notion that religion was formed at some point in
time, and that an understanding of that point in time is a privileged understanding' (R. G.
Hamerton-Kelly (ed.), Violent origins: Walter Burkert, René Girard and Jonathan 2. Smith
on ritual killing and cultural formation (Stanford 1987) 235).
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study every historical period on its own terms, for its own sake, without
reference to other than immediate antecedents (or consequences).696
In my quest for a useful theoretical orientation697 I have ended up, not
surprisingly, in the company or in the vicinity of others who found
themselves in the interstices of several disciplines, and who are called, or call
themselves, dance scholars.698 Indeed, there have arisen new departments,
sometimes multidisciplinary,699 by now firmly institutionalized, exclusively
dedicated to the study of dance, designated 'dance anthropology' or the wider
'dance studies'.700 This recent growth probably springs from internal
696
 This does not of course imply an approach that is synchronie: analysis of change and
of shifting emphasis belong - and of persistence, which should be considered their equally
dynamic counterpart. Anything static or in equilibrium presupposes dynamics: unless ceteris
paribus (quod non). Historians accustomed to appealing to inertia might consider borrowing
another term from physics: entropy. Since I first wrote this I encountered the concept of
entropy only in A. Etzioni, The moral dimension, 153, there explained as 'state of nature'.
w
 Much of the following is based on my 'Mobiliseren en communiceren: religieuze
dans in het oude Griekenland', TvG 109 (1996) 361-375, esp. 366-369.
698
 Institutionalization now under way breeds its own dogmatism, but 'dance scholar'
is still a designation that anyone who studies dance, from whatever background, can lay
some claim to. Those who plead for a distinct discipline (e.g., R. Lange, 'Anthropology and
dance scholarship', DR 1.1 (1983) 108-118: Lange calls it choreology) are never very explicit
about the actual contents of a curriculum. Several options are reviewed in my 'Dansweten-
schap' and 'Dance research in Holland'. My argument is that if one wants to distinguish a
distinctive discipline, this should be a specialist preserve (cf. below, note 714). In many
respects such an autonomous dance scholarship would be a commendable undertaking,
although I fear that it might sooner hamper than stimulate the integration of dance into
other fields of scholarship.
699
 Ideally these departments should be interdisciplinary: if I may adapt T. S. Eliot's
beautifully succinct characterization of the ideal dance critic, dance scholarship 'should com-
bine the learning of Rome, Cambridge and Harley Street' (as quoted in C. Steinberg (ed.),
Dance Anthology (New York 1980) 237). But I doubt the viability of interdisciplinary
undertakings: the hailed postmodern dissolution of boundaries between disciplines is mostly
wishful thinking: see my 'Dance research in Holland', esp. 92 (versus J. Adshead,
'Theoretical issues in dance research: characterising the discipline', BVDO 3 (1994) 37-45).
Please note that this is something different from postmodern theoretical eclecticism, as
outlined above in chapter 3.1.
700
 At present there are many dance departments in North-America, and several in
Europe. A first survey of the European situation in A. M. E. van Otterloo, Dans en
wetenschap. Onderzoek naar de mogelijkheden voor dans als universiteitsdiscipline in West-
Europa en met name in Nederland, Utrecht 1984 (unpublished M.A. dissertation); in the
years since this survey things have developed fast, above all in Britain and France. For a
review of the present situation one had best turn to the Internet: on the website 'Dance
Links' maintained by A. Reusch, J. S. White, and J. Wright, address as of 31 December
1996 http://www.physics.purdue.edu/~jswhite/dance_links.html, one can find under the
link 'University Dance' almost 200 addresses of US university programmes in dance (and
a mere 20 outside the USA, although this low score is also due to bad coverage and absence
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dynamics, but probably also reflects the increasing acceptance of many types
of dance as main-stream culture in Western societies in the post-war decades.
Despite the process of institutionalization this dance scholarship remains
difficult to pin down: the borders with dance history, the philosophy of the
dance, (ethno)musicology, folklore or theatre studies, communication science
are difficult to draw.701 But though it might be difficult to say where dance
scholarship ends, it is easier to say where it started from: from anthropology.
It is generally acknowledged that dance scholarship was put on the map by
the publication of Gertrude Kurath's introductory article in the 1960 volume
of Current Anthropology.702 At first, going was very slow; only since the late
seventies the trickle turned into a steady stream, with authors like John
Blacking, Judith Lynne Hanna, Adrienne Kaeppler, Joan Wheeler Kealiinoho-
moku, Roderick Lange, Anya Peterson Royce and Suzanne Youngerman.703
of websites). In Dutch academic life dance studies are all but absent: see my 'Dance research
in Holland'. Also productivity in this field, whether institutionalized or not, is low, see E.
van Schaik, 'Doctoraal-scripties en dissertaties van Nederlandse universiteiten, vanaf 1980
in chronologische volgorde: een eerste inventarisatie', BVDO l (1992) 10-12, and eadem,
'Nederlandstalige publicaties (exclusief tijdschriften) over theaterdans in Nederland na 1945:
een eerste inventarisatie', BVDO l (1992) 61-62.
701
 P. Brinson, 'Epilogue: anthropology and the study of dance', in: P. Spencer (ed.),
Society and the dance. The social anthropology of process and performance (Cambridge 1985)
206-214, distinguishes between dance scholarship, consisting of traditional dance history and
the theoretical concerns of criticism and aesthetics, and dance anthropology. Though this
certainly can be defended from the British situation, it seems preferable to use 'dance
scholarship' as the more general designation.
702
 G. P. Kurath, 'Panorama of dance ethnology'. This article marks the coming of age,
not the birth of dance scholarship. Indeed, a large part of the article consist of a review of
work already done. A rather incomplete review: not only are well-known names such as
Jean Belo, Geoffrey Bateson and Margaret Mead lacking, but also no mention is made of
the masterful article that is a very early, if not the first example of a modern dance
anthropology: E. E. Evans-Pritchard, 'The dance', Africa 1 (1928) 446-462 (reprinted in
idem, The position of women in primitive society and other essays in social anthropology
(London 1965) 165-180).
703
 Standard bibliographies, such as P. D. Magriel, A bibliography of dancing. A list of
books and articles on the dance and related subjects, New York 1936 (reprint New York
1966), and C. W. Beaumont, A bibliography of dancing, London 1929 (reprint 1964) are
obviously useless. F. R. Forbes, Jr, Dance: an annotated bibliography 1965-1982, New York
1986, has some coverage of anthropological items, but is disappointing. Other bibliographies
»re either too specialized, or too little concerned with dance, e.g., M. R. Key, Nonverbal
communication: a research guide and bibliography, Metuchen, NJ 1977. The only publication
to give a very complete, and continually updated overview is the New York Public Library
Dance Catalog, of which yearly supplements are published and which is admirably indexed;
NYPL now also provides on-line access to its catalogues. Also, one should compare entries
m the Social Sciences Citation Index and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index. For at-
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There are of course considerable differences in approach between these
authors, but all of them were working from an anthropological perspective:
it is anthropology that gave dance scholarship its shape.704
Because of the central position of anthropology the divergent attempts at
dance scholarship show some common characteristics. First, dance behaviour
is seen as symbolization: in dance scholarship culture is approached as
message and performance, as has now for some time been fashionable in the
humanities and social sciences in general. Culture carries meaning, and is the
instrument for communicating meaning.705 Here we have a reflection of
structuralist thinking which holds that concepts only exist within a certain
intelligible structure of meaning: language and cultural codes are restraints
upon human behaviour (the true structuralist would here probably not speak
of restraints but of delimiters). Within these structures of meaning it is man
tempts at charting the anthropological part of the field one can turn to G. P. Kurath,
'Panorama of dance ethnology', especially strong on older works of an ethnographic or
folklorist type; R. Lange, 'Some notes on the anthropology of the dance', DS l (1976) 38-46,
who offers a very selective historiography, but is strong on the nineteenth-century back-
ground and especially on Eastern European material (see also overviews of Eastern and
Northern European dance scholarship in Dance Studies, the journal published by Lange's
Centre for Dance Studies, Jersey); A. L. Kaeppler, 'Dance in anthropological perspective',
selective but sound; J. L. Hanna, 'Movements toward understanding humans', no real
overview, but together with the CM-comments it gives some impression of the 'state of the
art'. Beyond the late seventies nobody has attempted a proper survey; W. O. Beema, 'The
anthropology of theater and spectacle', ARA 22 (1993) 369-393, and M. Lock, 'Cultivating
the body: anthropology and epistemologies of bodily practice and knowledge', ARA 22
(1993) 133-155, mention lots of relevant literature, but they both overlook dance
anthropology as such. Some important publications since the late seventies are: J. Blacking,
and J. W. Kealiinohomoku (ed.), The performing arts: music and dance, The Hague 1979; J.
Blacking, 'Movement and meaning'; idem, '"Dance" as cultural system'; J. L. Hanna, To
dance is human; eadem, 'Dance'; A. L. Kaeppler, Poetry in motion. Studies ofTongan dance,
Tonga 1993; A. Seeger, 'Music and dance', in: T. Ingold (ed.), Companion encyclopedia of
anthropology (London 1994) 686-705; P. Spencer (ed.), Society and the dance. The social
anthropology of process and performance, Cambridge 1985, the wide range of articles of which
volume provides a good status quaestionis. As far as individual authors go, we have an
assessment of the work of G. Kurath in the review of Kurath's Collected Essays by C. J.
Novack, Ethnomusicology 33 (1989) 158-161, and in J. J. Hekscher, 'G. P. Kurath: a study',
Folklore Historian 5 (1988) 47-77; the 1987 re-edition of Hanna's To dance is human has a
new preface in which Hanna enumerates her publications of the eighties.
704
 And might possibly dissolve it: see the recent plea for the submersion of dance
scholarship in a discipline studying the movement of the human body in general, in J. L.
Lewis, 'Genre and embodiment: from Brazilian capoeira to the ethnology of human
movement', Cultural Anthropology 10 (1995) 221-243.
705
 All to be discussed in more detail in the second chapter below.
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himself who all the time (recreates his knowledge. Frits Staal misses the point
when he argues 'that no scholar or scientist has adequate grounds for
assuming that the data he seeks to interpret and explain are meaningful to
begin with', because he does not distinguish between inherently meaningful,
and meaningful to someone.706 Meaning is subject relative and cannot be
seen apart from producers and receptors. Data never are meaningful, they
have meaning imparted to them.707
This communicative and performative approach to human society brings
us within the scope of semiotics. Semiotics have been described as a 'unified
approach to every phenomenon of signification and/or communication':
'semiotics studies all cultural processes as processes of communication'.708
Semioticians view human culture as a mechanism for processing and
communicating information. Central to this approach is the concept of the
706
 F. Staal, 'The search for meaning: mathematics, music, and ritual', American Journal
of Semiotics 2.4 (1984) 1-57, 7.
707
 Cf. A. Eschbach, Pragmasemiotik und Theater, Ein Beitrag zur Theorie und Praxis
einer pragmatisch orientierten Zeichenanalyse (Tübingen 1979) 12. When C. Humphrey, and
J. Laidlaw, The archetypal actions of ritual: a theory of ritual illustrated by the Jain rite of
worship (Oxford 1994) 265, say that 'discursive models and meanings of ritual are one of the
possible responses to ritual, rather than...underlying it', I can only agree: the meaning of
something is always the meaning given to it. Humphrey and Laidlaw, however, reject the
'beliefs, attitudes, or purposes which those who perform rituals might or might not have'
as not contributing to a proper understanding (70) - while I think that actors' intentions and
interpretations form an important part of whatever understanding we can reach.
708
 U. Eco, A theory of semiotics (London 1976) 3, 8. This minimalist definition should
do, but the situation is at present rather confused: semiotics is used in many different ways
(and variant terminology, such as semiology, complicates matters). I am aware of the
divergence between formal semiotics, cognitive semiotics and communication semiotics, of
the different traditions in the United States (Peirce) and in Europe (Saussure), but in general
I turn a blind eye. A first remark: semiotics is not a discipline; in the words of Martin
Krampen et al.: 'Semiotische Forschung ist primär interdisziplinäre Grundlagenforschung';
semiotics shows what several disciplines have in common without dissolving such
disciplines (Krampen et al. (eds.), Die Welt als Zeichen. Klassiker der modernen Semiotik
(Berlin 1981) 9). The best way to gain some more detailed impression of the wide range that
semiotics has on offer, is to look through journals such as Semiotica and T. A. Sebeok (ed.),
Encyclopedic dictionary of semiotics, Berlin 1986, and other volumes in the Approaches to
semiotics series. See also A. Eschbach, and W. Rader, Semiotik-Bibliographie I, Frankfurt
1976. A second remark: several of those who have embraced semiotics work from a
structuralist orientation, which is explicable, considering the structuralist interest in signs
and communication: see for instance F. Wahl, in the introduction to Qu'est-ce que le
structuralisme? (quoted after D. Sperber, Qu'est-ce que le structuralisme 3: le structuralisme en
anthropologie (Paris 1973) 12): 'sous le nom de structuralisme se regroupent les sciences du
signe, des systèmes de signes'. But semiotics and structuralism cannot be assimilated in this
way without doing injustice to the many other perspectives found within semiotics.
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sign, understood in a wide sense as something that stands for something else,
for something mental (an idea, a concept, and so on) or for something
external (an object, a state of affairs, another sign).709 Everything can func-
tion as a sign, but not everything does. When Eco posits that 'semiotics is
concerned with everything that can be taken as a sign', he is claiming too
much.710 Semiotics as I understand it restricts itself to studying what can be
shown to have actualized its signalling potentiality; it has to, if it wants to
retain the little shape it has. Signs combine into a cultural code, and are active
as social forces: semiosis is sign action and sign interpretation, that is, it
includes both the transactional element of sending and receiving messages, and
the systematic element of signification. Although some semioticians, especially
those with structuralist leanings, have restricted semiotics to the second ele-
ment only, in fact the two cannot be seen apart from one another, and in my
model of communication below I have integrated action and interpretation
(or message and meaning).
Communication research is an interdisciplinary field without any clear
boundaries. There is much overlap with semiotics, at least as it was described
above, but in communication studies the central concept of communication
is seen in an even wider perspective.711 From this enormous range of
research strategies and subjects, from DNA structure to newspaper publishing,
I have selected those approaches that have most in common with the semiotic
view of human culture as essentially communicative. That is, I have only
taken into account general, theoretical work on human social communication,
not so much the research into the technicalities of the communicatory
process, but social science studies that review a wide range of human
709
 Cf. A. Eschbach, Pragmasemiotik und Theater. Ein Beitrag zur Theorie und Praxis
einer pragmatisch orientierten Zeichenanalyse (Tübingen 1979) 9, on 'Zeichen im sozialen
Kontext'.
710
 U. Eco, A theory of semiotics (London 1976) 7.
711
 G. Fauconnier, Algemene communicatietheorie, Utrecht 1981, gives a clear description
of the enormous variety of research that can be found under the umbrella of communica-
tion studies (see esp. 17ff, 23ff). Also very helpful are B. A. Fisher (ed.), Perspectives on
human communication, New York/London 1978, and C. R. Berger, and S. H. Chaffee
(eds.), Handbook of communication science, Newbury Park 1987; the last title contains a very
large number of studies mapping a large part of the field (including some historiography of
the subject), with comprehensive bibliographies. On the level of psychology-oriented
approaches it can be supplemented by M. L. Knapp, and G. R. Miller (eds.), Handbook of
interpersonal communication, Beverly Hills 1985, and F. Oomkes, Communicatieleer, Meppel
1987.
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behaviour under the aspect of communication. This still leaves an enormous
scope.712 In the context of the present study the non-verbal modes of
communication get most attention. There is no end to the things historians
can study, but surely the communicatory process should be given its legiti-
mate share of scholarly attention; communication was a basic mechanism
whereby any past society maintained its shape, secured and controlled its
operation and regulated its dynamics. Of course historians have in some sense
always studied communication, as our past happens to be in large part a story
of human beings interacting. But this is at an unreflexive and 'common-sense'
level: now there is a need to turn to new insights reached elsewhere to find
fresh inspiration.
A second common characteristic of dance scholarship is, not surprisingly,
the focus on the human body. In research, the category of the body can be
seen to compete with established categories such as 'culture', 'community' and
'society'.713 The concept of semiotic use of the body, usually understood as
modification of the body by dress or mutilation (tattoos, scarification,
circumcision, excision and so on), can easily be widened to embrace bodily
stance and movement. In particular, gestures have already been widely
studied.
A third characteristic of dance scholarship is that it is not limited to
movement analysis. Some dance scholars have stressed the formal aspects, and
I think that this is the obvious thing to do for those who want to create a
discrete discipline devoted to the dance. However, anthropological holism has
worked against any such concentration on the formal.714 Dance is studied
712
 For an up-to-date overview of the field one had best turn to the yearly issues of
Communication Abstracts.
713
 This has recently been called the most remarkable development in postmodern
theorizing in the humanities: T. Turner, 'The social body and embodied subject: bodiliness,
subjectivity and sociality among the Kayapo', Cultural Anthropology 10 (1995) 143-170. See
also W. O. Beema, 'The anthropology of theater and spectacle', ARA 22 (1993) 369-393.
714
 Seeger recently described the role of the dance anthropologist as 'correlating sounds
and movements with social processes and cosmological ideas' (A. Seeger, 'Music and dance',
in: T. Ingold (ed.), Companion encyclopedia of anthropology (London 1994) 686-705, here
701). But in current dance research the actual movement is studied as just one aspect,
certainly not sufficient and not even necessary. While I agree that there is much more to
the dance than the actual dance movements, still it seems somewhat perverse not to put the
movement aspect centre stage if claiming to be a 'dance scholar': see F. G. Naerebout, and
O. Stokvis, 'Danswetenschap in Nederland', and my 'Danswetenschap'. Otherwise 'dance
studies' becomes a rather uninformative designation. Obviously, I do not consider research
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as a societal phenomenon which can be approached from other angles than
the formal, even to the exclusion of the formal. Had this been otherwise, my
fundamental criticism of reconstructionism should have forced me to abandon
dance scholarship as my theoretical orientation: if ancient movement is
largely lost, most formal analysis will for ever remain impossible. As it is
now, dance scholarship has several things to offer even to those who want to
study a dance tradition that is no longer observable and that is insufficiently
documented.
Despite my enthusiasm for dance scholarship, communication studies and
semiotics, I readily admit that much work in these fields, being fashion-
able,715 tends to be of a speculative nature and/or more taken up with
elegant formulation than with any kind of operationality. As an antidote I
have turned to the so-called rational choice approach in the sociology of
religion, to provide a framework for my communicative view of ancient
public events. Rational choice or supply-side explanations of religion are a
fairly recent trend.716
into dance that will not or cannot analyse the formal aspects of the dance, out of bounds:
but then I do not call myself a 'dance scholar' nor this book an example of 'dance
scholarship'. This book is 'recherche sur la danse' and not 'recherche en danse', a
distinction drawn by J.-C. Serre, 'Les études et la recherche en danse à l'Université de Paris-
Sorbonne (Paris IV)', RenD 1 (1982) 5-20 (which journal contains, despite its title, much
'recherche sur la danse').
715
 Fashionable all right, with everybody trying to get his share and thus a lot of dead
wood. But it is rather too cheap to say, as I sometimes hear, that the interest in
communication (message/meaning), semiosis, information, performance, and the like, results
merely in the dressing up of old truths according to the latest fads and fashions.
Communication studies and semiotics have been around too long to merit being called
either fad or fashion (even if fashionable): we are dealing with one of the intellectual
mainstreams of the past one hundred years. Maybe it required the clever salesmanship of
Umberto Eco in the seventies and eighties to make the world at large aware of semiotics,
but the journal Semiosis has been published continuously since 1916.
716
 As existing bibliographies of religious studies have but little to offer on the supply-
side or rational choice approach, as first formulated by R. Stark and W. S. Bainbridge, and
much elaborated by L. R. lannaccone, I give a (selective) bibliography of publications by
defenders and detractors; several of these titles will lead on to many more relevant items.
W. S. Bainbridge, and R. Stark, 'Of churches, sects and cults: preliminary concepts for a
theory of religious movements', JSSR 18 (1979) 117-131; iidem, 'Cult formation: three
compatible models', Sociological analysis 40 (1979) 283-295; iidem, 'Client and audience cults
in America', Sociological analysis 41 (1980) 199-214; iidem, 'Towards a theory of religion:
religious commitment', JSSR 19 (1980) 114-128; iidem, The future of religion: secularization,
revival and cult formation, Berkeley 1985; iidem, A theory of religion, Bern/New York 1987;
R. Finke, and R. Stark, 'Religious economies and sacred canopies: religious mobilization in
American cities, 1906', ASR 53 (1988) 41-49; J. H. Simpson, 'The Stark-Bainbridge theory
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This approach is based in rational choice theory.717 This departs from
of religion', JSSR 29 (1990) 387-394; R. Stark, and L. R. lannaccone, 'Sociology of religion',
s.v. in: E. F. Borgatta (ed.), Encyclopedia of sociology (New York 1992) 2029-2037; R. Stark,
and J. C. McCann, 'Market forces and Catholic commitment: exploring the new paradigm',
JSSR 32 (1993) 111-124; R. Finke, and L. R. lannaccone, 'Supply-side explanations for
religious change', Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 527 (1993)
27-39; R. S. Warner, 'Work in progress toward a new paradigm for the sociological study
of religion in the United States', American Journal of Sociology 98 (1993) 1044-1093; E. M.
Hamberg, and T. Pettersson, 'The religious market: denominational competition and
religious participation in contemporary Sweden', JSSR 33 (1994) 205-216; R. Stark, and L.
R. lannaccone, 'A supply-side reinterpretation of the "secularization" of Europe', JSSR 33
(1994) 230-252; A. Buckser, 'Religion and the supernatural on a Danish island: rewards,
compensators, and the meaning of religion', JSSR 34 (1995) 1-16; L. R. lannaccone, 'Voodoo
economics? Reviewing the rational choice approach to religion', ibid., 76-88; C. G. Ellison,
'Rational choice explanations of individual religious behavior: notes on the problem of
social embeddedness', ibid., 89-97; M. Chaves, 'On the rational choice approach to religion',
ibid., 98-104; N. J. Demerath, III, 'Rational paradigms, a-rational religion, and the debate
over secularization', ibid., 105-112; L. R. lannaccone, 'Second thoughts: a response to
Chaves, Demerath, and Ellison', ibid., 113-120; A. S. Miller, 'A rational choice model of
religious behavior in Japan', ibid., 234-244; E. Bailey, 'Let's listen to the natives', ibid., 391-
392; S. Bruce, 'The truth about religion in Britain', ibid., 417-430; R. Stark, R. Finke, and
L. R. lannaccone, 'Pluralism and piety: England and Wales, 1851', ibid., 431-444; R. Stark,
and L. R. lannaccone, 'Truth? A reply to Bruce', ibid., 516-519; S. Bruce, 'A novel reading
of nineteenth-century Wales: a reply to Stark, Finke, and lannaccone', ibid., 520-522; L. R.
lannaccone, 'Reassessing church growth: statistical pitfalls and their consequences', JSSR 35
(1996) 197-216; C. K. Hadaway, and P. L. Marier, 'Response to lannaccone. Is there a
method to this madness?', ibid., 217-222; D. R. Hodge, 'Response to lannaccone: three
important clarifications', ibid., 223-225; L. R. lannaccone, 'Rejoinder to Hadaway, Marier,
and Hodge,' ibid., 226-228; F. J. Lechner, 'Secularization in the Netherlands?', ibid., 252-
264; R. Stark, and L. R. lannaccone, 'Response to Lechner', ibid., 265-271; F. J. Lechner,
'Rejoinder to Stark and lannaccone: "Heads, I win...": on immunizing a theory', ibid., 272-
274; C. Bader, and A. Demaris, 'A test of the Stark-Bainbridge theory of affiliation with
religious cults and sects', ibid., 285-303; S. E. Guthrie, 'Religion: what is it?', ibid., 412-419;
R. Stark, and L. R. lannaccone, 'Religion, science and rationality', American Economic
Review 86 (1996) 433-437; R. Finke, A. M. Guest, and R. Stark, 'Mobilizing local religious
markets: religious pluralism in the Empire State 1855 to 1865', ASR 61 (1996) 203-218; R.
Stark, The rise of Christianity: a sociologist reconsiders history, Princeton 1996; L. R.
lannaccone, 'Toward an economic theory of "fundamentalism"', Journal of institutional and
theoretical economics 153 (1997) 100-116. In The rise of Christianity Stark summarizes his
ideas and those of his collaborators, see especially 167ff, 193ff. Despite the cutting of some
awkward corners, this is an important and thought-provoking book, of which my main
criticism is that it was written 'for a nonprofessional audience' (3), which undercuts its aim
to teach 'better social science' (xii) to students of the early Church. As can be seen from
the above titles, in 1995 and 1996 debate on the rational choice approach has rapidly
increased in volume. A collection dealing with this debate, Assessing rational choice theories
of religion, edited by L. Young, has been scheduled for publication in 1997.
'
17
 On this subject there is a giant literature (also under the heading of game theory,
utility theory, and so on and so forth). J. Elster (ed.), Rational choice (Oxford 1986) is a
collection that gives a good impression of this wide field and a clear introduction. I have
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the presumption that people, by and large, behave rationally, and that
rationality is the foundation of human communication. To understand people
we assume they have consistent desires and beliefs and that they act
consistently upon those.718 This sounds like something one can agree on,
but of course one ends up in yet another minefield: what actually is
rationality? We should distinguish rationality from reason: reason is a faculty,
and thus a shared trait. Rationality is not, it is a variable. Human behaviour
can be rational to a greater or a lesser extent. The judgement whether some
behaviour is more or less rational should take into account the rules of
inference generally accepted in the society that is under study.719 Sources of
irrational, that is unreflective action, are emotional and value judgements
arising from the constraints of personality and community, what rational
choice theorists might call 'preference falsification'.720 We end up with a
not presumed to dabble in the philosophical intricacies of rational choice theory as such,
but have limited myself largely to rational choice theory as applied in the sociology of
religion. For an ancient historian it is disconcerting to talk too much philosophy, the more
so when the philosophers concerned are not very dead.
718
 Paraphrasing J. Elster, 'Introduction', in: idem (ed.), Rational choice (Oxford 1986)
1-33, esp. 27. As Elster rightly says, 'irrationality can only be predicated on a broad
background of rationality'.
719
 See Coleman's remarks on context dependent rationality (J. S. Coleman, 'Rational
choice theory', s.v. in: E. F. Borgatta (ed.), Encyclopedia of sociology (New York 1992) 1619-
1624). Versus A. Etzioni, The moral dimension, 145, who considers this subjective approach
tautological and calls for 'objective, established logic' as the yardstick. But in this instance
I am not interested in whether a past individual is acting more or less rationally according
to twentieth-century criteria, but according to the criteria of his own society. This is
tautological only if private idiosyncrasies are accepted as valid rules of inference, conceptual
tools or whatever you choose to call them. But obviously we are after shared rules. Cf. V.
A. Benassi, B. Singer, and C. B. Reynolds, Occult belief: seeing is believing',JSSR 19 (1980)
337-349, who speak of 'reasoning deficiencies' and 'illogic performance'. But deficient and
illogic according to what criteria?
720
 Not logical-empirical considerations which lead to the wrong conclusions: historians
tend to call most mistakes, unjustifiably so, irrational. The most eloquent defense for a key
role for moral values, affect and social bonds as introducing irrational elements into
otherwise rational decision making is A. Etzioni, The moral dimension. As already stated
above (note 718), Elster agreed; but he also stressed that there is no theory specifying the
conditions under which, and the limits within which, norms override rationality. Etzioni
tries to provide such a theory. C. G. Ellison, 'Rational choice explanations of individual
religious behavior: notes on the problem of social embeddedness', JSSR 34 (1995) 89-97,
wants to see the notion of 'social embeddedness' taken into account in rational choice
approaches (see also the appreciative reaction by lannaccone, ibid., 118-119). F. J. Lechner,
'Rejoinder to Stark and lannaccone: "Heads, I win...": on immunizing a theory', JSSR 35
(1996) 272-274, uses a plea for embeddedness in order to reject rational choice theory.
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situation in which human beings usually have the intent to be rational, but
in which all human decisions are both rational and irrational, in varying
degrees.721 I can also agree with Etzioni that people's thoughts and acts tend
to be subrational because of limited intellectual capabilities.722 If anything,
we tend to underestimate the differences in intelligence, skills and proficiency:
generally it is suggested that most individuals are clustered around the
average, while in fact all test results combine to show a gentle curve sloping
towards the minimum and the maximum.723 I think it surprising that
historians (and other analysts of human society) seldom, if ever, refer to this
basic fact. Apparently scholars often consider their own mental abilities as
normative, probably without giving the issue much thought. Whatever
grandiose constructs they can envisage and grasp, their undifferentiated
subjects are supposed to have been capable of grasping too - consciously or
unconsciously.
Supply-side explanations advocate an interactive approach to religion, in
which religion is seen as something which is created, maintained and supplied
by 'religious firms'. These 'firms' are the main players in a 'religious
economy', the sum total of religious activities going on in any society. The
presupposition is that the customers can select from a market place of options
(although the choice can be severely restricted, as the market is usually a local
one). In order to attract customers, 'firms' have to stimulate demand: 'the
fundamental insight of supply-side theories of religion is that because religion
is a "risky good", it requires vigorous marketing'.724 Marketing will be all
the more vigorous if competition is large. A situation of pluralism, with
many 'firms' operating on the same market, occurs when the religious
economy is unregulated. To the degree that the religious economy is
pluralistic, religious 'firms' will specialize. In a pluralistic, competitive
A. Etzioni, The moral dimension, 145.
A. Etzioni, The moral dimension, xi, 15, 139.
723
 A. D. de Groot, 'Over algemene begaafdheid: begrip, manifestaties, verdeling', in:
P· J- Mönks, and P. Span (eds.), Hoogbegaafden in de samenleving (Nijmegen 1985) 33-60.
724
 R. Finke, A. M. Guest, and R. Stark, 'Mobilizing local religious markets', 203. This
approach is also used to explain a lowering of commitment or attendance, usually labelled
secularization": less demand is caused by defective marketing. This view, or rather denial,
°f secularization is one of the aspects that have come under repeated attack (see above, note
'16). For my subject, this debate is only of tangential importance (that is, presupposing that
tne
 criticism of this aspect does not bring the whole theory down).
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religious economy, demand will be stimulated and the level of religious
participation will be high.725 I will attempt to turn this approach of
contemporary religion into an approach of ancient Greek public events.726
I should add a few lines about the self-reflexive aspect of structuralism and
of semiotic thinking, especially in its deconstructivist, post-structuralist or
'postmodern' avatars.727 It is impossible, and unwise, to ignore it. On the
725
 In traditional approaches, e.g., in Durkheim, pluralism is seen as destructive of faith,
since competition undercuts the plausibility of each: R. Finke, A. M. Guest, and R. Stark,
'Mobilizing local religious markets', 205f. A summary of the basic propositions on
pluralism in R. Stark, R. Finke, and L. R. lannaccone, 'Pluralism and piety: England and
Wales, 1851', JSSR 34 (1995) 431-444, esp. 432f. Critics assert that pluralism has not stopped
Europe (whatever is the case in the United States) from becoming largely secular: growing
pluralism went with diminishing participation. I think low figures for church attendance
are wrongly interpreted as indicating a lack of interest in religion; if anything, such interest
seems to be on the increase, but without most established churches able to profit from this
development. But I should not here let myself be drawn into a discussion of the sociology
of contemporary European religion, which is beyond my competence.
726
 Stark c.s. deal with 'religion' in general; but the empirical tests which they cite in
support of their hypotheses are mainly carried out with modern statistical material. Some
critics maintain that the theory only holds good for the United States in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, the particular circumstances of which are supposed to have given rise
to the theory in the first place. Stark has sought to silence such criticism by applying the
theory to the growth of early Christianity, and A. S. Miller has written on Japan (see
above, note 716). But in both instances the story turns on NRM's (new religious
movements) looking for adherents in very large and very complex communities, a far cry
from the Greek polis BC. However, L. R. lannaccone, 'Voodoo economics? Reviewing the
rational choice approach to religion', JSSR 34 (1995) 76-88, expressly mentions that his
theory of 'religious portfolio's' fits 'Greco-Roman paganism' (81).
727
 Despite the post-structuralist critique of structuralism and of semiotics, the family
relationship is clear enough, and several post-poststructuralists are of the same parentage.
See C. Gosden, Social being and time (Oxford 1994) 37ff. As to the sadly overworked words
'postmodern' or 'postmodernism', see D. L. Madsen in the introduction to her Postmoder-
nism: a bibliography, 1926-1994, Amsterdam 1995: 'while there is uncertainty about whose
work constitutes the canon of postmodern texts, there is also an ambiguous distinction
separating Postmodernism...from a whole range of contemporary critical practices, most
notably post-structuralism, deconstruction, and some types of feminist and psychoanalytic
discourses' (2). Her 600 page bibliography offers a bewildering range of studies claiming to
be postmodern and/or dealing with something described as postmodern. My criticism of
postmodernism, poststructuralism or deconstructivism is aimed at the extremist relativism
of Jean Baudrillard and Jean-François Lyotard, Anglo-Saxon neopragmatists (see C. Norris,
The truth about postmodernism, Oxford 1993), and many following in their wake (especially
young American scholars 'more and more of whom were spelunking in these dark Gallic
caverns lately', as it was put by Th. Roszak, Flicker, 1991, chapter 14. It might, however,
be noted that influences have travelled the Atlantic in both directions: see M. Rose, The
post-modem and the post-industrial: a critical analysis, Cambridge 1991). As far as I have read
and understood Derrida (my limited reading heavily coloured by the defense of 'the true
Derrida' by C. Norris in his What's wrong with postmodernism. Critical theory and the ends
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one hand I agree that scholarship can say something about reality (past or
present) that is to some degree independent of the scholar who is making the
statement.728 On the other hand my interest in representation, my rejection
of quests for origin, my acceptance of plurality (people have selves, texts have
meanings), is all in tune with postmodern ways of thought. Derridean
deconstructivism's stress on discontinuity or inconsistency, on the idea that
language, and human thought in general does not reflect, but is a creative
force, and that words are not always what they seem to be.729 It is obvious
enough that although the real world exists, we only encounter real referents
through representation that mediates between reality and our mind.730 But
to what extend can we, through representation, come closer to presentation
or presence? Nothing is gained by pushing things over the brink and insisting
on the general relativity of knowledge and meaning. Derrida's critique
problematizes the categories of real versus ideal, objective versus subjective,
reality versus appearance, and fact versus theory, but at the same time he
stresses that there is no alternative to our 'logocentrism' and to founda-
tionalism. Modernism cannot be superseded.731 We need not reject truth-
claims, but we need to recognize that language is not value-free. With our
of philosophy, Baltimore 1990, and Deconstruction. Theory and practice, London 19912), no
such relativism is to be found in his works.
728
 C. Gosden, Social being and time (Oxford 1994) 37ff, maintains that in the focusing
on 'meaning' both structuralists and poststructuralists have lost sight of the physical world
altogether. I accept that the objective world exists, that it can be known, and that its
existence is separable from the processes by which we come to know it (in the words of
F. D. Wilhelmsen, as quoted by M. Marcus, Italian film in the light ofneorealism (Princeton
1986) 8 note 20). A comparable position is defended at length in P. Huisman, Kennis
gewogen. Analyse van sociaal-wetenschappelijk denken: kritiek en aanwijzingen, Assen 1996.
729
 Derrida's position that no ultimate meaning, no a priori principle can 'foreclose the
play of signification'. But note that Derrida does not deal, and does not pretend to deal,
with what constitutes the majority of speech acts: the everyday communicative language
wherein we call a spade a spade and expect to be, and indeed most of the time are, perfectly
understood. Also, it is interesting to see that the postmodern 'extremists', for whom
everything is 'text', do not seem very eager to address the non-verbal.
730
 For a wide-ranging overview of work in situational semantics and hermeneutic-
dialectic discourse, see R. Rommetveit, 'Meaning, context, and control': the notion of
context-free data is generally rejected, and everything looked at as dependent on background
conditions. Relationships in a concrete context help to constitute meaning, but this is not
inherent in the 'things' themselves.
31
 What the editor L. E. Cahoone in his introduction to From modernism to
postmodernism: an anthology, Cambridge, Mass./Oxford 1996, calls 'negative methodological
postmodernism'.
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representations we control and negotiate meaning: we create intersubjective
validity, which has to be accepted by whomsoever we want to communicate
with.732 We set the rules of the game. If we have started playing it is not a
good idea to keep subverting the game by repeatedly calling attention to the
fact that it is 'merely' a game. Intersubjectivity can also be created between
the living and the dead, by a conscious effort of scholarship.733 Difficult, but
not impossible, unless we are prepared to inflate the ambiguity of language
and of other human symbolic systems to ridiculous heights.734 When an
author's intentions, a work's original context, and whatever else, and thus
determinate or discernable meaning, is carried away by the tide of 'inter-
textuality', historians are closing shop.735
712
 But postmodernists reject intersubjectivity, by choosing the ultimate subjectivity
('crises of subject and object', E. D. Ermarth, Sequel to history. Postmodernism and the crisis
of representational time (Princeton 1992) 17 and passim).
733
 C. Sourvinou-Inwood is an excellent example (see especially her 'Reading' Greek
culture. Texts and images, rituals and myths, Oxford 1991, and 'Reading' Greek death. To the
end of the classical period, Oxford 1995) of a scholar who is very much aware of how
culturally determined preconceptions can and will distort our interpretations of the past,
but who nevertheless does not succumb to relativism. Indeed, despite her admission that
no historical writing escapes cultural determination, she seems somewhat over-confident
about her own 'reconstruction of the assumptions, the codes, and strategies operated by the
author and the audience he was addressing - including the common and intertextual frames
encoding the encyclopedic and intertextual knowledge of a particular historical moment and
social group' (1995, 4).
734
 As only a few hundred generations separate us from the onset of historical times,
there can be no argument from human nature to support the idea that ideas of past people
are too remote to be understood. Pointing instead to their cultural 'strangeness' involves
us in some unpleasant circularity. What experience is there to make such a seemingly very
odd proposition acceptable?
735
 For a lot of tormented soul-searching on (post-)poststructuralist history writing, see
several articles in AHR 94.3 (1989): poor historians cast loose from their moorings and
adrift on inhospitable philosophical seas. A forum on P. Norick's That Noble Dream in
AHR 96 (1991) was the last contribution on postmodernism as such, except for the reviews
section. Since then the different (but related) subjects of gender, race and ethnicity have
taken over (e.g., the debate on Bernal's Black Athena). Interesting is the debate in Holland:
see F. R. Ankersmit, 'Historiography and postmodernism', History and theory 28 (1989) 137-
153, idem, 'Postmodernisme en geschiedbeoefening', in: idem, and A. Kibedi (sas), Akade-
mische beschouwingen over het postmodernisme: tien voordrachten over de betekenis van het
postmodernisme op vijf gebieden van wetenschappelijk onderzoek (Amsterdam 1993; MKNAW,
Afdeling Letterkunde, vol.56.1) 59-63, whose enthusiasm for postmodern history writing
is not shared by P. H. H. Vries, Vertellers op drift. Een verhandeling over de nieuwe
verhalende geschiedenis, Hilversum 1990, and idem, Verhaal en betoog. Geschiedbeoefening
tussen postmoderne vertellingen sociaal-wetenschappelijke analyse, Leiden 1995. Also critical
is C. F. G. Lorenz, De constructie van het verleden. Een inleiding in de theorie van de
geschiedenis (Amsterdam 1994*) 138ff. P. H. H. Vries, Verhaal en betoog, offers many more
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Historians have already for a long time been aware that their scholarship
is limited in its ability to solve and elucidate. For the historian access to the
past is by way of sources, but only fragments of past reality were documented
in the first place; this documentation involves distortions of every imaginable
kind; only a tiny fraction of the material survives, and this fraction cannot
be supposed to be representative selection.736 The sources do not 'speak',
but have to be interpreted, and thus 'facts' and interpretations become
indistinguishable. In this sense I think one has to understand Paul Veyne
when he states that 'la vérité est le nom que nous donnons à nos options'.737
All interpretations depend on the preconceptions of the interpreter, and on
the mentalité of the age in which they were produced. Which cliché is not to
say that writing history is writing fantasy: a work of history refers to reality
in a different way. Imagined is not (or not necessarily) the same as imaginary,
nor fictional the same as false.738 Deconstructivism can remind historians to
keep looking for the context dependency of everything they come up with.
A sensible reminder, as long as being dependent upon context is not
understood as being independent of the real world.
relevant references.
736
 See A. Esch, 'Überlieferungs-chance und Überlieferungs-zufall als methodisches
Problem des Historikers', Historische Zeitschrift 240 (1985) 529-570, or for iconographie
sources W. Brûlez, Cultuur en getal. Aspecten van de relatie economie-maatschappij-cultuur in
Europa tussen 1400 en 1800, Amsterdam 1986.
757
 P. Veyne, Les Grecs ont-ils cru à leurs mythes? Essai sur l'imagination constituante
(Paris 1983) 137. The charmingly English positivist critique by J. Griffin, '[review of Veyne,
Les Grecs ont-ils cru à leurs mythes?]', ILS 4177 (22 April 1983) 398, to the tune that there
must be some hard facts, is completely beside the point.
738
 On such problems in general see the imaginative work by C. Geertz, Works and
lives. The anthropologist as author, Stanford 1988. I have doubts about the propriety of the
epithet 'fictional'; E. Somekawa, and E. Smith, 'Theorizing the writing of history, or "I
can't think why it should be so dull, for a great deal of it must be invention"', Journal of
Social History 22 (1988) 149-161, argue that historians are creating historical meaning, and
thus history equals fiction. According to Somekawa and Smith, to admit fictionality enables
us the better to do what we always do: writing propaganda in the good sense of that word:
striving after a moral and political truth, 'making sense' (154). But I suggest that a historian
insists on the unique and definitive (this is no outmoded defense of idiographic history
versus nomothetic disciplines: historians may look for recurrence or even for a covering
law, but do so on the basis of a series of unique and definitive instances), while in fiction
human life and the passing of time are made to appear as not unique or definitive, but
capable of being varied. Fiction and history are at cross purpose.
3.3 The building blocks
The building blocks with which we will do our building, will first have to be
sorted out, one by one. I will square my blocks with the stone masons' axe
whetted in the previous chapter. If I were to try out several different tools
again, I need not have bothered. So please do not ask why, when speaking of
ritual, I disregard Walter Burkert, or whatever: les jeux sont faits. My first
building block is of course dance; this was defined above and we need not
return to it here. The second is public events, a concept that I have borrowed
of Don Handelman. I want to look at dance as a constituent of public events.
This is partly a pragmatic choice: our sources deal almost exclusively with
dancing as a public affair; partly a choice which is encouraged by my
definition of the dance: if dancing is communicative we had best concentrate
initially on those occasions where this communicative role can be played out
to the full. The third building block is mobilization: a public event presup-
poses a public, which has to be mobilized one way or another. The fourth is
communication: how does this supposed communicative function of dance
actually work and what is it that it communicates in the context of one of
these public events?
Public events
I borrowed Handelman's 'public events', because this concept fits the kind of
things I am after and because it allows me to avoid the alternatives 'ritual' and
'cult'. 'Ritual' is both too controversial and too broad (these two issues hang
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together).739 Public events are ritualized to some degree, but not all rituals
are public events. Neither do I want to use 'cult', because not all cultic events
are public ones, nor are all public events cultic (understood as referring to
religious behaviour).740 But this does not absolve us from saying something
about ritual and cult, because as implied in the above, the categories of public
events, of ritual, and of cult overlap, and because most authors who might
have something worthwhile to say about public events, do approach the
subject by way of (religious) ritual, cult or some parallel rubric. So we need
to know what we mean by these words.
As I do not focus on 'ritual' and 'cult', it stands to reason also that
expressions such as 'religious dancing', 'cultic dancing' or 'sacred dance' had
better be avoided. And I even suggest we should do so when speaking of
those occasions which could reasonably be labelled religious or cultic. Such
expressions seem to imply that dances that function as part of religious life
have a special character, presumably a specific movement style. This need not
be so: the context of performance is the decisive factor. And even if a specific
cultic context asks for a unique movement style, it still is not, strictly
speaking, the dancing that is cultic, sacred or religious, but the occasion at
739
 There is a large amount of terminological confusion surrounding the concepts of
ritual, rite, ceremony and cult; usage is usually very loose. Several examples are given in J.
A. M. Snoek, Initiations (Snoek's solutions are not followed here). I will add only a single
example: S. R. F. Price, Rituals and power. The Roman imperial cult in Asia Minor
(Cambridge 1984) 1: 'the rituals with which we are concerned (...) are cults'; 6: 'books and
articles on the imperial cult are numerous, but (...) little attention has been directed to
imperial ritual'; 7: 'the rituals of the imperial cult'. R. Schechner, The future of ritual, 228,
argues that the use of 'ritual' is asking for trouble: ritual means very little, because it means
too much. This is true even if we overlook that, in a larger sense, all human stereotyped
behaviour is ritualized behaviour (as the word 'ritual' is used by ethologists, but also by
sociologists such as E. Goffman).
w
 Which means bringing in another controversial category. To avoid any misunder-
standings: I do not want to do away with the concepts 'religion', 'ritual' or 'cult': what
would we gain? See H. S. Versnel, 'Some reflections on the relationship magic-religion',
Numen 38 (1991) 177-197. My point is merely that titles like 'dance in ancient Greek cults'
or 'dance in ancient Greek ritual' do not cover what I am about to discuss, while 'dance
at public events' does. Obviously many of the public events in question will be of a
religious/cultic/ritual nature, and I will not hesitate to call them as much (which implies
the provision a working definition, cf. H. S. Versnel, 'Some reflections', 185). 'Not all
public events are cultic' is a relative statement: to distinguish sacred and secular might very
often turn out to be impossible. As R. Schechner states (The future of ritual, 228): 'Current
opinion holds that the barriers between sacred and secular...are extremely porous and
culture-specific'. Cf. J. A. M. Snoek, Initiations, 58-59.
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which the dancers perform.741 The use of 'religious dancing' and the like is
usually fraught with many preconceived ideas that I would rather shut
out.742 The stance I take with respect to 'religious dancing' follows from the
contextual approach which I have advocated above and will advocate below:
the dances of the ancient Greek world must be put in a wider perspective,
what one might call a history with dance, rather than a history of dance.
I head straight for the non-ethological uses of the word ritual, and bypass
ordinary behaviour which in the course of evolution has become condensed,
exaggerated, repetitive and rhythmized, that is, ritualized, whatever its role
in the genesis of other kinds of ritual may be.743 But even disregarding
741
 Of course many authors use 'religious dance' or 'sacred dance' exactly in that sense:
'dance at some cultic occasion', but with most this shades into some kind of essentialist
approach. See for instance W. O. E. Oesterley, The sacred dance. A study in comparative
folklore, Cambridge 1923, and R. Torniai, La danza sacra, Rome 1951. It is most obvious
in the work of phenomenologists such as G. van der Leeuw, Phänomenologie der Religion
(Tübingen 1933) 352, with an evolutionary underpinning: 'Tanz ist ursprünglich kultischer
Art, und wo er rein zum Vergnügen geübt wird, sind die kultischen Elemente ausgemerzt
worden'. See also idem, In den hemel is eenen dans. In the same vein: K. Kerényi, 'Vom
Wesen des Festes', Paideuma l (1938-40) 59-74 (reprint: idem, Die Antike Religion. Ein
Entwurf von Grundlinien (Düsseldorf/Köln 1952) 45-70): 'Tanz in weiten Sinne' as a
synonym of ceremony (59). T. P. van Baaren, Dans en religie, Zeist 1962, is much more
careful than Van der Leeuw. Not so F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion
(Stuttgart 1961) 239-40: 'neben dem Opfer ist er [der Tanz] die wichtigste Kulthandlung',
because dancing was originally magic (apotropaic and sympathie) and next became religious,
especially mystic-ecstatic. Authors discussing contemporary efforts to integrate, or re-
integrate, dance in Christian worship try to avoid these pitfalls by using expressions such
as 'liturgical dance', for 'dance as part of liturgy', e.g., J. G. Davies, Liturgical dance,
London 1984, but liturgical dance and the like tends to shade into 'sacred dance' with
strong New Age overtones.
742
 Common is the preconceived idea that religious dancing is something
uncouth/admirable performed by primitives/unspoilts (there is often some racist streak here
which reminds me of the dark-skinned Oompa-Loompas 'who love dancing and music', in
Roald Dahl's Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, the bestselling children's book published in
1964). Another preconception: N. M. Contoleon, 'Monuments à decoration gravée du
musée de Chios 1: stèle des danseuses', BCH 71-72 (1947-1948) 273-301, argues that so-called
kalathiskos-dancers cannot be performing religious dances because they are professional
performers, but he adds (285 note 2): 'je doute que la restriction traditionellement établie
entre les danses rituelles et celles de la vie quotidienne ait été aussi stricte dans la réalite
qu'on l'a cru'. True, very true, but why then is he so sure about the unprofessional nature
of religious dancing as opposed to other kinds of dancing? And cf. above, notes 359, 741.
743
 See above, notes 687-689. Cf. R. Scheduler, The future of ritual, 229, for arguments
in favour of clearly distinguishing between animal and human ritualization, and between
different kinds of human ritual.
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evolutionary ritualization, ritual is viewed in as many ways as there are
researchers.744 'Cult' has aroused rather less debate than ritual, even if the
word is not usually used unambiguously. I define it as a complex of religious
rituals that can be isolated as a meaningful whole.745 Which has led us back
to ritual. But now that religion has been mentioned, we might look into that
first.
Definitions of religion are numerous.746 They are mainly of the
substantive kind, focusing on the object of worship, that is contrasting the
natural and the supernatural, or human and superhuman,747 or functional,
focusing on the attitude of the worshippers, that is contrasting the profane
and the sacred.748 The hunt for cross-cultural validity again causes defini-
744
 E. R. Leach, 'Ritual', s.v. in: D. L. Sus (éd.), International Encylopedia of the Social
Sciences 13 (s.l. 1968) 520-526, speaks of the 'widest possible disagreement' (526). Clear on
the confusion surrounding ritual is: R. J. Smith, The art of the festival as exemplified by the
Fiesta to the Patroness of Otuzco: La Virgen de la Puerta (Lawrence 1975) 1-10. The broad
categories used here to discuss the widely diverging interpretations of ritual, have been
borrowed, with some adaptations, of R. Scheduler, The future of ritual, 228.
745
 Leaning towards B. Lang, 'Kult', s.v. in: H. Cancik, B. Gladigow, and K.-M. Kohl
(eds.), Handbuch religionswissenschaftlicher Grundbegriffe 3 (Stuttgart 1993) 474-488: 'das
gesamte rituelle Leben einer bestimmten Religion' (475), where, however, 'Religion' begs
the question. Common usage of 'cults', 'sects', and 'religions' (note the plurals) is quite
erratic, and unworkable as a classificatory scheme if one is not explicitly redefining every
term. E.g., B. Gladigow, '[Rezension von Walter Burkert, Griechische Religion]',
Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 235 (1983) 1-16, 6 on 'ein mehrdimensionales Netz aus
"Kulten" und "Religionen"'. I use 'religion', or 'religious life' in a generic sense when
dealing with 'the Greek world' or with an individual Greek community, and avoid 'cult',
except where I follow others, as in the rational choice theorists' 'client cults'. I do,
however, use 'cult' adjectivally (as in 'cult taxes') and the adjective 'cultic' as synonymous
with 'religious'. See also R. J. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians, 32f, who argues for the use
of religiousness instead of religion if there are no dogmas, orthodoxy, or revealed text: but
this reserves 'religion' more or less exclusively for monotheistic religion.
746
 A good overview of the main issues in M. B. McGuire, Religion: the social context
(Belmont 1981) 3ff.
747
 E.g., M. E. Spiro, 'Religion: problems of definition and explanation', in: M. Banton
(ed.), Anthropological approaches to the study of religion (London 1966) 85-126: 'an institution
of culturally patterned interaction with culturally postulated superhuman beings' (98); J. van
Baal, Geschiedenis en groei van de theorie der culturele anthropologie (tot ± 1970) (Leiden
1977) 28: 'alle voor waar gehouden voorstellingen die betrekking hebben hebben op een
niet-empirisch bepaalbare werkelijkheid, en alle handelingen die zulke voorstellingen
vooronderstellen'.
'
48
 E.g., C. Geertz, 'Religion as a cultural system', in: idem, The interpretation of cultures.
Selected essays (New York 1973) 87-125): 'a religion is: (1) a system of symbols which acts
to (2) establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and motivations in men by (3)
formulating conceptions of a general order of existence and (4) clothing these conceptions
with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods and motivations seem uniquely realistic'
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tions to be put in terms so general as to be of little apparent use.749 As to
the question why humans have religion in the first place (or rather: keep
having religion), scholarly answers are manifold (and certainly not all
incompatible). Because I am interested in the 'supply side' of religion, I opt
for the minimum approach offered by the rational choice theorists, who
define religion as 'a system of general compensators based on supernatural
assumptions'.750 Man is in pursuit of rewards, and looks for explanations
how and why rewards may be obtained and costs incurred; compensators are
postulations of reward (substitutes for rewards)751 according to explanations
that are not readily susceptible to unambiguous evaluation.752 If all this
seems to be rather undifferentiated, I have to add that the proponents of
rational choice theory distinguish between different cults, viz. audience cults,
client cults, and cult movements. 'Client cult' best fits the ancient Greek
religious pattern.753 In a client cult those offering the cult service are well-
(p.90).
749
 E.g., W. Herbrechtsmeier, 'Buddhism and the definition of religion: one more time',
JSSR 32 (1993) 1-18, who carries out a doomed search for an etic concept that allows 'for
a sympathetic, nondistortional understanding of the various emic religious phenomena
within the universe of human cultures (...) that accounts for the details of all emic
conceptual systems' (1, 15). He concludes that the one thing all religions have in common
is a concern about ultimate reality or ultimate meaning (which forces him to reject any
distinction between religion and philosophy and which tells us very little at all).
750
 W. S. Bainbridge, and R. Stark, Of churches, sects and cults: preliminary concepts
for a theory of religious movements', JSSR 18 (1979) 117-131, quote: 121 (which I prefer to
the longer alternative on p. 119: 'solutions to questions of ultimate meaning which postulate
the existence of a supernatural being, world, force, and which further postulates that this
force is active, that events and conditions here on earth are influenced by the supernatural').
Cf. R. Stark, and L. R. lannaccone, 'Sociology of religion', s.v. in: E. F. Borgatta (ed.),
Encyclopedia of sociology (New York 1992) 2029-2037: 'any system of beliefs and practices
concerned with ultimate reality and assuming the existence of the supernatural' (2032). If
compensators are specific rather than general, we do not speak of religion but of magic
(obviously there is no hard and fast borderline separating the one and the other).
751
 A. Buckser, 'Religion and the supernatural on a Danish island: rewards,
compensators, and the meaning of religion', fSSR 34 (1995) 1-16, thinks what religion has
to offer are rewards rather than compensators. The main reward is giving meaning (ultimate
reality, identity, and so on). But Stark and Bainbridge explicitly mention rewards, such as
membership, status, sociability, or socialization. I also doubt whether reference to 'ultimate
reality' is a reward rather than a compensator. But any such debate can easily end in sterile
wordplay.
752
 R. Stark, and W. S. Bainbridge, 'Towards a theory of religion: religious commit-
ment', JSSR 19 (1980) 114-128, 121.
753
 Of course we ought to begin by rejecting any ideas about the (near-)incomprehen-
sibility of ancient Greek religion: P. Cartledge, 'The Greek religious festivals', in: P. E.
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organized, their clients, however, but little; involvement is usually only
partial and every client can retain commitments to other movements or
institutions. Also the valued compensators are relatively specific.
In talking about religion many distinguish between belief (the cognitive
aspect, ideologies), ritual (symbolic actions), experience (subjective involve-
ment with the sacred) and community (togetherness, sense of belonging,
integration and legitimation). I am most interested in the first two aspects,
indeed, I think beliefs and rituals, religious or otherwise, usually go together.
While I can conceive of beliefs which are not put into ritual, I do not think
there is any ritual which is not grounded in a set of beliefs. But here I have
already committed myself to a particular interpretation of ritual: an
interpretation that views the actions in ritual as enactments, enactments of
meaning. Now this is a controversial statement, so let us retrace our steps.
Many current definitions deal with ritual as a structure with formal
qualities: ritual is involved with the formalization of space, time and
behaviour, and is discussed under the headings of 'texts', scripts, guidelines,
programmes, generating, recombining, sequencing or replicating.754 It is
Easterling, and J. V. Muir (eds.), Greek religion and society (Cambridge 1985) 98-127, speaks
of 'desperately foreign' (127), 'few aspects of antiquity are harder to comprehend than the
mental universe of paganism, a universe inhabited by and full of a multiplicity of gods
rather than governed by one omnipotent deity' (98). Cf. M. I. Finley in the foreword to
the same collection of essays: 'unbridgeable divide', 'desperately alien', 'the effort to
comprehend is an extremely difficult one' (xiii), 'fundamentally alien' (xiv). R. Buxton, in
his review of Greek religion and society, TLS 4318 (3 January 1986) 18, praises Cartledge for
'reminding us of the difficulty we have - or should have - in understanding such gatherings
[i.e., Greek religious festivals]'. Should we? I can multiply such references, but am
completely incapable of understanding what they are about (it is not my intent to trivialize
the enormous scope of human experience, but considering the very short span of human
history I find it hardly surprising that the basic patterns are of a somewhat disappointing
commonality).
754
 E.g., the definition of ritual provided by S. J. Tambiah, 'A performative approach
to ritual', Proceedings of the British Academy 65 (1979) 113-169 (reprinted with slight
differences in idem, Culture, thought and social action: an anthropological perspective
(Cambridge, Mass. 1985) 123-166: 'patterns and rules of combination, sequencing,
recursiveness and redundancy', 'performative blueprints' (see also Culture, thought and social
action, Iff). D. Kondo, 'Sequencing, multiple media and redundancy', Man 2 (1985) 287-306
(on the Japanese tea ceremony), speaks of Orchestration of sequence and pattern'; W. Jetter,
Symbol und Ritual. Anthropologische Elemente im Gottesdienst (Göttingen 1978) 22, defines:
Rituale sind widerholbare Handlungsmuster von symbolischem Karakter'. C. Humphrey,
and J. Laidlaw, The archetypal actions of ritual, 71ff, approach ritual as a quality which can
in theory apply to any kind of action, that is as an particular occasional modification of an
intrinsic feature of action, namely its intentionality. They accordingly consider dance to be
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supposed that these 'programmes', when actually performed or acted out, 'do'
something: communicating messages, transforming performers and spectators,
achieving goals, creating or maintaining order and so on.755 True to my
theoretical orientation I will obviously concentrate on ritual as communica-
tive. Ritual's communication is of a particular kind: ritual is a multifaceted
instrument for generating and disseminating symbolic systems of meaning by
way of enacting these systems, putting them into action, 'society's larger-than-
life symbolic representation of the world through multiple media'.7561 want
to stress the multimediality: ritual is not limited to verbalized messages, and
indeed the non-verbal seems to occupy a relatively privileged position. Much
of this has been at the centre of attention and we will return to it below in
the section on communication. But we cannot pass over in silence the counter
argument that ritual is not concerned at all with the communication of
messages and with the creation of meaning.
potentially communicative, but without its possible ritualization contributing to that (77).
Refreshing departures, but their analysis of ritual as a quality seems to me to bring in the
ethological concept of ritualization which I think should be avoided, and I cannot see why
ritualization could not impinge on communication (but cf. below, note 756). B. Boudewijn-
se, 'The conceptualization of ritual', Jaarboek voor liturgie-onderzoek 11 (1995) 31-56, and
J. N. Bremmer, '"Religion", "ritual" and the opposition "sacred vs. profane'", ably sketch
the background that has made ritual into such a charged concept with such diverging
interpretations.
755
 W. Arens, 'An anthropological approach to ritual: evidence, context and interpreta-
tion', in: R. Hägg, N. Marinatos, and G. C. Nordquist (eds.), Early Greek cult practice
(Stockholm 1988) 223-228, describes ritual as a 'purposeful, preordained human activity,
engaged in (...) with the explicit purpose of changing the social and emotional state of
individual or group' (224) (of course falling foul of W. Burkert in the ensuing debate, as
printed in the same volume).
756
 S. Jennings, Theatre, ritual and transformation. The Senoi Temiars (London 1995) 17.
Cf. E. R. Leach, 'Ritual': ritual communicates and reminds people of where they stand in
relation to each other and in relation to the larger system; or C. Geertz, 'Religion as a
cultural system', on living out a world view. C. Humphrey, and J. Laidlaw, The archetypal
actions of ritual, 73, state that it is 'utterly fallacious' to suppose the purpose of ritual to be
to communicate or express certain ideas to people, who already know those ideas (and from
whom, rather than from the ritual, the anthropologist learns them). According to
Humphrey and Laidlaw ritual means without intending to communicate, by way of
representation. Certain performative ritualized enactments can involve communication, but
in spite of the ritualization (76). But the burden of proof rests on those who like
Humphrey and Laidlaw suppose that models and meanings of ritual are a response to ritual
(265), without communication taking place; surely the explanation that ideas already known
need not to be communicated will not do: a large part of all communication does not carry
new information.
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A first, and time-honoured, approach is to single out a number of
religious traditions where ritual acts are supposed to have been put centre
stage, while belief, faith, and the like are considered absent or of less
importance. This is all the more interesting, because ancient Greek religion
is one of those characterized in this way757 (how odd actually that despite
a general disparagement of the cognitive aspects of Greek religion, it is these
aspects that are much in evidence in most studies, while the ritual acts, what
was going on, dance for instance, is paid rather less attention! The cognitive
aspects get precedence above social behaviour.758). But belief seems to me
quite important, in ancient Greek religion as in any religion: should they
have done whatever they did without believing in, or something about, their
gods?759 Because Christians believe in a particular Christian way, this surely
757
 E.g., P. Cartledge, 'The Greek religious festivals', 98: 'one thing, though, is pretty
clear. Classical Greek religion was at bottom a question of doing, not of believing, of
behaviour rather than faith'. Apart from the false dichotomy (as I hope to show), the
juxtaposing of 'believing' and 'faith' is somewhat dubious. Corollary of the idea that Greek
religion is given to ritual, is the conviction that Christian religious life is relatively poor in
ritual, especially in its protestant forms. W. Jetter, Symbol und Ritual, 89, rightly stresses
that a protestant church service, said to be poor in ritual, is in fact a ritual in itself. In P.
E. Easterling, 'Greek poetry and Greek religion', in: P. E. Easterling, and J. V. Muir (eds.),
Greek religion and society (Cambridge 1985) 34-49, we encounter a somewhat different
approach: 'scholars intent on the search for spirituality, "inwardness" and doctrine (...) have
tended to ask the wrong questions, such as "what did X really believe?", as if the cults -
what the worshippers actually did - could only be superficial and superstitious trappings
which give no clue to the "real" emotions underneath'. Easterling combats misplaced
essentialism, disregard for the actual deeds and words. But 'belief' should not be thrown
out: the proceedings have something to communicate, and even if we are not after what
they 'really belief', we should definitely ask after their beliefs.
758
 In the terms of H. Fabrega, 'Culture, behavior, and the nervous system', ARA 6
(1977) 419-455, who defines social behaviour as including gestures, demeanour and facial dis-
plays and all simple or coordinated actions, including the social, i.e., performance, aspects
of language and speech, viewed from an interpersonal and situational viewpoint. Fabrega
stresses that social behaviour in this sense cannot be seen apart from motor behaviour (de-
fined as purely physical phenomena) and from cognitive behaviour (the whole complex of
thinking, perceiving and remembering): the one logically implies the other. Of course many
works have devoted whole chapters to Greek ritual behaviour (e.g., W. Burkert, Griechische
Religion der archaischen und klassischen Epoche (Stuttgart 1977) 99ff; J. N. Bremmer, Greek
religion, 38ff; R. Parker, Athenian religion, 9, says he might devote a whole second volume
to 'practices and attitudes'), but centre stage is always some interpretation of the cognitive
contents of the rituals in question, never the actual modalities of ritual behaviour seen as
a sequence of actions, how things were done.
759
 See J. N. Bremmer, '"Religion", "ritual" and the opposition "sacred vs. profane1". J.
Gould, On making sense of Greek religion', in: P. E. Easterling, and J. V. Muir (eds.),
Greek religion and society (Cambridge 1985) 1-33, stresses that theous nomizein means
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does not mean that the word 'believe' cannot be used in a more general
sense.760 Still, the concept of 'belief has been rejected as 'Christianizing'.761
The pagan ancient world did not reject the outer life as the Christians did,
but this does not mean they lacked an inner one. Dogma or orthodoxy were
certainly absent, but religious acts imply intentions, motives, purposes and
beliefs, even if not in the strong Christian form, and always entail uncon-
scious associations. If the absence of dogma makes people reject the concept
of belief in talking of Antiquity, would they also be prepared to admit that
most inhabitants in mediaeval Europe did not believe, because their religious
life was not under the sway of dogmas?762 'Cognitive system' has been
offered as an alternative, but I cannot see what is gained. Belief is a cognitive
system, ranging from thinking something to be more probable than not
(presumption) to being absolutely certain (conviction), and this both literalist
and symbolic, in variable combinations.
Secondly, ritual in general, in its verbal and non-verbal guises, has been
presented as non-communicative, or devoid of meaning. If that were so, with-
in a ritual context there would be no need to hunt for the communicative
potential of the dance, nor ask for the sharing of what particular meaning
dance might be the medium. Of course Burkert and others of an ethological
bent have described ritual as compulsive, nonsensical and superfluous. But I
have already rejected the ethological approach, so I want to tackle this
problem of the meaninglessness of ritual by concentrating on the work of
'acknowledge', not 'believe in' (7). But 'acknowledgement' in the form of prayer, sacrifice,
temple-building, etcetera, does imply some form of belief: on nomizein, see H. S. Versnel,
Ter Unas, 124f. On fundamental Greek beliefs, see H. Yunis, A new creed: fundamental
religious beliefs in the Athenian polis and Euripidean drama, Göttingen 1988: gods exist; gods
pay attention to the affairs of man (on gods hearing prayer, epékooi: H. S. Versnel,
'Religious mentality in ancient prayer', in: idem (ed.), Faith, hope and worship. Aspects of
religious mentality in the ancient world, Leiden 1981) 1-64, 26ff); between gods and men
there is at least long term reciprocity.
760
 Cf. the defense of the concept of belief by D. Wiebe, 'The role of "belief" in the
study of religion. A response to W. C. Smith', Numen 26 (1979) 234-249: 'religion is
convictional and a matter of praxis (...) (but this) does not necessarily preclude its cognitive
character' (246). In this view belief is objectifying, while faith is personalist and non- .
objectifying. While faith might be absent (but is this in any way typical for the religions
of the ancient world?), belief is present in any sincere religious behaviour.
761
 S. R. F. Price, Rituals and power. The Roman imperial cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge
1984) 9f.
762
 K. Thomas, Religion and the decline of magic. Studies in popular beliefs in sixteenth-
and seventeenth-century England (Harmondsworth 1973) 76.
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two authors whose work seems rather more akin to my adopted frame-
work.763 In a much-quoted, and indeed brilliant, article Maurice Bloch
argues that symbols in ritual cannot be understood without a prior study of
the nature of the communication medium of ritual in which they are
imbedded.764 I quite agree, although I come to different conclusions. Bloch
suggests that ritual makes its statements appear powerful or holy by reducing
the creativity of syntax (as occurs when using stylized speech, or singing).
This leads to semantic processes different from more ordinary communi-
cation: what Bloch calls 'illocutionary force' or 'performative force' versus the
normal 'prepositional force'. The last deals with reality, with the interplay
of perception and communication. It can be used to report facts, it has
meaning potential; the first does not relate in any immediate way to reality,
indeed is often used to hide reality.765 Ritual discourse does 'mean' in the
763
 Their ideas are forcefully stated, but in no way unique: see R. Dirks' comments on
J. L. Hanna, 'Movements toward understanding humans', CA 20 (1979) 325f: ritual is poor
communication. Cultural norms, values and attitudes are communicated in a bad way and
the effect achieved is above all dramatic; see also S. des Bouvrie, Women in Greek tragedy.
An anthropological approach. Development of a theory based upon Aristotle's "Poetics" and
analyses of eight dramas, Troms0 1987, and eadem, 'Aristotle's "Poetics" and the subject of
tragic drama: an anthropological approach', Arethusa 21 (1988) 47-73, who implicitly
considers all communication and meaning to be purely cognitive and verbal: she contrasts
action with communication in her interpretation of drama as ritual.
764
 M. Bloch, 'Symbols, song, dance'. The study of song and dance is central to the
questions asked by Bloch: he states that ritualized speech, singing and dancing have impli-
citly been taken as distinguishing marks of ritual, but that theoretical interest in these items
is largely lacking (56-57). Bloch calls bodily communication another type of language, poor
compared to speech, but nevertheless able to convey complex messages; still, his account
is largely taken up with an examination of verbal phenomena, which may have influenced
his results in a negative sense.
765
 Bloch seems to overvalue the creativity of everyday language: the size of an everyday
vocabulary can be small, and it is untrue that an utterance A does in no way predict an ut-
terance B. Instances of normal language are located on a continuum between freedom and
restriction, and thus at least in part formalized (as conceded by Bloch, 'Symbols, song,
dance', 74). The concepts of elaborated and restricted codes of language Bloch has borrowed
from Bernstein: see B. Bernstein, Class, codes and control 1: theoretical studies towards a
sociology of language (London 19742) 76ff. Bernstein considers 'ritualistic modes of communi-
cation' to be a pure form of restricted code (wholly predictable). In a restricted code it is
more a question of how than of what (cf. 197f). Interestingly, Bernstein adds that individual
intent must then be signalled non-verbally (cf. 147; 250: 'it is possible for a code to be re-
stricted in the verbal channel, but elaborated in others, e.g., music, painting'). Bloch does
not differentiate between verbal and non-verbal modes in this sense. According to Bernstein,
more restricted means more communalized, more impersonal, and less individualized; this
is pleasant if one wants to criticize something or somebody (cf. the review of I. and P.
Opie's The lore and language of schoolchildren, in B. Bernstein, Class, codes and control 1,
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sense of 'influence', but it does not explain: we leave dialectics behind and
move towards compulsion and repetition.766 Block admits that most
communicatory acts are to be located somewhere on a continuum between
these two extremes, but still he maintains that ritual implies the loss of the
'very potential for communication'.767 Ritual communication usually is not
individual but in unison, which bars it from being creative; in ritual, repe-
tition is not redundancy, as it is in everyday speech or movement, but the
only way to give emphasis, as one cannot vary the expressions used.768
Bloch concludes that 'there is no hidden code to crack, only the examination
of the given code in which communication takes place', and that thus there
can be no understanding other than a functional one: 'what it does'.769 All
in all, Bloch argues that ritual is non-communicative, or very impoverished
communication, serving authoritarian ends: he also rejects the differentiation
between religious ritual and non-religious ceremonial.
If Bloch's analysis is right, ritual does not, or not in any effective way,
communicate and only carries meaning in the sense that it attracts an
71ff). The idea of restricted language as rebellious can hardly be squared with the ideas of
Bloch. But Bernstein mainly stresses the social restricting that results from using a restricted
code without having access to an elaborate code, which seems to come rather closer to
Bloch's thesis. Rather intriguing in this context is the analysis by F. R. Adrados, Sprache
und Bedeutung (Munich 1977) 35, of language in science and scholarship: '(ein Wortschatz),
der auf klaren und vom Kontext unabhängigen Oppositionen, auf einer strengen Hierar-
chisierung nach Gattungen und Arten und im Grunde auf einem Mangel an Offenheit auf-
baut'. But if this is so, the language of scholarship, which Bloch would maintain has
propositional force and is explanatory of surrounding reality, has much in common with
Bloch's religious language!
766
 M. Bloch, 'Symbols, song, dance', 56, 67, 72.
767
 M. Bloch, 'Symbols, song, dance', 61 (but cf. 67: 'communication without ex-
planation'). Ritualized or formalized is equal to impoverished or restricted: there are no al-
ternatives, and no contradictions, and thus no logic. Symbols cannot be isolated from the
ritual process, nor be understood as units of meaning on the Saussurian signifier/signified
model (55).
768
 M. Bloch, 'Symbols, song, dance', 76.1 cannot see why ritual repetition is no redun-
dancy, or precludes other forms of redundancy. Redundancy is always there: 'noise' (any
factor that impedes the act of communication, whether of a linguistic, psychological or
social nature) has to be overcome. A 'waste' as far as the relation of signs to novelty is
concerned, redundancy is not inefficient as far as comprehension is concerned: it increases
intelligibility; could not repetition do the same thing? We should take into account whether
we are speaking of an oral culture: in an oral environment one usually only knows what
one can recall, and repetition aids memorizing.
769
 M. Bloch, 'Symbols, song, dance', 76f. Bloch speaks of social and emotive force (74),
and of useful ambiguity (75). Ambiguity in particular smells of meaning: but this is left
unexplained. Bloch's use of 'communication' is rather wavering, as we have seen above.
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audience, and has some effects such as social coherence. I disagree: Bloch
seems to mix up the amount of information (as used in information
theory)770 with the extent of meaning. As the sign complexes or messages
in ritual have a high probability, their informativity is low. But this does not
say anything at all about the load of their semantic information, about the
meaning they can impart. Also, although the non-verbal is not creative in the
way language is (there any competent user can encode and decode an infinite
number of signals), this again does not regard meaning. Bloch overvalues the
creativity and unrestrictedness of everyday language, as I have already argued
above, and he undervalues the communicative value of ritualized behaviour.
I maintain that restriction actually can further the clarity of message and
meaning, by concentrating the mind.771 More importantly, we are speaking
of messages that cannot be given equally well, or indeed much better, without
ritual (why otherwise maintain or invent rituals?): these are messages of a dif-
ferent kind because of the medium. Ritual is a multimedial event, wherein the
non-verbal component usually has an important part to play, as was argued
above. The medium is not the message, but the medium moulds the message!
We will return to this below.
A strong attack on the idea that there is any meaning to ritual behaviour
at all, beyond the importance that any sequence of ritualized acts has in itself
for man and animal, is to be found in two articles by Frits Staal.772 I will
trace his arguments in some detail, and begin by quoting a representative
passage: 'a widespread but erroneous assumption about ritual is that it consists
in symbolic activities which refer to something else. It is characteristic of a
ritual performance, however, that it is self-contained and self-absorbed. The
performers are totally immersed in the proper execution of their complex
tasks. Isolated in their sacred enclosure, they concentrate on correctness of
act, recitation and chant. Their primary concern, if not obsession, is with
rules. There are no symbolic meanings going through their minds when they
770
 Cf. the basic formula of information theory given below, note 908.
771
 And of course it remains to be seen exactly how restricted the communicative media
used in individual rituals are. If Greek choral poetry can be used as an indication, Greek
ntual practice may have condoned a rather high measure of innovation.
772
 F. Staal, 'The meaninglessness of ritual', Numen 26 (1979) 2-22, and idem, 'The
search for meaning'. It is interesting to compare Staal's work with that of C. Humphrey,
and J. Laidlaw, The archetypal actions of ritual, who argue for a contextual and decontextual
m
eaningfulness of ritual, but with arguments that in some instances are much like Staal's.
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are engaged in performing ritual'.773 In Staal's version of orthopraxy it is
important, and exclusively important, what one does, not what one thinks,
believes or says (with the implication that the ritual actor does not think,
believe or say much about what is going on at all). Even if this would hold
true for the Vedic ritual taken by Staal has his point of departure, this
certainly does not cover all ritual: for instance Victor Turner has repeatedly
shown that participants in a ritual can have a very evolved symbolism in
mind, findings that we will come back to below. In Staal's view, rituals do
not re-enact myths, nor reflect social structure, nor transmit cultural and
social values: 'the only cultural values rituals transmit are rituals', 'ritual has
no meaning, goal or aim', it is 'pure activity'.774 Again, even if this would
be true of Vedic ritual, it is not true of all ritual: Indian domestic ritual,
mentioned by Staal himself, has clear-cut purposes: it consists largely of
rites-de-passage and deals with health, wealth, power, offspring, and so on.
Staal argues that because of formal similarities between these domestic rituals
and traditional Vedic ritual, the rites-de-passage theory simply cannot hold
good. But why? Staal does not say ritual is some sort of neurosis: it is not
valueless, but has a purely intrinsic value. Ritual activity is not like ordinary
activity: they may look the same, but in the one it is the activity itself that
counts, in the other it is the result. But here Staal would be hard put to show
that the performers of ritual do not care about the results of their actions.
One would rather expect the opposite.775
773
 F. Staal, 'The meaninglessness of ritual', 3. Cf. E. R. Wolf, in his introduction to
idem (ed.), Religion, power and protest in local communities. The northern shore of the
Mediterranean (Berlin 1984) 2, who also presents us with a very simple equation of medium
and message: Wolf suggests that there is a 'fixed grid of symbolic thought and action' not
concerned with meaning or explanation.
774
 F. Staal, 'The search for meaning', 8. For Staal, meaning lies in structure, as with ma-
thematics or music. Again, the message is that the medium is the message. But ritual is not
music or mathematics (and one could argue over those as well). Staal quotes (4) Isadora
Duncan: 'If I could tell you what it meant there would be no point in dancing it'. Staal
here reduces multimedial ritual to dancing, to modern theatrical dancing, and to clever Isa-
dora who is saving herself all this trouble of explaining! Of course there is something to her
words: the verbal is but an inadequate replacement of the immediacy of the non-verbal. But
'difficult to put in words' cannot be made to mean 'meaningless'.
775
 Staal somewhat weakens his case by allowing for useful side-effects, such as bonding,
solidarity, and morale boosting; what if these effects are (to some extent) intended? Staal
argues that other things have the same effects: thus such effects may explain the pre-
servation of ritual, but not its origin. I fully agree, but cannot see what the origin of ritual
has got to do with it.
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Next, Staal mixes some ethology in his account, and goes off to compare
ritualization in animals, which according to ethologists is sometimes
redirection, but sometimes apparently meaningless. In man we are supposed
to find this same meaningless ritualization.776 But how can this parallelism
account for the fact that human rituals are prone to change: why would they
in the first place, being pure action? Staal denies or understates the diachronic
element.777 Oddly (but inescapably), diachrony is brought in through the
back door: 'various rationalizations and explanations were constructed. Ritual
became deeply involved with religion, which always stands in need of the
mysterious and unexplained (...) In the course of time rituals, instead of
remaining useless and pure, became useful and meritorious'.778 Staal con-
cludes by suggesting that life itself might very well be meaningless. This does
not seem a very novel insight: to the irreligious the state of being meaningful
is the result of interpretative acts by human beings, nothing is 'meaningful in
itself. But what is so extremely interesting to scholars investigating human
behaviour and thought in past and present, is that man the 'meaning-
seeker'779 will never stop reading meanings into almost everything.
Those arguing for ritual as non-communicative and/or meaningless, are
getting tied up in knots (Staal rather more so than Bloch). I stick to more or
less articulate meaning, and study this from the inside out: what the actors say
their acts mean. Again, this is highly controversial, and we will come back
776
 Cf. F. Staal, 'The search for meaning', 4: 'since animals have ritual, and do not have
human minds or beliefs, ritual cannot be symbolical'. But human and animal ritualization
rnay be comparable, they are not identical. Staal also speaks of 'fossilized habits' (13), but
fossilization and ritualization are not the same thing.
777
 First he denies change in speaking of the 'extreme conservatism' of ritual ('The
meaninglessness of ritual', 11). Though this might be the case in Vedic ritual, ritual is not
always and everywhere unchanging, as I need not explain (Staal does speak of 'modification
of embedded rituals' (18), whatever that is). Related is the issue of the primacy of ritual over
belief. This is quite possible, but is not the same as the primacy of all existing rituals;
possibly humans made music, danced, and so on, before imparting meaning, but they went
on creating. Cf. W. Burkert, Structure and history, 38: religious ritual does not derive from
metaphysics, as all ritual is primeval (a somewhat uneasy shifting from religious ritual to
ritual in general; and see the escape routes on p.45). At least part of these arguments seems
to be the myth and ritual debate in a new guise.
778
 Staal, 'The search for meaning', 14. Escape routes again! I suppose the statement to
the effect that Vedic mantras 'had become meaningless' (11) was a slip of the pen.
79
 R. P. Abelson, 'Discussion: minimalist versus maximalist positions on cognitive
structure', in: R. P. Abelson et al. (eds.), Theories of cognitive consistency: a. sourcebook
(Chicago 1968) 526-528, quote 528.
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to this below. It is obvious that in speaking about past behaviour, very often
there will be no pronouncements on the meaning of a particular ritual
available at all, and we will have to have recourse to reconstructing some
mental ambience to suggest what they might have said; obviously a procedure
that is open to much doubt, but to which I see no alternative. People can
perform a ritual unthinkingly, something that of course happens often
enough, but I cannot possibly see how this fact would lead to the conclusion
that the ritual itself is meaningless or irrelevant. Indeed, the majority of those
studying ritual of any kind accept, often implicitly, that it is meaningful
behaviour. Alas, this has often focused attention on the recreation of this
meaning, while the question as to how ritual manages to do all the things it
is supposed to do, that is ritual as an actual set of performative actions or
processes, tends to be disregarded.780 Especially the kinetic elements, i.e.,
movements, gestures, postures, and the complex and for a large part kinetic
activities labelled 'dance', have not received due attention.781 Here of course
780
 D. Handelman, Models and mirrors, 11, criticizes many definitions of ritual for not
telling very much at all about ritual, just warning: pay attention, something special going
on here. But if you want to know what exactly is going on, there is no general literature
on that, and you have to turn to case studies. Handelman wants to address 'the logics
whereby order is made in or through events': cf. D. Handelman, Models and mirrors, 7: the
generalizable features that underlie and help to constitute public events are not their
significance or meaning, but rather a 'technology of events'.
781
 One has to go quite far back into the history of the discipline to find due attention
for the performative aspects of cult: I single out W. Ridgeway, The dramas and dramatic
dances of non-European races in special reference to the origin of Greek tragedy, Cambridge
1915, a chaotic, single-minded and absurdly polemic book, but intriguing in the way it
concentrates on cultic performances. Ridgeway was inspired by the ideas of, amongst
others, Preuss, who saw cult as theatre. Indeed early in the century performative aspects
were more to the fore, also in general works, such as M. P. Nilsson's Griechische Feste von
religiöser Bedeutung mit Ausschluss der attischen, Leipzig 1906, or L. R. Farnell, The cults of
the Greek states, 5 vols., Oxford 1896-1909. While most of the dances known come from a
religious context, handbook literature offers but scant information: M. P. Nilsson,
Geschichte der Griechischen Religion, vol.1, 160ff: three pages on dance out of a total of 188
on 'die Grundlagen der griechischen Religion'; W. Burkert, Griechische Religion, 167ff: one
and a half pages on dance out of 92 pages on ritual and sanctuary. If this might be excusable
in the case of a general handbook, we expect more from monographs dealing with religious
festivals. If we take two fairly recent studies of the cycle of festivals in classical Athens, viz.
H. W. Parke, Festivals of the Athenians, London 1977, and E. Simon, Festivals of Attica. An
archaeological commentary, Madison 1983, the absence of any comments on the dance is as
conspicuous as the dances themselves were during the festivals in question. Recent interest
in the dance outside the Altertumswissenscbafthns apparently not exerted any pressures: e.g.,
M. Grant, and R. Kitzinger (eds.), Civilization of the ancient Mediterranean, 3 vols., New
York 1988, is a giant overview of all aspects of ancient history and civilization; dance gets
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the Blochs and Staals perform much better: if ritual is pure performance
without (much) content, the ritual acts come necessarily to the fore in every
investigation. I want to have the best of both worlds, and look at both the
message and the medium, without favouring the one above the other.
We come back to public events. These are Occasions that people
undertake in concert to make more, less, or other of themselves, than they
usually do' and are dense concentrations of symbols.782 'Public' should be
understood as open to (certain sections of) the general public, and organized
with that same audience in mind.783 Much, but not all, of such events is
taken up with ritual. Most, in premodern societies probably all, are in some
way cultic, with secular and religious components in all possible juxta-
positioning and intermingling.784 Public events provide or make accessible
'meaning' to the participants in the event (which is, again, not to deny other
interpretations, but to concentrate on the communicative aspects). During the
event they interpret their order of things to themselves, 'a story they tell
themselves about themselves', in the much-quoted words of Clifford
Geertz.785 People need public events, and scholars are fond of them, because
here a society's cultural codes (cosmologies, world views, values) are most
graspable, to them and to us: these are Occasions that are set up to do this
kind of coded, communicative work', 'public events are put together to
less than 2 (highly uninformative) pages out of a total of 1980 (compare 10 pages on 'letter
writing', or 23 pages on Roman wall painting and mosaics).
782
 D. Handelman, Models ana mirrors, 3.
783
 There are borderline cases of private celebrations which are turned into public events
(such as weddings, funerals or other rites-de-passage which are celebrated in public space).
Events organized on behalf oi the collective, but at the same time closed to the public, are
of course relatively common (e.g., the Fratres Arvales dancing behind closed doors: see CIL
6.2023-2114, esp. 2042, 2060 and 2104; on their rites; cf. E. Olshausen, '"Über die römischen
Ackerbrüder", Geschichte eines Kultes', in: ANRW, vol.2.16.1 (Berlin 1978) 820-832), but
still exceptions to prove the rule. Whether a religious cult is 'private' or state-controlled,
does not make any difference as far as its intentions to address a public are concerned,
though of course this can have consequences for the freedom that is allowed a cult to
actually do so.
7M
 Cf. above, note 740. I do not deny the usefulness of distinguishing between secular
and religious or sacred and profane, but maintain that when judging existing situations the
result of the exercise will often be that a clear distinction cannot be made. Labels such as
'religious festival' or 'civic ritual' can be at most approximations.
785
 C. Geertz, 'Deep play: notes on the Balinese cockfight', in: idem, The interpretation
of cultures. Selected essays (New York 1973) 412-453; quote: 448. Cf. E. Muir, Civic ritual in
Renaissance Venice (Princeton 1981) 5: 'in the great cycle of civic rituals may be read a story
created by the Venetians about their own political and social world'.
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communicate comparatively well-honed messages'.786 The events provide
commentary and discourse on the general state of affairs, on questions of
identity and of self-perception. They serve the needs of both continuity and
change.787 It would be naive to suppose that they did so unambiguously.
In the ancient Greek world the most important public event was the
festival.788 Festivals can be recurrent or non-recurrent, and if recurrent, the
786
 D. Handelman, Models and mirrors, 9, 12.
787
 Apart from some classics on this subject: E. Muir, Civic ritual in Renaissance Venice,
Princeton 1981, R. C. Trexler, Public life in Renaissance Florence, New York 1980, E. Le
Roy Ladurie, Carnival. A people's uprising at Romans 1579-1580, London 1980 (= Le
Carnaval de Romans, Paris 1979), I have derived much inspiration from the following
articles: M. James, 'Ritual, drama and social body in the late medieval English town', P&P
98 (1983) 3-29; A. MacKay, 'Ritual and propaganda in fifteenth-century Castile', P&P 107
(1985) 3-43; L. Nussdorfer, 'The Vacant See: ritual and protest in early modern Rome', The
sixteenth century journal 18 (1987) 173-189, T. J. Mitchell, 'Holy week in Spain: the
persecutory dynamics of popular religious drama', Journal of Religious Studies 14 (1987) 25-
45, several of the contributions to B. A. Hanawalt, and K. L. Reyerson (eds.), City and
spectacle in medieval Europe, Minneapolis 1994, and G. Rosser, 'Myth, image and social
process in the English medieval town', Urban history 23 (1996) 5-25. Very clear: R.
Muchembled, 'La fête au coeur. Une approche de la sociabilité septentrionale du xive au xxe
siècle', RdN 69 (1987) 473-481, with the following characterization of public events: '(les
fêtes) traduisent en gestes et en paroles obscurcis des conceptions collectives du temps, de
l'espace, de l'être humain, des valeurs des fonctions et des dysfonctions de la société' (473).
Trailblazing studies adapting some the insights reached by students of medieval and early
modern Europe to the ancient situation, were W. R. Connor, 'Tribes, festivals and
processions: civic ceremonial and political manipulation in archaic Greece', JHS 107 (1987)
40-50, and S. Goldhill, 'The great Dionysia and civic ideology', JHS 107 (1987) 58-76
(revised in: J. J. Winkler, and F. I. Zeitlin (eds.), Nothing to do with Dionysos? Athenian
drama in its social context (Princeton 1990) 97-129). See now C. Dougherty, and L. Kurke
(eds.), Cultural poetics in archaic Greece: cult, performance, politics, Cambridge 1993. Some
recent studies which discuss dance and music as the means of preserving and underlining the
identity of a community: V. Erlmann, 'Migration and performance: Zulu migrant workers'
Isicathamiya performance in South Africa, 1890-1950', Ethnomusicology 34 (1990) 199-220;
D. B. Coplan, 'Fictions that save: migrants' performance and Basotho national culture',
Cultural Anthropology 6 (1991) 164-192; S. Rostas, 'The Concheros of Mexico: a search for
ethnic identity', DR 9.2 (1991) 3-17; M. I. Aguilar, 'The role of sarki dance in Waso
Boorano/Somali symbiosis and conflict', Anthropos 88 (1993) 184-190; Z. Blazekovic,
'Salonsko kolo: dance of nineteenth-century Croatian ballrooms', DA 12.2 (1994) 114-126;
P. Savaglio, 'Polka bands and choral groups: the musical self-representation of Polish-
Americans in Detroit', Ethnomusicology 40 (1996) 35-48.
788
 W. K. Pritchett, The Greek state at war, vol.3 (Berkeley 1979) 154: 'much of the life
of the ancient Greek world is lost to us if we do not understand that festivals and games
with their mixture of piety, patriotism and merrymaking, holy day and holiday alike, were
central facts of ancient corporate religion'; cf. A. D. Nock, 'Attic festivals (review of
Deubner, Attische Feste]', Gnomon 10 (1934) 289-295, 295 (reprinted in idem, Essays on
religion and the ancient world (Oxford 1972) 401-408), and P. Cartledge, 'The Greek
religious festivals', 98: 'festivals were the single most important feature of Classical Greek
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recurrence can be cyclical or non-cyclical. Not surprisingly, information flows
most generously in the last-mentioned case: festivals of a cyclical or calendri-
cal nature. Indeed, in the ancient Greek world most calendars are festive
calendars. Man lived from one festival to the next, time was reckoned by
festivals.789 These were crucial 'holidaymaking interruptions of the routine
daily grind' (we are speaking of a world without sabbath or weekend).790
But festivals do not set up a temporal frame only: the cycle of festivities (and
often the proceedings of a single festival) can also be traced across the map,
an instance of what has been called 'religion tied into the landscape'.791
religion in its public aspect'. And not just of religion. On festivals in ancient Greece see
above all J. D. Mikalson, 'The heortê of heortology', GRBS 23 (1982) 213-221, and W.
Burkert, 'Die antike Stadt als Festgemeinschaft', in: P. Hugger, W. Burkert, and E.
Lichtenhahn (eds.), Stadt und Fest. Zur Geschichte und Gegenwart europäischer Festkultur
(Stuttgart 1987) 25-44. On festivals in general I have profited from: M. De Marinis, and R.
J. Smith, 'Festival', s.v. in: T. A. Sebeok (ed.), Encyclopedic Dictionary of Semiotics (Berlin
1986) 255-260; F. Dunand (ed.), Laßte, pratique et discours, Paris 1981; J. Duvignaud, Fêtes
et civilisations, Paris 1973; K. Ehlich, 'Fest und Kultur, Festkultur', in: S. Döpp (ed.),
Karnevaleske Phänomene in antiken und nachantiken Kulturen und Literaturen (Trier 1993)
287-311; W. Haug, and R. Warning (eds.), Das Fest, Munich 1989; J. J. MacAloon (ed.), Rite,
drama, festival, spectacle: rehearsals toward Λ theory of cultural performance, Oxford 1984; R.
J. Smith, The art of the Festival, Lawrence 1975; V. W. Turner (ed.), Celebration: studies in
festivity and ritual, Washington 1982. Many other relevant titles can be found in the notes
in the section on mobilization below.
789
 Cf. R. Caillois, L'homme et le sacré (Paris 1963) 125. Whether this always ties in with
the seasons and the agricultural pursuits belonging, is doubtful: Pritchett rightly signals the
problem of the Athenian year being highly irregular (at least before the Hellenistic period);
cf. A. E. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology, Munich 1972. G. J. Baudy, Adonisgärten.
Studien zur antiken Samensymbolik (Frankfurt a.M. 1986) 16: 'Aber der Festkalender ist von
landwirtschaftlichen Zyklen in einem Masse geprägt, dass man die Kulte und ihre aitiolo-
gischen Mythen nicht adäquat verstehen kann, ohne sich klar gemacht zu haben, an welche
agrarischen Daten sie anknüpfen', but cf. ibid., 47f, on the Adoniai: 'Dass sie nicht in den
attischen Staatskalender eingegliedert waren, sondern als Privatkult gefeiert wurden, sollte
man nicht als Hinweis auf eine etwaige Unwichtigkeit missverstehen. Die grossen Bauern-
festen werden unabhängig vom bürgerlichen Lunisolarjahr begangen, das seine schwanken-
den Termine für die bäuerlichen Bedürfnisse disqualifizieren'.
790
 Quote from P. Cartledge, 'The Greek religious festivals', 103. There remains the
question how often these interruptions occurred: even if we know the festive calendar, we
do not know who participated at what occasions. 'Holidaymaking' should not be
misunderstood: see K. Kerényi, 'Vom Wesen des Festes', who subtly but pointedly notes
that in ancient festivals generally Heiterkeit prevails, but that a Festivitätsgefühl should not
be confused with Fröhlichkeit (53, 56). R. J. Smith, in M. de Marinis, and R. J. Smith,
'Festival', s.v. in: T. A. Sebeok (ed.), Encyclopedic Dictionary of Semiotics (Berlin 1986) 255-
260, 259, lays rather too much stress on joy, humour and licence.
791
 W. A. Christian, Jr, Local religion in sixteenth-century Spain (Princeton 1981) 179. Cf.
E. Muir, Civic ritual in Renaissance Venice, Princeton 1981, on 'ritual geography', R. C.
Trexler, Public life in Renaissance Florence (New York 1980) Iff: 'processional identity'.
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Plato (Respublica 475d) tells how people rush from one festival to another
(out of a passion for theatre and music: going after the performers who also
made the round from one festival to another792 - which of course tells us
something about the function of the performances, but we will come back to
that).
As already stated above, public events are in large part ritualized
occasions. But it is a specific kind of ritualizing that catches the eye: dramatic
theatre, dancing, music (what Schechner calls the 'behaviour arts': arts that
are actualized in performance), processions and games, sacrifice. All this
dramatising, all these displays of a theatrical or theatroid nature, all the shows
that are put on, I will call performance.793 Performance is used in the social
Thus we find in Attica festivals celebrated by the polis at large, and those intimately
connected with the demes, such as the Synoikia or festivals aimed at a particular audience
(women's festivals seem to have been celebrated locally, as women are relatively
neighbourhood-bound). More research into this would be welcome. People move about a
religious map as much as they move across a religious time span. Indeed, some work has
recently been done: S. E. Alcock, and R. G. Osborne (eds.), Placing the gods: sanctuaries and
sacred space in ancient Greece, Oxford 1994. See also R. J. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians,
on 'civic space' (concentrating on religious architecture (72), but his pages on shrines and
hallowed features of the landscape, 42ff, also belong). I just want to point out here the
already much-discussed importance of the cycle of festivities (cf. J. F. Riegelhaupt, 'Festas
and padres: the organization of religious action in a Portuguese parish', AAnthr 75 (1973)
835-852, on the 'fiesta complex': an interlocking network of fiestas, from private to town,
by way of village and parish).
792
 Demosthenes 18.180; 262; cf. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, The dramatic festivals of
Athens (Oxford 1988) 43, and D. Whitehead, The Demes of Attica 508/7-ca. 250 B.C., a poli-
tical and social study (Princeton 1986) 212-222, on the rural Dionysia.
793
 Cf. R. Schechner, The future of ritual, 229. For some examples of public events seen
as performance, see A. MacKay, 'Ritual and propaganda in fifteenth-century Castile', P&P
107 (1985) 3-43, on 'the theatre of politics', to be taken quite literally, as the deposition of
the king in effigy is staged as a play. MacKay compares the (para-)dramatic qualities of
religious plays, 'inkomsten', courtly festivals and pageants, inquisitorial practice, royal
burials, and so on. L. Nussdorfer, 'The Vacant See: ritual and protest in early modern
Rome', The sixteenth century journal 18 (1987) 173-189, is illuminating on dramatic forms
of political communication and political mobilization. P. Spierenburg, The spectacle of
suffering. Executions and the evolution of repression: from a preindustrial metropolis to the
European experience, Cambridge 1984, discusses public executions as a kind of dramatized
morality play, a performance that was publicized and drew a crowd, even of outsiders, even
of those opposed to the execution. They seldom interfered with the execution itself, but
were quick to riot if the performance was unsatisfactory: if the executioner bungled the
performance, the crowd might even (try to) kill him (13ff, 84, 103ff). Which reminded me
of Dr. Johnson, who in 1783, when Tyburn was abolished, protested: 'No, Sir, it is not an
improvement (...) executions are intended to draw spectators. If they do not draw
spectators, they do not answer to their purpose. The old method was most satisfactory to
all parties: the public was satisfied by the procession, the criminal was supported by it', as
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sciences to indicate the conduct of communication in general, or even wider
still.794 More in accordance with natural language is, however, to restrict the
use of performance to aesthetically marked and heightened modes of com-
munication.795 Performing is 'performing in public', that is, playing, acting
out, and so on (there is no proper English alternative) to some audience.
Performers and audience come together at a specific time and place in order
to 'put a performance on': the messages communicated at a performance can
only be understood by those who enter into the special interpretative frame
that is set up by the performance. Hence so-called 'framed events', which are
events limited in time and space and diverging from normality. Usually these
are also characterized by periodicity and community involvement. That
performances and public events share so many characteristics is obviously no
coincidence. As a constituent part of public events, performances are the main
venue for telling the 'story that the participants tell about themselves'. That
is to say that performances are not merely reflective of the community or
society in which they are put on, but are also reflexive796.
quoted in A. S. Turberville (ed.), Johnson's England An account of the life and manners of
bis age, vol.2 (Oxford 1933) 306.
794
 Of course all of social interaction and behaviour can be seen as performative, if only
performance is used in a wide enough sense. E.g., G. B. Palmer, and W. R. Jankowiak,
'Performance and imagination: toward an anthropology of the spectacular and the
mundane', Cultural Anthropology 11 (1996) 225-258, tend to use performance as a synonym
of culture. The metaphoric use of play, game, play-acting, staging, or performance to indi-
cate human life, probably best-known in its Shakespearean version, seems to be fairly
universal. Now 'performance' has gained much currency in recent scholarship, together
with mimesis, representation, drama ('social drama'), where it might be seen as a
degeneration of the specialized concept of performance as used in linguistic discourse
(Chomsky's linguistic competence and performance), or analogous with the 'roles' of
sociology. One might also compare the concept of playacting as used in social psychology:
e.g., N. H. Frijda, 'The meanings of emotional expression', in: M. R. Key (ed.), Nonverbal
communication today. Current research (Berlin 1982) 103-119, here 115: 'much of emotion,
and expression in human interaction is playacting in which all players believe'. It is, how-
ever, hard to see whether much is gained by the use of 'performance' as a catch-all, to
indicate every purposive act or even behaviour in general.
795
 I borrow the words of R. Bauman, 'Performance', s.v. in: E. Barnouw, et al. (eds.),
International encyclopedia of communications 3 (New York 1989) 262-266.
796
 V. Turner, 'Frame, flow and reflexion: ritual and drama as public liminality', in: M.
Benamou, and C. Caramello (eds.), Performance in postmodern culture (Madison 1977) 33-55,
speaks of 'plural reflexivity, the ways in which a group or community seeks to portray,
understand, and then act on itself' (33). Turner identifies public reflexivity and performance
(where again we have too broad a usage of 'performance' to my taste). See also B. A.
Babcock, 'Reflexivity: definitions and discriminations', Semiotica 30 (1980) 1-14, esp. p.5 on
performance as reflexive comment. R. Bauman, 'Performance', s.v. in: E. Barnouw, et al.
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Mobilization
Though 'mobilization' as a terminus technicus derives from sociology,
sociologists' usage of 'mobilization' is very imprecise, and the concept is not
usually given much attention.797 In the abstract terminology of organi-
zational studies resource mobilization or manpower mobilization has been
described as a process whereby commitment is increased, latent energy is
made available for collective action, or control of assets is extended.798
Sociologists use the concept in discussions of social change, political
involvement, propaganda, mass communication and the development sphere,
and include a wide range of phenomena, such as ideology, socialization,
organization, or methods of recruitment. I want to settle for a more precise
and much more restricted definition, again attempting to stay close to the
natural language use of the word. Accordingly, mobilization must here be
understood as 'direct activation', the process by which people are brought out
into the public sphere through offering them some incentive or forcing them
to become mobile, in its basic sense, and to commit themselves to some
course of action. To mobilize a particular audience is to activate as many
individuals as possible out of the total number contained within the stated or
implied limits of that audience. Though coercion is clearly one of the possible
ways of activating people in numbers, this might obviously hamper effective
mobilization, certainly in the long run, unless sanctions are considerable.
Here we will be almost exclusively concerned with mobilization of the
public's own volition, after some incentive has been offered to them. An
audience can be mobilized on any number of unique occasions, or on some
(eds.), International encyclopedia of communications 3 (New York 1989) 262-266, stresses the
self-reflexive nature of performance: signification about signification, metacultural self-
analysis. While I think this is true of every performance, such self-reflexivity should be
distinguished from the 'plural reflexivity' addressed by Turner of which the crucial aspect
is the 'acting on oneself'.
797
 In sociological studies in the field of collective behaviour the concept is sometimes
given a central position, as in N. J. Schmelser, Theory of collective behaviour, New York
1963. But on the whole attention is slight, and treatment in the standard works of reference
perfunctory. Social or organizational psychology does not appear to work with the concept
at all.
791
 An extensive discussion of mobilization can be found in A. Etzioni, The active
society. A theory of societal and political processes, New York 1968, especially 388ff. Though
my definition differs from Etzioni's I have borrowed some of his vocabulary.
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regular basis, to join in recurrent, possibly periodic, assemblies of whatever
kind.
Mobilization in the sense of direct activation might seem an interesting
and worthwhile subject for sociological or psychological research, but I am
not aware of any relevant publications, at least none that are easily accessible
to non-specialists: bibliographies have little to offer, whether one tries
mobilization or other entries like motivations, incentives, persuasion,
commitment or recruitment.799 Of course there is extant a large body of
theorizing on and case studies of the sociology and psychology of mass
phenomena (collective behaviour, collective dynamics). Not only social
groups in the abstract have been the object of research, but also concrete
groupings of people, such as observable crowds and mobs.800
799
 Nor have works of reference much to offer: I have gone through The International
Encyclopedia of Social Sciences, Handwörterbuch der Sozialwissenschaften, J. Gould, and W.
L. Kolb, A dictionary of the social sciences, New York 1964, T. F. Hoult, Dictionary of
modem sociology, Totowa, NJ 1969, G. D. Mitchell, A new dictionary of sociology, London
1979, and several other standard works of reference published in the sixties and seventies,
to no avail. It is only in the late seventies and eighties that we find mobilization in the
dictionaries at all, for instance in W. Fuchs et al. (eds.), Lexikon der Soziologie, Opladen
19782, M. Mann (ed.), The MacMillan student encyclopedia of sociology, London 1983, N.
Abercrombi et al. (eds.), The Penguin dictionary of sociology, Harmondsworth 19882, R.
Boudon et al. (eds.), Dictionnaire de sociologie, Paris 1989, but all entries are slight and
mainly restricted to political mobilization (but none of the several dictionaries in the field
of political science that I looked into contained an entry on the concept). Treatments of
mobilization equally slight, but putting the concept in far wider perspective, can be found
in two Dutch works of reference: J. M. M. de Valk (ed.), Encyclopedie van de sociologie,
Amsterdam 1977, and L. Rademaker, Sociologische Encyclopedie, vol.1, Utrecht 1978.
Mobilization is completely absent from the comprehensive work edited by A. Kuper and
J. Kuper, The social science encyclopedia, London 1985.
800
 See for instance S. Moscovici, L'Age des foules, Paris 1981, and C. F. Graumann, and
S. Moscovici (eds.), Changing conceptions of crowd mind and behavior, New York 1986; both
volumes contain many references, and provide thorough discussions of classics in this field
such as the works by Le Bon and Freud. As Moscovici notes in his introductory chapter
to C. F. Graumann, and S. Moscovici (eds.), Changing conceptions, research is moving from
crowd psychology to a wider social science of groups: but this causes the actual, observable
crowd (which never got enough attention in the first place) to retreat again behind more
abstract phenomena. Interesting examples of the research into the behaviour of actual
crowds are studies of gangs, especially of football supporters: I will only refer to P. Marsh,
E. Rosser, and R. Harre, The rules of disorder, London 1978, with its intriguing account of
life on the terraces'. Very useful is C. McPhail, The myth of the madding crowd, New York
1991, based on crowd observation and systematical description of the empirical features of
crowds; McPhail offers a theory of purposive self-control: rational ends/means calculations
"Χ individual and corporate actors, as it is put in the excellent introduction by J. D.
McCarthy.
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Mobilization is an essential element of every public event: such events
exist by virtue of at least some people coming to partake.801 Public events
have above been characterized as performative, and performance has been
described as public performance, that is, freely accessible to at least some
members of a community or society. This presupposes at the very least some
performers, and normally an audience as well (of course the two can be iden-
tical or overlap). Also, public events were understood to be of an essentially
communicative nature. Communication, as it is to be defined below, is a pro-
cess of sharing. This implies the activation of a number of people with whom
to share. One way to optimize communication within the context of collec-
tive behaviour, is to maximize the number of communicators. Maximizing
should not be understood as increasing indiscriminately and without limit the
number of participants, though obviously it can mean this, physical space
permitting. If one limits participation to a particular group maximizing means
drawing as large a group of performers and audience as possible from the
ranks of that delimited group (of course performers and spectators need not
be recruited from the same group). To the organizers of an event the audience
can hardly ever be 'an accident'; indeed, both organizers and public can in
some instances be seen to state explicitly that the number of people joining
in is as important as the comers' intentions or fervour. And of course, it is
the only thing that is easy to measure.
The existence of the crowd, public, audience, mob and so on, is, however,
usually taken for granted, and it is the behaviour of such groups, and the
short and long term consequences of their behaviour that are studied in detail,
but never their formation. In a sense we can indeed take the crowd for
granted: people congregate.802 But this is not mere habit, or a simple case
801
 R. Muchembled, 'La fête au coeur. Une approche de la sociabilité septentrionale du
xive au xxe siècle', RdN 69 (1987) 473-481, speaks of 'les indispensables spectateurs' (473).
Interesting in this respect is a remark in P. Sillitoe, 'From head-dresses to head-messages:
the art of self-decoration in the highlands of Papua New Guinea', Man 23 (1988) 298-318,
304ff, on Papuan dancers: the men liken their dancing to the dancing by birds; those birds
that are thought to dance are supposed to do this to an audience. Nobody has ever observed
this happening, but all are convinced of its reality: for these Papuan witnesses display is
simply inconceivable without spectators.
802
 Very good on crowds and most related problems (though again not on crowd
formation)·. S. Milgram, and H. Toch, 'Collective behavior: crowds and social movements',
in: G. Lindzey, and E. Aronson (eds.), The handbook of social psychology, vol.4 (Reading,
Mass. 19692) 507-610.
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of stimulus and response: the one crowd is not the other.803 We have to
differentiate between casual crowds and intentional crowds, which assemble
with the purpose of recreating themselves or seeking information.804 Also,
groupings differ in size, and their composition and behaviour vary from the
one occasion to the other. This also happens in the case of recurring, more
or less identical, occasions. To put it differently: at a given moment in time
the one occasion is more popular than the other, and seen over some stretch
of time any occasion might become popular, reach peak popularity, maintain
popularity for a certain period, loose appeal, be discontinued or revitalized,
and so on. If we eliminate demographic factors such as the growth, decline
or changing age composition of a given population, and distorting features
such as severe weather conditions or the threat of contagious disease, and so
on, what we are left with are variations in the effectiveness of mobilization
strategies.
So we should move one step back from the existence of audiences in
order to ask what and who brought them about. What exactly attracts which
people, how to capture and hold their attention? For how long can people be
mobilized by some unchanging incentive? How to maintain some level of
commitment? If several attractions are being offered at the same time, what
do people prefer and why? Do attractions reinforce one another? Can incen-
tives easily be manipulated to bring out a public of the right size and at the
right moment? Is there some relationship between incentive and purpose? In
sum, what pleases some public best, by whom is it offered and for what
reasons, and how does all this change over time? Intriguing questions but, as
said above, the standard sociological and psychological handbooks and works
of reference have little or nothing to contribute towards their answer.
In turning for some guidance to more specialist fields of enquiry,
sociology of religion is the obvious choice here. The concept of mobilization
as defined above could of course be very useful in the study of the organi-
803
 See C. McPhail, The myth of the madding crowd, New York 1991, for a convincing
rejection of notions like 'crowd mind', a communal 'disposition to behave', 'madness-in-
common', or 'spontaneous crowds' (xiii, xix-xxv, 155).
804
 One might compare the distinction between natural and artificial crowds, as first
clearly formulated by Gabriel Tarde and Sigmund Freud, cf. S. Moscovici, 'The discovery
°f the masses', in: C. F. Graumann, and S. Moscovici (eds.), Changing conceptions of crowd
mind and behavior (New York 1986), 5-25, 21ff.
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zational aspects of religion. Indeed, studies on the creation, survival and
reproduction of religious organisations abound, especially an extensive
literature on sects and new religious movements, and these usually centre on
the inspiration, conversion, adhesion, recruitment or mobilization of religious
actors.805 The many problems surrounding these concepts are far from
settled, but all are used in the sense of 'joining', 'becoming an adherent,
member, believer', even if the type of commitment, ranging from internalized
conviction to external compliance, can be seen to be different from the one
case to the other.806 But the first problem is not how to convert people, but
how to get them out on the street and into a situation where they might
possibly be converted (I leave aside the modern media, which bring the
preachers, healers and so on into everybody's private sphere; televangelism
and related phenomena are not relevant to the model I am trying to con-
805
 Often in terms of community, adherence or commitment, see, e.g., B. Hargrove, The
sociology of religion. Classical and contemporary approaches, Arlington Heights 19892. Two
fairly recent bibliographic surveys, A. J. Blasi, and M. W. Cuneo, Issues in the sociology of
religion: a bibliography, New York 1986, and R. Homan, The sociology of religion: a
bibliographical survey, New York 1986, have no separate section on mobilization (nor is the
concept included in their indices): a number of relevant publications are scattered across
several different rubrics. D. A. Snow, E. B. Rochford, Jr, S. K. Worden and R. D. Benford,
'Frame alignment processes, micromobilization, and movement participation', ASR 51
(1986) 464-481, use 'micromobilization' to indicate an interactive and communicative pro-
cess intended to affect the alignment of 'frames', the necessary precondition for participa-
tion (464; for 'frames', see below, note 961). R. Stark, and L. R. lannaccone, 'A supply-side
reinterpretation of the "secularization" of Europe', JSSR 33 (1994) 230-252, speak of 'a
theory of religious mobilization'. Other examples of the use of mobilization in a religious
context in: R. C. Liebman, and R. Wuthnow (eds.), The new Christian Right: mobilization
and legitimation, New York 1983; R. Finke, and R. Stark, 'Religious economies and sacred
canopies: religious mobilization in American cities, 1906', ASR 53 (1988) 41-49; R. Finke,
A. M. Guest, and R. Stark, 'Mobilizing local religious markets'. Cf. S. Acquaviva, and E.
Pace, La sociologie des religions. Problèmes et perspectives (Paris 1994) 175-176, combining two
of our themes: 'le mode dominant de production, passée et présente, d'une mobilisation de
l'action collective est la performance religieuse d'un quelconque anchorman'.
806
 Very useful is the discussion of the conceptual and analytical confusion surrounding
conversion and related concepts in Th. Robbins, 'Cults, converts and charisma: the
sociology of new religious movements', Current sociology / La sociologie contemporaine 36
(1988) 1-250, see esp. 64ff. See also D. Snow, and R. Machalek, 'The sociology of
conversion', ARSoc 10 (1984) 167-190; W. S. Babcock, 'MacMullen on conversion: a
response', The second century. A journal of early Christian studies 5 (1985-1986) 82-89, on R.
MacMullen, 'Two types of conversion to early Christianity', Vigiliae Christianas 37 (1983)
174-192, idem, Christianizing the Roman empire, A.D. 100-400, New Haven 1984, and idem,
'Conversion: a historian's view', The second century. A journal of early Christian studies 5
(1985-1986) 67-81. MacMullen's articles have been reprinted in idem, Changes in the Roman
empire. Essays in ordinary, Princeton 1990.
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struct). Obviously, mobilization need not result in conversion or whatever
change in position, because those mobilized might remain in the long term
unaffected. Also, mobilization does occur completely independent of any
change in adherence: indeed, it is a continual process, as opposed to the
relatively momentary conversion. Those who are 'members' already, whether
by previous adherence or by birth, must be mobilized time and time again.
Mobilization, recruitment and conversion are used in a sense that either
takes the activating events, the incentives, for granted, or takes a restricted
view of what actually constitutes an incentive.807 For a start, I think we
must reject 'belief' or 'faith' as a sufficient incentive to visit a particular event.808
807
 Th. Robbins, 'Cults, converts and charisma: the sociology of new religious
movements', Current sociology /La sociologie contemporaine 36 (1988) 1-250, has much of
value on motivation (lOlff), but nothing on how things are put in practice: 106f we learn
that relative success of a religious movement depends on 'effective mobilization' (amongst
much else), but no details are given. Still, there is much of wider import, and a wealth of
references. D. A. Snow, E. B. Rochford, Jr, S. K. Worden, and R. D. Benford, 'Frame
alignment processes, micromobilization, and movement participation', ASR 51 (1986) 464-
481, come close to what I call mobilization, especially in the stress laid on the dynamism
of participation (participation involving frequent reassessment), but this is not worked out
in any detail, and is not concerned with the individual gathering. Hardly any study of
ancient religion focuses on this element: only MacMullen gives an explicit account, and an
excellent piece of writing and research it is, in his Paganism in the Roman Empire, 18ff:
'Attracting crowds'. His next section (34ff, 'Displays and accommodations at temples')
might as well have been included under the head of 'attracting crowds'. His references are
copious, but largely restricted to imperial times. Elsewhere we find only isolated remarks
such as 'holidays, band concerts, spectacles and parades, there is nothing like them for
drawing a crowd, ancient or modern' (N. Lewis, Life in Egypt under Roman rule (Oxford
1983) 105); 'ces fêtes mobilisèrent des classes sociales sans distinction' (J. Gagé, Apollon
romain (Paris 1955) 685); 'on accordait souvent ce privilège pour encourager les foules à
prendre part aux fêtes' (F. Sokolowski, in LSAM, 97); 'on proposait toutes les facilités pour
attirer les gens' (idem, LSCG, 133). MacMullen is one of the few to have an open eye for
the importance of the performative aspects of cult, including dance, and has most
persistently attacked the idea that religion is only, or foremost, words, doctrines, or verbal
orthodoxy; see MacMullen, Paganism in the Roman Empire, and idem, Christianizing the
Roman empire, A.D. 100-400, New Haven 1984. J. Heers, 'Les métiers et les fêtes
"médiévales" en France du Nord et en Angleterre', RdN 55 (1973) 193-206, in speaking of
late mediaeval religious festivals, mentions the assembling of crowds and explicitly compares
this to the situation in the world of Antiquity (193).
80!
 Rather strong, but I feel supported by the analysis of differential recruitment by D.
A. Snow, L. A. Zürcher and S. Ekland-Olson, 'Social networks and social movements: a
microstructural approach to differential recruitment', ASR 45 (1980) 787-801: why do people
participate in one movement organization and not in other? See their remarks on a social-
psychological-motivational level of analysis versus sociospatial factors (789). The last must
play an important part as recruitment is not random. One should also note the importance
of mobility and distance: the less mobile (because of work conditions, or distance) should
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What research there is into the concrete incentives offered to would-be
adherents of sectarian religious movements, often argues that interpersonal
networks are highly important in recruitment, and that affective bonds may
be the reward sought after. It seems that such networks are supposed to
preempt further enquiry into mobilization. Without intending to deny the
importance of interpersonal contacts in the formation of sectarian movements
(and also in established majority religion, though here again contemporary
research indicates that small groups that are not normative, such as orthodox
or progressive minorities, or revitalizing movements, depend most strongly
on networks), it seems that other mobilization aspects have been underrated.
Especially when one attempts to mobilize not so much a new as an existing
audience, other elements come into play. I am convinced that such recurrent
mobilization, especially the bringing out of large audiences at specific
moments in the year, cannot depend on interpersonal networks only.809
Thus in Antiquity affective bonds will have played a large part in more
exclusivistic religious groups, or, obviously, in private associations and clubs,
but the public religious life will have not have depended upon personal
contacts to mobilize their audiences. The absence of orthodoxy (and thus of
anti-orthodoxy) and, by-and-large, of religious counterculture in the open
polytheistic religion of the ancient world can only serve to strengthen this
conclusion.
Sociologists of religion study institutionalized groups of believers,
adherents and members, the sum total of all individuals and primary groups
seen over time, but not the actually existing secondary group, whether casual
or intentional. They evince but little or no interest in the creation of the one,
unique, and momentary get-together situationally generated and sustained, nor
in its composition or dynamics (with the exception of trance behaviour). The
aspect of mobilization in the sense of direct activation remains largely in the
have strong incentives to come to any event. I suggest participants in religious events are
likely to stress their internalized conviction, and not exterior attractions, because of a
perceived criticism of 'coming merely for the show'.
809
 I include here charismatic leadership. This can be a very effective mobilizing agent,
but it might not be easy to name any large public event which has drawn large crowds over
a long period of time on the strength of the presence of a living charismatic leader only.
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dark.810 The rational choice or supply-side theorists deal with mobilization
in a way that comes very close to what I am doing: a religious economy in
which religious firms are trying to create demand for what they have on
offer. But still something is lacking: systematic inquiry into the actual means
by which demand is stimulated. What do you offer in order to defeat the
competitors?
If the sociology of religion seems oblivious of the alluring qualities of
both the angelic voices of the cathedral choir and the racy bazaar of the
parish church, the extensive literature on the mass media, advertising, public
relations and marketing, does offer relevant material on 'crowd pleasing', as
one would expect it to do.811 But even here the several studies that I have
810
 For the general lack of theoretical reflection on these issues, a representative example
is a standard handbook like M. B. McGuire, Religion: the social context, Belmont 1981,
which has nothing in particular on 'drawing of crowds' (e.g., nothing on pilgrimage or
relics, miracles and cures!). Phenomenologists of course mention all of these, but are not
interested in the social dynamics: that people come is always taken for granted. K. Ehlich,
'Fest und Kultur, Festkultur', in: S. Döpp (ed.), Karnevaleske Phänomene in antiken und
nachantiken Kulturen und Literaturen (Trier 1993) 287-311, calls a festival 'geradezu eine Art
kommunikative Maschinerie, durch die die Mitgliedschaft erzeugt und aufrecht erhalten
wird' (298). But with 'Mitgliedschaft erzeugen' Ehlich does not mean drawing crowds: he
considers participation as a given, because there is no alternative (which for most situations
is untrue). An issue of L'année sociologique, 38 (1988), partly devoted to the theme 'Ou en
est la sociologie du catholicisme?', mentions a 'renaissance d'une certaine mise en scène
festive de la vie dans divers de ses moments et de ses événements' (167), speaking of Belgian
Catholicism 'hors les mures', but does not elaborate on attractions or incentives. We do find
attention paid to the existing congregation and the ways in which to stimulate its gathering
in the work of anthropologists and anthropologically inspired historians, e.g., the work of
Boissevain and of Bax to be quoted below, or in the collection of essays edited by J.-C.
Schmitt, Les saints et les stars: le texte hagiographique dans la culture populaire, Paris 1983,
which has hagiography and healing as central themes, but includes an interesting
comparison of saints and pop stars, and has something on the mechanisms and motives for
drawing pilgrims, festival goers and listeners. When W. A. Christian, Jr, Person and God
in a Spanish valley (New York 1972) 56, compared fiestas and masses with American college
football games and pep rallies, he was criticized for getting stuck at the exterior identities,
but it is of course such identities that we are here talking of. It seems somewhat superfluous
to stress that a football game and a mass are two different things.
811
 I looked into a number of recent books on pastoral care or the practice of liturgy,
where one might expect an approach somewhat related to that of the advertisers and sales
consultants. As for instance the bishopric of Limburg, the southernmost province of the
Netherlands, had a sponsor put up big billboards advertising the catholic faith, I felt entitled
to expect some straightforward PR-language. But none of these works suggested that innova-
tions in church ritual involving music, drama, dance, or whatever spectacle, were not only
liturgical progress, but (also) intended to stimulate church going. While the pious
publications speak in terms of worship only, personal enquiries with members of the clergy
suggest differently. Something of the real state of affairs may be read between the lines in
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managed to look through, either discuss the behaviour of a particular public
of which the formation is presupposed, or go into (too) much detail on the
modern consumer's preference for, or that consumer's manipulation by, the
amount of red-colouring agents in strawberry jam, and so on. References to
'drawing attention', 'catching the public', 'attracting an audience' are fleeting
and without any detail.812 All this is not of much use when we want to be
able to distinguish between the effectiveness of mobilization by different
Greek sanctuaries, or when we ask what innovation was necessary to main-
tain the audience of a particular public event at a required level or to make
that audience grow. Indeed, much of the literature on mass media illustrates
the paradoxical situation that mass media usually do not address masses at all,
but individual within their secluded private sphere.813
In the absence of modern theorizing and empirical research concerning
the effectiveness of particular mobilization strategies, I have myself gathered
some information concerning such strategies, largely from outside the social
sciences. But a proper analysis asks for full-scale field work on a cross-cultural
basis carried out by social scientists equipped to monitor contemporary
society. Consequently, in much of the following we have to make do with
either somewhat banal self-evidencies, or very tentative speculations. Espe-
cially the element of change will not come much to the fore. Where I discuss
ancient, mediaeval and modern examples of mobilization we find frequent
remarks made by H. Hameleers, one of the (lay) organisers of the Heiligdomsvaart
(pilgrimage to St Servatius) in Maastricht. He stresses that he considers most visitors to be
true pilgrims: 'voor hen bieden we een religieus spektakel met de nadruk op religieus, maar
wie er een spektakel in wil zien, kan ook terecht (for them we offer a religious spectacle,
I stress religious spectacle, but whoever wants to consider it all a mere spectacle is also
welcome)'. Hameleers then goes out of his way to argue that the growing audience at the
Heiligdomsvaart during the last twenty years is the result of a religious revival. Here we
sense a strange duplicity, in the same article echoed by the theologian W. Logister, who
does not mind all this pomp and circumstance to draw a crowd, as long as it is not
organized 'met lage bedoelingen', 'with base intent' (NRC Handelsblad 24 August 1990, 2).
812
 A representative example is L. W. Doob, Public opinion and propaganda (Hamden,
Conn. 1966') 529f.
813
 This is also stressed by W. P. Knulst, Van vaudeville tot video. Empirisch-theoretische
studie naar verschuivingen in het uitgaan en het gebruik van media sinds de jaren vijftig,
Rijswijk 1989, a somewhat unattractively titled, but very interesting study, describing the
general (though not overall) trend towards individual isolation, a 'demassification' with
interest shifts occurring from the public to the private sphere. Such developments, I think,
also explain why several modern Western city dwellers will have some difficulties in
grasping exactly how important public gatherings can be in other cultures or periods.
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parallelisms; but what remains in the dark are the subtle shifts occurring in
the differential success obtained (and thus differential use made of) all these
single mobilisatoiy moves, combined in ever-changing constellations in larger
mobilization strategies.814
It is no use listing endless examples of gatherings, large or small, attracted
on a regular basis: everyone knows such examples to be numerous. It might
be noted however, that where a direct source is lacking, the archaeological
remains often speak a clear enough language. Expensive amenities intended
to accommodate a sizeable number of people will only have been built if
there was a reasonable certainty for a long time to come of people turning
out to participate in some event. In the Greek world both the lay-out of
sanctuaries and the architectural details of the remains might give some clues:
theatres and sports grounds with slopes or embankments for seating are
obvious examples. But there is more: the stepped wall at the Argive Heraion,
and steps on slopes along the sides of Arcadian temples have been claimed as
seats. This function need not be doubted when the steps are enclosed in a
building with a known religious purpose, such as the telesteria in Eleusis and
on Samothrake.815 The steps in the Doric Greek towns of Crete, archaic to
Hellenistic, often clearly connected with a temple or altar, are probably
stands or seats.816 Several stoas, such as the stoa of the Athenians along
814
 Cf. W. A. Christian, Jr, 'Apparitions and the Cold War in Southern Europe', in: E.
R· Wolf (ed.), Religion, power and protest in local communities. The northern shore of the
Mediterranean (Berlin 1984) 239-266, who rightly says that the main question for the
historian is not whether visions occurred, but rather why attention was paid to them (250).
Visions in the one period attracted more interest and larger physical crowds than
comparable visions in the other; consequently the number of visions became larger; and so
on. This can easily be transposed into an argument about the position of dance in public
events.
815
 R. A. Tomlinson, Greek sanctuaries (London 1976) 92. On steps used for this
purpose, see also R. MacMullen, Paganism in the Roman Empire, 21, and many references
to 'Schautreppen' in G. Kühn, 'Untersuchungen zur Funktion der Säulen-halle in
archaischer und klassischer Zeit'JDAI 100 (1985) 169-317, 28Iff.
816
 E. Thomas, 'Zu den Schautreppen in griechischen Städten auf Kreta und ihren
Vorbildern', Rivista di Archeologia S (1984) 37-42. Thomas argues this might be a Cretan
tradition; on the comparable functioning of the courts of the Minoan Cretan palaces, see
N. Marinatos, 'Public festivals in the West Courts of the Palaces', in: R. Hägg, and N.
Marinatos (eds.), The function of the Minoan palaces; Proceedings of the fourth international
symposium at the Swedish Institute in Athens, 1984 (Stockholm 1987) 135-143, and E. N.
Davis, 'The Knossos miniature frescoes and the function of the central courts', ibidem, 157-
161; cf. B. Rutkowski, The cult places of the Aegean (New Haven 1986) passim, esp. llOff,
on dance, and P. Warren, 'Circular platforms at Minoan Knossos', ABSA 79 (1984) 307-323,
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Delphi's hiera hodos, have recently, and very convincingly, been claimed as
stands for spectators watching processions, and stoas at other places, such as
Delos, Didyma and Milete, as spectator amenities from which to watch sacri-
ficial ritual taking place.817 Large open spaces can also be indicative of
crowds gathering (and some might have been, or might have incorporated
dance floors). Even some non-architectural elements might provide clues, for
instance the increasing number of wells at the site of Olympia which have
convincingly been shown to reflect the growing popularity of the sanctuary
in the fifth and fourth centuries, having to accommodate ever larger
numbers.818 Taking everything together, we have a very large number of
facilities remaining or traceable that indicate the coming together of larger
and smaller audiences. And the argument cannot be turned round: the absence
of clues does not mean that no crowds assembled, as natural features of the
landscape may have served as audience accommodation, and some amenities
(certainly wooden benches and stands) have disappeared without a trace. That
crowds assembled is an incontrovertible fact: there are many to be found in
the written sources, the archaeological record or careful conjecture will add
many more. But true to our interest in mobilization as direct activation, we
should now ask bow crowds were assembled, and try to analyse the attrac-
tions offered.
As there is plenty of evidence from the ancient Greek world about the
advertising of festivals by sending out heralds, special delegations, letters, and
the minting of so-called 'festival coins', we need not ask whether the drawing
of as large a crowd as possible for public events was a deliberate act. It was
certainly no accidental occurrence, and thus we should set out by discussing
who interprets the platforms of her title as dance floors. Even if this is a tradition, it is not
exclusively Cretan, see above, note 606. As an example of some of the dangers involved,
I quote an important proviso by N. Marinatos, 'Public festivals', that grand-stands like the
so-called theatre-area in Knossos might not be meant to house spectators, but to have been
the focus of spectation: palace officials might have stood there arranged to be looked at, and
not to have a better view of whatever was going on.
817
 See G. Kühn, 'Untersuchungen zur Funktion der Säulenhalle in archaischer und
klassischer Zeit', JDAI 100 (1985) 169-317, 281ff (Delphi), 287ff (Pompeion, Athens, and
elsewhere), 226ff, 241 (Delos), 244 (Didyma), 247 (Milete), 249ff (Argos), 256ff (several other
examples).
818
 See A. Mallwitz, 'Cult and competition locations at Olympia', in: W. J. Raschke
(ed.), The Archaeology of the Olympics. The Olympics and other festivals in Antiquity (Madison
1988) 79-109, 98.
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motivation.81' As my point of departure I quote a text about the Christmas
festivities in seventeenth-century Rome, taken from the diary of John Evelyn:
'On Christmas Eve at night I went not to bed, by reason that I was desirous
to see the many exstraordinary Ceremonyes perform'd then in their
Churches, as mid-night Masses, & Sermons; so as I did nothing all this night
but go from Church to Church in admiration of the multitude of sceanes, &
pageantry which the Friers had with all industry & craft set out to catch the
devout women and superstitious sort of people with, who never part from
them without droping some mony in a vessell set on purpose'.820 Evelyn
describes how spectacle brought the people out, and he surmises that this was
done with a definite purpose, possibly religious, or rather church political,
but certainly mercenary. We will concentrate on the 'droping of mony' first,
and try to assess the importance of economic motives. But we have to keep
in mind that in the end it will often be impossible to isolate such a thing as
an economic motive: everything that involves costs and returns (almost
everything) has got an economic aspect to it. Thus if filling a sanctuary's
treasury is tantamount to honouring its god, or vice versa, one cannot say
whether there is a religious or an economic motive to increase that sanctua-
ry's income, let alone rank the two in importance. The motivation unites
819
 Here as elsewhere, we should beware of assuming some easy equivalence between
organisers' motives and participants' enthusiasm. For instance it is one thing why some
apparition is accepted and turned into a focus of pilgrimage, quite another thing why a
particular person sees some particular apparition at some particular time. The second might
be explained psychodynamically, if it is no fake; the first might be motivated in ways which
have nothing, or little, to do with a supposed divine intervention. Cf. W. A. Christian, Jr,
'Apparitions and the Cold War in Southern Europe', in: E. R. Wolf (ed.), Religion, power
and protest in local communities. The northern shore of the Mediterranean (Berlin 1984) 239-
266, and above all the splendid studies by Bax of the pilgrimage centre of Medjugorje: M.
Bax, Religieuze regimes in ontwikkeling. Verhulde vormen van macht en afhankelijkheid,
Hilversum 1988; idem, 'De zieners van Medjugorje. Professionalisering en beheersingspro-
blemen in een Joegoslavisch bedevaartcentrum', Amsterdams Sociologisch Tijdschrift 16.1
(1989) 3-19; and idem, 'The Madonna of Medjugorje. Religious rivalry and the formation
of a devotional movement in Yugoslavia', Anthropological Quarterly 63 (1990) 63-75, clearly
demonstrating the manipulating of Marian apparitions as a weapon in a power struggle
between regular and secular clergy (and, secondarily, between regular clergy and 'their
own', lay, visionaries). On Medjugorje, see also S. L. Zimdars-Swartz, Encountering Mary:
from La Salette to Medjugorje, Princeton 1991.
820
 24 December 1644 (I quote from the one-volume edition The diary (Kalendarium; my
journal &c.), edited by E. S. De Beer, Oxford 1959).
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both aspects.821 Of course, if a festival again and again has only a deficit to
show, and still it is continued, there are other motives at work than economic
gain.
Whenever a public event gets organized, it is most likely that the
organizing body will derive some profit from this.822 That a concourse of
people benefited Greek sanctuaries and their priests and priestesses is obvious
from the regulations put down in the sacred laws; many cult taxes are
stipulated, and there is much talk of thesauroi, offertory boxes (in use for
fixed fees and for private gifts), and oiapometra, hierosuna, géra and meris.m
821
 A. M. Koldeweij, Der gude Sente Servas. De Servatiuslegende en de Servatiana: een
onderzoek naar de beeldvorming rond een heilige in de middeleeuwen (Assen 1985) 5ff,
describes the drawing of a crowd for economic reasons, but he has an open eye for other
aspects (see also A. M. Koldeweij, 'Reliekentoningen, heiligdomsvaarten, reliekenprocessies
en ommegangen', in: A. M. Koldeweij, and P. M. L. van Vlijmen (eds.), Schatkamers uit het
Zuiden (Utrecht 1985) 57-71). Not so P. Cartledge, 'The Greek religious festivals', 110, who
stresses the economic aspects of 'drawing a crowd' only. A much wider view of the matter
in R. J. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians, 68ff. An almost paradigmatic text could be F.
Lautman, 'Toujours plus belle, la fête! Les Ostensions de Saint-Junien', Ethnologie française
13 (1983) 369-394, who speaks of about every aspect: religious, commercial, 'Lokalpa-
triottismus', and so on, and shows how everyone joins in, but for different reasons. Most
authors, however, do not make sufficiently clear that different motives can very well go
together.
822
 Cf. W. A. Christian, Jr, Local religion, on shrines and chapels (ermitas): the origin
of the shrine of Nuestra Senora del Remedio at Fuensanta, Albacete, was a source where
cures were reported; this popular spot was in due course colonized by Trinitarians, who
profited from the yearly fiesta and fair drawing a crowd of 10,000. The story of the shrine
was subsequently made more appealing, with a miraculous statue or the like (83f); 'when
this miracle was known the devotion of all the people increased, to the great benefit of the
shrine' (87). This was also benefit in a very mundane sense, arising from the sale of ex-votos
or souvenirs (100,104). A poor santero or ermitano could improve his fortunes by living at
a (successful) shrine (108). Christian even speaks of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
'hermit-entrepreneurs', who sell relics, and are otherwise active in salesmanship (111, cf.
169 f) . See also idem, Person and God, 50f: we find shrines where there are monasteries or
collégiales needing income, and alternatively monasteries are set up where a popular shrine
is. C. Zika, 'Hosts, processions, and pilgrimages: controlling the sacred in fifteenth-century
Germany', P&P 118 (1988) 25-64, discusses the controversies surrounding the bleeding host
shrine of Wilsnack, one of the most important places of pilgrimage of the fifteenth century.
Religious and political issues are involved, but the strongest supporter of the shrine, the
bishop of Havelburg, is 'a beneficiary of its financial success' (48ff). R. J. Lane Fox, Pagans
and Christians, 78, in this respect speaks of 'pressures to make a cult conspicuous'.
823
 On thesauroi, see R. Martin, 'Un nouveau règlement de culte thasien', BCH 64-65
(1940-1941) 163-200, esp. 168ff., and G. Kaminski, 'Thesauros. Untersuchungen zum antiken
Opferstock', JDA1106 (1991) 63-181. Cf. F. Sokolowski, 'Fees and taxes in the Greek cults',
HThR 47 (1954) 153-164. I am also reminded of Heron of Alexandria's coin operated holy
water dispenser (Pneumatica 1,21: ed. W. Schmidt, vol.1, p.113, fig.22). Whether ever
realized is of no consequence, it was thought of.
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Also iatreia, healing fees, must have been a regular source of income. The
ancient world is likely to have known the showing of relics on request and
after payment of a fee.824 Other such sources may be hiding unnoticed in
the texts: a ban of playing the aulos in a sanctuary could have been meant to
ensure that worshippers made use of the services of an auletris connected to
the establishment.825 It is not always clear how much a priest(ess) or other
cult personnel could pocket, and how much they were supposed to pass on
to the sanctuary, but it seems probable that the sanctuary profited most.826
It is also possible that some Greek sanctuaries produced their own souvenirs,
or objects for ritual use or dedication.827 Certainly they reaped a profit from
the renting out of trade booths in the sanctuary grounds828. Finances of
sanctuaries and poleis often intermingled, and thus poleis will certainly have
824
 On ancient relics, see F. Pfister, Der Reliquienkult im Altertum, Giessen 1909-1912.
Pfister is mainly concerned with graves of heroes; Pfister argues that the relic in a Christian
sense is a rare phenomenon in the Greek world (but not all Christian saints were dismem-
bered, and some shrines are actually grave sites); also, many Christian relics were not bodily
relics at all, but objects or simple mementoes (branden). It is of this last type that Pfister can
give a fair number of examples, 321ff. A good overview of relics is provided by J. B.
Hainsworth, 'Classical archaeology?', in: J. T. Killen, J. L. Melena, and J.-P. Olivier (eds.),
Studies in Mycenaean ana classical Greek presented to John Chadwick (Salamanca 1987) 211-219
(= Minos, Revista defilologia Egea 20-22); several examples are scattered throughout C. G.
Simon, The archaic votive offerings and cults of Ionia, PhD Berkeley 1986 (UMI). See also
T. S. Scheer, 'Ein Museum griechischer "Frühgeschichte" im Apollontempel von Sikyon',
Klio 78 (1996) 353-373. For Rome, see J. E. Stambaugh, 'The functions of Roman temples',
in: ANRW, vol.2.16.1 (Berlin 1978) 554-608, 586. In the case of mediaeval relies people were
supposed to underline their visit with a gift. The presence of certain relics made people visit
a particular shrine: there were some established places of pilgrimage, but such shrines were
also continually being created and, once they caught on, quickly rose to popularity. See for
instance the rich material in R. C. Finucane, Miracles and pilgrims. Popular beliefs in
medieval England, London 1977, and in J. Sumption, Pilgrimage. An image of mediaeval
religion, London 1975.
825
 LSCG Suppl no.33, 8: mete aulen (Patrai, third century BC). On the other hand we
know of ritual without music, and the context of LSCG no.33 is one of sumptuary law. But
auletai are attested as members of a sanctuary's cult personnel (e.g., included in a list of such
personnel by Pausanias, 5.16.3).
826
 See R. S. J. Garland, 'Religious authority in archaic and classical Athens', ABSA 79
(1984) 75-123, 86ff for a list of Athenian priesthoods, mentioning the emoluments (if
known). Usually the income for the sanctuary seems larger than the personal profit of the
incumbent. For priesthoods and their changing economic role, see now R. Parker, Athenian
r
eligion, index s.v.
827
 Thus, the Samian Heraion had some industry within the temenos: U. Krön,
'Archaisches Kultgeschirr aus dem Heraion von Samos', in: H. A. G. Brijder (ed.), Ancient
Greek and related pottery (Amsterdam 1984) 292-297, 297, with further references.
828
 Cf. the Samian kapeloi-inscripuoti mentioned in note 831 below.
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been eager to stimulate a concourse of visitors whenever the regulations
permitted. In the case of the itinerant mantic, from the early goes to the late
charismatics as Apollonius of Tyana or Alexander of Abonuteichos, the
economic importance of a public gathering is obvious.829
Then there are the economic benefits to the community at large. A crowd
must have profited the local tradesmen, who will undoubtedly have been
warm supporters of whatever brought people out in numbers. The gathering
of a large public has unavoidable economic effects, if only because everybody
has to be fed.830 Trade in souvenirs (often doubling as devotionalia) is quite
common: the example of pilgrims' badges comes to mind. A famous instance
is of course the one in the Acts of the Apostles (19:23-28), where there is talk
of craftsmen who need the large influx of people to the temple of Artemis in
Ephesus to dispose of their statuettes. Festivals always have an economic
dimension, but this very obvious in the large number of instances where a
festival is combined with a (year)market.831 Markets and sanctuaries go
829
 Cf. E. L. Bowie, 'Apollonius of Tyana: tradition and reality', in: ANRW, vol.2.16.2
(Berlin 1978) 1652-1699: discussion of and bibliography on Apollonius; Bowie also suggests
that shrines tried to 'cash in' on the reputation of Apollonius (1689). For Alexander of
Abonuteichos, who started a new oracle from scratch with an entirely new god, and built
up a flourishing business, see E. R. Dodds, Pagan and Christian in an age of anxiety
(Cambridge 1965) 55-56, A. D. Nock, Conversion. The old and the new in the religion from
Alexander to Augustine of Hippo (Oxford 1961; 1st ed. 1933) 93ff, and L. Robert, A travers
l'Asie mineure. Poètes et prosateurs, monnaies grecques, voyageurs en géographie (Paris 1980)
393-421.
830
 In the mediaeval parable sequence at the heart of Pasolini's film Uccellacci i Uccellini
(1966) a fair springs up in no time as soon as the rumour gets around that Ciccillo, who is
trying to convert the sparrows, is a miracle working saint; this is a marvellously condensed
and accelerated version of what will happen in reality. On Sardinia pedlars position
themselves around the church during a feast day: see A. Eijken, 'In naam van de Madonna
der Genezing: feestviering op een bedevaartsoord in Sardinië', in: A. Koster, Y. Kuiper, and
J. Verrips (eds.), Feest en ritueel in Europa, Antropologische Essays (Amsterdam 1983) 71-91,
76, 81. An extra-European example can be found in C. Geertz, 'Deep play', on the
connection between cockfights, drawing crowds and local markets: 'fights make money
circulate' (432 note 18). As far as the buying of food is concerned, the Greek situation can
be somewhat complicated, see for instance LSCG Suppl no.38: a fifth-century treaty between
Delphi and Andros concerning the theoria. People may be fed by their hosts, on the
principle of reciprocity. But of course the food had to be bought anyhow.
831
 On the economic dimension of public events: O. M. van Nijf, The civic world of
professional associations in the Greek cities of the Roman Empire (s.l. 1996 = Diss. Amsterdam
1996; revised edition forthcoming) 138-145, L. de Ligt, and P. W. de Neeve, 'Ancient
periodic markets: festivals and fairs', Athenaeum 66 (1988) 391-416, esp. 396-400, and L. de
Ligt, Fairs and markets in the Roman empire. Economic and social aspects of periodic trade in
a pre-industrial society (Amsterdam 1993) 225-234. Examples of markets during festivals in
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together: even the number of dropped coins retrieved from the soil at the site
of a sanctuary can tell the archaeologist that religion and trade went hand in
hand. In a well-known phrase Strabo, in speaking of the main festival of
Delos, stresses the economic aspect: emporikon ti pragma (10.5.4).832 Pane-
guns doubles as a word for festival and for market.833 When a festival is on,
money is being spent. If it is a big festival, big money. Not all trade however
profited local interests: travelling craftsmen, salesmen and showmen flocked
to were the action was, beggars tried to cash in on the general festive
benevolence, swindlers on human credulity or inadvertence, and ordinary
thiefs on overcrowding.834
the above, and see: M. P. Nilsson, Geschichte der Griechischen Religion, vol.1, 831; P.
Stengel, Die griechische Kultusaltertümer (Munich 1920') 197; R. MacMullen, Paganism in the
Roman Empire, 25f; many examples amongst the leges sacrae: LSAM no.33, 34f (SIG 3 695,
SEC 41.951; 40.999; 40.1016; Magnesia, first half second century BC); LSCG no.65, 99ff
(SIG 3 736, IG 5.1.1390, SEG 42.341; 38.189; 38.335; 35.342; 29.393; 27.1260; 26.469;
Andania, 92/91 BC). For further references: LSAM p.97, LSCG p.133. See also SIC 3 552
note 6, and A. Wilhelm, Beiträge zur griechischen Inschriftenkunde (Vienna 1909) 196ff (and
Nachtrag, 319f) on ateleia (cf. below, note 836). M. Wörrle, Stadt und Fest in kaiserzeitlichen
Kleinasien. Studien zu einer agonistischen Stiftung aus Oinoanda, Munich 1988, has much to
say on the festival market in the inscription he discusses and on the general issue. There are
also permanent markets at sanctuaries: the Samian Heraion is mentioned as a market in a
feipe/oz-inscription of the third century BC: G. Thür, and H. Täuber, 'Prozessrechtlicher
Kommentar zur "Krämerinschrift" aus Samos', Anzeiger der Osterreichischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, philosophisch-historische Klasse 115 (1978) 205-225. In Rome there was a busy
market in the precincts of the temple of Aesculapius: J. E. Stambaugh, 'The functions of
Roman temples', in: ANRW, vol.2.16.1 (Berlin 1978) 554-608, 585 (with further references).
A full-scale study of the economic dimension of ancient religious life is a desideratum; useful
is T. Linders, and B. Alroth (eds.), Economics of cult in the ancient Greek world, Proceedings
of the Uppsala Symposium 1990, Uppsala 1992. I was also helped by C. Auffarth, Hera und
ihre Stadt Argos. Methodische und historische Untersuchungen zur Polis-Religion im frühen
Griechenland (Tübingen 1994 unpublished Habilitationsschrift) 126-190.
832
 For processional days as fair days (foire, ferio, Messe), drawing visitors from outside:
R. C. Trexler, Public life in Renaissance Florence (New York 1980) 3.
!33
 On the semantics of the word panëguris, see L. de Ligt, Fairs and markets, 38-43.
When a new festival was instituted in Oinoanda during the reign of Hadrian, three
panêguriarchoi kata ten panêgurin agora were appointed; in this context M. Wörrle, Stadt
und Fest, 209 note 153, remarks: 'L. Roberts Feststellung "le mot de 'panégyrie' évoque
avant tout l'activité commerciale de la fête" (...) gilt nicht ohne Einschränkung'. Robert's
interpretation of panëguris as 'la partie profane' (quoted by L. de Ligt, Fairs and markets,
40), or simply 'la foire' (BE 1959 no.130 at p.181) lays too much stress on the economic
aspects. De Ligt agrees with Wörrle, but his acceptance of Robert's explanation of
panëguriarchos (46-47) somewhat weakens his case.
34
 Texts explicitly mention travelling salesmen and pedlars. Classic is the graphic
description of the jostle at the Isthmian Games by Dio Chrysostomus, Orationes 8.9, with
the slave owner taking his prostitutes from the one festival to the other. Talmudic Hebrew
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It has been argued that economic motives were of little importance
compared to the pursuit of civic prestige: money was made and economic
activity boosted, but we do not see communities taking positive action to
benefit their artisans and traders835. It is, however, hard to see how high
turnovers would not have been translated into motivations. Very likely there
was no proper insight into the overall economic effects of any large scale
public event, and thus nothing like a carefully orchestrated economic policy.
That there is not much to be found in existing regulations that seems
intended to maximize local profit (by excluding third parties and so on),
should first of all be judged as a sensible estimate of what could and what
could not be easily regulated, and more positively of what attracts customers.
Increasing the amount of goods available, even if this means inviting in third
parties, can increase profits for all sellers836. There is nothing to suggest that
the considerable income that a community's sanctuary and citizens stood to
gain, was an unimportant motive; it will have been part of the overall
motivation, and as said above, generally we will not be able to rank
individual motives as to their importance. Economic considerations will
commonly have played their part, and so will considerations of civic prestige.
But before addressing local prestige, we should say a word about
honouring the gods. The size of an audience was seen as a way to please the
hagtha is the pilgrims' festive season, but also the travelling merchants' one (referring to
Arabic fairs): 'Aboda Zara lib. During sixteenth-century Spanish fairs beggars came to beg
for alms and received a free meal as well; vagrant persons who lived for touring the shrines
thus got a livelihood, and 'spiritual entertainment' into the bargain, as Christian puts it (W.
A. Christian, Jr, Local religion, 118, 123). Con artists who faked miracles, made good
profits, as did other criminal elements (as in the story of Uylenspiegel operating as a muyl-
stoter, a swindler making money with false relics). See W. A. Christian, Jr, Local religion,
104, and V. de Meyere (ed.), Het boek der rabauwen en naaktridders, Antwerpen 1914.
Japanese temples and places of pilgrimages, very busy at festival time, were serviced by
travelling merchants, craftsmen, and showmen.
835
 L. de Ligt, Fairs and markets, 217-218.
836
 See M. Wörrle, Stadt und Fest, 214, on 'das angestrebte Ziel eines reichlichen
Warenangebots'. There is debate as to the purpose of ateleia, tax exemption, which was
often awarded to those trading during festivals. See M. Wörrle, Stadt und Fest, 209ff, esp.
210 note 158, and L. de Ligt, Fairs and markets, 48-51, 219-224. De Ligt interprets ateleia
as an incentive for local and non-local producers to sell food in the festal market (with
supplies strained by the (hoped for) crowds). This is an appealing hypothesis, but whatever
the outcome of the debate, ateleiai were certainly proclaimed 'in order that the popular zeal
will be more manifest' (as it is put in a text from Magnesia-on-the-Meander, LSAM no.33,
62-63).
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gods: the more people, the more the gods are being honoured. The interest
one takes in one's gods should show.837 This is not often explicitly ex-
pressed, but seems self-evident. However, a large concourse of people was and
is also something to take human pride in: an increased attractiveness to
outsiders is one way to measure the status or honour of a village or
sanctuary. Portuguese villagers judge the success of a religious festa by a
number of criteria, of which the size of the crowd assembling is one.838
Rivalry in decking out Spanish festivals increases participation and this is
thought to produce finer fiestas. Indeed, modern mediterranean villagers are
so intent upon putting up a magnificent show which draws a large crowd,
that more energy and money are spent on processions and festivities than on
divine service itself. On Malta things even proceed simultaneously, with a
mass celebrated in the church and a brass band and fire works outside.839 In
837
 Honouring the gods in no way invalidates, or is invalidated by, the other motives
that might come into play (as is also stressed by R. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians, 78).
For the presence of the gods, cf. J. Kool, Tänze der Naturvölker: ein Deutungsversucb
primitiver Tanzkulte und Kultgebräuche (Berlin 1921) 37: god, spirit or demon takes on the
role of public. For the Greek god(s) in audience, it is enough to point out the invoking of
the god(s) (humnoi klêtikoi, with the valedictory humnoi apopemptikoi as counterpart), the
opening of temple doors to allow the god (in the shape of his statue) a good view of the
proceedings, or the frequent description or depiction of the presence of the god(s) at some
event in ancient literature and art. For a charming modern example of invocation, see the
song sung at the Klithona, festival on the second of May, on Symi (an island near Rhodes):
Αϊ Θανάση αφφίντη μου, κατίβ' αφ' το θρονί Σου / 'να ιδής χαρίς 'που -γίνουνται é£u> από
το πλατύ Σου ('Holy Athanasius my lord, come down from your seat to look at the festival
that we are putting on outside in your village square'): see the LP record Τραγούδια Ρόδου,
Χάλκης και Σίμης, SDNM 104, produced by the Σύλλογος προς δίάδοσιν της εθνικής
μουσικής, Athens 1975.
838
 In the article quoted above (note 811) the pride that the organisers of the Maastricht
Heiligdomsvaart take in the sheer number of visitors, some 100,000, is obvious enough. The
fact that only a small percentage of this huge public is likely to turn out because they
believe in the power of these relics or the fact that a substantial number of visitors may not
be belong to the RC church at all, apparently does nothing to diminish this pride.
839
 Portugal: J. F. Riegelhaupt, 'Festas and padres: the organization of religious action
in a Portuguese parish', AAnthr 75 (1973) 835-852, 848; Spain: T. J. Mitchell, 'Holy week
m Spain: the persecutory dynamics of popular religious drama', Journal of Religious Studies
14 (1987) 25-45, 40; Malta: J. Boissevain, 'Ritual escalation in Malta', in: E. R. Wolf (ed.),
Religion, power and protest in local communities. The northern shore of the Mediterranean
(Berlin 1984) 163-183, 167f, 172, 176. Cf. idem, 'De groei van de volksrituelen op Malta',
in: A. Koster, Y. Kuiper, and J. Verrips (eds.), Feest en ritueel in Europa, Antropologische
Essays (Amsterdam 1983) 17-34, 26: the larger the public the larger the enthusiasm of the
participants in Maltese festi. F. Lautman, 'Toujours plus belle, la fête! Les Ostensions de
Saint-Junien', Ethnologie Française 13 (1983) 369-394, an article with a title that I could very
well put above these paragraphs, discusses a septennial Limousin festival, decked out more
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ancient Greece too we find pride in having a crowded festival.840 Leto
coaxes Delos into harbouring her by promising business: people will flock to
the temple of the Apollo soon to be born (hymnus in Apollinem 51-60). Very
expressive is the way in which Pindar relates the prestige and importance of
the sanctuaries and their games to the number of visitors841.
In early-modern Spain we even encounter laws, rules and fines to enforce
participation in processions and feasts: non-observants have to pay fines, are
shamed in public, and so on.842 In ancient Greek communities social
pressure to partake will have been considerable on occasions, but the number
of festivities was enormous and the idea of a holiday for all apparently not
much developed. It is a priori impossible that everybody joined in with every
festivity on the religious calender of his or her polis (and in every larger
community we should add local observances to the central ones); the workers
whose payment is spelled out in the accounts at Eleusis can be shown to have
worked on feast days, even during the Great Panathenaia.843 But we also
have an example of festive crowns being prescribed for all of the population
(prescription in detail of apparel, including crowns, for participants is quite
common), with the town bearing part of the cost.844
When we speak of local pride, it is evident that an element of competi-
tion is involved: 'a shrine can put a town on the map, and miracles make a
shrine'.845 It is in this same context of inter-communal competition that we
splendidly every seven years, also in the hope of attracting ever more outsiders.
840
 Examples of pupils and slaves being given a day off for a festival (see LSAM no.8
(Lampsakos, second century BC), with further references, p.26), or even the release of
prisoners at the Panathenaia and Dionysia (Demosthenes 12.68, with scholion p.704, 12ff
Dindorff) can be interpreted as attempts to enable more people to partake.
841
 As in the following expressions: poluxenôtatos bômos (Olympia 1.93-95); pandokos alsis
(Olympia 3.17-18); pleistombrotos heorta (Olympia 6.69); pandokos naos eukleës (Pythia 8.61-
62).
42
 W. A. Christian, Jr, Local religion, 58f.
843
 See A. Burford, The Greek temple builders at Epidauros, Liverpool 1969.
844LSCG Suppl no.46, 6ff (1C 12.9.192, SEG 40.758; Eretria, possibly end fourth century
BC). See N. Lewis, 'The "Ivy of Liberation" inscription', GRBS 31 (1990) 197-202, for a
new reading replacing the one in LSCG Suppl. Wreaths are made available for citizens and
are rented out to non-citizens. Circumstances are however somewhat exceptional: the
Oionysos-pompe in question has strong political overtones and is held in commemoration
of the lifting of a siege of the town.
145
 W. A. Christian, Jr, Local religion, 105. For mediaeval examples see M. James,
'Ritual, drama and social body in the late medieval English town', P&P 98 (1983) 3-29, who
stresses that the attraction of an extramural audience to watch Corpus Christi processions
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must see the rivalry between Greek poleis in providing their communities
with divine or heroic founders, and foundation myths and historical accounts
linking their own history with the acts of gods and heroes. Relics could seal
this.846 'Traditions' are all the time revived or invented: thus seventeenth-
century forgers provided towns with saints plus legends, and we do not even
need forgers to provide truly imaginative solutions, because 'local patriotism
can do curious things'.847 In Spain, on Malta, anywhere we find villages
competing (or in larger communities, sections of the populace): there is a
continuing one-upmanship between villages, in the ritual itself and in games
being played between groups from different villages.848 Others are very
is a commercial boon, but is mainly felt to be an issue of honour. It is competing for
honour that leads to increasing scale and outlay (12ff).
846
 F. Prinz, Gründungsmythen und Sagenchronologie, Munich 1979; N. Robertson,
Festivals and legends; the formation of Greek cities in the light of public ritual, Toronto 1992.
On relics, see F. Pfister, Der Reliquienkuh, 218ff, on poleis contesting each other the
possession of a hero's remains (Pfister speaks on 221 oiLokalpatriottismus. In listing possible
reasons for doubling or trebling the number of sites where a hero or heroine was supposed
to be buried he mentions gaining honour only, but never any other motive. Clearly relics
were some sort of attraction in the days of Pausanias, who listed several; for earlier periods
we have Marsyas' skin put out on view in Kelainai in Phrygia, mentioned by Herodotus
(7.26) and Xenophon (Anabasis 1.2.8). They do not appear to find this something unusual.
In the absence of evidence it is hard to tell whether the possession of a relic merely shed
glory on a community (possibly not even being put on show), or indeed attracted viewers.
The showing of relics has been called an outgrowth of the Roman tourist industry, but one
wonders whether this impression is not due to the nature of our sources: we have no
Pausanias for the fifth or fourth century BC. F. Pfister, Der Reliquienkult, maintains that
relics other than the graves of heroes were not so much a cultic object (but this is at least
in some instances contradicted by his own examples: 33 Iff, 338) as tourist sights 'vor allem
auch in römischer Zeit' (507). Cf. L. Casson, Travel in the ancient world (London 1974)
238ff, on temples as museums. Even if the love of sight-seeing increased throughout the
Hellenistic and Roman periods, and peaked in imperial times, this need not imply that
before the heydays of ancient tourism there was no interest in the relics kept in temples:
it might have been of a more local nature.
847
 See W. A. Christian, Jr, Local religion, 131,141; the quote is from D. Baker, 'Popular
piety in the Lodèvois in the early twelfth century: the case of Pons de Léras', in: idem (ed.),
Religious motivation: biographical and sociological problems for the church historian (Oxford
1978) 39-47, 39. In general: E. Hobsbawm, and T. Ranger (eds.), The invention of tradition,
Cambridge 1983.
848
 See J. Boissevain, 'Ritual escalation in Malta', 173, on Maltese pika: rivalry, parochial
competitiveness; J. Heers, 'Les métiers et les fêtes "médiévales" en France du Nord et en
Angleterre', RdN 55 (1973) 193-206, 196ff; N. Z. Davis, 'The reasons of misrule: youth
groups and charivaris in sixteenth-century France', P&P 50 (1971) 41-75, esp. on soûles, a
violent football game (50-51); J. van Kessel, Danseurs dans le désert. Une étude de dynamique
sociale, The Hague 1980, and M. J. Sallnow, 'Communitas reconsidered: the sociology of
Andean pilgrimage', Man 16 (1981) 163-182, 171f, on fierce competition between naciones
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much welcome to come and watch, but should of course return home duly
impressed. Indeed, rivalry can be so intense that it erupts in skirmishes or a
constant threat of these.849 It is obvious that rivalry can be an important
stimulus towards the innovation of ritual.
People can only be in one spot at a time, and can only spend their money
once. Everywhere we find indications of festivals or shrines competing for
public, though the fact is but seldom susceptible of clear proof in the sense
of a straightforward admission. In a polytheistic environment we will but
rarely encounter competition for exclusive adherence, which is of course the
most vociferous type.850 Still, there will have been rivalry in attracting a
public, if only because people, I repeat, cannot be in two spots at the same
time.851 Clearest examples of outright rivalry between shrines in the ancient
world can be seen in the instance of cures, obviously so, and possibly oracles.
Quite brazen is the self-advertising of the Epidaurus Asklepieion at the
expense of the Troizen one (with the suggestion that the god cannot be in
two spots at the same time either: if this was a general sentiment, it must
in South-American pilgrimage; J.-C. Galey, 'L'universel dans la localité. Implications du
pèlerinage en Inde', RHR 211 (1994) 259-296: on rivalry at Badrinath in Garhwal
(Himalaya).
849
 J. Boissevain, 'Ritual escalation in Malta', 172. M. James, 'Ritual, drama and social
body in the late medieval English town', P&P 98 (1983) 3-29, discusses mediaeval Corpus
Christi processions as a feast of concord and unity, which is all the same marred by
lawsuits, riots, and even bloodshed because of intense competitiveness (13f, 18).
850
 Competition for adherence as a characteristic of some philosophic schools and of
Christianity: R. J. Lane Fox, Pagans and Christians, 34. But he does not consider other
types of competition as explicitly (competition between sanctuaries, and between towns
rivalling who is to have the most magnificent festival are hinted at, 78,54). Gregorius of
Tours, De fassions et virtutibus Juliani martyris 4-7:116-117 (éd. B. Krusch, Monumenta
Germaniae Historica), describes how at Brioudethe shrine of Julianus competed for ex votos
with an adjacent pagan temple (quoted in P. Brown, The cult of saints: its rise and function
in Latin Christianity (Chicago 1981) 178 note 113).
851
 Cf. R. Finke, and R. Stark, 'Religious economies and sacred canopies: religious
mobilization in American cities, 1906', ASR 53 (1988) 41-49, who state that competition
amongst religious bodies increases levels of participation, because of the market mechanisms
of a 'religious economy'. I suggest that pagan polytheism was competitive: many different
religious firms, many different occasions. As already noticed above, in the terms of the cult
typology offered by W. S. Bainbridge, and R. Stark, 'Of churches, sects and cults: pre-
liminary concepts for a theory of religious movements', JSSR 18 (1979) 117-131, ancient
polytheism would come in the category of client cults, which have an organized cult
service, but no organized clientele. Clients can retain their commitment to whatever other
movement or institution, and have to be activated again and again.
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have increased competition considerably).852 Everywhere votive objects and
inscriptions, whatever the intentions of their dedicators, must have been
regarded by the cult personnel as advertising the popularity, efficacy, and so
on, of their shrine. We can again single out Epidaurus, where we see a further
step being taken: the inscriptions listing the cures have been drawn up by the
priests, even if this was on the basis of the pinakia, probably wooden, left by
the individual customers.853 As far as oracles are concerned, we can ask our-
selves whether their staff modified the narrative of past prophecies to suit the
expectations of prospective visitors. As much has been suggested about the
Delphic Oracle, in speaking of Delphic propaganda.™ The evidence, how-
ever, does not bear this out. Although some probably unauthentic texts have
been inscribed, this was not at Delphi, and to further Milesian, not Delphic
interests. Of the unauthentic oracles in literary transmission it is not obvious
that these should have been formulated originally in Delphi. Still, the general
idea that oracles advertised their reliability is certainly acceptable; one can
think of the awkward siting of Dodona, which was apparently offset by its
reputation.855 The sending out of envoys to publicize important religious
occasions has already been mentioned. Indeed, some sort of propaganda is
necessary, and has to be kept up: supply-side theory stresses that an
852
 Epidauran inscription, fourth century BC: IG 42.1.122, 10-20 (- E. J. Edelstein, and
L. Edelstein, Asclepius. A collection and interpretation of the testimonies, vol.1 (Baltimore
1945) no.423, 23, SEG 42.293; 43.1255; 34.299). M. L. West, in his commentary on Hesiod's
Erga 2 (Works and Days (Oxford 1978) 138) notes that invocations show that gods are not
supposed to work from a distance; but not all gods: Zeus, for example, seems to be able to
work from wherever he is. An indication of the problems involved in B. Gladigow,
'[Rezension von Walter Burkert, Griechische Religion]', Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 235
(1983) 1-16, 12f, on choice and accessibility in Greek polytheism. The subject deserves a
thorough treatment.
853
 E. J. Edelstein, and L. Edelstein, Asclepius. A collection and interpretation of the
testimonies I-II (Baltimore 1945) 146f. In Christian pilgrimage sites cures are also listed, not
only in ex-votos left by the customers, but also in officially kept registers: a modern
example in M. Bax, Religieuze regimes in ontwikkeling. Verhulde vormen van macht en
afhankelijkheid (Hilversum 1988) 106, who describes the registering in Medjugorje of 200
to 500 cures per day.
8M
 J. Fontenrose, The Delphic oracle. Its responses and operations, with a catalogue of
responses (Berkeley 1978) 238.
855
 Cf. H. W. Parke, Greek oracles (London 1967) 37ff, on rivalry between Dodona and
Delphi.
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established cult needs to remain dynamic, if it does not want to be vulnerable
to replacement.856
Apart from leading to outright competition, the human (and possibly
divine) inability to be omnipresent can also be solved by symbiosis, because
splitting up the potential public serves nobody's purpose.857 To arrange the
festivities in a larger area (or across the whole Greek world: the periodos of
the Panhellenic games, leaving aside the question whether this was originally
intended) in some cycle can help to avoid having one's public drawn away to
a festive occasion elsewhere, or, positively, to attract outsiders who have at
that particular moment nothing going on at home (of course always remem-
bering that some events can be completely or partially closed to outsiders).
An example of true symbiosis can be found in the mediaeval Rhineland,
where the showings of relics in several towns were made to follow shortly
behind one another, so as to draw even more people who could make the
round in a single journey, and were thus the sooner tempted to leave their
homes.858 On Malta festivals might be organized at such a date as to avoid
concurrent festi and attract people from rival villages; even liturgical calenders
will be somewhat tampered with to achieve this result.859 The goal is
always, just as in the case of non-symbiotic rivalry, to end up with a full
house.
We have looked at the motivation for attracting a crowd, even the
pressures to do so, leading to outright competition. But how did those
putting on a public event succeed in getting an audience to come and partake?
We will never be able to give a completely satisfactory answer to this
question for the very simple reason that unsuccessful ventures have gone
856
 This is very clear from the studies by Bax, who views religious processes from a
'political' viewpoint, as essentially struggles for power: whatever movement or institution
wants to maintain or better its position should have something to offer that is attractive to
some audience.
857
 On omnipresence, cf. above, note 852.
858
 A. M. Koldeweij, 'Reliekentoningen, heiligdomsvaarten, reliekenprocessies en
ommegangen', in: A. M. Koldeweij, and P. M. L. van Vlijmen (eds.), Schatkamers uit het
Zuiden (Utrecht 1985) 57-71, 64.
859
 J. Boissevain, 'De groei van de volksrituelen op Malta', in: A. Koster, Y. Kuiper, and
J. Verrips (eds.), Feest en ritueel in Europa, Antropologische Essays (Amsterdam 1983) 17-34,
20; idem, 'Ritual escalation in Malta', 170, who also mentions thousands watching a
procession, most of them Maltese, but from outside the village where the procession was
being held.
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unrecorded. This has robbed us of an opportunity to indicate decisive factors.
All we can do is list what seem to be relevant factors. What were the
attractions on offer in addition to the presence of a divinity towards whom
one felt, for whatever reason, a particular partiality?
That trade is being carried on, that a fair is set up, is of course an
attraction in itself. Everything was done to make a Christian centre of
pilgrimage attractive to pilgrims by way of instituting 'freedoms', allowing
everybody to sell food and drinks and to change money, and suspending all
sorts of guild restrictions on trading.860 And then there are the 'side-shows',
a truly universal phenomenon. In early twentieth-century Morocco the
festivities of the Moroccan religious brotherhood of the 'Aîssâoûa attracted
all sorts of vendors and displays, such as snake charmers, and fakirs per-
forming tricks, like drinking boiling water, swallowing fire, and eating
venomous animals.861 In Japan temple fairs had booths with misemono, 'curio-
sities', for instance the hakemono yashiki, 'ghost houses', with specimens of
monsters, ghosts, and such like, on show, or malformed persons or animals
performing.862 Of course this is a process that reinforces itself: one offers
attractions to assemble a crowd, but the presence of a crowd causes in its turn
new attractions to be offered, and so on.
Another result of being together in numbers, and another reason for
coming, is the opportunity for settling things, what in a Christian context has
been called the mass-feast-meeting complex.863 Financial and administrative
business was settled on saints' days, with the additional advantage that any
deals made on these days were considered sacrosanct.864 In the world of
Antiquity is was not much different. Religious festivals double as assizes, and
much public and private business will have been carried on. Public events are
860
 E.g., A. M. Koldeweij, Der gude Sente Servas, 5ff, on pilgrimages to Maastricht.
861
 R. Brunei, Essai sur la confrérie religieuse des 'Aîssâoûa au Maroc (Paris 1926) HOff,
138ff, 144ff. We can compare Y. Bilu, 'The inner limits of communitas: a covert dimension
°f pilgrimage experience', Ethos 16 (1988) 302-325, 306ff, who describes the lively fair at
Rabbi Shim'on's shrine at Meiron, explicitly said to be there for Moroccan Jewish pilgrims.
862
 M. Forrer, and K. Vos, Griezelen in Japan. De verbeelding verbeeld, Leiden 1986.
Unique early nineteenth-century examples of man-made monsters from a bakemono yashiki
are preserved in the collection of the Ethnographic Museum in Leiden.
sta g -j. preemarl) 'Religious aspects of the social organization of a Castilian village',
AAnthr 70 (1968) 34-49, 39.
8M
 A. M. Koldeweij, Der gude Sente Servas, 13f.
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opportunities for courtship and for settling marriage deals.865 Festivals were
amongst the rare instances when the well-bred girls of the Greek polis came
out into the open. There must be something to New Comedy's description
of passions flaring during such scarce opportunities. Official 'beauty contests'
might be one of the attractions on offer. We know of both male and female
examples from the Greek world. These may have been combined with
dances.866 In many cultures and many different periods dances function as
a marriage market, where both the young and their parents can judge
prospective marriage partners; we should not underrate the preoccupation
with physical prowess.867 And of course a festival might also offer oppor-
tunities for meeting with members of the opposite sex (and of the same sex),
without the purpose of marriage.868
In judging the attractiveness of public events, we should never deny the
simple recreational aspect of 'having a good time together'. Such events might
be amongst the very few opportunities for people to take a break from
865
 Intriguing are the suggestions to be found in an article by J. Morgenstern, 'The
etymological history of the three Hebrew synonyms for 'to dance' HGG, HLL and KRR,
and their cultural significance', Journal of the American Oriental Society 36 (1916) 321-332,
on a vineyard festival, doubling as fertility ritual and marriage market. Cf. Talmud, Ta'anith
4.8, where vineyard and wooing dances are mentioned together.
866
 Alcaeus (l30LP,30ff) describes a chorus of elkesipeploi Lesbian girls, a text possibly
to be connected with the yearly beauty contests, including dances, taking place at the
temenos of Hera. For references cf. M. Treu (ed.), Sappho (Munich 1976) 120. See also N.
B. Crowther, 'Male "beauty" contests in Greece: the euandria and euexia', AC 54 (1985)
285-291, with 286 note 5, on female beauty contests; and cf. F. Graf, Nordionische Kulte,
275.
867
 Italian Carnival dances for instance functioned in this manner - even if it might be
difficult to judge the merits of a partner during the veglie by the light of oil lamps only: 'al
lume di lucerna, ogni rustica par bella': A. Falassi, Folklore by the fireside. Text and context
of the Tuscan veglia (London 1980) 180.
868
 In the ancient Greek situation whatever sexual licence was permitted (or taken), it
will usually have been indulged in outside the sanctuary: many leges sacrae forbid sexual acts
within the temenos. Or do such bans indicate an unsuccessful fight against unauthorized
usage of the sacred woods? Tell-tale are the words of Theodore! of Cyrrhus, Historia
religiosa 20 (Patrologia Graeca 82.1429), about persons who are 'chaste, although frequently
attending the festivals of martyrs' (quoted by P. Brown, The cult of saints, 43, with notes
146f). Cf. Spanish veladas (wakes at the eves of festivals, at which the villagers congregated)
which were given over to merry-making, including music, dance, food and drink, play
acting, and sexual licence. Church constitutions of 1501 and 1520 forbid people to take their
clothes off during such wakes, probably not to keep them from catching a cold (W. A.
Christian, Jr, Local religion, 163f). For unruly behaviour, cf. ISAM no.55 (SIG ' 978, SEG
42.995), a Knidean decree of c. 350 BC, forbidding men and women to sleep in the temple
of Bacchos, after damage done by those spending the night there.
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working and recreate themselves. This important function was already clearly
understood in classical Athens, where we find religious events described in
what are at first sight stunningly secular terms, as a relaxation from work.869
After the hum-drum rounds of work and sleep people congregate to kill time,
not killing time in the sense of spending time, but killing time in the sense
of getting rid of it. Festivities, especially carnivalesque ones, but not only
those, stop ordinary time and create an interim where the participants can let
go, nothing on their minds, a relaxation of tension.870 Of course public
events can be many other things at the same time, some of which may be
taxing and tense, but these would be less bearable and less effective if not
combined with revelry, fun and licence.871
Togetherness872 finds one of its clearest expressions in having a meal
together. The partaking of food is a central element in many festivities the
world over. Aristophanes' Trygaeus and Dicaeopolis evince a concentration
on food, drink and concomitant pleasures, that shows us late fifth-century
Athenian religious life as a social occasion of which the communal, sacrificial
meal is a high-point.873 If we accept the interpretation of the formula ou
phora as an injunction to eat all of the sacrificial meal on the spot, many leges
869
 Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea 8.9, 1160a25-8; Plato, Leges 2.653d; Thucydides 2.38.
870
 The safety valve function of carnival, a function that was also perceived by
contemporaries: see the famous defense of their festival of fools by members of the
theological faculty in Paris: do not wineskins and barrels burst if their bungs are not
loosened once in a while? (Epistolae facultatis theologiae Parisiensis contra festum fatuorum,
Patrologiae, series Latina 207,1171D). Cf. the words of the French lawyer Claude de Rubys
in 1604: 'it is sometimes expedient to allow the people to play the fool and make merry'
(so as to avoid more serious disorder). Texts quoted in N. Z. Davis, 'The reasons of
misrule: youth groups and charivaris in sixteenth-century France', P&P5Q (1971) 41-75, 48
note 21, 41.
871
 See for instance J. Bourgaux, Possession et simulacres: aux sources de la théâtralité (Paris
1973) 46: 'sincéreté' is subjective; 58: 'jeu dialectique entre le sérieux et le rire', in accepted
parody: a 'facteur d'autodestruction' is considered necessary. Nice is K. B. Free, 'The Bhavâî
°f Gujarat: religious drama in honour of the Mother Goddess of India', Theatre Research
International 11 (1986) 48-60, an arresting account of Gujerat entertainment. Of course there
is no end to examples of so-called 'secular' or 'irreligious' ongoings combined with religious
ritual: a beautiful specimen is M. J. Sallnow, 'Communitas reconsidered: the sociology of
Andean pilgrimage', Man 16 (1981) 163-182, 171f, on Andean pilgrimages, during which
burlesque dancers entertain the pilgrims with jokes, insults and sexual innuendo.
872
 Being together and doing things together. But nothing like V. Turner's communitas
is here intended, cf. below, note 964.
73
 Very expressive in Pindar, Olympia 10.76f: άίίοΐτο oe παν ήμΐνος τίρπναΐσι θαλίατις
/ τον εγκώμιο? άμφι τρόπον.
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sacrae ensure as wide a distribution of the sacrificial meat as possible.874
Apart from the pleasures of sharing, it is probably also the (threat of) hunger
in all communities before the agricultural revolutions of the past two
centuries that explains what Kerényi, speaking of Peloponnesian 'Dickbauch-
tänzer', described so marvellously as 'die Berauschung durch das Essen'.875
The festive feeding receives a religious dimension, because the gods share in
the occasion, and because their blessing is supposed to rest on the food and
the wine.876 Interesting examples from sixteenth-century Spain show the
slaughter of animals as a caridad for inhabitants and poor visitors. Such a gift
of food can result from a vow to a saint to hold a food-sharing in which the
whole village and the poor of the district are allowed to participate. Indeed,
not only fasts, but also feasts were vowed, both equally in honour of God.
We even find prohibition of fasting on Sundays, Easter and Pentecost. The
villagers eat together, stressing their sense of community, and the saint whose
feast day it is, is supposed to join them in a renewal of contract and
confirmation of trust.877
We move on to the subject of performances. As already said, these should
count as the main attractions. A well-stocked market and a lot of 'side-shows'
are important enough, but these are not what makes the difference between
the one public event and the other. What makes the difference are the public
events themselves, and what they consist of. Most attractive amongst these
elements are the performances. Performances can be invested in: the number
of participants, human and animal, the splendour of dress, paraphernalia and
decor, the excellency or novelty of the actual performing, these are all areas
874
 S. Dow, 'Six Athenian sacrificial calenders', BCH92 (1968) 170-186, 183.
875
 K. Kerényi, 'Vom Wesen des Festes', 52. Cf. M. Bakhtin, Rabelais and his world
(Bloomington 19842) 28 Iff, on the sharing of food as a primeval expression of culture over
nature, 'a celebration of life over death'.
876
 A. D. Nock, 'The cult of heroes', HThR 37 (1944) 141-174, see esp. 152ff (reprinted
in idem, Essays on religion and the ancient world (Oxford 1972) 575-602) on gods sharing
meals as host or guest (but not entering into any 'table fellowship'), and blessing food and
drink.
877
 W. A. Christian, Jr, Local religion, 48, 57ff. Cf. NRC Handelsblad (28 May 1986) 16,
a report on the yearly Fatima pilgrimage to Heiloo by Portuguese living in Holland: "tis
een beetje vakantie, zo'n dag als deze (it is a bit of a holiday, such a day)', a day to meet
friends, have a picnic, and indulge in folk dance and song. See also J. Boissevain, 'Ritual
escalation in Malta', 170, on the xalata, a noisy picnic, for all villagers the day after the
main procession, or Y. Bilu, 'The inner limits of communitas', on the picnic at a temporary
encampment by Jewish pilgrims visiting the shrine of a saintly rabbi.
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in which one public event can surpass the other. The pompé, the procession,
is a standard ingredient of public events of some magnitude. Most were
adorned with pompai, even if these remain unmentioned in our sources.878
The pompe was one of the central elements of ancient religious life879. This
can be said a fortiori of the sacrifice that most pompai lead up to. The sacrifice
in whatever form is performative behaviour, it is as much a show put on as
the pompé. Also performative are the songs and dances that accompany or
prolong the festive occasion of the pompé or the sacrificial ritual. This type
of performance, consisting of a procession, and 'a party', is very common;
when we turn to some of the literature already quoted above, we encounter
878
 As argued convincingly by F. Borner, 'Pompa', s.v. in: RE, vol.21 (Stuttgart 1952)
1878-1994, 1887. The relics of the ancient world sometimes came out as well: examples are
pompai with the bones of Europe, and the shield of Diomedes in Argos. Discussion and
references in F. Borner, 'Pompa', 1927. Cf. F. Pfister, Der Reliquienkult, 337ff. Possibly
some of the transports of sacra (the Eleusinian are best known, but there were others else-
where) come in this category. We even have an intriguing example of 'living relics': three
'genuine' maenads from Thebes, supposed descendants of Ino, nurse of Dionysus, who were
imported into Magnesia. Did people come to stare at them? See W. Burkert, Ancient mystery
cults (Cambridge, Mass. 1987) 34. The maenads are in O. Kern, Die Inschriften von Magnesia
am Maeander (Berlin 1900) 215a (SEG 39.1846). The approval by the Delphic Oracle may
be a Magnesian fraud: see j. Fontenrose, The Delphic oracle. Its responses and operations, with
a catalogue of responses (Berkeley 1978) 409f (L171); Fontenrose actually doubts the whole
story. The authenticity is defended by A. Henrichs, 'Greek maenadism from Olympias to
Messalina', HSCPh 82 (1978) 121-160, 123ff. Better documented than the showing of relics
is the showing of the god, that is, the statue of the god coming out, to be carried about,
bathed, dressed in a new outfit, and so on (but F. Pfister, Der Reliquienkult, 340, rightly
stresses that some statues, the xoana, doubled as relics: and of course it is exactly such
statues that are handled in ritual). I. Rutherford, 'Two heroic prosodia. A study of Pindar
"Paeans xiv-v"', ZPE92 (1992) 59-72, gives a list of processions with statues (69-72). These
were close encounters of the first kind. For a general background (and also for some
examples of statues coming out), see B. Gladigow, 'Präsenz der Bilder - Präsenz der Götter.
Kultbilder und Bilder der Götter in griechischer Religion', in: Approaches to iconology =
Visible religion. Annual for religious iconography 4-5 (1985-1986) 114-133, and R. J. Lane Fox,
Pagans and Christians, 133ff. Cf. H. S. Versnel, 'What did ancient man see when he saw a
god? Some reflections on Greco-Roman epiphany', in: D. van der Plas (ed.), Effigies Dei.
Essays on the history of religions (Leiden 1987) 42-55, 46f, and idem, 'Religious mentality in
ancient prayer', in: idem (ed.), Faith, hope and worship. Aspects of religious mentality in the
ancient world (Leiden 1981) 30ff. For the subject of living people impersonating gods: R.
H. Sinos, 'Divine selection: epiphany and politics in archaic Greece', in: C. Dougherty, and
L. Kurke (eds.), Cultural poetics in archaic Greece: cult, performance, politics (Cambridge
1993) 73-91.
879
 Sometimes pompe is almost a synonym for heorté or thusia: F. Borner, 'Pompa', s.v.
in: RE, vol.21 (Stuttgart 1952) 1878-1994, 1879. Onpompai, see F. Graf, 'Pompai in Greece.
Some considerations about space and ritual in the Greek polis', in: R. Hägg (ed.), The role
of religion in the early Greek polis (Stockholm 1996) 55-65.
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much the same elements, up to animal sacrifice.880 Even where information
is sparse, we often find tell-tale details, such as financial outlay to hire musical
accompaniment. It is superfluous to elaborate on the fact that music and
dances are an important part of the public events of many periods and places.
In ancient Greece the care lavished on the constitution and training of
choruses is sufficient indication, and processional and sacrificial hymns were
of course performed in every temple. The Sophoclean line ti dei me choreuein
has been interpreted, rightly so I think, as meaning: 'what shall I any longer
partake of religious occasions' (by way of 'to serve as a chorus member',
characteristic of joining in with any religious festival).881 A festival without
880
 It is no use pointing out parallel phenomena in any detail: performances from
Roman ludi, by way of Christian mediaeval mystery plays, to Indian kathakali-dancers
could fruitfully be compared. A mere two examples of the sequence procession, dance and
sacrifice: R. Brunei, Essai sur la confrérie religieuse des 'Aîssâoûa au Maroc (Paris 1926) HOff,
gives a lively description of the festivities with their processions, dances, and sacrifice. W.
A. Christian, Jr, Local religion, 113, speaks of the fiesta of St Anne with a procession, musi-
cians, 'many dancers', whom many come to watch, also from far off; dance is also
mentioned at other shrines and feasts (117, 164). In Spain the place of animal sacrifice is
taken by the running of bulls, or an even closer parallel, bull fights, which are vowed by
the pious (57, 60, 113, 162f). It might be noted in passing that Antiquity knew of the bull
fight prior to sacrifice: the Thessalian taurotheria (see K. J. Gallis, 'The games in ancient
Larissa: an example of provincial Olympic Games', in: W. J. Raschke (ed.), The Archaeology
of the Olympics. The Olympics and other festivals in Antiquity (Madison 1988) 217-235, 221ff).
881
 This interpretation of Sophocles, Oedipus tyrannus 896, has been proposed by,
amongst others, O. Taplin, 'Fifth-century tragedy and comedy: a synkrisis', fHS 106 (1986)
163-174. Two objections can be formulated: choreuein can be used to indicate joy or
gladness ('what shall I still be glad', also quite apt); secondly, there were several other ways
of partaking of a ritual occasion apart from being a chorus member. But the equation of
dance and feast is a strong one. One could compare the Hebrew hagag, to celebrate a feast,
and hag, feast, with Syriac and Arabic cognates indicating feast or pilgrimage. The original
meaning is usually supposed to have been to leap, to bound, to dance, and to walk in a
procession (e.g., L. Koehler, and W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti libros,
Leiden 1958; different: F. Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs, Hebrew and English
lexicon, Oxford 1907). One can compare the possible, much disputed connection between
Hebrew pasah, to limp, to perform a ritual limping dance, and pêsah, the feast of Passover.
Some comparable uses from Africa (for what they are worth: I have no way to check the
original wording): W. Sorell, Dance through the ages (New York 1967) 14: natives of Swan
River, Africa, introduced to the holy communion called it 'dance': probably not metapho-
rically, but because a feast or ritual is called a dance after its most important or most
apparent aspect; W. D. Hambly, Tribal dancing and social development (London 1926) 125,
mentions that the Yao in Central Africa use 'being danced into womanhood' to describe
initiation; H. Ellis, 'The dance of life', in: C. Steinberg (ed.), Dance Anthology (New York
1980) 239, quotes Livingstone to the effect that Bantus from different groups ask each other:
'what do you dance?', referring to their social customs and religious observance; A. Lang,
Myth, ritual and religion (London 19133) vol.1, 175, vol.2, 12, describes African initiates as
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dance must have been almost impossible to conceive. Dance was a serious
affair.882 All dance, not only the indecent extravagances of the pantomimic
theatre, was anathema to early Christian authors, and this is because to them
the whole concept of dance was so closely intertwined with pagan religious
life. Still, we find early Christian communities dancing at the festivals for
their martyrs. They obviously could not think of any other way to produce
a proper festive atmosphere.883 Of course dance and music can be joined by
other games and plays.
This basic set of performances (procession, dance and music, sacrifice,
games and plays) can be elaborated to the extent of full-scale drama, large
sports events, and so on884. It is obvious that on many occasions people had
fixing their station by concluding that they do (or do not) 'dance that dance'.
882
 Of course the ancient world will probably have known unorganized bouts of
dancing, where people relaxed and enjoyed themselves. But usually even the gayest of
dances will have been seen as much more than carefree relaxation. Dance can be a very
serious and competitive affair, at least to the performers if not also to the audience. Indeed,
the North-American Hopi and the New-Guinean Kuma explicitly call dance work and a
duty, never joyful relaxation. The Greek view of dance is decidedly less gloomy, but we
should take care not to underestimate the attention and energy invested in performance. See
D. G. Kyle, Athletics in ancient Athens (Leiden 1987) 2, about the very serious nature of
Greek sports. Procession, dance and more explicit tests of strength can shade into one
another: something of this might be seen in a curious inscription of the imperial period,
published by P. Veyne, 'Une inscription dionysiaque peu commune', BCH 109 (1985) 621-
624. In the text someone is praised because he carried a phallos around the altar fifty-five
times, together with his fellow phallophores, and subsequently lifted the phallos on his
own; subsequently he danced and probably did this most fervently, bathing in his sweat,
before going on to other items (βραχένη τασαν την χοράαν και Ι περι[ την παντυ]υριν
—: the interpretation of the Greek is doubtful here; I follow Veyne's suggestions).
883
 E.g., R. MacMullen, Christianizing the Roman empire, A.D. 100-400 (New Haven
1984) 75f; C. Andresen, 'Altchristliche Kritik am Tanz', 225, 249ff; some examples in L.
Gougaud, 'La danse dans les églises', 10; J. Quasten, Musik und Gesang in den Kulten der
heidnischen Antike und christlichen Frühzeit (Münster 1973 - 1930) 243f; H. Rahner, 'Der
spielende Mensch', Eranos Jahrbuch 16 (1948) 11-87, 78.
8841 do not mean to say that for instance athletics are in any sense further away from
some ritual 'core business' than songs and dances, or sacrifice. Extensive arguments to the
contrary have been offered by Sansone, who not unconvincingly pleads for sport as an
offering of physical energy on a par with other offerings: D. Sansone, Greek athletics and
the genesis of sport, Berkeley 1988. For what it is worth, in a metrical line, we can note that
the Homeric Hymn to the Delian Apollo presents us with the sequence 'boxing, dancing,
song' (149). In a different field, the fact that the strigils on the Orthia stelai in Sparta, and
comparable ones from Delos and Perachora (if one accepts this interpretation by J.
Boardman, 'Sickles and strigils', JHS 91 (1971) 136-137, which solves quite a number of
problems) have always been called sickles, shows that physical exercise does not as easily
come to mind as an integral part of religious life, as does agriculture. Thus Nilsson's
Griechische feste von religiöser Bedeutung excludes athletic and musical competition as not
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to make do with relatively simple stuff It is at a limited number of special
events that more sophisticated performances were set up to honour the gods
and rejoice their heart, with specially composed poetry sung and danced by
select choruses, music competitions, athletic games, or truly dramatic
performances. We should beware, however, of drawing too sharp a dicho-
tomy here.885 There is likely to have been a whole spectrum from the very
spare performance with a simple pompe and a sacrifice, via dance and song to
drama and sports. Our evidence crowds together round the relatively well-
documented panhellenic agones and certain festivals such as the Dionysia. But
these are singled out for attention because they contrast with the rather less
magnificent, but still eye- (and ear-)catching performances at events which are
now nothing but a name or have gone completely unrecorded. Excellency is
a relative concept: the public performance at village level can beat all other
performances at that same level out of sight, without in any way competing
with higher level events.
From the rational choice theory perspective adopted here, no perfor-
mance can be called peripheral. One needs any number of attractions,
including performances, to mobilize an audience. In Plato we find a beautiful
example of contemporary awareness of the fact that a performance does
mobilize an audience, and is intended to do so.886 Socrates is returning
home from Peiraieus after watching the pompai for Bendis (the text shows
that he is decidedly not the only spectator: all of this text is highly relevant
to our present context). But he is tempted to stay by being told that
something new will be put on: a lampadedromos on horseback: 'Αφ' Ι-κτων;
ην δ' εγώ' καινόν γε τοΰτο ('On horseback? I said; but that is something
new'). This shows a conscious effort to come up with something that will get
actually 'von religiöser Bedeutung'. On drama, J. Herington, Poetry into drama, 88f: 'from
a strictly religious and ritual point of view' [whose?] the Dionysia en astei were the least
significant festival devoted to Dionysos; the xoanon, pompé and komos were older and
religiously more significant. I would say, in a sense, yes, but still betraying something of
a too parochial view of what religion is. That with the Dionysia en astei we find the archon
eponumos and not the archon basileus, what Herington presents as his main argument (89),
indicates that the Dionysia are a new creation, but despite the undeniable reverence of the
ancient world for things time-honoured, there is no good evidence to show that the age of
a rite says much, or anything at all, about its religious significance. It may very well be the
reverse.
885
 Rather too heavy weather is made of this by J. Herington, Poetry into drama, 5.
886
 Plato, Respublica 327a-328a.
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spectators out on the street. It also shows the importance of change: if no
novelties are introduced into public events, one has to reckon with 'audience
fatigue'.887 To be comprehensible, innovation should be in balance with
convention and tradition; but there must be innovation, for without
evolution no audience could be found in the longer term.
I summarize: a public event needs to attract some public, as participants
and/or as an audience. To gather a public, and to keep them coming on
future occasions, one has to offer things that are considered worth coming to
look at, listen to or make use of. Such things are, on the one hand the ritual
proceedings themselves, which can be made more attractive by embellishing
their performative character, and on the other hand every conceivable type
of 'side-show', ranging from markets dealing in whatever goods, to fun fairs
dealing in pleasure. Several performances include dancing. It is impossible to
claim that dancing is a more effective mobilizing agent than any other type
of activity. Indeed, the most effective way of mobilizing an audience would
seem to offer as wide a variety of activities as possible, not to concentrate on
any one activity to the exclusion of others. On the other hand, it would be
somewhat perverse, considering the omnipresence of dancing, to consider it
to have been an unimportant and possibly dispensable element. But it is only
in turning to the communicative instead of the mobilizing aspect of public
events, that we can formulate something of an answer to the question of why
dance might in the ancient Greek world have been thought an important and
indispensable part of public events.
Communication
Above, I have already argued the importance of the concept of communica-
tion; communication, or any particular type of communication (especially
non-verbal communication has, obviously, my attention here) has, at least in
a more or less technical sense, but rarely been given a central position in
A term used in this context by J. Boissevain, 'Ritual escalation in Malta', 174.
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accounts by ancient historians or classicists.888 Thus, I have judged prudent
to present below an account of some elements from communication theory.
This excursus into communication studies leads up to an attempt to show
that within the context of public events dance can be a very effective means
of communication, an effectiveness that I suggest was already clearly
recognized in the ancient world, whether this is stated explicitly or implicitly.
Last, but not least, of the problems tackled here is the contents of the
communication at public events.
The definition of communication to be formulated below is again an etic,
stipulative definition, supposed to be operational in the context of this study,
and is not intended as the definition of communication. The extreme poly-
semy of the word communication as used in scholarship is a clear indication
not only of confusion, but also of the enormous scope of this phenomenon
and the many ways it can be studied. From a behaviourist point of view,
communication and behaviour are (near) synonyms, and indeed all behaviour
might be called communicative in some sense. If one puts central the dyad
stimulus and response, the discriminatory response of an organism to
whatever stimulus can be called communication. That means doing away with
any distinction between expression and communication; whether one sneezes
888
 For the ancient world the only comprehensive study I know of is M. I. Gruber,
Aspects of nonverbal communication in the Ancient Near East, Rome 1980, an impressive
two-volume study that is as yet without a pendant for the Greek and Roman world. But
D. Lateiner is working hard to catch up: his Sardonic smile is an important book that has
not yet received the attention it deserves. Some early moves in the same direction were
made by literary scholars, especially those working on questions of orality, first of all
Havelock c.s., but not only those: in a catching phrase G. F. Else referred to 'the histrionic
period of Greek history', over 30 years ago (Hermes 85 (1957) 36f); in this tradition I would
put the beautiful study by J. Herington, Poetry into drama. More strictly communication
studies are contained in E. A. Havelock, and J. P. Hershbell (eds.), Communication arts in
the Ancient World, New York 1978, but this is an isolated instance, published in a
communication studies series and not quite satisfactory. Another early example is J.
Ferguson, 'Classical civilization', in: H. D. Laswell, D. Lerner, and H. Speier (eds.),
Propaganda and communication in world history 1: the symbolic instrument in early times
(Honolulu 1979) 257-298, a brave and wide-ranging attempt, but inchoate and superficial,
and with a strong accent on propaganda, which is a fairly traditional item. Still, there are
hopeful signs: an (in itself disappointing) issue ofArethusa on 'semiotics and classical studies'
(16 (1983)), and the work of a semiotically inspired scholar like Claude Calame. A recent
work like S. Lewis, News and society in the Greek polis, London 1996, is, however,
disappointing in the use made of communication studies. I have refrained from listing titles
in the field of reception theory, which of course use some concepts intimately related to
communication theory. For non-verbal communication, see also below, note 926.
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or says that one has a cold, both types of behaviour can carry information
from the one to the other.889 I opt for a rather more restricted definition
of what constitutes communication. Departing from the natural language
usage of the word 'communication' as reflecting some way of making some-
thing 'commune', that is, 'exchange of thoughts' or 'imparting information',
and from a selection of the many definitions, descriptions and models of
communication produced in scholarly discourse,8901 arrive at the following:
communication is the process whereby human beings intentionally and
effectively share messages and meanings.
This asks for some further clarification. First, I have restricted com-
munication to human actors interacting. Usually a sender and a receiver are
distinguished, also called producer and receptor, or addresser and addressee.
I will speak of senders and receivers, though in a few instances I will use the
semantically more restricted concepts of addresser and addressee to indicate
a sender and a receiver in a fully reciprocal communicatory process, wherein
the receiver is with certainty the intended receiver. It might be added that
many communicatory processes are of a circular nature, causing sender and
receiver to change places all the time.891
889
 G. Fauconnier, Algemene communicatietheorie, 179, rightly stresses that com-
municative and non-communicative information are much related. Alternatives are
perception, or information flow. A. Kendon, 'Nonverbal communication', s.v. in: E.
Barnouw, et al. (eds.), International encyclopedia of communications 3 (New York 1989) 209-
210, notes that reciprocal awareness is interaction, even if there is no perceptible
communicative action by the participants. The scope is much widened because sender and
receiver need not be in the same place at the same time, and a non-communicative action
could presumably become a communicative act at any time in the future, if it is preserved
one way or another. Every action is potentially communicative. Without ascribing to a
behaviourist view of communicating (all behaviour is communication: cf. the concept of
'expressive behaviour', as opposed to instrumental (coping) behaviour), I can agree with the
idea that a normal human being cannot not communicate.
890
 My material is gathered mainly from B. A. Fisher (ed.), Perspectives on human com-
munication, New York/London 1978, G. Fauconnier, Algemene communicatietheorie, C. R.
Berger, and S. H. Chaffee (eds.), Handbook of communication science, Newbury Park 1987,
and J. Fiske, Introduction to communication studies, London 19902. F. Oomkes, Communica-
tieleer, Meppel 1987, has some interesting elements, but is largely directed to therapeutic
uses, like the majority of American university handbooks. Different: M. Burgoon, F. G.
Hunsaker, and E. J. Dawson, Human communication, Thousand Oaks 1994.
891
 Even if the receiver is relatively passive, there will almost always be feedback, intro-
ducing some sort of circularity after all. Still, we can hold on to the linear concept of sender
and receiver, or addresser and addressee: circularity in communication can always be
reduced to simple dyadic processes, that is, to linearity changing direction.
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Secondly I suppose communication to be intentional.892 This inten-
tionality involves both sender and receiver, the sender intending to impart a
message and intending this message to be interpreted correctly ('to make him-
self understood', in all senses of that expression, 'to get a meaning across') and
selecting some tactics towards this end, the receiver intending to receive a
message and intending to interpret this message to the best of his ability.893
We are left with plenty of problems here, take for instance music. Whose
message is conveyed here? The composer's, the performer's, or is it self-
generated by the listener? Or all three?894 We will come back to that. The
concept of controllability is intimately connected. A case of fainting may
impart the fact that someone is not feeling well, but this is behaviour that is
not under control (unless it is simulated!). Such behaviour cannot be intended,
in the sense wherein intention is used above. Of course it would be wrong
to suppose every single communicatory act, especially if of a non-verbal na-
ture, to be equally deliberate or conscious, but a sequence of such acts must
be intentional if it is to be called communication.895
892
 Typical of many definitions is the one in M. Burgoon, F. G. Hunsaker, and E. J.
Dawson, Human communication, 18-19: a process that is dynamic, transactional, personal,
symbolic, requiring a shared code or codes. Intent is left out and thus a lot of difficulties
are avoided. But at a price.
893
 Here we have a mam breaking point in many theories of communication: these are
either source-oriented or receiver-oriented. W. J. Severin, and J. W. Tankard, Jr,
Communication theories: origins, methods, uses (New York 1979) 5-8, allow that A
communicates with B if A's action is goal-directed toward B. But A. Kendon, 'Introduction:
current issues in the study of "nonverbal communication'", in: T. A. Sebeok, J. Umiker-
Sebeok, and A. Kendon (eds.), Nonverbal communication, interaction and gesture. Selections
from Semiotica (The Hague 1981) 1-53, considers intentionality to be irrelevant, and
impossible to ascertain: messages are conveyed at several levels: which level was intended?
One cannot tell. The act of communicating must be put central, seen from the receiving end
(not disregarding feedback): one has to find out whether the receiver regards the
information received as intentional or not (9-10, cf. 39). G. Fauconnier, Algemene
communicatietheorie, 33, and M. Burgoon, F. G. Hunsaker, and E. J. Dawson, Human
communication, 21, give an overview of the four possibilities concerning intentionality/
unintentionality of receiver or sender. We can produce a matrix distinguishing between
communication (intended and perceived), ascribed communication (not intended and
perceived), attempted communication (intended but not perceived), and 'behaviour' (not
intended and not perceived).
894
 E. Leach, 'The influence of cultural context on non-verbal communication in man',
in: R. A. Hinde (ed.), Non-verbal communication (Cambridge 1972) 315-347, 320f.
895
 What I. Vine, 'Does nonverbal communication have a future? [review article of M.
R. Key (ed.), Nonverbal communication today. Current research, Berlin 1982]', Semiotica 60
(1986) 297-313, 309, calls 'flexible purposiveness'. For involuntary emitted information one
might compare the 'manwatching' stuff: M. Argyle, Bodily communication, London 1975,
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Thirdly I expect communication to be effective. In my view no com-
munication has taken place if the intentions remain completely unfulfilled.
Those who want to put only intentionality central and not the actual
reception of the message sent (and they are many), might consider dis-
tinguishing between communication and attempted communication (once
again a strategy to stay fairly close to natural language).896 Effective sharing
of a message occurs when that message is perceived; effective sharing of
meaning occurs when a message perceived is interpreted.897 Please note that
I do not insist that the interpretation by the receiver should be correct (in the
sense of being in accord with the interpretation intended by the sender) to be
effective. Nor need the actual receiver be the intended receiver. More
generally speaking, the receiver should always be considered to be auto-
nomous, not a passive partner, but one actively engaged in the process of
communicating.
Next message and meaning: I use the word message to embrace any
physical event delivering and discriminating meaning, words (written or
spoken), movements, and so on. A message consists of any number of
signs.898 'Sign' is of course one of the most widely discussed concepts in
a broad scholarly perspective, and D. Morris, Man-watching. A field guide to human
behaviour, London 1977, a successful attempt at popularising. Since then there have been
published countless similar works.
896
 Bernard R. Berelson's well-known dictum of 1948: 'some kind of communication on
some kind of issues, brought to the attention of some kind of people, under some kind of
conditions, has some kind of effect', obviously includes in communication every attempt
at communication. Then, obviously, much communication will remain ineffective: this is
the approach of advertisers and other mass communication specialists.
897
 'Sharing' is to be preferred above 'transmission': nothing is in fact transmitted. The
sender does not lose the thought, idea, and so on, that he shares with a receiver. But note
that sharing does not necessarily imply a true intersubjective understanding. The message
interpreted can be a lie, deceitful, and so on. A. Eschbach, Pragmasemiotik und Theater. Ein
Beitrag zur Theorie und Praxis einer pragmatisch orientierten Zeichenanalyse (Tübingen 1979)
41, adds the complication that 'bewust ignorieren' implies intentionality: a decision not to
enter into contact.
"
8
 U. Eco, A theory of semiotics (London 1976) 7: 'a sign is everything which can be
taken as significantly substituting for something else. This something else does not
necessarily have to exist or to actually be somewhere at the moment in which a sign stands
for it'; and 19: 'everything can be understood as a sign if and only if there exists a
convention which allows it to stand for something else'. With Eco, a 'signal' is a sequence
of signs combined into a coherent whole (thus a synonym for message, as used here). Cf.
C. S. Peirce, quoted by T. Hawkes, Structuralism and semiotics (London 1977) 126: a sign
is 'something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity'.
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communication studies and semiotics. Many different sign typologies have
been devised, often incompatible. I have here selected the one offered by
Peters, because it does not depart very far from natural language usage.899
On the one hand we have natural signs or indices (e.g., smoke as an index of
fire), on the other hand artificial signs, which can be either arbitrary or
motivated. Arbitrary signs are all conventional signs, such as most language,
musical or mathematical notation, and so on. Motivated signs are either icons,
where we find a close linkage between observable reality and the sign (e.g.,
onomatopoeic words, images), or symbols, where there is a tertium compara-
tionis (a spring symbolizing new life; the colour red symbolizing blood
symbolizing life; and so on).900 A symbol usually suggests some complex
idea that can only be expressed in conventional signs with much circumlocu-
tion, and however carefully composed this circumlocution is, many will still
find it unsatisfactory, because the symbol that is still vital has become so very
much charged with meaning during its history. Of course these different
categories of sign are not watertight compartments: thus (almost) anything
can function as a symbol. It is the context which shows whether a sign is
primarily indexical, arbitrary, iconic or symbolic.
Apart from the signs, the message also embraces the medium901 by way
of which the message is sent: medium and message are complementary. Here
Marshall McLuhan's famous dictum comes to mind: 'the medium is the
message'. A pleasantly laconic statement, but only true under very specific
circumstances. Every message, however, is mediated in some way. In com-
municating, the sender selects a particular tactics from this wide range of
possibilities. A particular message can be most effectively conveyed by a
899
 J. M. Peters, Retoriek van de communicatie (Groningen 1973) 31. Many complications
are introduced here by E. Leach, Culture and communication: the logic by which symbols are
connected. An introduction to the use of structuralist analysis in social anthropology
(Cambridge 1976) 12ff. It might be a bit too clever.
900
 See W. Jetter, Symbol und Ritual, 24ff, esp. 27-29, for a very clear discussion of
symbols, 'Phänomene deren unmittelbar erkennbarer Sinn auf weiterführenden Sinn
hindrängt', not as in allegory, not to be decoded step by step, but to be grasped intuitively.
901
 Channel and medium are often used interchangeably. But we also find channel
defined as light-waves, sound-waves, and biochemical, thermodynamic and electromagnetic
transmission, and medium as the five physiological senses: the optical, acoustic, haptic or
tactile, olfactory and gustatory modalities of reception. Alternatively, medium is used as the
covering expression for channel and sense: it is this last way in which I have chosen to use
it.
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particular medium. Which leads to the question, what messages can be best
communicated by way of dance? Before we can answer this, we have to
wrestle with meaning.
Meaning is, I need not say, a hotly debated concept. The meaning of
meaning constitutes a problem of very long standing and of bewildering
complexity. The actual sending out and perception of a message can still be
expressed in purely (neuro-)physiological terms, but with the formulation and
interpretation of a message, which is where we should locate the actual
imparting of meaning, we come into the realm of human thought, that is
knowledge, opinion, feelings, emotions, whatever name we give to mental
processes. I do not consider it my task to discuss in any way the relevant
theory of knowledge, ontology, linguistics, and whatever impinges on the
meaning of meaning. I have to cut some corners, but not too sharply I hope.
Formulation and interpretation of a message have often been described as
encoding and decoding.902 That is to say, both formulation and interpreta-
tion are directed by repertories of signs, and of rules governing the use of
signs. Such codes, verbal, paraverbal, and non-verbal, are conventional within
a community, and are systemically organised. Admittedly, this is somewhat
problematic in other fields than the arbitrary sign complexes of language: thus
a more or less complete non-verbal system (excluding sign languages, which
are not actually non-verbal) has never been described, and indeed codes other
than the verbal may be less systematised. Still, there obviously is some system
at work, and segments of codes have been described. So we might be allowed
to say in general that codes are primary in the continuous process of
imparting meaning.
What I have been speaking of here is denotative meaning, the way people
relate words to other words, or other signs to words, within the framework
of a particular language.903 But as a historian I want to go beyond sense to
902
 An extremely relativist position is taken up by K.-H. Meyer, 'Das Bild ist im
Betrachter. Zur Struktur- und Bedeutungskonstruktion durch den Rezipienten', Hephaistos
9 (1988) 7-41, who denies any decoding, and only allows a 'Neukodierung' (29). Everyone
locked up in his own little universe. But Meyer expects me to decode his remarks about the
impossibility of decoding, or...?
03
 W. Marciszewski, s.v. 'Intension vs. extension', in: T. A. Sebeok (ed.), Encyclopedic
dictionary of semiotics, vol.1 (Berlin 1986) 354-384; G. Leech, Semantics, 2.
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reference, the relationship between sign, sense and existing or possible
worlds.904 Reference includes the denotative meaning, but adds to this
connotative meaning, everything that a sender/receiver associates with a
particular sign or set of signs.905 The connotative meaning of a sign is
obviously nothing like a simple process of matching the contents of a message
with the contents of some sort of dictionary. The process is much more
complicated because of the essential part played by contextuality. When we
return to the issue of meaning below, it is always in some actual context.906
To conclude these generalities about communication, I should point out
that I have avoided using the word 'information'.907 The concept is better
left alone. In natural language 'information' is often understood as 'a message
containing previously unknown items', or as 'semantic information', more or
less synonymous with 'interpretation' or 'meaning'. In communication studies
however 'information' is commonly used of the message or signal and its
outer form, in measuring the quantity of novelty conveyed by a message.908
But measuring the amount of information, as it is proposed in information-
theory, has no bearing on meaning. Meaning indeed cannot be measured, it
is subject-relative, has affective components, and so on. And if information
904
 This has been expressed in many different triadic relations of interpretation, of which
the best known is probably Saussure's signifiant and signifié, with the referent added. Other
triads: sign, significatum, and denotatum; representamen, interprétant, and object (Peirce).
All models are conveniently displayed in J. Fiske, Introduction to communication studies,
London 19902. Please note that referents are often absent: 'nevertheless' has no referent; U.
Eco argues that 'The emperor of China' is without a referent, but surely past reality can
act as a referent too; it is different, however, with 'The emperor of Greenland'.
905
 Other kinds of 'associative meaning' can be distinguished: see G. Leech, Semantics,
or for a different set, D. Crystal, The Cambridge encyclopedia of language, 107. I subsume
the lot under 'connotation'.
906
 My theoretical orientation leads me to view man above all as active and creative, a
rational creature that goes about imparting sense to his surroundings. Meaning is all the
time being (recreated. But this is not something we do in isolation: meaning arises in the
process of interaction. As the adagium of symbolic interactionism puts it: meaning is a
social product. The study of meaning within context (regarding production, reception and
interpretation) is also the province of pragmatics.
907
 But it should not be overlooked that communication studies are in large part based
in information theory and cybernetics. An extensive account of the development of this
field in E. M. Rogers, A history of communication study. A biographical approach, New York
1994 (rather heavily weighted towards the American contributors).
908
 According to the basic mathematical formula of information theory Η (χ) = -2log
Ρ (χ): the information contained in sign χ is equal to the logarithm (base 2) of the inverse
of its probability. Smaller probability of χ leads to increasing informativity of x.
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is used in a non-technical sense, it still is too restricted a concept: communica-
tion does more than inform, it can also persuade, teach, entertain, and much
more.
Even if in the ancient Greek world dance is commonly combined with
music and with a sung text, the dance itself is non-verbal. Non-verbal
communication, although a subject much en vogue since the late 1950s, is not
an easy to work with notion. There is no generally accepted definition, no
shared and developed conceptual apparatus, no unifying theory or methodo-
logical paradigm.909 I shall leave aside the controversial issue whether non-
verbal communication is not actually a misnomer, because it is often
supposed that every message in interpretation is translated back into the
verbal. It is not for me to discuss the thorny problems of language and the
mind. I tend to agree with an overall (but not exclusive) priority of the
verbal.910 Ideas in general do not exist independant of language and of
various cultural codes which also cannot be seen apart from language. Not all
ideas, however, need to be verbalized or are even capable of straightforward
verbalization. For the time being, non-verbal seems a useful category. If one
wants to raise doubts about its usefulness at all, this should be because the
very diverse subject matter that is covered by the study of the non-verbal,
stretching all the way from paralanguage to kinesics: everything from
belching to ballet. An enormous field that became known as non-verbal
communication 'almost by default', as it was put by Abraham Kendon.911
909
 I. Vine, 'Does nonverbal communication have a future?', 297f; for a bibliography,
see M. R. Key, Nonverbal communication: a research guide, A. Ancelin-Schutzenberger,
Contributions Λ l'étude de la communication non-verbale, vol.2 (Lille 1978) 71 Iff (almost 200
pages of bibliography), M. Davis, and J. Skupien (eds.), Body movement and non-verbal
communication: an annotated bibliography 1971-1981, Bloomington 1982. Apparently there
is no more recent overview of publications.
910
 Cf. Ε. Leach, 'The influence of cultural context', 316. Also, in traditional
structuralist view language precedes thought, as worded in Lévi-Strauss's well-known
gnomic 'qui dit homme dit langage'. I do not mean to say that all mental processes are
verbal: cf. S. Glucksberg, 'Language and thought', in: R. J. Sternberg, and E. E. Smith (eds.),
The psychology of human thought (Cambridge 1988) 214-241, who stresses that human
thought operates by way of some system of symbols ('signs' in my present vocabulary): 'a
language', no matter what system (verbal and whatever non-verbal variant); but Glucksberg
does not deny that an important part of human thinking is closely related to human
language in a more restricted sense.
911
 A. Kendon, 'Introduction: current issues', 40. A. Kendon, 'Nonverbal communica-
tion', 210, points out that non-verbal communication has been a useful concept in drawing
attention to many previously neglected aspects of human communication, but should now
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Current research embraces face-to-face communication between people,
accomplished through body movement, gesture, facial expression, orientation,
posture and spacing, touch and smell, and those aspects of the spoken
utterance (intonation, voice quality, rate of speaking and so on) which can be
considered apart from the actual verbal content. This is paralanguage or
vocalics, the non-semantic elements of speech.912 Others add physical
appearance, including dress, surrounding space, that is created or selected
decor, which carries messages and also dictates what kind of communication
takes place, images and objects, music and taste (the gustatory aspect).913
Adding everything up, it appears that non-verbal communication is used to
indicate all non-language communication (which makes it preferable to avoid
the metaphorical use of language to indicate non-verbal behaviour, as in
'language of clothing', 'language of the body', and so on).914
I opt, pace Kendon, for as wide a field as possible, and include amongst
the non-language types of communication all of the above, also the produc-
tion by man of objects (including images) and of environment, if this answers
be dropped, because it lacks coherence: it refers to too wide a range of phenomena. But no
alternatives have been forthcoming.
912
 S. Weitz (ed.) Nonverbal communication. Readings with commentary (New York 1974)
94, defines paralinguistics as non-semantic aspects of speech. But in R. A. Hinde (ed.),
Non-verbal communication (Cambridge 1972) 91, non-semantic speech acts are called
prosodie, while paralinguistics is defined as gestures, eye movements, and so on, supporting
verbal communication. M. Argyle, 'Non-verbal communication in human social
interaction', in R. A. Hinde (ed.), Non-verbal communication, 243-269, distinguishes the
following non-verbal signals (246-251): 1. bodily contact; 2. proximity; 3. orientation; 4.
appearance; 5. posture; 6. head-nods; 7. facial expression; 8. gestures; 9. looking; 10. non-
verbal aspects of speech, both prosodie (pitch, stress, juncture) and paralinguistic (tone,
accent, voice quality, speech errors, and so on). On p.253 smell is added to this list.
913
 A. Kendon, 'Nonverbal communication', see also idem, 'Introduction: current issues',
3f. See J. K. Burgoon, and L. K. Guerrero, 'Nonverbal communication', in: M. Burgoon,
F. G. Hunsaker, and E. J. Dawson, Human communication, 122-171, scheme on 125:
proxemics, chronemics, haptics, kinesics, physical appearance (including dress), vocalics and
surrounding space (which carries messages and also dictates what kind of communication
takes place). Proxemics deals with spacing ('the study of man's spatial relations and
boundaries', according to E. T. Hall, who introduced the term): the unconscious structuring
of micro-space. One can compare the work of ethologists on personal and social distance
in animals: the demarcation of territories, and so on. Chronemics deals with spacing on the
time scale.
914
 Sign languages can be called languages, because these are in fact verbal, though non-
vocal (see J. Umiker-Sebeok and T. A. Sebeok (eds.), Monastic sign languages, Berlin 1987,
for some interesting examples other than the sign languages of the deaf). Cf. G. Fauconnier,
Algemene communicatietheorie, 70, whose categories my account here has much in common
with. But Fauconnier does not include music, art or architecture.
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to my definition of communication, that is, if such objects or environment
are consciously created to effect the transfer of messages between human
beings. My usage of the concept non-verbal also embraces performances, as
far as their non-language aspects are concerned. Most researchers, however,
implicitly or explicitly exclude such performances from the category of non-
verbal communication, because, if reasons are given, these are supposed to be
examples of the conveyance of explicit messages, and thus examples of
language, albeit non-vocal language (like sign language).915 Even a moment's
reflection should convince us that this is nonsense: in the unspoken (part of)
performances there is usually little in the way of explicit messages that can
easily be verbalized.916 Even if we agree to put all pantomimic movements
into the non-vocal category, that leaves us with plenty of other elements.
Most dance has nothing like the propositional force of language. The way
things are, dance falls between the cracks. Because studies on communication
in general deal largely with language, they do not discuss dance, which is left
for studies that exclusively address the non-verbal; the field of non-verbal
communication, however, disregards several more complicated non-language
phenomena such as dance. It is dance studies that have stepped in to come to
the rescue.917
So I repeat: non-verbal is non-language and includes the whole range of
non-verbal auditive, visual, tactile, gustatory and olfactory phenomena: bodily
and externalised. In the following I concentrate, obviously, on the kinetic
915
 A. Kendon, 'Nonverbal communication'; J. K. Burgoon, and L. K. Guerrero,
'Nonverbal communication', in: M. Burgoon, F. G. Hunsaker, and E. J. Dawson, Human
communication, 122-171. D. Lateiner, Sardonic smile, follows suit in expressly concentrating
on 'personal, spontaneous interaction' and excluding 'independent art forms performed in
"stop-time" for large audiences' (10).
916
 Part of the answer may lie in the fact that so much research is on speech-related
gestures: when B. Rimé, and L. Schiaratura, 'Gesture and speech', in: R. S. Feldman, and
B. Rimé (eds.), Fundamentals of nonverbal behavior (Cambridge/Paris 1991) 239-282, state
that symbolic gestures or emblems have 'a direct translation into words' and 'a precise
meaning known by the group, class, or culture' (248, table 7.1), they do not deal with
kinesics in general. There, I suggest, things are usually far from direct and precise. If D.
McNeill's thesis on the intimate relationship of ordinary gestures and speech (see his Hand
and mind. What gestures reveal about thought, Chicago 1992) will stand up to further testing,
it is rather the traditional area of much non-verbal communication research, gesture, that
will have to be reconsidered.
917
 See the work of J. L. Hanna (see above, notes 328, 703), esp. J. L. Hanna, To dance
is human.
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aspects, but the relevance of some of the things discussed here for the earlier
paragraphs on imagery should not be overlooked. Now that we have sepa-
rated off the non-verbal, however, we should immediately retrace our steps.
We should in no way suppose non-verbal and verbal communication to be
unconnected phenomena.918 In everything that follows we should keep in
mind that we speak of different types of behaviour that in an actual context
almost always occur together. The performances at public events are
multimedial.919
One need hardly explain that non-verbal communication is important
always and everywhere. Social interaction depends at least partly on non-verbal
behaviour, human beings have 'talking bodies', in the words of C. W. Morris.
We use non-verbal codes in a way comparable (but not identical) to language
codes. Human movement for instance is not simply instinctive: of course
there are innate aspects, connected with the human central nervous system,
but much of our movement is learned behaviour, and in dealing with dance
it is obviously this reflective and cognitive part that I concentrate on.920
918
 See A. Kendon, 'Introduction: current issues', 7 (and cf. 36ff, on emblems and
speech-concurrent gestures); M. R. Key, Overall considerations', 9, speaks of the
indissoluble union of linguistic and extra-linguistic messages. This is reminiscent of
Birdwhistell's holistic approach: see R. L. Birdwhistell, Kinesics and context. Essays on
body-motion communication (London 1971) 95, on 'a structural system of significant symbols
(from all the sensorially based modalities [my italics]) which permit ordered human
interaction'; also 85ff and 107f, on multi-medial communication, in which the redundancy
is only apparent. Cf. I. Vine, 'Does nonverbal communication have a future?', 311.
'" Also called multi-channel communication (cf. above, note 901). See S. J. Tambiah,
Culture, thought and social action: an anthropological perspective (Cambridge, Mass. 1985) Iff,
on 'amalgams of totalities': legomena and dromena, presented in multiple media and in
different representational modes/modalities: song, dance, music, recitation, and so on, both
simultaneous and sequential. Cf. J. L. Hanna, To dance is human, 213, who calls this
synaesthesia. Multi-mediality is stressed in the excellent article by E. Fischer-Lichte,
'Theatergeschichte oder Theatersemiotik - eine echte Alternative? Versuch einer semio-
tischen Rekonstruktion der Theatergeste auf dem deutschen Theater im 18. Jht', Maske und
Kothurn 28 (1982) 163-194, who distinguishes 14 types of signs carrying or creating meaning:
linguistic, paralinguistic, mimic, gestic, movement across space, mask, hairdo, costume,
requisites, 'Raumkonzeption', decorations (scenery), lighting, music, sounds. Fischer-Lichte
argues that one should study a theatrical performance (and indeed all culture) from every
possible angle, and from as many sources as possible, which may be asking a lot; but it is
good to point out that in research we tend to concentrate on one medium to the disregard
of others, and do so at our peril.
920
 For learned body movement, see for instance A. M. Annas, 'The elegant art of
movement', in: E. Maeder (ed.), An elegant art. Fashion and fantasy in the eighteenth century
(Los Angeles 1983) 35-58, on movement patterns that were specific for well-bred people in
the eighteenth century. One is reminded of Mary Douglas's 'social body'. For the 'right
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Cartloads of research show its many uses, or rather its essential role in human
communication. My approach will not be the clinical-psychological one (a
flowering branch of research, as for instance seen in the work of Albert
Mehrabian or Paul Ekman921), which is fairly close to the popularizers'
'reading the body', or 'manwatching', but the contextual one.922 Still, one
has to admit that the contextual and the psychological approach are com-
plementary.923 But whatever way we approach the subject, the importance
of the non-verbal is in no doubt. It is possible that once human communica-
tion was completely dependent on the non-verbal.924 It has certainly
remained important ever since, especially in (largely) illiterate and/or oral
societies.925 That is not to say that an illiterate or oral society would favour
way of moving' (in art and in everyday life), cf. B. Fehr, Bewegungsweisen und Verhaltens-
ideale: physiognomische Deutungsmöglichkeiten der Bewegungsdarstellung an griechischen
Statuen des i. und 4. fljs. v.Chr., Bad Bramstadt 1979, J. N. Bremmer, 'Walking, standing,
and sitting in ancient Greek culture', in: J. N. Bremmer, and H. Roodenburg (eds.), A
cultural history of gestures from Antiquity to the present day (London 1991) 15-35, on sophro-
sunë, hêsuchiotês, and the like. The work of Fehr and Bremmer allows comparison with
Annas. Of course we should not forget the importance in this respect of the many
unconscious contributions to conscious communication, as dealt with by kinesics,
proxemics, and so on.
921
 For a fairly recent collection of this type of research, see R. S. Feldman, and B. Rimé
(eds.), Fundamentals of nonverbal behavior, Cambridge/Paris 1991.
922
 An example of a structural approach (as opposed to a contextual approach which
seeks an externally based meaning) is offered by the work of Birdwhistell. For the history
and roots of the structural approach, see: A. Kendon, 'The organisation of behavior in face-
to-face interaction: observations on the development of a methodology', in: K. R. Scherer,
and P. Ekman (eds.), Handbook of methods in nonverbal behaviour research (Cambridge/Paris
1982) 440-505, esp. 443-467.
923
 Cf. J. Blacking, '"Dance" as cultural system', 11, on the 'dialectic of nature and
culture'. Blacking suggests that some somatic states have intrinsic qualities, while others
remain neutral until some social interpretation is assigned; A. Gell, 'On dance structures',
argues against a split between the semasiological and the biological body. One could
compare the debate in ethology on innate patterns: universal human behaviour as smiling
or eye-brow flashing obviously has some innate aspects, with intrinsic qualities. But in the
end these are always functioning within some context as far as any overt effects are
concerned.
924
 Cf. J. Blacking's musings, in 'Dance. Conceptual thought and production in the
archaeological record', on dance as a 'bio-grammar', older than language. All this is highly
speculative of course; research into speech-related non-verbal behaviour would seem to
indicate that our linguistic and non-verbal skills have developed pari passu.
925
 On face to face communication in small groups, see D. Ben-Amos, 'Towards a
definition of folklore in context', Journal of American Folklore 84 (1971) 3-15. It is a much-
debated issue whether the rise of visual media at the present, especially television and video,
will bring a return to orality (with a concomitant increase in the importance of the non-
verbal). For the situation in the past, I can point to an account of an Italian preacher who
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non-verbal over verbal modes of communication, it is spoken language that
would in most instances be the favoured medium. It is rather that dis-
embodied modes of communication, especially the written text, are often
absent in such societies. In a culture not as 'media drenched' as ours,
communication often is a face to face social encounter; in an oral situation
one learns by observing and practising. This leaves ample opportunity for the
non-verbal component to come to the fore and flourish, also to be conscious-
ly cultivated. Of course the world of antiquity can readily be described as a
world characterized by orality and majority illiteracy; but only meagre
attention has been paid to non-verbal communication in the ancient world.926
could in late Medieval Europe tour many places and preach in Italian as far away from
home as Brittany, getting his effect largely through gesture and the quality of his delivery
(M. Baxandall, Painting and experience, 64). This story reminded me of the remarks by a
Benedictine monk about Bernadette Soubirous: 'it was her movements in genuflecting, in
looking up at the apparition of Our Lady, that first convinced the multitude of her
sincerity' (as reported by A. Haskell, Balletomania then and now (New York 1977) 64). In
the Korean work Samguk Yusa (thirteenth century) there is in the section 'Anecdotes of
renowned monks' a story about Wonhyo, alias Sosong Kosa, who 'performed his dance in
every corner of the country, so that even usurers and poor old bachelors [two despised
groups] could understand the golden sayings of Buddha' (Samguk Yusa: legends and history
of the Three Kingdoms of ancient Korea, translated by Ha Tae-Hung, and G. K. Mintz (Seoul
1972) 307). A. MacKay, 'Ritual and propaganda in fifteenth-century Castile', P&P 107 (1985)
3-43, 35f, stresses the importance of dance in a popular illiterate context (not forgetting that
dance is part of a complex of visual and oral communication).
926
 D. Lateiner, Sardonic smile, is an excellent attempt to acquaint the uninitiated with
the concept of non-verbal communication and its wide applicability. For previous work by
Lateiner, see his bibliography; non-Homeric material is discussed in idem, 'Nonverbal
communication in the Histories of Herodotus', Arethusa 20 (1987) 83-119, and idem, 'Affect
displays in the epic poetry of Homer, Vergil, and Ovid', in: F. Poyatos (ed.), Advances in
nonverbal communication: sociocultural, clinical, esthetic, and literary perspectives (Amsterdam
1992) 255-269. In the same volume there are also relevant articles by J. P. Holoka, R. F.
Newbold, H. J. Vermeer and H. Golder. See also R. F. Newbold, 'Nonverbal communica-
tion and parataxis in late Antiquity', L'Antiquité Classique 55 (1986) 223-244, and idem,
'Nonverbal communication in Tacitus and Ammianus', Ancient Society 21 (1990) 189-199).
Lateiner discusses the literary (verbal!) treatment of non-verbal communication, an
important and neglected subject in itself; of course the descriptions of non-verbal behaviour
will at least in part reflect perceptible reality (see Lateiner, Sardonic smile, viii note 2): this
is certainly the case with those non-verbal behaviours which are universal now and will
have been so in the ancient world, and is likely with at least some behaviours which are
specific for (particular groups within) a particular culture. But we must leave some leeway
for literary conventions. Story telling strategies do not include detailed descriptions of
complicated sequences of motor behaviour, such as dance (which is not discussed by
Lateiner). I prefer Lateiner's work to other recent work, such as the (excellent) contribu-
tions to the 1989 symposium on gestures and mentalities by F. Graf and J. Bremmer, which
do not systematically deal with a non-verbal communications paradigm (see J. N. Bremmer,
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Non-verbal communication is very effective communication: it is
arresting, seductive and affective, because it is non-segmented, immediate,
instantaneous, holistic. Claude Lévi-Strauss, speaking of music and myth, calls
the aural/oral 'non-literate' modes 'machines for the suppression of time';
non-discursive forms that give information above and beyond any discursive
contents.927 Also, non-verbal communication is non-explicit. It might be
exactly for this reason that the importance of the non-verbal in public events,
especially events of a mainly cultic character, might exceed that in daily life.
Divine communication is said to be ambiguous, by way of signs rather than
by way of words. Thus dance might be a most effective way of communi-
cating with the god, and about the god, in a typically divine way: ambiguous,
opaque, although one wonders to what extent the presence of a sung or
spoken text might ruin this effect.928
Public events are the occasions par excellence to share messages, whether
in verbal or non-verbal mode (as has been said, the two usually go together),
with as large a number of addressees as possible in one go (of course
discounting modern mass media - very different communication in all
respects). At the public event there are things going on that people have come
and H. Roodenburg (eds.), A cultural history of gesture from Antiquity to the present day,
London 1991; note, however, the wide field covered by the bibliography in that volume by
Bremmer and Roodenburg, 'Gestures in history: a select bibliography', 253-260). In France
the subject attracts attention at least since J.-P. Vernant's 'Paroles et signes muets', in:
Divination et rationalité (Paris 1974) 9-25. But there is more Saussurian semiotics and Marcel
Mauss involved than current research into non-verbal communication.
927
 Cf. W. Jetter, Symbol und Ritual, on symbols that have to be grasped intuitively (see
above, note 900). P. Sillitoe, 'From head-dresses to head-messages: the art of self-decoration
in the highlands of Papua New Guinea', Man 23 (1988) 298-318, discusses the unspoken
element, beyond the plane of words, that keeps a custom alive, when the origin and even
the overt intention are lost. Messages are received by the Papuan dancers in headdress-code,
are active as headdress-code and are passed on in headdress-code (315). Putting it in such
strong terms begs the question how one can find out about such a code. Sillitoe uses
verbalized items (indirect information) and relates the dance items to other ideas or acts,
hunting for some system or structure. But how to demonstrate the validity of our literal
interpretation of the unspoken?
928
 On divine communication: Heraclitus, Fragment 93 (Diels-Kranz); Aeschylus,
Agamemnon 1251-1255. For my suggestions about dance, cf. D. Tuzin, 'Miraculous voices:
the auditory experience of numinous objects', CA 25 (1984) 579-596 (including comments
and reaction), where the author looks at the role of sound in religious contexts from several
different angles, including the physiological.
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expressly to see and to hear, things that they have been mobilized by.929
Performances as effective mobilizers have already been discussed. They
provide attractive entertainment in whatever form, and with the enjoyment,
judgment, surprise, thrill, sensation, suspense and so on, messages are put
across (and are responded to, but about that later) without the event being
perceived as primarily communicative930. What I intend to say has been
lucidly described recently by the scholar-novelist Theodore Roszak: 'People
don't put up their guard when they're being entertained. The images and the
messages slip through and take deeper hold' (Flicker Ch.ll). Roszak is
speaking of film, an excellent example of a highly effective multimedial
performance that mobilizes, entertains and communicates. Many of the
insights of film studies can readily be applied to very different kinds of
performances931.
There are many contemporary examples of entertainment as a way to
communicate effectively a message that in another mode fails to come across:
reggae singers in Jamaica whose reports of and comments on current affairs
function as newspapers; dramatic performances to inform African villagers of
the blessings of birth control or of the dangers of unprotected promiscuous-
ness in the face of the AIDS-epidemic; police officers in Chicago's Northside
who get into touch with black youths by means of rap music because singing
about the dangers of street crime and drug addiction appeared the best way
929
 As to the ratio of words to actions, it has been suggested that if the number of
participants increases, auditory communication by way of words tends to decrease, and
reliance on display to increase. Which stands to reason - but I am not aware of any research
to substantiate this.
930
 R. Schechner, The future of ritual, 230, describes rituals and associated behaviour arts
as overdetermined, full of redundancy, repetition, and exaggeration, what Schechner calls
a metamessage of 'you get the message, don't you!'. Cf. J. Z. Smith, To take place. Toward
theory in ritual (Chicago 1987) 103: ritual is a mode of paying attention, a process for
marking interest. It is true that at public events much work is made of communicating and
making sure of it. But I would still stress the message, not the metamessage.
931
 Film studies that I have personally profited from are G. F. Custen, Bio/pics. How
Hollywood constructed public history, New Brunswick 1992; M. Haskell, From reverence to
rape. The treatment of women in the movies, New York 1975; G. Jowett, Film, the democratic
art. A social history of American film, Stoneham, MA 1985; B. F. Kawin, How movies work,
Berkeley 1992; G. Marchetti, Romance and the "Yellow Peril". Race, sex, and discursive
strategies in Hollywood fiction, Berkeley 1993; J. Monaco, How to read a film. The art,
technology, language, history, and theory of film and media, New York 1981.
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to gain an attentive audience.932 There need not be words, the message of
a folk dance performance in Eastern Macedonia (Greece) by dancers from
Mesolonghi (of all places) in nineteenth-century klephts costume, at the height
of the antagonism between Greece and their northern neighbour The
Republic of Skopje, a.k.a. Macedonia, could hardly be misunderstood by
anybody aware of the history of Greece in the 1820s. But the occasion was
no grim, nationalist rally. It was festive, pleasurable. As was the fooling about
in the Pilion at carnival with the grotesque Turkish pasha in his padded
costume. We all laughed our heads off. But we need not doubt that
everybody got the message, and with tension once again rising at the east
border, we need not doubt that the message, while appearing nothing of the
sort, was in fact adapted to reflect upon current anger, worry, fear, or
possibly brave unconcern.933
Most people find dance very good to look at. It is seductive, the rhythm
of the dance is in human bodies, so there is always the possibility to join in.
Actually, if the performance is gripping, one does join in, even if rooted to
the spot. But how does dance communicate? Is it the dance itself, or is it in
fact some other medium that goes with it, or is effective communication
dependent on multimediality or contextual clues? The dance anthropologist
Royce has it that 'in the shape of the movement lies meaning, and that mea-
ning is transmitted directly to the viewer (...), without description, without
analysis, without words'.934 This is easily said, but less easily demonstra-
932
 Rapping police officers: Volkskrant 10 December 1992. The other items are all taken
from BBC World Service reports and documentaries. One chooses the most effective way
to communicate: thus L. Portefaix, 'Ancient Ephesus: processions as media of religious and
secular propaganda', in: T. Ahlbaeck (ed.), The problem of ritual. Based on papers read at the
symposium on religious rites held at Âbo, Finland, 1991 (Âbo 1993) 195-210, describes
processions as the most effective manner to disseminate a message (195; which is different
from claiming that this the only reason why processions are held at all).
933
 I concentrate on the political implications of two events which I witnessed myself.
Such implications were easily checked by asking people, and studying every kind of clue
from speeches by local administrators to bumper stickers. But I do not mean to say that
these rather crude messages, fairly easily verbalized, were all there was to it: a simple folk
dance display or carnival parade carries a great many messages, on issues of gender,
modernization, social hierarchy, and whatever.
934
 A. P. Royce, Movement and meaning: creativity in ballet and mime, Bloomington
1984, quoted from the review by A. Grau, Man 21 (1986) 167). Cf. R. Tüpker, Ich singe, was
ich nicht sagen kann. Zu einer morphologischen Grundlegung der Musiktherapie, Regensburg
1988: to sing, dance or act out what cannot be expressed in words is the essence of many
therapeutic strategies. In an interview with the dancer Sabine Kupferberg (NRCHandelsblad
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ted.935 In fact, I think it is the wrong question. There is no meaning in the
movement. A left leg raised is a left leg raised. This might be aesthetically
pleasing, affecting, but its only means something in as far as encoding and
decoding takes place. As with all communication, meaning derives from an
act of interpretation.936 When the Ubakala in Africa circle clockwise they
follow 'the path of death'; if circling against the clock they affirm life. One
would not know without being told. For the outsider a simplifying (or
possibly unduly complicating) verbalization should make do; whoever grows
up in a living dance tradition will have learned to decode it without any such
verbalisation.937 Even non-vocal movement used in miming often cannot be
understood. Either we do not know the behaviour that is being mimed or
mimicked, and if we do recognize it we do not know whether it has to be
taken literally or metaphorically or metonymically. Truly non-verbal
elements have to be related to a particular code.
Not every individual movement in a dance need be interprétable, it might
very well be shorter or longer sequences of movements that are meaningful.
When one has grasped the appropriate code such sequences can probably be
understood. Usually, however, the meaning will not be derived from
watching an isolated performance. What an audience interprets is a dance
event, or an event cum dance, that is a multimedial event of which dance
2 February 1990, CS3), she says: Voorden drukken maar armoedig uit wat een choreografie
naar hun [dansers'] gevoel zo glashelder kan laten zien (words are but a poor substitute for
the complete clarity with which they [dancers] consider choreography to express itself)'.
935
 See P. C. W. van Wieringen, '"Dans drukt dans uit...'", Psychologie 7.6 (1988) 10-15.
In this article it is interesting to see that members of a single culture arrive at an identical
appreciation whether they see a video of a dancer, or a video of some reflecting patches on
arms, legs, torso and head. Thus it seems to be above all the pose/movement that is
appreciated, not the situation or the dancer (15). Poses and movements are meaningful:
aesthetically and expressive. Appreciation of pose/movement is probably highly culture
specific, but this comparison is not dealt with by Van Wieringen.
936
 On the meanings of dance, see J. L. Hanna, 'Dance'. She distinguishes, first,
pragmatics (context): antecedents, ideology and consequences. One has to study structure
and relations, individual and group aspirations in whatever realm, moving to social action
and altered states of consciousness. Secondly, semantics (signs, conventional or autographic):
1. concretization or imitation (e.g., miming an animal); 2. icon (e.g., representing a god);
3. stylization (codes of relatively arbitrary gestures and movements); 4. metonym (e.g., a
war dance as a part of battle); 5. metaphor (e.g., dancing a leopard to denote the power of
death); 6. actualization (e.g., Louis XIV dancing the role of a king). Thirdly, syntactics
(text): a grammar of how movement style and structure are related to the realm of meaning,
with related questions of appropriateness and competence.
937
 J. L. Hanna, To dance is human, 9 Iff.
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forms a part together with other elements that influence each other within
a particular context. If one wants to get closer to lived experience, it is no use
to look at dance movements or even complete choreographies in isolation, we
should look at dance as part of an event.938 Put in general terms, messages
get formulated and get interpreted within some context. If we have only got
a source, what situation gave rise to it? Understanding, verification or
falsification must start from an identification of the intersubjectively valid
position from which something was viewed, talked about, asserted. For some
thirty years, theoretical interests in a number of disciplines have been con-
verging towards a pragmatic approach, the study of meaning-in-context.939
This paradigmatic shift has led to the rejection of the notion of context-free
data. Everything should be looked at as dependant on background conditions
(what has been called perspectivity, perspectival relativity, embeddedness,
being situated, concerned, interest-relative, and so on).940 Context in this
sense implies that we look at an event in time, look at its performance, its
communicative process, as opposed to all formalist approaches. Also dance
can be seen as a cultural process rather than a cultural product. This means
that we leave questions of the shape and execution of dance movements
behind, and ask about the number and identity of the performers and the
audience, and the interplay between organizers and organized.941 Can we
938
 'L'homme ne se découpe pas en tranches': L. Febvre, 'Pour l'histoire d'un sentiment:
le besoin de sécurité', Annales ESC 9 (1956) 244-247, quote from 246.
'" S. Weitz (éd.), Nonverbal communication. Readings with commentary (New York
1974) 87f, gives an overview of contextualists in non-verbal communication research. The
idea was hardly new then: F. J. J. Buytendijk, 'Zur allgemeinen Psychologie des Tanzes',
in: G. Ekman et al. (eds.), Essays in Psychology dedicated to DavidKatz (Uppsala 1951) 48-64,
states that movement is only in abstracto a phenomenon sui generis: in concreto there are
only specific movers in specific situations (108). Interesting is Bakhtin's idea that
contexuality is largest in an oral society (if completely oral we have no textuality at all,
only contextuality). On 'Verschriftlichung' as decontextualization, see Oe. Andersen,
'Mündlichkeit und Schriftlichkeit im frühen Griechentum', Antike und Abendland 33 (1987)
29-44, with many pertinent references.
940
 See R. Rommetveit, 'Meaning, context, and control', passim.
941
 M. De Marinis, Semiotica del teatro. L 'analisi testuale dello spettacolo (Milan 1982) 167:
'Si potrebbe forse pensare, in proposito, ad un continuum con mold gradi intermedi
disposti fra gli estremi di una mitica festa popolare, come autoespressione gioiosa e
spontanea di una comunità o di un gruppo sociale, e délia festa totalitaria, come strumento
di una pedagogia pubblica délie masse ai fini dell'organizzazione del consenso'. Manipulation
is explicitly advocated by Aristotle, who, in advising oligarchs on how to run a state, says
that those in office should offer magnificent sacrifices and erect public buildings, 'so that
the common people, participating in the feasts and seeing their city embellished with
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call the members of the audience participants at all? Who organized a
particular performance, for whose benefit or profit? How is communication
between those present established and maintained? What is actually communi-
cated by the performance witnessed by the mobilized spectators? With whom
do the messages originate? Is the communication process one-way or is it
dyadic, in such a way that the audience is not a merely passive recipient of
messages, but also generates messages itself?
To summarize, public events contain multimedial performances which
provide an effective means of communicating, that is of exchanging
meaningful messages. Amongst these multimedial performances dance plays
an important part because of its non-verbal nature, as non-verbal communica-
tion, conscious and unconscious, is such an important part of the human
communication in general. Now there is still something to be said about the
contents, about what meaning is being communicated. I repeat Sue Jenning's
definition of ritual already quoted above: 'society's larger-than-life symbolic
representation of the world through multiple media'. During public events
the world, as understood there and then, is represented. Meaning is attached
to the world, but obviously, any such meaning given is also constitutive of
the world as it is viewed (what has been called a 'model of' and a 'model
for').942 This is in part a process of institutionalization, a particular world-
view is reaffirmed during public events (and on other occasions - but public
events are still, and will have been, much more important in this respect) and
thus maintained over the years and across generations. In communicating
with the help of symbols, however, much is said with little, and thus the
communication is relatively 'open', that is able to bridge differences and
instrumental in a continuing process of change and development.943
offering and buildings, may readily tolerate a continuance of this constitution' (Politica,
132 Ia31-42, cf. 1309al5-25). Mobilization is essentially a 'downward' process; but there is
always a corresponding 'upward' movement: consensus-formation, an interplay of guidance
and preferences: see A. Etzioni, The active society, 389.
942
 C. Geertz, 'Religion as a cultural system', 93.
943
 Ritual can be (but need not and should not be, as in Bloch) restrictive, conservative,
b(l)inding. The positive aspects are often quite close to the negative ones, e.g., a defense
against things fashionable, new but not enduring; or something giving security to those
looking for a hold in an insecure world: 'Grenzmarkierungen und Integrationssymbole' (W.
Jetter, Symbol und Ritual, 48ff, 87ff; quote from p.99).
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Making meaning articulate can be difficult: it has just been stressed that
non-verbal modes of communication transmit messages that are resistent to
easy verbalization. But we are saved by the fact that almost every perfor-
mance is multimedial. We are not left to our own devices in verbalizing the
non-verbal: there usually is a verbal text.944 The action has got subtitles.
Indeed, our situation with regard to the non-verbal elements of ancient Greek
public events (not a single sequence of movements left, hardly any music,
some relevant but static images and a few insufficient descriptions) forces us
to concentrate even more on the verbal sources of information than we
would have to do anyhow. This is anathema to those who think dance is a
medium of communication in its own right and need not be addressed by
way of the verbal (except that the analysis is verbal), or is falsified by being
thus addressed. They are right about dance being a medium of communica-
tion in its own right, but at the same time multimediality is a fact. So why
not marshall evidence from all media? If a dance tradition is not intimately
known (or hardly at all, as in our present case) there is no other way: either
we study the dance by way of every scrap of evidence (which does not
include any dance movements), or we do not study it at all.
As to what exactly we accept as evidence for the contents of messages and
how we are going to interpret this evidence, I have already stated that I am
interested primarily in the overt, largely conscious side of things. People
impart meaning to everything around them, and to themselves, a 'symbolic
universe' and a 'looking-glass self' in Charles Horton Cooley's expressive
terms. My interest is in what people say they are doing; or might have said.
As has already been said above, when we have no living informants, we have
to make do with whatever 'hardcopy' is left, which will involve us in a lot
of reasoning backwards from general repertoire to particular messages.945
944
 But how intimately are these connected? In Balinese dancing there is a spoken story,
but it seems of no consequence, taken up and left off at random points, with songs in a
language unintelligible to most of the audience. But is the story of no consequence at all?
The absence of a decor and of change of costume seem no valid argument in this case: much
Asian theatrical performance can do without such things. Cf. above on the issue of re-
performance of Greek poetry, chapter 2.3.
945
 There is, inspired by those who have been called Neo-Tylorians, a growing (but by
no means universal) acceptance that ritual acts mean what actors say they mean. G. Lewis,
'The look of magic', Man 21 (1986) 414-437, is most outspoken; go and ask them, instead
of imputing modes of thinking, aims or explanations. But do not expect the answers to be
unambiguous. R. S. J. Garland's book The Greek way of death gave rise to an interesting
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That must be more than saying 'we are doing something odd which we think
we have to do for some reason which is not all that clear either'.946 'Because
we have always done it like that' is an appeal to tradition (whether the claim
is in any way true is neither here nor there, it is thought to be a proper
discussion on the applicability of anthropology to questions of Athenian ritual. According
to H. King in her review of the book (TLS 4298 (16 August 1985) 893) a question as 'what
did ordinary Greeks feel about death' may well be too broad to be useful. In a letter to TLS
(4302 (13 September 1985) 1003), Garland defended his position, quoting V. Crapanzano's
review of V. Turner's From ritual to theatre (TLS 27 April 1984) to the effect that ritual 'is
understood (by the participants) by its own intention, which is to cure, for example, people
haunted by jealous ghosts' and not as social commentary, or whatever reading the
anthropologist comes up with. Garland defends 'common sense' and an empiricist approach,
the use of a theoretical model does violence to the evidence, scarce and often disparate.
Garland was then taken to task by S. Humphreys (letter to TLS 4307 (18 October 1985)
1175): 'trying to understand what ritual means to the participants is always a risky
enterprise', as the participants do not agree on what that meaning is, and what they do
might not be in accord with what they say. 'The jump from behaviour to intention is far
from simple'; what we need is not ethnocentric Verstehen, but the deconstructing of
synchronie accounts and traditional interpretations as anthropological theory can provide.
Common sense is a cultural system (with reference to C. Geertz, Local Knowledge (New
York 1983) 73-93), while all interpretation involves theory. While the criticism of Garland's
appeal to common sense is completely justified, it is remarkable, in view of ideas such as
Lewis's quoted above, to see anthropology in general mustered to deny the validity of
asking about participants' understanding.
946
 Some claim that this is all that Greeks can (and often do) say about their own ritual.
W. Burkert, 'Craft versus sect: the problem of Orphies and Pythagoreans', in: B. F. Meyer,
and E. P. Sanders (eds.), Jewish and Christian self-definition 3: self-definition in the Graeco-
Roman world (London 1982) 1-22, holds that 'the historian of ancient, "pagan" religions is
wont to look at traditional rituals and myths from the outside...it is stated in ancient
sources that the worshippers did not really know why they did what they were doing, nor
did they take very seriously what they were saying in the form of myth. In so far as this
holds true, the problem of "normative self-definition" is non-existent.' (1). Burkert then
continues to discuss the exceptions to this rule, Pythagoreans and Orphies. Poor others! Cf.
M. I. Finley, 'Foreword', in P. E. Easterling, and J. V. Muir (eds.), Greek religion and society
(Cambridge 1985) xiii-xx, on the range of rituals, 'many of them having originated in the
early archaic period (or even before) and having therefore become more or less unintelli-
gible to the participants in classical times (and to us)' (xviii). This view supposes a once-and-
for-all explanation, while I plead for a dynamic process of imparting sense. J. Gould, 'On
making sense of Greek religion', 1-2, considers two objections to 'making sense of Greek
religion': there is no such things as one single Greek religion, it is a vast and disparate body
of data of which we now try to make sense, but which was never in reality a unified body
that could have been made sense of; or, Greek religion does not make sense because it did
not have any, it is a ragbag of survivals and superstitions that the Greeks themselves did not
understand. But is there any culture that is not in most respects an 'amalgam of cultural
debris' (K. Thomas, Religion and the decline of magic. Studies in popular beliefs in sixteenth-
and seventeenth-century England (Harmondsworth 1973) 750; Thomas himself singles out
'primitive societies')? So maybe nothing makes sense, but anyhow, everything is made sense
of.
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argument in that particular context), which does not get us very far either.
But it is remarkable how seldom ignorance or mere adherence to tradition are
the only arguments forthcoming. Man-the-meaning giver interferes and comes
up with some explanation.947 Of course, some things remain unsaid (they
do not want to tell, or they cannot (completely) verbalize those things that
they cannot analytically distance themselves from).948 But in the end, much
is said, and one need not always even read between the lines, reading the lines
with an open eye to inconsistency is enough.
I am aware that many also of those who agree that ritual carries meaning,
reject this way of looking at articulate meaning. Such empiricism is pronoun-
ced naive or even false, because what people say may be the result of poor
understanding, the hiding of ideological or material interests, or even
contradict what they actually do.949 Explanations given may differ from one
to another, from one period to the next, and so forth. But that is exactly
what is interesting about it, the poor understanding, the lying, the forgetting,
the contradictions, that is what it is all about! It is useless to look for what
'really is', for essences, for the 'real', 'hidden' or 'unknown' explanation.
There is no explanation, only plural explanations, reality is, apart from the
purely physical, what people do, say, and think.950 'Man soll nicht alles
947
 F. Sparshott, Off the ground, 168: 'the meaningfulness of any human action is
inexhaustible'.
948
 C. Geertz, '"From the native's point of view'", speaks of 'experience-near'; but 'you
don't have to be one to know one', 'the trick is to figure out what the devil they think
they are up to' (224). People do have concepts, but these are only half-realized (that is what
experience-near actually means!). An outsider can never perceive what people perceive, only
what they perceive 'with', 'by means of', 'through': words, images, institutions, behaviours.
949
 C. Crocker, 'Ritual and the development of social structure: liminality and
inversion', in: J. D. Shaughnessy (ed.), The roots of ritual (Grand Rapids 1973) 47-86, 48
maintains that 'actor interpretation' is irrelevant as an explanation. Beliefs held by partici-
pants are epiphenomena, and an understanding of a given rite should derive from a
knowledge of the entire conceptual system of a society. Cf. R. A. Segal, 'In defence of
reductionism',/Ο«ΠΖΛ/ of the American Academy of Religion 51 (1983) 97-124, who opposes
the idea that true (!) explanation is what believers say it is.
950
 J. M. Chernoff, African rhythm and African sensibility, 9: there is not 'a meaning':
meaning is all people say about and do with a performance. Cf. V. Turner, The forest of
symbols, Ithaca 1967, on Ndembu ritual studied from inside out (11: '"the Ndembu inside
view", how the Ndembu themselves felt and thought about their own ritual'), by asking
participants what it all meant. See also Turner's The ritual process: structure and anti-
structure, Chicago 1969, with the same stress on the '"inside" perspective' or the 'indigenous
exegesis (14f, cf. 10). And one would be very wrong to underestimate how knowledgeable
an audience can be (a nice example in J. Binet, Sociétés de danse chez les Fang du Gabon
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glauben, was die menschen sagen; man soll auch nicht glauben, das sie alles
ohne Grund sagen', as Kant put it. Obviously, we should take care not to
generalize from what in fact are idiosyncrasies, and should try to ascertain
some degree of intersubjectivity.951 So we are looking at people's worldview;
this should not, however, stop us from noticing when participants' views can
be proven to be at variance with observable occurrences: e.g., the flexibility
and adaptiveness of an oral tradition as opposed to the unchanging tradition
postulated by the bearers of that same tradition.
As just said, it is the untidiness that is informative: but it is so often got
rid off. Whatever one tries to make into a decent whole, it should not be any
account of human thought: 'people are not so absolute or consistent'.952 In
this context it is common to speak of ambiguity. Lexical or semantic
ambiguity is either homonymy, which is accidental, or polysemy, which is
the result of metaphorical creativity. But ambiguity in everyday usage has
strong overtones of doubt or uncertainty, as have words such as contradiction
or incoherence. Ambiguity is largely in the beholder's eye, context
disambiguates, but with the original context gone we can be left in doubt.
The observer who moves in a context as a matter of course in a living culture
of which he is a part, will not so much hesitate which one to choose of what
seem to be multiple meanings, but will establish that indeed multiple
meanings are present, and that either the context disambiguates the message,
(Paris 1972) 112). Cf., from a different point of view, L. R. lannaccone, 'Voodoo
economics? Reviewing the rational choice approach to religion', JSSR 34 (1995) 76-88, who
defends the utilitarian approach that what people say often is the truth and a good point
of departure for subsequent research. lannaccone points out the resemblance between
rational choice theory and the pronouncements of the believers that are the subject of the
theory (82, 86).
951
 V. Turner, The forest of symbols, Ithaca 1967, strove after 'reliable' interpretations,
i.e., 'mutually consistent', 'standardized hermeneutics of Ndembu culture, rather than the
free associations or eccentric views of individuals' (9). But we should not reject what is
deemed eccentric or idiosyncratic. Any departure from the normative recognized as such
may serve to highlight the normative. It also remains to be seen what idiosyncratic is: A.
J. F. Köbben, 'Opportunism in religious behaviour', in: W. E. A. van Beek, and J. H.
Scherer (eds.), Explorations in the anthropology of religion. Festschrift], van Baal (The Hague
1975) 46-54, has many examples of rule breaking for various reasons. Much rule breaking
must follow the rules for rule breaking.
952
 'Nothing is true that leaves out untidiness': R. MacMullen, Changes in the Roman
empire. Essays in ordinary (Princeton 1990) 12. Cf. H. S. Versnel, Ter Unus, Iff (where
MacMullen is praised for his consistent refusal to smooth over inconsistencies, 23). See G.
Lewis, 'The look of magic', 422, 426f, 430f (quote from 431).
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or that he is supposed to take the polyvalence of the message in his stride.
Only rarely will he be at a loss. One had better use inconsistency, things are
not consistent, because the are polyvalent.953 Inconsistency or polyvalence
is in pan something that is willed, but is also contributed to by the fact that
society, and society's discourse change; meanings are dynamic, they constantly
replicate and mutate.954
953
 Confusion reigns here. H. Hoffmann, 'Knotenpunkte. Zur Bedeutungsstruktur
griechischer Vasenbilder', Hephaistos 2 (1980) 127-154, discusses the polyfunctionality and
polyvalence of antique imagery, a polyvalence that he describes as paradigmatic and as
offering an 'unmistakable message' (137f), but at the same time he introduces the concept
of ambiguity (128, 136Î). Unmistakability and ambiguity do not go together. Also,
polysemy is often used to indicate the fact that every interpretation is context-dependent.
I take polysemy to mean that more than one meaning is attached to an activity or object,
at the same moment in time and for the same audience (cf. the metaphoric and métonymie
(referential) usage of words). I prefer polyvalence or multivalence to ambivalence in order
not to be bound to binary oppositions. Situations are something we are in, they are
relationships in a concrete context that help to constitute meaning, which is not inherent
in the 'things' themselves. Thus polysemy is the rule: 'the very identity of the aspects and
entities into which we individuate the world is contingent upon their embeddedness in
more inclusive wholes' (R. Rommetveit, 'Meaning, context, and control', 82, summarising
hermeneutic views).
954
 An example of willed polyvalence is the open-endedness of ritual; see J. Gould, 'On
making sense of Greek religion', 7-8, on 'open-endedness' and 'improvisatory character of
Greek religion'. Cf. I. M. Lewis, Religion in context. Cults and charisma (Cambridge 1986)
430, on the open-endedness of myth and rules of performance, in the way games are open-
ended. On change, see J. M. W. Kealiinohomoku, 'Folk dance', in: R. M. Dorson (ed.),
Folklore andfolklife, an introduction (Chicago 1972) 381-404, who excludes 'authenticity' and
'passing on through generations' from her definition (388), and points to internal and adap-
tive dynamism in response to outside influences (399). Cf. A. P. Royce, The anthropology
of dance, 110. One must reject the static vision of unchanging and primeval folkways. Of
course historians like K. Thomas, C. Ginsburg and E. Weber have traced cultural
phenomena in levels of society that did not change quickly: nobody would deny that people
tend to conceptualize and live their lives 'in the old ways'. But this does not imply that we
could easily find elements that are completely static. Cf. P. Burke, Oblique approaches to
the history of popular culture', in: C. W. E. Bigsby (ed.), Approaches to popular culture
(London 1976) 66-84: tradition is not ready-made stuff, but a vocabulary and set of rules,
with which one can be innovative within a traditional framework. It is the basic tenet of
symbolic interactionism that society is no fixed structure, but is in a constant process of
development because individuals all the time interact, thus shaping and being shaped.
Consistency is out of reach, even for the individual: and we would not like it (only the
discourse of scholarship and bureaucracy tries to be consistent, and thus often fails to come
to terms with the inconsistency of its subject matter: cf. D. Hall, 'Introduction' in: S. L.
Kaplan (ed.), Understanding popular culture (Berlin 1984) 5-18, 15: 'the intellectual historian
delights in recreating intellectual order. But the logic of popular culture is not so neat and
tidy. How could it be, when things are so pell-mell?').
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Now we come to the process of formulating and interpreting messages.
People refer to shared codes. But what is shared by whom? How do we
actually have to understand 'sharing a code'? So-called collective mentality is
a supposed coherent complex of ideas, convictions, feelings and values,
common to a clearly delimited category of people, which is the persistent
psychic substratum of their reasoning, affects, speaking and acting and
predisposes to certain types of behaviour.955 This should of course not be
reified. A 'mental universe' (worldview, ideology, mentalité, mentalités
collectives, outillage mental, 'la manière de penser') does not exist, but is
strictly a tool for descriptive and analytic purposes.956 But what to select in
order to create a workable tool? Twenty themes, two main principles, or
what? And if one could embrace all possibly relevant information, in every
single individual this wide scope could never be complete or undiluted.957
But the elements are there and they are common, so the chances are high you
will find any number of them (though not all of them) present in the
worldview of random individuals who are contemporaries with a comparable
955
 As it was put by W. Frijhoff, 'Impasses en beloften van de mentaliteitsgeschiedenis',
Tijdschrift voor Sociale Geschiedenis 10 (1984) 406-437, 410. Cf. M. Baxandall, Painting and
experience, on 'perceptual set": expectations, theories and assumptions, a 'cognitive map'
versus 'reality outside'. G. E. R. Lloyd, Demystifying mentalities, Cambridge 1990, strongly
attacks mentality as a legitimate notion for scholarship. But Lloyd speaks of appealing to
mentality in order to explain. I do not appeal to mentality in that sense: I merely ask what
are commonly held ideas there and then in order to re-perform acts of interpretation. Lloyd
admits 'certain recurrent, views or interests' (135). See above all the excellent article by P.
Burke, 'Strengths and weaknesses of the history of mentalities', History of European ideas
7 (1986) 439-451.
956
 P. Burke, 'Strengths and weaknesses', 439, speaks of a 'historical anthropology of
ideas'. 'La maniere de penser' is Montesquieu's, quoted by Burke, 440. In my 'Male-female
relationships in the Homeric epics', in: J. H. Blok, and P. Mason (eds.), Sexual asymmetry.
Studies in ancient society (Amsterdam 1987) 109-146, I have tried to understand a society's
'mental universe' as composed of 'practice' and 'system' (129, note 9), but that something
like a collective mental universe exists, is taken for granted.
957
 See G. Lewis, 'The look of magic'. P. Burke, 'Strengths and weaknesses', 443, points
out that the idea of homogeneity is dangerous if we do not allow for variation. He suggests
limiting research to shared beliefs, without attempting to cover the whole of intellectual
history. This goes a long way to answering the criticism of G. E. R. Lloyd in his
Demystifying mentalities, Cambridge 1990: Lloyd joins battle with the idea that human
groups have specific 'national characters', Durkheim's conscience collectif, rather than with
the less metaphysical issues of the amount of interaction and mutual understanding
occurring within any bounded group.
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background.958 Which leads on to the question of what counts as a
'comparable background'. In the study of European collective mentality, the
main issue has been popular versus elite culture, with concomitant debates on
folklore, with all attendant ideas about 'unchanging folk ways', and on
popular religion.959 The popular culture debate should not be reduced to the
958
 Obviously, not everyone agrees. C. Humphrey, and J. Laidlaw, The archetypal actions
of ritual, 80, stress the fragmentation of meaning as 'a useful antidote to the Ndembu
paradigm' (in the words of Tomas Gerholm, referring to Turner, cf. notes 950-951 above).
Outspoken is R. Loeffler, Islam in practice. Religious beliefs in a Persian village, Albany, NY
1988, who, on the basis of his study of the diversity of beliefs amongst Shî'ah villagers in
Iran, dismisses the idea of shared culture as a myth: it is the anthropologist who pieces
together an irrealist, and, worse, trivial composite picture (248). Still, I wonder how a
successful communication can be kept up otherwise; cf. I. Vine, 'Does nonverbal
communication have a future?', who argues that to share a common code ensures a
substantial overlap in mutual interpretations of whole messages, without denying the
measure in which verbal messages (and a fortiori non-verbal ones) are context dependent and
socially interactive. See also note 961 below, especially the quote from Varenne.
959
 Cf. above, notes 357, 608, 611. According to Alan Dundes the object of research
ought to be particular worldviews, i.e., how do individuals perceive their world and their
place in it? This does away with all ideas about 'folk' being peasants, folklore as a salvage
operation, and such like. Folk cultures are alive and well and new ones arise (The study of
folklore (Englewood Cliffs 1965) 2). Thus folklore (a termed coined in 1846 by W. Thorns)
has come all the way from a study of oral, peasant culture to a study of mixed tradition
anywhere. The attempt by V. J. Newall in eadem (ed.), Folklore studies in the twentieth
century (Woodbridge 1980) xv-xxviii, to show what separates folklore research from
anthropology (and presumably other fields), cannot be said to be successful; she is not clear
in her arguments and it is not even clear what the argument is about. Boundaries really
seem to be vague or even nonexistent. Discussions of elite culture tend to rely too much
on outdated concepts of popular culture, cf. P. Brown, The cult of saints, 12ff, who attacks
the 'two-tiered' model of elite versus popular culture. He especially rejects the idea of a
kind of unmoving subsoil. P. Burke cannot be accused of simplistic ideas on folk life. Still,
M. Ingram, 'Ridings, rough music and "popular culture"', P&P 105 (1984) 79-113, 105,
warns against exaggerating any split between folk and elite culture, such as P. Burke has
argued to have come into being in the fifteenth century and to have been steadily widening
over the centuries. His arguments seem sound. See also the excellent introduction by D.
Hall to S. L. Kaplan (ed.), Understanding popular culture, Berlin 1984. W. A. Christian, Jr,
Local religion, shows that in sixteenth-century Spain both the clergy and all layers of society
participated in what would seem to be 'popular' religious behaviour ('joint religious devo-
tions probably helped hold communities together in the face of wrecking disparities of
wealth and opportunities', 147); Christian argues that the only valid distinction is the one
between practised and prescribed religion, and even this he plays down still further (178).
For Antiquity practised versus prescribed is an almost completely meaningless distinction,
but some differences linked to social hierarchy seem likely. A good overview of the
discussion raging around popular versus clerical, magic versus religion, and so on, in M.
Lauwers, '"Religion populaire", culture folklorique, mentalités. Notes pour une anthropo-
logie culturelle du moyen âge', Revue de l'Histoire Ecclésiastique 82 (1987) 221-258. Lauwers'
own solutions seem rather too schematic, he is too confident that culture is completely
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question whether culture is shared or not by an elite and the population at
large, undoubtedly we have to do with a spectrum. There are many
intermediate levels: cultural strata, subcultures, taste cultures. We have to ask
what is shared and by whom. Popular or elite culture are not hard and fast
categories with a clear social location; it is thought and practice that is,
depending on the context, popular or elitist or neutral, not people. Nor
should we underestimate the dynamics of the system. In the words of Peter
Burke: 'what is associated with what, or contrasted with what, in whose
thought?' And one could make explicit what is implied here: 'and how does
this change over time?'.960
All this is very complicated and these questions can only be (tentatively)
answered if one is in the possession of a large amount of evidence. For the
world of Antiquity we have some evidence to judge the level of sharing (often
indirect), but it is of very limited scope. Of course it could be eked out by
comparative material. As yet, there does not seem to exist any comprehensive
discussion of the level of homogeneity that we should expect in ancient
societies, considering their particular situation at a particular moment in time.
Thus we are forced to formulate some highly generalized suppositions.961
coherent, and thinks too much in terms of extremes, instead of a spectrum (240; but cf. 246,
256: 'entre les pôles culturels, il y a des contacts', 'recourement et partage'). Also helpful
is K. von Greyerz, 'Introduction', in: idem (ed.), Religion and society in early modem Europe
1500-1800 (London 1984) 1-14, on learned and elite culture/religion versus the popular
variants. Von Greyerz reminds us that there are different cultural levels within each
category, regional variances, constant change (but with variable 'timetables'), and interaction
and interpénétrations (4f).
960
 P. Burke, Strengths and weaknesses', 446.
961
 There are of course several starting-points to be found in the social sciences. At least
since Ferdinand Tönnies' Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft of 1887 the theme of worldview is
on the table. The pair Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft has spawned folk society versus urban
society (Redfield), sacred society versus secular society (Becker), primary group versus
secondary group (Cooley), and so on (see H. P. M. Goddijn, '"Gemeinschaft" en
"Gesellschaft"', in: L. Rademaker (ed.), Sociologische grondbegrippen 1: theorie en analyse
(Utrecht 1981) 249-260. Then there is the debate of holism versus individualism: does
something like society really exist, or are there only individuals? And if society exists, can
we distinguish different cultures? H. Varenne, 'Collective representation in American
anthropological conversations: individual and culture', CA 25 (1984) 281-300, asks, in the
face of a strong American individualist tradition: 'what are we to do with the profoundly
human intuition that cultural forms are typified in terms of times and places?'. Also
relevant are theories of taste, such as P. Bourdieu, La distinction. Critique sociale du
jugement, Paris 1979. Bourdieu argues that you have to know the current code (by way of
socialization) in orde to be able to interpret it correctly. Or Erving Goffman's concept of
'frames': see G. Gonos, '"Situation versus frame": the "interactionist" and the "structuralist"
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First, in the world of Antiquity the 'mental universe' should be considered
to be relatively homogeneous at a given moment in time at a given place.
That is, different cultural strata or subcultures are not very pronounced.
Second, 'at a given time and place' need not be interpreted as Athens in 476
BC; if we put fifth century BC and Greek heartlands, we can still speak of
relative homogeneity. My standard of comparison is the modern Western
world, in my opinion rapidly getting rid of the last vestiges of homo-
geneity.962 Of course, as Sabean has stated very clearly, a community (in the
sense of a 'bounded group') need not be a Gemeinschaft, with shared goals,
purposes and ends: 'what makes community is the discourse'.963 Without
denying that the Greek communities were divided among themselves and
within themselves, I think enough 'discourse' can be shown to have occurred,
to see most poleis and other ancient Greek communities as a Gemeinschaft, if
only we avoid all romantic notions about close-knit and harmonious
communities: what we are speaking of are communities with a lot of face-to-
face communication and a high level of code-sharing, which says exactly
nothing about the ethos and ethics of human interaction.
analyses of everyday life', ASR 42 (1977) 854-867, who presents a stimulating introduction
to Goffman's work (above all: Frame analysis. An essay on the organisation of experience,
New York 1974). Frames are worlds that are commonly 'available' to members of a culture,
society is a framework of frames. I reject Goffman's structuralist characterization of 'frames'
as unconscious objective reality, against which the actors' subjectivity is not interesting, and
accept the interactionists' thesis that meaning and order are made while individuals are
interacting within a particular situation, where there is overt communication and
dramatization. But this continual recreation of the mental universe in interaction is bound
to certain parameters, comparable to Goffman's frames. I am interested in the parameters,
but the social sciences do not appear to have any ready-made models that fit the ancient
world.
962
 My reading of the past cannot be seen apart from my reading of the present, which
goes against much prevailing opinion (massification brings an increase in cultural
homogeneity and a decrease in cultural diversity, or the other way round). I suggest that
in a pre-mass culture situation cultural homogeneity and cultural diversity paradoxically go
together, and that massification destroys both: everything becomes more and more like
everything else, but this is in the shallow sense of uniformity: diversity decreases without
some homogenization occurring. At the next stage the loss of diversity leads on to the loss
of a separate identity and of discrete cultural characteristics, which in turn leads on to a
fragmented, atomized worldview that separates groups and individuals from each other.
Sociologists would talk of underinstitutionalizing: every one is left to fend for himself.
963
 D. W. Sabean, Power in the blood. Popular culture and village discourse in early
modern Germany (Cambridge 1984) 29f.
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The above is hypothetical and inconclusive, but then the problem of the
measure of homogeneity of the ancient Greek worldview and its dynamics
cannot and maybe need not be solved here. The connotations that I assume
for ancient public events imply messages with broad associative meanings,
that are likely to have been shared by all or most, albeit at different levels of
interpretation. Also, one can reasonably suggest that a non-verbal message is
likely to have had a wide appeal across whatever social boundaries.
I suggest the messages borne out at the public events were concerned with
the identity as a community and with the place of the individual within that
community. That is, with the establishment of a set of concentric circles
outlining one's relationship with others, human, subhuman and superhuman,
past, present and future. That is origin and ancestry, divine protection,
autochthony, citizenship, social hierarchy, gender, military prowess, fertility,
and so on. A community celebrating, perpetuating and adjusting its values and
ways.964 The togetherness of the public events where such messages were
disseminated, in large part by being acted out, should not be understood as
equating Victor Turner's communitas.^ At Greek public events social struc-
ture, the opposite of communitas, was always present. There is also solidarity
and sociability, but social differences are never glossed over, let alone
(temporarily) forgotten. The public events serve, amongst other things, to
964
 V. Turner, 'Frame, flow and reflexion: ritual and drama as public liminality', in: M.
Benamou, and C. Caramello (eds.), Performance in postmodern culture (Madison 1977) 33-55,
33: 'an anthropologist tends to think in terms not of solitary but of plural reflection, or,
much better, plural reflexivity, the ways in which a group or community seeks to portray,
understand an act on itself' (with Turner such public reflexivity implies a performance). Cf.
B. A. Babcock, 'Reflexivity: definitions and discriminations', Semiotica 30 (1980) 1-14, 5: a
cultural performance is more than a reflection of sociocultural patterns and beliefs, it is also
a reflexive comment and an altering of the awareness of the self.
965
 V. Turner, The ritual process: structure and anti-structure (Chicago 1969) 126:
'communitas emerges where social structure is not'. Communitas is not people side by side
(above and below), but with one another (127, quoting M. Buber). Communitas is
spontaneous, concrete, immediate, but can only be grasped by comparison with structure,
it has an existential quality, that is, whole man meets whole man, while structure is
cognitive, a set of classifications, a model for thinking about culture and nature and for
ordering public life. Social structure produces legal and political structure, communitas
produces art and religion, myths, symbols, rituals, philosophical systems, all products with
a 'multivocal character, having many meanings, and...capable of moving people at many
psycho-biological levels simultaneously' (129). People are released from structure into
communitas and return to structure revitalized (129). Cf. K. Albert, 'Metaphysik des Festes',
Zeitschrift für Religions- und Geistesgeschichte 19 (1967) 140-152, 145.
L
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stress these differences, as when high class girls perform in a chorus to general
admiration. Not even role reversal implies an anamneses of social status.966
So this is what the dances, as part and parcel of public events, are all about,
very unspectacular and very unspecific messages about everything that makes
a community tick: the relationship between community members and the
relationship with all supernatural powers that might interfere in the life of
the community, and in the biological processes that provide food and sons
and daughters. As when one of the speakers, Dikaios Logos, in Aristophanes'
Nubes complains:
'Αλλ' oî>v ταντ' εστίν έκανα,
εξ ων άνδρας Μ.αραθωνομάχας ήμη πα'ιδευσις ετρε\1/εν.
Σν δε τους νυν ευθύς εν 'ιματίοισι διδάσκεις εντετυ\ίχθαι '
ώστε μ' άπά-γχεσθ', όταν όρχείσθαι ΤΙαναθηναίοις δέον αυτούς
την ασπίδα της κωλης προέχων αμελήί της Ύρίτογενείης.967
The pyrrhic dancers at the Panathenaia should dare expose themselves, dance
at full force without any inhibitions as befits brave soldiers, or the country
is done for! It is obvious what message was expected, and why the speaker's
expectations were thwarted. It is also obvious that, even though we might
966 γ T
urner) 'Pilgrimage and cornmunitas', Studia Missionalia 23 (1974) 305-327, leaves
an escape route open by introducing 'normative cornmunitas', a situation 'near' Durk-
heimian solidarity (based on ingroup/outgroup thinking), and which brings an attenuation,
but not an elimination of structural divisions between participants. This meets much
possible criticism, but not all: thus Y. Bilu, 'The inner limits of communitas', mentions
many empirical studies of pilgrimage that show factionalism and conflict as well as equality
and congeniality, which does not even square with 'normative communitas' (Bilu's Freudian
model of 'sibling rivalry' seems, however, hardly a happy alternative). I certainly do not
want to deny the possibilities for conflict (and conflict resolution) offered by ancient Greek
public events, but we should take care not to see conflict everywhere. Much of the parody
and disorder belongs to the normal, ordered world.
967
 985-989. In the translation of Β. Β. Rogers (Loeb Classical Library):
Yet these are the precepts which taught
The heroes of old to be hardy and bold,
And the men who at Marathon fought!
But now must the lad from his boyhood be clad
In a man's all-enveloping cloak:
So that, oft as the Panathenaea returns,
I feel ready myself to choke
When the dancers go by with their shields to their thigh
Not caring for Pallas a jot.
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digress into a discussion of several relevant topics such as battle legends,
heroic nudity, Athena as protectress of the pyrrhic dance, the message will
in the end remain a platitude (of course, some ancient platitudes might seem
very striking to us because they are not our platitudes). With all the energy
that has over the centuries been invested into reading Antiquity's messages,
it is now not so much the contents of the message that needs to be high-
lighted once again, as the medium by which this message is communicated,
that is, by way of a dance. Differences of opinion will remain, subtleties can
be added, but I feel there is not so much that we can learn any more about
the contents of ancient communication at public events. There is, however,
a lot to learn about the specific ways in which the messages were put across.
3.4 Conclusion: a model
I conclude this final section with a reformulation of the main hypotheses
presented in the third part of this work, on the basis of insights derived from
communication studies, dance anthropology and wider dance studies, and the
supply-side approach advocated by rational-choice theorists within the
sociology of religion.
Performances are no pleasant extra, to be left out, or included in, ancient
public events (or modern studies of such events) more or less at will. They
are essential ingredients without which most of these events would have been
incomplete in the eyes of the contemporary, both unattractive and ineffective.
Performances are a two-edged sword, on the one hand assisting in mobilizing
a public by offering something good to look at, on the other hand functio-
ning as a medium of communication. The performance is there to attract a
public, and in the same performance there are communicated in a highly
effective way, messages which carry meaning. Dance is paramount amongst
these performances, as a very widespread and frequent example of mobilizing
and communicating. As a mobilizing agent dance is not likely to have been
more important than other incentives offered to the prospective audience
(although the attractive power of different kinds of performance can hardly
be measured - and has not been studied for contemporary society either). As
a means of communication, however, dance is thought to have been highly
effective, because of the special characteristics of non-verbal communication
(not forgetting that the dance was part of a multimedial event - we speak of
the non-verbal component in a mixed offering).
The dance itself is not 'meaningful' other than in the sense that rhyth-
mized movement for biological reasons appeals to human beings. There is no
hidden code to crack about some peculiar significance of the dance for ancient
Greek society. Dance is a vehicle which effectively carries whatever meanings
it is made to carry in a given context. These meanings are dynamic, they are
no other than what at a given moment in a given area is agreed on. Of course
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we, at a remove of two millennia and more and with defective evidence, will
have to reconstruct any such meaning. In doing this we should as a rule avoid
complex ingenious solutions and adopt broad connotative ones.
This generalized model of the modus operandi of ancient public events
with their performative aspects, should be tested against the empirical
evidence. What problems we will meet in using that evidence, and some
suggestion about what part of it could be used in such a test, has been
discussed in the second part of this book. This testing should preferably not
take the form of case studies; only very few case studies offer enough material
to tackle questions such as will be formulated below. Dance portrayed in
images or described in texts will either be related to private entertainment, or
will be part of the performances taking place at public events. If we put aside
what we interpret as private entertainment, much of what remains still
cannot be linked to a particular event, because we cannot 'read' the text or
image, or because the event is insufficiently documented. Thus dossiers are
almost nonexistent, and case studies will irrevocably lead back to antiquarian
research into the meaning of a name, the linking of a name to some nameless
imagery, the thinking out of some explanation of what this particular dance
was supposed to represent, or the reconstruction of what a dance 'really
looked like', all this by gathering evidence from various regions and various
periods. Everything that was analysed in the first part of this book and found
wanting. What we need to put the model to the test, is a wide-ranging look
at the evidence for actual performances of dance of whatever kind, in order
to establish where, when and by whom these performances were put on. It
is only on the basis of such an exercise that we will be able to say whether
the hypothesis of dance as mobilizing agent and medium of communication
will stand up. It will only stand up if the assumed central position of the
dance in public events can really be substantiated.
Below I formulate some of the questions that my model has generated,
and which can be used to analyse the source material:
Public events throughout the Greek world will have made use of perfor-
mances to mobilize and communicate. Amongst such performances dance will
have been very common. What percentage of reasonably well-documented
public events does not mention dancing? What percentage of badly docu-
mented public events does?
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Events will have dancing as an attraction and medium of communication,
unless some other kind of performance monopolizes the event. If we have a
well-documented event without any dancing, is this an event which is
monopolized by a particular (kind of) performance?
In a pluralistic religious economy with largely nonexclusive firms (client
cults), people will shop around, and to attract their attention firms will put
more effort in mobilizing. Does the incidence of dance rise when the number
of client cults rises?
In a crowded market nonexclusive religious firms tend to specialize. The
more private religious goods are on offer, the larger the chance that there will
be very much dancing or no dancing at all. On the other hand, collective
public events are more likely to include at least some dancing. Is there any
difference between the incidence of dancing at the public events of a whole
community and the incidence of dancing at private or (semi-)public events
organized for a limited audience and/or by a particular firm?
Exclusive religious firms can do away with performative mobilizing attrac-
tions. Do we find that exclusivity negatively influences the incidence of
dancing?
At public events the messages communicated, by the dance or some other
medium, are of a simple straightforward kind. If we can establish details such
as number and age of participants in the dance, name of the dance, or general
aspects of the movement, are these details to be related to what we can
reconstruct as the meaning communicated by the performance at this parti-
cular event? If this is not possible, can this be because of changes over time?
Dance is effective as a mobilizing/communicating agent and unlikely to be
removed from an event while other performances are continued. Thus, when
an event has included dance in its programme, it is likely to retain it. Does
dancing which is known to have been part of an event's programme, remain
part of that programme for as long as the event itself survives?

GENERAL CONCLUSION
This general conclusion is nothing but a summa summarum, as the three parts
of which this book consists each have their own concluding chapter that need
not be repeated at length.
In the first, historiographical, part I gave a reasonably detailed view of the
work already done on the dancing of the ancient (Greek) world, and provided
some hypotheses on why this centuries-long scholarly tradition took the form
it could be shown to have. From my account emerges a varied picture, never-
theless it is no intolerable distortion to say that most work done since the
Renaissance down to the present is of an antiquarian nature. The reconstruc-
tionist efforts of the past century, which seem the odd one out, are in fact as
antiquarian as the work of less theatrically minded scholars against whom the
reconstructionists sought to rebel. Nobody will deny that much valuable and
essential groundwork has been done, but present research is very much under
the spell of the past. The usual insufficiency of the source criticism and the
preconceived ideas about ancient Greek dance which distort much research,
can all be traced to specific concerns that arose at some stage of the scholarly
tradition in question.
Most seriously, an adequate interpretative framework has not until now
been provided, even though a few innovative moves can be distinguished. The
main shortcoming is the unwillingness to take sufficient notice of develop-
ments in the social sciences, above all anthropology, which have led to the
establishment of a new branch of dance scholarship. One would expect this
to have revitalized the study of ancient Greek dance. However, this is going
round in circles. Only if the research into ancient Greek dance succeeds in
renewing itself and rising above the antiquarianism that has on the whole
dominated the field, will those working on other subjects be inspired to give
dance its due.
The second part of this book deals with the requisite source criticism.
First, one has to define dance, that is, provide an adequate description of the
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particular concept that one works with within the context of a particular
study. Secondly, one has to make explicit the criteria that one uses to
distinguish dance as defined in one's sources, written and unwritten. That
implies relating one's etic definition to the emic texts (tracing a particular
vocabulary) and to the emic images (tracing a particular set of conventions).
The resulting corpus of evidence, of course itself the outcome of an inter-
pretative act, has to be subjected to further interpretation: what does it tell
about the way dance was looked at by the producers/consumers of these
texts, images and artefacts, or what does it tell us about dance as performed
at a particular place and a particular time? To answer the first of these
questions we can draw on every single piece of evidence; to answer the
second of these questions we have to be very circumspect what evidence to
select.
Even if we are satisfied that we are able to select some sources that can
reasonably be thought to refer to dance as actually performed, it is necessary
to be aware of the limited purposes to which this part of the evidence can be
put. It certainly does not allow of any formal analysis of the dances in
question. Also, in the antiquarian tradition texts and images of widely
divergent dates have been combined indiscriminately. This is a procedure
which will never lead to satisfactory results, but in the case of ancient Greek
dance the dangers are glaring: texts dated to Roman-imperial times reflect the
huge popularity of new genres of theatrical dancing in that period.
Seen from the perspective of the antiquarian tradition, the result of the
stringent source criticism here advocated, will be to reduce the few things that
we think we know about ancient Greek dance to almost nothing. Indeed, the
case studies of individual dances and the attempts to reconstruct the
movement patterns of some of these dances, will have to be largely rejected.
What we will get in return is an overview of ancient Greek dances as actually
danced. Up to now, no one has attempted to collect the inscriptions, the
literary and the archaeological evidence that can be put to that purpose. Also,
a new account of ancient Greek views of the dance might be tried; this has
been done before, but never on the basis of all available evidence within a
proper diachronous framework (however fragmentary this will be). Both will
show the importance of dancing in ancient communities - something
generally accepted, but little acted on; if shown in a more conclusive and
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rigorous fashion, this might better persuade people that dance cannot actually
be overlooked.
If we want to go beyond a series of distributive maps of ancient Greek
dance, and beyond a diachronous account of Greek opinions on the dance,
we need also address the question what the sense and purpose of ancient
Greek dancing may have been. In the third part of this book I have tried to
present a theoretical framework that seeks to answer this question for at least
some of the dancing that was going on, that is, the dance as a constituent part
of public events. This framework builds on communication studies, dance
anthropology and wider dance studies, and the supply-side approach advoca-
ted by rational-choice theorists within the sociology of religion. The model
I have designed states that performances are there to attract a public, and
simultaneously to communicate in a highly effective way meaningful messa-
ges, which the public event is supposed to generate and disseminate. Amongst
such performances dance is as good a mobilizing agent as any performance,
but it is of paramount importance as a means of communication, because of
the particularly effective role played by non-verbal communication within the
multimedial mix of any public event.
What meanings are carried by the dance is of no particular import: dance
carries whatever meanings it is made to carry. It is the efficacy of the medium
that is decisive in establishing the role played by the dance. If the importance
of the dance in ancient Greek communities was something out of the ordina-
ry, this should be because the usefulness of the dance as a mobilizing and
communicating agent was realized to the full in the specific social and cultural
framework of these communities. In the conclusions of the third part some
testable hypotheses have been derived from this model.
I repeat from my general introduction above: this book is not a narrative
history of the dance in ancient Greece, but serves the altogether different pur-
pose of providing prolegomena on which subsequent work can build. I suggest
some ways out of the cul-de-sac - or is it a maze? - in which the study of
ancient Greek dance has ended up. Making a fresh start might stimulate the
(réintégration of the dance into the history of ancient Greek religion or
society at large. It certainly deserves more attention from the non-specialists
than it usually gets. Clio should not spurn Terpsichore; the Greeks called
them sisters.
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Aristoxenus 190-1 195
260
Arkteia 133-4
Armstrong, E. A. 79
Arnobius 7
Arnold, I. R. 131
Arnold, R. 56
Aronoff, M. 174
art 161 227
Renaissance 11
see imagery
artists/artisans 227 245-7
Artemis 255 285 287 358
Artemis Angelos 285
Artemis Brauronia 133-4
Artemis Kalabidia 287
Artemis Karyatis 287
Artemis Kidaria 287
Artemis Kordaka 288
Artemis Korythal(l)ia
255 288
INDEX 425
Artemis Orthia 136-7
254-5 285 373
Artemis Persikos 288
artichoreutos 278
artizô 279
artunô 279
Ashmole, B. 129
Ashton, F. 84 99
askeô 279
Askôlia 285
askôliasmos 139 285
askôliazô, askôlizô 285
Âstrom, P. 122
ateleia 359-60
Athena Tritogeneia 289
405-6
Athenaeus 16-7 185 191-2
244 260
Athens 354
athletics 218-9 246 373
see also sport
athurô 279
Atkinson, M. 84
Auffarth, C. 359
Augustin, F. 63 77
Augustine 7
aulos 184-5 205 218-9 265
275-6 278 285-9 357
Ausdruckstanz 77
authenticity 267
Awatere, A. M. 188
Baal, J. van 327
Baaren, T. P. van 82 169
326
babaktês 280
babazô 280
Babcock, B. A. 343 404
Babcock, W. S. 348
Babut, D. 186
bacchants 253
Backman, E. L. 78
Bacon, H. H. 97 128
Bader, C. 317
Badius Ascensius, J. 14
badizô 281
Baïf, J. A. de 18 22
Bailey, D. W. 309
Bailey, E. 317
Bailey, K. D. 166
Bainbridge, W. S. 316-7
328 364
bainö 281
bakchechoros 278
bakcheuô 187
Baker dancer 141
Baker, D. 363
Bakhtin, M. 370 393
Bakst, L. 65 99
ballet 18-20 32 61 69 82
84 87 96 99 235
ballet d'action 37 46
4858
ballet de cour 19 32-
3337
ballet parlant 33
classical 61-2 112 176
romantic 52 58-9
Ballets Russes 65-6
74
ballismos 282
ballizö 119 282
Bardi, G. 19
Barker, A. 93-4 118 189
205
Barnett, D. 39
Baron, A. A. F. 50 52
Barringer, J. M. 142
Barthélémy, J.-J. 54
barullika 255 285
Basil 7
basis 281
bassara 141 285
bated 281
Bateson, G. 311
Bätschmann, O. 240
Batteux, C. 116
Baudrillard, J. 320
Baudy, G. J. 341
baukismos 285
Bauman, R. 343
Baumgartner, W. 372
Bax, M. 351 355 365-6
Baxandall, M. 226 230
232 240 244 247 388
400
Beard, M. 227
Beaujoyeux, B. de 18
Beaumont, C. W. 311
beauty contests 368
Beazley, J. D. 74 89 124
127 134 140 142 209
227
Beazley Archive 225-6
Beck, F. A. G. 142
Becker, E. 60
Becker, H. 402
Becker, W. A. 54
Beckwith, J. 8
Bedaux, J. B. 241
Beema, W. O. 183 312
315
Béjart, M. 99
belief 329 331-2 336 349
Belis, A. 125 195
Bellini, G. 11
Belo.J. 84311
Belon, P. 21
Belting, H. 230
bembikiao 282
bembikizo 282
bembix 282
Ben-Amos, D. 387
Benassi, V. A. 318
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Bendis 374
Benedict, Ph. 248
Benford, R. D. 348-9
Benson, J. L. 212 231
Bentley, R. 110
Benz, E. 13
Bérard, C. 125 211 214
226 230-1 244 253
Bereisen, B. R. 379
Berenson, B. 227
Berger, C. R. 314 377
Berghaus, G. 15
Bergman, G. M. 37
Bergsträsser, J. A. B. 38
116
Berkowitz, L. 192
Bernai, M. 322
Bernard, H. R. 294
Bernstein, B. 333-4
Bertaud, E. 7
Beitels, K. 294
Bertheroy, J. 69
bëtarmón 281
bêtarmos 281
Bethe, E. 285
Betz, H. D. 190
Bharata 195
Bianchi, D. 13
Bianchi, U. 221
bibaö 281
bibasis 139 281-2
Bibbiena, B. D. da 17
Bie, O. 66
Bieber, M. 144 229
Bielefeld, E. 83 123
Bieler, L. 119 190
Bielohlawek, K. 118 184
Bier, H. 72 144
Bikos, A. 99
Billard, C. 18-9
Bilu, Y. 367 370 405
Binet, J. 261 397
Binford, L. R. 245
Binsfeld, W. 139
biology 159-60 306-9 386-
387
see also ethnology,
(psycho)somatism
biomechanics 246 266
see body movements
Birdwhistell, R. L. 159
386-7
Birkelund, P. 26
Blacking, J. 100 160-3
181 306 311-2 387
Blanc, N. 225
Bland, A. 100 299
Blasi, A. J. 348
Blasis, C. 53
Blazekovic, Z. 340
Blech, M. 222
Bloch, M. 164 333-5 337
394
Bloch, R. 143
Blok, A. 156
Blum, O. 273
Blümel, C. 221
Boardman, J. 223 228-30
238 241 373
Boas, F. 78
Bober, P. P. 11
Boccacio, G. 10
Bockhoft, B. 110
Bodemann, Y. M. 265
body 312 315
body movements
386-7
prominency of but-
tocks 224
see also biomecha-
nics, kinesics
Boeckh, A. 54 85
Boegehold, A. L. 139
Boer, M. B. de 223
Boer, W. den 3
Boerhaave, H. 34
Boetticher, W. 205
Bogen, K. 215
Böhme, F. M. 58
Boisacq, E. 178
Boissevain, J. 265 351
361 363-4 366 375
Bok, M. J. 248
Boite, F. 136
Borner, F. 371
Bompaire, J. 190
Bonfante, L. 218
Bonnell, V. E. 298
Bonnet, J. 39-40
Bonnières, R. de
Borelli, L. V. 82 112 117
Borger, R. 60
Borges, J. L. 295
Börker, C. 257
Borthwick, E. K. 88-9
93-4 111-2 118 127
130 132
Bothmer, D. von 42-3
botrudon 141
Botticelli, S.
Böttiger, C. A. 46 48
Bottin, C. 130
Boudewijnse, B. 330
Boudon, R. 345
boukolismos,boukoliasmos
285
Boulanger, A. 119
Boulenger de Rivery, C.
F. F. 39-40
Bourcier, P. 142 299
Bourdieu, P. 402
Bourgaux, J. 369
Bournonville, A. 58-9
INDEX 427
Bousquet, J. 134
Bouvrie, S. des 333
Bowie, E. L. 358
Bowra, C. M. 135
Braembussche, A. A. van
den 298
Brakel-Papenhuyzen, C.
194 261
Brandau, R. 65
Brandt, E. 88 121
Braun, M. 62
Brauron(ia) 91 133-4 225
249
Breitholtz, L. 81 127 136
Brelich, A. 89-90
Bremmer, J. N. 94 125
137 151 308 330-1
387-9
Bridgman, N. 13
Briggs, C. A. 372
Bright, W. 174
Briginshaw, V. A. 172
Brijder, H. A. G. 123
brikismata 285
Brilliant, R. 42 238
Brinck, A. 56 129 207
Brinckmann, A. 72 129
Brind'Amour, P. 91 131
Brinkschulte, E. 15
Brinson, P. 311
Brissenden, A. 29 32
Brommer, F. 93-4 121-2
124 139 210 223 231
240 249 254
Bron, C. 125 130 139
Bronson, R. 83 121
Brown, E. 32
Brown, F. 372
Brown, H. M. 19
Brown, J. 244
Brown, P. 8 364 368 401
Browne, R. 34
brual(l)iktês 255 281 285
hrualizö 281 285
Bruce, S. 317
bru(d)al(l)icha 137 255 285
Brugman, H. 23
Brûlé, P. 130
Brûlez, W. 248 323
brullichistai 255
Brun, I. 48
Bruneau, P. 123 131 207
228
Brunei, R. 367 372
Brunner-Traut, E. 75
Bruno, V. J. 217
Brussich, G. F. 141
Bruyn, J. 251
Buber, M. 404
Buchholtz, H. 26 56 126
Buchholz, H.-G. 218 224
Buckland, T. 169 259
Buckle, R. 65
Buckser, A. 317 328
Buikhuizen, W. 305
Buitron-Olivier, D. 221
bullichai 285-6
Burette, P.-J. 35 38 116
Burford, A. 362
Burgoon, M. 377-8 384-5
Burke, P. 167-8 267-8 306
399-402
Burkert, W. 126 142 151
306-9 330-2 337-8
341 371 396
Burmannus, P. 20
Burn, L. M. 43
Burnett, A. 199
Burns, A. 131
Busch, G. C. 8-9
Buschor, E. 79 124 237
Buttrey, T. V. 89
Buxton, R. 329
Buytendijk, F. J. J. 393
Byron, G. G. 51
Byzantium 6-7111 192
Cahoone, L. E. 321
Cahusac, L. de 45-6 48-9
52 116
Caillois, R. 341
Cairns, F. 133
Calame, C. 90 97-8 110
128-9 132 150 177
198 200 281 376
calender 340-1 366
Calliachi, N. 37 39
Callimachus 197
Camerata Fiorentina 19
Cameron, A. 299
Camille, M. 212
Campenon, C. 230
Camporeale, G. 143
Campus, L. 213
Canciani, F. 232
Carey, C. 199
Caria 287
carnival 369
Carones, L. 47
Caroso, F. 19 33
Carpenter, N. C. 14-5
18-9
Carpenter, T. H. 125-6
223 241
Carraci, A. 22
Carraci, L. 22
Carrière, J. 98 127
Cartari, V. 22
Carter, F. 15
Carter, J. B. 136 255
Cartledge, P. 241328331
340-1 356
Cartwright, J. 18
caryatids 287
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Casson, L. 363
Castelli, P. 12
Castiglione, B. 17
Castil-Blaze, F. H. J. 52-3
Catteruccia, L. M. 81 140
Cavanagh, W. G. 136
Ceccarelli, P. 128 133
Celtes, C. 18
Cerrato, L. 70
Cerri, G. 201
Chaffee, S. H. 314 377
Chambers, E. K. 68
change, innovation 261-5
268 309 335 399 401
Chantraine, P. 178
Chapman, J. 5
Chapman, J. V. 58
Chapouthier, F. 121
Chapsal, E. 118
Charbonnel, R. 62
Chaves, M. 317
Chazin-Bennahum, J. 48
cheir 283 285
huposkopos 289
kataprênês 138
simê 138
cbeironomeö 283
cheironomia 283
cheironomos 283
Cheney, P. 20
Chénier, E. 50
Cherniavsky, F. 64
Chernoff, J. M. 261 267-
268 397
Childs, W. A. P. 134
Chomsky, N. 343
choragos 277
choral poetry 120
chorauleö 278
choraulës 278
chorëg(e)ion 182 277
chorêgeö 182 277
chorêgetês 277
chorêgia 129-30 182 277
chorégikos 277
chorëgos 277
choreia 275
choreion 275
choreios 275
chorêstria 275
choreuma 275
choreuö 182 275 372
choreas 275
choreusis 275
choreutês 182
choreutikos 275
chorikos 275
choritis 275
chorobateö 277 281
chorobatia 277 281
chorobateö 277
chorobatia 277
chorodidaskalia 278
chorodidaskalos 278
chorodisdaskalikos 278
chorodisdaskó 278
choroêthês 278
choróideö 278
choröidia 278
choroimanës 278
choroithalës 278
choroitupeö 277 280
choroitupia 277 280
choro(i)tupos 277-8 280
chorokithareus 278
choroktonos 278
chorolektês 277
choromanês 278
choronikos 278
choropaigmön 277 280
choropaiktës 277
choröphelëtês 278
choroplekës 278
choropoiia 277
choropoios 277
choropsaltria 278
c/raros 178-181
chorostades 278
chorostasia 277
chorostateó 277
chorostatës 277
chorostatikos 277
choroterpës 278
choruses 129-30
chreön apokopê 286
Christ, C. 41
Christ, V. M. 129
Christian, W. A., Jr 341
351 353 355-6 360
362-3 368 372 401
Christianity, Christian
church 7-8 14 27-31
81 109 192-3 373
Christiansen, J. 95
Christina, Queen 26
Christout, M.-F. 32-3 88
Chrysoloras, E. 10
Chudleigh, E. 40-1
Cirilli, R. 68
civic prestige 360-3
Clarke, E. D. 53
Clarke, M. 32-3
classification 107-8 166-73
Claudian 280
Clemens of Alexandria
193
client cults 364
Clifford, J. 250 299
Clinton, K. 221 254
Clive, H. P. 27
Coche de la Ferté, E.
124
Cocteau, J. 65
INDEX 429
codes 381 389 392 400
402-3
codification 12 16 193-5
237 262-3
see also notation
Coldstream, J. N. 121
131
Cole, S. G. 95 136 187
Coleman, J. S. 293 318
collective behaviour 345-
7 350-2
Collett, P. 56
Collins, L. 294
Commedia delPArte 37
53
communication 162-3
231-2 243 270 295
312-5 324 330 333-5
339-43 346 375 394
407
definition 376-7
communication studies
86 241 295 314-6 376
communitas 369 404-5
Comotti, G. 131
Compan, C. 50-2 116
comparativism 15-6 21
31-2 50-1 57 67-8 76
90 92 96 104 164
theory 296-8
compensators 328-9
Conklin, H. C. 188
Condoléon-Bolanacchi,
E. 131
Connelly, J. B. 238
Connor, W. R. 340
connotation 241-2 250
263 382 404 408
Constantine, D. 50
contextuality 163-4 170
233 241 243 318 323
382 387 393 399
continuity 258-9 264 268
309
Contoléon, N. M. 83 134
326
conversion 348-9
conventions, see imagery
Cook, A. B. 134 137
Cook, R. M. 42 229
Cooley, C. H. 402
Coplan, D. B. 340
Coptic art 8
copying, see imagery
Corbett, P. E. 257
Corbin, A. 250
Cornaz(z)ano, A. 12-3
Corneille, P. 38
Cornoldi, A. 145 259
Corsi, J. 19
Corso, R. 17 21
corybants 135-6
costume, costuming 11
32-3 40-1 47-9 52-9
75 103 218 254
Coubertin, P. de 56
Coulomb,]. 122
Couperus, L. 69
Cowell.J. H. 90118
Crapanzano, V. 396
Crawley, A. E. 73
Crete 135 137 260 286
288-9 353-4
Criegern, A. von 240
Crisp, C. 32-3
Cristofani, M. 131
Crocker, C. 397
Croon, J. H. 206 255
Crosfield, D. 85 257
crowd, see collective
behaviour
Crowhurst, R. 129
Crowther, N. B. 368
Crusius, O. 124
Crystal, D. 174-5 382
Cuisinier, J. 78
cult 295 324 327
cult fees and taxes 356-7
Cuneo, M. W. 348
Curl,J. S. 51
Curtius, G. 178
Custen, G. F. 390
Cyprianus 193
Cyprus 288
Cyriacus of Ancona 11
Czerwinski, A. 55 57
D'Alessio, G. B. 198-9
D'Hancarville, P. V. 43-4
D'Israeli, I. 53
Da Costa Kaufmann, Th.
251
Daedalus 131-2
Daffner, H. 9
Dahl, R. 326
Dahl, S. 26
daktuloi 286
Dalcroze, see Jacques-
Dalcroze
Dale, A. M. 79 89 120
138 203
dance, dancing
animal 141
anthropology 295
310
barefoot 64
cosmic, heavenly,
mystic 7 13 15 20 30
142
definition 165-6 180
Greece, modern 96
264
manuals, see codifi-
cation
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dance, continued
medieval 9 52
religious 76-7 83 169
325-6
Renaissance 12
scholarship 5 82 91
95 105-7 115-6310-2
315-6 385
theatrical 83 88 90
93 97 126-9
theory 15 20 32-3 40
typology 173
see also pantomime,
weapon/war dances
dance floor, 256-7
see also orchestra
dancing
animals 141
divinities 92 142
dwarfs 141
girls 142
skeletons 144
Danielewicz, J. 200
danzatrice di Ercolano
42-3
Darwin, C. 56 306
Dasen, V. 142
Daul, F. 14 16-7
David 8
David, E. 137
David, N. 233
Davidson, J. F. 94 128
Davies, A. 19
Davies, J. 20
Davies, J. G. 326
Davies, J. K. 129
Davies, M. 199
Davis, E. N. 122 353
Davis, M. 383
Davis, N. Z. 363 369
Dawson, E. J. 377-8
De' Ficoroni, F. 39
De Jorio, A. 52 56
De Marinis, M. 341 393
De Puma, R. 143
De Sanctis, G. 140
De Zoete, B. 75 78 187
Decker, W. 114
décomposition 237
deconstruction 299 320-
321 323
dedications 248-9 254-5
365
defining 106 151 155-66
see also emic, etic
deikelistai 138 255
deinos 282
Del Chiaro, M. A. 246
Del Lungo, I. 12
Delattre, D. 96
Delavaud-Roux, M.-H.
95-6 98 118 125-6
133 140 258-9 272
Delos 91 131-2 207 286
354 358-9 362 366
373
Delphi 132-5 252 354 358
365 371
Delumeau, J. 296
Delvenne, M. G. 23
Demangel, R. 138
Demargne, P. 134
Demaris, A. 317
Demerath, N. J., Ill 317
Demosthenes 342 362
Denishawn 64 74
denotation 381-2
Denzin, N. K. 294
Deonna, W. 9 80 139
Derrida, J. 320-1
Desrat, G. 57 117
Détienne, M. 94 125 131
Deubner, L. 75 149 257
Di Bari, C. 225
Di Marco, M. 139
Diaghilev, S. 65 74
dianeuma 279
dianeuö 279
diapodismos 282
diarrhessö 281 285
diarrhiknoömai 283
diastrephö 283
dichoria 284
dichoriazö 284
Dickbauchtänzer 122-3
221 224 370
Dickins, G. 136 225 254-
255
didaskalos 277
Didelot, Ch.-L. 48
Didelot, R. 48
Diderot, D. 45
didomi 279
Didyma 354
Didymus 192
Diggle, J. 89
dilettanti 41
Dillon, M. 62
dine 282
dineuà, dineö 282
dinnêmi 282
dinos 282
Dinzelbacher, P. 143
Dio Chrysostomus 359
diökeö 185
Dionysia 362 374
Dionysius Halicarnas-
sensis 191
diorcheomai 276
diplê 138 285
dipodia 138 282
dipodiazö 282
dipodismos 138 282
INDEX 431
äiptucha 289
Dipylon vase 119
Dirks, R. 333
Diskobolos 236 246
dithyramb 130-1 183-4
204 257
Dobai, J. 42-3
Dodds, E. R. 76 78 124
358
Dodona 365
Dombrowski, B. W. W.
308
Domenico da Piacenza
12-3
Donington, R. 154
Donndorf, J. 13
Doob, L. W. 352
Dougherty, C. 300 340
Douglas, M. 233 386
Dover, K. J. 80 182
Dow, S. 370
Dowries, W. E. D. 62 68
117 132
draö, drama 119
Driessen, H. 300
Drinker, S. 110
Driscoll, A. 11 246
dritë 286
Driver, S. R. 372
droite 138 286
drutê 286
Du Faur, P., see Faber
Dubbe, B. 248
Dubos, J.-B. 27 38-40
Ducat, J. 134
Dugas, C. 141
Duhoux, Y. 119 181
Dukelskaya, L. 43
Duker, A. C. 28
Dunand, F. 341
Dunbabin, K. M. D. 144
Duncan, D. 62
Duncan, I. 62-6 68 74-5
77 84 99 112 336
Duncan, R. 63
Dundes, A. 168 401
Dupré, L. 39
Durand, J.-L. 125 211
215
Durkheim, E. 320 400
Duvignaud, J. 341
Dyer, T. 55 126
Easterling, P. E. 331
Ebreo, G. 12-3
Eco, U. 313-4 316 379
382
ecstasy, possession 83 186
223
Edelstein, E. J. 365
Edelstein, L. 365
editiones principes 10 20
51
Edwards, M. W. 82 124
223
egeirö 185
egersichoros 277
Egypt 74-5 82 114 120
287
Egyptomania 51
Ehlich, K. 341 351
Eibl-Eibesfeldt, I. 306-7
Eichler, F. 134
eidê 234 236
Eideneier, H. 260
eidophoreö 280
Eijken, A. 358
eisagö 279
eisagögeus 279
Eitrem, S. 129
ekchoreuö 276
ekkubistaö 283
eklaktisma 281
eklaktismos 281
eklaktizö 281
Ekland-Olson, S. 349
Ekman, P. 387
ekpêdao 281
ekpêdésis 281
ekpurosis 286
elaunö 257
elelizö 281 286
Eleusis 254 353 362 371
Eliot, T. S. 310
Ellis, H. 63 74 372
Ellison, C. G. 317-8
Else, G. F. 186 376
Elson, L. C. 57
Elssler, F. 58
Elster, J. 293-4 317-8
Eiteren, M. van 305
Elyot, T. 15
embainö 281
embeddedness, see con-
textuality
emic 151 155-8 164 269
328 397
Emmanuel, M. 61-2 64
66-7 70 72-4 75 77
86-7 96-8 104-5 112
117-8 175-6 180210
234-5 237 240
emmeleia 139 286
emmêlés, emmeleös 286
empaizô 280
empoieô 279
enallomai 282
enathurô 279
enchoreuö 276
engastrizô 283
enkatakrouô 280
enkitharizö 185
enkroteô 280
enkrouô 280
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enkuklios 284
enoplios 286
enorcheomai 276
Enters, A. 74
epankonismos 138
eparcheomai 279
epauleô 185
eperchomai 279
Ephesus 132-3 135 358
epz (feiZjyoz 222
epibëmata 281
epichoreô 276
Epidaurus 364-5
epigraphy 36 41 56 107
119 189 207-8 273
epikrédios 286
epiktupeô 280
epikuptô 283
epilênios 286
epiphallos 286
epirrhôomai 280
eporcheomai 276
eqoliade 181
êremiai 236
Eretria 362
Erlmann, V. 340
Ermarth, E. D. 322
eroticism 52-3 59 65 69-
70 109-110
see also sexuality
Ersky, F.-A. 65 70
Esch, A. 323
escbarintbon 286
Eschbach, A. 201 313-4
379
ethnocentrism 157 165
ethnology 58 60 67 73
104
ethology 306-7 332 337
384 387
see also biology
etic 151 155-8 164 269
328
Etruria 143-4
Etymologicum
Genuinum 192
Gudianum 192
Magnum 6 192
Etzioni, A. 293310318-9
344 394
euchoreutos 278
euchoros, êüchoros 278
eukompos 280
eukuklos 284
euphoria 280
eurhythmies 65
Euripides 184
euruchoros 278
eurythmy 65
Eustathius 6 192
Evans, M. S. 16 22
Evans-Pritchard, E. E. 73
261 296-7 311
Evelyn, J. 248 355
evolutionary perspective
308-9
Ewans, M. 257
exarchö 185 279
exelissd 279 281
exorcheomai 276
Eyndius, J. 23-4
Faber, J. 14
Faber, P. 16 21 34
Fabing, S. 141
Fabrega, H. 331
Fabricius, G. 20
Fabricius, J. A. 35 37
fair, see market
Falassi, A. 368
Falkenburg, R. L. 251
Fallmereyer, J. Ph. 260
264
FAP (fixed action pat-
tern) 307
Farnell, L. R. 67 338
Fauconnier, G. 314 377-8
384
Fauriel, C. C. 52
Fauth, W. 135
Fear, A. T. 137
Febvre, L. 393
Fehling, D. 308
Fehr, B. 123 246 387
Feld, E. 99
Feldman, R. S. 387
Feleppa, R. 155-7
Felice, P. de 80 124
Ferguson, J. 376
Fermor, S. 237
Fernandez, J. W. 256
Ferrarius, O. 37 39
Ferri, S. 75 130 184
Ferris, D. C. 174
Fertiault, F. 85
Festa, V. 72 140
festivals, holidays 340-2
354 358 368-9
food and wine 369-
370
Ficoronius, see De' Fico-
roni
film.chronophotography
62 69 87 237 239
390
Finke, R. 316-7 319 348
364
Finley, M. I. 68 241 244
295-6 306 329 396
Finucane, R. C. 357
Firth, J. R. 175
Fischer, D. H. 296
Fischer, E. J. 305
Fischer-Lichte, E. 386
INDEX 433
Fisher, B. A. 314 377
Fisher, N. R. E. 137
Fiske, J. 377 382
Fitton, J. W. 90 118
Flach, H. 57 116
Foatelli, R. 8
Fokine, M. 65-6
folk dance 167-8 202 261-
262 391
folklore 58 60 73 78 168
401
Fontanini, F. 44
Fontenrose, J. 132 365
371
Forbes, F. R., Jr 311
form, formal analysis,
morphology 112 153
171-3 271 273 297
315-6 393
Forrer, M. 367
Forsyth, P. 13
Fothergill, B. 48
fouai 285
foulider 286
Fra Angelico 11
frames 402-3
Franchi, S. 85 145
Francis, E. D. 229
Fränkel, C. 212
Franzius, G. 89 98 123
210
Fraser, F. 48
Fratres Arvales 339
Frazer, J. G. 58 68 71 75
78 86 297
Free, K. B. 369
Freedberg, D. 252
Freeman, S. T. 367
Frenzel, H. A. 18
Freud, S. 345 347 405
Friis Johansen, K. 79 83
130-1 286
Frijda, N. H. 343
Frijhoff, W. 168 294 400
Frisk, H. 178-9
Fritzsche, F. V. 137
Fröhde, O. 178
Froning, H. 89 213 130
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Moreau, A. 131-2
Morelli, G. 227
Morgan, K. G. 199
Morgenstern, J. 368
Morhofius, D. G. 35
morphasmos 283
morphazô 283
morphology, see form
Morris, C. W. 386
Morris, D. 56 379
Morris, I. 294
Morris, S. P. 132
Moscovici, S. 345 347
mothón 282 288
Mounin, G. 177
Mouratidis, J. 122
mousikê 20 80 93 182-6
188 191 197-8 200-3
263 270
Moutsopoulos, E. 136
Muchembled, R. 243 340
346
Muellner, L. 94 132
Muff, C. 56
Muir, E. 339-41
Mullally, R. 12
Mullen, W. 92 113 129
203 205
Muller, H. P. 227
Muller, F. M. 29
Müller, K. O. 54
Müller, V. K. 134 218
multi-mediality 160 163
386 390 392-5
multivalence, polyvalence
231-2 398
Murphy, P. 47
Murray, G. 71
Murray, O. 5
music, music theory 9
266
Greek 93 97 204 266
Renaissance 13 18-9
musica 9
musical instruments 254
265
Muybridge, E. J. 62
Mycenaean 88 111 121-2
Myle, C. van der 29
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Naerebout, F. G. 13 17
27 62 82 95-6 100
115-6 121 153 188
211 258 265 298 305
310-1 315-6 400
Nagy, G. 97 128 186 200
Nahumck, N. C. 99
Nares, R. 46 49 51
nationalism 85 100 259-
260
naturalism 233
Natyashastra 195-6
Naudaeus, G. 26 31
Nauta, D. 294
Nauta, R. R. 206
Near East 114
Nebesky-Wojkowitz, R.
de 262
Neeve, P. W. de 358
Nelly, see Sujulzoglu
neo-pragmatism 320
nereids 142
Neubecker, A. M. 118
204
Neumann, G. 215
new archaeology 241
Newall, V. J. 401
Newbold, R. F. 194 388
Newton, S. M. 11 59
nibadizo 288
nibatismos 288
Niblo, F. 69
Nicolini, G. 39
Niebuhr, B. G. 54
Niemeier, J.-P. 229
Nietzsche, F. 60 272
Niinion pinax 221 254
Nijf, O. M. van 358
Nijinsky, V. 65 99
Nikoloudi, Z. 99 260
Nilsson, M. P. 67-8 76-7
252-3 257 338 359
373
Nochlin, L. 233
Nock, A. D. 135 340 358
370
Nogué, J. 138
nomizö 332
non-verbal communica-
tion 152-3 232 315
330 375 378 381 383-
389 394-5 404 407
Nonnus 176 194
Norick, P. 322
Norris, C. 299 320-1
North, J. A. 247
North, R. 154
notation 152 172 195-6
239
Novack, C. J. 312
Noverre, J.-G. 46-7 49
NRM (new religious
movement) 320 348
nudity 218
nuktichoreutos 278
Nussdorfer, L. 340 342
nymphs 142 278
Oesterley, W. O. E. 73
77-8 169 326
Oinoanda 359
oklasma 140 223 283
oklazô 223 283
Olmos, R. 137
Olshausen, E. 339
Olympia 354
Olympic movement 56
Oomkes, F. 314 377
Oosten, J. 304
Ooteghem, J. van 79 121
opera 18-20 32
Opie, I. 261 333
Opie, P. 261 333
Oppé, A. P. 73
oracles 365
orality 196-201 263 334
387-8 393
orchéma 275
orcheomai 119 178-181
275
orchêsis 275
orchêsis ionikê 138
orchêsis kallinikos 138
orchêsmos 275
Orchester 275
orchêstés 181
orchêstikos 275
orchëstodidaskalos 277
orchêstomaneô 278
orchèstopalè 119 277
orchëstopalarioi 277
orchestra 179 256-7 275
orchêstris 275
orchëstus 275
orchêthmos 275
oreibasia 187
Oreibasius 191
orgia(zö) 187 279
Origenes 193
Ornit(h)oparchus, A. 13
omumi 288
orsitês 288
Orsolini, G. 225
Ortner, S. B. 294
Os, H. van 248
Osborne, R. G. 97 240-1
342
O'Shaughnessy, M. 56
Otterloo, A. M. E. van
310
Otto, W. F. 159
Ovid 280
Pace, E. 348 354
Padovan, M. 12
INDEX 443
paian 140 183-4
paigma 280
paignion 280
painting
17th-c. Holland 248
251-2
renaissance, baroque
1122
19th-c. 59-60
see also imagery,
pottery
paizô 182 280 286
palinstrobétos 282
Palisca, C. V. 19
pallö 281-2
Palmer, G. B. 343
Panathenaia 362 405
panêguris 186 359
panêgurizö 186
Panofsky, E. 11 240-1
pantomime 21 32-41 45-6
52 55 68-9 76 84
102-4 108-9 144 180
190 207 269 274 283
385
Papadopoullos, Th. 265
Papagristos, V. V. 85
Papen, F.-G. von 219
papyri 120 207
parabainö 281
parachorêgêma 276
parallagë 281
parar(r)huthmos 185
parastatai 284
Parke, H. W. 338 365
Parker, R. 137 286 331
357
Parlavecchia, P. 142
parorcheomai 276
Parr, Th. 141
Parrhasius 233
partheneion 90 183
pas de shawl 48 53
Pasolini, P. P. 358
Passeri, G. 43-4
pateö 281
Paterson, A. L. 110224
Pathosformel 11
patronage 206 247-8
Patrucco, R. 219
Patzer, H. 81 186
Pausanias 191-2 357 363
Pavlova, A. 65-6 74
Payne, H. G. G. 122
pëdaö 281
pédéma 281
pêdêsis28l
pëdëstês 281
Peiraieus 374
Peirce, C. S. 313 379 382
Pelto, G. H. 155 294 297
Pelto, P. J. 155 294 297
pempö 279
Perachora 377
performance 267 312-3
338-9 342-3 346 349
370-5 385 390 407
Péri, J. 19
periagogë 282
perichoreuö 276
peridineö 282
periorcheomai 276
periplektos 278 282
Perkins, J. B. 93-4 121
Perpillou-Thomas.F. 120
139 207
Perry, C. 64
persikon 288
perspective, see imagery
Peschel, I. 139
Petermann, K. 14 25
Petermann, S. H. 142
Peters, J. M. 380
Petersen, E. 185
Petrarca, F. 10
Petrides, E. 85
Petrides, T. 85
Petrikovits, H. von 83
131
Petrovic, M. D. 124
Pettersson, M. 137
Pettersson, T. 317
Pfister, F. 357 363 371
Pfister, P. 84
Pfuhl, E. 67 215
phainomena 234
phallikon 288
Pheneos 287
Philadelpheus, A. 64 79
85 138
Philhellenism 260
Philippart, H. 124
philochoreutes 278
philochoros 278
Philokleon 127-8
philology 23 36 41 102-3
philopsilos 284
philorchemön 278
philorchêstës 278
Philostratus 191
phora, phorê 280
Photius 6 192
Phrygia 285 288
Picard, C. 132 135
Piccaluga, C. 280
Pichetti, E. 63
Pickard-Cambridge, A.
W. 127 130 184 210
342
pictorial conventions, see
imagery
Pieters, J. Th. M. F. 177
Pike, K. L. 155
444 INDEX
pilgrimage 351-2 363-5
369-70 405
Pina-Cabral, J. de 265
pinakis, pinakides 138 288
Pindar 36 93 185 200 362
369
Pipili, M. 221 238
Pirenne-Delforge, V. 98
Piroli, T. 42
Pirrotta, N. 13
Plato 17 30 33 36 96 109
178 180-1 184-5 191
201 234 270 342 369
374
Pieket, H. W. 4
plekö 278-9
plêmochoai 254
Pliny Maior 193 216
Plutarch 20 33 185 191-2
257 286
podikra 288
podismos 282
podizô 282
podokroustia 280
podoktupê 280
podoktupeô 280
Poerner, J. 67 135
poetic genres 198-9
Pöhlmann, E. 195 203
poiphugma 141 288
Pokorny, J. 178
Polacco, L. 143
polemikê, polemikon 288
Poleni, G. 21
Poliakoff, M. B. 195
Poliziano, A. 12
Pollaiuolo, A. 11
Pollkt, J. J. 185-6 216
234 236 254
Pollux 16 191-2
polos 134 136 218
polysemy 243 398
polyvalence, see multi-
valence
Pomian, K. 43
pompé 371 374
Pompeii 41-2 44
Pongratz-Leisten, B. 114
Pope, A. 50
Portefaix, L. 391
Porter, R. 250
possikrotos 280
post-modern 320-2
post-structuralism 293-
294 320-2
post-post-structuralism
299 320-2
pottery, painted 211 217
collecting 42 44 57
production 228-9
247-9
export 230-1
Pouilloux, J. 132-4
Poursat, J.-C. 88 132 210
213
pous 275 280-2 286
Poussin, N. 22
Powell, A. 95
Powell, B. B. 119 181
Powers, W. K. 159
Pratl, C. 62
Pratt, G. 203
Praz, M. 43
Pretagostini, R. 97
Preuss, K. Th. 71 338
Preziosi, D. 243
Price, S. R. F. 325 332
Prinz, F. 363
Pritchett, W. K. 133 340
Privatera, G. A. 130 140
procession, see pompe
prochoreuö 276
proörcheomai 276
proörchëstêr 276
propodeö 280
Propp, V. J. 306
prosagö 279
proschoreuö 276
proschoros 276
prosorcbeomai 276
prötochoros 284
Prudhommeau, G. 85-8
9698 108 111-2 115
118 175-6 180 194
203 210 234-7 258-9
fruits 288
Pruzhan, I. 65
Prynne, W. 30-1
psileis 284
(psycho)somatism 304-5
389
ptëssö 283
public event 295 324 339
342
Puchner, W. 85
pudarizö 282
Purdie, E. 18
Pure, M. de 31-2
purrichèSS9l 132-3 193
207 231 288 405-6
purrichios 288
purrichismos 288
purrichistês 288
purrichistikos 288
purrichizö 288
Puthikos nomos 276
Pyrrhias 80 139 212 220
pyrrhic, post-classical 17
39
pyrr(h)icharü 193
Quasten, J. 373
Quintilianus 9 193
Quirey, B. 100
INDEX 445
Raab, R. 94 114
Raalte, M. van 203-4
Rabb, Th. K. 244
Rabelais, F. 14
racism 77 168 326
Rademaker, L. 345
Rader, W. 313
Raftis, A. 95 114 261
Rahner, H. 373
Ralph, R. 37
Ramage, N. H. 43
Rambach, J. J. 116
Ranger, T. 262 363
Rapp, A. 124 223
rational choice theory
293 298 316-20 351
365-6
rationality 318-9
Rau, P. 127
Raubitschek, A. E. 227
realism 206 233
réanimation 87
Rebling, E. 48
reception 229-33 241-2
245 248 270 379
reconstructionism 60-7
73-4 84-5 94-6 98
104-5 112-3 234-9
258 272-3 316
Redfield, R. 402
redirection 307
reductionism 305 308
reference 206
regeneration 94
Reich, H. 69 144
Reinach, A. 132
Reinach, S. 117
Reinhold, M. 299
Reisch, E. 129
Reitzius, J. F. 36
relics 357 363 371
religion 325 327-329
popular 401
and economy 355-60
religious economy
319-20 328-9 351
364-6 375
Reni, G. 22
re-performance, trans-
mission 197 199-200
269
Requeno, V. 45-6 49-50
5256
Reusch, A. 310
revival 17-8 26 32 48-50
5785
Reyerson, K. L. 340
Reyes, A. 87 117
Reynolds, C. B. 318
rhakterion 288
rhatbapugizo 282
rhêssô 280-1
rhiknoömai 283
rhipê 281
rhiptô 281
Rhodiginus, C., see
Ricchieri
rhôomai 279-80
rhuthmos 185 276 281
rhuthmoi 236
rhythm 203-5
see also rhuthmos
Ricchieri, L. C. 14-5 16-7
2034
Riccioni, G. 139
Rice, P. C. 110224
Rich, J. 39
Richard, D. 265
Richard, P. 241 243
Richter, G. M. A. 215-6
Ridgeway, W. 73 76 78
338
Riegelhaupt, J. F. 342
361
Riess, E. 118
Riikonen, H. 59
Rimé, B. 385 387
Rimmer, J. 161
Rinuccini, O. 19
ritual 295 307 313 324-7
329-38 390 394 396
399
ritualization 307 326 330
337
ritual geography 341-2
366
Rivinus, A. 41
Robb, K. 119 182
Robbins, J. 99
Robbins, Th. 348-9
Robert, J. 182 207
Roben, L. 144 182 190
207 214 274 289 358-
359
Robertson, D. S. 119
Robertson, M. 91 139
141-2 216
Robertson, N. 137 363
Rochford, E. B., Jr 348-9
Roebuck, C. A. 139 220
Roebuck, M. C. 139 220
Rogers, B. B. 405
Rogers, E. M. 382
Roget, P. M. 158
Rohde, E. 62
Romaics, K. A. 134
Romano, G. 12 22
Romanovsky-Krassinsky,
M. F. 65
Rome 143-4
Romein, J. 65 77
Rommetveit, R. 163 321
393 399
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Roodenburg, H. 389
Roos, E. 79-81 106 114
117 126 132 140 180
Rose, H. J. 84 136
Rose, M. 320
Rosemain, J. 259
Roslavleva, N. 64
Rosier, W. 197-201
Rosser, E. 345
Rosser, G. 340
Rossi, I. 303
Rossi, L. E. 92 128
Rosso Fiorentino 22
Rostas, S. 340
Roszak, Th. 320 390
Rotolo, V. 144
Roueché, C. 144
Rouget, G. 125
Rouquet, A. 74
Rouse, W. H. D. 255
Roux, G. 131-2 134
Rovik, P. W. 115
Royce, A. P. 4 161 163
170 181 183 261 311
391 399
Rubensohn, O. 131
Rubinstein, R. 11
Rubys, C. de 369
Rüegg, W. 13
Rusmussen, T. 230
Rust, F. 169 256
Rutherford, I. 97 128 371
Rutkowski, B. 353
Sabean, D. W. 403
Sachs, C. 9 74-5 78 159
167 173
sacrifice 371-2
Sahlins, M. 300
Sako, Z. 260
saleuö 281
Salle, M. 39-40
Salier, R. P. 206
Sallnow, M. J. 363 369
Salmen, W. 9
Salome 8-9
Salome, M.-R. 226
Samian Heraion 357 359
Samothrace 135-6 353
Samter, E. 71
Samuel, A. E. 341
sanctuaries 257 353
Sansone, D. 218 373
Sarana, G. 296-8
Sargeaunt, G. M. 117
Sasson, J. M. 114
satyrs 124-6 246 253
saulöömai 283
saulopröktiaö 283
saulos 283
Saussure, F. de 313 334
382 389
Savaglio, P. 340
Scala, A. 12
Scaliger, J. C. 15-7 20 25-
26 34 57
Scanion, T. F. 136
Scarpi, P. 91 133
Schadow, J. G. 48
Schaik, E. van 311
Schama, S. 251
Schauenburg, K. 228
Schayk, T. van 99
Schechner, R. 159 325-7
342 390
schedismos 288
Scheer, T. S. 357
schemata 71 80 137-9 187
195 280 284-5 289
schemation 280
Schematismus 280
schematize 280
schêmatopoieö 280
schèmatopoiia 280
Schiaratura, L. 385
Schiffer, M. B. 270
Schilardi, D. V. 133
schisma 289
schiste 284 289
Schlager, N. 24
Schmelser, N. J. 344
Schmid, H.-J. 175
Schmidt, E. 215
Schmidt, M. 130
Schmitt, A. 13
Schnitt, J.-C. 351
Schmitt-Pantel, P. 245
Schmilz, C. A. 257
Schnabel, H. 67 140
Schnapp, A. 41 43 211
245
Schneider, O. 94 114
Schneider, W. 144
Schneider-Hermann, G.
91 133
Schnusenberger, C. 7
Schoell, F. 199
Scholes, P. A. 27
scholia 6-7 191-2
Schöne, A. 125 223
Schönewolf, H. 130
Schoock, M. 28 30
school-plays 18
Schreckenberg, H. 81
119 127 186
Schröder, B. 68 77 136
Schuler, A. 60
Schütz, C. J. 48
Schwanz, G. 248
Schwartz, J. 190
Schweitzer, B. 140
Schwezoff, I. 74
Scott, W. C. 93 120 204-
205
INDEX 447
Scribner, R. W. 244
Scully, S. 97
Sebeok, T. A. 313 384
Séchan, L. 62 67 73-5 87
96 112 115 117 180
235
secularization 319
Seeberg, A. 88-9 123 210
220-1
Seeger, A. 312 315
Segal, R. A. 397
Segal, S. 232
seiö 283
seisopugis 283
self-referentiality 198-202
self-reflexivity 320 343-4
404
semantics 150 157 174
semiotics 86 90 240-1
313-6 320 376
Sergent, B. 95 137
Serre, J.-C. 154 316
Severin, W. J. 378
Sewell, W. H., Jr 298
sexuality 91 119 181-2
368
see also eroticism
Shapiro, H. A. 231 238
Sharp, C. 73 268
Sharp, E. 73 259
Shawn, T. 64
Shay, A. 171
Sheets, M. 100
Shelton, S. 64
Shennan, J. 265
Shils, E. 268
Shorey, P. 68
Shtitel'man, F. M. 132
Sicking, C. M. J. 120
203-4
Siegel, L. J. 122
Siewert, P. 133
Sifakis, G. M. 90 127 144
sign 314 379-80 386
Sijpestein, P. J. 120
sikin(n)is 140 289
sikinnistës 289
sikinnoturbê 289
silens 124-6
Sillitoe, P. 346 389
Simon, C. G. 248 357
Simon, E. 110 125 139
254 257 338
Simonides 200
Simpson, J. H. 316
Singer, B. 318
Sinos, R. H. 371
Sittl, C. 52 56-7 86 116
118 175-6215
skairö 282
skarthmos 282
skirtaö 282
skirtêma 282
skirtëtês 282
sköpeuma 289
skapiafs) 289
skopos 138 289
sköps 141 289
Skupien, J. 383
Slater, W. J. 119
Sloan, K. 43
Smarczyk, B. 286
Smelik, E. L. 73
Smith, E. 323
Smith, H. 52
Smith, J. Z. 309 390
Smith, R. J. 327 341
Smith, S. 66
Smith, T. J. 123
Smith, W. C. 332
Snodgrass, A. M. 209 238
241
Snoek, J. A. M. 151 157
166 296 325
Snow, D. A. 348-9
Snyder, A. F. 100 201
sobas 281
social sciences 86 104-5
293 298-300 317 396
sociology of religion 295
347-8
Socrates 374
Sokolowski, F. 349 356
Solomon, J. 225
Somekawa, E. 323
Sommerstein, A. H. 128
song 222
Sophocles 187 191 199
372
Sorell, W. 372
Soret, J.-L. 62
Soria, H. de 62
Sosibius 192
Soubirous, B. 388
source criticism 107 111-
112
Sourvinou-Inwood, C.
134211293295322
Spain 137
Spanheim, E. 36
Sparkes, B. A. 42 231
Sparshott, F. 155 159-60
168 181 188 397
Sparta 136-7 254-5 280
285-8 373
Sparti, B. 13
Spawforth, A.
Spence, L. 259
Spencer, C. 65
Spencer, P. 312
Sperber, D. 313
Spierenburg, P. 342
Spiro, M. E. 327
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Spivey, N. J. 144
Splatt, C. 62
sport 55 76 84 110-1
see also athletics
Squire, G. 47
Squitier, K. A. 192
St Dennis, R. 64 74
Staal, F. 313 335-7
Stambaugh, J. E. 357 359
stamnoi 253
Stark, R. 299 316-7 319-
320 328 348 364
Staub, S. 259 261
Stebbins, E. B. 217
Stecchini, L. C. 134
Steegmuller, F. 63
Stefanis, I. E. 144
Steinberg, C. 59 63-4
Steiner, R. 65
Steinsland, G. 244
Stengel, P. 67 359
Stephanus, H. 16 24 34
Sterne, L. 152 194
Sterner, J. 233
stësichoros 277
Stevens, J. 9 203
Stewart, A. 227 229
Stinton, T. C. W. 91
Stoessl, F. 93 128
stoicheia 138
sto(i)chos 284
Stokvis, O. 100 315
Strabo 181 191 260 359
Straten, R. van 242
Stratou, D. 99 145 260
Streso, C. 28 30
stroked 282
strobiles 282
Strocka, V. M. 229
Strodtmann, J. C. 39 116
Strong, R. 32-3
strophe 283
structuralism 211 241
293-4 302-6 312-3
320-1 403
Suda 6 191-2
Sujulzoglu, E. 64
sumpaizo 280
Sumption, J. 357
sunaptô 285
sunchoreuö 276
sunchoreutês 276
sunchoreutria 276
suncboros 276
mnepêcheô 279
sunerchomai 279
sunorcheomai 276
supply-side approach, see
rational choice
theory
surtos, surtës 207 289
survival 99 111 145 258-
268 272
Sutton, J. 16 19
Sutton, P. C. 251
Svetlov, V. 62 64-5 117
Swanson, A. 99
Swanson, V. G. 60
Sweet, W. E. 100 220
Swift, M. G. 48
symbol 380 394
symbolism 241-2 250-2
symbolization 312
Synod of Dordt 27
Synoikia 342
Syrtonikos 289
Szemerényi, O. 119 127
Szilâgyi, J. G. 143
tableaux-vivants, atti-
tudes, mimo-drama
47-9 52-3 59
Tabourot, J., see Arbeau
tachudinès 282
tachustrophalinx 282
Tambiah, S. J. 177 329
386
Tani, G. 112 299
Tankard, J. W, Jr 378
Tanner, J. 241
Taplin, O. 128 256 272
372
Tarde, G. 347
Täuber, H. 359
taxis 284
taxonomy 166 261
technitai 114 186
Tegg, W. 56
telesias 289
telesteria 353
Terence 280
terpsichoros 278
tessares kdmoi 289
tetragonos 284
tetrakömos 289
texts 119244-5 269-70
prose 189
poetry 196
theatre, see amenities
theatrotoruné 138
Thebes 255 371
Theodorakis, M. 99
Theodoret of Cyrrhus
368
theoria 358
therma(u)stris 282 289
thermaustrizô 282
Theseus 238 286
Thessalia 287
tbiasos 187 279
Thielscher, P. 82 127
Thiersch, H. 218
Thiess, F. 63
Thomas, E. 353
INDEX 449
Thomas, K. 332 400 396
399
Thomas, R. 202
Thompson, D. B. 83 141
Thomsen, C. W. 237
Thoms, W. 401
Thrace 285 287
thriambos 184
thröiskö 282
Thucydides 369
Thuillier, J.-P. 143
thumiatêria 254
Thür, G. 359
thurokopikon 289
thursos 219
thusia 186 371
Thyiads 124
Tiberios, M. A. 135
Tielscher, P.
Tillyard, E. M. W. 20
tinagma 279
tinassö 283
Tinbergen, N. 306
Tinctoris, J. 13
Tischbein, J. H. W. 44
Titian 22
Toch, H. 346
Tölle-Kastenbein, R. 43
81 121 210
Tomlinson, R. A. 353
Tönnies, F. 402
Torniai, R. 78 169 326
Touchette, L. A. 126
Tozzi, L. 46
tradition 261-3 268 399
tragoidos 119
trance 304 350
Treble, R. 60
trechô 280
Treu, M. 368
Trexler, R. C. 340-1 359
Trienekens, G. M. T.
305
Trier, J. 175
tritogeneia 289
Troizen 364
Trumpf-Lyritzaki, M.
140
Trypho 192
Tuccaro, A. 17 21 33
Tugal, P. 120
Tumolesi, P. S. 89 119
193
tumpanon 185 288
Tüpker, R. 391
tupöntes 289
turbê, turbasia 289
Turberville, A. S. 343
Turner, T. 315
Turner, V. 336 341 343-4
369 396-8 401 404-5
Tuzin, D. 389
Tybout, R. A. 215 245
typology 108 166 226
271 273
Tzetzes 6
Ulanowska, A. 95 122
Umiker-Sebeok, J. 384
Untersteiner, M. 127 131
Ure, A. D. 257
Usener, H. 58
Utrecht, L. 299
Vaio, J. 90 127
Valckenaer, L. K. 36
Valk, J. M. M. de 345
Vallois, R. 131
Vandoni, M. 82 120 207
Vanhove, D. 220
Varenne, H. 402
Vase François 131 277
286
vases, see pottery
Vatin, C. 135
Vatsyayan, K. 181 196
235
Vattimo, G. 299
Vavra, E. 250
Veen, D. J. van 305
Veen, H. Th. van 251
Veldman, I. M. 11
Verboven, D. 157
Vergil 280
Verhoogen, V. 80 142
Vermaseren, M. J. 223
Vermeer, H. J. 388
Vernant, J.-P. 86 211 389
Verrips, J. 304-5
Verschuren, P. J. M. 294
Versnel, H. S. 151 184
293 300 305 325 332
371 398
Vesterinen, M. 120 207
Vettori, P. 19
Veyne, P. 231 242 323
373
Vickers, M. 42-3 227-9
Vierneisel, K. 126 140
Vigano, M. M. 48
Vigano, S. 48
Vigée-Lebrun, E. 48
Villanueva Puig, M.-C.
125-6
Villard, L. 225
Vine, I. 378 383 386 401
Vitruvius 18 216
vocabulary 150 174-88
269
African 181 183
Australian 183
French 176
Greek 24 61 118-9
274-289
Hebrew 368 372
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vocabulary, continued
Italian 181
Japanese 181
Latin 9 183
Maori 188
Mixtec 183
Polish 188
Sanskrit 181 188
Spanish 181
Zapotec 183
Voetius, G. 28 30
Voïart, E. 52
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De eerste monografie over de dans in de wereld van de Oudheid, Orchestra sive de
saltationibus veterum, van de hand van de Leidse hoogleraar Johannes Meursius
verscheen in Leiden in 1618. Vervolgens heeft dit onderwerp in Leiden niet opnieuw,
tot op heden, tot publicaties van enige omvang aanleiding gegeven. Meursius sprak
in 1618 de vrees uit, dat de persoon aan wie hij zijn Orchestra had opgedragen,
Cornells van der Myle, curator van de Leidse universiteit, een frivool onderwerp
als de dans niet in overeenstemming met zijn waardigheid zou achten. Anderzijds,
aldus Meursius, kan niemand welk onderwerp dan ook versmaden, indien de bestude-
ring van dat onderwerp iets bijdraagt aan onze kennis van de wereld van de Oudheid.
Zoals Meursius, ben ook ik van mening dat de bestudering van de dans in de
Oudheid iets aan ons beeld van de antieke wereld heeft bij te dragen, en wel iets van
aanmerkelijk meer dan antiquarisch belang. Het resulterende boek is geen synthe-
tische 'geschiedenis van de dans in de Griekse wereld', maar is bedoeld als een
degelijk fundament waarop een dergelijke synthese zou kunnen worden opgetrokken.
Het bestaat uit drie delen: een deel historiografie, een deel bronnenkritiek en een deel
theorievorming.
DE HISTORIOGRAFIE
Vanaf de zestiende eeuw is er sprake van een ononderbroken traditie van bestudering
van de dansen van de wereld van de Oudheid, aanvankelijk op puur filologische
grondslag, vanaf de achttiende eeuw ook met gebruikmaking van archeologisch
materiaal. Deze traditie van vijf eeuwen heeft een omvangrijke literatuur opgeleverd,
op chronologische volgorde besproken in de hoofdstukken 1.2 tot en met 1.6, en
thematisch gerangschikt in de bibliografie in hoofdstuk 1.8.
In deze veelheid zijn drie hoofdgroepen te onderscheiden. De eerste is antiqua-
risch: het ging daarbij om het verzamelen van dansbenamingen met alle bijbehorende
tekstplaatsen en het in serie zetten en zo mogelijk aan de tekstuele overlevering
relateren van dansafbeeldingen. Dergelijk antiquarisch werk treffen we aan in alle
perioden. De tweede groep omvat studies van een meer interpretatief karakter, waarin
gepoogd wordt de dans in te passen in een ruimer cultuurhistorisch, vaak godsdienst-
historisch, kader. Deze benadering bleef grotendeels, maar niet geheel, beperkt tot
de twintigste eeuw. De derde groep publicaties werd geschreven met een praktisch
doel: de dansen van de oudheid worden daarin bestudeerd teneinde uit het verleden
l
lessen te trekken voor de dans van de eigen tijd. Ook dit is te vinden in meerdere
perioden, maar bereikt een hoogtepunt in de achttiende eeuw.
In het gehele eerste deel wordt de onderzoekstraditie in verband gebracht met
ontwikkelingen die zich buiten de betrokken vakgebieden afspelen. Dat betreft met
name de ontwikkelingen binnen de westerse theaterdans, van evident belang voor een
goed begrip van publicaties uit de zojuist genoemde derde groep (maar niet alleen
voor deze). Het omgekeerde is overigens al evenzeer het geval: de geschiedenis van
de westerse theaterdans is niet goed te begrijpen zonder aandacht te schenken aan
de zoektocht van de theatermaker naar de juiste antieke voorbeelden. Daarmee levert
deze historiografische studie ook een bijdrage aan de dansgeschiedenis.
Tot de eerste groep, en vaak tevens (deels) tot de derde, behoort een specifieke
categorie publicaties, waarin gepoogd wordt de antiek Griekse dans weer tot leven
te wekken door de feitelijke bewegingen te reconstrueren. Dit streven nam een
aanvang in de late negentiende eeuw, met het werk van Maurice Emmanuel, Frans
musicoloog en componist, die meende op grond van met name het beeldmateriaal
bewegingen van de Griekse dans te kunnen reconstrueren. Nadien heeft deze benade-
ring zich ontwikkeld tot een 'Franse school', met onderzoekers als Louis Séchan,
Germaine Prudhommeau en Marie-Hélène Delavaud-Roux, zij dat ook buiten
Frankrijk, bijvoorbeeld in Griekenland, sporen van een dergelijke aanpak zijn terug
te vinden. Het spreekt dat ook hier weer een wisselwerking tussen theater en acade-
mische studie is aan te wijzen.
De lange onderzoekstraditie heeft er voor gezorgd dat een groot deel van het
primaire materiaal is uitgegeven, gerubriceerd, geïnterpreteerd en geherinterpreteerd;
niemand hoeft nog van de grond af te beginnen. Maar ze heeft ook een nadelige
uitwerking: het onderzoek neigt te verlopen langs platgetreden, maar helaas vaak
doodlopende, paden. Een reeks vooronderstellingen afkomstig uit de traditie, samen-
gevat in hoofdstuk 1.7, kleurt een groot deel van hetgeen over de antieke dans is en
wordt beweerd. Voeg hierbij, ook gedurende de twintigste eeuw toen men 'beter had
kunnen weten', een onwil de gehanteerde concepten, in de eerste plaats het concept
'dans' zelf, te definiëren, een gebrek aan aandacht voor de groeiende theorievorming
rond dans, performance, ritueel of communicatie in het algemeen, en een zeer
inadequate bronnenkritiek, en het moge duidelijk zijn dat de vruchten van de onder-
zoekstraditie naar mijn mening met de nodige achterdocht bekeken moeten worden.
We moeten ze echter niet links laten liggen: teneinde nieuwe, niet-doodlopende
wegen te kunnen inslaan, moeten we weten welke andere routes we (deels) vermijden
willen en waarom.
DE BRONNENKRITIEK
Bronnenmateriaal moet worden verzameld. Te dien einde hebben we een definitie
nodig van wat we zoeken. Aan de definiëring van de dans is hoofdstuk 2.2 gewijd.
Een definitie kan, in het geval van wetenschappelijk onderzoek, geen andere zijn dan
een zogenaamde etic definitie, een tot op zekere hoogte arbitraire afbakening van een
wetenschappelijk concept. Mijn definitie van de dans, sturend voor mijn onderzoek
in het tweede en derde deel (maar vanzelfsprekend niet in het eerste, historiogra-
fische) luidt als volgt: dans is menselijke beweging, met het gehele lichaam, waarbij
dat lichaam zich (op enig moment) in de ruimte verplaatst; het is een gemeenschappe-
lijke activiteit, met twee of meer participanten, dat wil zeggen dansenden en/of
toeschouwers; de dansbeweging is intentioneel en ritmisch; er worden bepaalde
figuren uitgevoerd, de bewegingen zijn altijd in bepaalde mate gestereotypeerd; de
bewegingen vinden plaats op muziek: klappen, stampen, zang, instrumentale muziek,
uitgevoerd door de dansenden zelf en/of door anderen; de bewegingen worden door
de participanten zelf bestempeld als afwijkend van 'normale' beweging, met andere
woorden, er wordt een bepaalde categorie onderscheiden waar deze bewegingen
(mede) mee beschreven worden; dit onderscheid wordt gemaakt op basis van de
communicatieve functie van de beweging: deze fungeert als betekenisdrager op een
wijze waarop 'normale' beweging dat niet doet. Verwant is het probleem van de
classificatie: dienen we binnen de dans nog verschillende typen dans te onderschei-
den? Van de vele bestaande classificaties is binnen de etic benadering zoals hier
gekozen eigenlijk alleen een typologie op basis van vormaspecten bruikbaar.
Gewapend met deze definitie en typologie kunnen we het bronnenmateriaal
benaderen. De selectie van relevante geschreven bronnen moet plaatsvinden op basis
van een bepaald Grieks vocabulaire waarvan we menen dat de semantiek binnen de
kaders van de bovenstaande definitie valt. Zo'n vocabulaire wordt vastgesteld in
hoofdstuk 2.3 en nog eens samengevat in hoofdstuk 2.7. In het geval van de onge-
schreven bronnen moet er ook een 'vocabulaire' worden vastgesteld, namelijk een
bepaalde set afbeeldingsconventies waarvan aannemelijk kan worden gemaakt dat met
behulp van deze conventies activiteiten zijn afgebeeld die vallen binnen de termen
van onze etic definitie. Dit komt aan bod in hoofdstuk 2.4. Resultaat van beide
exercities is een verzameling teksten en afbeeldingen (in deze studie niet opgenomen),
waarvan een deel zeker, en een deel mogelijk binnen de termen van onze definitie
valt. Deze verzameling moet vervolgens aan een nadere beschouwing worden
onderworpen: de daarbij te stellen vragen worden behandeld in de hoofdstukken 2.3
(de teksten) en 2.4 (de iconografie).
De teksten dienen we in de eerste plaats in de context van hun specifieke genre
te zien: van danspoëzie tot filosofisch tractaat, van epigrafische tekst tot lexicogra-
fisch lemma. Tevens moeten we ons goed rekenschap geven van de datering: met
name de vele gegevens afkomstig uit de eerste en tweede eeuw n. C. moeten met
grote voorzichtigheid benaderd worden, aangezien het zeer aannemelijk is dat de in
die periode hoogtij vierende Grieks-Romeinse pantomime het beeld van de dans, ook
waar men voorgeeft te spreken over eerdere perioden, sterk gekleurd heeft. Verder
is het opvallend dat we voor de muziek van de Griekse wereld de beschikking hebben
over een uitgebreide theoretische literatuur uit de oudheid zelf, en zelfs over enkele
fragmenten muzieknotatie, terwijl er voor de uiterlijke verschijningsvorm van de dans
niets bruikbaars op schrift staat. De Grieken hebben zeer veel over de dans ge-
schreven, maar niets van technische aard, en evenmin lijkt er een vorm van dans-
notatie te hebben bestaan. Het lijkt weinig aannemelijk dat zoiets zonder een enkel
spoor of een enkele vermelding zou zijn verdwenen. Staat in de literatuur een
beweging al beschreven, dan blijft het bij de meest algemene termen.
Mits er aan genre en datering voldoende aandacht gegeven wordt, levert het
merendeel van de prozateksten geen bijzondere problemen op. De poëzie daarentegen
stelt ons voor bijzondere vragen: aangezien we daar te maken kunnen hebben met
voorbeelden van mousikè, dat is een samenstel van tekst, muziek en dans, zal een
deel van de verwijzingen naar dans in poëtische teksten verwijzen naar de dans die
met de uitvoering van diezelfde teksten gepaard ging (op dat moment is ook een
metrische analyse van die teksten relevant - mits het gaat om pre-hellenistische
poëzie; overigens helpt de kennis van bepaalde dansritmen ons slechts weinig verder).
Maar welke teksten werden nu precies gedanst, wanneer en door wie? Is alle
zogenaamde koorpoëzie wel door een koor uitgevoerd? Niemand heeft een kant en
klaar antwoord, maar in het onderzoek naar de 'ik' in de poëzie, dat wil zeggen naar
zelf-referentie door dichter en/of koor, en in het debat over de traditionele genres,
met name monodie tegenover koorpoëzie, is de voorlopige conclusie dat niet alles
wat voor koorpoëzie is aangezien, dat ook is. En indien we concluderen dat iets
werkelijk gedanste koorpoëzie zal zijn geweest is, hoe zit het dan met heropvoering?
Werd er dan naast een tekst ook een muzikale compositie en een choreografie
overgedragen? Kortom: we dienen zeer voorzichtig te zijn bij het hanteren van
mededelingen omtrent de dans als verwijzingen naar een specifieke opvoering.
Ook in het geval van de afbeeldingen moeten we ons afvragen of de vervaar-
diger van een afbeelding beoogde de waarneembare werkelijkheid weer te geven.
De problemen zijn legio, en de conclusie kan slechts luiden dat er vele variaties
denkbaar zijn, van een sterke link met de observeerbare werkelijkheid tot een zeer
zwakke. Conventie en formulariteit spelen in ieder geval een grote rol, en bovendien
is een afbeelding van beweging altijd een conventie in de zin van een statische
uitsnijding: deze is niet terug te vertalen in beweging, tenzij we die al kennen. Maar
zo moeilijk als het is afbeeldingen in verband te brengen met een waarneembare
realiteit, zo evident is het verband met dat andere deel van de realiteit: het wereld-
beeld, dat wat in hoofden zit. De iconografie is een systeem dat functioneert binnen
een bepaald wereldbeeld, een systeem dat dat wereldbeeld reflecteert én helpt
vormen.
In hoofdstuk 2.5 wordt de aandacht gericht op ten eerste enkele roerende
objecten anders dan afbeeldingen, met name maskers en dansvloeren (interessante,
maar relatief marginale bronnen), en ten tweede op de mogelijkheid van een dans-
traditie van de Oudheid tot heden, dat wil zeggen een orale overlevering waarin
dansen met weinig of geen verandering bewaard zijn gebleven. Een dergelijke
bestendigheid is niet a priori onmogelijk, maar, op grond van vergelijkend materiaal,
wel a priori onwaarschijnlijk. Dansen veranderen veelal sterk in de loop van de tijd.
Als we dan ook nog constateren dat Griekenland in de loop van zijn geschiedenis
allerminst is afgesloten geweest voor invloeden van buitenaf, en dat voor het aan-
tonen van de vermeende traditie vele tussenschakels aan het bewijsmateriaal ont-
breken, dan kunnen we deze optie beter laten rusten.
Concluderend wordt in hoofdstuk 2.6 gesteld dat het aannemelijk gemaakt kan
worden dat enkele teksten, met name inscriptieteksten en enkele teksten van een
'ethnografisch' karakter, verwijzen naar een waarneembare werkelijkheid. Hetzelfde
geldt voor een beperkt aantal afbeeldingen, met name die welke met zekerheid
toegeschreven kunnen worden aan een bepaalde context waarvoor het bestaan van
dans aangetoond wordt door teksten of door archeologische aanwijzingen. Daarbij
kan het nooit gaan om de reconstructie van bewegingen of choreografieën: zoals
gezegd beschikken we niet over een technische literatuur, bieden de afbeeldingen
geen betrouwbare weergave van een waarneembare realiteit, laat staan een sleutel
tot de reconstructie van beweging, en is het bestaan van survivals niet hard te maken.
Slechts andere dan de vormaspecten komen voor onderzoek in aanmerkingen: waar
werd gedanst, wanneer werd gedanst, en wat was het karakter van de dansen in
kwestie. Daarenboven zijn natuurlijk alle teksten en afbeeldingen bruikbaar om te
komen tot een reconstructie van de visie op dans in verschillende perioden. Noch
een dergelijke globale inventarisatie van de dans zoals gedanst in de Griekse wereld,
noch een op alle materiaal gebaseerde interpretatie van de Griekse visie op de dans
zijn tot op heden geproduceerd, omdat antiquarische vragen (waaronder die naar
reconstructie) het gebied vrijwel hebben gemonopoliseerd. Wie wél een dergelijke
inventarisatie en interpretatie wil aanvatten, dient met de hier geformuleerde bronnen-
kritiek het materiaal opnieuw te verzamelen (of voor de eerste maal bijeen te
brengen, zoals het geval is bij het epigrafisch materiaal) en te beoordelen, maar dient
tevens de beschikking te hebben over een theoretisch raamwerk.
DE THEORIEVORMING
Reconstructie moeten we uit ons hoofd zetten, de hele antiquarische benadering blijkt
een doodlopende weg. We moeten nieuwe wegen bewandelen die leiden in de richting
van een antwoord op de vraag wat de rol was die de zo alomtegenwoordige dans in
de Griekse cultuur vervulde. Daarbij moeten we niet in het wilde weg te werk gaan,
maar vanuit een geëxpliciteerde theoretische oriëntatie bouwen aan een model dat
toetsbare hypothesen genereert. De theoretische oriëntatie gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk
3.2 is een ecletische, met elementen ontleend aan danswetenschap en meer specifiek
dansantropologie, aangevuld met de rational choice benadering binnen de godsdienst-
sociologie. Deze keuze is gemaakt teneinde relatieve oppervlakteverschijnselen
centraal te kunnen stellen, namelijk de communicatieve en performatieve aspecten
van gedrag en de expliciete betekenisgeving in concrete situaties. Structuralistische
en ethologische oriëntaties worden uitgesloten als irrelevant voor het type historisch
onderzoek dat hier beoogt wordt.
Op deze basis worden in hoofdstuk 3.3 de bouwstenen voor het te ontwerpen
model behandeld: achtereenvolgens public events, mobilisatie en communicatie (de
dans was al in het tweede deel aan bod gekomen). Public events, zoals uitgewerkt
door Don Handelman, zijn gelegenheden waarbij mensen bewust samenkomen en
waarbij de symbolen van een gemeenschap nadrukkelijk gepresenteerd worden. De
gemeenschap stelt zichzelf aan zichzelf voor. Veel van wat er plaatsgrijpt tijdens een
public event is ritueel en cultisch (maar niet alles, en niet alle rituelen en culten zijn
public events). Kenmerkend voor public events is performance: het spelen, het
opvoeren, het uitbeelden. Een van dis performances is dans.
Mobilisatie wordt hier opgevat als het activeren van mensen: het op de been
brengen van een bepaald publiek. De vraag welke prikkels het meest effectief zijn,
of in een specifieke concrete situatie waren, bij het mobiliseren van een publiek, is
merkwaardigerwijs zelden gesteld. Sociologie en psychologie hebben veel aandacht
geschonken aan collectief gedrag, maar spreken altijd over de dynamiek van een
bestaande groep, niet over de vraag hoe groepen zich nu precies formeren. De
godsdienstsociologie is meer begaan met groepsvorming, en kent vele studies gewijd
aan mobilisatie, recrutering, bekering, enzovoort, maar waarmee mensen dan
aangetrokken worden, wordt onvoldoende uitgewerkt. Een publiek komt niet vanzelf:
zie het feit dat public events aan populariteit winnen, inboeten, geheel verdwijnen,
enzovoort. Er zijn dus andere factoren in het spel dan de individuele psyche. In deze
context moet worden stilgestaan bij de vraag wie het publiek wil trekken en waarom.
De initiatiefnemers zijn veelal Organisatoren' in de ruimste zin, maar het publiek
zelf kan ook actief streven naar versterking van hun gelederen. De motieven om
publiek te trekken bestrijken een breed veld van religieuze motivaties tot motivaties
van economische of machtspolitieke aard, waarbij het een natuurlijk het ander niet
uitsluit. Belangrijk is met name het punt van de rivaliteit: public events concurreren
met elkaar. Kern van de zaak zijn de prikkels die geboden worden om het publiek
daadwerkelijk bijeen krijgen: de attracties die als onderdeel en in de marge van een
public event worden aangeboden. Dit zijn attracties van velerlei aard, waaronder de
performances een belangrijke plaats innemen. En zoals reeds gezegd, een van die
performances is de dans.
Communicatie wordt hier gedefinieerd als de intentionele, geslaagde uitwisse-
ling van boodschappen en betekenis tussen mensen onderling. Onder betekenis versta
ik denotatie en connotatie zoals deze te reconstrueren zijn binnen een specifieke
context. Een belangrijk onderdeel van de totale communicatie is de niet-verbale
communicatie. Belangrijk, omdat het in alle communicatie van aangezicht tot aange-
zicht een cruciale, want zeer effectieve, rol speelt bij de betekenisoverdracht. Bij een
performance die onderdeel uitmaakt van een public event wordt gecommuniceerd,
en wordt zeker ook niet-verbaal gecommuniceerd. Dat kan in combinatie met verbale
communicatie (de meeste public events zijn multi-mediaal), maar de niet-verbale
communicatie kan ook op zichzelf staan. Een in het oog springende, om niet te
zeggen aanstekelijke, in het lichaam aansprekende vorm van niet-verbale communi-
catie is de dans.
Op grond van de bovenstaande bouwstenen komen we in hoofdstuk 3.4 tot een
model met de volgende hoofdtrekken: performances zijn geen leuke extra's die naar
wens aan een public event kunnen worden toegevoegd of daaruit kunnen worden
weggelaten. Ze vormen daarentegen het centrale element van een public event (en
moeten dus ook in een wetenschappelijke studie gewijd aan een public event een
centrale plaats innemen!). Ze dienen een dubbel doel: ten eerste de mobilisatie van
een publiek, en ten tweede het bieden van een effectief middel om met datzelfde
publiek te communiceren. Voor het trekken van mensen en voor het op hetzelfde
moment overbrengen van betekenisvolle boodschappen worden bij voorkeur multi-
mediale performances ingezet, waarbij het niet-verbale element bij uitstek geschikt
is voor het overbrengen van relatief ongestructureerde en te-diep-voor-woorden
boodschappen. Belangrijk onder de niet-verbale middelen is de dans. Het is dus niet
de dans zelf die betekent: de dans is een effectief middel om betekenis (ongeacht
welke betekenis) uit te dragen onder dansenden en toeschouwers. Als we overigens
voor de Griekse wereld de betekenis van door dans gedragen boodschappen proberen
te achterhalen, dan lijkt het te gaan om een reeks banale (en essentiële) zaken als
dood, (nieuw) leven, groep, gemeenschap, vreemdenbeeld. De boodschappen zijn
dus bekend; het is goed de aandacht eens te richten op het gekozen, kinetische,
communicatiemiddel in plaats van de inhoud.
Tot besluit nogmaals een opsomming van het instrumentarium dat in deze
studie wordt aangereikt: 1. een historiografie, met uitvoerige bibliografie, die
aanleiding geeft tot een uitgebreide analyse van de aard (en de feilen) van de be-
staande literatuur; 2. onder de noemer bronnenkritiek, ten eerste een vocabulaire van
de antiek Griekse dans (een Griekstalig vocabulaire, benevens een iconografisch
vocabulaire), op basis van een expliciete definitie en typologie van de dans, ten
tweede een reeks basale richtlijnen voor de interpretatie van het op basis van dat
vocabulaire te verzamelen geschreven en ongeschreven materiaal; 3. een model,
ontworpen op basis van een expliciete theoretische oriëntatie, dat een raamwerk
levert waarbinnen verder onderzoek kan plaatsvinden, en dat openstaat voor verdere
toetsing en eventuele bijstelling.
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift van F. G. Naerebout, Attractive
performances. Ancient Greek dance: three preliminary studies
1. Public events (in de zin van Handelman) zijn communicatieve aangelegenheden.
Voor een succesrijke communicatie is de aanwezigheid van een publiek een eerste
vereiste. Performances ('behaviour arts' in de zin van Schechner) als onderdeel van
public events hadden binnen het Griekse openbare leven als eerste taak een publiek
te mobiliseren. In een situatie waarin men vrijelijk kan en/of moet kiezen uit een
groot aanbod aan public events, zoals in de Griekse wereld in veel gemeenschappen
het geval was, zullen events wedijveren om de meest effectieve mobilisatie.
D. Handelman, Models and mirrors. Towards an anthropology of public
events, Cambridge 1990; R. Schechner, The future of ritual. Writings on
culture and performance, London 1993
2. Performances boden binnen het Griekse openbare leven aan een door diezelfde
performances gemobiliseerd publiek een forum voor communicatie. De multimediale
performances hebben de vorm die zij hebben teneinde de effectiviteit van de
communicatie te maximaliseren. De rol daarin gespeeld door niet-verbale elementen,
waarvan de dans zeker niet de minste is, wordt licht onderschat door een beoorde-
laar uit een sterk verbaal-textueel gerichte cultuur.
3. De antiek Griekse dans is als beweging voor ons verloren; noch bepaalde
typerende bewegingssequenties, noch choreografieën laten zich op basis van
beschrijvingen, afbeeldingen of de overlevering van ooit gezongen en gedanste
poëzie reconstrueren. Al betekent deze constatering dat de Oudheid voor de dans-
wetenschap, in stricte zin, geen onderwerp kan vormen, toch impliceert zij geenszins
dat iedere wetenschappelijke bestudering van de Griekse dans onmogelijk zou zijn.
4. Het uitvoeren van case studies van individuele dansen uit de antiek-Griekse
wereld, een praktijk die in het overwegend antiquarische onderzoek een belangrijke
plaats innam, is een doodlopende weg gebleken. Om uit de impasse te geraken, dient
nu de aandacht primair gericht te worden op de dans in het algemeen, en wel in de
eerste plaats op de vervaardiging van een zo compleet mogelijk overzicht van
concrete dance events, in de zin van de dansantropologie, op basis van inscriptie-
materiaal en van alle overige geschreven en ongeschreven bronnen die zich op deze
wijze laten interpreteren.
5. De wens tot imitatie en aemulatio van de dans van het Griekse theater en/of de
Grieks-Romeinse pantomime vormde een belangrijke drijvende kracht' in de
ontwikkeling van de westerse theaterdans. In de geschiedschrijving van de westerse
theaterdans is en wordt dit feit onvoldoende onderkend.
6. De Griekse iconografische bronnen kunnen voor het overgrote deel niet gezien
worden als realistische afbeeldingen van een geleefde realiteit. Desalniettemin
worden zij door historici veelvuldig, zonder enige reflectie, op deze wijze
gehanteerd, zo ook in het onderzoek naar de antieke dans. Een consequente
beschouwing van deze bronnen als verbeeldingen in plaats van afbeeldingen moet
leiden tot een herschikking en herwaardering van het gehele corpus van dansicono-
grafie.
7. In de derde editie van het Rosetum exerdtiorum spiritualium et sacrarum
meditationum van Johannes Mauburnus, uitgegeven in Parijs in 1510, zijn de
passages over de dans uit de oorspronkelijke tekst (Zwolle 1494) aangevuld met
materiaal van een sterk humanistische inslag. Deze aanvullingen zijn toegeschreven
aan Mauburnus zelf of aan Johannes Saulay en enkele anderen aan wie de tekst is
opgedragen. Het is echter veel aannemelijker dat voor deze aanvullingen Jodocus
Badius Ascensius verantwoordelijk was, bezorger van de genoemde derde editie, een
humanistisch geleerde en uitgever van een naus stultifera, gebaseerd op Sebastian
Brants Narrenschiff, en waarin nu juist het hoofdstuk over de dans ten opzichte van
Brants tekst is uitgebreid. Een mogelijk alternatief is Faber Stapulensis (Jacques Le
Fèvre), die ook bij de uitgave van de Parijse Rosetum betrokken was, en die de
auteur is van de Elementa Musicalia welke korte tijd later, in 1514, werden
gepubliceerd.
versus J. Dondorff, Das Rosetum des Johannes Maubumus. Ein Beitrag zur
Geschichte der Frömmigkeit in den Wmdesheimer Klöstern (Halle 1929) 5ff.
8. Niet alleen rekenfouten maken de besomming van de Atheense graanproductie en
graanbehoefte door Peter Garnsey onbruikbaar. Garnseys veronderstellingen
betreffende het bodemgebruik, de bezaaiing, de zaaizaadfactor en de graancon-
sumptie leiden niet tot wat hij noemt 'a rough indication of the range of the
possible', maar tot een over de gehele linie te rooskleurig beeld van de Atheense
voedselsituatie.
P. Garnsey, 'Grain for Athens', in: P. A. CarUedge & F. D. Harvey (eds.),
Crux. Essays presented to G. E. M. de Ste. Croix (Exeter 1985) 62-75
9. De passages Homerus, Odyssee 20.346ff, en Herodotus, Historiën 9.16, bieden
beide een treffende beschrijving van een voorspellend gezicht gedurende een
gezamenlijke maaltijd, waarbij de dood van daar aanwezigen voorzegd wordt. Deze
parallellie bleef tot op heden kennelijk onopgemerkt. M.i. mag een inspirerende rol
van de Homeruspassage wel worden aangenomen.
10. De lezing κορδακι]σται in IG 12.7.246 is weinig waarschijnlijk.
11. De merktekens op bouwstenen in de Kretensische Minoïsche 'paleizen' zijn
meermaals geduid als steenhouwersmerken, maar tegen deze interpretatie zijn
zwaarwegende bezwaren ingebracht. Bijgevolg is men recent teruggekeerd naar een
oudere interpretatie volgens welke de tekens een bepaalde rituele betekenis zouden
hebben. Dit is niet a priori uitgesloten, maar heeft toch het aanzien van een
noodoplossing. Een andere verklaring van deze merktekens, en wel als eigendoms-
merken met een rol in handel en transport, zoals plausibel is gemaakt voor de
merktekens op houtconstructies in middeleeuwse bouwwerken, biedt een zinvol
alternatief.
S. Hood, 'Mason's marks in the palaces', in: R. Hägg & N. Marinatos
(eds.), The function of the Minoan palaces; Proceedings of the 4th
international symposium at the Swedish Institute in Athens, 1984 (Stockholm
1987) 205-212; D. J. de Vries, Bouwen in de late Middeleeuwen. Architec-
tuur in het voormalige Over- en Nedersticht (Utrecht 1994) 93-104
12. In de vloed recente literatuur over het seksuele leven in de antieke wereld ligt
de nadruk vrijwel exclusief op de beeldvorming en zingeving rond het seksuele
handelen, maar blijven de handelingen zelf - wat, ten onrechte, de Onveranderlijke
functies van het lichaam' worden genoemd - buiten beschouwing. Dientengevolge
wordt onvoldoende rekening gehouden met een aantal basale medische, met name
gynaecologische gegevens. Aantasting van het lichamelijk functioneren door
voedingsdeficiëntie, trauma of micro-organismen, zoals ontijdige onvruchtbaarheid,
baringsschade en seksueel overdraagbare aandoeningen, had een invloed op het
antieke seksuele leven die niet genegeerd kan worden.
L. Stone, 'Sex in the West', The New Republic (8 juli 1985) 27, over de
biologische kant van de seksualiteit: 'a somewhat boring topic' versus E.
Shorter, A history of women's bodies. New York 1982, met name hoofdstuk
10: 'diseases of sexual significance'.
13. Sinds de uitvinding van de boekdrukkunst heeft de groei van het aantal potentiële
en daadwerkelijke lezers waarschijnlijk de groei van het aantal gepubliceerde
pagina's overtroffen of daar gelijke tred mee gehouden. Toch wordt al zeer lang
geklaagd over wat als een overproductie gepercipieerd wordt. Echter, niet de
omvang van de productie is een probleem, maar het retrospectief beheersbaar en
toegankelijk maken en houden van wat nu eenmaal geproduceerd is.
'There is no end of writing of books, in this scribbling age especially. What
a catalogue of new books have our Frankfurt Marts brought out! What a
glut of books! Who can read them? We shall have a vast chaos and
confusion of books, we are oppressed with them, our eyes ache with
reading': Robert Burton, Anatomy of melancholy, 1621, introduction.
14. De Faculteit Cultuurwetenschappen van de Open Universiteit heeft de pre-
moderne geschiedenis zonder één enkel steekhoudend inhoudelijk argument uit het
verplichte studieprogramma afgevoerd. Binnen het kader van het europacentrische,
overwegend cultuurhistorische curriculum, bewijst men met deze drastische daad de
studenten cultuurwetenschap een bijzonder slechte dienst.
Studieplanner 97/98 [Voorlichtingsbrochure Open Universiteit] (Heerlen
1997) 44: 'Bij de herprogrammering van de opleiding Cultuurwetenschappen
is gekozen voor een thematische invalshoek Traditie en vernieuwing. Dit
heeft als consequentie dat hierdoor [sic] het programma wordt afgebakend
tot De moderne tijd'.
15. Archibald Henry Sayce meldt in zijn memoires tussen neus en lippen door dat
Lewis Carrolls The Hunting of the Snark een 'good-natured satire' van de doelstel-
lingen van de 'Researchers' beoogt te zijn, in de machtsstrijd die aan de universiteit
van Oxford woedde tussen 'Researchers' en 'Educationalists'. Deze interpretatie van
The Hunting of the Snark lijkt door het legioen Carroll-onderzoekers te zijn gemist.
Vergelijking met ander werk van Carroll/Dodgson maakt aannemelijk dat Sayce met
kennis van zaken spreekt.
A. H. Sayce, Reminiscences (Londen 1923) 130.
16. R. G. Collingwood schreef in zijn opstel 'The limits of historical knowledge',
opgenomen in zijn Essays in the philosophy of history: 'For historical thinking
means nothing else than interpreting all the available evidence with the maximum
degree of critical skill'. Dit is een wijs woord, mits in plaats van 'nothing else'
'nothing less' gelezen wordt.
17. De definitie van 'stellingen' in het promotiereglement van de Rijksuniversiteit
te Leiden als 'beweringen die de opsteller ervan als waarheid wil zien aangenomen',
leidt er toe dat althans de opsteller van de zestien bovenstaande stellingen
gedwongen wordt met het reglement de hand te lichten.

